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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

At the initiative of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Government, there has 

been a commitment to review the classification structures of the ACT Public 

Service (ACTPS) in Enterprise Agreements since 2003-2004. Whilst the initial scope 

was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. In current ACTPS 

certified agreements, the parties most recent expression of their plans for the 

review is expressed in detail at clause D7 (refer Annexe E). In 2010 

Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed “a simplified employment 

framework … and a simplified classification structure” as an integral part of 

broader restructuring and refocusing of the ACTPS. 

Black Circle Pty Ltd was commissioned to undertake this Review in response to 

these requirements. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims of the Review are to: 

a) Achieve greater consistency across the ACT Public Service in classifying positions 

and to improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level 

Standards and work value requirements; 

b) Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, qualifications 

and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, and intelligible, to 

potential applicants; 

c) Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

d) Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, including 

the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine; and 

e) 

SCOPE 

Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently 

includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 

The scope of this Review excludes the following groups of employees: Statutory 

Officeholders; Members of the Senior Executive Service including Chief Executives 

& Executives; Medical Officers, Nursing Staff; Fire Brigade Officers, Ambulance 

Officers, Bus drivers & Transport Officers; Teachers, School Leaders, Vocation 

Education and Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teachers-Managers. A specification 

of the classification groups included is attached at Annexe D. 
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WORKPLAN 

The Review followed a workplan of five elements: 

Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream 

structure; 

Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational 

stream; 

Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the 

ACTPS; 

Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 

Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional 

arrangements. 

This Interim Report focuses on Element 5. 

In order to support and simplify transition and implementation, it also 

consolidates recommendations, references and deliverables from previous 

Reports. 

STATUS 

This Final Report addresses implementation and transitional considerations, 

including workforce development. 

The consultancy will be completed with the finalisation of this Report. 

The following section provides a summary of the key recommendations of the 

Review. 
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. The ACTPS replace the current system of classification based on occupational 

streams with a system based on four Career Clusters –Support Services, Legal 

Services, Infrastructure Services and People Services 

ii. The four Career Clusters will be the basis for structured, strategic and 

sustainable workforce planning and workforce capability development, 

and provide a framework within which ACTPS employees undertake life-

long learning and pursue fulfilling careers. 

iii. There is a role for the Head of Service and Commissioner for Public 

Administration to support Directorates undertaking workforce planning 

and workforce capability development, to assess common requirements, 

and to act as a broker for internal and external providers that can support 

these activities. 

iv. The ACTPS develop strategies to assist it to diversify and secure its sources 

of labour supply, and in particular: 

1. Make more extensive use of trainees and apprentices to replenish 

and sustain the ACTPS workforce 

2. Support the development of a professional public service by 

attracting and retaining new and recent graduates in key disciplines 

3. Build and entrench capacity for high quality service delivery by 

retaining employees in ACTPS employment, and encouraging 

internal job applicants 

4. Attract and recruit suitably skilled and experienced external 

applicants in critical occupations 

v. The nature and level of occupational competencies required to meet client 

and stakeholder needs will be determined by Directorates, on the basis of 

competencies established under the National Training Framework, or 

competencies established by national professional accreditation bodies. 

vi. To support career articulation within Career Clusters and mobility across the 

ACTPS, the ACTPS will adopt a new 11-level classification structure to replace 

existing classification structures based on occupation and job family. 

vii. The new classification structure will define work levels fairly and uniformly 

across the ACTPS in terms of new work level standards based on six 

compensable factors 

• Three Internal factors: Achievement, Complexity and Breadth 

• Three External factors: Ecology, Skill & Knowledge, and Environment 

Demands (currently recognized primarily through payment of 

allowances). 
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viii. As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the proposed work level 

standards and special salary scales, on an interim basis, to be included in 

Public Sector Management Standards so as to support implementation of 

the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

ix. The nature and level of occupational skill and knowledge required in a 

position will be taken into account in determining its classification level. 

x. Directorates will develop and maintain job descriptions based on the 

required occupational competencies, and addressing both the 

occupational skill and knowledge and the other compensable factors set 

out in the Work Level Standards. 

xi. To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies – 

CMCD or Shared Services – should be tasked with providing advice and 

support to Directorates in classification management issues, especially 

during the transition to the new classification system. 

xii. To complement the new classification structure, and to meet the need to 

attract and retain skilled employees, the ACTPS will adopt the proposed 

Shared Salary Spine, built on relevant and contemporary external 

benchmarks. 

xiii. The Shared Salary Spine has 11 pay bands matched to the 11 levels of the 

classification structure 

xiv. Where the salary scale for a position spans more than one pay band, the 

work requirements of the position will vary with the occupant’s 

progression through the salary scale. The work requirements of a position 

will match the WLS for the classification level to which the occupant’s 

current salary corresponds. (Exceptions to this general approach are set 

out later in [the Element 5] Report.) 

xv. To support existing broadbanding arrangements and to meet emerging 

needs for similar arrangements, classification levels and associated pay 

bands may be broadbanded 

xvi. In addition to demonstrating higher level occupational competencies, 

employees in broadbanded positions will be required to undertake work to 

the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for the classification level 

corresponding to their rate of pay. 

xvii. Mandatory qualifications that restrict the eligibility of a person or 

employee for entry to or continued employment in certain professions and 

occupations (for example, registered health professionals) will be 

determined under a Public Sector Management Standard 
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xviii. Essential qualifications – which will similarly restrict eligibility (and which 

may or may not supplement mandatory qualifications) – will be 

determined by Directorates at their discretion, on the basis of need (e.g. 

specialized post-graduate qualifications). Because the exercise of a power 

of this kind impacts the operation of the merit principle, and may have 

implications for an employee’s ongoing employment, the power should be 

conferred by way of a Public Sector Management Standard 

xix. The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) would be 

empowered under the same Standard to issue binding guidelines to 

Directorates on how mandatory and essential qualification arrangements 

will be implemented 

xx. Minimum pay points for persons recruited to entry level grades on account 

of holding either mandatory or essential qualifications will also be 

determined under a Public Sector Management Standard. This will include 

minimum pay points for entry to jobs requiring trade qualifications, and 

certain kinds of professional diplomas and degrees, where the qualification 

is either mandatory under the Standards or determined to be a required 

qualification by a Directorate 

xxi. Directorates may also choose to identify desirable qualifications in job 

descriptions and selection criteria, but qualifications of this kind will not 

restrict the eligibility of a person or employee for entry to or continued 

employment in a position 

xxii. The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) issue 

binding guidelines to Directorates on how desirable qualifications will be 

identified 

xxiii. For all administrative stream jobs in the Support Services Career Cluster 

and for positions above Band 8 in the other Career Clusters, a Minimum 

Competency Framework (MCF) will apply. The MCF is a simple framework 

which specifies the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) level for 

required core and specialized competencies, and the general standard of 

employability skills, at each level of the classification structure. The MCF is 

based on the occupational competencies found in Government Skills 

Australia’s Public Service Training Package 

xxiv. In determining essential qualifications or identifying desirable 

qualifications, Directorates must not set a standard that is lower than the 

Minimum Competency Framework 
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xxv. To stimulate the acquisition of the minimum competencies, it is proposed 

that a competency-based salary advancement system be established. The 

maximum salary point in Bands 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will be reserved for 

employees who have acquired the necessary competencies, and who have 

sufficient experience at the classification level to be considered fully 

proficient (rather than simply competent). 

xxvi. A system of attraction and retention incentives should be retained to 

ensure that the ACTPS is able to overcome difficulties in attraction and 

retention in times of occupational shortage. 

xxvii. The system of attraction and retention incentives presently in use has 

many faults, and should be replaced by a system that is more stringent in 

its requirements and more transparent in its operation. 

xxviii. To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies— 

CMCD or Shared Services—be tasked with providing expert advice and 

support to Directorates in remuneration management. 

xxix. To secure adequate and appropriate modern award regulation for the 

ACTPS and to facilitate translation of award-based classifications into the 

new 11-level structure, the content and scope of a Modern Enterprise 

Award for the ACTPS be agreed with the relevant unions, and an 

application submitted to Fair Work Australia by 31 December 2013. 

xxx. Planning and implementation of these reforms must take into account the 

following considerations: 

1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic 

appraisal of their capacity to deliver on the whole reform agenda 

before making a commitment to one option or another. 

2. Key capabilities must be reorganised and rebuilt before many of the 

proposed reforms will become feasible. 

3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time 

and resources to dealing with a significant and complex reform 

agenda 

4. Implementing the new SSS without implementing the new 

classification standards and other reforms is not recommended 

5. The requirement for adequate time and resourcing 

6. The need to track project KPIs and realize benefits. 

***** 

A consolidation of all recommendations made by the Review is at Annexe F: . 
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6 INTRODUCTION 

6.1 BACKGROUND 

At the initiative of the ACT Government, there has been a commitment to review the 

classification structures of the ACT Public Service in Enterprise Agreements since 2003-

2004. Whilst the initial scope was limited, it was expanded in the 2004-2007 agreement. 

In current ACTPS certified agreements, the parties' most recent expression of their 

plans for the review are expressed in detail at clause D7. This clause is reproduced at 

Annexe E. In February 2011 Recommendation 58 of the Hawke Report proposed “a 

simplified employment framework … and a simplified classification structure” as an 

integral part of broader restructuring and refocusing of the ACTPS. This Review has 

been conducted in response to these requirements. Five Reports have been issued: 

15 July 2011: Interim Report on Element 1 - final release (O’Shea & Smith 2011) 

28 February 2012: Interim Report on Element 2 - final release (O’Shea 2012a) 

9 March 2012: Interim Report on Element 3 - final release (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) 

6 April 2012: Interim Report on Element 5 – interim release (O’Shea & Smith 2012b) 

20 April 2012: Interim Report on Element 4 – revised release (O’Shea 2012b) 

6.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims of the Review are to: 

(a) Achieve greater consistency across the ACTPS in classifying positions and to 

improve work equity between positions having equivalent Work Level 

Standards and work value requirements; 

(b) Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, 

qualifications and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more accessible, 

and intelligible, to potential applicants; 

(c) Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers; 

(d) Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, 

including the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single 

salary spine; and 

(e) Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, which currently 

includes 236 classifications, in order to improve administrative efficiency. 
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6.3 AUTHORISATION 

The Terms of Reference for the Review were agreed by the ACTPS Review Project 

Advisory Panel, comprised of: 

1. the Senior Manager (Workplace Relations), CMCD; 

2. a second Government representative from Joint Council or delegate; and 

3. union representatives from The Association of Professional Engineers, 

Scientists & Managers, Australia (APESMA), Australian Manufacturing 

Workers’ Union (AMWU), Communications Electrical Plumbing Union (CEPU), 

Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), Health Services 

Union (HSU) and Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU). 

6.4 SCOPE 

6.4.1 Scope of Investigation 

The scope of this Review excludes the following groups of employees: 

• Statutory Officeholders; 

• Chief Executives & Executives; 

• Medical Officers, 

• Nursing Staff; 

• Fire Brigade Officers, 

• Ambulance Officers, 

• Bus drivers & Transport Officers; 

• Teachers & School Leaders, 

• Vocational Education & Training (VET) Teachers & VET Teacher-Managers. 

A specification of the classification groups included was provided to the Advisory 

Panel on 12 May 2011, and confirmed on 31 May 2011 (refer Annexe D). 

Whilst the following organisations may be included in any analysis of comparative 

data, the results of the Review will not apply to them: Legal Aid, Legislative 

Assembly Members Staff, ACTTAB and ACTEW-AGL. 

6.4.2 Scope of Report 

A workplan of five elements was established: 

Element 1: Recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational stream structure; 

Element 2: Recommend appropriate market based salary levels for each proposed vocational stream; 

Element 3: Consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine for the ACTPS; 

Element 4: Simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible; 

Element 5: Recommend an implementation process and related transitional arrangements. 

This Final Report focuses on material relating to Element 5. However, in order to 

support and simplify transition and implementation it also consolidates 

recommendations, references and deliverables from previous Reports. 
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6.4.3 Workplan for Element 5: 

The Consultant will recommend an implementation process and related 

transitional arrangements by: 

(a) consulting with stakeholders (CMD, unions and agencies); 

(b) identifying transitional issues including likely cost impact, salary/ 

increment advancement issues; 

(c) providing a draft report on, and recommend options for a new 

classification structure and single salary spine; 

(d) presenting a new classification structure and single salary spine. 

6.5 STATUS 

This Report addresses implementation and transitional considerations including 

Workforce Development--required for application of the career cluster concept 

that was presented in Element 1 of this Review (Annexe C: ). 

In undertaking the work for Element 3 of this Review, it became clear that 

stakeholder consultation and conceptual development were both served more 

effectively by addressing task(c) above in the course of Element 3. Accordingly 

this Report references the work undertaken in Element 3 on Classification, Shared 

Salary Spine, Special Salary Scales, Qualifications and Qualification Entry Standard, 

Minimum Competency Framework, and Work Level Standards. 

Those structures from that Report—updated in the light of stakeholder 

feedback—are re-presented in Annexes to this Report. Acronyms and Short 

Forms, and a Glossary, are provided at Annexe A: and Annexe B: respectively. 

The key findings of the Review were outlined in a series of formal presentations 

during June 2012. The materials prepared to support these presentations are 

illustrated at Annexe S: ,and Annexe T: . Annexe U: presents a series of 

‘Frequently Asked Questions’ to complement this presentation material. 

Figure 20 provides a consolidation of the recommendations made throughout the 

Review (Annexe F: ). 

A draft was submitted to CMCD on 16 March 2012 and a Report issued on 16 April 

2012. Comments and feedback received have been addressed in preparing this 

revised Report. 

The consultancy will be completed with the finalisation of this Closing Report. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Throughout the Review, unions, stakeholders and representatives of other jurisdictions 

were uniformly generous with their time and made themselves available for 
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7 OVERVIEW 

We opened the Report on Element 3 of this Review with an Organisational Perspective 

on the subject matter of the Review. Figure 1 illustrates this perspective, mapping the 

linkages between corporate effectiveness, modulated through Public Value, with the 

static “job-based” dimension modeling organisational need on the one hand, and the 

dynamic “competency-based” dimension representing individual ability on the other1. 

Here, a Work Role is a unique combination of organisational need and individual ability. 

Neither the Position nor the Person by themselves are sufficient to describe what will or 

should be done, nor how well it will or should be done, to meet client and stakeholder 

needs. Where work is inter-dependent, requires specialised inputs, or is rapidly moving, 

so is the work team is the natural unit (Galbraith et al 1993). It follows then that the 

componentry of the work team is the Work Role, which is able to adapt to new 

circumstances by virtue of the contribution of the Person. 

Whilst the outputs of this Review2 all lie in the left-hand, job-oriented domain, they 

have been developed in this overall context. It is appropriate, therefore, to 

integrate them with the other components of the organisational context. These 

linkages model the Temporal Perspective, with organisational capability 

developing over time though Workforce Development and Workforce 

Management. This perspective provides the framework of this Report: 

• Section 8 links the outputs of this Review to Corporate Effectiveness (centre of the 

Figure), with Workforce Development deployed to define and build the skills, 

knowledge and experience required to support the organisation’s strategic 

objectives3. 

• Section 9 links the outputs of this Review to the people of the ACTPS (right-hand 

side of the Figure), with Workforce Management deployed to ensure that the right 

people are in place to give effect to the organisation’s strategic objectives; 

• With the elements integrated, Section 10 addresses how do we get there from here. 

1 Early researchers (eg: Lawler (1994)) have used the terms “job-based” and “competency-based” to designate two ends of 
a spectrum of practice. In our model, the two are different, co-existing aspects of the organisation. 

2 Some in-scope outputs from this Review are indicated with white text on black background. 
3 Element 1 included at Section 8.1 a discussion of the development of competency and explicit and tacit knowledge 

through both experiential and theoretic learning: this discussion was focused on the person, and their passage through 
increasing levels of work capability. Here the discussion of Workforce Development that commenced at Section 8.6 of 
Element 1 is resumed to provide a focus on the organisation. 
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Figure 1: The Context of Work Roles in the Public Sector 

The model is mainly relational and procedural, but also indicates the wider context within which the 

Classification Review Project is being undertaken, and clarifies its scope Several issues dealt with 

under Element 3 of the Review are related to one another through this model, and it also highlights 

considerations that the ACTPS will need to attend to once the Project enters in its next phase. 
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8 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT: THEORETICAL & CONCEPTUAL PERSPECTIVES 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Terms of Reference for this Review (Section 6) specify a series of outputs, the 

core of which were addressed in the earlier Elements of the Review: chief 

amongst these are the Shared Salary Spine (SSS), classification level, Pay Bands, 

and the associated work level standards (WLS), all introduced in Element 3 of the 

Review (O’Shea & Smith 2012a). Crucial here is the concept of the Career Cluster— 

introduced in Element 1 (O’Shea & Smith 2011)—which is an integral part of the 

outputs. The four Clusters (Annexe C: ) provide a linked series of pathways for 

staff to develop and deploy their skills and knowledge (Buchanan 2006, pp.15-16), 

mapped to the WLSs and hence to the SSS. However, the Terms of Reference also 

make very clear that the outcomes sought go far beyond these specified items, 

and go to the foundations of “a modern public sector workforce”—consistency, 

mobility, adaptability and efficiency—that will only be achieved with a sustained 

approach beyond the implementation of the specified deliverables. 

Understanding the current situation, concerns and issues for the ACTPS was a 

core task for Element 1 of the Review (O’Shea & Smith 2011), and that work also 

made clear that these outcomes are sought right across the ACTPS, across 

agencies and across levels. 

Furthermore, the proposed structures are not interchangeable with current 

structures. They differ in kind, and in their interaction with outside structures such 

as the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF). 

For all these reasons it is important to address the impact of these proposals on 

development of the workforce of the ACTPS. 

8.2 WHAT IS WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT? 

The concept of workforce development (WFD) was introduced in Element 1 of this 

Review (O’Shea & Smith 2011, p.68). Building on the ideas of Jacobs (2002), the 

central ideas of workforce development in the USA have been developed and 

extended into the Australian context. It indicates a systematic approach that 

incorporates a wide range of activities including education, training and other 

individual development but also includes broader capability building (Hall & 

Lansbury 2006). In common is the concept of workforce development as 

something that happens in a “societal context” (Jacobs 2002, p.13)—including 

outside employing organisations—whether “outside” is defined by location 

(Stueart 2003), demographic (COAG 2009;YANQ 2009) or industry (AHWI 2009; 

CPSISC 2010; Skinner et al. 2005). 
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However, the term is coming to have an organisational focus (Jacobs 2002, p.14). 

Contemporary usage in Australia encompasses: 

“the overall ability for an organisation to work strategically towards better meeting 

client needs through having a skilled and satisfied workforce in the present and the 

future” 

(YANQ 2009, p.2). 

Congruent with this sense, and again in an Australian context, workforce 

development has been defined as those activities which: 

“increase the capacity of individuals to participate effectively in the workforce 

throughout their whole working life and 

which increase the capacity of firms to adopt high-performance work practices that 

support their employees to develop their potential skills and value”. 

(Scholfield, in Lomax-Smith 2003) 

It is in this sense that the phrase is used in this Report. 

8.2.1 Characteristics of Workforce Development 

Workforce Development has two key characteristics that differentiate it from 

previous approaches to building skills and knowledge in a workforce: 

SYSTEMS-ORIENTATION 

Because workforce development operates to meet organizational goals it is 

essentially a systems-level approach (Jacobs 2002, p.14). It has 5 components 

(Roche 2011), which in practice interlock: 

• Training & Education 

• Skills Knowledge & Experience 

• Organisational Structures, Systems and Cultures 

• Government Policies & Strategies 

• Work Conditions & Opportunities. 

Legislation, policy, funding, resources, support mechanisms and incentives 

contribute to all these components (NCOSS 2007). 

COLLABORATION 

Crucial to the understanding of workforce development is its essentially collaborative 

nature (Jacobs 2002, p.14). Career pathways are most effective for individuals when 

developed in a community context (Workforce Strategy Centre 2008; Guthrie, Stanwich 

& Karmel 2011). And because workforce development meets organizational goals as 

well as the needs of individuals, it will be necessary for organizational units to 
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collaborate in such activities as pooling opportunities for job rotation and the like. 

Further, for the ACTPS to address skills development options there will be an essential 

need for collaborative partnerships with education providers (eg: University of 

Canberra (UC), Australian National University (ANU), Canberra Institute of Technology 

(CIT), Registered Training Organisations (RTO) ), other public sector employers (eg: 

Australian Public Service (APS), NSW Public Service, Queanbeyan Council and other 

regional Councils), and other employer organisations. 

Collaboration in this context may take many forms (Chapple 2005), ranging from: 

• Conversational levels of interaction focused on developing shared purpose; to 

• Brokered networks based around intermediaries; to 

• Formalised joint decision-making with shared responsibility. 

8.2.2 The Skills Ecosystem 

What follows from this is the concept of the “skills ecosystem” (Finegold 1999; 

Buchanan et al. 2001, Buchanan 2006) that has gained considerable traction in 

Australia over recent years4: 

“clusters of high, intermediate and low level competencies in a particular region or 

industry shaped by interlocking networks of firms, markets and institutions” 

(Buchanan et al. 2001, p.11). 

This implies that the cognitive, technical and behavioural skills (O’Shea & Smith 

2012a, p.46) required for corporate effectiveness are not uniformly available, but 

are both constrained and supported by the local network of educational 

institutions, employers organisations, and the like—and as well by the 

expectations, aspirations and practices of the workers themselves. There is also a 

growing trend for cognitive and technical skills to be developed and brought to 

the labour market by the worker, whilst the employer focus has shifted to 

behavioural skills (Buchanan et al. 2001, p.11; O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.15). 

• For the employer these two factors combine to imply a different focus for 

skills development and a need to develop the local ecosystem to address 

areas of constraint. This is not merely a matter of ‘more training’ but of 

broader business/service development and consequent skills development 

with a variety of collaborators including competitors as well as educational 

institutions and co-operators such as community organisations. 

• The worker is also constrained in the options available to them by their 

ecosystem—and has less capacity to change it. Education is the entry to 

4 And also in the USA, with, for example, Regional Workforce Development Collaboratives in California (Chapple 2005). 
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more education: the worker with low education has little to offer the 

labour market in the way of cognitive and technical skills, fewer options to 

develop these skills, and with higher unemployment and 

underemployment commonly clustered with lower education they often 

also have reduced opportunities to develop their behavioural skills. 

Clearly these two effects can mutually reinforce each other. 

But two parties do not make an ecosystem. Ecosystems function when the 

relationship between the parties is symbiotic, mutually beneficial in the long-run, 

and are richest in their effect when multiple factors make up a complex network. 

Factors that impact any skills ecosystem include (Buchanan 2006, Windsor 2006): 

i. The organizational setting and context—types of markets, types of 

products or services provided, strategies, co-operative and competitor 

organisations and networks, financial system. 

ii. Organisational performance (customer relations, business outcomes, 

productivity, product or service type and range, product or service quality) 

iii. Employee relations (reward and recognition, job security, career paths) 

iv. The institutional and policy frameworks for skills delivery (eg, Vocational 

Education and Training (VET) sector, higher education (HE) sector). 

v. Modes of operation of the labour market—parameters such as 

casual/ongoing, or the nature of contracts. 

vi. The structure of jobs, extending to job design, organisational design, value 

chain and linkages to outside organisations. 

vii. Skills formation and development modalities both on-the-job and off-the-job, 

such as apprenticeships, cadetships, higher education, informal training. 

viii. The technological environment and infrastructure, including community 

infrastructure such as telephony and broadband access, as well as intra-

organisational technology. 

ix. The demographic composition, capabilities, expectations and aspirations 

of the workforce. 

Crucial to this concept is the idea that no one factor is necessarily a ‘lever’ to 

impact other factors. Thus skills shortages cannot be addressed by blindly training 

more people: instead the intermeshing factors must all be addressed. 

A UK study of Australian national “skills ecosystem” initiatives (Payne 2007) 

suggests that, whilst a work in progress, the concept has merit. Importantly, 

Australian pilot projects have been focused on non-traditional or non-standard 

training situations (Buchanan 2006, p.17), so the concept is being deployed in 
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situations where previous models had failed. And a mid-term evaluation of an 

Australian implementation conducted in 2005 (Windsor 2006) issued a generally 

positive report, although it further noted: 

• some parties had difficulty moving beyond previous models, 

• “buy-in” was not complete, 

• trust was an issue, 

• effective ‘intermediaries’, ‘project managers’ and ‘facilitators’ would be 

crucial to help balance conflicts of interest between stakeholders, and 

• the importance of building internal capacity in this crucial area. 

Implicit in all this is the further ambiguity of defining the system boundaries relevant to 

the specific situation (Payne 2007, p.20): the Unit? the Directorate? the ACTPS? the 

ACT?—and then reconciling all the differing goals of the collaborators (Jacobs 2002; 

Windsor 2006) as well as those of the many stakeholders (Buchanan 2006, p.18,20). 

Further, the notion of the skills ecosystem links the organisation and its workforce to its 

broader environment. American experience (Chapple 2005) suggests that, as the scope 

of the environment increases to regional size, so collaboration may become less 

effective at addressing both workforce and economic goals. Yet broader objectives, 

such as increasing workforce participation and social inclusion, are also ‘in the frame’ in 

workforce development (Jacobs 2002, p.17). For the ACTPS, the implication is clear: 

workforce development may be focused either at regional economic development or 

other broader goals such as a “high-skills equilibrium” environment (Finegold 1999), or 

at enhancing and supporting corporate effectiveness, but cannot be sure of delivering 

both (Buchanan 2006, p.21). Critical factors here may be (Buchanan 2006, pp.25-26): 

• The nature and focus of the collaboration ( a broad range of stakeholders, 

or focused on business-to-business connections); 

• Basis of connection (networks of shared skill sets, or networks of production, 

supply chain, value chain, common output, common occupation); 

• The physical coverage (region or locality); and 

• The timeline (long-term or short-term). 

Like so much else in the 21st century, workforce development is an art of the possible. 

8.3 MODELS FOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

Consistent with the complexity of environments that they address, there are 

many models for workforce development in play (NCOSS 2005; Spoehr et al. 

2008). Different models meet different understandings and different balances of 

factors. A selection of half a dozen examples follows. 
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MODEL A: THREE LEVELS: 

Developed by the National Research Centre on Alcohol and Other Drugs [AOD] 

Workforce Development at Flinders University (NCETA 2005), here Systems, 

Organisational and Team levels of action are driven by three key principles—best 

practice, sustainability and effectiveness. Figure 2 lists the strategies at each level: 

Systems 

Strategies 

Organisational 

Strategies 

Team 

Strategies 

Ensuring adequate funding arrangements and 
resources 

Development and revision of policy and 
legislation to ensure effective and efficient 
functioning of organisations 

Development and review of award structures to 
ensure fair and adequate pay 

Provision of workforce development grants and 
scholarships 

Support for specific research on workforce 
development 

Development and support for related curriculum 
in human services tertiary education. 

Development and support for sector specialist 
qualifications in tertiary institutions 

Building organisational and individual capacity 

Ensuring adequate funding arrangements and 
resources 

Development and revision of policy and legislation to 
ensure effective and efficient functioning of 
organisations 

Development and review of award structures to ensure 
fair and adequate pay 

Provision of workforce development grants and 
scholarships 

Support for specific research on workforce 
development 

Development and support for related curriculum in 
human services tertiary education. 

Development and support for sector specialist 
qualifications in tertiary institutions 

Building organisational and individual capacity 

Identification of professional development 
needs/priorities 

Proactive development of mentoring 
relationships 

Provision of support, guidance and 
encouragement to colleagues 

Openness to change and innovation in 
work practices 

Implementation of shared care 
arrangements 

Development of professional/collegial 
networks 

Innovative rewards 

Figure 2: Three levels and their corresponding strategies 

Figure 3 maps the integration of the principles into the three-levels: 

Level Best Practice Sustainability Effectiveness 

The commitment by workers, organisations, 
policy makers and funding organisations to 
the achievement of high quality practice that 

reflects the best available evidence. This 
involves ensuring support for and 

maintenance of existing systems and 
structures that facilitate best practice and 

encouraging flexibility to embrace new and 
improved techniques and work practices 

the availability of high quality accessible 
services of established efficacy that are 
based on the best available evidence 

and meet the needs of the diverse 
range of client groups and populations. 

the establishment of enduring 
mechanisms to secure the human, 

financial and other resources required for 
the delivery of high quality and effective 

services. 

System 
Creation of effective channels for 
information dissemination on evidence 
based best practice and strategies for 
practice improvement. 

Support and recognition of cutting edge 
research to further improve work practice. 

Provision of sufficient funding to ensure 
high quality services (for research, 
service delivery, infrastructure). 

Availability of skilled and qualified 
workers. 

Availability of structured career paths. 

Availability and accessibility of 
opportunities for professional 
development. 

Very wide dissemination of information on 
best practice. 

Organisation 
Development of organisational policies, 
procedures, culture and norms that support 
and encourage evidence-based best 
practice, innovation and work practice 
change. 

Capacity to recruit new staff and retain 
existing staff. 

Capacity to access sufficient funding to 
ensure high quality service delivery. 

Provision of high quality services that 
meet clients’ needs. 

Provision of policies, procedures and 
resources to support and improve work 
skills and abilities. 

Team 
Willingness and capacity to access the best 
available and to implement and sustain work 
practice change and improvement based on 
this evidence. 

Capacity to access sufficient resources 
(human, infrastructure, supervisory) to 
work effectively and maintain well 
being. 

Capacity to effectively apply existing skills 
and knowledge to work practice. 

Ability to engage in effective team work to 
achieve best practice. 

Awareness of, and capacity to implement, 
best practice. 

Figure 3: Three Levels integration with Principles 
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MODEL B: COMPONENT OF CAPACITY BUILDING: 

Workforce development may be characterised as a component of Capacity 

Building, as shown in Figure 4, based on a framework developed by NSW 

Department of Health (NSW Health 2001): 

CONTEXT 

Workforce Development 

Resource Allocation 

Partnerships 

Leadership 

Organisational Development 

BUILD CAPACITY: 

• Infrastructure 

• Program Sustainability 

• Problem Solving 

Figure 4: Workforce Development as a component of Capacity Building 

Within this approach Workforce Development activities may be focused on: 

Workforce Sustainability, encompassing Recruitment, Motivation, Stress and 

Burnout, Job satisfaction, Career Paths, Turnover, and Job Design; 

Management and Supervision, covering: Supervision, Mentoring, and 

Management Development and Support. 

In response to findings of the Productivity Commission’s enquiry into the health 

sector in 2006, the NSW Department of Health has set up a series of initiatives 

that broadly fit within this approach (NSW Health n.d.). An example of the 

initiatives is provided by the Network of Alcohol and Other Drug Agencies 

(NADA). NADA provides a detailed guide (NADA 2003) to its members that builds 

skills development needs “bottom up” and draws these requirements into a 

workforce development plan that is developed in partnership with collaborators. 

This workforce development plan does not address the organizational 

development, resourcing and leadership aspects of capacity building, and 

accordingly is conceptualized most comfortably as a component of a broader 

capacity building approach. 
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MODEL C: STRATEGIC 

With a workforce of 3,600, significant ethnic diversity, and a wide range of 
educational and technical capabilities, the Ministry of Health in New Zealand is 
comparable to ACTPS bodies in size and impact on its community. The Public 
Health Workforce Development Plan (Ministry of Health (NZ) 2007) provides a 
national strategic approach to public health workforce development that is 
mandated and influenced by high-level government strategies. It is outlined in 
Figure 5: 

Figure 5: New Zealand Public Health Workforce Development Plan Framework 

The Health Workforce Advisory Committee’s seven strategic principles to guide 

workforce development (illustrated at Figure 6) will influence the implementation 

approach: 
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Figure 6: NZ Public Health Workforce Development Strategic Principles 
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MODEL D: SYSTEMS, CURRENT & FUTURE 

Whilst this approach was described (Roche 2002) in the context of Australian 

health care industries it has broader application. It locates a wide range of key 

areas including those listed below in a framework illustrated at Figure 7 covering 

two levels—system and workforce level—and then recognises the unfolding of 

workforce development over time by including a third level for future workforce. 

• workforce planning and development 

• quality issues (at the individual, team, organisational, and systems level), 

• governance and accreditation 

• environmental trends (eg globalisation, technology, changing consumer 

knowledge and expectations, labour costs) 

• education and training 

• service delivery developments 

• recruitment 

• retention 

• workplace environment (“good employer issues”) 

• workforce capacity 

• indigenous workforce development 

Figure 7: Systems, Current & Future framework for Workforce Development 
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MODEL E: FOCUS AREAS 

A complex framework has been developed for the SA Government to support the 

four goals of its Early Childhood Development (ECD) Strategy (Spoehr et al. 2008): 

1. Build the skills of those already in the sector. 

2. Build the quality of training. 

3. Create and support employer of choice approaches (including 

consideration of industrial relations and other structural issues, such as, 

quality assurance and governance arrangement). 

4. Build career pathways. 

These goals are addressed at three levels: 

i. The establishment of Children’s Centres for Early Childhood Development 

and Parenting 

ii. The Early Childhood Development Sector 

iii. The Health and Community Services industry in South Australia. 

There are 10 “Focus Areas”, each of which is linked to one of three priorities: A 

High Skilled Economy, Quality Employment, and Better Workforce Planning 

1. A skilled workforce 

2. Jobs through business and economic growth 

3. High performance workplaces 

4. Responsive learning systems 

5. Access to learning and jobs 

6. Flexibility for workers 

7. Fair and sustainable work 

8. Research excellence 

9. Better information and planning systems 

10. Coordinated government action. 

Actions supporting the goals are documented in the format illustrated at Figure 8. 

These actions have 6 attributes: SA Strategic Plan Target, 

Leadership/Responsibility for the required action, Stakeholders involved, Specific 

action required, Objectives governing action, and Outcomes and Indicators 

Figure 9 illustrates the accompanying ‘Concept Map’ that models “key factors 

that must be considered for the workforce and its delivery of effective services to 

children and their families”. 
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Figure 8: Partial presentation of ECD Focus Areas categorised by priority 
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Figure 9: Concept Map of SA ECD Workforce Development 
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MODEL F: ACTION AREAS 

The Scottish Funding Council (2010) has proposed an approach with 4 main areas 

for action, a statement of the problem and a series of twelve recommendations 

for actions. The 4 action areas are: 

I. Simplification and achieving a ‘no wrong door’ approach 

II. Greater visibility for public support to provide a clear ‘Scottish offer’ 

III. Enabling the system to be better informed through shared 

understanding of customer demand and current and future intelligence 

IV. Focus on achieving customer satisfaction and national outcomes 

Whilst this approach is almost certainly too simple for the ACTPS situation, there 

is nonetheless a point of interest to be gleaned from this example. In 2005 the 

Scottish Social Services Workforce Development Plan (NCOSS 2007, p.10) devolved 

an extraordinarily high level of responsibility onto workers and their clients. Only 

five years later the underlying justification for action area 1 above is “no 

overarching ownership/strategic lead for workforce development in Scotland; 

business interaction on workforce development is often at the local and sectoral 

levels…”. What this suggests is that with “no overarching ownership/strategic 

lead”, the devolved model has not gained traction and there is now some move to 

replace it with a model that includes more centralized leadership. 

DISCUSSION 

These very different examples make clear that there is no one model for 

developing and implementing workforce development. The range of approaches 

reflects the differing circumstances of the various organisations, their objectives, 

their scale and their ecosystems. Lessons and options may be drawn from all of 

them and be synthesized into an approach that addresses the needs of the ACTPS. 
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8.4 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ACTPS 

8.4.1 Implications for the ACTPS 

From the discussions in this and previous Reports may be distilled the following 

considerations to bring to workforce development in the ACTPS. 

• The ACTPS needs to develop and deploy the skills it requires in order to deliver 

corporate effect (Buchanan 2006, pp.17-18). 

• The values of the ACTPS will form a critical element of the underpinnings of its 

workforce development. 

• There are numerous forms of collaboration (Chapple 2005) and the ACTPS 

cannot rely on a single approach in order to achieve its workforce development 

objectives. 

• For best effect, the ACTPS needs to work with a wide range of employers, 

community organisations, educational institutions and government agencies to 

identify current and future workforce requirements and the means by which 

they will be satisfied. 

• Attraction and retention must be addressed in the first instance through well-

designed jobs that do not place unreasonable emotional or physical demands on 

people doing them. Only then can workforce development be brought to bear 

(Buchanan 2006, p.25). 

• The deployment of skills is a crucial element of workforce development, 

providing opportunities for the existing workforce to make its best contribution 

both to deliver corporate effect and also to ensure that the skills do not 

degenerate or atrophy through lack of use (Buchanan 2006): strategies that 

maximise previous investments in skills development are required. 

• Upgrading of current skills is necessary for all staff, in order to address changing 

community expectations, to meet professional standards, and to adapt to 

opportunities as they emerge (Buchanan 2006). 

• There must be consistent application of common standards, to capture 

economies of scale and achieve fairness (Briggs 2002). 

• The size, composition and diversity of the workforce are as important as the 

skills and knowledge in determining capability (NCOSS 2007). 

• The characteristics of the current labour force and also potential sources of 

labour supply need to be taken into account (Windsor 2005). 
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8.4.2 Threshold Requirements 

Three of the four Career Clusters – Infrastructure, People Services and Legal 

Services – already have substantial qualification frameworks. While Legal Services 

also has a clear career structure, the other two do not. On the other hand, the 

Support Service Career Cluster shows an excellent career structure, but little by 

way of a substantial qualification framework. Yet workforce development 

strategies require both to exist. 

Qualifications are often specified as being desirable for work in the ASO cohort, 

but there is no consistent standard upon which decision-making about what level 

of skill and knowledge is required may be based. 

Many employees in the ASO cohort already hold qualifications, but there is no 

explicit communication with staff that would allow them to match their skills and 

knowledge with employment opportunities, as there are in the trades and the 

professionsFor employees who do not possess relevant qualifications, clear 

communication with staff about what skills and knowledge are valued in the 

workplace will result in staff making informed decisions about what learning and 

development options will best meet their career development needs. 

8.4.3 Central Co-ordination 

Consistent with other recommendations from this Review, we recognize that 

skills and knowledge are required on a local basis, and accordingly should be 

specified at the agency level. However, accountability and consistency demand a 

single locus of effect. A central co-ordination point is required, with its key focus 

being, how can skills be developed and used to best corporate effect? 

Following from this focus, it should not be primarily a training course registry or a 

training provider. Rather, it would be a ‘home-base’ for intermediaries who build 

and maintain linkages inside and outside the ACTPS. Within its remit it would 

undertake the activities described at Figure 10. 

Such a central locus of activity would demonstrate support for a significant 

commitment to workforce development for One ACT Public Service (Hawke 

Report). 
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CENTRAL WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

• maintain standards and monitor movements and revisions in the National 

Training Framework (NTF); 

• maintain Career Clusters as vocational groupings of competencies (Buchanan 

2006, pp.15-16) that are linked through the NTF; 

• model and monitor pathways through the Career Clusters for skills development 

and transfer5; 

• monitor needs and emerging trends across the ACTPS, including workforce 

demographics 

• plan for the impact of such major demographic pressures as the aging workforce 

(O’Shea & Smith 2011, pp.64-68); 

• co-ordinate strategies to address the workforce needs of the ACTPS; 

• identify current and projected skills deficits; 

• identify priorities for skill development; 

• monitor sources and limitations of labour supply; 

• identify ways and means of addressing workforce development; 

• liaise with workforce management functions to integrate workforce 

development with other aspects of management of the ACTPS; 

• identify providers; 

• liaise with education providers to advise and promote ACTPS workforce needs; 

• develop opportunities for work and education in other organisations; 

• co-ordinate skill development across the ACTPS, so small Agencies are able to 

benefit from economies of scale and pooling of resources; 

• register opportunities and needs within Agencies; 

• monitor performance indicators for implemented strategies; 

• review and renew the workforce development function over time. 

Figure 10: Proposed central workforce development activities 

5 We know (Guthrie, Stanwick & Karmel 2011, pp.8-10) that individuals do not follow straight-line career paths. And Agencies 
are constantly facing new combinations of circumstances and staff. The intention here is not to dictate options to 
individuals or to agencies, but to provide them with options to stimulate further thinking and perhaps to develop new 
options. 
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8.4.4 Funding 

At the moment all training and other workforce development funds are 

effectively allocated to and applied at the Agency level. In order to give some 

corporate-level effect, a proportion of that funding—perhaps 10%6 of current 

training funds—could be redirected to support these function. 

8.4.5 Assessing Achievement 

Whilst difficult to measure, there are some approaches to measuring the impact 

of workforce development (OECD 1996, pp.41-42). 

It is important to ensure that the same problem(s) are not being addressed over 

and over again. Adequate and relevant quantitative indicators can assist here 

(Windsor 2006). However, they must be appropriate. 

Load statistics (numbers of apprenticeships, or number of training days attended) 

have some value for planning of further workforce development, but they are not 

useful measures of achievement of workforce development. 

The following may be more useful measures (Buchanan 2006, p.28): 

• A change in the percentage of workers using new or changed skills 

(controlling for changes to the nature of the jobs); 

• A change in the balance of local to interstate or international recruitments. 

However, it is important to remember the complexity of the environment in which 

workforce development operates. A few simple numeric measures may be an 

over-simplification. In the long run, qualitative measures may be more reliable. 

Options here include both In Depth Case Studies (Buchanan 2006); and Exit 

Interviews. 

Qualitative research of this kind may have multiple benefits: 

• It can give a sense for whether programs are having their desired effect, 

• It may also reflect better the diversity of contexts in which the effects are 

had and accordingly provide more sensitive feedback; 

• It can further be a rich source of input from stakeholders on options for 

addressing problems, alternative approaches, and indeed future 

directions. 

6 (Buchanan 2006) 
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8.5 AN APPROACH TO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

8.5.1 A Multi-dimensional approach 

In the context of workforce development the key components of the proposed 

structures are the four cross-service Career Clusters and the eleven Work Level 

Definitions. However, there are many more dimensions to the workforce such as 

Agency, experience, qualifications, ethnic and linguistic diversity. 

This multi-dimensional nature suggests a multi-dimensional approach for focusing 

workforce development. 

From this perspective, strategies would appropriately be developed around the 

targeted dimensions. This is not to suggest that every part of every dimension 

necessarily requires an individual strategy, or even to be part of a group strategy. 

But it would require that each dimension be assessed for its role in addressing the 

strategic objectives of workforce development as they change from time to time. 

How many dimensions? More gives finer granularity, and more work; less offers 

speed, and lack of finesse. Cluster, Work Level and Agency are key components of 

the overall organizational structure, and accordingly 3 would be the minimum. 

Given the size of the ACTPS—approximately 20,000—more than 6 would run the 

risk of a significant number of intersections being empty7. Accordingly up to 3 

more could be selected to address strategic challenges and reflect the values of 

the ACTPS. Importantly, those 3 need not remain static, but could change over 

time as the skills ecosystem evolves over time. 

8.5.2 Workforce Segments 

In Element 2(O’Shea 2012a, pp.32-36) strategies were considered for four 

workforce segments, addressing in turn inexperienced and experienced segments 

of the labour markets, the former sub-categorised by type of qualification, the 

latter by whether experience has been gained internally or externally. 

• trainees and apprentices, 

• new and recent graduates, 

• internal job applicants, and 

• experienced external job applicants. 

7 The number of points on the selected scales can be expected to vary: a minimum of 2 is required (exemplified by locus of 
experience), and may range up to 11 (exemplified by work level). For the purpose of contemplating the number of 
factors to be adopted, assume the median ((11-2)/2=4.5 and round to a whole number), giving a 5-point scale. If 6 
dimensions were adopted, then this would imply 56 or 15,625 possible scenarios. 57 is over 3 times the size of the ACTPS 
workforce. Even assuming consistent distribution across dimensions this would imply that most possible combinations 
of parameters would be empty. Given that the dimensions are NOT consistent—staff numbers are concentrated at the 
lower end of the Work Level dimension, and Agencies very wildly in their size (O’Shea & Smith 2011, p.28)—7 appears to 
be excessive. 
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This approach is modeled in Figure 11: 
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Diploma Entry 
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Strategy 1 
Apprentice and 
Trainee Entry 

Band 2 

Band 1 

Figure 11: Workforce Segments and Proposed Classification Levels 

Experience and qualification are integral attributes of every member of a 

workforce8, and so provide a firm foundation for targeting development of the 

workforce in order to meet the organisation’s needs for skills and knowledge. 

Accordingly we suggest that these target groups provide a focus for further 

workforce planning and management. Adopting these dimensions for strategic 

development of the workforce would: 

• ensure that key attributes of the workforce are systematically addressed 

across the ACTPS in future; 

• address some weaknesses already identified in the workforce structure of 

the ACTPS; and 

• complement and extend the work undertaken in this Review. 

8 This is not to suggest that experience should be a selection criterion, or a basis for work level classification. 
These are aspects of positions, whilst experience is an attribute of a person. 
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8.5.3 Application: A Case Study 

For the purpose of example in the context of broader workforce development, 

we parallel the discussion of remuneration strategies seen in Element 2 with 

examples of strategies for skills attraction and retention in the context of the 

aging workforce (O’Shea & Smith 2011, pp.64-68) using the same segmentation. 

Strategy 1 – Trainees and Apprentices (Figure 12) 

Make more extensive use of trainees and apprentices to replenish and sustain the ACTPS 

general workforce 

Workforce targets: Trainees and new and recent graduates from VET sector programs at AQF level 4 and 

below, in important ACTPS job families (e.g. building trades, horticultural trades, 

procurement, contract management, health support). 

Current position: • ACTPS use of trainees is low, except small programs aimed at indigenous youth and 

people with disabilities. 

• APS use of trainees is also low in Canberra 

Proposed policy: Tap into unexploited labour supply 

KPI • Trainees commencing 

• Trainees retained in employment 

Action Proposed Offer Cert II & Cert III training for entry to Band 2 and Band 3 

Implications Requires expanded support for operation of ACTPS-wide trainee and apprenticeship 

program 

Figure 12: Example of Strategy 1 (Trainees and Apprentices) 

Strategy 2 – New and Recent Graduates (Figure 13) 

Support the development of a professional public sector workforce by attracting 

and retaining new and recent graduates in disciplines of importance to service 

delivery (e.g. health, urban planning) and organisational effectiveness (e.g. project 

management, finance, human resources). 

The objective ought to be to build this segment of the workforce to provide an 

internal source of labour supply for these categories of employee, to complement 

external sources. 

Workforce targets: New and recent graduates from VET and university sector vocational and professional 

entry programs at AQF level 5 (i.e. Diploma) and above, in disciplines of critical 

importance to the future ACTPS. 

Current position: • Graduate program is increasing slowly 

• Local sources of labour in some professional disciplines are limited 

Proposed policy: • Harness knowledge and skills offered by graduates by moving them into policy and 

operational roles. 

• Accept Diploma graduates from VET sector into the graduate program 

KPI • Graduates retained in operational roles at 3 years and 5 years 

• Retention within 1 standard deviation of public sector competitors 

Action proposed: • Consult with ANU, UC and CIT about commencing or expanding programs of study 

relevant to ACTPS 

• Offer positions in ACTPS in final year of university/CIT 

Implications: Coaching will be required to assist graduates to adapt to operational circumstances. 

Figure 13: Example of Strategy 2 (New & Recent Graduates) 
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Strategy 3 – Internal Job Applicants (Figure 14) 

Plan for succession of retiring senior staff by developing employees in ACTPS employment. 

Reduce reliance on external sources of labour supply. 

Workforce targets: Internal job applicants for Band 4 and above in all employment categories 

Current position: Turnover rates currently highest for 

• ASO3-SOC and 

• mid-level professionals (e.g. HP2 upper, HP3, HP4) in some disciplines 

Proposed policy: • Increase focus on development of successors to Band 9 - 11 positions as they move 

through to retirement 

KPI • Increase proportion of internal applicants successful in appointment to Bands 9-11 

Action proposed: • Institute program of moving current Band 9-11 staff to short-term high-level policy 

and project tasks, thus providing opportunities for higher duties: 

• Target: 300 months of higher duties per year 

Implications: • Will require mentoring during higher duties, and debrief with substantive position 

holder afterwards. 

• May be offset by reduction in contract/consultancy expenditure 

Figure 14: Example of Strategy 3 (Internal Job Applicants) 

Strategy 4 – Experienced External Job Applicants (Figure 15) 

Attract suitably skilled and experienced external applicants in critical occupations to 

ACTPS employment. 

Workforce targets: External job applicants with knowledge, skills and experience, in disciplines of critical 

importance to building the future ACTPS. 

Current position: • Turnover in most occupations is within acceptable bounds. Turnover is lowest where 

SEAs are most common. 

• Persistent shortages in several disciplines (e.g. engineering, ICT) have made the task 

of recruiting to critical positions difficult. 

Proposed policy: • Rely on Remuneration policy. 

KPI: • 25th-50th percentiles – Australian Public Service and selected relevant private sector 

industry sectors. 

• Salaries in national, state and local government enterprise agreements for work of 

comparable kind. 

Action proposed: • No Workforce Development action proposed 

Implications: ----

Figure 15: Example of Strategy 4 (Experienced External Job Applicants) 

DISCUSSION 

Here is a significant point of failure, created by the “Baby Boomers” moving 

through the workforce. The demographic background to this issue was discussed 

in Element 1 (O’Shea & Smith 2011, p.66): in essence, a significant proportion of 

the Band 10 and Band 11 equivalents will transition to retirement over the next 

few years. This will leave a large gap in a high experience component of the 

workforce, and a major hole in the decision-making capacity of the ACTPS. 

The logical option would be to look to the next lower Band to refresh Bands 10 

and 11. However, the remuneration issue identified in Element 2 is that Band 9-
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equivalent (SO C) salaries rank the worst of all against the major competitor 

market for this segment, the APS (O’Shea 2012a, p.108). 

Remuneration strategy will be needed to minimise leakage at this level. It will also 

be critical to develop this sub-segment of the workforce to support the career 

trajectory of current Band 9 equivalents into Band 10 and Band 11 in the near 

future. This will require several interventions. 

• More formal training, to fast-track the knowledge required. The Minimum 

Competency Framework (Annexe J: ) proposed in Element 3 (O’Shea & 

Smith 2012a, p.111-115) will support this aspect of workforce development. 

• Formal training at a higher level, to prepare Band 9 equivalent staff for a 

range of Band 10 and Band 11 roles. At Annexe J: we have recommended 

Advanced Diploma as an element of the Minimum Competency Framework 

for both Band 10 and Band 11. 

• As discussed in Element 1, on-the-job practice of new skills and knowledge 

through higher duties will be required, to accelerate movement of the 

individual to competent performance (O’Shea & Smith 2011, p.52): this is 

the focus of the example at Figure 14. 

For Strategy 4 in this example, no action is outlined beyond the parallel strategy 

focused on Remuneration as described in Element 2 (O’Shea 2012a, p.37). 

8.5.4 Implications for centralized co-ordination 

Once an organizational strategy is defined, it is then feasible to further analyse 

needs by other dimensions—Career Cluster, for example, Agency, and so on. This 

can enable great precision in targeting interventions, at the level of Agency-

specific deployment of particular industry skills at a specific point in the value 

chain. The crucial change is that, instead of variable local responses being brought 

to bear on local points of failure (O’Shea & Smith 2011, p.48), a multi-dimensional 

approach can bring the same level of precision to similar points of failure but on a 

more consistent and service-wide basis. 

There is a key role for a central co-ordinating point here. Such a multi-dimensional 

approach would cross Agency boundaries in most situations, calling for a cross-

Agency viewpoint. A further significant function for the central co-ordinating 

point would be to identify and resolve any cross-dimensional antagonism 

between strategies, whether at the Agency level or any other. 

8.6 INTEGRATING WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT WITH WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT 

Workforce Development is addressed through a variety of means, not merely 

through more training. Throughout the recommendations of this Review multiple 
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objectives have been addressed through the various deliverables recommended. 

Workforce Development objectives have been addressed, for example, through: 

• Salary inducements to cross a qualification bar in each pay band; 

• Mobility between Clusters, to facilitate skills re-deployment; 

• Articulation within Clusters, to encourage upskilling; 

• Linking qualification bars to the AQF and thence to the NTF and industry-

wide competencies; 

• Linking Work Level standards to the AQF through the MCF; 

• Agency requirements for competency-based job design can be integrated 

with a Classification structure that meets organizational needs. 

Workforce Development is not a recipe for “Best Practice”. Rather, it implies a 

creative and dynamic approach to breaking out of situations of low and 

intermediate skills equilibria9. Training and Education are part of the repertoire of 

options, but only when applied where needed, and only with workplace-based 

follow-up. Other options drawn from the ecosystem10 may be equally important 

elements of the repertoire. Consider the following leveraging of workforce 

management to meet workforce development needs for the ACTPS: 

• career structuring within Career Clusters to build on previous skills investment; 

• career advancement arrangements, to retain skills; 

• standardisation of job descriptions for a range of specific roles (eg:Finance, 

Policy) across agencies to promote transferability of skills across Agencies; 

• establishment of sources of career development advice for staff 

(McMahon & Tatham 2008) that are independent of Agency Human 

Resource functions (eg in CIT, from external counsellors) may assist staff 

to meet their personal needs by making career choices within the ACTPS, 

and retain previously developed skills. 

• development of corporate capability in critical areas such as 

intermediation, business analysis and project management, where the 

skills are inherent in the life experience of its staff but unavailable because 

of the lack of a corporate approach to change . 

Workforce Development and Workforce Management are accordingly inter-

linked, and more effective if integrated. It is appropriate therefore to turn to 

consideration of the implications of this Review for Workforce Management. 

9 Where ”a self-reinforcing network of societal and state institutions…interact to stifle the demand for improvement in skill 
levels” (Finegold 1999). 

10 There is a wide range of initiatives exploring and piloting workforce development (Spoehr et al. 2008), many from an 
ecosystems perspective (Windsor 2006). The literature has a wealth of experience for the ACTPS to draw on. 
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9 WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT: IMPLICATIONS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

The real-world aspect of organisational management lies with the people who 

make up the workforce. This calls for dynamic tactical responses as the people 

move and develop through the ecosystem within which the organisation resides. 

Steps must be taken to map the people available to the positions required at any 

given time. But such tactical responses must be drawn from a suite of options that 

are designed to meet the corporate values and achieve greatest effect. This 

Section addresses three critical matters that must be framed at the corporate 

level if consistency, integrity and efficiency are to be achieved. 

9.2 JOB CLASSIFICATION 

9.2.1 Introduction 

Job classification provides the framework for modeling positions in terms that 

enable individuals to be matched to them, and is accordingly a crucial element of 

workforce management. 

9.2.2 Key Tools 

• Work Levels Standards (WLS) to be applied for this purpose are shown at Figure 

21 of Annexe H: 

• Guidelines for their application are modelled at Annexe K: . 

• AQF levels are presented at Figure 22 and PSP04 Employability Skills are 

presented at Figure 23 - Figure 31 of Annexe I: . 

9.2.3 Discussion 

New WLSs have been developed as the basis for classifying all work within the 

ACTPS (Annexe H: ). The common classifications structure and associated 

common salary spine are intended to operate together to provide articulation 

within Career Clusters and mobility between them. 

On the basis of the work undertaken by Torque Consulting in 2005 (Torque 

Report), the WLSs are supported by: 

• Employability Skills derived from the Minimum Competency Framework (Annexe J: ) 

• Underpinning entry and advancement standards for fixing the lowest classification 

level and minimum salaries for training grades and new entrants (Annexe M: Annexe 

N: and Annexe O: ). 

ACCOUNTING FOR OCCUPATIONAL ATTRIBUTES 

We have approached the whole of the Review from the perspective of its Aims 

and Objectives (Section 6.2). The proposed WLSs are organisation-wide in 
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character, but this is not a basis for forming a belief that occupational attributes 

are not taken into account in job classification. The following discussion of the 

approach we have taken to compiling the new WLSs is intended to clarify the 

treatment of occupational attributes in respect of job classification. 

Entry Level v. Above-Base Job Specification 

The lowest entry grade and minimum starting salary are usually fixed by reference 

to the mandatory and required qualifications necessary for entry to the job. Only 

these basic qualifications are excluded from the job classification task, for the 

reason that they only inform the decision on lowest entry level and minimum 

starting salary. 

On the other hand, above the entry level, higher levels of occupational skill must 

influence classification. These skills are considered in combination with other 

important aspects of the work (assessed in terms of Achievement, Complexity, 

etc.) to inform the job classification decision. 

Internal v. External References 

In other parts of this report, and our earlier reports, we have emphasized the 

importance of occupational competencies to meeting the needs of clients and 

stakeholders. We have emphasized how important it is for the ACTPS and 

agencies to be focused on identifying, developing and deploying the necessary 

occupational competencies. A dynamic, evolving competency system of this kind 

requires different approaches from those needed to set common standards for 

work performance across the ACTPS that all employees in all occupations can 

understand. 

Occupational competency standards are specified by Industry Skills Councils and 

national professional accreditation bodies. These competency standards are 

outside the control of the employer. While they are relevant to writing job 

descriptions, workforce development, and career development, there is nothing 

gained by incorporating this material into the WLSs. 

Skills & Knowledge v. Other Compensable Factors 

No decision to classify a job will rest solely on generic standards, but must take 

into account the level of occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge required. If the 

work of a position requires higher level occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge, 

and those Skills and Knowledge are central to the performance of the work of the 

position, then they are as likely to influence the classification decision as the other 

Compensable Factors (i.e. Achievements, Complexity, Breadth and Ecology). 

Expert advisers, internal consultants and advanced clinical practitioners are 

examples of roles where higher level occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge are 

required. 
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Classification Structure v. Career Structure 

An employee’s career is not solely defined by reference to their occupational 

identity. Occupation is foundational, but the contribution to outcomes (and work 

value) of the role also depends on the levels of responsibility and accountability 

that the employer allocates to the position. We noted in the Report on Element 1 

of this Review that an employee’s career is properly seem as the trajectory of the 

work roles they take on throughout their employment. 

To the extent that the work requirements of a succession of roles rely on 

occupational characteristics, then they may be described together as a career in 

the identified occupation. But a person who has progressed through a similar 

succession of roles based on a different occupation can be seen to experience an 

almost identical career. Several aspects of the WLSs can be described as 

“generic”, but it is their generic character that provides the framework for the 

deployment of occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge of all kinds at 

successively higher levels in the classification structure. 
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MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

We have also observed that: 

• Some job categories have a career structure, but no WLSs (e.g. 

Prosecutors, Correctional Officers, Trust Officers, Medical Physicists). This 

suggests that other documentation (for example: competency profiles, 

duty statements, organisation charts) can do just as good a job as WLSs in 

defining a career structure. 

• The terminology used in the current array of occupation and job family 

based WLSs is inconsistent and largely incommensurable. This makes the 

task of applying consistent standards to the classification of work almost 

impossible. Positions in the various occupational streams are made to look 

more different than they are. 

• New occupations will evolve over time, and no occupation-based WLSs can 

be expected to comprehend every new circumstance in industry. 

The WLSs have not been designed to deliver a ‘perfect’ ranking of jobs, where 

exhaustive criteria are applied to precisely delineate one role from another in fine 

detail. Rather, they are intended to provide a generalized description of a wide 

variety of existing jobs, brought together within a single Classification Level, and 

aligned with a corresponding Pay Band. Furthermore, over the timeframe over 

which WLSs may be expected to operate (1-2 decades), it is also likely that work as 

yet undefined will arise, yet it must be managed and encompassed within these 

same WLSs. 

So long as WLSs are founded on occupations and job families, classification 

decisions may continue to be influenced by unconscious and systematic prejudice 

based on inter-professional rivalry, traditional workplace hierarchies, attitudes to 

caring work, and gender relations in the workplace, rather than the contribution 

the position makes to the work of the team and outcomes for clients. 

The intention is to achieve Consistency and Integrity through reliable and accurate 

Job Classification. Examination of the literature (O’Shea & Smith 2012a, p.77) 

makes clear that a simpler structure with fewer levels or factors may be as 

effective as a more complicated one in achieving that intended outcome. 

Efficiency favours the former. 
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QUALIFICATIONS 

The exact nature and level of occupational Skill and Knowledge forms part of the 

assessment of the overall Skill and Knowledge required to classify a position 

under the proposed WLSs. This assessment may also inform a decision on what 

qualifications the occupant of a position may require to competently perform the 

duties of a position (other than the basic qualifications required for entry to the 

lowest level of the occupation). 

Occupational competencies may be specified individually for a job, or specification 

may be expedited by reference to qualifications. The advantages of this latter 

approach are: firstly, efficiency, and secondly, clarity in the labour market during 

recruitment action. A framework for specifying qualifications was proposed in the 

Report on Element 1 of this Review. 

Figure 16 summarises this framework11 . 

Determined: Externally Internally 

Nature: Mandatory Essential Desirable 

Description: Where the decision to hold 

a qualification is not with 

the employer or the 

employee, then the 

employer has no choice but 

to apply the externally fixed 

standard. 

Provides evidence of skills, 

knowledge or experience 

that are “absolutely 

indispensable” or 

“fundamental”, but the 

employer is entitled to set 

the standard for entry. 

In cases where there is no 

requirement for the occupant 

of a position to hold formal 

qualifications, nevertheless 

consideration may be given to 

setting a qualification 

standard. 

Effect: Required Optional 

Notes: It would be appropriate for 

mandatory qualification for 

defined streams, 

occupations or levels to be 

established centrally, and 

apply equally to entry to 

specific occupations 

wherever they are 

employed. 

Agencies should have scope 

to apply an essential 

qualification standard, even 

if there is no mandatory 

qualification for the stream, 

occupation or level. 

This approach should be 

followed in all cases where 

the possession of a 

qualification is likely to 

materially impact the effective 

performance of work, 

including work of the kind 

entailed in some subsequent 

role, whether higher or at the 
12 

same or similar level . 

As is presently the case, 

desirable qualifications would 

be fixed at the agency level. 

Figure 16: Framework for specifying Qualifications in the ACTPS 

11 A more detailed discussion of these concepts is in the Report on Element 1 of this Review (O’Shea & Smith 2011, pp.54-61). 

12 This is to support flexibility, adaptability and mobility of the workforce: all these desired characteristics will be 
undermined if staff do not have the necessary skills, knowledge or qualification for other likely roles. 
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Mandatory qualifications are not intended to play a significant role in job 

classification. They operate principally to restrict eligibility for entry to specific 

types of work in the ACTPS to persons who meet specific criteria. That is, their 

impact is not on job classification so much as the operation of the merit principle. 

Equally importantly, because they apply to all members of the relevant labour 

pool, they have no impact on recruitment or retention strategy. 

Mandatory qualifications include (but are not limited to) formal qualifications 

awarded by RTOs and universities. Many important mandatory qualifications are 

not formal qualifications at all. An example is in the field of registered health 

practitioners, where the most common mandatory qualification is a requirement 

that an employee employed as a health professional maintain 

unconditional/unrestricted registration with the relevant national health 

practitioner registration board. However, most mandatory qualifications will 

entail a skill and knowledge standard, and this will often be met through the 

employee completing formal studies. 

In most cases, a formal qualification determines the classification level and salary 

point on entry. If not mandatory, then the formal qualification requirement will be 

specified as an essential qualification in the job description or selection criteria 

prepared by the agency when the job is advertised. 

• A mandatory qualification has the effect of excluding from consideration a 

number of unsuitable applicants. 

• An essential qualification helps to specify the exact kind of expertise the 

successful job applicant should have. This requires conscious decision-

making at a local level to meet local needs. 

• It is also open to the area specifying the job to decide that a qualification is 

desirable: that is, the qualification encompasses skills and knowledge of 

key relevance to the job13, but lack of the formal qualification would not be 

grounds for dismissing an application. 

Specification of Essential or Desirable qualifications may differentially impact 

recruitment action by comparison with competitor employers. Thus, for example, 

if a qualification is so specified then it may have the effect of screening out some 

otherwise interesting candidates; equally, it may “raise the bar” and make the 

position more attractive to a higher calibre of candidate. 

A Standard for Qualifications is proposed at Annexe L: . 

13 Or to closely related peer or higher jobs within the Career Cluster. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have concluded that it is neither desirable nor necessary to specify 

occupational competencies or occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge (or both) 

in the WLS. By removing this layer of complexity from the WLSs, we consider that 

the WLSs can be made both simpler and more readily usable than WLSs based on 

occupation and job family14 . 

The proposed WLSs have been based on an extensive review of job analysis and 

job evaluation literature and practice. Our intention has been to present a 

classification system that is at once clean and comprehensive. We believe that 

every aspect of work organisation that could or should be taken into account in 

deciding classification level and pay has been taken into account – including 

occupation-specific Skills and Knowledge. 

A greater degree of complexity will not contribute to clarity or facilitate 

understanding. A higher level of prescription (whether in relation to occupational 

attributes or other factors) will not deliver superior outcomes. They would both 

add to the expense of developing, maintaining and applying the scheme. 

To provide assistance to agencies in applying the proposed WLSs a draft Job 

Classification Manual appears at Annexe K: of this Report. 

Suggestions of 3-, 4- and 5-year timelines to finalise suitable WLSs are without a doubt excessive. On the model we have 

proposed, we cannot see how parties with adequate resources and a commitment to finish the job could spend any more 

than 6-12 months on the task (with most of that time spent on determining how the new WLSs will be implemented). In any 

event, if it is intended to incorporate a new classification structure into a new Modern Award for the ACTPS before 31 

December 2013, the parties do not have the luxury of a long lead time. 
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9.3 MOVEMENT OF STAFF 

9.3.1 Introduction 

The dynamic nature of the workforce requires a clear framework for movement of 

staff into and through the organisation. 

9.3.2 Key Tools 

• The Shared Salary Spine is shown at Annexe G:1516 . 

• Rules restricting eligibility for entry on the basis of the possession of mandatory 

or essential qualifications (Annexe L: ) 

• Apprentice salaries fixed relative to the new base tradesperson rate of pay 

(including adult apprenticeship rates) are shown at p.84 (Strategy 1 targets). 

• An Entry Standard for Apprentices is proposed at Annexe N: (Strategy 1 

targets). 

• Minimum rates for base tradespersons entering with Certificate III and 

Certificate IV qualifications, those meeting mandatory licensing requirements, 

those who hold dual trades, and for technical assistants with similar 

qualifications (Strategy 1 targets), are set out in pages 84-86. 

• Cadets, Trainee Technical Officers and ICT Trainees will now all enter a new 

training grade, with a common salary scale, and all described by the term Cadet – 

see Annexe M: (Strategy 2 targets). 

• Entry grade and entry level salary provisions relating to new and recent 

graduates are set out in Figure 35 of Annexe O: (Strategy 2 targets). 

• Trainee based entry, Minimum Competency Framework and accelerated salary 

advancement provisions for members of the Support Services Cluster is shown 

at Annexe J:. (Strategy 1 and Strategy 3 targets). 

9.3.3 Entry and Advancement 

The current Public Sector Management Standards set out procedures in relation 

to: 

• Entry to the service through training grades 

• Advancement of successful trainees from training grades to occupational entry 

grades 

• Commencing salaries for employment of newly qualified graduates 

15 Updated from that published in the Element 3 Report (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) in the light of stakeholder feedback. 

16 Annexe Q: updates the Shared Salary Spine to reflect the 3.5% increase effective from 1 July 2012. 
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Many of these provisions are out of date. There is considerable diversity between 

these arrangements, from one occupation to another, which is hard to justify. 

There is also considerable similarity in their form and intent, which suggest they 

can be substantially replaced with a more generic schema. 

In our Element 3 Report (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) we proposed that: 

• Consistent with the practice in Modern Awards, a new scale of pay rates should 

be established for Certificate IV trainees that is 3.8% above the rates presently 

set out in ACTPS enterprise agreements, at all three Wage Levels (p. 125) 

• Apprentice rates of pay should be revised to establish a scale more in line with 

the models found in the generality of Modern Awards. The relativity to the entry 

salary for the base tradesperson would vary between 40.0% and 92.0% (p.126) 

• Additionally, an adult apprentice scale based on select salary points in the GSO 4 

scale (or equivalent in the new classification structure) would be introduced 

(p.127) 

• Cadet, Cadet Professional, and Trainee Technical Officer would be combined 

within the one grade (pp.127-130) to cater for all students enrolled in diploma 

and degree programs. To this we would now add ICT Trainee. 

• A Common Professional Entry Scale would be adopted for new and recent 

graduates of diploma and degree courses (p.130), including persons originally 

entering employment as Cadets. For consistency, persons entering employment 

as a Graduate Administrative Assistant ought to be brought in through the CPES 

as well. 

We also indicated that the training and advancement arrangements for trainees, 

apprentices and cadets ought to be standardised along the following lines: 

• Trainees, apprentices and cadets will be engaged on temporary contracts 

that cover (or in total cover) the expected length of their program of study, 

plus up to 24 months employment in an appropriate substantive entry level 

position. These could be fixed term or “specified event” contracts. 

• There would, then, be two phases to the employment – a phase during 

which the employee is subject to the terms and conditions of a trainee, and 

a phase during which they are engaged on work at the corresponding entry 

level classification for their occupation. 

• In the post-training period of the contract, the intention would that the 

employee meet all requirements in relation to occupational licensing, 

professional accreditation, etc. and would not advance to a higher Band 

until these have been met. 
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• If the employee cannot be accommodated within their original work unit 

immediately or within a reasonable period, then they should be offered 

work in another part of the ACTPS where their skills are required. 

• An employee who has demonstrated satisfactory performance and met all 

other requirements for employment would be appointed to the next 

available ongoing entry level vacancy without further process. 

• If there is no substantive position available anywhere within the ACTPS at 

the end of the temporary contract, then the temporary contract will 

terminate in accordance with its original terms. 

We consider that an arrangement like this: 

• provides a uniform approach to the ACTPS’s training activities, spanning all 

levels of skill development, particularly in relation to workforce 

development Strategy 1 and 2 targets, 

• provides more certainty and better employment opportunities to trainees, 

• meets the need to realise a better return on training expenditure, 

• establishes working arrangements conducive to developing and retaining 

skilled employees (Strategy 1 and 2 targets become Strategy 3 candidates), 

• balances the interests of key stakeholders, 

• recognises and balances the need to manage staffing levels and budgets at the 

level of the individual work unit, the agency level, and globally across the ACTPS, 

and 

• can be implemented with limited modification to existing policy and practice 

in relation to recruitment and selection, probation and advancement. 

The Cadet Entry provisions set out at Annexe M: should, therefore, be adapted to 

provide for trainee and apprentice advancement in similar terms. 

The entry level salaries set out at page 130 of our Element 3 report should be 

treated as the usual salaries to be paid to graduates in occupations in good 

supply. It should be open to employers to appoint a new recruit at a higher level if 

the recruit is in a discipline in short supply. All salary points in the SSS should be 

available for this purpose. However, it would be highly unusual to offer a salary 

point more than three or four SSS pay points (7.1% to 9.5%) above the standard 

CPES rate for the qualification held. The same principle ought to apply to the entry 

of tradespersons to Levels 3 and 4. 
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Other new salary advancement arrangements are described for Clinical 

Psychologists in training (Table 2). A specific proposal is made in respect of 

Support Services Cluster in Section 9.3.5. We do not propose to disturb other 

existing arrangements (eg: Correctional Officers, Clinical Coders, Health Care 

Assistants). 

9.3.4 Transfer 

Any officer may be transferred to another position at the same salary level. This 

does not constitute a promotion even if the highest pay points in the salary scales 

for the two positions differ. This is because: 

i. The Shared Salary Spine applies across the ACTPS; 

ii. Every Pay Point belongs to a Pay Band; 

iii. Every Pay Band corresponds with a Classification Level; 

iv. Every Classification Level sets a consistent standard in terms of 

Achievement, Complexity and Breadth; 

v. Every Classification Level corresponds with an established minimum 

standard of Employability Skills. 

The only requirement for transfer at level would be that the person has any 

specified occupational skills and knowledge. 

9.3.5 Competency-Based Advancement in the Support Services Cluster 

Consistent with the approach outlined above in Section 8.4.2, we have proposed a 

minimum competency framework for the ASOs and Senior Officers in the Support 

Services Career Cluster, that provides a basis for workforce development activities 

based on already known, validated competency requirements (Torque Report). 

The feedback received when this proposal was exposed for the first time 

(Element 3 Exposure Draft, 23 December 2012) was mixed. Some stakeholders 

were enthusiastic, while some held reservations going to the following issues: 

• By differentiating itself from the APS in this way, the ACTPS would reduce 

the number of persons who would be willing to transfer from the APS to 

the ACTPS. That is, the requirement to hold a qualification would act as a 

barrier to transfer of staff into the ACTPS. 

• A similar argument was mounted in relation to members of the ACT labour 

force outside the public sector who would be required to make a choice 

between the ACTPS and the APS. It was contended that job applicants 

would prefer to apply to the APS, where the entry requirements are not so 

onerous. 
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• The talent pool for each job would be smaller if qualifications were insisted 

upon. 

• It was somehow unfair to implement qualification-based advancement 

requirements for a category of staff that has not experienced the 

requirement previously. 

Our specific proposal is based on the competency requirements identified by the 

Torque consultancy in 2005 (Torque Report). The proposal is supported by research that 

revealed what competencies are required to be demonstrated across the ACTPS, based 

on an examination of job descriptions and work level standards. 

The Torque Report identified what was required, but not what was actually 

present. By identifying the required competencies, the research identifies the 

relevant standard of performance expected at each level. Whether the relevant 

standard is present is not something that can be judged from the research or 

determined easily by any means. 

However, it is possible to propose a means by which the required standard can be 

reached, and what is required to maintain it. There are two elements to our proposal: 

• The specification of minimum competencies required for access to each 

classification level, established in terms of a qualification standard 

encompassing AQF levels 2 to 6. 

• Salary incentives to encourage employees to build the skills required for 

them to take the next step in their career, and build bench strength in the 

ACTPS workforce. 

The proposed Minimum Competency Framework: 

• Identifies the minimum level of performance required for the ACTPS to not 

go backward, relative to the work requirements identified in 2005. 

• Identifies the lowest level of occupational performance that the Head of 

Service and Directorates should target in the design of their learning and 

development activities for the ASO group in the Support Services Career 

Cluster, as well as Senior Officers and their counterparts across the ACTPS. 

• Identifies the standard of competencies to be reached for general entry 

and trainee entry to the ACTPS at each classification level (this is our 

proposed Workforce Development Strategy 1). 

o For example general entry is available to provide access to the new 
Level 2 for people exhibiting AQF 1 standards of competence and 
AQF 1 employability skills. 

o Trainee entry to the same level is targeted at developing AQF 2 
standards of competence and employability skills, with a view to 
supporting the trainee’s next career step. 
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• Identifies training to support both a general standard of performance – 

through core competencies and common employability skills – and 

specialized job-specific competencies via electives and specialty 

qualifications. 

• By focusing on what core competencies and employability skills are 

required by all ASOs and senior grades across the ACTPS, the MCF has the 

potential to simplify and standardize performance management systems. 

• The roll-out of core competencies and cultivation of common employability 

skills will support other strategies to develop a more mobile workforce. 

The specified qualifications constitute a standard against which equivalent 

qualifications – including qualifications acquired through RPL and RCC – are 

measured. That is, it is not intended that a person would be excluded from 

employment because they do not hold the exact qualification specified. 

For example, if the requirement fixed by the employer is for the occupant of the 

position to hold a project management (PM) qualification, then a PM qualification 

from the Business Industry Skills Council would be as acceptable as a PM 

qualification at the same AQF level from Government Skills Australia. 

The number of APS staff seeking employment with the ACTPS is not known. We 

believe the evidence suggests that the main flow is in the direction of the APS – 

the highest rates of staff turnover in the ACTPS are in categories where the APS is 

most active in its recruitment. 

The development of a more highly skilled workforce will reduce the ACTPS’s 

dependence on external sources of labour supply – that is the talent pool will be 

expanded. This is our Workforce Development Strategy 3. 

Qualifications provide a uniform basis for identifying people who have the skills 

and knowledge required to perform the work at hand. Over 75% of ACTPS 

Government jobs explicitly require relevant qualifications. 

So far as salary incentives are concerned, the pay points we propose to make 

subject to a qualification barrier are pay points that no employee will be directly 

translated into. They will be entirely new increment points. No employee will be 

disadvantaged by the adoption of the proposed incentive system. 

We agree that experience is important. In our Element 1 report we drew attention 

to the difference between competence and proficiency, and highlighted the 

contribution that practice and experience have on improving performance. 

On that basis, we have revised our initial proposal to include an experience 

requirement as well as a competency requirement. The revised proposal is set out 

in Figure 17. The salary barrier and advancement points are shown in the following 

Table (Table 1). 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICER – SALARY ADVANCEMENT CRITERIA 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 2 who: 

•holds a Certificate II in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has one year of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 2, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 9. 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 3 who: 

•holds a Certificate III in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has two years of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 3, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 14. 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 4 who: 

•holds a Certificate III in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has two years of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 4, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 19. 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 5 who: 

•holds a Certificate IV in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has two years of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 5, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 24. 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 6 who: 

•holds a Certificate IV in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has two years of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 6, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 29. 

An Administrative Service Officer Band 7 who: 

•holds a Diploma in Government or equivalent qualification, and 

•has two years of relevant experience in full-time employment at Band 7, or 

suitable equivalent experience in a similar work setting 

will be advanced to pay point 35. 

Figure 17: Administrative Service Officer – Salary Advancement Criteria 
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Grade Current salary Pay point no. Level PP Salary 

ASO 1 $39,588 

$40,915 

$42,027 

$43,752 

Barrier Certificate II plus one year at level 2 

Min. employability skills – AQF 1 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Level 2 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$41,629 

$42,587 

$43,566 

$44,568 

$45,594 

ASO 2 $44,804 

$46,036 

$47,246 

$48,470 

$49,683 

Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 3 

Min. employability skills – AQF 2 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Level 3 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$46,642 

$47,715 

$48,812 

$49,935 

$51,084 

ASO 3 $51,032 

$52,359 

$53,682 

$55,076 

Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 4 

Min. employability skills – AQF 3 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Level 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$52,258 

$53,460 

$54,690 

$55,948 

$57,235 

ASO 4 $56,879 

$58,685 

$60,210 

$61,756 

Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 5 

Min. employability skills – AQF 3 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Level 5 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$58,551 

$59,898 

$61,275 

$62,685 

$64,126 

ASO 5 $63,440 

$65,423 

$67,269 

Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 6 

Min. employability skills – AQF 4 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Level 6 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

$70,233 

$71,848 

ASO 6 $68,515 

$70,223 

$72,145 

$75,771 

$78,705 

Barrier Diploma + 3 years at level 7 

Min. employability skills – AQF 4 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Level 7 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

$73,501 

$75,191 

$76,921 

$78,690 

$80,500 

$82,351 

Table 1: Salary Barriers and Salary Advancement Points for ASOs 
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9.4 BROADBANDING OF CLASSIFICATION LEVELS 

9.4.1 Background 

Several agencies in the ACTPS have established classification broadbanding 

arrangements. While we began the Review sceptical about their benefits and 

operations17 , we have come to see the potential for broadbanding arrangements 

to encourage skill formation and retain staff. 

The current model in the ACTPS involves unions and agencies developing 

arrangements for reasonably restricted and well-defined groups of employees 

performing either closely related or identical functions. GSO and FSO 

broadbanding of tradespersons in TAMS and ACT Health are examples of the first 

approach, where a variety of trades and trade-related grades are included. The 

arrangements for Bimberi youth workers in CSD and sterilizing services staff in 

ACT Health is an example of the latter. 

In general, staff can only access one additional classification level, although the 

arrangements for FSOs and FTOs in ACT Health envisages employees moving 

through three or four levels, provided they can demonstrate the appropriate 

standard of competency. 

In some cases, the requirements are elaborately described, and in others very 

little documentation exists. In some cases, the requirements for advancement are 

based on the completion of specific qualifications recognized under the AQF, and 

in others, upon completion of locally agreed competencies (e.g. BSOs in ETD). In 

some cases, movement to a higher level only requires that the employee’s 

supervisor certifies that they are capable of performing the duties required at the 

higher level. 

It appears to us that current broadbanding arrangements in the ACTPS suffer 

from the lack of any unifying principles regarding their purpose, their benefits and 

their design. 

We have already described the broadbanding arrangements in the APS, where 

broadbanding permits staff to take on higher level work on an ongoing basis, 

without the formalities of promotion, and without the decision being open to 

appeal. 

In the APS, the broadbanding is allocated to a group of duties, not to the 

individual employee performing the duties. Advancement in a broadband is not a 

promotion. The employee retains their original classification until promoted. 

17 And this scepticism was supported by some findings during the exploratory phase of the Review (O’Shea & Smith 2011) 
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The most common model for these schemes implemented in current APS 

agreements (Australian Public Service Commission n.d.18) requires the employee to: 

• demonstrate satisfactory performance at their present level, and 

• show that they have the skills to perform the work at the higher level. 

In the great majority of cases APS broadbanding schemes require that there is 

higher level work available to be done. 

We have already referred in Element 1 of this Review to various theoretical and 

practical objections that are raised against broadbanding (O’Shea & Smith 2011, 

p.18), including a perception that broadbanding arrangements side step selection 

for promotion based on merit 

There is considerable potential for broadbanding arrangements to be used as tools to 

encourage employees to re-engage with learning, to build individual skills and 

knowledge of a specific kind relevant to the workplace, to retain skilled staff in 

employment, to attract external applicants, and to improve workforce capability. 

It has been suggested to us that the 11-level classification structure we have 

proposed has too many distinct levels, that it would be more efficient to structure 

the workforce using fewer levels, and that it may be difficult for agencies to easily 

discern fine differences between classification levels. We addressed some of 

these issues in Annexe M of our Report on Element 3 of this Review (O’Shea & 

Smith 2012a). 

We also take the view that, provided the different levels of work are clearly 

distinguished in the WLSs, a system with more levels provides greater flexibility in 

job design and remuneration if broadbanding is also an option (as the NSW 

approach demonstrates). 

9.4.2 Recommended Practices 

Specifically, the position description for both levels in the broadband must: 

a) be reviewed and brought into line with the requirements set out in the 

WLSs for the grade, 

b) comply with the Minimum Competency Framework (if applicable), and 

c) incorporate the nationally recognized competencies appropriate to the 

duties of the position. 

http://www.apsc.gov.au/employmentpolicy/classificationsandbroadbanding.htm 
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Broadbanding arrangements should also specify: 

• What are the schemes objectives, and how can success in meeting these 

objectives be measured. 

• How the scheme will serve learning and development needs. 

• What criteria and processes will be applied to decision-making about an 

employee’s eligibility for advancement from one classification level to 

another. 

• How long they will persist, how they will be reviewed, and how they can be 

terminated. 

The status of an employee who is involved in a broadbanding arrangement is not 

clear. Broadbands are not separate classifications – although for practical reasons, 

some of them have been treated like that in the pay system. The question of 

whether progression between classification levels under a broadbanding 

arrangement is a promotion has been avoided by the parties who have 

established these schemes. 

• We recommend that a move across a broadband barrier should be treated 

as a permanent transition. 

Accordingly, the classification of the employee will change from the date they are 

assessed as having met all the criteria for the scheme. 

We consider the following to be essential conditions for such a scheme to work: 

i. Access to the lower level of the broadband must be open to competitive 

merit-based selection. 

ii. The work unit must have a well-developed and credible performance 

management process in place. Satisfactory performance at the lower level 

must be a prerequisite for advancement to the higher level. 

iii. There must be a clear statement of what constitutes eligibility for advancement. 

iv. Attainment of a nationally recognized qualification in a field intimately 

related to the work to be performed should be a feature of all broadband 

arrangements. 

v. Advancement on the basis of attainment of a qualification by itself is to be 

avoided. A qualification assures competence, but to build proficiency 

sufficient to take on a more challenging role at a higher level, an employee 

requires practice and experience. 

vi. Every employee entering the broadband must have a learning and 

development plan that identifies the skills and knowledge required to take 

on higher levels of responsibility at the higher classification level, and how 

these will be acquired. 

vii. Work at the higher level must be clearly distinguished from work at the 

lower level. 
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If advancement to the higher level of a broadband amounts to a promotion, and 

access to the lower level is through competitive merit-based selection: 

• Advancement to the upper level of the broadband would be non-

appellable. 

• All other things being equal, a subsequent decision to transfer the 

employee to a job at the same level would be similarly non-appealable. 

• To protect the merit principle, a rule is required that prevents decision 

makers making a transfer from the top of one broadband to the bottom of 

another, unless the selection follows on from an open merit-based 

selection process. 

• There must be work available at the higher level. 

• Employees in broadbanded positions will be required to undertake work to 

the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for the classification level 

corresponding to their rate of pay. 

• If work at the higher level is no longer required to be performed, the 

employee has the same rights as any employee whose position is 

abolished. 

There is no reason why a broadband that spans the same kind of work in two or 

more agencies could not be established. For example: 

• A person might begin work in the ACTPS as a Trainee A in the Certificate II 

in Government, and subsequently be employed in a broadband 

encompassing Bands 2 and 3 (previous ASO1 and ASO2). To be eligible to 

pass the salary barrier within the broadband, the employee would be 

required to undertake the Certificate III in Government. Experience would 

be provided through rotations between Directorates. This experience 

would be an element of the employee’s eligibility for advancement to 

Band 3. 

Broadbanding may also operate as a tool for establishing future capacity. For 

example: 

• Under the proposed translation arrangements, no ASO job translates 

directly into Band 8 of the new salary structure, except Principal Research 

Officer and some Audit Office staff. However, that should not prevent a 

broadband being established which brings together Band 7 and Band 8, 

with one of the criteria for advancement being acquisition of the Diploma 

in Government. An arrangement of this kind would serve the need of the 

ACTPS to build bench strength behind the Senior Officer cohort. 

In both of these cases, broadbanding would do work as a structural measure that 

would support the creation of a high-skills ecosystem. 
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9.4.3 Translation of Positions in Current Broadband Arrangements 

The translation of positions into the new classification structure should not 

initially disturb the arrangements previously in place. However, before Final 

Translation takes place, the parties should review the rules governing the current 

arrangements to ensure that they meet the new requirements. 

All documents that set out the pre-translation and post-translation arrangements 

will be verified and agreed by the parties before Final Translation takes place. 

Consistent with the proposal outlined above, the employee’s salary point at Final 

Translation will determine their classification level in the new classification 

structure. As a result, if an employee has met the requirements for movement 

through the barrier at the time of Final Translation, their new ongoing 

classification level will be determined by their salary at that time. 

9.4.4 Broadband Translations 

There are four circumstances that require attention: 

1. Broadbands where both former levels translate neatly and distinctly 

into adjacent Classification levels in the new structure – e.g. Bimberi 

youth workers 

2. Broadbands that are now neatly subsumed into the same Classification 

Level and Pay Band – e.g. HSO 3/HSO 4 broadband in the Sterilising 

Service 

3. Broadbands where the salary scale for one of the former levels does 

not coincide with the full extent of one of the new levels – e.g. HSO 2 

trainees in Food Services who advanced to HSO 3 upon acquisition of 

the necessary competencies (technically, this could also be seen as a 

relationship of training grade to entry level classification) 

4. Broadbands of a mixed kind – e.g. the broadbands that exists for stores 

personnel, trades assistants and tradespersons in ACT Health. 

In Case 1, the proposed general model for developing broadband classification 

arrangements should be applied to current arrangements. The transition between 

old and new arrangements should be relatively straightforward, and entail limited 

disruption to working arrangements. 

We have proposed quite stringent rules for the creation of a broadband of this 

kind, including the rules that govern how and when an employee makes the 

transition to the higher level. 

In Case 2, we consider that the rules for salary advancement within a pay band at 

the same work value can and should be less stringent than the rules governing a 

permanent change to an employee’s classification level. 
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We see no reason to insist on a change to local arrangements governing 

advancement through the pay scale. The Final Translation pay point for HSO 4, 

GSO 4 and FSO 3 into Level 2 is pay point 7. GSO 6s and FSO 6s translate into Level 

3 at pay point 12. These pay points ought to be retained as salary barriers, at least 

until the parties agree to other arrangements that will be at least as effective in 

building skill and knowledge within the new Levels 2 and 3. 

Case 3 will become an issue for ACT Health. The maximum salary for HSO3 is 

$41,136, translating to $42,587 in Level 2. HSO 4 translates into the upper segment 

of the Level 2 pay band. The maximum salary for Level 2 is $45,594. Should Food 

Services employees at HSO 3 get access to new pay points corresponding to the 

previous HSO 4 salary scale? 

On the face of it the problem seems innocuous. However, it is likely that a 

complete reallocation of duties and responsibilities in the Food Services 

workforce may be required to implement this change. 

For complex broadband arrangements of the kind found in Facilities Management 

at TCH, a mixed response is called for. 

• A movement within a Level should be treated as per Case 2 

• However, a movement between levels should be treated as per Case 1 

Figure 18 indicates how the new arrangements may resolve: 

Grade Level Carpenters Electrical Mechanical Plumbing Trades 

Assistants 

Stores 

FSO8 Level 5 Senior Senior 

FSO7 Level 4 Senior 

FSO6 

FSO5 
Level 3 

FSO4 

         

  

             

             

                    

                 

               

           

               

              

                

              

     

               

          

        

           

        

             

             

         

        

 

 

         

         

 
  

      

       

 
  

      

       

      

  

               

           

              

             

          

            

        

            

FSO3 
Level 2 

Figure 18: Broadband Translations for FSOs 

That is: 

• There would be a “soft barrier” for all tradespersons in Level 3 (at the 

current FSO 5/FSO 6 boundary), with no change to existing criteria. 

• Level 3 and Level 4 carpenters can continue to be broadbanded, but the 

criteria for movement to the higher band would be revised to bring them 

into alignment with the more stringent general standard outlined above. 

• The proposed new broadbanding rules would limit a broadband to two 

Levels. Electricians, mechanical tradespersons and plumbers could be 

broadbanded as Level 3–Level 4 (with Level 5 a promotion) or Level 4– 
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Level 5 (with a promotion required between Level 3 and Level 4). The 

second option has the advantage of providing distinct base trades and 

advanced trades groupings. 

• The Trades Assistant Broadband can continue as is, except that the first 

transition occurs on the basis of existing criteria, and the second transition 

on the basis of the new broadband rules. 

• The rules to permit Trades Assistants to access salary points above the 

mid-point of Level 3 require consideration by the direct parties. Should 

there be a barrier? What ought to be the criteria for advancement? 

• Stores personnel making the transition from Level 2 to Level 3 in the 

broadband would need to meet criteria developed in accordance with the 

proposed new broadband rules. 
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10 TRANSITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

10.1 MAJOR REFORMS 

The Classification Review Project encompasses two major reforms: 

• Structural reform, through the development of new classification 

arrangements, and 

• Pay reform, based on external market comparators. 

The new classification arrangements include: 

• The introduction of the four Career Clusters based on occupational 

affinities, as a basis for workforce development and career development, 

and 

• A new 11-level classification structure that establishes common work 

requirements across the ACTPS. 

Pay reform takes the form of: 

• A simplified Shared Salary Spine to replace a large number of unrelated 

salary scales, and 

• An 11-band pay structure corresponding to the levels in the new 

classification structure. 

Bringing the two together requires a coordinated movement from the current 

classification and pay structures to the new classification and pay structures. 

In many cases, the movement between classification structures is 

straightforward, based on established internal relativities and implementing clear 

salary benchmarks (e.g. ASOs, Senior Officers, Professional Officers and Health 

Professionals). 

However, even in the most straightforward cases, the simplification of the 

associated salary structure requires highly variable pay rises to be applied to each 

current pay point, to map current pay scales onto the new SSS. In the ASO stream, 

for example, salary translation will require total pay increases ranging from 0.36% 

to 8.81%. 

10.2 GENERAL APPROACH 

There are several cases where the salary scale for in-scope classifications present 

substantial challenges to the adoption of the new banded salary structure. While 

these cases are numerous, they do not, in total, cover more than a small fraction 

of the total workforce. 
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We have adopted the following rules to winnow straightforward cases from the 

more difficult ones: 

• The primary intention and first action to take ought to be to effect 

translations into the new SSS. None of the old salary scales should persist 

beyond this point in time. 

• Secondly, the alignment of current classifications with the new WLSs will 

generally dictate the final placement of translating grades classification-

wise and pay-wise. 

• Thirdly, if this approach does not deliver a comfortable fit, a unique salary 

scale is proposed. In these cases, the work of the grade is subject to the 

WLSs for the classification levels corresponding to the pay bands traversed 

by the post-translation salary scale. 

Table 36 at Annexe P: sets out the translations of the majority of the in-scope 

workforce. Special translation cases are described in Section 10.3 following. 

10.3 SPECIAL TRANSLATIONS 

10.3.1 Introduction 

There are numerous unusual cases to be addressed to successfully implement the 

new classification structure and pay outcomes. These are described in the 

following sections. 

The cases described here are the cases where: 

• new general standards are being implemented, and these require a more 

detailed explanation for particular employment groups, 

• a comfortable fit to the new salary bands is not necessarily achievable in 

the first instance, but can be achieved in stages, even if a unique salary 

scale is adopted initially, 

• there are special features of the translation or special circumstances that 

will either require a degree of workplace reform, 

• finally, cases requiring unique solutions. 

An example of the first kind is the movement of Health Professionals into the new 

classification and salary structure. In this case, it is proposed to adopt the CPES as 

a basis for establishing a renewed equivalent of the Health Professional Level 1, 

for the employment of provisionally registered health professionals and those 

undertaking a professional development year. The concept (and the salary scale) 

is extended to provide an avenue for employment of clinical psychologists-in-

training, sonographers-in-training, etc. 

There are several cases of the second kind where the fit to the new pay bands and 

classifications levels is close, but not exact. A good example is Correctional 

Officers, where Levels 1, 2 and 3 correspond to a broadbanded Level 4/5, Level 6 
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and level 7 respectively. It would be relatively straightforward for the parties to 

adopt the complete range of salaries available in these pay bands, and maintain 

the existing qualification-based salary barrier arrangements by reference to 

specified SSS pay points. 

An example of the third kind is Public Affairs Officers, where the salary scale for 

some grades extends across several levels, and also overlap within the new pay 

bands. This case will require an agreement between the parties (CMCD and 

MEAA) on how the work is to be divided and described in future to accommodate 

the work within the new classification structure. In our view, the end result should 

be that PAOs are treated as other professionals are treated, classification-wise 

and pay-wise. 

Finally: 

• There is insufficient information about the background to the rates paid in 

the Canberra Linen Service to make anything other than an initial 

translation into the SSS. 

• Rates of Canberra Theatre Centre staff will be restricted to certain fixed 

points in the SSS. 

• Radiation Therapists will retain a unique salary scale within the SSS. 

Extended salary scales that span more than one pay band will generally call up the 

WLSs that correspond with the relevant SSS pay points. In a small number of 

cases – for example, Medical Physicists, Dentists, Radiation Therapists – a 

modified approach has been adopted. The WLSs to apply in these cases would be 

distorted by the market rates differentials between occupations, so an alignment 

based on similarity of function has been applied, and noted in the relevant 

section. 

10.3.2Implementation of New General Standards 

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 

Health Professional 1 

Purpose built for the Health Professional classification structure, HP 1 provides the 

route of entry to employment for persons holding 2-year diplomas and 3, 4, 5 and 

6-year degrees in a professional discipline connected with health service 

provision, including several professions that are regulated by a National Board. 

For professions regulated by a National Board, for professions subject to the 

requirements of a professional college or accreditation council, and for the 

purpose of developing work-related competencies, HP1 is the level in the Health 

Professional structure where clinical supervision of provisionally registered health 

professionals takes place: it is the level at which they develop and demonstrate 

their competency for independent professional practice. Depending on the 
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discipline, this period of clinical supervision may be labeled professional 

development year (PDY) or internship. 

Eligibility for entry to and continued employment in regulated professions will 

depend on the job applicant/employee meeting mandatory qualification 

requirements. 

Ongoing employment following successful completion of the PDY/internship is 

through appointment as a HP2. The HP1 and HP2 salary scales overlap, sharing 

several salary points, to facilitate this articulation. 

We have already proposed that a Common Professional Entry Scale be adopted 

across ACTPS employment, and we consider that this scale is as well suited to 

health professionals as it is to librarians, ITOs, engineers, PAOs and other 

professionals. However, there are a number of special features of employment in 

the health professions that require special attention. 

Firstly, we are aware that there are a number of disciplines where a higher degree is 

now a requirement for base level professional entry (e.g. a three or four year generic 

health sciences degree, plus a specialized professional practice post graduate 

qualification at certificate, diploma or masters level). We understand that radiation 

therapy and psychology are both transitioning to this model nation-wide. 

Secondly, we note that there are also cases where the National Board or other 

body has specified higher degrees for above-base, specialized professional 

practice. Endorsement as a clinical psychologist, and accreditation and 

registration as a sonographer are two relevant examples. 

Both of these circumstances need to be taken into account in establishing the pay 

structures for HP1 and HP2. 

The CPES is based on the principle that a longer program of formal professional 

preparation warrants a higher commencing salary. The Health Professional and 

Professional Officer salary scales are already based on this principle. But this 

principle needs to be extended in the case of Health Professional to meet 

different needs. 

We propose that the Health Professional 1 salary scale be extended to 

accommodate cases where the mandatory or required qualification for entry to 

the profession is seven or eight years in length. We further propose that Health 

Professional 1 be adopted as the entry grade for pre-registration interns whose 

subsequent employment will be in specialized professional practice in positions 

classified as Health Professional 3 (pay points 34 to 38 in the proposed SSS). 
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SSS pay point no. Level PP Annual salary Intern level Program duration 

14 Level 3 5 $51,084 PDY 2.1 Entry from 2-year program 

16 Level 4 2 $53,460 PDY 2.2/PDY 3.1 Entry from 3-year program 

19 5 $57,235 PDY 3.2/PDY 4.1 Entry from 4-year program 

22 Level 5 3 $61,275 PDY 4.2/PDY 5.1 Entry from 5-year program 

25 Level 6 1 $65,601 PDY 5.2/PDY 6.1 Entry from 6-year program 

26 2 $67,110 PDY 6.2 

27 3 $68,654 PDY 6.3 

28 4 $70,233 PDY 7.1 Entry from 7-year program 

29 5 $71,848 PDY 7.2 

30 Level 7 1 $73,501 PDY 7.3 

31 2 $75,191 PDY 8.1 Entry from 8-year program 

32 3 $76,921 PDY 8.2 

33 4 $78,690 PDY 8.3 

Table 2: Revised Salary Scale for Staff Undertaking Professional Internship 

Table 2 illustrates the pay scale proposed for professional interns. Note that pay 

points 28 and above are not available to employees whose enter from a 6-year 

program. Similarly, pay points 31 and above are not available for entrants from a 7-

year program. Further salary advancement for these employees will depend (as it 

does at present) upon the employee’s successful completion of internship 

requirements, registration/accreditation, and transfer to a substantive position. 

Health Professional 2 

The new salary scale for the HP2 equivalent in the new SSS, shown at Table 3: 

• Is identical with the CPES from pay point 16 to pay point 29. 

• Preserves the current practice of sharing salary points with the 

professional entry grade. 

• For reasons set out in our Element 2 Report (O’Shea 2012a, pp.70-74), 

extends to pay point 32 to establish fair market rates for health 

professionals, relative to their counterparts in other public health and 

community care services. 
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SSS pay point no. Level Pay Point Annual salary Previous intern level 

16 

19 

22 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Level 4 

Level 5 

Level 6 

Level 7 

2 

5 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

$53,460 

$57,235 

$61,275 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

$70,233 

$71,848 

$73,501 

$75,191 

PDY 2.1 

PDY 2.2/PDY 3.1 

PDY 3.2/PDY 4.1 

PDY 4.2/PDY 5.1 

PDY 5.2/PDY 6.1 

PDY 6.2 

PDY 6.3 

Table 3: Revised Pay Scale for Employment of Post-PDY Health Professionals 

As with the current HP2 grade, the new salary scale spans multiple work value 

levels, from the inexperienced new recruit who works under close professional 

supervision to the experienced, autonomous professional practitioner who only 

requires supervision for work that is more complex or novel. 

There are more pay points in this pay scale than in the current HP2 pay scale, but 

this provides a wider range of options for the ACTPS to attract qualified external 

applicants. The lowest salary point and the highest salary point would both 

increase. 

Health Professional 3 

In our Element 2 Report on Element 2 (O’Shea 2012a, pp.70-74), we proposed a 

significant adjustment to Health Professional 3 rates of pay, to reflect our 

conclusions regarding what are fair market rates for work at this work value level. 

SSS pay point no. Level Pay Point Annual salary 

34 Level 7 5 $80,500 

35 6 $82,351 

36 Level 8 1 $84,245 

37 2 $86,183 

38 3 $88,165 

Table 4: Proposed Translation of Health Professional 3 to the new SSS 

As shown in Table 4, the top two pay points in the current HP3 salary scale are 

reserved for persons who have made a case for advancement on the basis of their 

demonstrably higher contribution to the work of the profession within their 

agency. The arrangement mimicked similar arrangements in NSW (e.g. radiation 

therapists) where salary and grade advancement based on higher level 
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professional contribution are recognized. It met a need for health professionals to 

receive recognition for applying higher level professional expertise, without 

taking on organizational roles such as supervision and management. 

Throughout the Review, we have been asked for our opinion on whether the 

scheme should remain. We were advised that the scheme was poorly understood 

by staff in some disciplines, and the rate of success was low, whether because 

few staff apply, or the criteria are hard to meet, or the criteria are more easily met 

by some disciplines and not others. 

Our view is that: 

• The higher level pay points were established for a reason, and were 

specifically set with the intention of stimulating a higher level of 

contribution. 

• Removing the current barrier would remove this distinction, and be 

fundamentally unfair to persons who have demonstrated a higher level of 

contribution. 

• NSW still runs a scheme of this kind for medical radiation scientists, and 

radiation therapists in the ACT mimic the NSW scheme. SA has recently 

adopted a Professional Excellence pay point for all health professional 

disciplines at all classification levels from 1 to 5 (only the most senior 

management level is exempt). 

• If the ACT system is unclear or operates to the disadvantage of some 

disciplines, then it should be reformed to improve clarity and remove 

inequality. 

It should be noted that we have proposed a salary scale with two pay points in 

salary band 7 and three at salary band 8. The combined salary scale therefore 

spans the corresponding two work value levels. As a starting point, a new system 

could incorporate the characteristics of these general work value levels, as well as 

describe how professional contribution is expected to change between the lower 

segment of the salary scale and the upper segment (including a statement of 

what occupation-specific skills and knowledge may be expected to change). 

There is no reason why the direct parties (ACT Health, HSU East, CPSU) could not 

commence a review of this kind immediately. 

Employees presently paid at HP 3.4 and HP 3.5 will translate directly to SSS pay 

points 37 and 38 respectively. 
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Health Professionals 4, 5 and 6 

Health Professionals 4, 5 and 6 will translate into Levels 9, 10 and 11 respectively. 

The Health Professional work level standards adopted following the Health 

Professional Review in 2004 provided scope for advanced clinical practice roles to 

be created at Level 4. Manager/clinician and educator/clinician roles at this level 

are now quite common. 

The stakeholders subsequently agreed to examine the concept of the “National 

Expert” as a basis for defining advanced clinical practice and leadership roles at 

Level 5. However, as at the date of this Review, this project has not been 

completed. 

We note that Queensland (2007) and SA (2009) have both expanded the 

possibilities for defining advanced professional practice roles at higher levels in 

the health professional career structure. Looking sideways to another profession, 

the number of independent Nurse Practitioners providing health services 

increases each year. 

We have considered the concept of the “National Expert” as a basis for 

establishing advanced clinical practice above Level 4. In the Report on Element 3 

this Review, we contended that: 

• Expertise must be in service to clear objectives defined around the needs 

of clients and stakeholders, 

• The expertise of an employee is not in itself sufficient to define work value 

• A full assessment of work value to justify the classification level of a 

position will entail examining the anticipated achievements of the position, 

its inherent complexity, ecological factors, etc. 

We are also cautious about instituting arrangements that classify jobs based on 

knowledge and techniques that may be at the cutting edge of professional 

practice at one point in time, but will be accommodated into everyday practice for 

the profession in five or ten years’ time. 

In the recent ACT Pathology Review (Black Circle Pty Ltd 2011) the review 

consultant proposed the re-establishment of Level 5 Laboratory Manager 

positions and further proposed that the role of the Level 4 Team Leaders would 

then be to: 

• support the Laboratory Managers 

• provide high level scientific advice to pathologists and other health 

professionals relevant to the delivery of patient care and on technical and 

scientific issues within the scope of their expertise 
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• act as the key technical and scientific change agents within their specialty 

fields – reviewing, developing, testing, documenting and implementing 

new procedures, new assays and new technologies 

• provide high level technical and professional leadership in their scientific 

specialty, and 

• undertake the more complex, novel and difficult analyses, and train and 

supervise Health Professionals and Technical Officers in their performance. 

The occupants of these positions demonstrated considerable depth of expertise 

within their scientific specialty, combined with the skills to bring their own 

expertise and the expertise of their staff to bear on questions of operational 

effectiveness, quality assurance and process improvement. 

We suggest that an advanced clinical practice role at Level 5 would need to have 

similar characteristics, but have wider scope than one scientific specialty or a 

single therapeutic modality, or very substantial depth of skills and knowledge in 

an advanced or specialised field. The transformative, innovative aspect of the role 

would need to be enhanced beyond what is expected at Level 4 already. 

• If the best applicant for a position of this kind happens to be a “National 

Expert”, that may be serendipitous, but it is not the starting point for 

designing, classifying and remunerating the role. 

If Directorates are inclined to implement roles with an advanced clinical focus at 

HP Level 5 (Level 10 in the proposed new classification system), then it may be 

useful to do so on the basis that these roles would be responsible for driving 

specified transformation projects of significant impact within a specified time 

scale. 

Relationship with other health professionals 

Dentists 

The proposed new Dentist 1/2 salary scale is comprised of selected pay points 

between pay band 7 and pay band 11. The proposed pay points span the market-

based career minimum and career maximum range proposed in the Element 2 

report. 

The entry salary for this occupation will correspond to the top-most point for 

Health Professional 2. 

Registered Nurses 

The salary scale for Registered Nurse Level 1 ($53,688-72,545) corresponds closely 

with that proposed for 3-year qualified Health Professional Level 1/2 ($53,460-

75,191), when RNs’ access to Postgraduate Qualification Allowance is taken into 

account. 
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Medical Officers 

Figure 19 below shows that the Intern pay rate for a Medical Officer (MO) is lower 

than the starting salary for a Health Professional Level 1 entering the workforce 

from a 6 year program. Of course, this has been the case since 2004, but the 

differential will increase a little with the implementation of the proposed SSS. 

ACT Intern rates are fixed in relation to NSW Intern rates, to facilitate the 

interchange of interns between ACT and NSW public hospitals in their first 

professional development year. In their subsequent employment as Resident 

Medical Officers, medical officer earnings in subsequent years grow more quickly. 

Medical officers grades MO salaries Postgraduate experience HP 1 and HP 2 salaries 

Intern PDY 1 

RMO 1 PDY 2 

RMO 2 

58,149 

68,390 

75,218 

Nil 

1 year 

2 years 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

Figure 19: Early Career Salaries of ACT MOs and 6-Year Qualified HP 1s & HP 2s 

Conclusions 

• Our proposals in relation to translation of Health Professionals and 

Dentists into the SSS establish a reasonable internal relativity when typical 

work requirements and external market factors are compared. 

• Proposed salaries for Health Professionals at Levels 1 and 2 will slightly 

exceed the salaries of Registered Nurse Level 1, but this would not justify a 

change in RN 1 rates of pay. 

• Our proposals do not alter to a marked degree the existing relationship 

between the pay rates of early career Health Professionals and Medical 

Officers. 
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CASE STUDY – Registered Psychologists and Clinical Psychologists 

Psychologists assess and treat behavioural and emotional disorders. They 

facilitate change in attitudes and behaviour related to health and illness, for the 

purpose of preventing stress and dysfunction and to promote subjective well-

being and personal development. 

Increasingly, there are options for psychologists to work outside the public sector, 

with the growth in Federal Government support for psychological services (e.g. 

mental health plans, family support services). 

There are at least four bases for grading and payment of psychologists in the 

ACTPS: 

• A proportion of the psychologists in Mental Health Justice Health and 

Alcohol and Drug Services (MHJHADS) who were previously employed in 

ACT Mental Health are employed under very beneficial SEAs, while their 

colleagues are not. 

• CIT psychologists are in the Professional Officer classification structure, 

rather than the Health Professional structure 

• Psychologists are employed in schools by ETD, on a very attractive group 

SEA that has had the effect since its recent introduction of attracting 

psychologists away from health and community services. 

• Outside MHJHADS, in other divisions of the Health Directorate, and in CSD 

and most other agencies, psychologists are engaged under uniform 

employment conditions within the Health Professional classification 

structure. 

The 2008 ACT Mental Health SEA is based on the rates then applying in the NSW 

public health sector psychologists award. For Registered Psychologists and Senior 

Psychologists the rates are higher than they would be if classified under the 

current Health Professional structure at Level 2 and Level 3. Following discussions 

with senior psychologists across the Health Directorate, we are better informed 

on the rationale for introducing the SEA in 2008. 

The SEAs were founded on the premise that psychologists in ACT Mental Health 

would continue their involvement in case management, but also begin to make a 

more specific professional contribution to client care through more extensive 

psychological assessment and intervention within the existing multidisciplinary 

teams. 

It appears to us that three problems arise from these SEAs: 

1. There is a perception amongst social workers and occupational therapists 

employed as case managers that, while psychologists’ salaries increased, 

working arrangements and duties within the multidisciplinary teams did 

not change to a marked degree. This led to a sense of inequity. 
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2. The 2008 SEA rates were based on NSW rates. However, the NSW award 

was substantially reformed in 2009, including a substantial elaboration of 

classification definitions (which don’t match the requirements set out in 

the ACT SEA). 

3. Clinical Psychologist and Senior Psychologist maximum rates are higher 

than the rate set for the Principal Psychologist in the 2008 SEA. 

Current HP salaries, the 2008 SEA rates, current NSW rates, and the proposed new 

rate of pay for Health Professionals are compared in Table 5: 

Role HP salaries 2008 SEA NSW Review proposal 

Psychologist $60,009 50,796 55,971 4-year program entry $57,235 

$63,212 54,188 58,998 5-year program entry $61,275 

$65,059 61,074 62,022 6-year program entry $65,601 

$66,988 62,589 65,803 $67,110 

$68,794 64,723 69,586 $68,654 

$70,732 66,468 73,367 $70,233 

$72,925 70,459 77,150 $71,848 

73,981 80,177 $73,501 

77,504 83,198 $75,191 

Senior Psychologist $75,082 81,248 87,738 HP3 equivalent $80,500 

(NSW terminology) $76,925 83,242 91,522 $82,351 

$79,222 88,790 95,302 $84,245 

$81,702 $86,183 

$83,251 $88,165 

Clinical Psychologist No special 57,890 80,177 8-year program entry $75,191 

(NSW terminology) provision (Intern CP) $76,921 

$78,690 

74,324 84,712 Endorsed CP $80,500 

76,543 89,252 (HP3 equivalent) $82,351 

83,816 93,791 $84,245 

90,372 98,327 $86,183 

91,276 $88,165 

Principal Psychologist $86,750 91,274 124,044 Level 9 $94,389 

(NSW terminology) $93,535 (HP4 equivalent) $96,560 

$98,781 

$101,053 

$103,377 

Table 5: Alternative Salary Structures for Psychologists & Clinical Psychologists. 

There is a considerable difference between ACT and NSW practice. The NSW 

psychologist classification structure is flatter than the ACT HP structure. Senior 

Psychologists in NSW display some characteristics required of HP4 assistant 

managers in various professional disciplines in the ACTPS, including “co-ordination 

of clinical activities of a service, and significant involvement in service planning 
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and policy” (NSW Award). A Principle Psychologist as defined in the NSW award 

operates at Area Health Service level and exercises responsibilities usually found 

at HP Level 5 and Level 6 in the ACT. 

In our Report on Element 2 of this Review (O’Shea 2012a, p.75), we proposed a 

starting salary of at least $80,000 for psychologists who hold National Board 

endorsement in one of the areas of practice recognized by the Board. This rate of 

pay would only be paid in the case that the employer requires the employee to 

exercise skills and knowledge in the specialized field (for example, as a Clinical 

Psychologist). Higher salary points would be identical to the new rates for HP3. 

A psychologist newly qualified in a Board-endorsed area of practice at the Master 

level would commence employment as an intern at pay point 31 and progress 

through higher pay points in the usual manner. Once they have completed their 

internship and are endorsed by the Board, they will be eligible for appointment as 

a Clinical Psychologist (or Counselling Psychologist, or Educational and 

Developmental Psychologist, etc.). However, we feel that there must be work 

available at this level for the employee to progress further. 

From the workforce development perspective, we suggest that an employer who 

engages an intern clinical psychologist should commit to finding the employee 

appropriate employment within the Directorate at the end of the internship. The 

preferred model, in our view, is to establish clinical psychology intern as a training 

grade that automatically advances to pay point 34 once the employee has met all 

requirements. This is in part why we have retained and extended the HP1 salary 

scale and associated training grade character of the classification in adapting it to 

the new classification structure. 

NOTE: This model can be adapted for training other types of specialized health 

professionals, including sonographers and cytotechnologists. 

Our outline above is for the provision of basic psychology services, assuming the 

typical model found elsewhere in the ACTPS is adopted to the organization of the 

service, rather than assuming that the NSW approach to describing and classifying 

work is on the face of it justifiable. For case management functions in MHJHADS 

particularly, the layering of NSW psychologist grading arrangements over the 

existing organisation structure is not necessarily the most appropriate approach. 

In our view, however, there is no inhibition to establishing higher level jobs (our 

Classification Level 9) in the clinical psychology stream or the registered 

psychology stream, especially if such jobs entail the exercise of higher level skills 

and knowledge, and are given a strong professional and clinical leadership role as 

well. 

Neither the current Health Professional classification structure nor our proposed 

new 11-level classification structure prevent this from occurring. The only question 
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is whether there is a justification in terms of service delivery and what is the best 

model for overall organization of the workforce. That is not a matter this Review 

should address. 

There are some useful lessons to be learned from this Case Study: 

1. There must be coordination between workforce management and 

business transformation activities. In the case of the ACT Mental Health 

SEA, the workforce management output (the SEA) delivered a suitable 

outcome (retention of psychologists), but the business transformation 

measure (change in services provided by psychologists) is incomplete. 

Resources have been invested, but the benefit stream is weak. 

2. The appearance of inequity of outcomes for different categories of 

psychologist across ACT Health and across the ACTPS gives rise to a 

concern within the discipline about what values are driving management 

decision-making. Members of other health professional disciplines also 

detect a seeming inequity. 

3. Business objectives and client service are not supported by workforce 

development activities. Directorates and parts of Directorates are applying 

resources in a un-co-ordinated way to resolve attraction and retention 

issues impacting on their service delivery. This lack of co-ordination has 

resulted in substantial resources being allocated to moving the existing 

workforce between agencies, without doing anything to resolve an 

underlying problem with the supply and disposition of psychologists in the 

ACT. This is a poor use of limited Government resources. 

We recommend that: 
• With translation to the new classification structure and salary scales, 

psychologists at CIT be aligned with their counterparts in ACT Health 

Directorate, CSD and JCSD. 

• Psychologists in ETD (other than teacher-psychologists who have 

traditionally been part of the teaching career structure) will be translated 

into the new classification structure and SSS as per their counterparts in 

CIT, ACT Health, etc. 

• SEAs in ACT Health and ETD be absorbed against increases in the 

underlying rate of pay arising from the implementation of the SSS, with a 

residual SEA being retained in each case. 

• ETD, ACT Health, CSD and CMCD will collaborate on a workforce 

development program for the psychology profession within the ACTPS. 

SEAs will be reviewed annually in the course of this program. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES – TRADES AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS 

The tables that follow update rates to reflect changes outlined in Annexe M of our 

Element 3 report. The represent Final Translation salaries for the key categories in 

this Career Cluster. They exclude allowances of all kinds. 

We recommend the scale outlined in Table 6 for Unqualified Entry, Trades 

Assistants and BSOs. 

SSS pay point no. Level Pay Point Annual salary 

1 Level 1 1 $38,010 

2 [GSO2] 2 $38,884 

3 3 $39,779 

4 4 $40,693 

5 Level 2 1 $41,629 

6 [GSO3] 2 $42,587 

7 [GSO4] 3 $43,566 

8 4 $44,568 

9 5 $45,594 

Table 6: Unqualified, Trades Assistant Grades and BSOs – New Salary Scales 

We recommend that the apprentice salary scale and base trades entry points 

described in Table 7 be adopted: 

Year 1 

Year 2 

Year 3 

Year 4 

40% 

45% 

60% 

62% 

75% 

77% 

90% 

92% 

$18,657 

$20,989 

$27,985 

$28,918 

$34,982 

$35,914 

$41,978 

$42,911 

Adult 1 

Adult 2 

Adult 3 

Level 2 PP 3 

Level 2 PP4 

Level 2 PP4 

$43,566 

$44,568 

$45,594 

Base trade - Cert III 

Base trade – Cert IV 

Level 3 PP1 

Level 3 PP3 

$46,642 

$48,812 

Table 7: Apprentice Salary Scale 

The Trainee Technical Officer scale will be overtaken by the new classification of 

Cadet, and paid at pay band 2 (shown in Table 8). 
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SSS pay point no. Level Pay Point New salary scale 

5 Level 2 1 $41,629 

6 2 $42,587 

7 3 $43,566 

8 4 $44,568 

9 5 $45,594 

Table 8: Cadet (Trainee Technical Officer) Salary Scale 

As set out in earlier reports, the minimum entry points for base tradespersons will 

be shown in Table 9: 

Qualification Duration SSS pay point no. Level Pay Point New salary scale 

Certificate III* 

[GSO 5] 

3 years 

4 years 

10 

11 

Level 3 1 

2 

$46,642 

$47,715 

Certificate IV* 

or licensed tradesperson 

[GSO6] 

3 years 

4 years 

12 

13 

14 

3 

4 

5 

$48,812 

$49,935 

$51,084 

Table 9: Technical Assistant and Base Trades Entry 

We have deliberately broken the link established between ASO 1 and GSO 5 in 

1990 (based on the proposition that the three-year experienced clerical worker 

has the same work value as a newly qualified tradesperson). ASO 1 translates to 

the new Level 2 and GSO 5 translates to the new Level 3. We have done this on 

the basis of the higher level of foundation competencies required by the 

tradesperson (relative to those found to apply for ASO 1s in the Torque Report) 

and the high degree of practical proficiency that the tradesperson acquires during 

their apprenticeship. 

Note that Level 3 also absorbs the current Technical Officer Level 1 grade. The 

Certificate III and Certificate IV entry points set out above therefore apply equally 

to the engagement of persons who holds technical support/assistant 

qualifications at the same AQF level. 

As set out in earlier stages of the Review, the minimum entry points in Table 10 

that follows will apply to entry of persons holding dual trades qualifications, 

Diplomas, Advanced Diplomas and Associate Degrees. 

For convenience, this Table sets out the range of salaries for positions presently 

classified as GSO 7, GSO 8 and TO 2. However, the salary ranges for GSO 7 and GSO 

8 will remain distinct in the new classifications structure. 
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Qualification 

Diploma 

or dual tradesperson 

[TO2/GSO7 min.] 

Advanced Diploma 

or Associate Degree 

(CPES 3-year degree) 

[GSO7 max.] 

SSS pay point no. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Level Pay Point 

Level 3 5 

Level 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

New salary scale 

$51,084 

$52,258 

$53,460 

$54,690 

$55,948 

$57,235 

[GSO8 min.] 20 Level 5 1 $58,551 

21 2 $59,898 

22 3 $61,275 

23 4 $62,685 

[TO2/GSO8 max.] 24 5 $64,126 

Table 10: Advanced Trades/Trades Supervisor & Qualified TO Entry 

An examination of Table 9 and Table 10 together demonstrates the relativities 

between the minimum commencing salaries for various entry points to the trades 

and technical segment of the Infrastructure Career Cluster, from Certificate III 

through to Associate Degree. 

Building inspectors and related occupations at GSO 9 and GSO 10 translate to 

Level 6 and Level 7 respectively. 

Technical Officers at Levels 3 and 4 will translate to Level 6 and Level 7 

respectively. 
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GSO 2 AND HSO 2TRANSLATION 

The translation points for these grades will differ. GSO 2 will translate to the 

lowest accessible pay points in the SSS. If the same approach were to be taken for 

HSO 2, then HSO 2.1 would receive no increase. Therefore a slightly different 

approach will be taken, as set out in Table 11. 

GSO2 Translation HSO2 Translation 

$37,314 $38,010 1.87% $38,010 $38,884 2.30% 

$37,771 $38,884 2.95% $38,446 $39,779 3.47% 

$38,259 $39,779 3.97% $38,908 $40,693 4.59% 

$38,746 $40,693 5.03% $39,372 $40,693 3.36% 

$40,118 $40,693 1.43% 

Table 11: GSO2 and HSO2 – Special Translations 

The impact on the ACTPS wages bill is slight – there are very few staff employed in 

these grades. 

STERILISING SERVICES 

In the new classification and pay system, all of the work requirements defined for 

a job should be reflected in base rates of pay. We recommend absorbing the very 

small sterilising certificate allowance into the base rate of pay for the upper level 

of this grade (pay point 7 in Level 2). 

If this means that existing staff that hold the certificate will translate to a higher 

increment point than pay point 7, that would be an appropriate outcome. 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICERS 

ASOs 1 through to 6 will translate to Levels 2 to 7 in the new classification 

structure. 

RESEARCH OFFICERS 

This category – with salary scales largely based on ASO salary scales – appears to 

have limited application in the ACTPS these days. This category previously served 

as an avenue for entry for graduates with economics, statistics and similar 

degrees. One of the purposes of establishing the separate category was to enable 

entry qualifications to be set for a role that otherwise had many of the 

characteristics of clerical and administrative work, but requiring special expertise. 

Entry to the category was available to graduates, or via a cadetship. 

We have no doubt that this work continues to be undertaken in the ACTPS, but 

here is no reason to retain a separate classification structure. Our proposed 
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approach to the fixing of mandatory, essential and desirable qualifications, will 

permit the previous qualification requirements to be replicated post-

implementation. 

If there are any positions of this kind in existence at the time the outcomes of the 

Review re implemented, they should be translated to the new classification 

structure and SSS on the same basis as their ASO counterparts from Level 3 to 

Level 7. The Research Officer Grade 1 salary scale should be split between Level 3 

and Level 4. 

If there are any positions classified as Principal Research Officer, these should 

translate into the new classification/pay structure at Level 8/Band 8, unless a 

specific role is considered to be a Senior Officer C equivalent, in which case it 

would translate to Level 9/Band 9. 

NOTE: This category of Research Officer must not be confused with technical and 

scientific research officer roles with the same titles attached to medical research 

projects in ACT Health. 

SENIOR OFFICERS, TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS 

Senior Officers Grades C, B and A and their counterparts in the technical, 

professional, ICT, health professional and veterinary streams (HP 4 and above) will 

translate to Level 9, 10 and 11 respectively in the new classification structure. 

So far as translation to the new salary structure is concerned, we are aware that a 

large number of these employees benefit from SEAs that must be totally or 

partially absorbed at the time of translation. This will entail a comparison of the 

total cash each employee is paid under enterprise agreements and their SEA, to 

establish the appropriate point of translation into the Pay Band corresponding to 

their translation classification. The residue will be described in an ARIn (and 

subject to the criteria, characteristics and procedures proposed for those 

instruments). 

To remove doubt, it is not intended that an employee would be translated to a 

salary point higher than the maximum point of the Pay Band corresponding to 

their Classification Level. The alternative would be to confuse market rates and 

work value factors. 

Senior grades in Public Affairs Officer, Medical Physicist, Radiation Therapist and 

Dentist classification structures are the subject of separate proposals. 

SCHOOL ASSISTANTS 

The salary scales for these grades are identical to the ASO 2, ASO 3 and ASO 4 

salary scales. School Assistants will be translated to the new classification 

structure and SSS on the same basis as ASO 2s, ASO 3s and ASO 4s. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Our proposed approach to the fixing of mandatory, essential and desirable 

qualifications, together with our proposals in relation to broadbanding, will 

permit current competency-based advancement arrangements for SA 2 and SA 3 

to be recreated post-implementation to meet the workforce management 

requirements for this category. 

CURATORIAL STAFF – CULTURAL FACILITIES CORPORATION 

There are two levels of curator. Curator salary scales are not identical to the 

Professional Officer Level 1 and Level 2. Where there is a requirement for the 

position to hold a diploma or a degree their translation to the new classification 

structure and SSS should be on the same basis as their counterparts in PO 1 and 

PO 2 (including implementation of the CPES). 

There is no reason to retain a separate classification structure solely for the 

purpose of accommodating qualifications unique to this field of work. Our 

proposed approach to the fixing of mandatory, essential and desirable 

qualifications, will permit distinctive qualification requirements to be replicated 

post-implementation to meet the special needs for this category. 

WORKCOVER OFFICERS/MANAGERS 

As with School Assistants and Curators, there is no reason to retain a separate 

classification structure solely for the purpose of accommodating qualifications 

unique to this field of work. WCOs/WCMs should be translated to the new 

classification structure and SSS on the same basis as their ASO/SO counterparts. 

As with other categories of employee, our proposed approach to the fixing of 

mandatory, essential and desirable qualifications, will permit existing qualification 

requirements to be replicated post-implementation, if this is what the industrial 

parties require. A Level 6-Level 7 broadband could be used to recreate the 

qualification-based advancement arrangement presently applying to access to 

WCO 6. 

DENTAL RECEPTIONISTS 

The original salary scale for this grade was identical to the ASO2 salary scale. The 

rates have drifted apart to a very slight degree over a period of two decades. 

Dental Receptionists will be translated to the new classification structure and SSS 

on the same basis as ASO 2s. 

RANGERS 

Ranger grades (Ranger, Sportsground Ranger and Park Ranger) will translate to 

the new classification structure and SSS on the same basis as the ASO grades with 

identical salary scales. 
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TOURISM AND EVENTS OFFICERS/MANAGERS 

We were informed that the TEO grades are no longer in use. However, in the 

event that any TEO positions are in use at the time of translation, they should be 

translated to the new classification structure and SSS on the same basis as their 

ASO/SO counterparts. 
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LEGAL 1 AND LEGAL 2 

We have dealt with the need to adjust salaries for this occupation in our Report on 

Element 2 of this Review (O’Shea 2012a). 

Our proposal for this group has a number of features, based on the competitive 

situation in the Canberra legal officer labour market, our proposals in relation to 

adopting a common professional entry scale (CPES), and consultations with the 

Government Solicitor and his staff. 

Progress through the Legal 1 and Legal 2 salary scales is in accordance with a 

performance management scheme that has operated successfully for over 20 

years. The Government Solicitor is satisfied that this scheme should continue, 

although he notes that the two point salary scale for Legal 2 gives little scope to 

distinguish excellent performance from merely good performance. 

We are proposing an initial alignment of the Legal 1 salary scale along the 

following lines (refer Table 12): 

• Adoption of the CPES at Legal 1 pay points 1 to 4 

• At higher Legal 1 pay points, translation to the SSS on a best fit basis. 

We are also proposing a staged restructuring of the salary scale at pay points 5 to 

10, to widen some of the inter-point differences and offer a more attractive salary 

progression, intended to improve retention of staff, and provide more scope to 

attract experienced external applicants at higher points in the salary scale. The 

increase for the seventh pay point is substantial, but would be phased in over 

three years. We are satisfied that the salary on offer at the top of the scale is 

adequate relative to local benchmarks and in the wider Australian context. 

As previously discussed, our examination of salaries offered in the market has 

revealed that Legal 2 salaries are behind what could be considered fair market 

rates. Given what has been said about performance-based salary advancement, 

we believe it would be right for Legal 2 to be translated into Band 11, with access 

to all salary points in the Band 11 pay scale. 
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Grade Current $ Initial $ Initial % Pay 

point 

Final $ Total % Staging 

Legal 1 $52,575 $ 53,460 1.68% 16 Band 4 2 $ 53,460 1.68% --

$56,084 $ 57,235 2.05% 19 Band 4 5 $ 57,235 2.05% --

$60,009 $ 61,275 2.11% 22 Band 5 3 $ 61,275 2.11% --

$63,856 $ 65,601 2.73% 25 Band 6 1 $ 65,601 2.73% --

$68,515 $ 68,654 0.20% 27 Band 6 4 $ 70,233 2.51% 1 year 

$72,571 $ 73,501 1.28% 30 Band 7 2 $ 75,191 3.61% 1 year 

$76,572 $ 76,921 0.46% 32 Band 7 6 $ 82,351 7.55% 3 years 

$86,750 $ 88,165 1.63% 38 Band 8 4 $ 90,193 3.97% 1 year 

$93,535 $ 94,389 0.91% 41 Band 9 3 $ 98,781 5.61% 2 years 

$107,797 $ 108,187 0.36% 47 Band 10 2 $ 108,187 0.36% --

Legal 2 $117,119 $118,489 1.17% 51 Band 11 1 $118,489 1.17% --

52 2 $121,215 3.50% 1 year 

$121,932 $124,003 1.70% 53 3 $124,003 1.70% --

54 4 $126,855 4.04% 1 year 

55 5 $129,772 6.43% 2 years 

Table 12: Staged Restructuring of Legal 1 and Legal 3 Salary Scales 

Consistent with the approach to be taken with other occupations in other Career 

Clusters, the responsibilities of Legal 1 staff will gradually rise as they advance 

though the salary scale from pay band 4 to pay band 10, in accordance with the 

new WLSs. Legal 2 staff will be expected to work at a similar level as other senior 

staff employed in Band 11 (SPO A equivalent). 

We understand that a separate work value case may be undertaken for the 

purpose of reviewing the situation of Legal 1 and Legal 2, and establishing a higher 

level in the Legal career structure (Legal 3). The Band 11 Extended Range pay band 

is available for this purpose. 
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PROSECUTORS 

An agreement was reached between the ACT Government, the CPSU and JACSD 

to conduct a work value case for all grades of Prosecutor. The resultant new wage 

rates and classification structure were implemented in the most recent JACSD 

collective agreement. 

The new rates have been justified by reference to external market data. The work 

value relativities between Prosecutors and Legal 1, Legal 2 and other professional 

employment categories in the ACTPS has been reset by the outcome in the work 

value case. To maintain these relativities, it would be appropriate to translate 

Prosecutors into the SSS on a point-by-point basis when the SSS is implemented 

for all other employment categories. The proposed translation is set out in Table 

13. 

Grade Current $ SSS pay point no. Level PP New rates 

Prosecutor 1 $61,945 

$66,281 

$70,530 

23 

26 

29 

5 

6 

6 

4 

2 

5 

$ 62,685 

$ 67,110 

$ 71,848 

Prosecutor 2 $80,157 

$84,575 

$89,011 

$93,480 

$97,970 

34 

37 

39 

41 

43 

7 

8 

8 

9 

5 

2 

4 

1 

3 

$ 80,500 

$ 86,183 

$ 90,193 

$ 94,389 

$ 98,781 

Prosecutor 3 $102,298 

$107,703 

$113,120 

45 

47 

49 

10 

5 

2 

4 

$ 103,377 

$ 108,187 

$ 113,221 

Prosecutor 4 $117,759 

$121,990 

$126,250 

51 

53 

54 

11 1 

3 

4 

$ 118,489 

$ 124,003 

$ 126,855 

Prosecutor 5 $138,129 

$142,275 

$145,450 

58 

60 

61 

8 

10 

11 

$ 138,934 

$ 145,398 

$ 148,742 

Table 13: Translation of Prosecutors 
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PARALEGAL 

We do not consider that there is a strong case for maintaining a separate 

classification structure for Paralegals. Their work is not so clearly distinguished 

from legal support staff elsewhere in the ACTPS or ASOs in general for the 

category to require a separate classification stream. 

As shown at Table 14: Initial Translation Points - Paralegals, Paralegal 1 and 2 

translate easily to the new Levels 3 (Paralegal) and 4 (Paralegal).Paralegal 3 

(which would translate to Level 5) is marked by its highest pay point (marked out 

in yellow below), which would translate into Level 6. However, Level 6 and Level 7 

may be suitable levels within which to build new grades of the Paralegal career 

structure, which the DPP has previously stated it intends to do. 

Pay point no. Level PP Salary 

Para Legal 1 $44,804 

$47,246 

$49,683 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Level 3 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$46,642 

$47,715 

$48,812 

$49,935 

$51,084 

Para Legal 2 $52,359 

$55,076 

$56,879 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Level 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$52,258 

$53,460 

$54,690 

$55,948 

$57,235 

Para Legal 3 $58,685 

$60,210 

$61,756 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Level 5 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$58,551 

$59,898 

$61,275 

$62,685 

$64,126 

Para Legal 4 

(proposed) 

$67,269 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Level 6 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

$70,233 

$71,848 

Para Legal 5 

(proposed) 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Level 7 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

$73,501 

$75,191 

$76,921 

$78,690 

$80,500 

$82,351 

Table 14: Initial Translation Points - Paralegals 
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TRUST OFFICERS 

Trust Officers will occupy two broadbands at Level 4-Level 5 and Level 6-Level 7. 

Pay points 25 and 36 will be available as transitional pay points for current 

occupants only. 

It is recommended that the direct parties confer on what competency 

requirements should be met for advancement through the broadbands. 
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DENTISTS 

In our Element 2 report, we suggested adoption of higher salaries in the range of 

$75,000 (Dentist 1/2 minimum) to $135,000, based on interstate comparisons. We 

propose the new salary scale outlined in Table 15: 

Grade SSS pay point no. Level PP New salaries 

Dentist 1 31 

34 

Level 7 2 

5 

$75,191 

$80,500 

37 Level 8 2 $86,183 

40 

43 Level 9 

5 

3 

$92,267 

$98,781 

Dentist 2 45 

47 

49 

51 

Level 10 

Level 11 

5 

2 

4 

1 

$103,377 

$108,187 

$113,221 

$118,489 

Dentist 3 54 4 $126,855 

Dentist 4 57 Level 11 

Extended 

7 $135,811 

Table 15: Final Translation Salaries – Dentists 

With this substantial increase in salaries, we recommend the reinstitution of the 

original salary barrier for access to Dentist 2, at pay point 45. The requirement for 

movement across the barrier should be recast in contemporary terms. 

The WLSs to apply to the various grades of Dentist are Levels 8, 9, 10 and 11 

respectively (broadly corresponding to HP3, HP4, HP5 and HP6). 

Relative to Medical Officers, Dentist 1 coincides with rates paid to RMO 2 through 

to Registrar 3. Dentist 2 broadly matches salaries for Registrar 4 and Senior 

Registrar. 
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MEDICAL PHYSICISTS 

We recommend that the Medical Physics Registrar Scale align with the relevant 

segment of the internship range for other Health Professionals. This will facilitate 

change of career moves for health professionals with similar knowledge, skills and 

professional expertise. The scale (Table 16) has been modified for Medical Physics, 

by removal of specific entry points for persons graduating from 2-year and 8-year 

programs. 

SSS pay point no. Level PP Annual salary Program duration 

16 

19 

22 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Level 4 

Level 5 

Level 6 

Level 7 

2 

5 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

$53,460 

$57,235 

$61,275 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

$70,233 

$71,848 

$73,501 

$75,191 

Entry from 3-year program 

Entry from 4-year program 

Entry from 5-year program 

Entry from 6-year program 

Entry from 7-year program 

Table 16: Revised Salary Scale for Medical Physics Registrars 

It is intended that the salary scale be applied flexibly to attract and retain Medical 

Physics Registrars. The first four pay points are minima drawn from the CPES, and 

should be used in the same manner, with some flexibility to adapt the salary on offer to 

meet the expectations of well-qualified applicants with relevant experience. 

The maximum pay point is intended to be generally competitive with rates around 

Australia, without leading the market. However, we also recommend that pay 

points 32 and 33 be made available for the employment of exceptional applicants 

who hold the necessary qualifications to work as a Medical Physicist and have 

relevant work experience, but who do not yet meet all of the requirements for 

advancement to the next level. 

We propose to make satisfactory completion of a Medical Physics Registrar 

program and eligibility for unrestricted registration with ACPSEM a requirement 

for employment at the higher level. In line with our comments in relation to 

Clinical Psychologists above, we favour making Medical Physics Registrar a 

training grade, and access to the next level automatic to all successful completers. 

In relation to higher grades, we consider that there are two questions to be asked: 

• Where should they be initially translated to, and 

• What ought to be the final salary structure. 
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Qualified Medical Physicists are unique for the very high rates they command 

around Australia, a function of limited labour supply nationally and internationally. 

We have surveyed Australian pay rates, and found that the ACT is generally 

uncompetitive, especially so relative to NSW (O’Shea 2012a, pp.83-84). 

Medical Physicists are paid higher salaries than health professionals who 

undertake direct interventions in client health, including radiation therapists, 

dentists, physiotherapists, nurses and career medical officers. However, Medical 

Physicists are responsible for applying broadly based scientific knowledge and 

specialized technological know-how to the successful deployment, assurance and 

maintenance of health care equipment and infrastructure across the ACT public 

health service. The scope of their work and importance to the continued safe 

delivery of diagnostic and treatment services in the ACT health system cannot be 

underestimated. 

On that basis, it is inevitable that this small but important group of employees will 

be placed higher in the SSS than other health professionals. 

In line with our recommendations in earlier sections of this Report, the first 

movement into the SSS should be on a best-fit basis (shown at Table 17). 

Grade Current salary SSS pay point no. Level PP New salary 

Medical Physicist 1 $78,188 

$81,911 

$85,634 

$89,358 

$93,080 

34 

35 

37 

39 

41 

Level 7 

Level 8 

Level 9 

5 

6 

2 

4 

1 

$80,500 

$82,351 

$86,183 

$90,193 

$94,389 

Medical Physicist 2 $96,039 

$101,154 

$105,491 

$109,834 

$114,179 

$116,661 

42 

45 

46 

48 

50 

51 

Level 10 

Level 11 

2 

5 

1 

3 

5 

1 

$96,560 

$103,377 

$105,755 

$110,676 

$115,825 

$118,489 

Medical Physicist 3 $119,143 

$125,970 

$129,072 

52 

54 

55 

2 

4 

5 

$121,215 

$126,855 

$129,772 

Medical Physicist 4 $136,518 

$142,723 

$148,929 

58 

60 

62 

Extended 8 

10 

12 

$138,934 

$145,399 

$152,164 

Table 17: Initial step in translation of Medical Physicists( Best Fit) 
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To achieve some degree of parity with salaries in the national market, the next 

stage of adjustment will stretch some aspects of the new classification structure 

and SSS to extreme limits. We propose: 

• A complete restructuring of salary scales to meet the market, including 

establishing several new pay points in the Band 11 Extended Range pay scale. 

• Establishing an equivalence of Medical Physicist 1 to 4 work requirements 

with those expected of HP 3 (classification Level 8) through to HP6 

(classification Level 11). 

• Translation into the new pay points in accordance with a timeframe agreed 

between the direct parties, to meet their needs and expectations. ACT 

Health HR Branch staff are perfectly capable of devising a fair and 

reasonable schedule for phasing in the proposed increases. 

The new Medical Physicist salary scale would be as shown in Table 18: 

Grade SSS pay point no. Level PP Final salary 

Medical Physicist 1 

(Level 8) 

34 

36 

38 

40 

42 

Level 7 

Level 8 

Level 9 

5 

1 

3 

5 

2 

$80,500 

$84,245 

$88,165 

$92,267 

$96,560 

Medical Physicist 2 

(Level 9) 

44 

46 

48 

50 

52 

Level 10 

Level 11 

4 

1 

3 

5 

2 

$101,053 

$105,755 

$110,676 

$115,825 

$121,215 

Medical Physicist 3 

(Level 10) 

54 

56 

58 

60 

62 

Extended 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

$126,855 

$132,757 

$138,934 

$145,399 

$152,164 

Medical Physicist 4 

(Level 11) 

64 

66 

68 

70 

72 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

$159,244 

$166,654 

$174,408 

$182,523 

$191,016 

Table 18: Proposed translation of Medical Physicists 
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We do not favour the continued use of PhD retention points. The rate of pay for a 

job ought to take account of the full range of skills, knowledge and experience an 

applicant possesses that suits them to the duties of a position. This may include 

the possession of a higher degree relevant to the duties. We agree with the 

Award Modernisation Full Bench of FWA, which has said: 

“Our provisional view is that the classification structure should deal with 

qualifications in two ways. The first is the entry rate, which the drafts provide for, 

and the second is the level at which people are classified. The traditional work value 

notion of skills held and called upon to be used remains valid. We do not see it as 

appropriate for persons performing the same work to be paid differently based 

upon additional non-mandatory qualifications.” 

(PR012009, 23 January 2009) 

All of these factors should be taken into account when assessing whether a job 

applicant should be appointed at a higher salary in the pay scale for the job. 

Otherwise, very ordinary applicants who hold a PhD or applicants whose PhD 

relates to outdated knowledge and techniques, will be paid more than 

exceptional applicants with up-to-date expertise who do not. 

We are concerned that, to the best of our knowledge, there has never been a 

formal assessment made of the relative work value of Medical Physicists and 

other health scientists. While we stand by our market rates assessment, the 

seeming lack of any justification but market forces for setting Medical Physicist 

rates of pay gives us cause for concern in the context of a Review that was 

intended to establish an equitable basis for classification and remuneration. 

We compare this situation with that applying to Prosecutors employed by the 

DPP. JACS, the DPP and the CPSU have undertaken a full work value case to justify 

the establishment of a new grading system for Prosecutors, including a new fifth 

level of Prosecutor, and generally higher salaries. 

We are aware that some work has been done at the national level that was used 

to justify exceptional rates of pay for Medical Physicists on the basis of an 

application of one of the Mercer Points-Factor scales. We have already expressed 

reservations about the relevance and adequacy of these systems to deliver 

outcomes that make sense in the Australian employment context. 

We recommend that APESMA, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue 

in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the 

ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 
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10.3.3 Translations Requiring Later Adjustment of Salary Scales 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS 

The Correctional Officer classification structure recently replaced the Custodial Officer 

structure that had been in place since 1990. The former structure was designed for use in 

ACT remand centres. The establishment of the Alexander Maconachie Centre at 

Symonston was a reason for re-evaluating ACT custodial grades. 

The salary structure for Custodial Officer was originally based on a restricted selection of 

salary points in the ASO structure. While it may have been desirable for more senior 

Custodial Officers to hold relevant qualifications, it was not required. The new Correctional 

Officer structure, on the other hand, has an elaborate system of salary advancement 

based on achievement of gradually higher levels of competency, signified by acquisition of 

relevant qualifications. Links with the ASO salary scale were broken. 

Grade Salary SSS pay 

point no. 

Level PP New salary 

Correctional Officer Trainee (while on course) $37,232 1 Level 1 1 $38,010 

Correctional Officer Class 1 

Certificate III Correctional Practice (Custodial) 

Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) 

$51,611 

$54,357 

$58,593 

$61,934 

15 

17 

21 

23 

Level 4 

Level 5 

1 

3 

2 

4 

$52,258 

$54,690 

$59,898 

$62,685 

Correctional Officer Class 2 

Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) 

and Certificate IV - Frontline Management 

$65,037 

$67,423 

$69,811 

25 

27 

28 

Band 6 1 

3 

4 

$65,601 

$68,654 

$70,233 

Correctional Officer Class 3 

Diploma of Community Welfare Work 

$74,882 

$77,269 

$79,954 

31 

33 

34 

Level 7 2 

4 

5 

$75,191 

$78,690 

$80,500 

Correctional Officer Class 4 

Advanced Diploma of 

Community Services Management 

$87,711 

$91,290 

$93,678 

38 

40 

41 

Level 8 

Level 9 

3 

5 

1 

$88,165 

$92,267 

$94,389 

Table 19: Translation of Correctional Officers to Shared Salary Spine 

We concluded in our Report on Element 2 (O’Shea 2012a, p.55) that the ACT already pays 

fair market rates for its correctional workers. By and large, the unique salary scale for 

Correctional Officers should be preserved by a best-fit translation to the SSS (Table 19). 

When examined in 2005 (Torque Report), the former grade of Custodial Officer Grade 4 

aligned in competency terms with the ASO6 and PO2. However, an examination of the 

current duty statement and selection criteria for the new Class 4 worker, and the 

specific qualifications required under the new salary structure, suggest that the work at 

this level is of similar work value to a Senior Officer Grade C. If a close scrutiny of the 

work reveals a match with Level 9 in the new classification structure, then pay band 9 

ought to be the final stage translation target for the Correctional Officer Class 4. 
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ACT AUDITOR-GENERAL’S OFFICE 

The ACT Auditor-General’s Office (AGO) has unique classification and 

remuneration arrangements. 

There are only four pay bands: 

• The first aligns roughly with ASO1 max to ASO5 max 

• The second begins in the ASO6 salary range, but then markedly exceeds it 

• The third overlaps, but is higher than, Senior Officer C 

• The fourth corresponds roughly with Senior Officer B and A salary scales, 

but finishes higher 

There are no distinct salary points within the salary bands. (Theoretically, there 

are 66,235 possible salary points an employee could be appointed or advanced 

to). The placement of employees within the salary bands is principally based on 

progress in skill acquisition (for early career recruits) and on the basis of annual 

performance reviews. 

These remuneration arrangements were introduced several years ago to compete 

with the Australian National Audit Office. The private sector in Canberra is also a 

strong competitor for staff, especially financial auditors who hold the CPA 

qualification. 

We consider that it would be disruptive to the competitive position of the AGO to 

move immediately to adopt the proposed new WLSs. In the first instance, 

however, we recommend two key changes to current arrangements: 

• That the lower and upper boundaries of the four salary bands be brought 

into alignment with the closest available next higher pay points in the 

Shared Salary Spine. 

• That the variable salary bands be replaced with explicit increments, drawn 

from the appropriate ranges within the SSS. Employees would be moved 

to the new pay points at the time of the first salary review occurring 

immediately following the introduction of the SSS. 

Progress in skills acquisition and annual performance reviews would continue to 

be the basis for advancement within the salary structure. 

In the longer term, the AGO and CMCD should consult on how the proposed new 

ACTPS classification system can be applied in the AGO. 

The proposed interim salary scale is set out in Table 20. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Classification Current pay Pay point no. New 

rates 

Band 1 

Auditor or Pay band minimum $43,557 7 Band 2 3 $43,566 

Administrative Officer 8 4 $44,568 

9 5 $45,594 

Band 3 1 $46,642 

11 2 $47,715 

12 3 $48,812 

13 4 $49,935 

14 5 $51,084 

Band 4 1 $52,258 

16 2 $53,460 

17 3 $54,690 

18 4 $55,948 

19 5 $57,235 

Band 5 1 $58,551 

21 2 $59,898 

22 3 $61,275 

23 4 $62,685 

24 5 $64,126 

Band 6 1 $65,601 

Pay band maximum $65,634 26 2 $67,110 

Senior Auditor or Pay band minimum $69,214 28 4 $70,233 

Senior Administrative 29 5 $71,848 

Officer Band 7 1 $73,501 

31 2 $75,191 

32 3 $76,921 

33 4 $78,690 

34 5 $80,500 

6 $82,351 

36 Band 8 1 $84,245 

Pay band maximum $84,727 37 2 $86,183 

Band 2 

Audit Manager Pay band minimum $89,501 39 4 $90,193 

5 $92,267 

41 Band 9 1 $94,389 

42 2 $96,560 

Pay band maximum $96,661 43 3 $98,781 

Senior Audit Manager Pay band minimum $102,627 5 $103,377 

46 Band 10 1 $105,755 

47 2 $108,187 

48 3 $110,676 

49 4 $113,221 

5 $115,825 

51 Band 11 1 $118,489 

52 2 $121,215 

53 3 $124,003 

Pay band maximum $124,108 54 4 $126,855 

Table 20: Proposed Initial Translation of ACT Audit Office Staff 
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CALVARY HOSPITAL TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFICER 

This is a broadbanded technical officer grade. 

This grade will translate to a special salary scale made up of SSS pay points 

between pay points 27 and 41, selected with the next higher rule. The existing 

salary barrier will be continued in place at pay point 38. The final placement of the 

grade in the classification structure will depend on its match to the WLSs. 
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DISABILITY SUPPORT OFFICER 

The initial translation of DSOs should be as shown in Table 21: 

Grade Salary Level Pay Point New salary 

Disability Support Officer 

Level 1 $42,287 

$42,842 

$43,392 

$43,982 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

5 

$43,566 

$43,566 

$43,566 

$44,568 

Disability Support Officer 

Level 2 $52,775 

$55,925 

$57,622 

$59,075 

4 

4 

5 

5 

2 

4 

1 

2 

$53,460 

$55,948 

$58,551 

$59,898 

Disability Support Officer 

Level 3 

$66,423 

$70,530 

6 

6 

2 

5 

$65,601 

$71,848 

Only paid to employee off 

shifts 

$73,685 7 2 $75,191 

Table 21: Translation of Disability Support Officers 

In future, we suggest that DSOs2 and 3 be included in the structure as a Level 4-

Level 5 broadband, with a relevant Certificate IV or Diploma required to access 

Level 5 rates of pay. 

HSU East has proposed that the DSO3 should translate to the new classification 

structure higher than Level 6. Whether this is on the basis of: 

• change in work value since 1990, 

• comparison with other grades (e.g. ASO 6), or 

• conformity with the new WLSs 

has not yet been communicated to us. 

We suggest that the requirement for the highest pay point in the DSO3 salary 

scale ($73,685) be reviewed, at the same time a decision is made as to whether 

DSO3 should translate to the new Level 6 or the new Level 7 (or even whether a 

new “DSO4” ought to be created). 
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10.3.4Translations Requiring Possible Workplace Reorganisation 

STORES SUPERVISORS 

Stores Supervisors will be translated into the SSS in accordance with the “next 

higher rule”. 

Their final translation will be to Levels 3, 4 and 5, with access to all salary points. 

It is the intention to bring this grade fully into the SSS, in the same way as trades 

supervisors will be. 

Senior Stores Supervisor 1, 2 and 3 rates are spread across Levels 4 and 5. The 

actual placement of a job will depend on comparison with the WLSs and decisions 

made regarding workplace restructuring to accommodate the lesser number of 

stores supervisor levels. 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICERS 

Public Affairs Officers will be translated into the SSS in accordance with the “next 

higher rule”. 

We consider that new and recent graduate PAOs should in future enter through 

the CPES. The entry grading for PAOs ought to be the same as ICT professionals, 

engineers, librarians and other professionals in the Support Services and 

Infrastructure career clusters. 

We recommend that PAO work above the entry level should be classified at Levels 

7, 9, 10 and 11 of the Support Services career cluster. This restructuring is of course 

very significant, and will entail each PAO position being tested against WLSs. 
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10.3.5Unique Salary Scales for Special Cases 

CLINICAL CODERS 

Clinical coders are a unique group of employee in the ACTPS who specialise in a 

field of health information management concerned with extracting data from 

clinical records to accurately characterise health care incidents. Their work 

contributes to data collections and statistics important for health service planning 

and management, and at a more general level, decisions on funding. 

Grade Salary SSS pay point no. Level PP New salary 

Clinical Coder Trainee $51,038 15 Level 4 1 $52,258 

Clinical Coders 

Competency point 

Competency point 

Competency point 

$53,688 

$55,913 

$58,138 

$60,362 

$62,587 

$64,811 

$67,036 

17 

18 

20 

22 

23 

25 

27 

Level 5 

Level 6 

3 

4 

1 

3 

4 

1 

3 

$54,690 

$55,948 

$58,551 

$61,275 

$62,685 

$65,601 

$68,654 

Table 22: Proposed Translation Points for Clinical Coders 

The work requires detailed specialised knowledge of the taxonomy of diseases. The 

competency points in the Clinical Coder pay scale are related to well-defined criteria for 

accuracy and throughput. These appear to us to be more closely related to the concept 

of proficiency (q.v.), but in any event, we support approaches which develop 

occupational competencies and recognise demonstrated proficiency. 

This grade spans three levels in the new classification structure, presently using 

only 8 of a possible 13 pay points. General work requirements for occupants of 

Clinical Coder positions would rise as the employee traverses the salary scale 

(Table 22). 
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DENTAL ASSISTANTS 

The Dental Assistant category has a unique grade and salary structure. We 

recommend retaining a special salary scale for this grade (Table 23). 

Grade Current salary SSS pay point Level PP New salary 

Unqualified Dental Assistant $37,274 1 1 1 $38,010 

Qualified Dental Assistant $44,809 9 2 5 $45,594 

$46,038 10 3 1 $46,642 

$48,474 12 3 $48,812 

$52,733 16 4 2 $53,460 

Principal Dental Assistant $61,756 23 5 4 $62,685 

Table 23: Initial Translation of Dental Assistants 

The direct parties should update the formal requirements: 

• for qualification-based advancement from UDA to QDA, and 

• for salary advancement within QDA on the basis of additional 

accreditation/certification (e.g. dental radiography) 

based on contemporary standards for the industry. 
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HEALTH CARE ASSISTANT 

The initial translation of HCAs should be as shown at Table 24: 

Grade Salary Level Pay Point New salary 

Health Care Assistant 2 

(Certificate III) 

$40,734 

$42,125 

2 

2 

4 

5 

$43,566 

$44,568 

Health Care Assistant 3 

(Certificate IV) 

$46,149 

$47,209 

3 

3 

1 

2 

$46,642 

$47,715 

Health Care Assistant 4 

(Diploma) 

$49,331 

$49,861 

3 

4 

5 

1 

$51,084 

$52,258 

Health Care Assistant 5 

(Advanced Diploma) 

$51,983 4 2 $53,460 

Table 24: Initial Translation of Health Care Assistants 

Our proposal to increase rates for the HCA 2 to take account of contemporary 

benchmarks in State and local government has compressed the internal relativity 

between the HCA 2 and HCA 3. To restore this relativity, we suggest that the final 

HCA 3 salary scale would be comprised of pay points 3.2 and 3.3 (in lieu of 3.1 and 

3.2). 

Note that the initial rate for HCA5 is higher than the Advanced Diploma pay point 

recommended for adoption across the ACTPS, on the basis of the supervisory 

function described in the current HCA work level standards. 

It was suggested to us during the Review that the maximum rate for HCAs was 

intended to be less than the rate for a degree-qualified health professional. We 

reiterate what we have said in earlier Reports: The qualification required for entry 

to an occupation is not the sole determinant of work value. Neither is it the sole 

determinant of associated pay relativities. There is no face validity to hierarchies 

based on qualifications alone. 

The CPES rates we have proposed for diploma- and degree-qualified employees 

(and the existing pay rates they replace – e.g. TO 2 and HP 1 salary scales) are 

rates for new and recently-qualified entrants to the workforce. HCA 5 is not an 

entry level grade, and in particular, it is not a role that could be performed by an 

inexperienced employee. There is no reason in principle why HCA 5 rates cannot 

overlap with HP 1 for degree-qualified health professionals. 

We observe that the existing HCA salary scale is quite compressed at the HCA 4-

HCA 5 boundary, but we have insufficient information about similarly qualified 

grades in other jurisdictions to make a recommendation. As Ms Turello of HSU 

East has said, this is an emerging work level. 
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RADIATION THERAPISTS 

Radiation Therapists (RTs) are unique for reason of their close alignment to the 

NSW Radiation Therapist classification and salary scales, including the personal 

advancement arrangements for staff who demonstrate higher levels of 

professional contribution. RTs have stood apart from the Health Professional 

classification structure from the outset. 

There are no Radiation Therapists educated in the ACT. Intern RTs are employed in 

the ACT on rotation from NSW (and this may be a practical reason for maintaining 

a close relationship between ACT and NSW rates). RTs remain in short supply in 

regional areas of Australia. 

The NSW model is afforded a high value by staff and managers. While the 

application of the CPES would deliver a better pay outcome for beginning 

professionals at RT1 and RT2, and the gap between RT3, 4, 5 and 6 and HP3, 4, 5 

and 6 will close somewhat, the difficulty of bringing the whole structure into line 

with the new classification levels and SSS suggests to us that a minimalist 

approach is warranted. 

We therefore propose that RTs translate into the SSS on the basis outlined in 

Table 25: 

Grade Current salary SSS pay point no. Level PP New salary 

RT 1 $52,889 16 Level 4 2 $53,460 

RT 2 $54,876 

$62,243 

$70,778 

$74,222 

$76,620 

18 

23 

29 

31 

33 

Level 5 

Level 6 

Level 7 

4 

4 

5 

2 

4 

$55,948 

$62,685 

$71,848 

$75,191 

$78,690 

RT 3 Grade 1 

(Level 8) 

RT 3 Grade 2 

(Level 8) 

$82,410 

$85,169 

$87,547 

$97,137 

36 

37 

38 

43 

Band 8 

Level 9 

1 

2 

3 

3 

$84,245 

$86,183 

$88,165 

$98,781 

RT 4 Grade1 

(Level 9) 

RT 4 Grade2 

(Level 9) 

$99,833 

$103,157 

$106,364 

$109,041 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Band 10 

5 

1 

2 

3 

$103,377 

$105,755 

$108,187 

$110,676 

RT 5 

(Level 10) 

$116,818 

$119,733 

$125,885 

51 

52 

54 

Band 11 1 

2 

4 

$118,489 

$121,215 

$126,855 

RT 6 

(Level 11) 

$128,937 

$131,949 

$135,000 

55 

56 

57 

Extended 

range 

5 

6 

7 

$129,772 

$132,757 

$135,811 

Table 25: Proposed salary translations for Radiation Therapists 
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While not its primary intention, this translation will entrench a slight advantage in 

ACT RT rates over their NSW counterparts. 

Functionally, general work requirements for RT 3 to RT 6 will continue to match 

work requirements for HP3 through to HP6 (classification levels 8 to 11). 

As with Medical Physicists, we are concerned that, to the best of our knowledge, 

there has never been a formal comparison made between Radiation Therapists 

and other health scientists in the ACT, to establish relative work value. The 

absence of any substantial reason for setting RTs rates of pay other than by 

comparison with NSW is of concern. 

We recommend that HSU East, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue 

in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the 

ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 

One possible solution is for the parties to agree to adopt a nominal 

correspondence between RT and HP levels, and confirm that the departure from 

the standard pattern of remuneration of HPs in the enterprise agreements is 

consistent with these agreements being vehicles for addressing special issues, 

including any compelling labour market rationale the parties have identified. 

HSU East’s submission to the review sought alignment of hospital scientists, 

diagnostic radiographers and nuclear medicine technologists with the ACT RT 

structure. We cannot recommend this outcome for the following reasons: 

• This approach would reopen the gender-related pay gap between science 

and engineering grades on the one hand and social workers, 

physiotherapists, occupational therapists, dental therapists and similar 

occupations on the other. This gap was consciously closed by the creation 

of the Professional Officer classification structure under the APS SEP Case in 

1990, and it would be wrong in principle to reopen it. The HEFA (now HSU 

East), APESMA and the POA (now CPSU) were all parties to this important 

reform. 

• The essential unity of health professional occupations was confirmed in 

2004 under the Health Professional Review that gave rise to the current 

Health Professional career structure. 

• Since the establishment of the ACT RT rates was essentially based on 

market considerations, then current market considerations are a valid way 

of closing the gap between the (relatively) low rates paid to other ACT 

health professionals and the (relatively) high rates paid to ACT RTs. Our 

research has shown that the salaries for other health professionals (in the 

science and the therapy disciplines) ought to increase, regardless of the 

level of ACT or NSW RT rates of pay. To that extent, we feel justified to 

propose closing the gap, but not to match the special rates paid to RTs. 
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CANBERRA LINEN SERVICE 

The Canberra Linen Service (CLS) is a commercial business unit within the TAMS 

Directorate. CLS is an off-budget entity which is entirely dependent on income 

from ACT Health and the private sector. ACT Health is not obliged to use CLS. 

CLS was once a business unit within the former Territory Owned Corporation, 

Totalcare Industries. CLS staff were brought back into the ACTPS several years 

ago. 

Competition in the commercial linen service sector is strongly focused on price, 

although customer satisfaction is important in maintaining some ongoing 

contracts (especially with ACT Health). 

CLS uses a unique classification structure that draws together all CLS employees 

into a single grading system, regardless of occupation, and using a common pay 

spine. With the exception of the three most senior grades (which appear to be 

aligned with Senior Officers in the rest of the ACTPS), there is no clear relationship 

between the CLS classification structure and any of the other classification 

structures. Table 26 compares the CLS pay spine with the proposed Shared Salary 

Spine. 

We requested information from TAMS about the background to the classifications 

and pay rates, especially to identify to what degree allowances had been 

incorporated into base rates of pay. However, this information was not available 

by the time we were required to finalise our report. In this circumstance, we are 

inclined to take a cautious approach. 

On the basis of its unique history and character, it is not proposed to disturb the 

main features of the CLS classification structure at this time. However, it is 

proposed that the CLS pay points be aligned with appropriate pay points in the 

Shared Salary Spine (as per Table 26). In most cases, the alignment that is 

proposed relies on a translation to the next higher available pay point in the SSS 

(except where this would undermine distinctions based on qualifications or create 

a salary overlap between two adjacent CLS classification levels). 

As is the case with translations for other employment groups, the resulting 

increases are different at every level of the classification structure. 

In the long term, it may be advisable for the direct parties to these arrangements, 

in consultation with CMCD, to identify what opportunities they see to bring the 

CLS classification structure into closer alignment with the proposed new ACTPS 

classification structure. In the meantime, CLS staff would not be subject to the 

proposed new WLSs. 
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Current 

grade 

Description Current 

salary 

Band Pay 

point 

New 

salary 

Increase 

CLS 1.1 

CLS 1.2 

CLS 1.3 

Linen Assistant unqualified 

Linen Assistant qualified rate 

$37,374 

$37,834 

$38,955 

1 1 

2 

3 

$38,010 

$38,884 

$39,779 

1.70% 

2.78% 

2.12% 

CLS 2.1 

CLS 2.2 

CLS 2.3 

Leading Hand entry level $41,842 

$42,841 

$43,457 

2 2 

3 

3 

$42,587 

$43,566 

$43,566 

1.78% 

1.69% 

0.25% 

CLS 3.1 Administrative staff entry level $45,130 4 $45,594 1.03% 

CLS 3.2 $46,716 3 2 $47,715 2.14% 

CLS 3.3 Trades with qualifications entry level $47,574 3 $48,812 2.60% 

CLS 3.4 Drivers with required license entry $48,916 4 $49,935 

level 2.08% 

CLS 3.5 Drivers maximum pay point $49,864 5 $51,084 2.45% 

CLS 4.1 Driver Lead Hand entry level $51,333 4 1 $52,258 1.80% 

CLS 4.2 $52,377 2 $53,460 2.07% 

CLS 4.3 $53,621 3 $54,690 1.99% 

CLS 4.4 $54,925 4 $55,948 1.86% 

CLS 5.1 Production Supervisor entry level $55,873 5 $57,235 2.44% 

CLS 5.2 $57,591 5 1 $58,551 1.67% 

CLS 5.3 Trades - Maintenance Supervisor $59,987 3 $61,275 

entry level 2.15% 

CLS 5.4 $61,944 4 $62,685 1.20% 

CLS 6.1 

CLS 6.2 

CLS 6.3 

(no information available) $64,772 

$66,375 

$67,545 

6 1 

2 

3 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

1.28% 

1.11% 

1.64% 

CLS 7.1 (no information available) $69,498 4 $70,233 1.06% 

CLS 7.2 $72,980 7 1 $73,501 0.71% 

CLS 7.3 $74,360 2 $75,191 1.12% 

CLS 7.4 $77,112 4 $78,690 2.05% 

CLS 7.5 $78,705 5 $80,500 2.28% 

CLS 8.1 

CLS 8.2 

Managerial staff performing tasks 

similar to SOG C 

$86,750 

$93,535 

Band 9 

CLS 9.1 Managerial staff performing tasks 

similar to SOG B 

$102,499 Band 10 

CLS 9.2 $107,798 

CLS 9.3 $115,388 

CLS 10.1 Managerial staff performing tasks 

similar to SOG A 

$119,042 Band 11 

Table 26: Proposed Translation of CLS Service Classifications 
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CANBERRA THEATRE CENTRE 

The Canberra Theatre Centre (CTC) is a business unit of the Cultural Facilities 

Corporation (CFC). CTC employs a very small number of permanent technical staff. 

Most employees working front of house and behind the scenes on CTC 

productions are employed on a casual basis. 

The rates for CTC staff in the current CFC enterprise agreement are generally 

based on rates paid under the NSW Country Arts Centres Award19 . This is a unique 

situation in the ACTPS. 

Classification Employment Current 

Annual 

Salary* 

Proposed Proposed New Annual Increase 

status Band pay point Salary 

Patron Service Officer 1 

Hairdresser, Dresser 

General stage hand 

Casual $36,692 1 1 $38,010 3.59% 

PSO 2 

Stage door keeper 

Casual $39,837 1 4 $40,693 2.15% 

PSO 1 ticketing 

Technician 1 

Casual $41,838 2 2 $42,587 1.79% 

Senior hair/wardrobe Casual $43,428 2 3 $43,566 0.32% 

Technician 2 Casual $44,898 2 5 $45,594 1.55% 

PSO 2 ticketing Casual $47,531 3 2 $47,715 0.39% 

Technician 2 Staff $50,765 3 5 $51,084 0.63% 

Technician 3 Casual $51,310 4 1 $52,258 1.85% 

PSO 3 Casual $52,746 4 2 $53,460 1.35% 

Technician 4 Staff $54,031 4 3 $54,690 1.22% 

* Excludes casual loading 

Table 27: Proposed Translation of Canberra Theatre Centre Casual Employees 

It is proposed to translate CTC grades into the Shared Salary Spine on a best 

fit/point-to-point basis (refer Table 27). The pay points adopted will be fixed pay 

points. It is not intended that CTC employees will access any pay points in the SSS 

other than those set out above. 

It is also proposed that CTC employees would be exempt from the operation of 

the proposed new WLSs. 

This approach is intended to preserve, as much as possible, the established pay 

and work value relativities between CTC grades. 

19 Now the Live Performance Award 2010. 
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10.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

10.4.1 Costs 

The cost of translation into the new SSS has been projected at Table 28 for the 

four largest employment categories in scope for the Review: that is, ASOs, SOs, 

health professionals and GSOs/HSOs/FSOs/BSOs. 

Category Annual expenditure 

($,000s) 

Estimated increase 

($,000s) 

Percentage 

increase 

ASO and SO $428,040 $16,825 3.93% 

Health Professional $ 75,852 $ 4,495 5.93% 

GSOs/HSOs $ 39,142 $ 1,640 4.19% 

Subtotal $528,630 $22,961 4.34% 

All grades $625,935 -- --

Table 28: Estimated Impact of Salary Translation over 3 years
20 

PARAMETERS 

Data 

CHRIS21 payroll data covering salary and higher duties allowances (HDA) for ASOs, 

SOs, health professionals and GSOs/HSOs/FSOs/BSOs for the 12 months ending 15 

February 2012 provided the snapshot of data for undertaking these calculations. 

This data accounted for 84.5% of the expenditure on salary and HDA recorded in 

the CHRIS21 payroll system for in-scope employment categories for that period. 

The data used to compile this projection excludes: 

• non-CHRIS21 salary records at 15 February 2012, 

• out-of-scope employment categories, 

• employer superannuation contributions, and 

• overtime and shift work payments. 

Timeline 

The calculations have been applied over three years, in line with standard practice 

and consistent with the horizon for forward estimates. This timeline illustrates the 

ongoing effect of additional increment points for the following (current) grades: 

• SOC & SOA 

• GSO8, GSO9 & GSO10 

• HP3, HP4 & HP6 

• FSO7 & FSO 8. 

• GSO2, GSO 4, GSO 6, GSO 7, GSO 8, GSO9 & GSO10 

• HSO 7 & HSO9 

20 These projections differ from those given in Table 26 of the draft of this Report, issued 31 March 2012, because the data in 
the draft Report was for initial implementation only, whereas these projections have been calculated out over 3 years,. 
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We have described the first year of implementation as Year 0. 

Methodology 

In our Report on Element 2 of this Review we identified several key salary 

benchmarks to guide the establishment of the Shared Salary Spine and the 

translation of existing grades into it. The resulting SSS embeds these benchmarks. 

The overall percentage increase in the salary bill has been calculated as a 

weighted average of the increases at every salary point within the sample, with 

actual salaries already in payment used as the base. The percentage increases 

applied at each level has been calculated on the basis that: 

• The overall staffing profile (numbers and levels) will remain constant. 

• The translation is not “point-to-point” (although it will be point-to-point for 

the great majority of employees), but to the first available, next higher pay 

point in the SSS. This reflects the reality that there are far fewer pay points 

in the proposed SSS than the total number of pay points across all salary 

scales for the translated grades. As well, some grades translate to a Pay 

Band that has more points than at present, and some translate to a Pay 

Band with fewer. 

• Our calculations are based on the assumption that resources will be applied 

preferentially to the lowest paid employees, rather than employees who 

are already closer to benchmark.21 

• Normal incremental advancement will then move employees through to 

their final point in the SSS, if the first translation has not already done so. 

Limitations 

The snapshot of data used in the calculations is a sample and is accordingly not 

complete. It is nonetheless a representative sample of the overall profile of the 

ACTPS (in-scope categories), and accordingly extrapolation to encompass the 15.5% 

of CHRIS21-paid employees and all other in-scope employees on other payroll systems 

would be likely to follow a similar profile. 

The projections have been made over a 3-year timeline only. Extension of 

calculation out over an extra 2 years would include the effect of all increment 

points. A fourth year of analysis would include the complete impact on HP6, 

GSO7, HSO7, FSO7, BSO7, GSO9, HSO9 and SOA. A fifth year would reflect the 

final result for HP4, GSO8, HSO8, FSO8 and SOC. 

However, these calculations would not generate a more useful estimate of the pro 

rata increase, as the majority of changes are incurred in the first 3 years—around 

half in the first year alone. 

21 At a first approximation, the effect of adopting the alternative “point to point” approach is to collapse increases from all 
years into one, which generates the prospect that the implementation will be compromised by financial obstacles. 
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DISCUSSION 

Detailed calculations that may be undertaken by Treasury may extend beyond the 

limitations described above. Nonetheless, the following observations may be made. 

1. Some employees would receive much less than 4.34% upon translation to 

the new SSS, and others much more (for some employees, normal 

incremental advancement will result in progression through the proposed 

Pay Bands that will deliver real increases in final pay rates more than 10% 

higher than existing rates). The differential increases reflect the need to 

direct funds to the levels in the current classification structure requiring 

the most adjustment to meet the external benchmarks. From our 

perspective, if funds available for pay increases are limited, then the levels 

requiring most adjustment to meet benchmark salary levels should be 

allocated the highest level of financial support. Similarly, employees 

occupying lower increment points in current pay scales should receive a 

higher salary increase than employees whose salaries are already closer to 

the salary benchmarks. 

2. The total impact on ACT Government salary and salary-related expenditure 

for in-scope grades is not presented here. Further factors to be taken into 

consideration include: 

• Superannuation is a key cost not included in our calculations. 

• The increases would extend also to staff on non-CHRIS-21 systems, and 

also to the other 15.5% of in-scope staff on CHRIS-21 payroll. 

• On the other hand, because the predicted increase does not flow to 

out-of-scope employment categories (such as doctors, nurses and 

teachers), the impact on the total ACT Government wages bill will be 

much less than 4.34%. 

3. Most of the usual salary on-costs scale directly with the increase in 

underlying salary expenditure. Our projections therefore provide a strong 

indicator that the increase in salary expenditure required to bring ACTPS 

pay rates into line with external benchmarks is not, in a general sense, 

excessive. 

With the overall impact understood, it is now possible to describe in more detail 

the impact of the proposed changes for the Career Clusters22 . 

22 Legal Cluster is subject to further work between the parties, and accordingly is not further analysed here. 
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Support Services Career Cluster – ASO 5-6 and Senior Officers 

The numerical dominance of the ASO and Senior Officer grades in the ACTPS 

necessarily entails significant commitment of Government resources. 

CHRIS 21 expenditure for the group as a whole for the survey year comes to $428 

million, suggesting that the combined ACTPS payroll for the group is close to $0.5 

billion per annum. 

We have limited our detailed consideration to Strategy 2, 3 and 4 levels – that is, 

those points where new graduates are recruited, where trained and experienced 

staff find career advancement, and the greatest need to recruit experienced 

applicants with high level specialised expertise exists. 

The following Table (Table 29) highlights the effects of translation into the SSS in 

Year 0 and the availability of additional pay levels in Years 1 and 2. 

Key Employment Categories Grades CHRIS 21 Expenditure 

($,000s) 

% Increase in Expenditure 

Year 0 – Year 2 

Work Unit Supervisors 

Project Officers 

Contracts Officers 

Finance Officers 

ASO 4 

ASO 5 

ASO 6 

$ 49,292 

$ 40,477 

$ 68,528 

4.6% 

4.6% 

8.8% 

Project Managers 

Business Managers 

SO C $ 83,711 7.2% 

Managers 

Senior Managers 

SO B 

SO A 

$ 56,313 

$ 34,688 

3.2% 

6.5% 

Table 29: Cost Impact on Support Services Career Cluster 

The most notable feature is the considerable additional investment required to 

recruit and retain employees at ASO6 and SO C. From Year 0 to Year 2, these two 

grades will require a commitment of an estimated additional $2.7 million and $6 

million respectively (CHRIS 21 payroll only). 

The need for additional resources arises directly from the deficit between current 

ACTPS salary rates and external benchmarks. But we also note that the ACTPS has 

a marked demographic bulge at ASO 6/ SO C. 

ASO 4, ASO 5, ASO 6 and SO C exhibit the highest turnover rates of the ASO /SO 

stream (9.2%, 8.4%, 8.3% and 8.6% respectively). ACTPS SO C salaries are ranked 

below the 5th percentile in the Canberra public service labour market, and cannot 

be expected to be attractive to high quality applicants. The proposed investment 

will address Strategy 3 (retention of experienced staff) and Strategy 4 (attraction 

of skilled external applicants). 
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People Services Career Cluster – Health Professionals 

This category includes all therapy grades and all hospital scientists – including, 

physiotherapists, occupational therapists, medical laboratory scientists, 

diagnostic radiographers – as well as social workers and psychologists. It is the 

second most populous employment category of the in-scope categories. 

This category is typified by a high investment in learning on the part of the 

employee, both before and during employment, high work performance and high 

quality requirements, and a highly competitive labour market. Several specialised 

disciplines in this category experience a high level of persistent key person risk. 

Table 30 summarises some cost impact on People Services Career Cluster. 

Key Employment Categories Grades CHRIS 21 Expenditure 

($,000s) 

% Increase in Expenditure 

Year 0 – Year 2 

New Graduates through to 
th 

7 year of experience 

HP 1 & 

HP 2 

$ 20,206 2.93% 

Senior Scientists 

Team Leaders 

HP 3 $ 32,938 7.54% 

Modality Leaders HP 4 $ 17,526 7.13% 

Discipline Managers HP 5 $ 3,787 3.47% 

Principal Scientists HP 6 $ 1,392 6.48% 

Table 30: Cost Impact on People Services Career Cluster 

The first point to make about the estimates is the relatively small increase in 

resources (~$600,000) required to address the gap between the ACT and other 

jurisdictions for early-career professionals (where we have proposed that the HP 2 

maximum salary increase to $75,191). This is explained by the adequacy of ACT 

salaries for new and recent graduates – the salary scale therefore only requires 

adjustment at its upper levels. This investment will strengthen the ACT’s position 

in relation to Strategy 2 targets (new and recent graduates) and Strategy 3 targets 

(retention of experienced staff) across a variety of therapy, science and other 

disciplines. 

The ACT’s market position is much less favourable at HP 3 and HP 4, where none 

of the salaries presently on offer meet reasonable external benchmarks. The 

investment required is significant ($2.5 million and $1.2 million respectively (CHRIS 

21 payroll only, excluding overtime and shift penalties)). However, the return is 

expected to come from better performance under Strategy 3 (retention of 

experienced staff) and Strategy 4 (attraction of skilled external applicants). 

Several group and individual SEAs will either be absorbed or totally replaced by 

the increases proposed for HPs. 
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Infrastructure Services Career Cluster – GSOs, FSOs and BSOs 

The third most populous of the in-scope categories are GSOs and related grades, 

including BSOs, FSOs and HSOs. 

This group includes a large group of employees distributed between TAMS, ESDD, 

ETD and ACT Health involved in providing horticultural services and building 

trades maintenance services, the supervision of these services, and building 

inspection functions23 . 

Indicative levels of current salary expenditure and the estimated level of increases 

required for various employment categories from Year 0 to Year 2 is set out in 

Table 31. 

Key Employment Categories Grades CHRIS 21 Expenditure 

($,000s) 

% Increase in Expenditure 

Year 0 – Year 2 

Horticulture Workers, 

Trades Assistants and 

BSOs 

GSO 3 

GSO 4 

$ 7,666 

$ 2,228 

5.3% 

6.5% 

Base Trades GSO 5 

GSO 6 

$ 3,355 

$ 2,533 

4.6% 

5.5% 

Advanced Trades and 

Trades Supervisors 

GSO 7 

FSO 7 

GSO 8 

FSO 8 

$ 2,949 

$ 427 

$ 1,296 

$ 349 

4.9% 

4.9% 

7.1% 

6.2% 

Building Inspectors and 

Works Supervisors 

GSO 9 

GSO 10 

$ 1,012 

$ 2,214 

6.6% 

5.6% 

Table 31: Cost Impact on Infrastructure Services Career Cluster 

The increases indicated here arise from a substantial restructuring of pay scales to 

fit into the new 11-band SSS. This restructuring meets to a degree the demands for 

higher rates of pay for tradespersons based on external market realities, and also 

addresses the gap between GSO and HSO rates of pay at lower classification 

levels. It is also intended to provide support for the proposal to set separate 

minimum entry points in Band 3 and Band 4 of the new salary structure for 

Certificate III, Certificate IV, Diploma and dual trades qualified tradespersons. 

The overall level of investment required to address this restructuring is of the 

order of $1.3 million (CHRIS 21 payroll only, excluding overtime and shift 

penalties). The investment should be expected to have an impact on results under 

Strategies 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

23 A smaller, related group of employees provides food services and ward services in the ACT public hospital system. This 
group is not examined in any detail in this section, but does feature in the summary table with other GSO-related grades. 
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10.4.2Staging Options 

There are three broad options for transitioning to the new classification and pay 

structures (with a worked example at Table 32): 

OPTION 1 – STAGED IMPLEMENTATION – NEXT HIGHER PAY BAND 

Our assessment is that the overall cost impact of the pay increases flowing from 

this Review will be modest (of the order of 4.34% of payroll, limited to in-scope 

employees only), especially when the expected long-term benefits are taken into 

account. However, we are aware that there may be reasons going to the ACT’s 

financial position that mitigate against immediate implementation. 

If there is a desire to distribute the increases over a longer time frame than one 

financial year, then we propose that the implementation of the new SSS and 

classification structure be staged in the following way: 

• The next increase to pay rates after 1 July 2012 would involve a translation 

of each current pay point into, either, the lowest pay point in the relevant 

pay band in the new SSS, or the relevant point in the special salary scale 

proposed for the special translation cases described earlier in this report. 

• All previous salary scales will be replaced by the SSS at this first stage 

• Later stages of the translation can now be defined as movements to higher 

pay points in the SSS by normal incremental advancement. 

This is the model used for developing our cost projections (although the projected 

total would not be noticeably different if translation was effected over longer or 

shorter timeframes). 

Fewer and fewer pay points will require adjustment at each stage. Incremental 

advancement will deliver the full extent of the financial benefits to existing staff 

by Year 4 

As discussed in Section 10.4.1 above, these final stage adjustments may, 

cumulatively, be quite significant in some cases. 

This option has the advantage that the other reforms arising from the Review can 

be fully implemented, mostly implemented or partially implemented in 

accordance with a schedule that matches the increase flowing through to 

employees. It is also reasonably simple, as it relies on the existing incremental 

advancement system to deliver all second-level pay increases. 

We suggest that, if this model is adopted, other major reforms arising from the 

review should be implemented in a staged way: 

• Since all employees will be translated directly into the new Pay Bands, the 

new 11-level classification structure would be implemented in connection 

with or soon after the first stage of salary translation takes place. 
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• The first alignment of entry level professional salaries in accordance with 

the CPES will also occur in the first stage. 

• All other reforms associated with the outcomes from the Review should be 

implemented in connection with the second stage. 

OPTION 2 – STAGED IMPLEMENTATION – NEXT HIGHER PAY POINT 

This is a modified version of Option 1 where: 

• All employees in all grades translate to the net highest available pay point 

in the SSS. 

• All employees move by normal incremental advancement, or an agreed 

modified translation timetable, into higher pay points, until the final 

position is reached. 

Its only advantage is financial – salary increases can be ramped up more slowly 

over time. 

Its main disadvantage is that the grades that need most attention in terms of 

achieving fair market rates (e.g. ASO 6 and HP 3, SO C and HP4) are likely be the 

grades with the longest delay. 

Other problems with this approach include: 

• While it is neither technically complicated nor difficult to understand, it has the 

potential to generate a need for long-winded and confusing monitoring and 

management of the translation process, and concomitant costs. 

• It does not support immediate adoption of the new classification structure 

for all grades in all Career Clusters. 

However, the option is feasible, and we have presented many of the translations 

in this Report on the basis of this model. 

OPTION 3 – IMMEDIATE INTRODUCTION 

Our assessment of the increased salary cost associated with this initiative (see 

10.4.1) is greater than but is also of a similar order to the next economic increase 

due to be paid under ACTPS enterprise agreements from 1 July 2012 (3.5%). 

This suggests to us that there is scope for all of the salary increases arising from 

the Review to be implemented at the same point in time. This would be closer to a 

“point to point” translation. 

The advantages of this approach include: 

• Complicated and long-winded translation processes and associated 

monitoring arrangements and costs are avoided 

• Employees and other stakeholders see all of the reward-oriented aspects 

of the Review implemented at the same time 
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• Similarly, the ACTPS will establish itself at a new point in the labour market 

at an early stage, to address retention issues 

The key disadvantages of this option is that: 

• The industrial parties may not have had time to finalise the implementation 

arrangements for other important reforms arising from the Review. 

RECOMMENDED OPTION 

No options are lower cost options. The SSS is a constant, and the gaps between current 

rates and the appropriate rates under the SSS are the same under all options. 

Option 2 is not recommended for reason that it fails to address the ACTPS’s most 

pressing needs soon enough, and it is administratively cumbersome. 

Administratively cumbersome systems should always be avoided in situations 

where resources are limited. 

Of the other two options, whilst Option 3 is the most efficient, in our assessment 

the most realistic option is Option 1, for the reason that: 

• It translates all employees into the correct Pay Band or Pay Scale at the 

earliest stage. 

• It preferentially delivers higher pay increases to employees whose salaries 

are furthest from benchmarks. 

• It relies on the established system of incremental advancement to deliver 

subsequent pay rises, requires a one-off administrative effort at the 

beginning, and delivers remaining outcomes automatically. 

• The staged approach to salary increases is better matched to the staged 

approach that is likely to be required to implement other reforms. 

• It provides a balance between the need to address labour market and 

industrial considerations with the circumstances of the ACT Government’s 

budget position, if this were to emerge as a reason for blocking a 

worthwhile reform agenda. 

In either case, there are threshold conditions to be addressed: 

1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic 

appraisal of their capacity to deliver on the whole reform agenda before 

making a commitment to one option or another. 

2. CMCD must reorganise and build certain key capabilities before many of 

the proposed reforms will become feasible. 

3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time and 

resources to dealing with a significant and complex reform agenda. 

4. Implementing the new SSS without implementing the new classification 

standards and other reforms is not recommended. 
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Current Pay point no. Pay Band PP New Immediate Increase in 

salary salary increase total benefit 

derived from 

new salary scale 

Option 1 

20 5 1 $ 58,551 

$59,080 21 2 $ 59,898 1.38% 8.15% 

$60,187 22 3 $ 61,275 1.81% 8.00% 

$61,340 2.19% 7.85% 

$62,552 23 4 $ 62,685 0.21% 7.70% 

$63,856 24 5 $ 64,126 0.42% 7.54% 

$65,561 25 6 1 $ 65,601 0.06% 7.35% 

$67,031 26 2 $ 67,110 0.12% 7.19% 

27 3 $ 68,654 2.30% 

28 4 $ 70,233 4.65% 

29 5 $ 71,848 7.06% 

Option 2 

$59,080 11.04% 8.15% 

$60,187 9.00% 8.00% 

$61,340 6.95% 7.85% 

$62,552 4.87% 7.70% 

$63,856 2.73% 7.54% 

$65,561 25 6 1 $ 65,601 0.06% 7.35% 

$67,031 26 2 $ 67,110 0.12% 7.19% 

27 3 $ 68,654 2.30% 

28 4 $ 70,233 4.65% 

29 5 $ 71,848 7.06% 

Option 3 

$59,080 25 6 1 $ 65,601 11.04% 8.15% 

$60,187 26 2 $ 67,110 11.50% 8.00% 

$61,340 27 3 $ 68,654 11.92% 7.85% 

$62,552 28 4 $ 70,233 12.28% 7.70% 

$63,856 12.52% 7.54% 

$65,561 9.59% 7.35% 

$67,031 29 5 $ 71,848 7.19% 7.19% 

Table 32: Initial Increase vs. Final Benefit – GSO 9 and HSO9 

In Options 1 and 2, pay points 27, 28 and 29 are accessed via incremental 

advancement. The final benefit of adopting the new salary scale is identical, 

whether Option 1, 2 or 3 is adopted. 
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10.4.3Early Interventions 

The translation of our research and recommendations into changes to 

classification, pay and working arrangements – including timing – is a matter for 

the ACT Government, CMCD, Directorates and unions. There are only a small 

number of cases where we believe early intervention is warranted. 

EQUAL REMUNERATION CASE 

We note that current starting salaries for Health Care Assistants Grade 2 and 

Disability Support Officer 1 are below the benchmarks for work of commensurate 

value accepted by the Full Bench of FWA in the Equal Remuneration Case. 

The benchmarks submitted to FWA were calculated as an average of relevant 

rates in State and local government service around Australia. Some rates would 

have been above the stated benchmark, and some below. In the ACTPS, HCA2 and 

DSO1 rates are below the benchmark. Paying rates below the benchmark is not 

unusual, but we suggest that: 

• the original salary valuation of this work may have been affected by 

negative attitudes to pay for caring work at paraprofessional level, and 

• the original valuation of this work may also have been affected by gender-

related bias in fixing rates of pay, of the kind that an equal remuneration 

order is intended to correct. 

Health Care Assistant Grade 2 

Subject to further consultation between CMCD and ACT Health Directorate on its 

likely effects, we recommend that: 

• the parties take steps to increase the rate of pay for the classification of 

Health Care Assistant Grade 2 to no less than $43,482 per annum, and 

• Health Care Assistant Grade 2 will translate into the new Shared Salary 

Spine no lower than pay point 8 - $43,566. 

Disability Support Officer 1 

Subject to further consultation between CMCD and CSD on its likely effects, we 

recommend that: 

• Community Services Directorate adopt the practice of commencing new 

employees at the third salary point of the DSO1 salary scale – $43,392, and 

increase the salaries of all DSO1 staff to this level, and 

• DSO1 will translate into the new Shared Salary Spine no lower than pay 

point 8 - $43,566. 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICER GRADE 1 

The proposed broadbanding of the ITO 1 and ASO 5 salary ranges will provide a 

professional salary scale for new entrants and aid retention of ITO 1s until the new 

Shared Salary Spine is fully implemented. 

BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES – TOTAL RATE REFORMS 

There is a substantial body of work required to provide further support for a case 

for moving to a total rate approach to fixing pay rates for these employees, if the 

parties are attracted to this approach. 

The first step ought to be reform and standardize existing allowances. 

We also urge the parties to adopt the minimum classification framework already 

proposed, that is: 

• Adopt select pay points at GSO 4 for the new adult apprenticeship scale 

• Appoint Certificate IV qualified and licensed tradespersons at GSO6 

(provided it is agreed that license allowance will no longer be paid) 

• Appoint dual trades qualified tradespersons at GSO7 

TRAINEE RATES OF PAY 

We recommend addition of a clause to current enterprise agreements that 

increases Trainee A, B and C rates by 3.8% for Trainees undertaking a Certificate IV 

program, consistent with the model clause found in current Modern Awards. 

10.4.4 Special Employment Arrangements 

We have already made recommendations in our Element 2 Report regarding the 

reform of SEAs, and made recommendations about transitional arrangements. 

We now further propose that the translation of an employee with an SEA into the 

new SSS should allow an SEA to be absorbed to the maximum extent possible. 

For example: 

• A Health Professional Level 4 presently occupying the maximum salary 

point ($93,535) and receiving a 10% SEA allowance (= $9,354) would not be 

translated to pay point 41 ($94,389). They would instead be translated to 

the pay point immediately below their current total cash salary ($102,889) – 

that is, pay point 44 ($101,053). 

• The residue of the SEA allowance would disappear on the occasion of their 

next increment, when their base pay would increase to $103,337. 
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10.4.5Maintenance of the Shared Salary Spine 

From 1 July 2012, the SSS should be updated by rebasing the whole scale on the 

new rate for HSO 2 (that is, $39, 340). 

As a result, the value of pay point 55 would increase from $129,772 to $134, 314. 

The system of pay point numbering, the association of pay points into 11 Pay 

Bands, and the pay point definitions for special Salary Scales, will not change. 

Importantly, the key pay points in the SSS that embed relativities to the external 

labour market will be preserved and updated in line with the increase in enterprise 

agreement rates of pay 

Our projected percentage salary cost increases will not change. The SSS will rise in 

lock step with increases to actual agreement rates of pay, preserving the exact 

degree of their proportionality. 

The Table at Annexe Q: illustrates how the Shared Salary Spine would be updated 

to take account of the 1 July 2012 increase to ACTPS rates of pay whilst 

maintaining the internal relativities within the SSS. 
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11 SUMMARY 

The following Table outlines the Salary Scale structure proposed. 

1. There are only eleven Classification Levels, each with a Work Level Standard. 

2. In the standard case (Uniform Salary Scale, or USS), each of the Classification 

Levels is associated with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine. 

3. A significant number of existing classifications (eg: ASO1-6, GSO7-10, SPOA-C) 

are readily translated to one of the eleven Classification Levels. The salary 

scales for these classifications are then replaced by one of the eleven 

standard Pay Bands. 

4. In some cases, unique salary structures, market rates, qualification 

requirements and the like that require distinctive salary scales to be 

maintained. These special requirements are set out in Table 33. 

5. All of these proposed salary scales are constructed from Pay Points in the 

Shared Salary Spine. 

6. Subject to the rules proposed for constructing a Broadband—including the 

rule that restricts the creation of a Broadband to exactly 2 adjoining Work 

Classification Levels—Broadbanding may be used in respect of positions that 

are subject to any of these salary scales. 

7. The salary for all positions will be determined using the USS, unless the 

occupation and/or nature of the work and/or qualifications (as documented in 

the Job Description) requires that one of the special salary scales takes 

precedence over the USS. 

8. In line with the standard approach, the grading of jobs that are subject to 

these special salary scales is to be based on the 11-level classification 

structure. The Work Level Standards for this classification structure will be 

used in lieu of any pre-existing classification standards and descriptions. 

9. The use of the SSS, the USS and any special salary scales will be subject to a 

Public Sector Management Standard. 

In total there are only 11 classification levels proposed, for 100% of the workforce 

within scope for this Review. To meet special market circumstances some special 

salary scales are proposed. Overall, the number of unique pay situations may be 

reduced from 193 (Annexe D: ) to 78. As indicated in the Notes to Table 33, it may 

be possible to accommodate a further 6 situations (italicised) within the USS, thus 

reducing the number to 72. 
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Salary Scale 
No. of 

levels 

11 

Notes 

Uniform (USS) 

Apprentices 1 

Trainees 3 

Common Professional Entry (CPES) 1 

Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 1 Calvary Hospital to review requirement 

Canberra Theatre Staff 10 

Central Linen Service 6 CLS7, CLS8, CLS9 use the USS 

Clinical Coders 1 

Clinical Coders Trainee 1 

Correctional Officer 4 

Dental Assistant 3 

Dentist 3 

Disability Support Officer 3 Possibly suited to adoption of USS 

Health Care Assistant 5 

Health Professional 3 HP4, HP5 and HP6 use the USS 

Legal 1 1 Legal 2 uses the USS 

Medical Physics 5 

Prosecutor 5 Outcome from work value case 

Public Affairs Officer 5 Suited to adoption of USS 

Radiation Therapist 6 

78 TOTAL 

Table 33: Proposed Salary Scales 

Much of the complexity specified in translation and implementation tables herein 

is a direct result of the complexity of salary requirements currently in use. 

However, this is transitional. Once implemented: 

• the number of unique levels within salary scales for in-scope positions will be 

reduced to around 40% of the current number; 

• all in-scope positions will rely upon only 11 Classification Levels and 20 Salary Scales, 

all applied similarly 

• 4 of those scales—the USS and those for training and entry—comprise the minimum 

necessary for workforce management; 

• The vast majority of in-scope positions—around 85%—would be covered by the 

Uniform Salary Scale, and around half of the balance—health professionals—would 

be covered by one special scale24 . 

In light of rapid evolution of industries, professions and qualifications, we 

encourage the ACTPS to program regular reviews of any special scales, to 

confirm their ongoing relevance and usefulness, with a view to greater use of 

the USS. 

24 One agency—ACT Health—employs over half of the staff covered by special scales, and over half of the special salary 
scales proposed are specific to that Agency. 
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12 CONCLUSION 

This is the final Report of a series of five issued during the ACTPS Classification 

Review. 

The first Interim Report (O’Shea & Smith 2011) identified two key historical 

pressures that have shaped the ACTPS over its 20 year history. Firstly, the 

antecedents of the ACTPS in the APS ,which have left a legacy of structures and 

approaches that are geared to the needs of a national government over the 20th 

century, rather than a government with state and local level obligations in the 21st 

century. Secondly, the impact of “New Public Management” on its development 

as an independent entity over the last two decades, which has left a legacy of 

decentralized structures and decision-making. Taken together, these pressures 

have left the ACTPS profoundly challenged and sometimes inefficient in terms of 

consistency, mobility, adaptability and integrity (O’Shea & Smith 2011, pp.27-48). 

Consistency. Inconsistency and corporate inefficiency have been the 

unintentional results of decentralization. 

• Special circumstances and exceptions to meet local needs create 

complications for processing, and for decision-making, which leads to 

inconsistent advice, and consequent risk of further complications. 

• With multiple approaches to many similar problems and situations, central 

functions are struggling to resource support for these multiple approaches 

and their consequently disparate data sources. 

• Reports are hard to obtain, labour-intensive to produce, and may lack 

some data. 

• Recruitment is made more expensive and time-consuming by unclear 

standards, inconsistent descriptions, and local orientation. 

This Review recognizes the importance of local knowledge in determining local 

needs, and recommends areas where Directorates should retain responsibility (Key 

Recommendations 9, 10, 18, 21). It also recommends that corporate requirements for 

consistent strategies, operations and standards be addressed (Key 

Recommendations 3, 11, 17, 19, 22, 28). Outcomes that may be expected include: 

• Central functions able to absorb some increase in future workload; 

• Central functions more robust; 

• More accurate data to enable planning and support management 

decisions; 

• More effective recruitment activity. 
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Mobility within the ACTPS is compromised by current structures. 

• Inconsistent levels and ambiguous definitions make it difficult to move 

people from one position to another without triggering promotion activity; 

• Highly specific vocational classification structures (eg: DSO, GSO) do not 

provide clear pathways for vertical mobility; 

• Structures are not linked to relevant skills and knowledge. 

This Review recognizes the value of the clear linkage of classification structures to 

relevant skills and knowledge in some areas (eg: health professionals, trades) and 

recommends such linkage for all positions (Key Recommendations 1. 2, 23). It also 

recognizes the value of the clear promotion opportunities and career pathways that 

are available in some other areas (eg ASO and SO streams) and recommends that 

these be available on a consistent basis also(Key Recommendations 6, 13, 25). 

Outcomes that may be expected include: 

• Capacity to respond to new requirements without incurring recruitment 

costs and time delays ; 

• Reduction in appeal costs; 

• Improved quality of classification materials, including position descriptions, 

work level standards and salary data; 

• Employee Value Proposition improved for staff who perceived themselves 

as currently blocked from further career development and promotional 

opportunities; 

• Improvement in retention; 

• Support for Respect, Equity and Diversity (RED) initiatives. 

Adaptability to changing needs is also compromised by current structures. 

• Structures linked to entry qualifications are hard-pressed to remain 

relevant in the light of current workforce profiles and patterns; 

• Ongoing changes in professional practice are not easily recognised; 

• New models of service delivery are difficult to trial and implement when 

classification structures presuppose historical relativities and relationships. 

This Review recognizes the need for internal adaptability to meet the emergent 

needs of a modern public sector workforce in a dynamic economy (Key 

Recommendations 4, 14, 15, 16). It also recognizes the need for external linkage to 

broader economic influences, so as to detect and respond to them as they emerge 

(Key Recommendation 4, 5, 8, 20, 24, 26). Outcomes that may be expected include: 
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• Capacity to respond to large scale workforce evolution; 

• Recruitment activity supported by intelligible and accurate advertising, and 

market-sensitive rates and strategies; 

• Reduction in costs associated with maintenance of position descriptions, 

work level standards and salary data; 

• Easier support for new models of service delivery. 

Integrity may be unintentionally compromised by the combination of old 

structures and decentralisation. 

• A larger number of specific rates finely tuned to detailed jobs may be less 

appropriate than a broader range for a job that recognises a range of 

individual capabilities and the inevitable evolution of roles over time; 

• Highly localised special arrangements go to undermine transparency and 

accountability. 

This Review recognizes the importance of transparency and accountability in all 

aspects of remuneration in the public sector (Key Recommendations 7, 12, 27, 29, 30). 

Outcomes that may be expected include: 

• Closer linkage between work level and pay rate; 

• Reduction in some allowances currently paid; 

• Savings in Special Employment Arrangements. 

Contemporary pressures are also at play. 

Public Value (Moore 1995) provides another impetus for movement away from highly 

devolved structures towards a balance with organizational needs. Here the role of 

public servants is to be “responsive […] to refined public preferences” (Coats & 

Passmore 2008, p.8). This will require an enhanced capacity to move between multiple 

points of view to understand their frames of reference, switching between own and 

group view points, recognizing simultaneous team, organizational and community 

scope boundaries, and multiple options in response. 

These capacities are typically required for rapidly moving situations, change projects, 

“wicked” problems, new and emergent requirements. They draw strongly on Junor’s 

hidden skills—particularly awareness shaping (Junor et al 2008, pp.15-16). However, 

they will also be needed for staff to manage themselves in relation to group or team 

needs as well as in relation to stakeholder expectations. 

Traditionally these capacities have been sourced by setting up multi-disciplinary teams 

(MDT), which bring multiple points of view to bear, but inevitably there will be points of 

view omitted or unrepresented, and as well there is an extra overhead required for 

mediation and/or negotiation between the various perspectives. 
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This is not to suggest that the team is not required: far from it. Today, Complex 

situations require in-depth knowledge and skills across a Breadth of areas too 

great for any one person to maintain. As well, the experience of the team will 

bring a broader awareness of the possible risks (that is, advice on actions not to 

take) than any one person could offer. But the team will only be strengthened if 

the members of the team have a strong to capacity to switch points of view, 

appreciate each other’s frames of reference and, by extension, the points of view 

of stakeholders. 

In this context it becomes clear that expertise—skills, knowledge and 

experience—are neither necessary nor sufficient in their own right. They are only 

valuable to the organisation when deployed in ways that are useful to the 

organisation. But expertise exists at all levels, and accordingly all staff within the 

ACTPS are required to deploy and manage expertise (independent of their 

occupational competencies)—their own, and that of others—in order to Achieve 

objectives and deliver services that satisfy stakeholder needs. 

Such behaviours are not strongly supported by structures that look back to older 

models of organisation. 

But Service Delivery is the starting point for planning and managing the 

workforce (Figure 1). There is a dramatic increase in the level of community 

expectation, external standards, and technological complexity that the ACTPS will 

be required to manage in future service delivery to the ACT community (O’Shea & 

Smith 2011, pp.13-14). New challenges include: 

o Climate change and sustainability in general; 

o Changes in the Health industry, including new therapies and protocols, 

workforce development requirements, and possibly a National Disability 

Insurance Scheme; 

o More complex outcomes, in terms of technological developments, 

globalisation, increasing compliance requirements, new healthcare 

models, more complex capital works, and higher community standards; 

o An aging population with increasing needs for support and service delivery 

in health, recreation, housing, transport, and other aspects of daily life. 

Addressing these challenges will be difficult for the ACTPS, hamstrung as it is by 

structures developed for the 20th century. The task will only be made all the more 

difficult by the further challenge of an aging workforce (Smith & O’Shea 2011, pp.64-

68), with consequent loss of experience and expertise as well as capacity. The 

Recommendations25 of this Review provide an integrated response to these challenges. 

25 A consolidation of recommendations made across all Elements of the Review is at Annexe F: . 
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Annexe A: ACRONYMS & SHORT FORMS 

AAWI Average Annualised Wage Increase 

ACT Australian Capital Territory 

ACTEW ACT Electricity & Water 

ACT Health Health Directorate 

ACTION ACT Internal Omnibus Network 

ACTPS Australian Capital Territory Public Service 

ACTTAB ACT Totaliser Agency Board 

AGL Australian Gas Ltd 

A-GO Auditor-General’s Office (ACTPS) 

AIG Australian Industry Group 

AIRC Australian Industrial Relations Commission 

AOD Alcohol and Other Drugs 

AMWU Australian Manufacturing Workers Union 

APESMA Association of Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers Australia 

APS Australian Public Service 

APSC Australian Public Service Commissioner 

AQF Australian Qualifications Framework 

AQTF Australian Qualifications Training Framework 

ARC Australian Research Council 

ARIn Attraction and Retention Incentive 

ASO Administrative Services Officer 

ASQA Australian Skills Quality Authority 

ASU Australian Services Union 

ATL Association of Teachers & Lecturers (UK) 

BA Business Analysis 

BCC Brisbane City Council 

BEP Building, Electrical and Plumbing 

bm benchmark 

BOOT ‘Better Off Overall’ Test 
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C&P Care & Protection 

CBC Competency-Based Completion 

CBCA Competency Based Salary Advancement 

Common Classification Scheme 

CDPP Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

CEPU Communications, Electrical & Plumbing Union 

CFC Cultural Facilities Corporation 

CFMEU Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union 

CIA Construction Industry Allowance 

CIT Canberra Institute of Technology 

CMCD Chief Minister’s & Cabinet Directorate 

CMD Chief Minister’s Department (now part of CMCD) 

CoAG Council of Australian Governments 

CPC Commonwealth Parliamentary Counsel 

CPES Common Professional Entry Scale 

CPSU Community & Public Sector Union 

CSD Community Services Directorate 

CSP Community Safety Portfolio 

CSS Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (now closed) 

CSSS Category-Specific Salary Scale 

D-G Director-General 

DA Disability Allowance 

DEEWR Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 

DJAG Department of Justice and Attorney-General (Queensland) 

DPC Department of Premier & Cabinet (NSW) 

EA Enterprise Agreement 

EDD ACT Economic Development Directorate 

EC European Community 

ECA Employment Conditions Award 
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EL Executive [Officer] Level 

ESDD ACT Environment & Sustainable Development Directorate 

ETD ACT Education & Training Directorate 

EVP Employee Value Proposition 

FAQ Frequently Asked Question 

FSO Facilities Services Officer 

FTE Full Time [Employee] Equivalent 

FWA Fair Work Australia 

GAA Graduate Administrative Assistant 

GPG Gender Pay Gap 

GSO General Services Officer 

HCA Health Care Assistant 

HERA Higher Education Role Analysis (UK) 

HESA Higher Education Statistics Agency (UK) 

HMSO Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (UK) 

HPO Health Professional Officer 

HRM Human Resource Management 

HSU Health Services Union 

HWA Health Workforce Australia 

ICT Information & Communications Technology 

IIBA International Institute of Business Analysis 

ILS Integrated Leadership Framework 

IPSAM Integrated Public Sector Audit Management 

ISC Industry Skills Council. 

ITAB Industry Training Advisory Board 

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

ITO Information Technology Officer 

JACS Justice & Community Safety Directorate (see JCSD) 

JCSD Justice & Community Safety Directorate (see JACS) 

JES Job Evaluation System 
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KSF Knowledge and Skills Framework (UK) 

LLN Language, Literacy and Numeracy 

MAO Modern Award Objective 

MEA Modern Enterprise Award 

MEAA Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance 

MEAO Modern Enterprise Awards Objective 

MCF Minimum Competency Framework 

MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team 

MES Minimum Employability Skills 

MO Medical Officer 

MoG Machinery of Government 

MP Medical Physicist 

NES National Employment Standards 

NHS National Health Service (UK) 

NMW National Minimum Wage 

NPM New Public Management 

NRS National Reporting System 

NTF National Training Framework 

ODPP Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ACT) 

ORS Office of Regulatory Services 

PAO Public Affairs Officer 

PDY Professional Development Year 

PFA Points-Factor Analysis (Job Evaluation approach) 

PO Professional Services Officer 

PRINC2 Projects in Control [methodology] Version 2.0 

PM Project Management 

PSM Public Service Management (standards) 

PSM04 Public Sector Management 2004 (Training Package) 

PSA Public Service Arbitrator 

PSC Public Service Commission (Queensland) 
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QES Qualification Entry Standard 

QPS Queensland Public Service 

RCC Recognition of Current Competency. 

RED Respect Equity & Diversity 

RPL Recognition of Prior Learning. 

RT Radiation Therapist 

RTO Registered Training Organisation. 

SACS Social & Community Services 

SEA Special Employment Arrangement 

SEP Structural Efficiency Principle 

SES Senior Executive Service 

Shared ACT Shared Services Procurement 
Services 

SLIP Support, Legal, Infrastructure & Physical (in reference to Career Clusters) 

SO Senior Officer 

SSA Single Status Agreement (UK) 

SSCE Senior Secondary Certificate of Education. 

SSE Support Services Employee 

SSP Senior Specialist Professional (Brisbane City Council) 

SSS Shared Salary Spine 

STA State Training Authority. 

TAMS Territory & Municipal Services Directorate 

TCH The Canberra Hospital 

TEQSA Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency 

TO Technical Officer 

TOIL Time Off In Lieu 

Treasury Treasury Directorate 

TSS Tasmanian State Service 

UCU University & College Union (UK) 

UK United Kingdom 

USS Uniform Salary Scale 
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VET Vocational. Education and Training. 

VPS Victorian Public Service 

VTE Vocational and Technical Education, see VET 

WCM WorkCover Manager 

WCO WorkCover Officer 

WFD Workforce Development 

WFM Workforce Management 

WFP Workforce Planning 

WLA Work Level Analysis (Job Evaluation approach) 

WLI Work Level Indicator 

WLS Work Level Standard 

WOP WithOut Pay 
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Annexe B: GLOSSARY 

Adaptability: the ability of a system, organisation or process to respond to 

emergent requirements and influences unanticipated when it was implemented. 

Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF): a national system of qualification 

types covering curriculum-based higher education as well as competency-based 

learning. 

Australian Qualifications Training Framework (AQTF): a system of national 

standards for VET-sector training bodies and registration bodies. 

Band: a contraction of the term Pay Band. For example, Pay Band 1 signifies the 

salary scale for Level 1 in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 

Broadband: the case where two Classification Levels define the work 

requirements of a position. Broadband is therefore a term relation to 

classification. The corresponding term relating to pay is Salary Scale. 

Chain of Service: a sequence of services where, for each adjacent pair of services, 

occurrence of the first action is necessary for the occurrence of the second action. 

Classification Level: any one of the 11 levels proposed in the Common 

Classification Scheme. Each Level in the CCS is defined by Work Level Indicators 

Common Classification Scheme ( CCS): the proposed new 11-level classification 

structure. Each Level in the CCS is defined by Work Level Indicators 

Compensable Factors: Factors by which Jobs may be dissected and analysed for 

Job Evaluation. 

Data: see Information 

Employee Value Proposition (EVP): the relationship between the cost to the 

employee—the work to be performed---and the quality experienced—the total 

balance of reward and benefit received as defined by the employee. (Smith 

2010a). 

Flexibility: the ability of a system, organisation or process to respond to a range 

of different possible requirements and influences at any given time. 

Human Resource Management (HRM): The Shorter Oxford (1993) defines 

Human Resources as: “people (esp. personnel or workers) as a significant asset of 

a business etc”. This conceptualisation of employees, staff and other providers of 

skills and knowledge as “human capital” parallels the concepts of other inputs 

such as financial capital and physical assets. Contrasting this, much recent 

literature of HRM strongly rejects this interpretation, focusing instead on the 

unique aspects of people that separate them from such an abstracted view of 

inputs. Pfeffer (1994) puts the person first, bringing best practices to HRM in 
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order to derive organisational benefit as a second order outcome. Another 

approach to putting the person first is the Resource view, which looks at the 

strengths of the individual and manages their role around that unique mix 

(Prahalad & Hamel 1990). A further approach focuses on a close fit between 

human resources and organisational strategy: Porter’s (1985) model provides an 

example, suggesting that human resource needs evolve to meet the 

contingencies of organisational evolution in a dynamic driven by his “five forces”. 

Industry Skills Council (ISC): tasked with responsibility for determining the 

content of Training Packages. 

Information : Information is a set of facts organized in such a way that it provides 

additional value beyond that of the facts themselves. It is derived from data or 

raw facts that represent real-world elements. 

Put another way, information is data put into context (Gray 2006, p.9). 

A further approach is to view information as data used to drive a decision (Gane & 

Sarson 1979) – where that decision is of relevance in the business context – the 

business activity under study. The advantage of this approach is that it clarifies the 

additional value that the information will provide, and also clarifies the context as 

the organizational context. 

More generally, it is suggested (Stair & Reynolds 2003)1 that turning data into 

information is a process, or a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a 

defined outcome. The process of defining relationships among data to create 

useful information requires knowledge. This is an awareness and understanding 

of a set of information and the ways in which it can be made useful to support a 

specific task. Knowledge is discussed in more detail in Section 8 of the Report on 

Element 1 of this Review (O’Shea & Smith 2011), with particular reference to its 

application in an industrial setting. 

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL): an IT management 

framework that provides frameworks and procedures for IT development and IT 

services management and operation 

Integrated Public Sector Audit Management (IPSAM): a methodology for internal 

audit developed jointly by the Victorian and Queensland governments. 

Knowledge: see Information 

Language, Literacy and Numeracy (LLN): taken collectively, these are the skills to 

communicate in oral and written form. 

Level: a contraction of the term Classification Level. For example Level 1 signifies 

Level 1 in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 
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Minimum Competency Framework (MCF): a framework for guiding decision 

making around recruitment and learning and development. It specifies the 

absolute minimum degree of occupational competency required at a Level, 

expressed in relation to AQF levels 1 through to 5. The MCF may not apply if the 

usual or required occupational competencies required to perform the duties of 

the position are higher. But the MFC will apply in cases where additional 

occupational competencies are specified for the position (for example, project 

management competencies for ICT professionals, management competencies for 

health professional team leaders). 

Minimum Employability Skills (MES): a framework for specifying ACTPS-wide 

expectations about work performance. The MES specifies the lowest level of 

work performance relative to the following eight generic skills: Communication; 

Teamwork; Problem solving; Initiative and enterprise; Planning and organizing; 

Self management; Learning; and Technology. The MES is based on the 

employability skills entailed in the core competencies of the Public Service 

Training Package at AQF levels 1 through to 5. However, the National Training 

Framework establishes a common standard of employability skills at each AQF 

level. The adoption by Directorates of employability skills from other training 

packages in suitable cases would not undermine the proposed MES framework. 

The MES does not apply if the usual or required occupational competencies 

required in the position entail a higher level higher of performance 

Mobility: the ability of a person to move across a range of environments. 

National Reporting System (NRS): A system designed by literacy trainers to assess 

literacy, numeracy and language skills. 

National Training Framework (NTF): made up of the AQTF and Training Packages. 

New Public Management (NPM): Based on conceptualisation of public sector 

stakeholders as customers, suppliers and shareholders, this approach to public 

sector management was developed and promoted from the 1980s into the early 

years of the twenty-first century (Hood 1991). It suggested that reliance on 

appropriations and shielding from market forces compromised both efficiency 

and quality; public sector staff were seen to be protected by professional and 

trade membership: the inevitable outcomes were posited to be higher tax bills 

and a disgruntled electorate (Boston et al 1996; Dawson & Dargie 1999). Effects of 

this approach include: a move towards smaller agencies with more focused 

outcomes; greater focus on efficiency; exposure to market forces; competition 

between agencies. The key tool in public sector management became the 

contract, replacing the hierarchy that had dominated for so long (Dawson & 

Dargie 1999). More “business-like” (Dawson & Dargie 1999, p. 461) patterns came 

to dominate what was now referred to as human resource management (HRM), 
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including performance management contracts, external recruitment and 

performance-based pay. More generally, an array of approaches emerged 

independently across many countries, all based on the same values but differing in 

implementation details (Dunleavy & Hood 1994), particularly the degree of 

prescription and the degree of distinction between public and private sector 

HRM, organisational and business methods. 

Objective: a change desired in the status quo. 

Outcomes: secondary impact(s) of outputs on stakeholders, once outputs are deployed 

as intended. They may require the action of a further stakeholder to be effective 

(Thomsett 2002). 

Output: a direct tangible result from the work processes undertaken by work teams 

and individual employees. 

Pay Band: A group of Pay Points. For example, Pay Band 1 signifies the salary 

scale for Level 1 in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 

Pay Point: one of the 55 salary levels in the proposed Shared Salary Spine (SSS) or 

a salary level in the Band 11 Extended Range of the SSS. 

Points-Factor: a methodology used for Job Evaluation whereby Jobs are scored 

for a series of factors, and the points scored are then summed to evaluate the 

Job’s ranking. 

PRINCE2: Version 2 of a project management methodology for management of ICT 

projects, developed by the UK government and in the public domain. 

Public Good: a product that is not affected by consumption and which is available 

to all. 

Public Value (PV): Public Goods, services, outcomes and trust (Kelly et al 2002) 

produced by government action through relationships between citizens and 

public servants. 

Qualification: In essence, a qualification provides evidence from an independent 

source that establishes the nature and extent of the knowledge, skills and 

experience an individual has acquired. Consistent with this, the Australian 

Qualification Framework (AQF) defines Qualification in its sphere as “formal 

certification, issued by a relevant approved body, in recognition that a person has 

achieved learning outcomes or competencies relevant to identified individual, 

professional, industry or community needs” (AQF Handbook, p.v). A framework 

for understanding and deploying qualifications has been proposed in this Review. 

Qualifications have been categorised as Desirable (deemed by the employer to 

represent relevant skills and knowledge and therefore useful, but optional), or 

Required. In the latter case, if it is Required by the employer then it is Essential; if 

the qualification is Required by an external body then it is effectively Mandatory. 
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Recognition of Current Competency (RCC): acknowledging that skills may decline 

over time, RCC determines the current status of an individual’s competency. 

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): Assessment of competency gained in 

previous learning situations 

Registered Training Organisation (RTO): a provider of education and assessment 

services in the VET sector. 

Reliability: a condition where the same result is achieved. In the context of Job 

Evaluation, reliability is achieved when different evaluators arrive at the same 

evaluation for a specific Job (cf: Validity below). 

Salary Scale: a generic term relating to pay, comprising one or more pay points. 

Senior Secondary Certificate of Education (SSCE): a nationally agreed final year 

certification of school-based education. Local titles may be used in each state or 

territory, and the content is set by the relevant state or territory body. 

Skills Australia: a committee providing expert advice on the federal Minister for 

Education on workforce issues 

State Training Authority (STA): state body with authority to register RTOs. 

Training Package: a set of learning and assessment materials registered for 

delivery in the VET sector. 

Validity: a condition achieved when a measurement, assessment or evaluation 

actually correlates with a real-world phenomenon that is the object of interest. 

Vocational and Technical Education (VTE): see Vocational Education and Training. 

Vocational Education and Training (VET): also referred to as Vocational and 

Technical Education (VTE), this sector provides learning pathways that provide 

competencies required for technical, trade, and other job-related area. 

Work Level Indicators (WLI): are the materials that: 

• describe the work requirements of actual positions, 

• define work requirements at each Level in the CCS, and 

• provide guidance and direction on the classification of a position. 

Work Level Standards (WLS): provide a means of assessing the Level of a position 
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Annexe C: CAREER CLUSTERS – SUMMARY 

Infrastructure Services People Services 

Work in this Cluster undertakes planning and execution of activities Work in this Cluster provides diagnostic and 

to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and urban therapeutic services and social interventions in 

environments to the benefit of the ACT community, and provide health care and/or institutional and/or community 

specialised support for the operation of public infrastructure, settings. The cluster includes regulated and non-

institutions and services. Vocations relate to the management of the regulated health professions. Vocations relate 

physical assets of the ACT community. These include land, real primarily to the delivery of services to benefit the 

estate, buildings, vehicles, plant & equipment related to asset people of the ACT community: residents, rate-

management. Examples of vocations include: payers and property-owners. Examples of 

vocations include: 

• Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction Project 

Managers 

• Water Quality testing staff 

• Veterinary workers 

• Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers 

• Most GSOs, including those from the building trades stream, 

metal trades stream and related supervisors, trades assistants and 

technicians 

• Motor drivers 

• Stores employees 

• Rangers 

• Linen Service Attendants 

• Dentists and other dental practitioners 

• Physiotherapists and other therapy professionals 

• Psychologists, including School Counsellors 

• Social Workers 

• Diagnostic Radiographers 

• Radiation Therapists 

• Nuclear Medicine Technologists 

• Medical Laboratory Scientists 

• Diagnostic Pathology Scientists 

• Technical Officers in health-related fields 

• Disability Services Officers 

• Therapy Aides 

• Health Care Assistants 

• Cooks and food services employees 

• Patient Service Officers (HSOs) 

• Correctional Officers 

• Youth Workers, Counsellors, Welfare Officers, 

Parole Officers (presently in the ASO structure) 

• Indigenous Education Officers 

• Special Needs Transport Assistant 

• Community Services Managers 

• Health Services Managers 

• Correctional Services Managers 

Support Services Legal Services 

Workers in this cluster assemble, manage, transform and distribute 

data and information within the ACTPS and between the ACTPS and 

stakeholders (such as ratepayers and MLAs), and supervise and 

manage these functions. Vocations relate primarily to the creation, 

management, transformation, storage and transmission of 

information. A key and growing element of any modern economy, it 

includes information transmission in and out of the organisation as 

well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 

Professionals in this career cluster provide the full 

range of legal services required by the Territory. 

• ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing work in 

areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human resources, 

records management, policy) 

• Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants 

• Research Officers and Senior Research Officers 

• Accountants 

• Economists 

• Statisticians 

• Information Technology Officers 

• Business Analysts 

• Project Managers 

• Auditors 

• Workcover Officers/Managers 

• Dental Receptionists 

• Clinical Coders 

• School Assistants 

• Paralegal workers 

• Legal officers 

• Prosecutors 
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Annexe D: SCOPE OF REVIEW - LIST OF CLASSIFICATIONS 

Note: 

This Table has been corrected in respect of the number of grades at Canberra Theatre Centre. 

Classification Levels in enterprise 

agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 

distinct 

grades 

No. of grades in 

use at 31/3/2011 
NAD: 

No Accurate Data 

Administrative Services Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Senior Officer C, B, A 3 3 

Information Technology Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Senior Information Technology Officer C, B, A 3 3 

Information Technology Officer 1 1 

Trainee 

Public Affairs Officer 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Senior Public Affairs Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Public Relations Adviser 1, 2 2 Local title 

Public Relations Manager 1, 2 2 Local title 

Research Officer 1, 2 2 NAD 

Senior Research Officer 1, 2 2 NAD 

Principal Research Officer 1 NAD 

Tourism & Events Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 1 

CTEC Manager C, B, A 3 NIL 

WorkCover Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 3 

WorkCover Manager C, B, A 3 1 

Trust Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Graduate Administrative Assistant 1 1 

Cadet Practical training 

Full-time study 

1 1 

Schools Assistant 2, 2/3, 3 3 3 
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Classification Levels in enterprise 

agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 

distinct 

grades 

No. of grades in 

use at 31/3/2011 
NAD: 

No Accurate Data 

Disability Support Officer 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Family Services Worker 1 1 NIL 

Legal 1, 2 2 2 

Para Legal 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Prosecutor 1L, 1U, 2, 3, SEA 5 5 

Custodial Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 NIL 

Correctional Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 4 

Veterinary Officer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 1 

Professional Officer 1, 2 2 2 

Professional Officer CFC 1, 2 2 2 

Senior Professional Officer C, B, A 3 3 

Cadet Professional Officer Practical training 

Full-time study 

1 NIL 

Dentist 1/2, 3, 4 3 3 

Dental Receptionist 1 1 

Dental Assistant Unqualified 

Qualified 

Principal 

3 3 

Health Professional 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Health Care Assistant 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 1 

Radiation Therapist 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6 6 

Medical Physics Registrar 

Medical Physics Specialist 

Senior Medical Physics Specialist 

5 4 
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Classification Levels in enterprise 

agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 

distinct 

grades 

No. of grades in 

use at 31/3/2011 
NAD: 

No Accurate Data 

Principal Medical Physics Specialist 

Chief Medical Physics 

Canberra Theatre Staff 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 10 7 

General Service Officer 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 9 9 

Health Service Officer 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 9 9 

Apprentices 1 1 

Ranger 1, 2, 3 3 3 

Sportsground Ranger 1 1 NAD 

Park Ranger 1, 2 2 NAD 

Senior Park Ranger 3 1 NAD 

Facilities Service Officer 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 6 6 

Facilities Technical Officer 1, 2, 3 3 1 

Building Service Officer 1 1 

Sterilising Services 3/4 1 1 

Health Service Officer 

Sterilising Services 1, 2 2 2 

Technical Officer 

Central Linen Service 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 6 6 

Central Linen Service 8, 9, 10 3 2 

Stores Supervisor 1 1 

Senior Stores Supervisor 1, 2, 3 3 1 

Technical Officer 1, 2, 3, 4 4 4 

Senior Officer (Technical) C, B 2 2 

Trainee Technical Officer 1 1 
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Classification Levels in enterprise 

agreements 

(2010-2011 version) 

No. of 

distinct 

grades 

No. of grades in 

use at 31/3/2011 
NAD: 

No Accurate Data 

Calvary Hospital 

Technical Services Officer 

Clinical Coders 

Clinical Coders Trainee 

Trainees A, B, C 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

TOTAL --- 193 ---
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Annexe E: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS – CLAUSE D7 

Clause D7 of each current (that is, 2010-2011) ACTPS enterprise agreement 

provides as follows: 

“ D7 ACTPS Classification Review and Single Salary Spine 

D7.1 The Chief Minister‘s Department, in consultation with the Agency, will jointly 
undertake a review of the classification structure in the ACTPS with 
nominated union representatives. 

D7.2 The purpose of the review, in order of priority, is to: 

(a) recommend the most effective way of creating a new vocational 
stream structure, particularly in relation to identified 
classifications/categories of workers within a building trades 
stream, metal trades stream, technical professional stream, legal 
professional stream and a health professional stream; 

(b) recommend the appropriate market based salary levels for each 
proposed vocational stream; 

(c) consider the most effective way of moving to a single salary spine 
for the ACTPS; 

(d) simplify and reduce current classifications wherever possible across 
the ACTPS by taking into account conditions of employment and 
other relevant comparators, including market rates and 
comparators that are considered pertinent to the skills, 
competencies and general responsibilities required of positions; and 

(e) recommend an implementation process and related transitional 
arrangements. 

D7.3 Any consultancy engaged to conduct the review will be agreed to between 
Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions and all draft reports will be 
provided to Chief Minister‘s Department and the unions. 

D7.4 No employee will be disadvantaged by the outcomes of the review. 

D7.5 The review will commence as soon as a project plan is agreed. The plan will 
include a staging of the review elements which recognises the particular 
emphasis being given to trades; technical professional; health professional 
and legal professional fields. 

D7.6 The vocational stream review and the single salary spine review will be 
completed by 30 June 2011 and the ACTPS classification review by 31 
December 2011. 

D7.7 The outcomes of the three reviews will be implemented within the Agency 
only with joint agreement between the nominated union representatives 
and the Chief Minister‘s Department. 

D7.8 If agreement is reached on the implementation process and related 
transitional arrangements there is nothing to prevent the implementation 
of some elements of the review‘s recommendations during the life of this 
and/or the next enterprise agreement. 

D7.9 In the event that agreement is not reached as per subclause D7.8 then the 
Agency or any union(s) covered by this Agreement may refer the matter to 
FWA in accordance with clause H2.” 
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Annexe F: LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following list identifies significant recommendations made in finalised Reports, and contextualises them by indicating the broad focus 

of the recommendation as well as cross-referencing the Element number, page number and other recommendations to which it relates. 

Notes: 

1. The first 30 are the Key Recommendations, reproduced from the Executive Summary herein. 

They provide a summary of the essence of the detailed recommendations that follow. 

Taken together they represent our substantive response to the Aims and Objectives of this Review (refer Section 6.2 at page 19 ). 

2. The detailed recommendations are listed in order of Element and page number. 

3. If applicable, the Recommendation number (within that Element) is also indicated. 

4. For each detailed Recommendation the sixth column provides a cross-reference back to the relevant Key Recommendation. 

5. If any inconsistency is found between multiple recommendations, the recommendation from the latest Report embodies the most 

recent and informed thinking, and should be given precedence. 

6. Throughout the Recommendations, 

• Key recommendations are indicated in bold type; 

• interpolations for clarity are indicated [in square brackets]; 

• cross-references are indicated in italics; 

• where italics were used for emphasis in the original reference, this has been silently changed in most cases to underline. 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

1 Career Cluster 
SLIP 

5 5 1 1 The ACTPS replace the current system of classification based on occupational streams with a system 
based on four Career Clusters –Support Services, Legal Services, Infrastructure Services and People 
Services 

(See Annexe C: ) 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

2 Career Cluster 
Workforce Management 
WFM 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

5 5 2 2 The four Career Clusters will be the basis for structured, strategic and sustainable workforce planning 
and workforce capability development, and provide a framework within which ACTPS employees 
undertake life-long learning and pursue fulfilling careers. 

3 Central Function 
Workforce Development 
WFD 
Workforce Management 
WFM 
Workforce Planning 
Head of Service 
Commissioner for Public 
Administration 

5 5 3 3 There is a role for the Head of Service and Commissioner for Public Administration to support 
Directorates undertaking workforce planning and workforce capability development, to assess 
common requirements, and to act as a broker for internal and external providers that can support 
these activities. 

4 Labour Supply 
Workforce Development 
WFD 
Trainee 
Apprentice 
Graduate 
Retention 
Attraction 
Strategy 

5 5 4 4 The ACTPS develop strategies to assist it to diversify and secure its sources of labour supply, and in 
particular: 

1. Make more extensive use of trainees and apprentices to replenish and sustain the ACTPS 
workforce 

2. Support the development of a professional public service by attracting and retaining new and 
recent graduates in key disciplines 

3. Build and entrench capacity for high quality service delivery by retaining employees in ACTPS 
employment, and encouraging internal job applicants 

4. Attract and recruit suitably skilled and experienced external applicants in critical occupations 

5 Competency 
NTF 
Accreditation 
Qualification 
Mandatory 
Essential 
Desirable 

5 5 5 5 The nature and level of occupational competencies required to meet client and stakeholder needs will 
be determined by Directorates, on the basis of competencies established under the National Training 
Framework, or competencies established by national professional accreditation bodies. 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

6 Classification 5 5 6 6 To support career articulation within Career Clusters and mobility across the ACTPS, the ACTPS will 
adopt a new 11-level classification structure to replace existing classification structures based on 
occupation and job family. 

7 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Compensable Factors 
WLS 
Work Level Standard 
Classification 

5 5 7 7 The new classification structure will define work levels fairly and uniformly across the ACTPS in terms 

of new work level standards based on six compensable factors: 

• Three Internal: Achievement, Complexity and Breadth 

• Three External: Ecology, Skill & Knowledge, and Environment Demands (currently recognized 
through payment of allowances) 

(see Annexe H: ). 

8 Public Sector 
Management Standard 
PSM Standard 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Special Salary Scale 
WLS 
Work Level Standard 
Classification 

5 6 8 8 As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the proposed work level standards and special salary 
scales, on an interim basis, to be included in Public Sector Management Standards so as to support 
implementation of the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 

(see Annexe H: ). 

9 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Skill & Knowledge 
Classification Level 

5 6 9 9 The nature and level of occupational skill and knowledge required in a position will be taken into 
account in determining its classification level. 

10 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Job Description 
Work Level Standard 
WLS 
Compensable Factor 

5 6 10 10 Directorates will develop and maintain job descriptions based on the required occupational 
competencies, and addressing both the occupational skill and knowledge and the other compensable 
factors set out in the Work Level Standards. 

11 Job Evaluation 
Central Function 
Classification 

5 6 11 11 To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies – CMCD or Shared Services – 
should be tasked with providing advice and support to Directorates in classification management 
issues, especially during the transition to the new classification system. 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

12 Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Attraction 
Retention 

5 6 12 12 To complement the new classification structure, and to meet the need to attract and retain skilled 
employees, the ACTPS will adopt the proposed Shared Salary Spine, built on relevant and 
contemporary external benchmarks. 

13 Shared Salary Spine 
Pay Band 
Classification 
Work Level 

5 6 13 13 The Shared Salary Spine has 11 pay bands matched to the 11 levels of the classification structure. 

(See Annexe G: ). 

14 Work Level Standard 
WLS 
Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Classification 
Broadband 
Pay Band 

5 6 14 14 Where the salary scale for a position spans more than one pay band, the work requirements of the 
position will vary with the occupant’s progression through the salary scale. The work requirements of 
a position will match the WLS for the classification level to which the occupant’s current salary 
corresponds. (Exceptions to this general approach are set out later in [the Element 5] Report.) 

15 Broadband 
Pay Band 
Classification 

5 6 15 15 To support existing broadbanding arrangements and to meet emerging needs for similar 
arrangements, classification levels and associated pay bands may be broadbanded 

(See Annexe G: ). 

16 Broadband 
Work Level Standard 
WLS 

5 6 16 16 In addition to demonstrating higher level occupational competencies, employees in broadbanded 
positions will be required to undertake work to the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for 
the classification level corresponding to their rate of pay. 

17 Mandatory 
Qualification 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 
PSM Standard 
Head of Service 

5 6 17 17 Mandatory qualifications that restrict the eligibility of a person or employee for entry to or continued 
employment in certain professions and occupations (for example, registered health professionals) 
will be determined under a Public Sector Management Standard 

refer Annexe L: ). 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

18 Essential 
Qualification 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 
PSM Standard 
Head of Service 

5 7 18 18 Essential qualifications – which will similarly restrict eligibility (and which may or may not 
supplement mandatory qualifications) – will be determined by Directorates at their discretion, on the 
basis of need (e.g. specialized post-graduate qualifications). Because the exercise of a power of this 
kind impacts the operation of the merit principle, and may have implications for an employee’s 
ongoing employment, the power should be conferred by way of a Public Sector Management 
Standard 

(See Annexe L: ). 

19 Required 
Mandatory 
Essential 
Qualification 
Central Function 
Head of Service 
Commissioner for Public 
Administration 

5 7 19 19 The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) would be empowered under the 
same Standard to issue binding guidelines to Directorates on how mandatory and essential 
qualification arrangements will be implemented 

(See Annexe L: ). 

20 Entry 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 
PSM Standard 
QES 
Qualification Entry 
Standard 

5 7 20 20 Minimum pay points for persons recruited to entry level grades on account of holding either 
mandatory or essential qualifications will also be determined under a Public Sector Management 
Standard. This will include minimum pay points for entry to jobs requiring trade qualifications, and 
certain kinds of professional diplomas and degrees, where the qualification is either mandatory under 
the Standards or determined to be a required qualification by a Directorate 

(See Annexe L: , and Annexe O: ). 

21 Desirable 
Qualification 

5 7 21 21 Directorates may also choose to identify desirable qualifications in job descriptions and selection 
criteria, but qualifications of this kind will not restrict the eligibility of a person or employee for entry 
to or continued employment in a position 

(See(Annexe L: ). 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

22 Desirable 
Qualification 
Central Function 
Head of Service 
Commissioner for Public 
Administration 

5 7 22 22 The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) issue binding guidelines to 
Directorates on how desirable qualifications will be identified 

(See Annexe L: ). 

23 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 
MCF 
PSP04 

5 7 23 23 For all administrative stream jobs in the Support Services Career Cluster and for positions above Band 
8 in the other Career Clusters, a Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) will apply. The MCF is a 
simple framework which specifies the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) level for required 
core and specialized competencies, and the general standard of employability skills, at each level of 
the classification structure. The MCF is based on the occupational competencies found in Government 
Skills Australia’s Public Service Training Package 

(See Annexe J: ). 

24 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Qualification 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 
MCF 

5 7 24 24 In determining essential qualifications or identifying desirable qualifications, Directorates must not 
set a standard that is lower than the Minimum Competency Framework 

(See Annexe J: ). 

25 Competency 
Salary Advancement 
Skill 
Incentive 

5 8 25 25 To stimulate the acquisition of the minimum competencies, it is proposed that a competency-based 
salary advancement system be established. The maximum salary point in Bands 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will 
be reserved for employees who have acquired the necessary competencies, and who have sufficient 
experience at the classification level to be considered fully proficient (rather than simply competent). 

26 Attraction 
Retention 
SEA 
ARIn 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 

5 8 26 26 A system of attraction and retention incentives should be retained to ensure that the ACTPS is able to 
overcome difficulties in attraction and retention in times of occupational shortage. 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

27 Attraction 
Retention 
SEA 
ARIn 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 

5 8 27 27 The system of attraction and retention incentives presently in use has many faults, and should be 
replaced by a system that is more stringent in its requirements and more transparent in its operation. 

28 Central Function 
Remuneration 

5 8 28 28 To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies—CMCD or Shared Services—be 
tasked with providing expert advice and support to Directorates in remuneration management. 

29 Modern Enterprise 
Award 
Modern Award 
MEA 

5 8 29 29 To secure adequate and appropriate modern award regulation for the ACTPS and to facilitate 
translation of award-based classifications into the new 11-level structure, the content and scope of a 
Modern Enterprise Award for the ACTPS be agreed with the relevant unions, and an application 
submitted to Fair Work Australia by 31 December 2013. 

See also Recommendations 1-7 of Element 4 

30 Implementation 
Benefit 
KPI 
Resourcing 
Planning 
Shared Salary Spine 
Classification Standard 
MCF 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 
SSS 
Qualification Framework 
Entry Standard 

5 8 30 30 Planning and implementation of these reforms must take into account the following considerations: 

1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic appraisal of their capacity to 

deliver on the whole reform agenda before making a commitment to one option or another. 

2. Key capabilities must be reorganised and rebuilt before many of the proposed reforms will 

become feasible. 

3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time and resources to dealing with a 

significant and complex reform agenda 

4. Implementing the new SSS without implementing the new classification standards and other 

reforms is not recommended 

5. The requirement for adequate time and resourcing 

6. The need to track project KPIs and realize benefits. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

31 Classification 
Enterprise Agreement 
EA 
Modern Enterprise 
Agreement 
MEA 

1 28 7 The capacity to create new classifications in individual enterprise agreements should be removed to 
maintain a consistent classification system for the ACTPS. 

32 Business Planning 
Workforce Planning 
Workforce Management 
WFM 

1 29 3 Business planning, which encapsulates and structures priorities for the future, needs to be linked firmly 
to workforce and people planning 

33 Multi-skilling 1 30 10 Two skill streams are the maximum that can usefully or practically be maintained by an individual, and 
even then often one becomes the major skill and one the supplementary skill. 

34 Separation Interview 
Retention 

1 39 3 Separation interviews are required to document the destination employer and the reason(s) for 
separation 

35 Allowance 
Remuneration 

1 42 7 Allowances and other elements of the total remuneration package may appropriately be “rolled up” 
into a single figure 

36 Employee Value 
Proposition 

1 43 26 The Attraction and Retention framework support an Employee Value Proposition that focuses on 
geographical location and the nature of work in the ACTPS 

37 National Standard 
Competency 
Recruitment 
Qualification 
Workforce Management 
WFM 
NTF 
National Training 
Framework 

1 43 5 Reference to external or national standards when describing qualifications, and competencies will 
ensure that potential applicants can understand the requirements and therefore more accurately 
determine their interest and suitability. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

38 Data 
Workforce Management 
WFM 
Reporting 

1 48 3 Recommendation 55 of the ‘Hawke Report’ specifically addresses improvement in workforce data 
quality and capability to assist in planning an efficient and effective workforce, and this Review strongly 
supports the thrust of that Recommendation. 

39 On-the-job Training 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 52 3 Rotation programs and job shadowing of peers are important as opportunities to develop the 
Proficiency of staff 

40 On-the-job Training 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 52 3 Acting in higher positions and job shadowing of higher functions are more properly considered 
opportunities to provide on-the-job training in the higher-level functions 

41 Mandatory 1 57 17, Where the decision to hold a qualification is not with the employer or the employee, then the employer 
Qualification 19 has no choice but to apply the externally fixed standard. Under these circumstances the required 

qualification will be mandatory 

See also Annexe L: 

42 Essential 
Qualification 

1 58 18 In the case of an essential qualification, the employer is entitled to set the standard for entry. Agencies 
should have scope to apply an essential qualification standard, even if there is no mandatory 
qualification for the stream, occupation or level. 

See also Annexe L: 

43 Desirable 
Qualification 

1 59 2 In cases where there is no requirement for the occupant of a position to hold formal qualifications, it is 
nevertheless recommended that consideration be given to setting a qualification standard. This 
approach should be followed in all cases where the possession of a qualification is likely to materially 
impact the effective performance of work of the kind entailed in some subsequent role, whether 
higher or at the same or similar level. 

44 Desirable 
Qualification 

1 59 21 As is presently the case, desirable qualifications would be fixed at the agency level. 

45 Required 
Qualification 
Classification 
Minimum 

1 60 22 A minimum qualification may be set for a particular classification; however, this does not prohibit a 
higher classification from requiring the same qualification. …Conversely, a qualification may be 
required at one level, but this does not imply that it may not be appropriate at a lower level. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

46 Mandatory 
Essential Desirable 
Required 

1 61 17, 
18, 
21 

[A]ny position may have a suite of associated qualifications, and elements of the suite may be 
mandatory and/or essential and/or desirable. 

Qualification 

47 Recruitment 
Attraction 
Retention 

1 67-68 4 [E]mployment practices, working arrangements and training pathways that will attract and retain 
young people in ACTPS employment [are required]. 

Workforce Development 
WFD 
Training 

48 Training 
Cadet 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 73 4 We consider that the concept of cadetship should be broadened to support a wider range of 
qualifications in a wider range of disciplines, across all career clusters. 

A more comprehensive discretion ought to be available to the employer to establish cadetships for 
new and emerging occupations. Rules governing eligibility for entry and advancement upon 
completion of study would be built on a standard model. 

49 Training 
Cadet 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 73 4 We also recommend that cadetships should be available for students in the following programs: 

• Diploma 

• Advanced Diploma 

• Associate Degree 

• Bachelor Degree 

• Professional preparation courses at the level of Graduate Certificate and Graduate Diploma (to 
encourage upskilling of workforce re-entrants) 

50 Training 
Cadet 

1 74 4 It should be possible to offer a cadetship at any stage of a student’s progress through their course. 

Workforce Development 
WFD 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

51 Training 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 75 4 [A] whole of Government policy that favours further employment once training is successfully 
completed should be considered. 

Retention 

52 Training 
Workforce Development 
WFD 

1 75 4 Whatever [further employment] policy is adopted, it should apply equally to ALL training grades – that 
is, apprenticeships, traineeships, cadetships and graduate entry/professional entry schemes. 

Retention 

53 Skill 
CIT 

1 76 4 CIT is an apparently untapped source of skills for the ACTPS 

Graduate 
Recruitment 

54 Apprentice 
Trainee 
Cadet 
Graduate 
Training 

1 76 4 Subject to mandatory requirements that the employer cannot avoid, we recommend that all streams 
and clusters be serviced by the following training models: 

• Traineeships at Certificate II, III and IV 

• Apprenticeships 

• Cadetships for full-time students at diploma level and above (including advanced diploma, 
associate degree, bachelor degree, and professional preparation courses at the graduate level) 

• Graduate entry grades for new and recent graduates of these courses 

55 Qualification 
Workforce Development 
RPL 
Recognition of Prior 
Learning 
RCC 
Recognition of Current 
Competency 
Experience 
Training 
Skill 
Knowledge 

1 77 3, 

5 

Principles underpinning the National Training Framework, including RPL and RCC, should be elements of all 
skills management. Key concepts to assist all staff in this respect include: 

• Recognition of prior learning (where competencies have been gained in previous learning 
situations of any kind, including workplace experience, formal training settings, volunteer activities 
or other contexts); 

• Recognition of current competency (that is, assessment of currency of skills and knowledge, 
regardless of when or how they were acquired) ; 

• Recognition of current qualifications; 

• Identification of gaps in skills, knowledge or experience; 

• Identification of training requirements to meet gaps in skills and/or knowledge 

• Identification of opportunities to develop skills and/or knowledge through experience. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

56 Career Cluster 
SLIP 

1 79 1 1 The core of the Career Cluster/vocational structure proposed at Section 9 [of Element 1] is a series of 
vocational streams, which are based on groups of competencies and capabilities that are linked by 
external industry-aware agencies into qualifications and vocational paths. These Vocational streams are 
grouped into four Career Clusters, characterised as follows: Infrastructure Services, People Services, 
Support Services and Legal Services. 

See also Annexe C: of Element 5, and Section 9 of Element 1 

57 Shared Salary Spine 
Pay Point 
Cluster 

1 80 13 A Cluster is divided into Bands, each of which is made up of Pay Points. All Pay Points in all Clusters, 
including training grades, will relate to the same Single Salary Spine 

See also Annexe G: 

58 Broadband 1 81 15 Bands may be linked or “broadbanded”. 

59 Band 1 80, 81 20 All Bands within all Clusters may have qualifications associated with them, whether mandatory and/or 
essential and/or desirable… Qualifications can therefore become an element in the rules for 
appointment or advancement within a band or broadband for all vocational streams. 

60 Legal Cluster 
Cadet 

1 92 4 We recommend the reintroduction of legal officer cadetships, as a means of recruiting new entrants to 
the profession. We propose that the rules governing eligibility for entry to Cadet Legal Officer, the 
study requirements, advancement arrangements, and salary structure and other benefits should be 
based upon the cadetship model described earlier in this report. 

61 Legal Cluster 
Cadet 
Graduate 

1 93 4 The option of appointing a Cadet Legal Officer as a Graduate Administrative Assistant at the end of 
their course of study should also be considered in cases where the new graduate prefers to pursue a 
career in general government administration. 

62 Legal Cluster 
Graduate 

1 93 4 We recommend that the ODPP consider introducing a pay structure for new graduate legal officers, to 
allow for an entry point for graduates without experience. 

63 Legal Custer 
Graduate 
Review 
Action for ACTPS 
JCSD 
ODPP 

1 93 4, 

20 

We further recommend that JCSD and ODPP consult with a view to developing a single graduate legal 
officer classification, to feed both the Legal and Prosecutor classification streams. The creation of a 
single graduate legal officer grade to serve both streams would necessitate severing one or more of 
the lower salary points from the Legal 1 salary range. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

64 Legal Cluster 
Graduate 

1 93 5 A person employed as a Graduate Legal Officer would be required to complete a professional 
development year and undertake such further education, training and supervised professional practice 
as may be required by the employer to prepare them to advance to Legal 1 or Prosecutor 1. 
Advancement to Legal 1/Prosecutor 1 would be automatic once an employee has successfully 
completed their PDY program. 

65 Legal Cluster 
Action for ACTPS 
JCSD 

1 98 10 We recommend that JCSD gives consideration to defining the (new) role that a Legal 3 might fulfill 
within its organisation. We propose that the issues to be taken into account include: 

• Whether the new grade will manage personnel and other resources, or be devoted to advanced legal 
professional practice, or be designed to accommodate both functions. 

• Whether any of this work is being undertaken by any staff at the present time. 

• What will the impact be on the work of staff at Legal 2 on the one hand and Executives on the other. 

66 Legal Cluster 
ODPP 
JCSD 
Action for ACTPS 

1 100 12 It may be valuable for JCSD and the ODPP to consider whether transferring Prosecutors into the ACTPS 
Legal 1/Legal 2 structure may provide a useful avenue for addressing the pay disparity. 

67 Prosecutor 
Legal Cluster 

1 101 12 With the object of closely matching NSW practice, $61,697 would be fixed as the minimum commencing 
salary for Prosecutors. All Prosecutor positions would continue to be advertised as “Prosecutor”. 

68 Paralegal 
Legal Cluster 
ODPP 
Action for ACTPS 

1 102 4 We suggest that ODPP give consideration to whether there is a need for a special training grade to 
support the [Paralegal] classification, and whether qualifications are required or optional. We also 
suggest that the lowest level of the classification structure remain open to general entry 

69 GSO 
BEP 
Building 
Electrical 
Plumbing 
Trade 
Modern Award 
Classification 

1 113 1 GSO classification standards and the relativities within the associated pay scales provide a skill-based 
career structure that reasonably closely follows the arrangements found in modern awards. In the 
development of a future BEP classification structure, we consider that it is desirable to carry forward 
these aspects of the current arrangements. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

70 GSO 
BEP 
Building 
Electrical 
Plumbing 
Trade 
Modern Award 
Classification 
Competency 
Apprentice 
Training 
Mentoring 

1 113-114 2 We consider that there are a few ways in which a future BEP classification structure would differ from 
the present arrangements: 

• Explicit statements of competencies would be included, based on the schemes in use in modern 
awards and in relevant national training packages 

• The scope of work (or “typical duties”) at each level would be revised to align more closely with 
work actually performed in the ACTPS 

• They would recognise higher level building trades work 

• Work at GSO6 and above would include training and mentoring apprentices. 

71 GSO 
Metal 
Trade 
Modern Award 
Classification 

1 115 7 In the development of a future classification structure, we consider that it is desirable to carry forward 
the main aspects of the GSO classification arrangements. 

72 GSO 
Metal 
Trade 
Modern Award 
Classification 
Competency 
Apprentice 
Training 
Mentoring 

1 115 2 A future metal trades classification structure would differ from the present arrangements in including: 

• Explicit statements of competencies would be included, based on the schemes in use in modern 
awards and in relevant national training packages 

• The scope of work (or “typical duties”) at each level would be revised to align more closely with 
work actually performed in the ACTPS 

• Work at GSO6 and above would include training and mentoring apprentices 

73 Worksafe Inspector 
JCSD 
Enterprise Agreement 
WCO 

1 118 6 [T]here is no ongoing need for a separate classification to accommodate WorkSafe inspection and 
investigation functions. The process of phasing out the separate classification will be a subject for 
consideration under Element 5 of the review. 

The translation of WCOs to the ASO stream does not imply that this arrangement [ie: advancement of a 
Diploma qualified WCO5 to WCO6] should cease. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

74 Dental Receptionist 
Action for ACTPS 
ACT Health 

1 119 13 We suggest that … ACT Health to take steps now to [transfer the current occupants of Dental 
Receptionist positions to into the ASO stream]. 

75 Broadband 1 121-122 15 [I]f used, all broadbanding arrangements should comply with a common framework. 

76 Strategy 3 
Strategy 4 
ARIn 
SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 
Market Rate 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Salary 
Pay 

2 4 1 12 

26 

The ACTPS continue with a two tier approach to determining salaries: 

• Salary scales that reflect fair market rates for the variety of work performed in the ACTPS will 
continue to be explicitly fixed in enterprise agreements. 

• For occupations demonstrated to be in shortage, supplements may be paid to bring total 
remuneration up to levels that meet external market remuneration benchmarks. 

See also Element 2, p.43 

77 Allowance 
Disability 
License 

2 4 5 7 Separate disability allowances and separate license allowances for tradespersons will be abolished: 
these aspects of employment will in future be reflected in the total rate of pay for the job. 

78 Strategy 1 2 4 6 12 Adult apprentices will be paid in the GSO4 salary range [or equivalent in the new classification 
structure]. 

See also Element 2, p. 34 and Element 5, pp.56, 113, 120 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

79 Professional 
Entry 
Cadet 
Graduate Administrative 
Assistant 
CPES 
Common Professional 
Entry Scale 
Strategy 2 

2 4 7 20 A common professional entry scale will be adopted across all professions in all Clusters. 

See also Element 5, p54, Annexe O: 

80 Labour Supply 
Workforce Development 
WFD 
Strategy 

2 33-37 4 We propose the adoption of a remuneration strategy that focuses on four broad segments of the 
labour force: 

1. trainees and apprentices, 
2. new and recent graduates, 
3. internal job applicants, and 
4. experienced external job applicants. 

81 Strategy 1 
Skill 

2 34 25 Include incentives for skills acquisition in salary scales 

82 Strategy 2 
Common Professional 
Entry 
Graduate 
Entry 
AQF 

2 35 20 Align salaries for technical and professional new graduate entry across all vocational streams based on 
AQF level and/or length of preparatory program 

83 Professional 
Entry 
Cadet 
Graduate Administrative 
Assistant 
CPES 
Common Professional 
Entry Scale 
Strategy 2 

2 35-36 20 We consider there is a case to establish a professional entry salary scale that can be used across all 
Career Clusters. The common scale would apply to persons entering technical and professional grades 
with diplomas and bachelors degrees, or entering a professional career from a composite professional 
entry program 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

84 Professional 
Entry 
Cadet 
Graduate Administrative 
Assistant 
CPES 
Common Professional 
Entry Scale 
Strategy 2 

2 36 12 [W]e consider that the following pay points represent fair market rates for general application to new 
and recent graduates: 

• 2-year program ~$51,000 

• 3-year program ~$53,500 

• 4-year program ~$57,000 

• 5-year program ~$61,000 

• 6-year program ~$65,500 

We recommend their adoption across all Career Clusters. 

These salary points would operate as the usual minimum entry point salaries… 

85 SEA 
ARIn 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 
Strategy 3 
Strategy 4 

2 37 27 Implement a regular program to monitor the effectiveness of the SEA provisions. 

See also Element 2, pp.50-54, Element 5, p. 

86 Remuneration 2 38 28 [T]he work of establishing an effective remuneration policy will require a high level of coordination 
between the current actors to ensure that consistent outcomes are achieved on a whole of Service 
level. 

See also Element 2, p.51 

87 SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
ARIn 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentives 
Strategy 3 
Strategy 4 

2 50-54 4 27 Special Employment Arrangements be redesigned in line with Section 10.4 [of Element 2]. 

See also Element 2, p.37, Element 5, pp.82,122 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

88 Allowance 
Asbestos handling 
Cleaning economisers, boilers, 
etc. 
Cold places 
Confined spaces 
Dirty work 
Dry polishing tiles 
Epoxy-based materials – use and 
proximity 
Explosive power tools 
Fumes – sulphur, acid, etc. 
Heavy blocks – laying 
Height work – construction and 
painting trades 
Hot places 
Insanitary conditions/sewerage 
sludge 
Insulation 
Leadburning 
Live sewer work 
Offensive and dirty material 
Plumbing allowance 
Poison spray gangs 
Rain 
Roof repairs 
Second hand timber 
Spray painting 
Tile cutting 
Unsewered toilets/sewerage 
sludge 
Unusually obnoxious work 
Wet places 
Wet work 
Composite 

2 58-59 7 All of the allowances detailed in the Table 23 [of Element 2] will be entirely replaced by the new rates of 
pay. 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

89 Remuneration 
Central Function 
Workforce Manage ARIn 
SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 
Market Rate 

2 51 28 An option for the ACTPS, on the basis of its similar size to Brisbane City Council would be to centralise 
the remuneration research and advisory role. 

See also Element 2.p.38 

90 Remuneration 
ARIn 
SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 
Market Rate 
Central Function 
Head of Service 

2 53 28 If it is intended to establish a centralised remuneration research and advisory services, as we have 
suggested above, then the question arises as to whether all ARIns would be approved by the Head of 
Service. 

91 AWA 
Australian Workplace 
Agreement 

2 54 7 Consistent with the intention that the Classification Review Project will further simplify and regularise 
terms and conditions of employment for ACTPS employees, we consider it is within scope for us to 
recommend that all remaining Australian Workplace Agreements be terminated. 

92 Allowance 2 59, 61 7 Separate disability allowances and separate license allowances for tradespersons will be abolished: 
these aspects of employment will in future be reflected in the total rate of pay for the job. 

93 Allowance 
Qualification 
Engine driver 
Senior Plant Operator 
Functional 
Computer Quantities 
Sideling 

2 60 9 It is also recommended that the client, agencies and unions give consideration as to whether the 
following allowances [Table 24 of Element 2] are better dealt with in the classification structure, as a 
component of base salary. 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

94 Multi-skilling 2 61 20 We also recommend that the possession of dual trades recognised by the employer as being relevant 
to an employee’s duties would be recognised at the equivalent of GSO 7 in the new pay/classification 
structure 

See also Element 5, p.122 

95 Horticultural 
Qualification 
Diploma 
SSS 
Shared Salary Spine 
Translation 

2 65 20 We have concluded that a job that requires an employee to hold a 2-year Diploma should, at minimum, 
be translated to the new Shared Salary Spine at a salary level above ~$51,000. We consider that this 
ought to apply to horticultural qualifications at this level on the same basis as diplomas in other fields. 

96 Ranger 
Translation 
SSS 
Shared Salary Spine 

2 65 1 We consider it is appropriate to recommend [translation of Rangers] into the new classification 
structure and Shared Salary Spine on the basis of the recently revised relationships drawn with ASOs. 

97 SSS 2 71, 99, 1 The four Career Clusters be aligned with the SSS as indicated in Section 11-14 [of Element 2]. 
Shared Salary Spine 124, 
Career Cluster 
Pay Point 

129 

98 Health Professional 
Common Professional 
Entry 
Radiation Therapist 
Action for ACTPS 
People Services 

2 83 7 In the longer term, we recommend that the industrial parties examine options for integrating 
[Radiation Therapists] more closely into the Common Professional Entry Scale and the Health 
Professional stream in the People Services Career Cluster 

See also Annexe O: . 

99 Medical Physicist 
Health Professional 
People Services 

2 86 12 We do not recommend the recognition of additional qualifications (above the minimum required for 
entry to the profession) in the salary scales for [Medical Physicists]. 

100 Health Care Assistant 
HCA 
Pay 

2 93 12 We recommend that the rates for HCA 2 be set at no less than $43,482. This is an increase relative to 
current rates. 

See also Element 5, p.121 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

101 Disability Services Officer 
DSO 
Pay 

2 96 12 We recommend that the rates for DSO 1 be set at no less than $43,482. This is an increase relative to the 
first three pay points for DSO 1. 

See also Element 5, p.121 

102 Information Technology 
Officer 
ITO 
Broadband 

2 119 8 20 ITO1 and ASO5 will be broadbanded. 

See also Element 5, p.122 

103 Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 

2 130 2 12 A new general-purpose Shared Salary Spine (SSS) will extend from the current base of Health Services 
Officer Level 2 ($38,010) to a point equal to or marginally above the APS EL 2 benchmark identified in 
Part 12 of this report ($128,335). 

104 Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 

2 130 3 12 A special-purpose extension to the Shared Salary Spine will accommodate such specialised categories 
as senior dentists, senior medical physicists and senior radiation therapists, whose enterprise 
agreement rates already exceed the APS EL 2 benchmark. 

105 Work Level Standard 
WLS 
Career Cluster 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 

3 18 1 13 [T]he methodology and the associated Work Level Standards used for modelling the previously 
described Career Clusters onto a proposed Shared Salary Spine be accepted. 

106 Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Maintenance 
Central Function 

3 19, 39 11 There is an ongoing maintenance function associated with successful implementation of a Shared 
Salary Spine, focused around managing the impact of the following influences: 

• Workforce productivity changes; 
• Wage relativities; 
• Inflationary or Cost-of-Living pressures; and 
• Relative changes in Work Value. 

107 Implementation 3 37 30 [I]n planning and implementing a new pay structure there is a tension to be managed between the 
need on the one hand for adequate time—measured in years rather than months—to address complex 
situational realities, whilst on the other hand reducing exposure to circumstances changing over time. 
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108 Benefit Realisation 
PIR 
Performance indicator 
KPI 
Cost 

3 37 30 Post-implementation … benefit realisation may occur on a time-scale of 5-10 years, and interim tracking 
of benefits by means of carefully selected key performance indicators is as important as measuring 
actual benefit realisation. 

109 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
WFM 
Gender Bias 

3 76 7 [W]here gender or minority equity is a significant outcome, any single [Job Evaluation] plan may be 
more effective in addressing the need for all positions to be perceived to be treated equivalently. 

110 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
WFM 

3 76-77 7 If using multiple approaches then it is preferable to: 

1. have a common set of compensable factors that run across all Jobs, together with a set of unique 
factors with functional specificity; and/or 

2. evaluate some positions with all the schemes, to assess and check their equivalence at the interface 
between application of the schemes. 

111 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
Central Function 

3 77 3 Evaluation should be a centralised function, to ensure consistency across the ACTPS in application. 

112 Job Evaluation 
Central Function 
Classification 

3 77 11 [Reliability of Job Evaluation] may be improved by preliminary documentation and analysis of Jobs, 
appropriate training of evaluators, careful choice of benchmarks and adequate definition of factors (to 
eliminate overlap and consequent risk of ‘double-counting’ of factors). Accordingly, evaluation should 
be a centralised function, to ensure consistency across the ACTPS in application. 

113 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
Central Function 

3 78 11 Just as there is an ongoing maintenance function associated with the pay structure [Element 3, 
pp.19,39], so is there ongoing work associated with the evaluation process [detailed at p.78 of Element 
3]. 

114 Job Evaluation 3 78-79, 11 However, to ensure consistency [in Job Analysis and Job Evaluation] across the ACTPS, a moderation 
Job Analysis 
Workforce Management 
Central Function 

83 process will be necessary. The moderation process should be managed centrally. 

“…must be also subject to centrally co-ordinated quality assurance to ensure consistency across the 
ACTPS.” [p.83 of Element 3] 
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115 Job Evaluation 3 79, 83 5, Job Definition and Analysis is best undertaken in light of detailed job knowledge. This implies that Job 
Job Analysis 
Job Description 
Workforce Management 
Local Function 

10 Definition and Analysis may appropriately be carried out at a local level. 

“To ensure most accurate analysis it is best undertaken locally…”[(p.83 of Element 3] 

This includes determination of specific occupational competencies. 

116 Gender Bias 
Implementation 

3 82 11 [A]ssume that [Gender] bias may occur and plan the implementation to mitigate this risk. 

Consider implementing the practices listed on page 82 to achieve this. 

117 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
Compensable Factor 
NTF 
National Training 
Framework 

3 83 5, 7 Continue to use Work Level Analysis-based Evaluation, but to reframe it in terms of a series of 
Compensable Factors and link it to the work levels and competency definitions framed in the National 
Training Framework (refer Annexe H: and Annexe I: ) 

118 Central Function 
Workforce Management 

3 83 11 Ongoing maintenance of the Salary Spine, the factor-based Work Level Standards, linkages to elements 
of the NTF (competencies, employability skills, and the like), Job Description standards, and other 
necessary documentation must be supported on a centralised basis to ensure ongoing consistency and 
integrity. 

119 Job Evaluation 
Workforce Management 
Central Function 

3 83 11 Implementation and maintenance costs [of Job Evaluation] must be adequately funded. 

120 Job Evaluation 3 83 10, No matter which Job Evaluation approach is accepted, rigorous Job Definition and Analysis is a 
Job Analysis 
Workforce Management 
Local Function 

11 necessary precursor, and must be supported adequately. 

121 Action for ACTPS 
Gender Bias 

3 83-84 7 Promulgation of the proposed Australian Standard on Gender-neutral Job Evaluation should be 
monitored to ensure the ACTPS implementation meets the Standard. 
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122 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Qualification and Entry 

Standard 

QES 

Work Level Standards 

WLSs 

Minimum Competency 

Framework 

MCF 

AQF 

Employability Skill 

3 85-86 5, 7, 
20, 
23, 
24 

[Work Level Indicators] will include: 
• A Qualification and Entry Standard (QES) (see Annexe L: , Annexe M: , Annexe N: and Annexe O: ) 

• Work Level Standards (WLSs) (see Annexe H: ) 

• Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) (see Annexe J: ) 

• National Training Packages (AQF levels described at Annexe I: ) 

• National Employability Skills Framework (see Annexe I: ) 

123 Competency 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 

3 86 23 The competency profiles developed by Torque Holdings in 2005 be adopted as the basis of a default 
framework for competency development and identification of qualifications required for work at 
various levels of the new 11-band classification structure. 

MCF 
Work Level Indicator 

See also Minimum Competency Framework (Annexe J: ) 

WLI 

124 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Competency 

3 86 5, 11 [The ACTPS] adopt the national employability skills framework for specifying performance levels for 
generic work skills in such fields as communication, teamwork, and problem solving. 

Employability Skill 

125 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Qualification Standard 
Entry Standard 
PSM 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 

3 87, 90 20 A Qualification and Entry Standard (QES) that replaces most of the current content of Divisions 3.10.2 
and 3.10.3 of the Public Service Management Standards (PSM) 2006. The QES will update the PSMSs to 
establish the basic rules for entry to and advancement within the classification and shared salary spine 
for: 

• trainees, apprentices and cadets, and 

• new entrants to a variety of occupations. 
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126 Job Description 
Local Function 
Agency 
Selection Criteria 

3 95-96 10 Job descriptions and selection criteria will be written and maintained by agencies, on the basis of: 
• the work that must actually be performed, 
• the agency’s assessment of what kind of person would be best suited to do that work. 

127 Compensable Factor 
Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Work Level Standard 
WLS 
Skill & Knowledge 
Classification Level 

3 97-109 7, 9 Six Compensable Factors are proposed: 
• Three Internal: Achievement, Complexity and Breadth 
• Three External: Ecology, Skill & Knowledge, and Environment Demands 

128 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Compensable Factors 
WLS 
Work Level Standards 

3 100-108 7 The new classification structure will define work levels across the ACTPS in terms of six compensable 
factors that make up the Work Level Standards that will apply across the ACTPS 

See also Annexe H: , 

See also Element 3, pp.97-109 for background discussion 

129 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 
MCF 
Competency 
Skill 
Salary Advancement 
Incentive 

3 111-115 25 Minimum Competency Framework: … We consider that there is a role for the salary system in 
encouraging skill formation in the ASO and Senior Officer employment streams…. 

See also Annexe J: 

130 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Minimum Competency 
Framework 
MCF 
Employability Skill 

3 113 23 [Table 19 of Element 3 documents] the employability skills that may be expected of [ASO, SO and allied] 
employees … and employees at intervening levels in the classification structure 

See also Annexe I: 
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131 SSS 
Shared Salary Spine 

3 116 13 The Shared Salary Spine (SSS) is a banded salary scale 

See Element 2, pp. 71, 99, 124 & 129 for parameters for aligning the Career Clusters against the SSS. 

See Annexe G: of this (Element 5) Report for the final recommendation on Pay Points and amounts. 

132 SSS 
Shared Salary Spine 
Pay Band 
Salary Band 

3 116 13 Between the lower and upper bounds of the SSS, there will be 11 salary bands: 

133 Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 

3 116 12 An upward extension of band 11 will be used for Dentists, Radiation Therapists and Medical Physicists. 

134 Action for ACTPS 
FWA 
Modern Award 
Trainee 
Apprentice 

3 125 7 We recommend that the industrial parties monitor progress in [the FWA Trainee & Apprenticeship] 
Case during 2012, and remodel wage scales and wage progression rules for trainees on the basis of the 
outcome of that case. 

See also: 

Element 1, p.72: We recommend that the industrial parties monitor the progress and outcome of the 
expected FWA case [on regulation of apprenticeships and traineeships under modern awards], and decide 
how the principles determined in that case are best implemented in the ACTPS 

Element 2, p.34: We draw the attention of CMCD and the unions to the Australian Government’s recent 
response to various recommendations of the Apprenticeships for the 21st Century report… [ Element 2], 
and restate the need for the parties to monitor the progress and outcomes of further FWA Full Bench 
proceedings during 2012 regarding apprentice and trainee pay rates. 

Element 3, p.127: we recommend that the industrial parties monitor progress in the FWA traineeships and 
apprenticeships case during 2012, and remodel wage scales and wage progression rules for apprentices 
based on the outcome in that case. 

135 Modern Award 
Trainee 

3 125 12 We recommend that: 

• from the date of commencement of the new Shared Salary Spine, all trainee wage scales be 
increased in the same proportion as the 40.0% pay point for apprentices; and 

• all pay points in the trainee wage scales be calculated as a percentage of the lowest salary fixed for 
Band 1 in the new Shared Salary Spine (that is, a similar basis for fixation and calculation of pay as 
apprentice wage scales). 
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136 Adult Apprentice 3 127 12 We … recommend that the salary for adult apprentices under ACTPS enterprise agreements will be the 
first three pay points for the proposed Band 2. 

137 Cadet 
Strategy 2 
Trainee 

3 129-130 20 We consider that [eligibility requirements for Cadet/Trainee entry]can be simplified along the following 
lines: 

• The applicant is presently enrolled as a student in an Australian educational institution. 

• The applicant is presently enrolled in a program of study leading to entry to a technical or 
professional occupation in demand in the ACT Public service. 

• The applicant has successfully completed at least one year of full-time-equivalent study. 

• The applicant has achieved a high academic standard in their study to date. 

• The applicant agrees to complete the program of study in: 

1. the minimum time for a student enrolled in the program on a full-time basis, or 

2. the minimum time for a student enrolled on a part-time basis, or 

• such time as may otherwise be agreed, but not less than the time required under 1, and no more than 
the time required under 2. 

138 Graduate 
Strategy 2 

3 130-131 20 [A] new Graduate Broadband would be established comprised of pay points 14-25 for new graduates of 
diploma and degree programs…a … basic model for subsequent salary advancement is proposed…. 

See also Element 5 for corrected Pay Points for this Broadband. 
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139 Trainee 
Apprentice 
Cadet 
Contract 

3 132-133 4 We recommend that: 
• Trainees, apprentices and cadets will be engaged on temporary contracts that cover (or in total 

cover) the expected length of their program of study, plus up to 24 months employment in an 
appropriate substantive entry level position. These could be fixed term or “specified event” 
contracts. 

• There would, then, be two phases to the employment – a phase during which the employee is subject 
to the terms and conditions of a trainee, and a phase during which they are engaged on work at the 
corresponding entry level classification for their occupation. 

• In the post-training period of the contract, the intention would that the employee meet all 
requirements in relation to occupational licensing, professional accreditation, etc. and would not 
advance to a higher Band until these have been met. 

• If the employee cannot be accommodated within their original work unit immediately or within a 
reasonable period, then they should be offered work in another part of the ACTPS where their skills 
are required. 

• An employee who has demonstrated satisfactory performance and met all other requirements for 
employment would be appointed to the next available ongoing entry level vacancy without further 
process. 

• If there is no substantive position available anywhere within the ACTPS at the end of the temporary 
contract, then the temporary contract will terminate in accordance with its original terms. 

See also Element 5, pp.55-56 

140 Professional Officer 
Health Professional 
Common Model 

3 135-136 20 [A] common model for the Professional Officer and Health Professional workforce is summarised at 
Table 30 [of Element 3]. 

See also Element 5 for the revised version of this Table. 

141 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Work Level Standards 
WLS 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 

4 57 1 8 As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level standards, on an interim basis, for 
the purpose of implementing the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 
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142 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 
PSM 

4 57 2 8 As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level standards in a Public Sector 
Management Standard, together with the other aspects of the new classification management system. 

See also Element 4, pp.55-56. 

143 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Work Level Standard 
WLS 

4 57 3 8 As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to implement and review the 
work level standards. Their review will take into account the parties experience in implementing the 
new classification structure. 

See also Element 4, pp. 55-56. 

144 Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 

4 57 4 29 That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and agree on the detailed scope 
of an application draft modern award to be submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

145 Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Classification 

4 57 5 29 That the parties adopt Option 2 [of Element 4] as the basis for revised minimum rates to support the 
insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a new modern enterprise award. 

See also Element 4, pp.52-54. 

146 Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Implementation 
Translation 

4 57 6 29 That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all in-scope grades in current 
ACTPS enterprise awards into the new classification structure. 

See also Element 4, pp.56. 
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147 Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 
MEA 
Entry Level Salary 
Increment 
Skill 

4 57 7 29 That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for specifying suitable entry 
level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and to establish the principle that movement through 
incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and 
exercise of higher levels of skill. 

See also Element 4, pp. 54-55. 

148 Uniform Salary Scale 
USS 
Special Salary Scale 

4 57 8 27 That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification Levels with one of eleven 
Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary 
Scales constructed from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market 
considerations so require (Option C). 

See also Element 4, Section 9 

See also Element 5, Section 11. 

149 Central Function 4 56 11, We consider that the decision made by CMD in 1998 to vacate the field of classification management 
Workforce Management 
Classification 
Remuneration 

28 should be reversed. 

150 Skill 5 39 5, Skills and knowledge are required on a local basis, and accordingly should be specified at the agency 
Knowledge 
Local Function 
Agency 

10 level. 

151 Central Function 
Workforce Development 
WFD 
Workforce Planning 
Head of Service 

5 39, 46 3 A central co-ordination point is required [for Workforce Development], undertak[ing] the activities 
described at Figure 10 [of Element 5] 

152 Workforce Development 
Central Function 

5 41 3 10% (Buchanan 2006) of current training funds—could be redirected to support these [Workforce 
Development] function. 

153 Qualification 5 52 5, 7, Occupational competencies may be specified individually for a job, or specification may be expedited 
Occupational 17, by reference to qualifications. 
Competency 18, 

21 
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154 Qualification 
PSM 
Public Sector 

5 52 20 A framework for specifying qualifications is proposed at Figure 16 and Annexe L: [of Element 5] 

See also Element 1, pp.57-61, Annexe L: 

Management Standard 
Qualification Standard 

155 Qualification 
Head of Service 

5 53 19 A Standard for Qualifications is proposed at Annexe L: 

Central Function 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 

156 Entry 
Qualification 

5 53, 55 20 Mandatory or essential qualifications may determine classification level on entry. 

See also Annexe L: 

157 Apprentice 
Pay Rate 
Adult Apprentice 

5 55, 56 12 Apprentice salaries fixed relative to the new base tradesperson rate of pay (including adult 
apprenticeship rates) are shown at page 84 [of Element 5] (Strategy 1 targets). 

Strategy 1 

158 Tradesperson 
Minimum Rate 
Certificate III 
Certificate IV 

5 55 12, 
20 

Minimum rates for base tradespersons entering with Certificate III and Certificate IV qualifications, 
those meeting mandatory licensing requirements, those who hold dual trades, and for technical 
assistants with similar qualifications (Strategy 1 targets), are set out in pages 84-86 [of Element 5]. 

Qualification 
License 
Dual Trade 
Technical Assistant 
Strategy 1 

159 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 

5 55 20 An Entry Standard for Apprentices is proposed at Annexe N: [of Element 5] (strategy 1 targets). 

Entry 
QES 
Qualification Entry 
Standard 
Apprentice 
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160 Entry 
Graduate 

5 55 20 Entry grade and entry level salary provisions relating to new and recent graduates are set out in Figure 
35 of Annexe O: [of Element 5] (Strategy 2 targets). 

161 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Trainee 
MCF 

5 55 23 Trainee based entry, Minimum Competency Framework and accelerated salary advancement provisions 
for members of the Support Services Cluster is shown at Annexe J:. [of Element 5] (Strategy 1 and 
Strategy 3 targets). 

Minimum competency 
Framework 
Support Services 
Salary Advancement 

162 Modern Award 
Apprentice 
Modern Enterprise Award 

5 56 12 Apprentice rates of pay should be revised to establish a scale more in line with the models found in the 
generality of Modern Awards. The relativity to the entry salary for the base tradesperson would vary 
between 40.0% and 92.0% 

Pay Rate See also: 

Element 3, p.126: [w]e propose that pay rates of apprentices be adjusted: 

• to re-establish the historic relativities, and 

• to fix new actual rates based on the higher salary to be paid at the base trades level following the 
introduction of the Shared Salary Spine. 

163 Cadet 
Strategy 2 
Trainee 
QES 
Qualification Entry 
Standard 

5 56 4, 
20 

It is recommended that Cadets, Trainee Technical Officers and ICT Trainees will now all enter a new 
training grade, with a common salary scale, and all described by the term Cadet. 

See also: 

Annexe M: 

Element 1, pp.73-74,76 

Element 2, p.36: We also propose amalgamating the cadet and TTO grades, to establish a new cadet grade 
applicable to all Career Clusters. 

Element 3, p.127 Cadets and Trainee Technical Officers will be incorporated into a new Cadet grade, with 
salary points taken from the new Band 2 salary scale 
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164 Professional 
Entry 
Cadet 
Graduate Administrative 
Assistant 
CPES 
Common Professional 
Entry Scale 
Strategy 2 

5 56 20 A Common Professional Entry Scale would be adopted for new and recent graduates of diploma and 
degree courses (p.130 [of Element 3]), including persons originally entering employment as Cadets. For 
consistency, persons entering employment as a Graduate Administrative Assistant ought to be brought 
in through the CPES as well. 

See also Annexe O: 

165 Cadet 5 57 4, The Cadet Entry provisions set out at Annexe M: [of Element 5] should, therefore, be adapted to 
Trainee 
Apprentice 
Entry 

20 provide for trainee and apprentice advancement in similar terms. 

See also Annexe N: 

166 Short Supply 
Appointment 
Recruitment 

5 57 12 It should be open to employers to appoint a new recruit at a higher level if the recruit is in a discipline in 
short supply. All salary points in the SSS should be available for this purpose. However, it would be 
highly unusual to offer a salary point more than three or four SSS pay points (7.1% to 9.5%) above the 
standard CPES rate for the qualification held. The same principle ought to apply to the entry of 
tradespersons to Level 3. 

167 Transfer 
Pay Point 

5 58 14 Any officer may be transferred to another position at the same salary level. This does not constitute a 
promotion even if the highest pay points in the salary scales for the two positions differ. 

168 Salary Advancement 5 60 23 [Adopt t]he revised proposal [for Salary Advancement Criteria] set out in Figure 17 [and associated] 
salary barrier and advancement points [at] Table 1 [of Element 5]. 

169 Broadband 5 64-66 15 The Broadbanding practices recommended at Section 9.4.2 [of Element 5] be adopted. 

170 Broadband 
Promotion 

5 65 16 [As part of the practices recommended at Section 9.4.2 [of Element 5], we recommend that] a move 
across a broadband barrier should be treated as a permanent [and non-appellable] transition. 

171 Broadband 5 66 14 In addition to demonstrating higher level occupational competencies, employees in broadbanded 
positions will be required to undertake work to the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for the 
classification level corresponding to their rate of pay. 

172 Broadband 
Translation 
Implementation 

5 67-69 16 Broadbanded positions should be translated as recommended at Section 9.4.3 [of Element 5]. 
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173 Translation 
Transition 
Implementation 

5 71 14 Table 36 at Annexe O: [of Element 5] sets out the translations of the majority of the in-scope 
workforce. Special translation cases are described in Section 10.3 [of Element 5]. 

174 Psychologist 5 82 14 A psychologist newly qualified in a Board-endorsed area of practice at the Master level would 
commence employment as an intern at pay point 31 and progress through higher pay points in the 
usual manner. Once they have completed their internship and are endorsed by the Board, they will be 
eligible for appointment as a Clinical Psychologist (or Counselling Psychologist, or Educational and 
Developmental Psychologist, etc.). However, we feel that there must be work available at this level for 
the employee to progress further. 

175 Psychologist 5 82 4 We suggest that an employer who engages an intern clinical psychologist should commit to finding the 
employee appropriate employment within the Directorate at the end of the internship. 

176 Health Professionals 
Sonographers 

5 82 4 A similar model might also be adopted for training other types of specialized health professionals, 
including sonographers. 

177 Psychologist 
CIT 
CSD 
JCSD 
ACT Health 

5 83 7 With translation to the new classification structure and salary scales, psychologists at CIT be aligned 
with their counterparts in ACT Health Directorate, CSD and JCSD. 

178 Psychologist 
CIT 
CSD 
JCSD 
ACT Health 
ETD 

5 83 7 Psychologists in ETD (other than teacher-psychologists who have traditionally been part of the 
teaching career structure) will be translated into the new classification structure and SSS as per their 
counterparts in CIT, ACT Health, etc. 

179 Psychologist 
SEA 
ACT Health 
ETD 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 

5 83 27 SEAs in ACT Health and ETD be absorbed against increases in the underlying rate of pay arising from the 
implementation of the SSS, with a residual SEA being retained in each case. 
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180 Psychologist 
WFD 
Workforce Development 

5 83 3, 
27 

ETD, ACT Health, CSD and CMCD will collaborate on a workforce development program for the 
psychology profession within the ACTPS. SEAs will be reviewed annually in the course of this program. 

CSD 
CMCD 
ACT Health 
ETD 
SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 
ARI 
Attraction and Retention 
Incentive 

181 Sterilising 
Allowance 

5 87 9 We recommend absorbing the very small sterilising certificate allowance into the base rate of pay for 

the upper level of this grade (pay point 7 in Level 2). 

182 Medical Physicist 
Medical Physics Registrar 

5 97 4, 
20 

It is intended that the salary scale be applied flexibly to attract and retain Medical Physics Registrars. 
The first four pay points are minima drawn from the CPES, and should be used in the same manner, 

CPES 
Common Professional 
Entry Scale 

with some flexibility to adapt the salary on offer to meet the expectations of well-qualified applicants 
with relevant experience. 

183 Medical Physicist 
Medical Physics Registrar 

5 97 4 We favour making Medical Physics Registrar a training grade, and access to the next level automatic to 
all successful completers. 

184 Medical Physicist 5 100 20 We do not favour the continued use of PhD retention points [for Medical Physicists]. 

185 Medical Physicist 
Review 
Relative Work Value 
Modern Award 

5 100 29 We recommend that APESMA, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue [relative work value 
of Medical Physicists] in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the 
ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 

Modern Enterprise Award 
Action for ACTPS 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

186 Correctional Officer 5 101 7 If a close scrutiny of the work reveals a match with Level 9 in the new classification structure, then pay 
band 9 ought to be the final stage translation target for the Correctional Officer Class 4. 

187 Auditor-General 
Action for ACTPS 

5 102 7 In the longer term, the AGO and CMCD should consult on how the proposed new ACTPS classification 
system can be applied in the AGO. 

188 DSO 3 
Disability Support Officer 
3 

5 105 7 We suggest that the requirement for the highest rate in the DSO3 scale be reviewed, at the same time a 
decision is made as to whether DSO3 should translate to the new Level 6 or the new Level 7 (or even 
whether a new DSO4 ought to be created). 

189 Radiation Therapist 
Review 
Relative Work Value 
Modern Award 
Action for ACTPS 

5 111 7 We recommend that HSU East, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue [relative work value 
of Radiation Therapists] in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the 
ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 

190 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Canberra Linen Service 
CLS 
WLS 
Work Level Standards 
Action for ACTPS 

5 112 7 In the long term, it may be advisable for the direct parties to these arrangements, in consultation with 
CMCD, to identify what opportunities they see to bring the CLS classification structure into closer 
alignment with the proposed new ACTPS classification structure. 

191 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Canberra Linen Service 
CLS 
WLS 
Work Level Standards 

5 112 10 In the meantime, CLS staff would not be subject to the proposed new WLSs. 

192 Work Level Indicator 
WLI 
Canberra Theatre 
Company 
CTC 
WLS 
Work Level Standards 

5 114 10 It is also proposed that CTC employees would be exempt from the operation of the proposed new 
WLSs. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

193 Implementation 5 123 29 [T]he most realistic [implementation] option is Option 1. 

194 Implementation 5 123 30 [Before implementation t]here are threshold conditions to be addressed: 

1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic appraisal of their capacity 

to deliver on the whole reform agenda before making a commitment to one option or another. 

2. CMCD must reorganise and build certain key capabilities before many of the proposed reforms 

will become feasible. 

3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time and resources to dealing with 

a significant and complex reform agenda. 

4. Implementing the new SSS without implementing the new classification standards and other 

reforms is not recommended. 

195 Health Care Assistant 2 
HCA2 
Early Intervention 

5 125 12 Early Intervention: Subject to further consultation with ACT Health Directorate on its likely effects, we 
recommend that: 

• the parties take steps to increase the rate of pay for the classification of Health Care Assistant 
Grade 2 to no less than $43,482 per annum, and 

• Health Care Assistant Grade 2 will translate into the new Shared Salary Spine no lower than pay 
point 8 - $43,566. 

See also Element 2,p.93 

196 Disability Support Officer 1 
DSO1 
Early Intervention 

5 125 12 Early Intervention: Subject to further consultation with CSD on its likely effects, we recommend that: 

• Community Services Directorate adopt the practice of commencing new employees at the third 
salary point of the DSO1 salary scale – $43,392, and increase the salaries of all DSO1 staff to this 
level, and 

• DSO1 will translate into the new Shared Salary Spine no lower than pay point 8 - $43,566. 

See also Element 2,p.96 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

197 Building Trades 5 126 7, 12 Early Intervention: Building Trades Employees – Total Rate Reforms: 
BEP 
Total Rate 
Allowance 
Action for ACTPS 

There is a substantial body of work required to establish a case for moving to a total rate approach to 
fixing pay rates for these employees, if the parties are attracted to this approach. The first step ought 
to be reform and standardize existing allowances. 

Early Intervention 

198 Building Trades 
BEP 
Total Rate 
Minimum Classification 
Dual Trade 
Adult Apprentice 
License 

5 126 7,12 Early Intervention: Building Trades Employees – Total Rate Reforms : 

We also urge the parties to adopt the minimum classification framework already proposed, that is: 

• Adopt select pay points at GSO4 for the new adult apprenticeship scale 

• Appoint Certificate IV qualified and licensed tradespersons at GSO6 (provided it is agreed that 
license allowance will no longer be paid) 

• Appoint dual trades qualified tradespersons at GSO7 

Tradesperson See also Element 1, pp.113-114, Element 2, pp.4, Element 3. p.127, Element 5, pp.55,122 
Early Intervention 

199 Trainee 
Modern Award 
Modern Enterprise Award 

5 126 4, 
20 

Early Intervention: We recommend addition of a clause to current enterprise agreements that increases 
Trainee A, B and C rates by 3.8% for Trainees undertaking a Certificate IV program, consistent with the 
model clause found in current Modern Awards. 

Early Intervention See also Element 5, p.56 

200 SEA 
Special Employment 
Arrangement 

5 126 27 We now further propose that the translation of an employee with an SEA into the new SSS should 
allow an SEA to be absorbed to the maximum extent possible. 

201 SSS 
Shared Salary Spine 
Maintenance 

5 127 12, 
13 

From 1 July 2012, the SSS should be updated by rebasing the whole scale on the new rate for HSO 2 
(that is, $39, 340). There will be no consequential change in the percentage increases or other impact 
on pay relativities 
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Key Words Element Page No. Rec. Details 

202 Uniform Salary Scale 
Special Salary Scale 
Shared Salary Spine 
USS 
SSS 
PSM Standard 
Public Sector 
Management Standard 
Central Function 

5 128 8 The use of the SSS, the USS and any special salary scales will be subject to a Public Sector Management 

Standard. 

203 Special Salary Scale 
Shared Salary Spine 
SSS 
Review 
Central Function 

5 129 28 In light of rapid evolution of industries, professions and qualifications, we encourage the ACTPS to 

program regular reviews of any special scales, to confirm their ongoing relevance and usefulness, with 

a view to greater use of the USS. 

Figure 20: Consolidation of Recommendations from Elements 1-5 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Annexe G: SHARED SALARY SPINE 

Table 34 presents the Shared Salary Spine proposed in Element 3 (with Pay Band 

boundaries for Bands 1 to 7 adjusted in the light of feedback received – see 

Annexe M of that Report). See also Annexe Q: for values updated as of 1 July 

2012. 

Pay point no. Band Level Annual salary Increment Internal 

value relativity % 

1 Band 1 1 $38,010 --- 100.0 

2 2 $38,884 $874 102.3 

3 3 $39,779 $894 104.7 

4 4 $40,693 $915 107.1 

5 Band 2 1 $41,629 $936 109.5 

6 2 $42,587 $957 112.0 

7 3 $43,566 $979 114.6 

8 4 $44,568 $1,002 117.3 

9 5 $45,594 $1,025 120.0 

10 Band 3 1 $46,642 $1,049 122.7 

11 2 $47,715 $1,073 125.5 

12 3 $48,812 $1,097 128.4 

13 4 $49,935 $1,123 131.4 

14 5 $51,084 $1,149 134.4 

15 Band 4 1 $52,258 $1,175 137.5 

16 2 $53,460 $1,202 140.6 

17 3 $54,690 $1,230 143.9 

18 4 $55,948 $1,258 147.2 

19 5 $57,235 $1,287 150.6 

20 Band 5 1 $58,551 $1,316 154.0 

21 2 $59,898 $1,347 157.6 

22 3 $61,275 $1,378 161.2 

23 4 $62,685 $1,409 164.9 

24 5 $64,126 $1,442 168.7 

25 Band 6 1 $65,601 $1,475 172.6 

26 2 $67,110 $1,509 176.6 

27 3 $68,654 $1,544 180.6 

28 4 $70,233 $1,579 184.8 

29 5 $71,848 $1,615 189.0 
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Pay point no. Band Level Annual salary Increment Internal 

value relativity % 

Band 7 1 $73,501 $1,653 193.4 

31 2 $75,191 $1,691 197.8 

32 3 $76,921 $1,729 202.4 

33 4 $78,690 $1,769 207.0 

34 5 $80,500 $1,810 211.8 

6 $82,351 $1,851 216.7 

36 Band 8 1 $84,245 $1,894 221.6 

37 2 $86,183 $1,938 226.7 

38 3 $88,165 $1,982 232.0 

39 4 $90,193 $2,028 237.3 

5 $92,267 $2,074 242.7 

41 Band 9 1 $94,389 $2,122 248.3 

42 2 $96,560 $2,171 254.0 

43 3 $98,781 $2,221 259.9 

44 4 $101,053 $2,272 265.9 

5 $103,377 $2,324 272.0 

46 Band 10 1 $105,755 $2,378 278.2 

47 2 $108,187 $2,432 284.6 

48 3 $110,676 $2,488 291.2 

49 4 $113,221 $2,546 297.9 

5 $115,825 $2,604 304.7 

51 Band 11 1 $118,489 $2,664 311.7 

52 2 $121,215 $2,725 318.9 

53 3 $124,003 $2,788 326.2 

54 4 $126,855 $2,852 333.7 

5 $129,772 $2,918 341.4 

56 Extended 6 $132,757 $2,985 349.3 

57 7 $135,811 $3,053 357.3 

58 8 $138,934 $3,124 365.5 

59 9 $142,130 $3,195 373.9 

10 $145,399 $3,269 382.5 

Table 34:Shared Salary Spine 
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Achievement Complexity (process) Skill and knowledge Breadth (inputs/resources) Ecology 

Compensable The outputs and outcomes Level and type of judgment and The particular level and type of skill and The diversity and span of control, and Constraints and opportunities 
Factor arising from the performance of reasoning required. Level and knowledge required to perform the duties level and type of authority of the entailed in the job – the variety of 

the tasks, activities, functions, type of problem solving required. of the position. position external influences on the 
programs or projects for which performance of work. 
the position has responsibility. 

Explanation • includes direct and 
contributory impact on 
outcomes 

• Many roles including: 

- Project Management: 
Project manager delivers 
outputs through stakeholder 
management, negotiation 
and mediation, 
communications strategy 
and delivery of the specified 
product. 

- Change Management: 
Operational management 
delivers outcomes through 
implementing operational 
change that garnishes 
benefits and achieves the 
return on investment – e.g. 
increased income, reduced 
expenditure or increases 
service such as financial 
outcomes, staff welfare, 
community benefit. 

• activities associated with the 
transformation of inputs to 
outputs, 

• job content – tasks, activities, 
functions, programs, or 
projects, 

• interpretation and evaluation, 

• planning, checking, monitoring 
and reporting, 

• characteristics of the subject 
matter, task or role – e.g. 
novelty, uncertainty, volatility. 

• Fixed by the agency according to need, 
and matched to job complexity. 

• Excluding consideration of the typical, 
usual, or mandatory qualifications 
required for entry to the occupation, for 
the reason that the possession of the 
entry level qualification will usually fix 
the Band that a new entrant to the 
occupation will be appointed to. 

• personnel, financial cost and other 
resources, 

• delegations, statutory powers and 
discretions. 

• extent of direction & supervision 
received, 

• clarity and extent of guidance 
available, 

• adaptability – capacity to modify 
the task or role over time to meet 
emergent circumstances, 

• independence & autonomy, 

• public sector values, codes or 
ethics, and expectations around 
personal behaviour, 

• processes, methods, standards 
& policy, 

• professional standards, 

• technical standards, 

• community & social 
expectations, 

• relationships with other agencies 
& other levels of government, 

• consultative requirements, 

• regulatory & legal environment, 

• governance & reporting 
standards, 

• rights & interests of 
stakeholders, 

• political and bureaucratic 
imperatives. 
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Achievement Complexity (process) Skill and knowledge Breadth (inputs/resources) Ecology 

Level 1 The outputs and outcomes have 
low impact for a restricted local 
stakeholder group 

Simple complexity 

Work at this level mainly has a 
routine task orientation. 

Problems are limited in scope 
and invariant over time. 

Resolution of problems requires 
simple thinking and reasoning 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 1 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 1 

Basic knowledge 

plus basic work-related skills 

The position has no responsibility for 
resources, and is responsible and 
accountable for their own work 

Close supervision 

Specific guidelines 

The position complies with clear 
and established procedures. There 
is no scope to change work 
processes without reference to a 
supervisor 

Level 2 The outputs and outcomes have 
low impact for a specific 
stakeholder group, in the 
community and in the local work 
unit 

Procedural complexity 

Work at this level is mainly task 
oriented, with groups of tasks 
building to well-defined activities. 

Problem solving requires 
straightforward thinking and 
reasoning. Problems will change 
little over time. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 2 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 1 

Elementary knowledge 

plus workplace specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to 
perform the tasks expected of the position 

The position would usually be 
responsible for own work, and effective 
use of resources associated with the 
work process. 

The position may play a role in 
inducting new staff and providing them 
with simple instruction. 

Close supervision 

Restrictive guidelines 

There is limited scope to change 
work processes without reference 
to a supervisor 

Level 3 The outputs and outcomes have 
moderate impact on the interests 
and well-being of a specific 
stakeholder group, in the 
community and in the local work 
unit 

Procedural complexity 

Activities are well circumscribed, 
but may vary from one day to the 
next. Problems of a routine 
technical nature are resolved by 
reference to established 
procedures. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 2 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 2 

Intermediate knowledge 

plus occupation specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to 
perform basic professional and technical 
and trade tasks expected of the position, 
together with good supervisory skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
critical thinking skills. 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising one or two employees, 
including trainees and apprentices. 

They are responsible for the materials 
they use and for organising their own 
work. 

The position may hold limited statutory 
powers to be exercised within strictly 
stated limits. 

Routine direction 

General guidelines 

There is scope to change work 
processes with reference to a 
supervisor, within the scope of the 
usual practice for the occupation. 
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Achievement Complexity (process) Skill and knowledge Breadth (inputs/resources) Ecology 

Level 4 The outputs and outcomes have 
moderate impact for specific 
stakeholder groups, in the 
community and in other work 
units 

Low complexity 

The focus is on activities and 
functions of local scope. 
Problems are no longer always 
routine, and require novel 
solutions or adaptions of 
procedures. Complex and novel 
work may be undertaken under 
supervision. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 3 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 2 

Intermediate knowledge 

plus occupation specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to 
perform general professional, technical 
and advanced trade tasks expected of the 
position, together with good supervisory 
skills, communication and negotiation 
skills, and critical thinking skills. 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising a small team. 

The position may hold limited statutory 
powers to be exercised within strictly 
stated limits. 

The position may hold limited financial 
and human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

Routine direction 

General guidelines 

There is scope to change work 
processes with reference to a 
supervisor, within the scope of the 
usual practice for the occupation. 

Level 5 The outputs and outcomes have 
moderate impact for several 
specific stakeholder groups, in 
the community and in other work 
units 

Low complexity 

The focus is on functions of local 
scope, with some interaction with 
other work units. Complex and 
novel work may be undertaken 
under supervision. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 3 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 3 

Intermediate knowledge 

plus occupation specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to 
perform general professional and 
technical and advanced trade tasks 
expected of the position, together with 
leadership and good supervisory skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
sound critical thinking skills. 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising a small team. 

The position may hold limited statutory 
powers to be exercised within strictly 
stated limits. 

The position may hold limited financial 
and human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

General direction 

General guidelines 

There is wide scope to change 
work processes without reference 
to a supervisor, within the scope of 
the usual practice for the 
occupation. 

Level 6 The outputs and outcomes have 
high impact for specific 
stakeholder groups, in the 
community and in other work 
units and other agencies 

Moderate complexity 

The focus is on functions of local 
scope, with some interaction with 
other agencies. Complex and 
novel work may be undertaken 
under supervision. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 4 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 3 

Substantial knowledge 

plus occupation specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to per-
form general professional and technical 
tasks expected of the position, together 
with leadership and good supervisory 
skills, communication and negotiation 
skills, and sound critical thinking skills. 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising one or more small teams. 

The position may hold limited statutory 
powers to be exercised within strictly 
stated limits. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

General direction 

Limited guidelines 

There is wide scope to change 
work processes without reference 
to a supervisor, within the scope of 
the usual practice for the 
occupation. 
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Achievement Complexity (process) Skill and knowledge Breadth (inputs/resources) Ecology 

Level 7 The outputs and outcomes have 
high impact for several specific 
stakeholder groups, in the 
community and in the other work 
units and other agencies 

Moderately complex 

The focus is on programs and 
projects of limited scope with 
some interaction with other 
agencies. The employee 
undertakes specialised, complex 
and novel work. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 4 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 

Substantial knowledge 

plus occupation specific skills and 
knowledge at a satisfactory level to 
perform specialised professional and 
technical tasks expected of the position, 
together with leadership and good 
supervisory skills, communication and 
negotiation skills, and sound critical 
thinking skills. 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising one or more small teams. 

The position may hold statutory powers 
with well-defined discretion impacting 
on the interests of clients and 
stakeholders. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

General direction 

Limited guidelines 

The position has a moderate level 
of independence and autonomy. 
The external factors that influence 
the work are relatively few. 

Level 8 The outputs and outcomes have 
high impact for key stakeholder 
groups, in the community and in 
the other work units and other 
agencies 

Moderately complex 

The focus is on programs and 
projects of limited scope with 
frequent and involved interaction 
with other agencies. The 
employee undertakes 
specialised, complex and novel 
work. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 5 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 

Higher knowledge–high level subject 
matter expertise at a satisfactory level to 
perform high level professional and 
technical work expected of the position, 

plus high level specialised work skills, 
leadership and management skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
critical thinking skills 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising one or more small teams. 

The position may hold statutory powers 
with well-defined discretion impacting 
on the interests of clients and 
stakeholders. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

Limited direction 

Broad guidelines 

The position has a moderate level 
of independence and autonomy, 
and acts within broad guidelines. 
The position is often required to 
balance external factors to reach a 
successful outcome. 

Level 9 The outputs and outcomes have 
very high impact for key 
stakeholder groups, in the 
community and in the other work 
units and other agencies 

Highly complex 

The focus is on programs and 
projects of moderate scope with 
frequent and involved interaction 
with other agencies and the 
community. The employee 
undertakes specialised, complex 
and novel work. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 5 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 

Higher knowledge–high level subject 
matter expertise at a satisfactory level to 
perform high level professional and 
technical work expected of the position, 

plus high level specialised work skills, 
leadership and management skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
critical thinking skills 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising one or more small teams. 

The position may hold statutory powers 
with wide discretion impacting on the 
interests of clients and stakeholders. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

Limited direction 

Broad guidelines 

The position has a high level of 
independence and autonomy, and 
acts within broad guidelines. The 
position is required to navigate and 
resolve conflicting external factors 
to reach a successful outcome. 
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Achievement Complexity (process) Skill and knowledge Breadth (inputs/resources) Ecology 

Level 10 The outputs and outcomes have 
very high impact for several key 
stakeholder groups, in the 
community and in the other work 
units and across the ACTPS. 

Highly complex 

The focus is on programs and 
projects of moderate scope with 
frequent and involved interaction 
with other agencies and the 
community. The employee 
undertakes specialised, complex 
and novel work. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 6 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 5 

Expert knowledge– very high level subject 
matter expertise 

plus very high level specialised work 
skills, leadership and management skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
critical thinking skills 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising several small teams. 

The position may hold statutory powers 
with wide discretion impacting on the 
interests of clients and stakeholders. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

Broad direction 

Broad guidelines 

The position has a high level of 
independence and autonomy. The 
position is required to navigate and 
resolve a variety of conflicting 
external factors to reach a 
successful outcome. The 
environment may be uncertain, 
ambiguous and volatile. 

Level 11 Direct outputs and outcomes 
have very high impact on a wide 
variety of stakeholders at 
Directorate, ACTPS and ACT 
Community level. 

Most complex 

The focus is on significant 
programs and large projects with 
frequent and involved interaction 
with other agencies and the 
community. 

The employee undertakes 
specialised, complex and novel 
work. 

Operational management of 
complex service delivery 
organisations, complex project 
management, or leadership in 
high level research and analysis. 
Problems dealt with are often 
novel, and require effective 
evaluation of options and flexible 
decision-making. 

Minimum Competency Framework and 
Minimum Employability Skills equal to 
AQF 6 

Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 5 

Expert knowledge – very high level 
subject matter expertise 

plus very high level specialised work 
skills, leadership and management skills, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
critical thinking skills 

The position may be responsible for 
supervising several small teams. 

The position may hold statutory powers 
with extensive discretion impacting on 
the significant interests of clients and 
stakeholders. 

The position may hold financial and 
human resource delegations 
appropriate to the organisational unit 
they are responsible for. 

Broad direction 

Broad guidelines 

The position has a very high level of 
independence and autonomy. The 
position is required to navigate and 
resolve a variety of conflicting 
external factors to reach a 
successful outcome. The 
environment may be uncertain, 
ambiguous and volatile. 

Figure 21: Work Level Standards 

NOTE: As Environmental Demands (the sixth Compensable Factor) has only one level of impact, it has been omitted from the Figure for clarity. 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

Annexe I: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 

AQF Descriptions 

Certificate II – AQF 2 – Band 2 Certificate III – AQF 3 – Band 4 Certificate IV – AQF 4 – Band 6 Diploma – AQF 5 – Band 9 Advanced Diploma – AQF 6 – Band 11 

Characteristics of Learning 

Outcomes 

Breadth, depth and complexity of 

knowledge and skills would 

prepare a person to perform in a 

range of varied activities or 

knowledge application where 

there is a clearly defined range of 

contexts in which the choice of 

actions required is usually clear 

and there is limited complexity in 

the range of operations to be 

applied. 

Performance of a prescribed range 

of functions involving known 

routines and procedures and some 

accountability for the quality of 

outcomes. 

Applications may include some 

complex or non-routine activities 

involving individual responsibility 

or autonomy and/or collaboration 

with others as part of a group or 

team. 

Characteristics of Learning 

Outcomes 

Breadth, depth and complexity of 

knowledge and competencies 

would cover selecting, adapting 

and transferring skills and 

knowledge to new environments 

and providing technical advice and 

some leadership in resolution of 

specified problems. This would be 

applied across a range of roles in a 

variety of contexts with some 

complexity in the extent and 

choice of options available. 

Performance of a defined range of 

skilled operations, usually within a 

range of broader related activities 

involving known routines, methods 

and procedures, where some 

discretion and judgement is 

required in the section of 

equipment, services or 

contingency measures and within 

known time constraints. 

Applications may involve some 

responsibility for others. 

Participation in teams including 

group or tea so-ordination may be 

involved. 

Characteristics of Learning 

Outcomes 

Breadth, depth and complexity of 

knowledge and competencies 

would cover a broad range of 

varied activities or application in a 

wider variety of contexts most of 

which are complex and non-

routine. Leadership and guidance 

are involved when organising 

activities of self and others as well 

as contributing to technical 

solutions of a non-routine or 

contingency nature. 

Performance of a broad range of 

skilled applications including the 

requirement to evaluate and 

analyse current practices, develop 

new criteria and procedures for 

performing current practices and 

provision of some leadership and 

guidance to others in the 

application and planning of the 

skills. 

Applications involve responsibility 

for, and limited organisation of, 

others. 

Characteristics of Learning 

Outcomes 

Breadth, depth and complexity 

covering planning and initiation of 

alternative approaches to skills or 

knowledge applications across a 

broad range of technical and/or 

management requirements, 

evaluation and coordination. The 

self-directed application of 

knowledge and skills, with 

substantial depth in some areas 

where judgment is required in 

planning and selecting appropriate 

equipment, services and techniques 

for self and others. 

Applications involve participation in 

development of strategic initiatives 

as well as personal responsibility 

and autonomy in performing 

complex technical operations or 

organising others. It may include 

participation in teams including 

teams concerned with planning and 

evaluation functions. Group or team 

coordination may be involved. 

The degree of emphasis on breadth 

as against depth of knowledge and 

skills may vary between 

qualifications granted at this level. 

Characteristics of Learning Outcomes 

Breadth, depth and complexity 

involving analysis, design, planning, 

execution and evaluation across a 

range of technical and/or management 

functions including development of 

new criteria or applications or 

knowledge or procedures. 

The application of a significant range of 

fundamental principles and complex 

techniques across a wide and often 

unpredictable variety of contexts in 

relation to either varied or highly 

specific functions. Contribution to the 

development of a broad plan, budget 

or strategy is involved and 

accountability and responsibility for 

self and others in achieving the 

outcomes is involved. 

Applications involve significant 

judgment in planning, design, technical 

or leadership/guidance functions 

related to products, services, 

operations or procedures. 

The degree of emphasis on breadth as 

against depth of knowledge and skills 

may vary between qualifications 

granted at this level. 
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Certificate II – AQF 2 – Band 2 Certificate III – AQF 3 – Band 4 Certificate IV – AQF 4 – Band 6 Diploma – AQF 5 – Band 9 Advanced Diploma – AQF 6 – Band 11 

Distinguishing Features of 

Learning Outcomes 

Do the competencies enable an 

individual with this qualification to: 

• demonstrate basic operational 

knowledge in a moderate range 

of areas; 

• apply a defined range of skills; 

• apply known solutions to a 

limited range of predictable 

problems; 

• perform a range of tasks where 

choice between a limited range 

of options is required; 

• assess and record information 

from varied sources; and 

• take limited responsibility for 

own outputs in work and 

learning 

Distinguishing Features of 

Learning Outcomes 

Do the competencies enable an 

individual with this qualification to: 

• demonstrate some relevant 

theoretical knowledge; 

• apply a range of well-

developed skills; 

• apply known solutions to a 

variety of predictable 

problems; 

• perform processes that require 

a range of well-developed skills 

where some discretion and 

judgement is required; 

• interpret available information, 

using discretion and 

judgement; 

• take responsibility for own 

outputs in work and learning; 

and 

• take limited responsibility for 

the output of others. 

Distinguishing Features of 

Learning Outcomes 

Do the competencies enable an 

individual with this qualification to: 

• demonstrate understanding of 

a broad knowledge base 

incorporating some theoretical 

concepts; 

• apply solutions to a defined 

range of unpredictable 

problems; 

• identify and apply skill and 

knowledge areas to a wide 

variety of contexts, with depth 

in some areas; 

• identify, analyse and evaluate 

information from a variety of 

sources; 

• take responsibility for own 

outputs in relation to specified 

quality standards; and 

• take limited responsibility for 

the quantity and quality of the 

output of others. 

Distinguishing Features of Learning 

Outcomes 

Do the competencies or learning 

outcomes enable an individual with 

this qualification to: 

• demonstrate understanding of a 

broad knowledge base 

incorporating theoretical 

concepts, with substantial depth 

in some areas; 

• analyse and plan approaches to 

technical problems or 

management requirements; 

• transfer and apply theoretical 

concepts and/or technical or 

creative skills to a range of 

situations; 

• evaluate information, using it to 

forecast for planning or research 

purposes; 

• take responsibility for own 

outputs in relation to broad 

quantity and quality parameters; 

and 

take some responsibility for the 

achievement of group outcomes. 

Distinguishing Features of Learning 

Outcomes 

Do the competencies or learning 

outcomes enable an individual with 

this qualification to: 

• demonstrate understanding of 

specialised knowledge with depth 

in some areas; 

• analyse, diagnose, design and 

execute judgments across a broad 

range of technical or management 

functions; 

• generate ideas through the analysis 

of information and concepts at an 

abstract level; 

• demonstrate a command of wide-

ranging, highly specialised 

technical, creative or conceptual 

skills; demonstrate accountability 

for personal outputs within broad 

parameters; and demonstrate 

accountability for personal and 

group outcomes within broad 

parameters. 

Figure 22: AQF Descriptions 
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PSP04 Generalist and Specialist Qualifications 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

PSP20104 

Certificate II in Government 

This generalist qualification covers 

competencies that lay a 

foundation for a career in the 

public sector. The qualification has 

a particular focus on competencies 

required in a public service 

context, but also includes 

competencies that are transferable 

to other work contexts. 

PSP30104 

Certificate III in Government 

This generalist qualification covers 

entry-level competencies for a 

career in the public sector, with a 

particular focus on meeting the 

ethical and legislative requirements 

of public service while undertaking 

a diverse range of work activities 

which are generalist in nature. 

PSP40104 

Certificate IV in Government 

This generalist qualification covers 

the competencies required for 

working without supervision in the 

public sector and is particularly 

suited to those working in an 

environment requiring multi-skilled 

personnel and/or in small or 

regionally based organisations. 

PSP5010 

Diploma of Government 

This qualification covers the 

competencies required for 

independent and self-directed work 

in the public sector. There may be 

supervisory responsibilities rather 

than specialist management 

competencies, which are catered 

for in the Diploma of Government 

(Management). The qualification is 

particularly suited to those working 

in an environment where there is a 

range of responsibilities which are 

diverse in nature rather than within 

a narrow specialisation and/or they 

work in small or regionally based 

organisations. 

PSP60104 
Advanced Diploma of Government 

This qualification covers the 

competencies required for work in 

the public sector which is 

autonomous and often non-

routine. The qualification is 

targeted at those who enter the 

public sector with another 

qualification as well as those 

progressing within the sector. It is 

generalist in nature to suit the 

requirements of working in small or 

regionally based organisations or 

where responsibilities are diverse 

in nature rather than within a 

narrow specialisation. There will be 

management or guidance of others 

without the role being that of a 

specialist manager, which is 

catered for in the Advanced 

Diploma of Government 

(Management). 

Specialist Qualifications: Specialist Qualifications: Specialist Qualifications: Specialist Qualifications: Specialist Qualifications: 

(None at Cert. II level in PSP04) PSP30604 Cert. III in Gov. (School 

Support Services) 

PSP30404 Cert. III in Gov. (Land 

Administration) 

PSP30504 Cert. III in Gov. (Security) 

PSP30304 Cert. III in Gov. (Court 

Compliance) 

PSP40704 Cert. IV in Gov. (Service 

Delivery) 

PSP41904 Cert. IV in Gov. (School 

Support Services) 

PSP41004 Cert. IV in Gov. (Land 

Administration) 

PSP41604 Cert. IV in Gov. (Security) 

PSP40304 Cert. IV in Gov. (Court 

PSP51004 Dip. of Gov. (Land 

Administration) 

PSP51804 Dip. of Gov. (Security) 

PSP50304 Dip. of Gov. (Court 

Services) 

PSP50904 Dip. of Gov. (Injury 

Management) 

PSP51204 Dip. of Gov. (OH&S) 

PSP60604 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (OH&S) 

PSP60304 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Fin. 

Management) 

PSP60404 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Human 

Resources) 

PSP61210 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Proc. 

and Contracting) 

PSP60504 Adv. Dip. of Gov. 
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Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Compliance) 

PSP40404 Cert. IV in Gov. (Court 

Services) 

PSP40804 Cert. IV in Gov. (Injury 

Claims Admin.) 

PSP40904 Cert. IV in Gov. (Injury 

Rehab. Manage.) 

PSP41104 Cert. IV in Gov. (OH&S) 

PSP42108 Cert. IV in Gov. (Revenue 

Administration) 

PSP40604 Cert. IV in Gov. (Fraud 

Control) 

PSP40504 Cert. IV in Gov. (Financial 

Services) 

PSP42210 Cert. IV in Gov. 

(Workplace Relations) 

PSP41204 Cert. IV in Gov. (Project 

Management) 

PSP42410 Cert. IV in Gov. (Proc. 

and Contracting) 

PSP42310 Cert. IV in Gov. (Trade 

Measurement) 

PSP41504 Cert. IV in Gov. 

(Investigation) 

PSP41404 Cert. IV in Gov. 

(Statutory Compliance) 

PSP41804 Cert. IV in Gov. (Road 

Transport Compliance) 

PSP50604 Dip. of Gov. (Fraud 

Control) 

PSP50504 Dip. of Gov. (Financial 

Services) 

PSP52110 Dip. of Gov. (Workplace 

Relations) 

PSP50804 Dip. of Gov. (Human 

Resources) 

PSP51304 Dip. of Gov. (Project 

Management) 

PSP52510 Dip. of Gov. (Proc. and 

Contracting) 

PSP51104 Dip. of Gov. 

(Management) 

PSP52210 Dip. of Gov. (Trade 

Measurement) 

PSP51704 Dip. of Gov. 

(Investigation) 

PSP51904 Dip. of Gov. (Workplace 

Inspection) 

PSP51404 Dip. of Gov. (Policy 

Development) 

PSP50204 Dip. of Gov. (Community 

Capacity) 

(Management) 

PSP60904 Adv. Dip. of Gov. 

(Workplace Inspection) 

Figure 23: PSP04 Generalist and Specialist Qualifications 
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Employability Skills 

1. Communication 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover 

the use of communication 

techniques for interacting with 

internal and, to a limited extent, 

external clients and following 

instructions on the basis of 

communication and the methods 

used. This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Handle routine enquiries, 

including following and relaying 

routine instructions and 

engaging in workplace 

discussions, speaking, listening 

and reading non-verbal cues, 

reading, writing and visual 

literacy are intrinsic to the 

workplace communication. 

• Use communication styles that 

take account of workplace 

diversity and reflect the 

principles of emotional 

intelligence. 

• Access, identify and use 

information including using 

scanning techniques to locate 

main ideas, reading written 

materials such as manuals and 

codes of practice, recording 

details in accordance with 

organisational etiquette and 

standards 

• Use interpersonal 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies of using an extensive 

range of workplace communication 

strategies for interacting confidently 

with internal and external clients. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Respond to enquiries, receive and 

give directions, participate in 

meetings and make presentations in 

the workgroup, including speaking, 

listening and reading non-verbal 

cues, and using reading, writing and 

visual literacy. 

• Interpret and compose a range of 

workplace documents from a 

number of sources. This includes 

interpreting written information for 

workplace purposes and preparing 

written materials. 

• Prepare verbal and written advice 

and reports containing information 

which is impartial, substantiated, 

accurate and complete and includes 

reflection, discussion, seeking 

clarification from others and tailoring 

communication to suit different and 

diverse audiences. 

• Use communication language/style 

to take account of the task 

requirements and diversity of 

workgroup members including 

communicating with diverse 

Qualifications at this level require 

the use of advanced communication 

strategies for interacting with 

internal and external clients, 

colleagues and managers. This has 

the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Deal with complex enquiries and 

complaints, giving directions, 

managing meetings and making 

workplace and public 

presentations, as well as 

speaking, listening and reading 

non-verbal cues, reading, writing 

and visual literacy. It includes the 

use of written communication 

involving the evaluation and 

composition of complex 

workplace documents, 

interpreting and evaluating 

workplace information, 

composing complex written 

materials and editing. 

• Collect and analyse information 

to achieve work unit objectives 

and meet client needs. This 

includes identifying and 

collecting information, analysing 

and interpreting information, 

developing and applying 

workable solutions, presenting 

information and maintaining 

information. 

Qualifications at this level require 

the use of complex communication 

strategies for interacting with 

internal and external clients, 

colleagues and managers. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Complex workplace 

communication for working at 

middle management level with 

internal and external clients, 

colleagues and other staff, 

including preparing for complex 

communication, analysing and 

responding to opinions, 

presenting a convincing 

argument, and developing a 

range of communication 

strategies. 

• Written workplace 

communication at a level where 

preliminary research or 

documents may have been 

prepared by others as input, and 

final documents are being 

prepared, including critical 

analysis of workplace 

information, composition, 

revision and refinement to meet 

workplace requirements. 

• Negotiations as an individual or 

as a member of a negotiating 

team, including planning for the 

Qualifications at this level cover high-

level workplace communication for 

working at a senior level with internal 

and external clients, colleagues and 

other staff. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Preparation of high-level 

communication, critically 

analysing and responding to 

opinions, persuading and 

influencing others, and reflecting 

on and honing communication 

strategies. 

• Management of sensitive and 

confidential information including 

locating, accessing and 

authenticating information, 

acquiring, retaining, recalling and 

communicating information, 

applying information and 

protocols, discarding redundant 

information/version control, 

dealing with ambiguity and 

machinery of government 

changes, responding to diversity, 

including gender and disability, 

using a range of mathematical 

language to communicate 

mathematical information. 

• Communication approaches 

include catering to political 

sensitivities, working within 

government processes and 
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Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

communication including audiences using conflict resolution, • Use a range of communication negotiation, conducting the operational frameworks, 

negotiating strategies to clarify coaching, negotiation, self- methods with a diverse range of negotiation and finalising the balancing intellectual debate and 

understanding including assessment. clients and colleagues from outcome. action, considering wider 

clarifying information in order • Use formal and informal different levels in the • Use of a range of complex organisational/public sector 

to confirm understanding, organisational communication organisation, including communication techniques issues, using language calculated 

using effective listening and channels including processing and negotiation and problem solving including applying legislation, to appeal emotionally to a 

speaking skills including acting on internal stakeholder input in a wide range of government regulations and policies relating particular audience, such as 

confirming understanding, and feedback, using principles of matters. This includes using to communication in the public humorous, serious, cajoling, 

applying understanding of interpersonal, group, system and negotiation/conflict resolution sector, analysing and using authoritarian, speaking with 

individual differences in spoken organisational communication. techniques to resolve difficult language structures and features confidence and authority, 

and non-verbal communication • Maintain records in a manner that is situations and making referrals in that influence the interpretation covering cultural, ethnic, diversity 

to meet the expected accurate, up-to-date and in a format accordance with organisational of spoken communication, or equity considerations, selecting 

standards of the workplace, acceptable to the organisation policy and procedures. It also interacting confidently with a communication style 

engaging in workplace • Use: includes the use of a range of groups on familiar topics in appropriate to the 

discussions, eliciting and giving • effective listening communication strategies/skills formal and informal workplace occasion/audience such as 

factual information, listening • questioning with a diverse workforce and situations, speaking with consultative, collaborative, 

for relevant information from 
• constructive feedback client base including confidence and listening assertive, reasonable. 

oral discussions, exchanging 
• issues identification assertiveness, listening, non- critically, clarifying meaning, • Use interpersonal communication 

information, exploring issues 
• exploring options verbal communication, language exploring issues and problem including, applying legislation, 

and solving routine problems. 
• identifying areas of agreement style, problem solving. solving, responding to diversity, regulations and policies relating to 

• Store records in accordance 
• recording agreements • Collect, organise, record and including gender and disability. communication in the public 

with organisational policy and 
• non-verbal as well as verbal 

report information in accordance • Use reading and writing at a level sector, analysing and using 

procedures for recordkeeping 
communication 

with organisational procedures to cope with a range of complex language structures and features 

and information security 
• culturally appropriate 

and defined guidelines, using a and sensitive workplace that influence the interpretation 

including collecting data to 
strategies, language and non-

range of standard and complex materials including, critically of spoken communication, 

assist in evaluating client needs 
verbal cues 

information systems and analysing and synthesising interacting responsively, critically 

and services, recording verbal operations in accordance with information to compose complex and confidently with both familiar 

enquiries and resulting action. 
• a variety of words and language 

structures to explain sometimes 
organisational policy and written documents, refining and unfamiliar groups on 

• Use established 

communication channels 
complex ideas to different 

audiences 

procedures. This includes 

collecting evidence and 

content, structure and sequence 

according to the required 

specialised topics in formal and 

informal workplace situations, 

including using communication information and ensuring that it purpose of written material, speaking with confidence and 

technology such as telephones, 
• strategies to overcome barriers 

is accurate, relevant and using spelling, punctuation and listening evaluatively and 

computers with audio, 
to communication. 

reported according to grammar for workplace critically. 

message bank, answering organisational requirements and documents at an experienced • Prepare high-level written 

machines, email, short negotiating recommendations for level, providing feedback on communication including the 

message service, pagers. improving methods or other people’s work in ways preparation of complex, sensitive 

• Respond to diversity, including techniques in accordance with suited to the diversity of the materials, including preparing for 

gender and disability including organisational policy and workplace, including creation of high-level written communication, 
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observing and reading non-

verbal cues especially those 

relating to culture, ethnicity, 

emotional state. 

procedures. 

• Explain workplace issues and 

complex and formal documents 

such as legislation, using 

language and supporting material 

suitable to the needs of the 

audience and the situations they 

are likely to experience. This 

includes presenting information 

in a range of ways such as report 

format, numerically, in tables, 

with graphs, spatially. 

• Link ideas in written material 

through selection and use of 

words, grammatical structures, 

headings and punctuation 

appropriate to the purpose and 

use spelling, punctuation and 

grammar for workplace 

documents at an experienced 

level including editing drafts and 

recording to improve written 

communication. 

learning opportunities to 

improve research/document 

input. 

critically analysing other positions 

and preparing persuasive written 

communication. This includes 

reading and writing at a level to 

cope with a range of complex and 

sensitive workplace materials, 

critically analysing and 

synthesising information to 

compose complex written 

documents, researching other 

pertinent information, such as 

supporting/opposing position 

papers, refining content, structure 

and sequence according to the 

required purpose of written 

material, analysing and using 

language structures and features 

that influence the interpretation 

of written communication, using 

spelling, punctuation and 

grammar for workplace 

documents at an experienced 

level, providing feedback on other 

people’s work 

• in ways suited to the diversity of 

the workplace, including creation 

of learning opportunities to 

improve research/document 

input, cross-cultural 

communication requirements. 

Figure 24: Employability Skills - Communications 
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ACT Public Service Classification Review: Element 5 Closing Report 

2. Teamwork 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

requirements for entry into/working 

as a trainee in the public sector. This 

includes compliance with the 

principles of public sector legislation 

and guidelines, the use of public 

sector and organisational procedures 

when dealing with others at work, 

respect for individual differences and 

career planning. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Contribute as a workgroup 

member including assisting with 

support, learning and 

development for others in 

achieving workgroup goals, 

establishing workgroup 

parameters, and using personal 

strengths in contributing to the 

workgroup including appreciating 

the differences between 

colleagues through workplace 

behaviour. 

• Apply procedures for dealing with 

staff at all levels of the 

organisation. 

• Identify the staffing and 

organisational structure including 

acting on instructions within the 

timeframe and to the standard 

required by the workgroup/team 

leader, raising issues and ideas 

which affect work within the 

group with the appropriate 

person, referring unresolved 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies of a member of a 

work team in a complex hierarchical 

organisation with formal definitions 

of authority, accountability, 

reporting and delegations. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Determine the work unit’s 

position in the organisational 

structure and its relationship 

with other work units. This 

includes acknowledging the 

contribution of the work role and 

the work unit to the 

organisation’s vision, goals and 

outcomes and clarifying roles, 

responsibilities and professional 

working relationships in the 

workgroup while valuing 

individual differences within the 

workgroup. 

• Respond to diversity including 

gender and disability, varying 

cultural expressions of emotion 

and emotional cues within a 

diverse workgroup. 

• Build, expand and utilise internal 

networks, including identifying 

key internal stakeholders, 

identifying or establishing 

network links with key internal 

stakeholders and participating in 

internal networks. 

• Maintain professional working 

Qualifications at this level require 

the development and maintenance 

of effective workplace relationships 

and networks. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Develop and maintain networks, 

including establishing and 

maintaining working 

relationships, and representing 

and promoting the organisation. 

• Promote the value of workplace 

diversity and the contribution it 

makes to effective work 

practices, the generation of new 

ideas, and the organisation’s 

responsiveness to the 

community. This includes 

promoting the benefits of 

workplace diversity and 

contributing to diversity 

outcomes. 

• Handle difficult interpersonal 

situations and addressing the 

conflicts that may arise in day-to-

day work activities. This includes 

identifying the cause of conflict, 

establishing and implementing 

strategies for dealing with 

conflict and evaluating the 

response and outcomes. It does 

not include formal negotiation, 

counselling or mediation. 

• Use collaborative planning with 

other workgroup members to 

integrate individual plans and 

Qualifications at this level require the 

development and supervision of 

effective workplace performance and 

relationships. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Supervision and performance 

management in accordance with the 

organisation’s performance 

management system. It includes 

linking individual/workgroup 

activities to organisational goals, 

setting performance expectations, 

measuring performance 

achievements, and renegotiate 

performance and development 

plans. 

• Achievement of operational results 

and effective working relationships 

through leadership, feedback and 

support of individuals in a 

workgroup that may exist in the 

workplace, be formed for a special 

purpose or project, or consist of 

community members, volunteers, 

interagency members, etc. It 

includes facilitating commitment to 

objectives and required standards; 

contributing to the development of 

a cooperative, high performance 

workgroup; giving and receiving 

feedback on performance; 

supporting and participating in 

development activities; and 

providing leadership, direction and 

guidance in the workgroup. 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competency to foster leadership 

and innovative work practices in 

others. This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Providing a model of innovative 

practice, organising workgroups 

to develop innovation and 

leadership, organising work 

assignments to facilitate 

innovation, supporting 

workgroup to develop 

leadership and innovation, 

monitoring innovation and 

leadership development and 

providing feedback on 

innovation and leadership 

development. 

• Establish, expand and utilise 

strategic networks including 

identifying features of required 

strategic networks, identifying 

or establishing network links 

with key stakeholders and 

building strategic relationships. 
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conflicts which affect work in the 

group through the appropriate 

channel. 

relationships with colleagues 

including cooperating with 

others in the workgroup, sharing 

knowledge to complete tasks, 

making constructive 

contributions to team work, 

providing formal and informal 

feedback on workgroup 

effectiveness and deal ethically 

with colleagues, members of the 

public, suppliers and business 

contacts. 

build working relationships and 

identify work methods and 

practices and negotiate goals and 

outcomes to implement plans, in 

consultation with others. This 

includes providing feedback to 

workgroup members in regard to 

quality of client service delivery. 

• Identify the needs and 

viewpoints of individuals and 

consider them when 

implementing change. This 

includes suggesting options and 

opportunities for change to 

improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of the workgroup 

and the work environment, 

responding positively to 

suggestions for improvements 

made by workgroup members 

and acting on them where 

appropriate, giving and receiving 

feedback, including ‘managing 

upwards’. 

• Encourage others (colleagues or 

those supervised) in the 

workplace to comply with 

legislation, including assisting 

others to comply with legislative 

requirements, and taking action 

on non-compliance. 

Figure 25: Employability Skills - Teamwork 
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3. Problem Solving 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies of identifying and 

addressing workplace problems 

within a prescribed framework of 

roles, delegations and procedures. 

This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• The provision of service to 

clients within a prescribed 

framework, including identifying 

procedures for dealing with 

clients, dealing with complaints 

from clients and difficult 

situations in accordance with 

organisational procedures, 

matching client service to needs 

and delivering client service in a 

defined range of options, 

resolving problems in 

accordance with standard 

procedures and referring 

problems to others in 

accordance with organisational 

policy and procedures and 

through appropriate channels. 

• Apply public sector legislation 

such as occupational health and 

safety and environmental 

procedures in the workplace and 

the requirements of 

multicultural awareness and 

anti-discrimination legislation. 

• Apply understanding of 

individual differences in spoken 

and non-verbal communication 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies of identifying, 

addressing and contributing to the 

resolution of routine workplace 

problems using collaboration and 

assistance from colleagues. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Resolve situations which pose 

ethical problems or refer them in 

accordance with organisational 

guidelines including interpreting 

ethical values and principles and 

review with senior staff to ensure 

accuracy, managing conflicts of 

interest, recording decision-

making processes used to resolve 

ethical problems and using 

models of ethical decision 

making/problem solving. 

• Use customised solutions to 

client needs within the limits of 

your authority, and in accordance 

with legislation, policy and 

procedures including using 

information to develop options 

for consideration and action as 

required, including using 

numeracy skills to manage time 

and undertake mathematical 

tasks embedded in information 

or instructions, identifying 

ambiguity and uncertainty 

relating to changed roles, 

functions and procedures, and 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

development, implementation and 

review of client services and the skills 

to address complex workplace and 

public issues in the context of 

government services, including 

monitoring problems in implementing 

work plans and propose solutions 

within area of responsibility. This 

requires the following workplace 

performance outcomes: 

• The delivery and monitoring of 

service to clients that requires 

understanding of the needs of 

existing and new clients which 

influence service requirements. 

This includes identifying and 

defining client needs, delivering 

client services, monitoring and 

improving client service delivery 

and reviewing client service. 

• The collection and analysis of 

information to achieve work unit 

objectives and meet client needs. It 

includes identifying and collecting 

information, analysing and 

interpreting information, 

developing and applying workable 

solutions, presenting information 

and maintaining information. This 

also includes carrying out more 

detailed analysis of information as 

required using relevant techniques 

including mathematical 

calculations and methods for 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

development, implementation and 

review of client services and the skills 

to address complex workplace and 

public issues in the context of 

government services, including 

monitoring problems in implementing 

work plans and propose solutions to 

resolve problems. This requires the 

following workplace performance 

outcomes: 

• Research and analysis to develop 

advice and recommendations, 

including identifying and 

undertaking research, analysing 

information and applying the 

results of analysis, maintaining 

information systems, and 

compiling reports from 

information. 

• Implementation of workplace 

diversity strategies to promote 

diversity through the development 

of effective and inclusive work 

practices, the generation of new 

ideas, and to improve the 

organisation’s responsiveness to 

the community, including 

providing diversity input to 

strategies, policies and plans, 

attracting and developing a diverse 

workforce and monitoring diversity 

outcomes. 

• Managing conflict in the 

workplace, including identifying 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

development, implementation and 

review of client services and the 

skills to address complex workplace 

and public issues in the context of 

government services, including 

monitoring problems in 

implementing work plans and 

propose solutions to resolve 

problems. This requires the 

following workplace performance 

outcomes: 

• The preparation of a written 

submission responding to a 

tender to provide goods or 

services on a cost-recovery or for 

profit basis. It includes 

identifying opportunities to 

provide goods or services, 

analysing tender requirements, 

determining proposal 

methodology, preparing 

estimates, submitting a tender 

and reviewing the tender 

process. 

• Use a range of problem solving 

techniques including applying 

legislation, policy and guidelines, 

using numeracy in selecting and 

applying mathematical concepts, 

estimating, checking 

reasonableness of results, 

managing financial and other 

resources, using literacy for oral 

and written clarification of issues 
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to meet the expected standards 

of the workplace and use oral 

interactions with other staff to 

exchange information, explore 

issues and solve routine 

problems. 

using problem-focused strategies 

for coping. 

numerical/graphical information. 

• The requirements for handling 

difficult interpersonal situations 

and addressing the conflicts that 

may arise in day-to-day work 

activities. It includes identifying the 

cause of conflict, establishing and 

implementing strategies for 

dealing with conflict and evaluating 

the response and outcomes. 

Strategies for the resolution of 

conflict take account of social and 

cultural differences and 

consistency with organisational 

policies and procedures. It does 

not include formal negotiation, 

counselling or mediation. 

• Numeracy for selecting and 

applying mathematical concepts, 

estimating, checking 

reasonableness of results and using 

a range of mathematical language 

to communicate mathematical 

information. 

and assessing conflict situations, 

implementing strategies to resolve 

conflict and monitoring the 

situation. It does not include 

formal negotiation, counselling or 

conducting mediation. 

• Coordination of risk management 

in the business unit/organisation. 

It includes maintaining 

infrastructure and processes, 

supporting staff to manage risk, 

facilitating risk recovery, and 

monitoring and reviewing risk 

management. 

• Clearly identifying statistical data 

collection and the expected 

outputs to meet user 

requirements. It includes defining 

the purpose/outputs, defining the 

scope, researching and identifying 

possible sources of data, 

developing project documentation, 

determining resource 

requirements and confirming 

project feasibility. It also includes 

applying techniques to analyse 

statistical data, planning the 

analysis, applying statistical 

concepts and processes, 

determining strengths and 

weaknesses of the analysis and 

producing further statistics. 

and for negotiating variations 

and changes with clients, using 

required language and style for 

written submissions, using 

technical and other vocabulary, 

networking strategically with 

clients, suppliers and 

stakeholders, evaluating and 

reviewing information, 

responding to diversity, including 

gender and disability. 

Figure 26: Employability Skills - Problem Solving 
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4. Initiative and Enterprise 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

requirements for entry into/working 

as a trainee in the public sector. This 

includes compliance with the 

principles of public sector legislation 

and guidelines, the use of public 

sector and organisational procedures 

when dealing with others at work, 

respect for individual differences and 

career planning. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Participation in the change 

process within a workgroup. This 

includes suggesting options for 

change and contributing to the 

implementation of change. 

• Identify sources and kind of 

assistance. 

• Respond to diversity, including 

gender and disability. 

• Recognise own and others’ 

emotions in the workplace. 

• Identify a range of possible career 

paths and plan competency areas 

and experiences required to 

pursue them. 

• Respond to client enquiries 

promptly and in accordance with 

accepted practice and standards 

of the organisation. 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies required to take 

initiative within the boundaries of job 

descriptions, levels of authority and 

delegations. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Use public resources in accordance 

with public sector ethics standards, 

organisational policy and 

guidelines, relevant standards and 

other information. 

• Exercise judgment to resolve 

workplace issues including applying 

relevant standards and other 

information applying objective and 

impartial evaluation of conflicting 

requirements, using ethical 

decision making applying 

workplace procedures relating to 

ethical work practices, responding 

to diversity, including gender and 

disability. 

• Acknowledge emotional 

intelligence, characterised by self-

awareness (personal), self-

management (personal), social 

awareness (social), relationship 

management (social). 

• Establish new network links with 

key internal stakeholders in 

accordance with legislation, policy 

and procedures, including seeking 

assistance to deal with any 

misunderstandings or conflict 

situations that arise within internal 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

skills required to implement a 

change process and includes 

understanding the reasons for 

change and initiating specific 

changes related to the work unit, 

suggesting options and 

opportunities for change, 

encouraging commitment to 

workplace change, monitoring and 

evaluating change and dealing with 

ambiguity in the change process. 

This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• The exercise of delegations in 

the public sector, including 

confirming the delegation, 

applying other interacting 

legislation, policy and guidelines, 

and exercising delegations. 

• Select innovative and cost-

effective options for achieving 

objectives and aligned options to 

organisational aims, including 

conducting cost-benefit analysis 

and the preparation of written 

or oral quotations to provide 

goods or services to others, 

clarifying requirements, 

establishing costs and 

availability of resources, 

preparing estimates, preparing 

and submitting quotations and 

taking follow-up action. This also 

includes conducting market 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

skills required to provide leadership 

to the achievement of organisational 

goals and principles, designing and 

implementing ethical process, 

promoting service quality and the 

reasons for change and initiating 

specific changes related to the work 

unit. This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Achievement of operational 

results and effective working 

relationships through leadership, 

feedback and support of 

individuals in a workgroup that 

may exist in the workplace, be 

formed for a special purpose or 

project, or consist of community 

members, volunteers, interagency 

members, etc. It includes 

facilitating commitment to 

objectives and required 

standards; contributing to the 

development of a cooperative, 

high performance workgroup; 

giving and receiving feedback on 

performance; supporting and 

participating in development 

activities; and providing 

leadership, direction and 

guidance in the workgroup. 

• Facilitation of workplace change 

in public sector environments 

where role ambiguity and 

uncertainty often accompany the 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

effective application of government 

systems to work in the public sector. 

It includes applying knowledge of 

linkages between government and 

other organisations and between 

governments, and applying 

knowledge of the broader political 

context. This requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Providing a model of innovative 

practice, organising workgroups 

to develop innovation and 

leadership, organising work 

assignments to facilitate 

innovation, supporting 

workgroup to develop leadership 

and innovation, monitoring 

innovation and leadership 

development and providing 

feedback on innovation and 

leadership development. 

• Promoting innovation through, 

providing supportive 

communication, allowing follow 

through with ideas, providing 

enough but not too much 

guidance and structure, providing 

training and learning 

opportunities, encouraging risk 

taking, providing time and 

resources. 
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networks in accordance with 

principles of conflict resolution 

research in accordance with 

legislation, policy and 

procedures to confirm the 

viability of options. 

change process. It includes 

planning for the introduction of 

change, dealing with emerging 

challenges and opportunities and 

handling ambiguity in the change 

process. 

• The development and use of 

political nous to navigate and 

succeed in the political 

environment of the public sector. 

It includes identifying the political 

terrain, evaluating the political 

environment, forming alliances, 

and bargaining and negotiating to 

achieve outcomes. 

• The development and use of 

emotional intelligence to increase 

self-awareness, self-management, 

social awareness and relationship 

management in the context of the 

workplace. It includes identifying 

the impact of own emotions on 

others in the workplace, 

recognising and appreciating the 

emotional strengths and 

weaknesses of others, promoting 

the development of emotional 

intelligence in others and utilising 

emotional intelligence to 

maximise team outcomes. 

Figure 27: Employability Skills - Initiative & Enterprise 
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5. Planning and Organising 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

implementation of work unit plans 

and organisational goals within 

trainee level job descriptions, 

responsibilities and delegations. This 

require the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Carry out work within 

organisational procedures 

including applying legislation and 

guidelines common to 

employment in a public sector 

organisation, identifying key 

principles contained in the 

legislation and guidelines, finding 

out about procedures for dealing 

with clients staff at all levels of 

the organisation. 

• Use resources required to 

achieve work objectives including 

accessing and using resources 

and administering physical 

resource usage. 

• Identify particular needs of 

clients to enable targeted service 

delivery including making notes 

of oral instructions, the intent 

and outcomes required, and the 

timeframe for completion, and 

used to carry out instructions at a 

later date when required. 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

contribution made to the planning of 

work unit goals and strategies 

consistent with departmental policy 

and guidelines. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Provide client service where a 

relationship is established with 

the client to address their needs. 

This includes the need to explore 

with clients what outcomes are 

possible and would best promote 

satisfaction. It may also require 

staff to be familiar with a 

product/service that is capable of 

customisation. The nature of the 

service/product delivery may 

need to be explored with the 

client. This includes assisting 

clients to articulate needs, 

satisfying client needs and 

exercising judgment to resolve 

client service issues. 

• Implement practice change and 

participate in the refinement of 

work procedures. This includes 

preparing for, implementing and 

monitoring change and working 

with ambiguity in the face of 

change. Staff will identify 

opportunities for continuous 

improvement in the workplace 

and refer for approval and action. 

Contributions to planning for 

change in the workgroup will 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

development and implementation of 

work unit plans at both the work unit 

and individual level to achieve results 

through planning. It includes 

participating in the planning activities 

of the work unit, preparing individual 

work plans, and implementing and 

evaluating work plans. This requires 

the following performance 

outcomes: 

• The organisation of available 

resources at a senior operative 

rather than managerial level to 

facilitate achievement of work 

unit objectives. It includes 

acquiring and applying available 

resources, monitoring and 

reporting on resource usage and 

maintaining resources. It also 

includes applying public sector 

legislation, including occupational 

health and safety and 

environmental requirements in 

the context of resource usage, 

storage and maintenance. 

• The application of knowledge of 

government processes, including 

applying information relating to 

machinery of government, and 

applying knowledge of 

organisational functions and 

protocols, Legislation and 

regulations applying across the 

public sector, such as equal 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

coordination and management of the 

development and implementation of 

work unit plans at both the work unit 

and individual level to achieve results 

through planning. This includes 

providing leadership to the planning 

activities of the work unit, supervising 

individual work plans, and 

coordinating the implementing and 

evaluating of work plans. This requires 

the following performance outcomes: 

• Identification of service 

requirements to meet client 

needs, including analysis of client 

needs, review of client service, and 

promotion, development and 

enhancement of client service. 

• Coordination and monitoring of 

available resources to achieve 

work unit outcomes, including 

allocating available resources, 

monitoring and evaluation of 

resource usage and reporting on 

resource usage. 

• Evaluation relevant to the full 

range of processes and outcomes 

in the public sector such as policy, 

procedures, processes, structures, 

service delivery, projects, including 

identifying the purpose of the 

evaluation, identifying the 

evaluation process and tools, 

carrying out the evaluation, 

analysing results, reporting 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

coordination and management of the 

development and implementation of 

work unit plans at both the work unit 

and individual level to achieve results 

through planning. It includes 

providing leadership to the planning 

activities of the work unit, 

supervising individual work plans, 

and coordinating the implementing 

and evaluating of work plans. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Establish, expand and utilise 

strategic networks. It includes 

identifying features of required 

strategic networks, identifying or 

establishing network links with 

key stakeholders and building 

strategic relationships. 

• Manage high-level workplace 

communication for working at a 

senior level with internal and 

external clients, colleagues and 

other staff including preparing for 

high-level communication, 

critically analysing and 

responding to opinions, 

persuading and influencing 

others, and reflecting on and 

honing communication strategies. 

• Manage compliance with public 

sector legislative requirements 

including assuring legislative 

compliance, interpreting 
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comply with organisational 

requirements. 

• Achieve work goals and revise 

work plans to attend to ongoing 

or new responsibilities. This 

includes monitoring work 

progress relative to set goals, 

strategies and outcomes and 

using planning and time 

management in routine work 

activities. 

• Use required resources and 

systems to achieve work 

objectives. This includes 

accessing and using resources, 

administering resource usage, 

operating financial systems 

relevant to job role and 

identifying and dealing with 

discrepancies. 

employment opportunity, equity 

and diversity. 

• Complete planning activities 

within the defined timeframe and 

meet the organisation’s 

requirements, evaluate 

proposals, outcome and 

preparation process using 

feedback from a range of 

stakeholders and use results to 

improve subsequent quotations, 

develop contingency plans to 

ensure operational continuity, 

and revise work plans according 

to changes in work priorities and 

organisational needs. 

outcomes and recommending 

action. 

• Benchmarking performance of a 

functional area or business unit of 

an organisation. It includes 

designing a benchmarking 

approach, establishing 

benchmarks, establishing and 

managing a benchmarking 

exercise, gathering and analysing 

information and reporting 

on/acting on benchmarking 

outcomes. 

legislation and evaluating 

compliance outcomes. 

Figure 28: Employability Skills - Planning & Organising 
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6. Self Management 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

requirements for working effectively 

in a public sector organisation with a 

focus on self-management. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Evaluate and develop your own 

expertise, identifying career 

options, working within the 

organisational structure and 

culture, managing your own work 

and working with others. 

• Undertake work is in accordance 

with the principles contained in 

legislation and guidelines 

including taking responsibility for 

finding out about the range of 

legislation and guidelines 

common to employment in a 

public sector organisation and 

identify the key principles 

contained in the legislation and 

guidelines. 

• Check information in order to 

confirm own understanding and 

identify available assistance and 

how it might help. 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

requirements for working effectively 

in a public sector organisation with a 

focus on self-management. This 

includes evaluating and developing 

your own expertise, identifying career 

options, working within the 

organisational structure and culture, 

and managing your own work. This 

requires the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Personal work practices comply 

with public sector ethics 

standards, organisational policy 

and guidelines including an 

understanding of the 

organisation’s context, working in 

a manner that has regard for the 

workgroup position and the 

organisation’s structure, 

functioning, culture and vision 

and identifying work goals and 

clarify and prioritise in accordance 

with the organisation’s 

requirements. 

• Monitor work progress relative to 

set goals, strategies and outcomes 

including; identifying risks to the 

achievement of personal work 

outcomes and manage risks in 

accordance with organisational 

risk management requirements, 

revise work plans to attend to 

ongoing or new responsibilities, 

use self-reflection and negotiate 

Qualifications at this level require 

autonomous management of work 

roles, duties and responsibilities 

within the limitations of job 

descriptions, level of authority and 

delegations and departmental 

policies and procedures. This requires 

the following performance outcomes: 

• Identify and respond to risks using 

risk management procedures and 

treatments. This applies to the 

risks inherent in all aspects of 

everyday work in the public 

sector as well as to specific 

functional activities and projects 

related to the particular mandate 

of the organisation. It covers 

establishment of the risk context, 

identification, analysis and 

evaluation of risks, risks 

treatment, and monitoring and 

review of risk treatment plan. 

• Evaluate work activities based on 

feedback from workgroup 

members and other stakeholders 

and develop options for dealing 

with ambiguity and criteria for 

assessing those options and 

communicate them to the 

workgroup. This includes 

recognising and accepting the 

need to operate within 

constraints beyond one’s own 

control and access and use 

information ethically and legally. 

Qualifications at this level require 

autonomous management of 

complex work roles, duties and 

responsibilities within the limitations 

of job descriptions, level of authority 

and delegations and departmental 

policies and procedures. This requires 

the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Active management of one’s own 

career to meet goals and achieve 

life plans, as well as contributing 

to the career management of 

others. It includes identifying 

current career strengths, 

identifying and mapping career 

opportunities, developing and 

implementing career plans, 

monitoring progress and 

contributing to others’ career 

management. 

• The development and use of 

political nous to navigate and 

succeed in the political 

environment of the public sector. 

It includes identifying the political 

terrain, evaluating the political 

environment, forming alliances, 

and bargaining and negotiating to 

achieve outcomes. 

• The development and use of 

emotional intelligence to increase 

self-awareness, self-

management, social awareness 

and relationship management in 

Qualifications at this level require 

autonomous management of 

complex work roles, duties and 

responsibilities within the limitations 

of job descriptions, level of authority 

and delegations and departmental 

policies and procedures. This requires 

the following performance outcomes: 

• Promotion of compliance with 

legislation in the public sector 

including modelling compliance 

with legislation and related public 

sector guidelines and procedures 

and encouraging and assisting 

others to comply. 

• Analysis of the political, social and 

economic environment that takes 

into account emerging trends, 

and current and possible future 

goals of the organisation including 

maintaining a comprehensive and 

up-to-date knowledge of the 

current political environment and 

reflecting this in decisions, advice 

and actions taken. 

• Develop strong working 

relationships are developed 

among network members to 

achieve organisational goals and 

provide professional support. 
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workgroup tasks in accordance 

with individual strengths, personal 

preferences or development 

needs. 

• Plan career development and 

pathways. This includes self-

assessment of skills and abilities, 

investigation of possible career 

opportunities, developing and 

implementing a career plan and 

monitoring progress against the 

plan. 

• Promote the value of workplace 

diversity and the contribution it 

makes to effective work practices, 

the generation of new ideas, and 

the organisation’s responsiveness 

to the community. This includes 

promoting the benefits of 

workplace diversity and 

contributing to diversity 

outcomes. 

the context of the workplace. It 

includes identifying the impact of 

own emotions on others in the 

workplace, recognising and 

appreciating the emotional 

strengths and weaknesses of 

others, promoting the 

development of emotional 

intelligence in others and utilising 

emotional intelligence to 

maximise team outcomes. 

Figure 29: Employability Skills - Self-Management 
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7. Learning 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

requirements for career planning 

and assessment and development of 

workplace skills. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Explore a range of possible 

career paths and prepare for 

career options. 

• Plan personal development 

including assessing skills against 

the requirements of current and 

potential work opportunities. 

• Plan competency areas and 

experiences required to develop 

career path, analysing personal 

working and learning styles, 

values and attitudes and seeking 

learning opportunities in line 

with personal work goals to 

develop new competencies. 

Qualifications at this level cover both 

the provision of support to the skills 

development of others and personal 

learning activities. This includes the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Assist with support, learning and 

development for others in 

achieving workgroup goals. This 

includes the establishing 

workgroup parameters, 

participating in the workgroup, 

assisting in learning and 

development and assisting 

workgroup members. 

• Set personal learning goals and 

monitor progress towards them. 

This includes, identifying career 

options and pathways, potential 

competency recognition or 

development opportunities and 

applying them in accordance with 

organisational policy and 

procedures and assessing work-

related competencies by 

reflecting on workplace 

experience and training, and from 

monitoring feedback on 

performance in the workplace. 

• Seek and use feedback from 

clients and the workgroup to 

continuously improve personal 

effectiveness in working with 

diversity. This includes working 

with a coach or mentor and 

identifying areas requiring 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

skills required to provide mentoring, 

coaching and performance review 

for others as well as personal career 

and skills development. This requires 

the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Plan career directions and 

pathways. This includes self-

assessment of skills and abilities, 

investigation of possible career 

opportunities, developing and 

implementing a career plan and 

monitoring progress against the 

plan. 

• Undertake a gap analysis to 

identify those skills that are 

common to both preferred 

future career and the 

organisation’s requirements. This 

includes reflecting on 

competencies and performance, 

maintaining currency in 

knowledge of principles and 

practices applied in the 

workplace, monitoring the 

acquisition of skills and 

experience and respond to 

feedback on achievement of 

performance requirements 

• Monitor the work performance 

of another person and provide 

feedback. This includes planning 

for performance monitoring and 

feedback, monitoring 

This qualification covers the skills 

required to provide mentoring, 

coaching and performance review for 

others as well as personal career and 

skills development. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Promotion and support for coaching 

and mentoring in the organisation, 

including developing a 

coaching/mentoring strategy, 

establishing a coaching/mentoring 

framework, implementing and 

supporting coaching/mentoring, 

monitoring coaching and mentoring 

arrangements and consolidating 

opportunities for further 

coaching/mentoring. 

• Manage and development 

performance through a range of 

learning and development strategies 

including formal course 

participation, on-the-job training, 

work experience, staff exchanges, 

mentoring, coaching, external study, 

conference and seminar attendance, 

induction, job rotation, higher 

duties, work shadowing 

opportunities. 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

skills required to provide mentoring, 

coaching and performance review 

for others as well as personal career 

and skills development. This requires 

the following performance 

outcomes: 

• Promoting and using a range of 

learning and skills development 

methods including, action 

learning, coaching, mentoring, 

counselling, skills training, 

modelling. 
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competency development by 

comparing current competencies 

with the competency 

requirements of current or 

anticipated duties. Develop a 

comprehensive knowledge of the 

organisation’s structure and 

functioning and apply this in 

accordance with legislation, 

policy and procedures. 

performance, providing and 

documenting feedback, 

determining action, and 

reviewing performance 

monitoring and feedback. It 

covers the provision of on-the-

job coaching to colleagues and 

reflects the situation in many 

workplaces where formal and 

informal on-the-job coaching is 

extremely common. It includes 

preparation for coaching, and 

provision of and follow-up of 

coaching. 

• Identify learning from workplace 

experiences, share outcomes 

with others and transfer them to 

other initiatives including 

identifying and promoting 

training and awareness programs 

to encourage and support the 

skills development and advanced 

practice of others. 

Figure 30: Employability Skills - Learning 
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8. Technology 

Certificate II Certificate III Certificate IV Diploma Advanced Diploma 

Qualifications at this level cover various 

applications of technology and their use to achieve 

work outcomes. This includes selecting, using 

and maintaining technology. This requires to 

following performance outcomes: 

• Identify work requirements and select the 

equipment and software application of best fit 

in terms of timeliness, cost effectiveness, 

occupational health and safety conditions 

including, using a keyboard, using a range of 

technology applications, using communication 

to request advice, receive feedback and work 

with others, applying problem solving in 

relation to routine problems, following 

manufacturers’ instructions, applying public 

sector legislation such as occupational health. 

• Use manuals, training booklets, 

online/telephone assistance or help-desks to 

overcome basic difficulties with technology, and 

more complex problems are referred for 

assistance in accordance with organisational 

policy and procedures. 

• Use the following equipment and technology: 

• computer facsimiles 

• computer technology, such as laptops, 

notebooks, palm pilots and personal 

computers 

• data projectors 

• digital cameras 

• electronic whiteboards 

• facsimile machines 

• keyboards 

• modems 

• mouses 

• multifunction scanners/faxes/printers 

Qualifications at this level cover the 

competencies required to operate 

workplace equipment and technology 

including communication technology 

and information management 

technology. Specialist elective 

competencies specify the range of 

technological requirements for that 

specialisation. This requires the 

following performance outcomes: 

• Use technology to access workplace 

information and documents 

electronically (computers) and or in 

hard copy (printers, photocopiers). 

• Maintain network communication 

through e-networks such as bulletin 

boards or virtual networks. 

• Use computer technology for 

recordkeeping and financial 

management including: 

• computer files 

• databases 

• information systems 

• records management systems 

• web sites 

• Apply computer technology to data 

storage, security, retrieval and 

presentation. 

• Use technology such as telephones, 

computers with audio and 

presentation software, answering 

machines, facsimiles. 

Qualifications at this level 

cover the technology skills 

required for general 

government workplaces and 

services. This requires the 

following performance 

outcomes: 

• Use workplace technology 

for a range of applications 

including, resource 

ordering, managing and 

financial requirements, 

computerised techniques 

for information 

management, computer 

technology for data 

storage, security, retrieval 

and presentation. 

• Specialists elective 

competencies cover the 

specific equipment and 

technology required by 

those specialist functions. 

Qualifications at this level cover 

the technology skills required 

for general government 

workplaces and services. This 

requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Identify equipment and 

technology requirements 

and use information 

technology including 

databases and 

spreadsheets. Use statistical 

analysis package, the most 

relevant data capture 

(software), GIS and web 

mapping/web GIS tools to 

access and/or manipulate a 

range of data, spreadsheet 

or database package for 

data analysis and 

presentation, statistical 

tools to collect, store and 

analyse data. 

• Use computer applications 

for information generation, 

management, storage and 

security. 

• Specialist qualifications will 

include elective 

competencies which cover 

the equipment and 

technology required for 

those specialisations. 

Qualifications at this level cover 

the technology skills required 

for general government 

workplaces and services. This 

requires the following 

performance outcomes: 

• Identify equipment and 

technology requirements 

and use information 

technology including 

databases and spreadsheets. 

Use statistical analysis 

package, the most relevant 

data capture (software), GIS 

and web mapping/web GIS 

tools to access and/or 

manipulate a range of data, 

spreadsheet or database 

package for data analysis 

and presentation, statistical 

tools to collect, store and 

analyse data. 

• Use computer applications 

for information generation, 

management, storage and 

security. 

• Use communication 

technology including 

telephone, teleconference, 

video conference, Internet 

(online forums). 

• Select and apply appropriate 

equipment and technology 

to achieve work objectives 

and departmental goals. 
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• pagers 

• photocopiers 

• printers 

• routers 

• scanners 

• tape/MD recorders 

• telephones/mobiles/wireless telephones 

• video cameras 

• wireless technology equipment 

• zip drives 

• information exchange systems and the 

Internet. 

• Apply knowledge of OHS requirements for using 

information technology. 

• Use communication technology such as 

telephones, computers with audio, message 

bank, answering machines, email, short 

message service, pagers. 

• Specialist qualifications and 

electives will cover the 

equipment and technology 

required by these specialist 

functions. 

Figure 31: Employability Skills - Technology 
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Annexe J: MINIMUM COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK 

For members of the Support Services Cluster, competencies drawn from the 

Public Sector Training Package (PSP04) are required. The Minimum Competency 

level required for appointment at each level is shown in Table 35: 

Employability Skills Level 

(PSP04) 

Current Classifications Bands 

AQF 6 

Advanced Diploma 

Senior Officer Grade A 

Senior Officer Grade B 

11 

10 

AQF 5 

Diploma 

Senior Officer Grade C 9 

AQF 4 

Certificate IV 

Administrative Services Officer Level 6 

Administrative Services Officer Level 5 

7 

6 

AQF 3 

Certificate III 

Administrative Services Officer Level 4 

Administrative Services Officer Level 3 

5 

4 

AQF 2 

Certificate II 

Administrative Services Officer Level 2 3 

AQF 1 

Certificate I 

Administrative Services Officer Level 1 2 

Table 35: ASO and SO AQF equivalences 

This Table applies for the ASO/SO stream and closely allied occupations. Included 

in the “closely allied” category technical and professional managers that will 

share Bands 9, 10 and 11 with the Senior Officer category are: 

• Senior Professional Officers C, B and A and SPOA(Engineering), 

• Senior Officers (Technical) C and B, 

• Senior Information Technology Officers C, B and A 

• Senior Public Affairs Officers 1 and 2, 

• Health Professionals 4, 5 and 6, 

• Radiation Therapists 4, 5 and 6, 

• Principal and Chief Medical Physicists, 

• Legal 2 and 3, and 

• Dentist 4. 

In determining essential qualifications or identifying desirable qualifications, 

Directorates must not set a standard that is lower than the Minimum 

Competency Framework 
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Annexe K: JOB CLASSIFICATION HANDBOOK: A MODEL 

Work Level Standards 

Work Levels Standards (WLSs) define the nature and level of responsibility, 

accountability and authority found at each level of the classification structure. 

Levels of responsibility, accountability and authority are considered in relation to: 

• Outputs – The tangible results of the work process 

• Outcomes – The consequent impact of the outputs on stakeholders. 

• Transformations – The processes applied to the available resources to 

meet the organisation’s objectives 

• Inputs – The resources applied and the processes applied to maintain them 

(e.g. recruitment, training, budgeting) 

These contributions are organised into three Compensable Factors called: 

• Achievement – The character of the outputs and the impact of outcomes 

arising from the performance of the work. 

• Complexity – The diversity and type of tasks, activities, functions, 

programs or projects to be undertaken. The level and type of judgment, 

reasoning and problem-solving required to effect the necessary 

transformations. 

• Breadth – The span of control, use of resources, and level and type of 

authority of the position. 

These aspects are internal to the work process. 

The WLSs also provide guidance on how to classify positions in relation to three 

factors that bear upon but are external to the work process: 

• Ecology – the context within which the duties of the position are to be 

performed. 

• Skills and Knowledge – general levels of skill and knowledge and 

occupation-specific skill and knowledge required to competently perform 

the duties of the position. 

• Environmental Demands 

The relationship of these six factors is illustrated at Figure 32. Further descriptions 

of these six factors are set out later in this manual. 
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Figure 32: How the Compensable Factors Relate 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

WLSs do not describe the detailed tasks to be performed or the kind of person 

who might be best suited to the job. 

• Job descriptions and selection criteria will be written and maintained by 

Directorates, on the basis of: 

o the work that must actually be performed, 

o the Directorate’s assessment of what kind of person would be best 

suited to do that work. 
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OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCIES 

The new WLSs do not specify occupational competencies. 

• Occupational competencies are contained in the relevant national training 

package or, in the case of the professions, by the relevant professional 

accreditation council. 

The new WLSs replace all of the previous occupation-based and qualification-

based WLSs. The new WLSs also cover classifications where no WLSs previously 

existed. 

Previous WLSs attempted to deal with occupational aspects and organizational 

characteristics of work in the same document. This enabled jobs within the same 

stream to be ranked relatively reliably against one another, at the expense of the 

ability to compare and rank jobs in different occupational streams. WLSs varied 

considerably in the balance they brought to occupational and organizational 

characteristics, and a confusing variety of terminology was employed to describe 

similar work requirements that crossed streams 

Pre-existing WLSs may be referred to for guidance when comparing and ranking 

two jobs previously covered by the same WLS (either two existing jobs, or an 

existing job and a new job). However, for comparing jobs across occupational 

categories, and in cases where no WLSs previously existed, the new WLSs must be 

used. 

The final decision on classification must be based on the new WLSs. 

OCCUPATIONAL SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE 

A proper analysis of the work requirements of a position will entail an assessment 

of the Skill and Knowledge factor, including occupation-specific Skill and 

Knowledge. This assessment requires a decision to be made as to whether the 

work of the position requires occupation-specific Skill and Knowledge above that 

required for occupational entry. 

Occupation-specific Skill and Knowledge may include broader, deeper, higher 

level, or specialised Skill and Knowledge. If Job Analysis shows that these are 

present, they must have a bearing on the classification of the position. 

A distinction must be made between general kinds and levels of skill and 

knowledge, and occupation-specific skill and knowledge. 

For example, to fulfill a Senior Scientist role, a position may require the exercise of 

discipline-specific skills and knowledge noticeably above that required for base 

level entry to the profession, and also require more general skills and knowledge 

relating to the supervision of staff and implementing local quality control systems. 
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QUALIFICATIONS 

WLSs do not specify mandatory qualifications for entry to an occupation. 

• These requirements differ quite widely from one occupation to the next, 

and are also subject to change by professional bodies, government 

agencies, registration boards, etc. 

• It is proposed that a PSM Standard that addresses these needs will be 

separately maintained by CMCD. 

Directorates will determine what other qualifications might be required or 

desirable, to meet the requirements of the work to be performed. 

TRAINING ARRANGEMENTS 

Finally, WLSs do not deal with entry -level training arrangements. 

• It is proposed that the rules governing trainees, apprentices and cadets – 

which may include specifying their classification and how they move from 

one classification to the next – will be maintained separately as a PSM 

Standard by CMCD. For this reason, the classification decision in relation to 

training grades is automatic. 
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Compensable Factors 

DESCRIPTIONS 

Achievement 

Corporate effectiveness depends to a marked degree how a Directorate organises its 

workforce to achieve satisfactory outcomes for its clients and stakeholders. 

All classification systems give some focus to the value of inputs and the complexity of 

work processes. These are important, but the first concern of the Directorate ought to 

be with what the organisation is required to achieve. Therefore, the contribution a 

work team and each individual position on the team makes to the achievement of 

business objectives must be given primary attention. 

In the classification of positions, it is not important to know how effective the work 

team is in achieving its objectives – this is an issue for program evaluation and 

performance management. But it is important to accurately identify which attributes of 

business objectives that should be taken into consideration for job classification 

purposes, and categorise actions taken in support of achieving business objectives. 

Outputs are the direct tangible results from the work processes undertaken by work 

teams and individual employees; outcomes are the desired impact of the outputs on 

stakeholders, once the outputs are deployed as intended26 . The distinction between the 

two is generally well-understood, but some examples are valuable—see Figure 33: . 

Output Outcomes 

Install new automated analysis equipment to increase 

throughput of pathology samples 

Better decision-making around clinical management of patients 

attending for treatment at the Emergency Department. 

Reduced ED waiting times. Improved hospital bed management. 

Maintain automated analysis equipment Avoid automated analysis equipment downtime 

Produce new pamphlet for explaining risk factors in the 

development of diabetes 

Awareness of persons at risk of developing diabetes of actions 

they can take to manage their own health. Reduction in hospital 

admissions for diabetes-related conditions. 

Revise and republish code of conduct for public servants Reduced number of cases and reduced cost of investigating 

conflict of interest, patronage, fraud, grievances, prejudicial 

behaviour, bullying, etc. Increased public trust, satisfaction and 

regard for the public service. 

Build secure computer system for storage and 

communication of personal health care information 

Improve integration, safety, quality and performance of health 

care service delivery through eHealth initiatives 

Install waste water recovery, treatment and reticulation 

system for public playing fields 

Avoid playing field closures 

Competitive tender for supply of durable khaki socks–$20m. Army personnel are suitably attired 

Feasibility study for refurbishment of submarine fleet–$20m. The Australian Government is well-informed on its options for 

major expenditure of up to $2bn of public funds 

Figure 33: Examples of Outputs & Outcomes 

26 (Gane & Sarson 1979). 
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It is apparent from these examples that: 

• the responsibility for outputs and outcomes may or may not be split 

between different organisational units, 

• outputs from one process can be inputs to another process, 

• long chains of direct, indirect and downstream effects can be detected, 

• outputs encapsulate costs, while outcomes incorporate the benefit 

stream, 

• as the last two examples demonstrate, a large budget (input) does not 

necessarily correlate closely with the importance of the outcome. 

Most ACT Government priorities are change projects related to implementing The 

Canberra Plan. Many of the examples given above illustrate the “handover” of 

outputs from change projects to others who are required to turn new working 

arrangements to the benefit of stakeholders. 

However a very large number of ACTPS positions deliver predefined services on 

an ongoing basis. Positions that contribute to the planning, design and 

implementation of change are no more important than positions responsible for 

“business-as-usual” service delivery. Quality service delivery that consistently 

delivers benefits to clients and stakeholders is expected from all service sector 

organisations. 

In both cases, the attributes of the Achievement factor are: 

• the significance of the outputs and outcomes in the context of the business 
plans that the work unit is required to follow, 

• the particular kind and level of contribution to the required outcomes and 
outputs, 

• the directness of the position’s contribution to the achievement of the 
outputs and outcomes, 

• the extent of the services provided – for example, school students Territory-
wide, internal clients in a single Directorate, 

• the directness of the position’s involvement in securing the flow of benefits 
for clients and stakeholders. 

Impact of tasks, activities, functions and programs may extend to outcomes 

affecting the interests, entitlements and well-being of a wide range of 

stakeholders. Stakeholders include: 

• employees in the work unit 

• employees in other work units, branches, Directorates, etc. 

• ACT Government, ministers 
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• local, State and Australian government organisations 

• non-government organisations, business associations, unions, etc. 

• clients/customers as end-users of supplies and services. 

There are four levels of impact used in the WLSs, examples of which are given 

below: 

• Low – The impact of the work is limited to the local work unit, and includes 

providing advice and services to individual clients on day-to-day matters in 

accordance with well-defined work plans. 

• Moderate – The impact of the work goes beyond the local work unit, and 

includes determining and providing advice and services to individual clients 

on matt 

• High – The impact of the position is across the Directorate and extends to 

establishing and maintaining services to specified internal and external 

client groups. 

• Very High – The position has responsibility for establishing and maintaining 

services to, and the well-being and rights of, a significant proportion of the 

ACT Community in the long-term. 

A job that makes an indirect contribution to client outcomes will generally be 

classified at a lower level than a job that makes a direct contribution to client 

outcomes. 
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Complexity 

This factor is concerned with assessing the level and type of judgment and 

reasoning required, and level and type of problem solving required. It is also 

concerned with: 

• job content – tasks, activities, functions, programs, or projects, 

• activities associated with the transformation of inputs to outputs, 

including interpretation and evaluation, planning, checking, monitoring 

and reporting, 

• characteristics of the subject matter, task or role – e.g. novelty, 

uncertainty, volatility. 

This factor is differentiated from Breadth by its focus on the subject matter or 

purpose of the work unit, rather than the size or organisation of the work unit and 

the value of other inputs. 

Complexity is different from complicated and difficult. 

• Complexity arises where the work to be done is subject to change as a 

result of feedback effects within the work process. An example of complex 

work is the control of a major bush fire. Firefighters react to the fire 

behavior, and the fire reacts to firefighter behavior. Weather conditions 

and local terrain will have an impact on both. Complex systems are 

intrinsically dynamic. 

• Complicated work is work that has many procedural steps, but they are 

usually well understood, and do not display the feedback effects found in 

complex systems. 

• Difficult work is work that calls on an employee to demonstrate and 

deploy higher or broader levels of skill and knowledge. 

For the purposes of these WLSs, six levels of complexity are defined: 

• Simple - At this level work could be described as straightforward or 

routine. Tasks are clear-cut and directly related with little or no choice in 

deciding what needs to be done. The problems presented by the work are 

very limited, and actions or responses to be made are readily discernible. 

• Procedural complexity - The work consists of tasks involving related steps, 

processes or methods. What needs to be done involves various choices 

requiring the occupant to recognise differences among a few easily 

recognisable situations. Actions or responses to be made differ in such 

things as source of information, kind of transactions or entries, or other 

differences of a factual nature. 

• Low complexity - The work includes various tasks involving different and 

unrelated processes and methods. What needs to be done depends upon 

analysis of the subject, phase, or issues involved in each assignment and 
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the appropriate course of action may have to be selected from many 

alternatives. The work involves conditions and elements that must be 

identified and analysed to discern interrelationships. 

• Moderately complex - The work typically includes varied tasks requiring 

many different and unrelated processes and methods such as those 

relating to well established aspects of an administrative or professional 

field. Decisions regarding what needs to be done include assessment of 

unusual circumstances, variations in approach, sudden changes, and 

incomplete or conflicting data. The work requires making many decisions 

concerning such things as the interpreting of considerable data, planning 

of the work, or refining the methods and techniques to be used. 

• Highly complex - The work includes varied tasks and activities requiring 

many different and unrelated processes and methods applied to a broad 

range of activities or substantial depth of analysis. Decisions regarding 

what needs to be done include major areas of uncertainty in approach, 

methodology, or interpretation and evaluation processes resulting from 

such elements as continuing changes in program, technological 

developments, unknown phenomena, or conflicting requirements. The 

work requires originating new techniques, establishing criteria, or 

developing new information. 

• Most complex - The work consists of assignments which are characterised 

by breadth and intensity of effort and involved several phases being 

pursued concurrently or sequentially with the support of others within or 

outside the organisation. Decisions regarding what needs to be done 

include largely undefined issues and elements, requiring extensive probing 

and analysis to determine the nature and extent of the problem. The work 

requires continuing efforts to establish concepts, theories, or programs, or 

to resolve unyielding problems. 

The structural units of coordination, cooperation and team work in the ACTPS 

include: 

• an individual position 

• all or part of a local work unit, section or team 

• all or part of a branch, 

• all or part of a division, agency or office 

• all or part of a Directorate, 

• two or more Directorates, and 

• ACTPS-wide. 

Looked at more broadly, coordination, cooperation and team work must also 

happen between the ACTPS and personnel in external organisations, such as: 
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• non-government organisations, business associations, and unions, 

• contractors, suppliers and commercial partners, 

• local, State and Australian government organisations. 

These functions may become more significant as the structural scale expands (or 

may not). If a highly complex problem at intergovernmental level only amounts to 

5% of the position’s work, this work will not have a major impact on the 

classification of the position. 

There are also a variety of levels of work process: 

• Tasks – a discrete work process – e.g. prepare a letter – a particular task 

might be a feature of many different activities 

• Activities – a combination of tasks ordered in a particular way to achieve a 

specified result – e.g. receive and register incoming and outgoing 

correspondence, to monitor work flow and responsiveness 

• Functions – more than an accumulation of tasks and activities, functions 

describe the expected, purposeful outputs of a work unit – e.g. investigate 

health complaints – a function may rely on the work of two or more 

positions 

• Programs – the totality of the work required to deliver a specific business 

objective – e.g. improve quality and safety of health services 

• Change projects – the totality of the work required to identify current 

system state, and/or identify options for change, and/or establish 

feasibility, and/or design and build new work processes. 

In the proposed WLSs, the coordination of straightforward tasks and activities 

across a small structural unit is a less complex function than the coordination of 

complex programs and projects across a wider structural scale. 
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Breadth 

This factor is concerned with the diversity and span of control, and level and type 

of authority of the position, including. 

• personnel, funds and other resources, 

• administration, supervision and general management of these resources, 

and 

• delegations, statutory powers and discretions. 

Breadth is distinguished from Complexity because the two can operate 

independently. For example: 

• A call centre manager who has several team leaders as direct reports. The 

resources controlled are significant. The work of each team is identical. The 

work of every position is guided and supported by detailed procedures. 

• A change project manager has no staff and no funds, but the subject 

matter is novel, and requires a high level of coordination of and influence 

over persons outside the formal lines of authority. 

It is a presumption of these WLSs that work teams may bring together employees 

who possess a wide variety of qualifications, knowledge, skills and experience, 

from diverse professional, technical, trades and clerical/administrative 

backgrounds. This raises the question of “supervision”, a term that has different 

meanings in different contexts. 

Day-to-day supervision involves the allocation of work to members of the team, 

setting priorities, and monitoring progress against milestones. 

A distinct responsibility exists for professional and technical supervision within 

the workgroup, including: 

• providing advice, mentoring and guidance to ensure that professional and 

technical expertise is appropriately applied, 

• establishing standards and expectations for the performance of 

professional and technical work, 

• working to extend the professional and technical expertise of the 

workforce through education, training, teaching and instruction, on and 

off the job. 

Examples include: 

• clinical supervision of health professional employees in their professional 

development or internship period, 

• quality assurance tasks, 

• instructing and accrediting newly employed technical and trades staff in 

the preparation, testing, use, maintenance and repair of specialised 
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equipment, the correct application of standards and policies, and quality 

control procedures. 

Professional and technical supervision may or may not coincide with day-to-day 

supervision. Where they are detected in the same position, then their relative 

importance and level must be carefully distinguished. 

Note that Breadth includes “supervision provided” while Ecology deals with 

“supervision received.” 
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Ecology 

This factor takes into consideration the reality that work is always undertaken 

within a more or less complicated matrix of external aspects, which we have 

called Ecology, concerned with such factors as: 

• independence and autonomy, 

• extent of direction or supervision received, 

• established processes, methods and policies, 

• standards – including professional standards, technical standards, 

accreditation requirements, and codes of practice 

• clarity and extent of guidance available, 

• adaptability – the opportunity and scope that exists for the occupant of 

the job to modify the task or role over time to meet emergent 

circumstances, 

• public sector values, code of ethics, and expectations around personal 

behaviour, 

• regulatory and legal environment – requirements and limitations, 

• consumer, human rights and anti-discrimination legislation, 

• relationships with other public service organisations & other levels of 

government (e.g. through COAG and ministerial councils), 

• community & social expectations, 

• rights and interests of stakeholders, 

• consultative requirements, 

• governance and reporting standards, 

• government priorities. 

In any particular case, these external aspects will: 

• establish the limits to and scope for autonomous action, 

• affect how easy or difficult it will be to achieve business objectives, 

• identify the boundary between success and failure. 

Supervision or direction received measures the degree of direct or indirect 

control and guidance exercised over the job by a supervisor. It reflects the 

latitude, discretion or authority available in a job to act, to approve or to make 

decisions. 

Supervision may be used to describe those situations where both what work is 

performed and how it is done are clearly prescribed either by a supervisor or by 

explicit rules and procedures. Problems or situations not covered by the 

instructions or rules are generally referred to the supervisor. Performance of work 

is usually reviewed in detail. 

Direction may be used to describe those situations where the work to be 

performed is prescribed but how it is to be performed is prescribed only at the 
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level of general rules or precedents, supplemented by such things as counsel on 

pitfalls to be avoided and suggestions of alternative ways of proceeding toward 

the objective. At the highest levels of management the “how” may not be 

prescribed at all, though it would be subject to some external constraints e.g. 

legislative requirements. 

The degree of Supervision/Direction Received may vary according to the job group 

of the position, however, there is a broad consistency in the factors that are taken 

into account in assessing the various degrees. Here is one possible way of 

describing degrees of Supervision / Direction Received : 

• Close or Specific Supervision - For both unusual and recurring tasks, 

specific assignments are closely controlled by clear, detailed and specific 

instructions. The person works as instructed and consults with the 

supervisor as needed on all matters not specifically covered in the original 

instructions. 

For some jobs, control is imposed through the structured nature of the 

work itself; for others, it may be controlled by the circumstances in which 

it is performed. In some situations, the supervisor maintains control 

through review of work which may include checking progress or reviewing 

completed work for accuracy, adequacy, and adherence to instructions 

and established procedures. 

• Routine Direction - Instructions are provided in relation to individual or 

continuing assignments generally on what is to be done, limitations, 

quality and quantity expected, deadlines, and priority of assignments. The 

supervisor would provide additional, specific instructions on new, difficult, 

or unusual assignments or features including, when new techniques or 

practices are involved, on the method of approach. 

The person uses initiative in carrying out recurring assignments 

independently without specific instruction, but refers deviations, 

problems, and unfamiliar situations not covered by instructions to the 

supervisor for guidance or decision. Assignments are normally subject to 

progress checks, but these are generally confined to the unusual or 

difficult aspects where these have not previously been performed. 

Assignments are reviewed on completion to ensure that work and 

methods used are technically accurate and in compliance with instructions 

or established procedures. 

• General Direction - Direction in relation to assignments is provided by the 

supervisor defining objectives, priorities, and deadlines,; and assisting the 

subordinate with unusual situations which do not have clear precedents. 

General instructions are provided, usually covering only the broader 

technical aspects of their work. 
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The person would carry out and handle problems and deviations in the 

work assignment in accordance with instructions, policies, previous 

training, or accepted practices in the field. There would be some latitude in 

selecting the most appropriate method and sequence of tasks in 

completing the assignment. The person may be subject to progress checks 

usually confined to ensuring that, in broad terms, satisfactory progress is 

being made. 

Completed work is usually evaluated for technical soundness, 

appropriateness, and conformity to policy and requirements. The methods 

used in arriving at the end results are not usually reviewed in detail. 

• Limited Direction - Direction is provided in terms of a clear statement of 

overall objectives and the resources available. The subordinate and 

supervisor in consultation would decide on the projects and assignments 

to be carried out and set deadlines. 

The person is fully competent and very experienced in a technical sense 

and requires little guidance during the performance of assignments. The 

person would have authority to plan and carry out the assignment, resolve 

most of the conflicts which arise, exercise some latitude in modifying 

practices and procedures where necessary, and interpret policy in terms of 

established objectives. 

Completed work is reviewed only in terms of feasibility, compatibility with 

other work, or effectiveness in meeting defined objectives. 

• Broad Direction - Direction is provided in terms of broadly stated 

objectives, missions or functions. The person has authority to plan, design, 

and carry out programs, projects, assignments or other work 

independently and exercises discretion on how to achieve end results. 

Direction is through established precedents in the functional area or by 

fairly explicit policy. Guidance may be provided on work which involves 

new and sophisticated techniques or which relates to areas outside the 

person’s normal span of activity. 

The person would develop objectives and performance standards for the 

specific functions or programs for which they are responsible that will 

ensure the attainment of the critical results expected by higher 

management. 

Results of the work are considered as technically authoritative and are 

normally accepted without significant change. If the work is reviewed it is 

only in relation to such matters as fulfillment of program objectives, effect 

of advice and influence on the overall program. 
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Guidelines play an important role in routinizing work processes and permitting or 

constraining action and decision-making. A few levels of Guidelines can be 

discerned. 

• Specific Guidelines - Specific, detailed guidelines covering all important 

aspects of the work are provided. Deviation must be authorised by the 

supervisor. 

• Restrictive Guidelines - Procedures are established and a number of 

specific guidelines are available. The person is required to use judgment in 

selecting the most appropriate guidelines, references, and procedures for 

application and in making minor deviations in specific cases. Significant 

deviations or situations to which existing guidelines cannot be applied are 

referred to the supervisor. 

• General Guidelines - Guidelines are available but are not completely 

applicable to the work or have gaps in specificity. The person is required to 

use judgment in interpreting and adapting guidelines, such as 

departmental policies, regulations, precedents and work directions, for 

application to specific cases or problems. 

• Limited Guidelines - Administrative policies and precedents are applicable 

but are stated in general terms. Guidelines for performing the work are 

scarce or of limited use. The person uses initiative in deviating from 

traditional methods or researching trends and patterns to develop new 

methods, criteria or proposed new policies. 

• Broad Guidelines - Guidelines are broadly stated and nonspecific eg broad 

policy statements and basic legislation which require extensive 

interpretation. the occupant must use judgment and ingenuity in 

interpreting intent of the guidelines that do exist and in developing 

applications to specific areas of work. 
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Skills and Knowledge 

This factor recognizes that it is appropriate to take into account specific Skills and 

Knowledge that would usually be required to competently and successfully 

perform the duties of the position. Or put another way, the impact that individual 

attributes will have on the performance of the work at hand. 

At a conceptual level, Skill and Knowledge are applied to inputs via the work 

process (an attribute of Complexity). The totality of Skills and Knowledge in the 

work team must match the Complexity of the work process overall. The Skill and 

Knowledge requirement of a particular job must be matched to the tasks, 

activities, functions, projects or programs for which the job has responsibility. 

Knowledge concerns the nature and extent of information or facts which a person 

must have command of to perform at an acceptable standard and the nature and 

extent of the Skills needed to apply that knowledge. Information or facts might 

cover such things as steps, procedures, practices, rules, policies, theories, 

principles, and concepts. 

Knowledge can be measured in terms of both depth and breadth. For example, a 

job may require considerable knowledge in a very narrow sphere of activity or a 

limited amount of knowledge in a wide range of activities. In this sense 

Knowledge is closely related to specialisation. 

Specialisation as a concept in itself, however, is not a reliable classification factor. 

Highly specialised jobs may range from those engaged in repetitive, clerical or 

routine manual tasks to technical and professional jobs confined to an area of 

expertise of narrow scope but of considerable depth. 

A number of degrees of knowledge can be defined. 

• Basic Knowledge - Knowledge of simple, routine or repetitive tasks or 

operations which typically include following step-by-step instructions and 

requiring no understanding of preceding or subsequent steps in those 

operations and no previous training or experience. 

• Elementary Knowledge - Knowledge of commonly used rules, processes 

and basic skills in routine tasks or standard procedures or processes 

requiring a knowledge of operations in the area concerned. Requires some 

previous experience or formal on-the-job or other training. 

• Intermediate Knowledge - Knowledge of a body of standardised rules, 

procedures or operation requiring considerable training and experience to 

perform the full range of standard assignments and resolve recurring 

problems. 

• Substantial Knowledge - This may involve knowledge of an extensive body 

of rules, procedures or operations requiring extended training and 

experience to perform a wide variety of interrelated or non-standard 
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procedural assignments and resolve a wide range of problems; or practical 

knowledge of standard procedures in a technical field, requiring extended 

training or experience, to perform such work as: 

o adapting equipment when this requires considering the functioning 

characteristics of equipment; 

o interpreting results of tests based on previous experience and 

observations; or 

o extracting information from various sources when this requires 

consideration of the applicability of the information and the 

characteristics and quality of the sources. 

• Higher Knowledge - This may involve knowledge (such as would be 

acquired through a tertiary degree or diploma course or its equivalent in 

experience, training or independent study) of basic principles, concepts 

and methodology of a professional or administrative field or occupation 

and skill in applying this knowledge in carrying out assignments, 

procedures or operations; or practical knowledge of technical methods to 

perform assignments, procedures or operations; or practical knowledge of 

technical methods to perform assignments such as carrying out limited 

projects which involve use of specialised, complicated techniques. 

• Expert Knowledge - Knowledge of a wide range of principles, concepts 

and methodology of a professional or administrative field or occupation 

which has been gained through extended experience or graduate study 

which has provided skill in carrying out significantly more complex and 

difficult assignments, procedures or operations; or comprehensive, 

intensive, practical knowledge of a technical field and skill in applying this 

knowledge to the development of new methods, approaches or 

procedures. 

The concept of skill covers a variety of behaviours, including: 

• Physical skills, including dexterous manipulation of tools and material, 

driving skills, and keyboard skills. 

• Problem solving, reasoning and critical thinking skills. 

• Communication skills. 

Skills and Knowledge may be of a general kind (that is, their possession and 

exercise are not limited to persons of a specific occupation), or be occupation-

specific (and accordingly, expected to be exercised only by persons with specific 

training and experience). The relative influence that one or the other type of skill 

and knowledge will have on the classification level of the position will depend on 

the actual work requirements of the position. 
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Reasoning skills includes qualitative and quantitative reasoning skills. But what are 

reasoning skills? 

Research commissioned by the American Philosophical Association (APA) in 1987 

addressed this issue. The APA study identified the following six critical thinking 

skills, which are outlined at the end of this manual (Facione 1990). 

• Interpretation 

• Analysis 

• Evaluation 

• Inference 

• Explanation 

• Self-regulation 

Critical thinking skills must be matched to the assessed Complexity of the work of 

the position, which varies from Simple to Most Complex. 

Communication skills include: 

• Oral, written and non-verbal communication skills 

• Interpersonal and organisational communication skills 

• Negotiation skills 

• Counselling, support and mentoring skills 

The type and level of communication skills required will depend upon other 

factors – for example, the nature and extent of any requirement to: 

• Supervise staff (Breadth) 

• Communicate with external stakeholders (Ecology) 

• Communicate with end-users/clients (Achievement) 

Junor’s Hidden Work Process Skills (Junor et al. 2008) as described at Figure 34 

should also be identified: 

• Interaction and relationship shaping skills: 

o Set and maintain your boundaries 

o Use non-verbal and verbal communication adaptively 

o Help shape others’ behaviour 

o Negotiate within & across authority lines 

o Use intercultural competence 

• Coordinating skills: 

o Prioritise, switch, sequence your activities 

o Keep track; follow up; collectively interweave activities 

o Maintain, rebalance or restore workflow; overcome obstacles 

• Awareness Shaping skills: 
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o Grasp the significance of work contexts and situations 

o Monitor your own and others’ reactions and awareness levels 

o Assess and adjust impacts of your own or workgroup actions 

Each ACTPS grade from 1 to 11 has been associated with a particular level of 

breadth or depth of Hidden Work Process Skills required for increasing levels of 

participation in the organization. 

The identification of skill and knowledge requirements may result in the 

Directorate determining desired or required qualifications (in addition to entry-

level and mandatory eligibility qualifications for the occupation). However, a 

qualification is not a job-related factor – it is a characteristic of persons in the 

labour force who may, by virtue of holding the qualification, be considered more 

suitable for employment in the position than a person who does not. 

• Qualifications properly reside in the eligibility and selection criteria for the job. 

• Similarly, WLSs do not specify the experience required to perform work at 

a particular level. This is a matter for the Directorate to determine when 

composing selection criteria. 

• Directorates should ensure that essential and desirable qualification and 

experience requirements set out in selection criteria do not operate to 

exclude potential applicants. At the same time, Directorates should not 

understate these requirements. The objective is to recruit highly trained 

and experienced applicants with the attributes required to achieve 

government and Directorate objectives. 

The WLSs are deliberately broad in their description of the skill and knowledge 

factor – it is intended to provide general guidance to assist Directorates to rank 

their requirements. Skill and knowledge in themselves will not be conclusive in 

determining the classification of a position, except in very limited instances where 

the role revolves around the employee’s expertise, rather than the processes they 

are involved with. 
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Environmental Demands 

Finally, there will be some cases where Environmental Demands should be taken 

into account in decision-making around job classification. 

While Skill and Knowledge have been described as the impact that individuals will 

have on the performance of the work at hand, Environmental Demands are the 

impact that the work at hand has on individuals. They are the physically, mentally 

and emotionally taxing aspects of the work that are intrinsic to the job or arise 

from ecological factors, and which cannot be controlled or ameliorated by 

changes in work practice. 

Environmental demands should be taken into account in cases obviously different 

from the norm, by reason of: 

• the unusual nature of the demand relative to other positions performing 

the same or similar duties, and 

• frequency, intensity and/or persistence of exposure, and 

• availability of options for workplace modification and job redesign that 

would remove or ameliorate the special factor. 

Examples include: 

• Constant contact with difficult clients in an isolated setting 

• Constant physical discomfort or nauseating work 

However, if any of these disabilities are compensated for by a separate allowance, 

no adjustment to classification is required. 

From a traditional work value perspective, environmental demands form part of 

“the conditions under which work is performed.” The difference in work value 

between two jobs experiencing different environmental demands must be so 

significant that the adoption of a higher classification would be justified. 

Environmental demands in themselves should not require a job to be classified 

more than one level higher than the other factors taken together would dictate. 
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APPLICATION 

The Compensable Factors in the WLSs can be used to describe work that occurs in 

a variety of well-recognised contexts, including: 

• advanced professional and technical practice and consultancy, and expert 

advisors – bringing specific existing knowledge and skills to bear on 

specific problems, 

• policy research and analysis, leadership of research programs, and 

business analysis – collation of data and information and the development 

of new knowledge as a basis for decision-making, 

• operational service delivery, operational management and operational 

support systems – “business-as-usual”, in accordance with standard 

procedures and ISO9000 quality systems, 

• project management functions – the application of resources to develop 

new systems, standard procedures, materials and methods to support 

operational change, 

• operational change management – the application of new systems, 

standard procedures, materials and methods to achieve changes to service 

delivery, and achievement of the benefits of operational change. 
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Job Analysis 

BACKGROUND 

Circumstances where Job Analysis is required are: 

• Before any job is advertised, a full job analysis will be undertaken. 

• Job analysis will also be applied to the creation of a broadband. 

The starting point for job design is the organisation of work within the team. An 

analysis of what work the team overall is required to perform, the degree to 

which it is meeting its objectives, and the extent to which the team is presently 

unable to meet its objectives should all be analysed. The competencies required 

to effectively perform the work should be identified, and the kind of education 

and training, and skill and experience required should be identified. 

Agencies will combine these factors into a job description. 

• The job description is primary evidence upon which a classification decision 

will be made (by comparison with the WLSs). Therefore, the job 

description must address each of the compensable factors, to permit the 

work requirements to be easily compared to the WLSs. 

PROCEDURE 

Write down what the job requirements will be, using the attached Job Report and 

Analysis Form. 

i. Is the position a training position? 

• If you answer “yes”, the classification level and minimum starting salary for 

the position will be set by default, and no further decision regarding 

classification is required. 

ii. Is the position an entry level position, for which mandatory or essential 

qualifications apply? 

• If you answer “yes”, the classification level and minimum starting salary for 

the position will be set by default, and no further decision regarding 

classification is required. 

iii. Is the position an open entry position, with no specific entry requirements? 

• If you answer “yes”, the job can be classified in the lowest level in the 

career cluster, and no further decision regarding classification is required. 

If the job is not an training position or an entry level job, then a decision will need 

to be made about the classification of the job using the WLSs and other work level 

indicators. 
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1. First examine job attributes related to the Achievement, Complexity and 

Breadth factors. 

2. Then apply constraints and opportunities entailed in the Ecology factor: 

• Are there any special circumstances that apply directly to the job under 

examination (and that will continue to apply into the indefinite future) that would 

make a difference to the classification of the job? 

3. Identify Skills and Knowledge requirements matched to the previous four 

Compensable Factors: 

• Are there any special Skills and Knowledge requirements that would make a 

difference to the classification of the job? 

4. Rank the five factors in terms of their relevance to the work of the 

position, based on an assessment of: 

• The extent to which the work of the position is balanced towards outputs and 

outcomes and/or transformational processes and/or managing inputs. 

• The allocation of effort between these three aspects of the position. 

• How prominent or substantial, therefore, are the responsibilities and 

accountabilities entailed in the job in relation to each of Achievements, Complexity 

and Breadth. 

• Whether the job has significant or unusual factors in its Ecology that warrant 

special attention in relation to its classification. 

• Whether the job has significant or unusual Skill and Knowledge requirements. 

5. Discard the lowest ranked factor from consideration. 

6. Compare each of the remaining four factors with the descriptors found in the WLSs. 

7. What is the Classification Level of the highest ranked factor? Is this 

assessment supported by the Classification Level for any of the other three 

factors (giving more weight to higher ranked factors in this comparison). 

8. Compare the indicated Classification Level with the Classification Level of 

previously assessed positions in the same line of work, at lower, the same 

and higher levels. 

• Is there a reason to distinguish the situation of this position from jobs with the 

same or similar responsibilities and accountabilities classified at the same level? 

9. Is the proposed Classification Level supported by other Work Level Indicators? 

10. Finally, is there a prima facie case to take into account unusual 

Environmental Demands? 

• If the answer is “yes”, then are the physical, mental and emotional demands 
of the job sufficient to warrant a higher grading? 
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Pay and Classification – Glossary 

Band is a contraction of the term Pay Band. For example, Pay Band 1 signifies the 

salary scale for Level 1 in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 

Broadband means the case where two Classification Levels define the work 

requirements of a position. Broadband is therefore a term relation to 

classification. The corresponding term relating to pay is Salary Scale. An employee 

becomes eligible for advancement from the lower Classification Level to the 

higher Classification Level once they have met criteria relative to qualifications, 

competency, time at Level, satisfactory performance at Level, etc. An employee 

may be advanced to the higher Classification Level once work at the higher level is 

available to be allocated to the employee. 

Common Classification Scheme (or CCS) means the proposed new 11-level 

classification structure. Each Level in the CCS is defined by Work Level Indicators 

Level: is a contraction of the term Classification Level. For example Level 1 

signifies Classification Level 1 in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 

Minimum Competency Framework (or MCF) is a framework for guiding decision 

making around recruitment and learning and development. It specifies the 

absolute minimum degree of occupational competency required at a Level, 

expressed in relation to AQF levels 1 through to 5. The MCF may not apply if the 

usual or required occupational competencies required to perform the duties of 

the position are higher. But the MFC will apply in cases where additional 

occupational competencies are specified for the position (for example, project 

management competencies for ICT professionals, management competencies for 

health professional team leaders). 

Minimum Employability Skills (or MES) is a framework for specifying ACTPS-wide 

expectations about work performance. The MES specifies the lowest level of 

work performance relative to the following eight generic skills: 

• Communication 

• Teamwork 

• Problem solving 

• Initiative and enterprise 

• Planning and organizing 

• Self management 

• Learning 

• Technology 
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The MES is based on the employability skills entailed in the core competencies of 

the Public Service Training Package at AQF levels 1 through to 6. However, the 

National Training Framework establishes a common standard of employability 

skills at each AQF level. The adoption by Directorates of employability skills from 

other training packages in suitable cases would not undermine the proposed MES 

framework. 

The MES does not apply if the usual or required occupational competencies 

required in the position entail a higher level of performance. 

Pay Point means one of the 55 salary levels in the proposed Shared Salary Spine 

(SSS) or a salary level in the Band 11 Extended Range of the SSS. 

Salary Scale is a generic term relating to pay. The Salary Scale for a particular 

category of employee or specified class of work may be comprised of: 

• A single Pay Point (e.g. Unqualified Dental Assistant) 

• Two or more pay points drawn from a single Pay Band (for example, 

Correctional Officer Level 3) 

• Two or more pay points drawn from two or more Pay Bands (for example, 

Health Professional Level 2) 

• All of the salary points in an approved Broadband (noting that this is a 

specific example of the immediately foregoing general case). 

Work Level Indicators (WLIs) are the materials that: 

• describe the work requirements of actual positions, 

• define work requirements at each Level in the CCS, and 

• provide guidance and direction on the classification of a position. 

WLIs include: 

• Job descriptions and other evidence about the work requirements for a 

position (e.g. the level and type of occupational competencies required, 

the nature of the achievements required of the position, the complexity 

and breadth of the work, ecology, and the special demands of the 

position) 

• Work Level Standards 

• Minimum Competency Framework 

• Minimum Employability Skills 

• The classification of training positions 
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• The classification of entry level positions for which essential qualifications 

are required 

• Policies, guidance material and directions issued by the Head of Service 

(e.g. Classification Handbook) 

Work Level Standards provide a means of assessing the Level of a position in 

terms of six Compensable Factors: 

• Achievements 

• Complexity 

• Breadth 

• Ecology 

• Skills and Knowledge (including occupation-specific skills and knowledge) 

• Environmental Demands 
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What are Critical Thinking Skills?27 

Interpretation: To comprehend and express the meaning or significance of a wide 

variety of experiences, situations, data, events, judgments, conventions, beliefs, 

rules, procedures or criteria. 

Analysis: To identify the intended and actual inferential relationships among 

statements, questions, concepts, descriptions or other forms of representation 

intended to express beliefs, judgments, experiences, reasons, information, or 

opinions. 

Evaluation: To assess the credibility of statements or other representations which 

are accounts or descriptions of a person's perception, experience, situation, 

judgment, belief, or opinion; and to assess the logical strength of the actual or 

intended inferential relationships among statements, descriptions, questions or 

other forms of representation. 

Inference: To identify and secure elements needed to draw reasonable 

conclusions; to form conjectures and hypotheses; to consider relevant 

information and to educe the consequences flowing from data, statements, 

principles, evidence, judgments, beliefs, opinions, concepts, descriptions, 

questions, or other forms of representation. 

Explanation: To state the results of one's reasoning; to justify that reasoning in 

terms of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological and contextual 

considerations upon which one's results were based; and to present one's 

reasoning in the form of cogent arguments. 

Self-regulation: Self-consciously to monitor one's cognitive activities, the 

elements used in those activities, and the results educed, particularly by applying 

skills in analysis and evaluation to one's own inferential judgments with a view 

toward questioning, confirming, validating, or correcting either one's reasoning or 

one's results. 

27 (Facione 1990) 
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Breadth or depth of skill required for increasing levels of participation28 , 

1. Familiarisation: Shared 
capability building’ 

2 

Automatic fluency 

3 

Proficient problem-solving 

4 

Creative solution sharing 

5 

Expert system shaping 

ACTPS GRADE: Levels 1 and 2 Levels 3 & 4 Levels 5 & 6 Levels 7, 8 & 9 Levels 10 & 11 

Skill Sets and Elements - Participate as a novice, by 
building proficiency through 
observation, practice, talk 
and reflection 

Participate as a practiced 
performer, independently 
and automatically applying 
learning. 

Carry on automatically with 
operations already learned, 
whilst focusing at the same 
time on solving problems.’ 

Participate as an experienced 
problem-solver to create new 
solutions. 

Help embed practical 
knowledge or innovation in 
an ongoing work system 

A. Awareness shaping skills: Capacity to -

A1 Grasp the significance of work contexts 
and situations 

A2 Monitor your own and others’ reactions 
and awareness levels 

A3 Assess and adjust impacts of your own or 
workgroup actions 

Learn your job contexts, 
demands and impacts 

Automatically monitor the 
work situation, and evaluate 
its impacts 

Monitor contexts and 
impacts whilst focusing on 
solving problems 

Share situational awareness 
and new solutions in 
workplace 

Understand systems and 
your positioning and 
capacity for influence within 
them 

B. Interaction & relationship shaping skills: 

Capacity to-

B1 Set and maintain your boundaries 

B2 Use non-verbal and verbal 
communication adaptively 

B3 Help shape others’ behaviour 

B4 Negotiate within & across authority lines 

B5 Use intercultural competence 

Learn to gain cooperation 
by enacting your role with 
assurance 

Adroitly negotiate 
boundaries and perspectives 

Manage challenging 
communication issues whilst 
solving practical or 
relational problems 

Contribute imaginatively to 
shaping roles, 
communications, and 
intercultural understandings 

Make consistent use of 
coalitions or communication 
systems to change 
environment or culture 

C. Coordinating skills: Capacity to -

C1 Prioritise, switch, sequence your activities 

C2 Keep track; follow up; collectively 
interweave activities 

C3 Maintain, rebalance or restore workflow; 
overcome obstacles 

Learn how to focus, 
sequence and link work 
activities, minimising 
disruption and imbalance 

Smoothly link up tasks, and 
interweave your 
contribution with those of 
others 

Through anticipation and 
readjustment, rectify 
emerging problems whilst 
maintaining workflow 

Use informal approaches to 
streamline work processes 
and overcome setbacks 

Develop systems for 
juggling organisational 
demands sustainably 

Figure 34: Taxonomy of Hidden Work Process Skills 

2828 (Junor et al. 2008) 
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JOB REPORT AND ANALYSIS FORM 

Job Particulars 

Program 

Directorate 

Division, Agency or Office 

Branch 

Work unit 

Work location 

Is this a new job? Yes / No Please attach a copy of the 

Business Case 

Current classification (if any) 

Position number (if any) 

Respondent Details 

Family name 

Given names 

Job title 

Classification 

Work unit 

Work location 

Position number 

Phone number 

Email address 

Signature 
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Attachments 

Previous job description or duty statement (if any) √ 

Previous selection criteria (if any) √ 

Organisation chart √ 

Business case (for new positions) √ 

Other supporting evidence (e.g. job descriptions for identical √ 
positions in other agencies) 

Authorisation 

Supervisor’s / manager’s comments and recommendation √ 

Director’s authorization √ 

Delegate’s approval √ 
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OVERVIEW 

General description of the work requirements of the job, and the context within 

which the duties of the position are to be performed 

Which Government program or agency function does the position support? 

(e.g. acute mental health, public realm asset maintenance, strategic human 

resources) 

What are the main outputs and outcomes required of this program or function? 

(That is, what results are required?) 

Who are the main clients of and stakeholders in the program or function? 

What are the main services provided by the position? 

(That is, what is done? ) 

What are the main activities undertaken by the position? 

(That is, how is it done?) 

What is the occupation of the position? 

(e.g. accountant, database manager, business analyst, electrician, physiotherapist) 

What education, training, qualifications, occupational registration and experience 

would usually be required for employment in this occupation? 

NOTE This information is required to determine if mandatory qualifications apply, and to 

assist in drafting selection criteria, but, except for entry-level jobs, will not 

normally influence the decision on the classification of the position. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Responsibility and accountability for outputs and outcomes 

What specific program or project outputs and program outcomes is the position 

directly responsible and accountable for? 

What specific program or project outputs and program outcomes is the position 

indirectly responsible and accountable for? 

(That is, what is the specific contribution of the position to the team’s success? 

What is the nature and extent of the benefits arising from the program or project? 

What responsibility does the position have for securing these benefits? What 

activities is the position required to undertake to maintain the flow of benefits? 
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COMPLEXITY 

Responsibility and accountability for transformation of inputs – including 

diversity of work processes, coordination of inputs, and the nature and quality of 

reasoning and decision-making required 

Describe the main tasks, activities and functions the position is required to 

perform. 

Are any of the tasks, activities, functions, etc. undertaken by the position 

especially complex or elaborate? 

Is the position responsible for planning and coordinating the task, activities and 

functions of other persons? Describe the extent of the planning and coordination 

function? What aspects of this role are especially complex or elaborate? 

What novel and difficult problems arise for this position? 

What nature and quality of reasoning and problem-solving is required of the 

occupant of the position? 

What level of judgment and decision-making is required to be exercised by this 

position? 

What level of advice, counsel and recommendations does the position provide to 

other decision-makers? 
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BREADTH 

Responsibility and accountability for inputs – people, assets and financial 

resources 

Is the position responsible for the day-to-day supervision and direction of staff? 

If the answer is “YES”… 

What is the size of the work unit the position supervises, and how many staff 

report directly to the position? Does the position supervise a variety of 

occupations? 

Is the position responsible for the professional and technical supervision and 

development of staff? 

If the answer is “YES”… 

Describe the nature and extent of these responsibilities? 

Is the position responsible for supervision of or liaison with contractors or 

suppliers? 

If the answer is “YES”… 

Describe the position’s relationship with contractors or suppliers 

Does the position have responsibility for public assets? If so, to what value? 

Does the position have responsibility for expenditure and consumables? If so, 

within what limits? 

Does the position have responsibility for producing income? Is the work unit 

wholly or partially “off-Budget”? 

What formal decision-making powers does the position hold in relation to people, 

assets and financial resources? Identify what type(s) and level(s) of delegation the 

position holds. 
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ECOLOGY 

The context within which the duties of the position are to be performed 

NOTE: Aspects of Ecology may exert an influence over other factors, including 

Achievement, Complexity, Breadth, and Skills and Knowledge. 

What degree of supervision and direction does the position receive? 

What level of independence and autonomy has the position been given? What 

opportunity and scope exists for the occupant of the job to modify the task or 

role over time to meet emergent circumstances? 

What established processes, methods and policies are available to guide the work 

of the position? What clarity and extent of guidance is available? 

Conversely, what is the extent of ambiguity, uncertainty and volatility that the 

occupant of the position must deal with? 

What standards – including professional standards, technical standards, 

accreditation requirements, and codes of practice – is the position required to 

comply with? 

Are there special community and social expectations to take account of? What 

are the rights and interests of stakeholders? Are there any special consultative 

requirements? 

Does the regulatory and legal environment impose specific requirements and 

limitations? 

To what degree will consumer, human rights and anti-discrimination legislation 

have an impact on the work of the position? 

What relationships exist with other public sector organisations & other levels of 

government (e.g. through COAG and ministerial councils). 

What special standards of governance and reporting must be adhered to? 
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SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

The level of skill and knowledge required to competently perform the duties of 

the position 

NOTE: The level of skill and knowledge described here must be justified by 

reference to the work requirements described under Achievement, 

Complexity, Breadth and Ecology. 

NOTE: Discuss both general skill and knowledge, and occupation-specific skill and 

knowledge higher than that required for entry to the occupation. 

Achievement 

Complexity 

Breadth 

Ecology 
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEMANDS 

Physical, emotional and mental demands of the work that are unusually taxing 

NOTE The special demands identified in this section must be clearly different from 

the usual physical, emotional or mental demands on jobs of the same 

occupation, at the same classification level, performing the same or very 

similar duties. 

What is the evidence for the existence of special demands affecting this position? 

What is/are the nature and intensity of the special demands? 

What are the expected effects of the special demands on the occupant of the 

position? 

Are the special demands always present? 

If the answer is “NO”… 

How frequently are the special demands experienced? 

What protective equipment, workplace modification or job design options have 

been or could be employed to remove or ameliorate the special demands? 

Are persons in this occupation entitled under an industrial award or agreement to 

be paid any allowance, or accrue additional leave, or receive any other 

employment benefit on account of the special demands? 
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CLASSIFICATION PROPOSAL 

If the position currently exists, is a change in classification proposed? 

How is the classification of the job – or change of classification of the job – 

justified on the basis of: 

Achievement? Factor rank – 1 2 3 4 5 

Complexity? Factor rank – 1 2 3 4 5 

Breadth? Factor rank – 1 2 3 4 5 

Ecology? Factor rank – 1 2 3 4 5 

Skills and Knowledge? Factor rank – 1 2 3 4 5 

NOTE: Discuss both general skill and knowledge, and occupation-specific skill and 

knowledge higher than that required for entry to the occupation. 

Environmental Demands? 

What other Work Level Indicators were used to determine the Classification Level 

of the position? 
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SUPERVISOR’S COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATION 

The supervisor of the position must indicate here if the statements made in this 

document are accurate and complete, and identify and correct any potentially 

misleading statements. 

DIRECTOR’S AUTHORISATION 

DELEGATE’S APPROVAL 
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Annexe L: PROPOSED QUALIFICATION STANDARD 

Mandatory Qualifications 

A mandatory qualification is: 

• a requirement expressed in an act, regulation or other legislative instrument of the 
Territory or the Commonwealth that has the effect of restricting employment in an 
occupation to persons who meet criteria set out in the act, regulation or 
instrument, or 

• a requirement determined in accordance with an act, regulation or other 
legislative instrument of the Territory or the Commonwealth that has the same 
effect. 

A person will not be eligible for employment in an occupation to which a 

mandatory qualification applies unless the person holds the necessary mandatory 

qualification. 

An employee will not perform or continue to perform the duties of an occupation 

to which a mandatory qualification applies unless the employee holds and 

continues to holds the necessary mandatory qualification. 

The Head of Service may issue guidelines and directions on the management of 

mandatory qualifications in the ACTPS, including the use of mandatory 

qualifications in relation to: 

• entry to a training grade 

• entry to any occupation at any classification level 

• entry into a position (whether by appointment, transfer or promotion) 

Essential Qualifications 

An essential qualification is a qualification (other than a mandatory qualification) 

which the Head of Service determines is necessary for the occupant of a position 

to hold for the efficient and effective performance of the work of the position. 

The Head of Service may determine essential qualifications: 

• for entry to a training grade 

• for entry to any occupation at any classification level 

• for entry into a position (whether by appointment, transfer or promotion) 

Before the Head of Service determines that a qualification is an essential 

qualification, he or she must be satisfied that: 

• the qualification meets the contemporary standard for entry to the occupation 

• if entry to the occupation is subject to a mandatory qualification, whether it is 
desirable or justifiable to determine a further essential qualification 
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• possession of the qualification will materially contribute to the ability of the 
occupant to meet the standards of performance expected of the position, taking 
into account the duties and responsibilities, occupation and classification level of 
the position 

• determination of an essential qualification will materially contribute to the present 
and future capability of the ACTPS to meet its objectives. 

The Head of Service may identify which substantially similar qualifications, or 

combination of qualifications and relevant experience, are equivalent to an 

essential qualification. 

The Head of Service may issue guidelines and directions on the management of 

essential qualifications in the ACTPS. 

Desirable Qualifications 

A desirable qualification is a qualification (other than a mandatory or essential 

qualification) which an Agency determines may be appropriate for the occupant 

of a position to hold for the efficient and effective performance of the work of the 

position. 

The Head of Service may issue guidelines and directions on the management of 

desirable qualifications in the ACTPS. 
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Annexe M: PROPOSED CADET ENTRY STANDARD 

Cadet is a declared training grade. 

The classification level of a Cadet is Level 2. 

Access to a cadetship is open to eligible persons be on the basis of competitive 

selection. 

A person is eligible for appointment as a Cadet if: 

• The person is presently enrolled as a student in an Australian educational 
institution. 

• The person is presently enrolled in a program of study leading to a professional 
entry qualification required for entry to a technical or professional occupation in 
demand in the ACT Public Service. 

• The person has achieved a high academic standard in their study to date. 

• The person agrees to complete the program of study in: 

1. the minimum time for a student enrolled in the program on a full-time basis, 
or 

2. the minimum time for a student enrolled on a part-time basis, or 

3. such time as may otherwise be agreed, but not less than the time required 
under 1, and no more than the time required under 2. 

A Cadet will be appointed as a temporary employee for a period not exceeding 

five years, including any period of employment extending beyond the end of the 

program of study in accordance with the next paragraph. 

Upon successful completion of their program of study, the Cadet will be advanced 

to the appropriate classification level and pay point specified in the Common 

Professional Entry Scale. 

The appointment of a Cadet to an ongoing substantive entry level position in the 

ACTPS following the successful completion of the approved program of study is 

not an appealable decision. 

In this section: 

The term occupation in demand means a professional occupation declared 

by the Head of Service from time to time as being an occupation in 

demand. 
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The term Australian educational institution means an Australian Registered 

Training Organization or an Australian university. 

Professional entry qualification means a qualification necessary for entry to 

a profession. 

A program of study includes the case where the employee is required to 

complete two or more related programs that together provide the skills 

and knowledge required for entry to the profession. 
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Annexe N: PROPOSED APPRENTICE ENTRY STANDARD 

Apprentice is a declared training grade. 

Access to an apprenticeship is open to eligible persons be on the basis of 

competitive selection. 

A person is eligible for appointment as an Apprentice if: 

• The person is presently enrolled or is eligible to be enrolled as a student in an 
approved apprenticeship program 

• The person is presently enrolled or agrees that they will enroll in an apprenticeship 
program leading to an occupational entry qualification required for entry to a trade 
in demand in the ACT Public Service. 

• The person agrees to complete the apprenticeship program in: 

1. the minimum time for a person enrolled in the program on a full-time 
basis, or 

2. the minimum time for a person enrolled on a part-time basis, or 

3. such time as may otherwise be agreed, but not less than the time 
required under 1, and no more than the time required under 2. 

An Apprentice will be appointed as a temporary employee for a period not 

exceeding five years, including any period of employment extending beyond the 

end of the apprenticeship program in accordance with the next paragraph. 

Upon successful completion of their apprenticeship program, the Apprentice will 

be advanced to the appropriate pay point in Level 3, being: 

• In the case of a person awarded a Certificate III, pay point 10 

• In the case of a person awarded a Certificate IV, pay point 12 

• In the case of a person awarded a Diploma, pay point 14 

The appointment of an Apprentice to an ongoing substantive entry level position 

in the ACTPS following the successful completion of the approved apprenticeship 

program is not an appealable decision. 

In this section: 

The term trade in demand means an occupation declared by the Head of 

Service from time to time as being a trade in demand. 
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Salary band Pay point Salary 

The employee holds a professional entry diploma or 

equivalent qualification at AQF level 5 awarded by an 

Australian Registered Training Organisation or university 

following the completion of a relevant program of study of 2 

years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 3 5 $51,084 

The employee holds a professional entry advanced diploma 

or associate degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 6 

awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or 

university following the completion of a relevant program of 

study of 2 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 4 1 $52,252 

The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree 

or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an 

Australian Registered Training Organisation or university 

following the completion of a relevant program of study of 3 

years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 4 2 $55,948 

The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree 

or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an 

Australian Registered Training Organisation or university 

following the completion of a relevant program of study of 4 

years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 4 5 $57,235 

The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF 

level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an 

Australian Registered Training Organisation or university 

following the completion of a relevant program of study of 5 

years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 5 3 $61,275 

The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF 

level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an 

Australian Registered Training Organisation or university 

following the completion of a relevant program of study of 6 

years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 6 1 $65,601 

The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF 

level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded 

by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or 

university following the completion of a relevant program of 

study of 7 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 6 4 $70,233 

The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF 

level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded 

by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or 

university following the completion of a relevant program of 

study of 8 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 

Band 7 2 $75,191 

Figure 35: Entry Level Salary – Common Professional Entry Scale 
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Professional entry qualification means a qualification necessary for entry to the 

profession. 

• The term does not include higher degrees that entail the acquisition of 

specialized or advanced skills and knowledge that would be relevant to the 

performance of duties at higher levels of the classification structure. 

A program of study includes the case where the employee has completed two or 

more related programs that together provide the skills and knowledge required 

for entry to the profession. 

In the case that the qualification held by the employee has not been awarded by 

an Australian Registered Training Organisation or an Australian university, the 

Head of Service may identify which substantially similar qualification, or 

combination of qualification and relevant experience (including an overseas 

qualification and experience) will be taken to be equivalent to the specified 

Australian qualification. 
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Annexe P: TRANSLATION OF KEY CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 

Pay point 

no. 

Band Level Annual 

salary 

Included classifications 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Band 1 1 

2 

3 

4 

$38,010 

$38,884 

$39,779 

$40,693 

HSO2, GSO2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Band 2 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$41,629 

$42,587 

$43,566 

$44,568 

$45,594 

ASO1 

Cadet, TTO 

ICT Trainee 

HSO3, GSO3, FSO3 

BSO 3/4 

SSHSO 3/4 

HSO4, GSO4, FSO4 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Band 3 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$46,642 

$47,715 

$48,812 

$49,935 

$51,084 

ASO 2, Dent Rec, SASS2 

Paralegal 1 

HSO 5, GSO 5, FSO 5 

HSO 6, GSO 6, FSO 6 

SSTO1, TO 1, FTO 1 

Ranger 1, SGR 

Stores Supervisor 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Band 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$52,258 

$53,460 

$54,690 

$55,948 

$57,235 

SSS1 

ASO 3, SASS3 

HSO 7 

PO 1 lower 

SSTO 2, TO 2, FTO 2 lower 

ITO 1 lower 

Ranger 2, Park Ranger 1 

Legal 1, Paralegal 2 

Trust Off 1 lower 

SSS 2 lower 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Band 5 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$58,551 

$59,898 

$61,275 

$62,685 

$64,126 

SSS 2 upper 

ASO 4, SASS 4, WCO 4 

HSO 8 

PO 1 mid, GAA 

SSTO 2, TO 2, FTO 2 upper 

ITO 1 upper 

Vet 1 lower 

Legal 1, Paralegal 3 

Trust Off 1 lower (+ pp25) 

Ranger 3, Park Ranger 2 

SSS 3 
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Pay point 

no. 

Band Level Annual 

salary 

Included classifications 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Band 6 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$65,601 

$67,110 

$68,654 

$70,233 

$71,848 

ASO 5, WCO 5 

HSO 9 

PO 1 upper 

TO 3, FTO 3 

ITO 1 extended 

Legal 1 

Senior Park Ranger 3 

Vet 1 upper 

Legal 1 

Trust Off 2 lower 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Band 7 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

$73,501 

$75,191 

$76,921 

$78,690 

$80,500 

$82,351 

Vet 2 lower (up to pp 43) 

ASO 6, WCO 6 

HSO 10 

PO 2, TO 4, ITO 2 

Legal 1 

Trust Off 2 upper (+ pp 36) 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Band 8 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$84,245 

$86,183 

$88,165 

$90,193 

$92,267 

Principle Research Officer 

Legal 1 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

Band 9 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$94,389 

$96,560 

$98,781 

$101,053 

$103,377 

SO C, WCM C 

SITO C, SPO C 

HP 4 

SOT C 

Legal 1 upper 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

Band 10 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$105,755 

$108,187 

$110,676 

$113,221 

$115,825 

SO B, SITO B 

SPO B, Vet 3 

HP 5 

SOT B 

Legal 1 top 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

Band 11 1 

2 

3 

4 

$118,489 

$121,215 

$124,003 

$126,855 

$129,772 

SO A, SITO A 

SPO A, SPO A Eng 

HP 6 

Legal 2 

Vet 4, Vet 5 

Table 36: Translation of key classification groups 
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Annexe Q: SHARED SALARY SPINE UPDATED TO 1 JULY 2012 

Table 37 (following) shows how the SSS would be updated to take account the 

increase to ACTPS rates of pay and maintain internal relativities within the SSS. 

SSS based on 

HSO2 at 18/8/2011 

SSS pay 

point 

Band Pay 

point 

SSS based on 

HSO2 at 1/7/2012 

38,010 1 1 1 39,340 

38,884 2 2 40,245 

39,779 3 3 41,171 

40,693 4 4 42,118 

41,629 5 2 1 43,086 

42,587 6 2 44,077 

43,566 7 3 45,091 

44,568 8 4 46,128 

45,594 9 5 47,189 

46,642 10 3 1 48,275 

47,715 11 2 49,385 

48,812 12 3 50,521 

49,935 13 4 51,683 

51,084 14 5 52,871 

52,258 15 4 1 54,088 

53,460 16 2 55,332 

54,690 17 3 56,604 

55,948 18 4 57,906 

57,235 19 5 59,238 

58,551 20 5 1 60,600 

59,898 21 2 61,994 

61,275 22 3 63,420 

62,685 23 4 64,879 

64,126 24 5 66,371 

65,601 25 6 1 67,897 

67,110 26 2 69,459 

68,654 27 3 71,057 

70,233 28 4 72,691 

71,848 29 5 74,363 
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SSS based on 

HSO2 at 18/8/2011 

SSS pay 

point 

Band Pay 

point 

SSS based on 

HSO2 at 1/7/2012 

73,501 7 1 76,073 

75,191 31 2 77,823 

76,921 32 3 79,613 

78,690 33 4 81,444 

80,500 34 5 83,317 

82,351 6 85,233 

84,245 36 8 1 87,194 

86,183 37 2 89,199 

88,165 38 3 91,251 

90,193 39 4 93,350 

92,267 5 95,497 

94,389 41 9 1 97,693 

96,560 42 2 99,940 

98,781 43 3 102,239 

101,053 44 4 104,590 

103,377 5 106,996 

105,755 46 10 1 109,457 

108,187 47 2 111,974 

110,676 48 3 114,549 

113,221 49 4 117,184 

115,825 5 119,879 

118,489 51 11 1 122,637 

121,215 52 2 125,457 

124,003 53 3 128,343 

126,855 54 4 131,295 

129,772 5 134,314 

Table 37: Shared Salary Spine reflecting 3.5% increase on 1 July 2012 
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Annexe R: LEGAL INSTRUMENTS 

This Annexe lists Acts, Award, Agreements and related legal instruments referred 

to in this Review. 

Notes: 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, or clear from labeling or context, the instruments 

listed here relate to the federal jurisdiction in Australia. 

2. A further series of listings of enterprise awards and modern awards relevant to 

ACTPS employees (in-scope and out-of-scope) are at Annexes E, F G and H of the 

Report on Element 4 of this Review (O’Shea 2012b, pp.49-52). 

3. A further listing of APS Enterprise Agreements to which the Review has referred 

is at Annexe F of the Report on Element 2 of this Review (O’Shea 2011, pp.144-146). 

Actew-AGL and Combined Unions Enterprise Agreement 2008, 

ACTION Enterprise Agreement 2010-2013 [AE888431 PR514844 AG2011/12174]. 

Affinity Electrical Technologies Collective Agreement 2007-2012 

Anasson Painting and Maintenance Pty Ltd Employee Collective Agreement 2009 

APS SEP Case, see Australian Public Service Structural Efficiency Principle Case in 

1989-1990. 

Australian Public Service Structural Efficiency Principle Case in 1989-1990. 

Award Modernisation (AM2008/1–12) [2008] AIRCFB 1000, 19 December 2008 

(Stage 1 Decisions). 

Award Modernisation (AM2008/1–12) [2008] AIRCFB 717, 12 September 2008 

(Statement and Stage 1 Exposure Drafts). 

Award Modernisation (AM2008/13–24) [2009] AIRCFB 50, 23 January 2009 

(Stage 2 Exposure Drafts). 

Award Modernisation (AM2008/25-63) [2009] AIRCFB 826, 4 September 2009 

(Stage 3). 

Award Modernisation (AM2008/5, 7 and 13–24) [2009] AIRCFB 345, 3 April 2009 

(Stage 2 Decisions). 

Award Simplification Decision AIRCFB Dec 1533/97 M Print P7500, 23 December 

1987. 

Bank of Queensland, see Molanka Pty Ltd; D.A. Management Pty Ltd; Reiconn Pty 

Ltd (EM2009/1) [2010] FWAFB 2890, 19 April 2010 (Bank of Queensland). 

Baulderstone Building Australian Capital Territory Agreement 2009-2011 
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BCC Salaried Staff Award, see Brisbane City Council Salaried Staff Award 2004. 

Brighton Australia (ACT) / CFMEU Collective Agreement 2011-2014. 

Brisbane City Council Salaried Staff Award 2004 [AP843647]. 

Capital Lines and Signs Collective Agreement 2007-2012 

Clean City Services ACT Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 2008 

Construction Control One Employment and Administration Pty Ltd / CFMEU (ACT) 

Collective Agreement 2009-2011 

CPSU (Salaries and Conditions of Service) ACT Public Sector Award 1998 

CR & SS and CFMEU Collective Agreement 2009-2011 

Crown Employees (Department of Arts- Sport and Recreation - Centres and 

Academy Managers) Award 2006 [1635] (NSW). 

Crown Employees (Public Sector- Salaries 2008) Award (NSW). 

Department of Justice & Community Services Enterprise Agreement 2010-2011. 

Downer EDI Works (Queanbeyan/ACT) Collective Agreement 2008. 

ECA, see Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 

2000. 

Ecowise Services (Australia) Pty Ltd Employee Collective Agreement 2009-2014 

Employment Conditions Australian Capital Territory Public Sector Award 2000. 

Employment Conditions Award, see Employment Conditions Australian Capital 

Territory Public Sector Award 2000. 

Equal Pay (Amendment) Regulations 1983 (UK). 

Equal Pay Act 1970 (UK). 

Equal Remuneration Case 2011, Fair Work Australia Full Bench, 16 May [PR052011] 

Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009. 

Fair Work Act 2009. 

Fair Work Regulations 2009. 

FW Act, see Fair Work Act 2009. 

GE Shaw & Associates (ACT) Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 

General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian Capital Territory 

Public Sector) Award 2001. 
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GSO Award, see General Service Officers and Related Classifications (Australian 

Capital Territory Public Sector) Award 2001. 

Gungahlin Concrete Services Pty Ltd Employee Collective Agreement 2008 

Health and Community Employees Psychologists (State) Award 2012 

Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010. 

Hospital Employees Award 1986. 

HPSS Award, see Health Professionals and Support Services Award 2010. 

IC Formwork Services Pty Ltd and CFMEU Collective Agreement 2009-2011. 

Innovative Electrical Solutions Pty Ltd Collective Agreement 2008-2013 

JCL Electrics Pty Ltd Collective Agreement 2007-2012 

John Ayres Electrical Collective Agreement 2006-2011 

Journalists (Australian Capital Territory Government Departments and 

Instrumentalities) Award 1998 

Kentucky Fried Chicken Pty Limited (EM2009/2) and Shop, Distributive and Allied 

Employees Association (C2009/11425) [2010] FWAFB 8826, 23 November 

2010. 

KFC, see Kentucky Fried Chicken Pty Limited (EM2009/2) and Shop, Distributive and 

Allied Employees Association (C2009/11425) [2010] FWAFB 8826. 

Live Performance Award 2010 [MA000081 PR988941 AM2008/35]. 

Long Service Leave (Commonwealth Employees) Act 1976 

Luttro Rendering Pty Ltd Employee Collective Agreement 2008 

Magnum Reinforcement and CFMEU Collective Agreement 2009-2011 

Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010. 

Manufacturing Award, see Manufacturing and Associated Industries and 

Occupations Award 2010. 

Maternity Leave (Commonwealth Employees) Act 1973 

Mobile Crane Hiring Award 2010 (AIRC FB 345, 3 April 2009). 

Molanka Pty Ltd; D.A. Management Pty Ltd; Reiconn Pty Ltd (EM2009/1) [2010] 

FWAFB 2890, 19 April 2010 (Bank of Queensland). 

MRB Communications Electrical Collective Agreement 2007-2012 

Multisystem Communications Pty Ltd Collective Agreement 2006-2011 

National Training Wage Award 2000. 
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O'Donnell Griffin Pty Ltd (ACT/Wagga Wagga) Service Enterprise Agreement 2010-

2013 [AE883405 Pr505776 AG2010/24323 18 Jan 2011] 

Paid Rates Review Case AIRCFB Dec 1276/98 M Print Q7661, 20 October 1998. 

Pizza Hut, see Yum Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd (EM2009/3) and Shop, Distributive 

and Allied Employees Association (C2009/11424) [2011] FWAFB 1077, 11 March 

2011 (Pizza Hut). 

Plumbing and Fire Sprinklers Award 2010. 

Professional Award, see Professional Employees Award 2010. 

Professional Employees Award 2010. 

Project Coordination (Australia) Pty Ltd and CFMEU Enterprise Agreement 2008-

2011 

PSM Act, see Public Sector Management Act 1994. 

PSM Standards, see Public Sector Management Standards 2006. 

Public Sector Management Act 1994 (ACT). 

Public Sector Management Standards 2006 (ACT). 

Public Service Act 1922. 

Public Transport Authority Railway Employees (Trades) Industrial Agreement 

2009 (WA). 

Queensland Public Service award 2003. 

RA Gilkes & Co Pty Ltd Electrical Collective Agreement 2006-2011 

SA Public Sector Salaried Employees Interim Award. 

SACS Award, see Social, Community, Home Care and Disability Services Industry 

Award 2010. 

Schindler Lifts Australia Pty Ltd (ACT Branch) Certified Agreement 2009-2011 

Secom Technical Servcies Pty Ltd Collective Agreement 2008-2011 

SEP Case, see Australian Public Service Structural Efficiency Principle Case in 1989-

1990. 

Skills Australia Act 2008. 

Social, Community, Home Care and Disability Services Industry Award 2010. 

Southside Steel Fixing Pty Ltd and CFMEU Collective Agreement 2009-2011 

St Hilliers Contracting 2009-2011 (ACT) Enterprise Agreement 

Tasmanian State Service Award 2009 – S085. 
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Tasmanian State Service Union Agreement 2008 

The Merchant Service Guild of Australasia v. The Commonwealth Steam-ship 

Owners’ Association First Award, 1906—Steamship Crew (1906) 1 CAR 4, 

O’Connor J, 12 December 1906. 

Thiess / CFMEU Australian Capital Territory Building Greensfields Collective 

Agreement 2008-2011 

Transitional Act, see Fair Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential 

Amendments) Act 2009. 

Victorian Public Service Agreement 2006. 

Victorian Public Service Award 2005, viewed 29 June 2011, 
http://www.fwa.gov.au/consolidated_awards/at/at841792/asframe.html 

WA Health Services Engineering and Building Services Award 2004 (WA). 

WesTrac Pty Ltd (New South Wales Services Operations) Enterprise Agreement 

2010 [AG2010/9873 30 June 2010] 

Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

WR Act, see Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

Yum Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd (EM2009/3) and Shop, Distributive and Allied 

Employees Association (C2009/11424) [2011] FWAFB 1077, 11 March 2011 

(Pizza Hut). 

Yum! Restaurants Australia Pty Ltd v Full Bench of Fair Work Australia [2011] FCA 

1315 (decision in appeals from FWAFB 1077 and FWAFB 8826). 
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Annexe S: PRESENTATION – SLIDE PACK 

This presentation has been provided separately in native Powerpoint format. 
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Annexe T: PRESENTATION – INFORMATION PACK 

This document has been provided separately in native Word format. The following 

Outline illustrates the content of the Information Pack. 

OUTLINE 

1. Workforce Development Strategies to support Service Delivery 
Figure 1—Work Roles in the Context of Service Delivery ....................................................... 3 
Figure 2—Workforce Segments and Proposed Classification Levels ..................................... 4 

2. What is proposed? 
2.1. Structure 

2.1.1. 4 Career Clusters provide the basis for Workforce Development 
Figure 3—Career Clusters....................................................................................6 

2.1.2. 3 Categories of Qualifications 
Figure 4—Framework for specifying Qualifications in the ACTPS ...................... 7 

2.1.3. Minimum Competency Framework 
Figure 5—Progression through the MCF.............................................................8 

2.1.4. Uniform Approach to Training 
2.1.5. Uniform Approach to Appointment of New & Recent Graduates 

2.1.5.1. 11 Work Level Standards defined by 
A: Occupational Skills & Knowledge 
B: 6 Compensable Factors 

Figure 8—Compensable Factors ...............................................9 
2.1.5.1.1. 11 Work Level Standards Described 

Figure 9—Work Level Standards ..................................................... 10-14 
2.2. Salary 

2.2.1. Tier 1: Shared Salary Spine 
Figure 6—Model of Salary Spine ........................................................................15 
Figure 7—Proposed Salary Spine ...................................................................... 16 

2.2.2. Tier 2: Attraction & Retention Incentives (ARIns) 
3. How to bring it together 

Figure 10—Relationships between components of the proposed reforms....................17 
3.1. Special Circumstances 

3.1.1. Broadbanding 
3.1.2. Special Salary Scales 

Figure 11—Proposed Special Salary Scales .........................................................18 
3.2. Distribution of Functions 

Figure 12—Proposed Distribution of Structure & Salary Functions.............................. 19 

Figure 13—Proposed Workforce Development Functions ........................................... 20 

3.3. Implementation Management 

Translations........................................................................................................21 
Planning and Project Management Considerations ........................................21 

4. Outcomes ........................................................................................................................ 22-25 
5. Recommendations..........................................................................................................26-29 
6. Comparison with Benchmarks 

Figure 14— Comparison of Proposed Shared Salary Spine with Benchmarks.............. 30 

Figure 36: Information Pack – Table of Contents 
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Annexe U: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

How did the Review come about? 

The Review arose from an agreement between trade unions and the ACT 

Government in 2010 

What were the aims of the Classification Review? 

The aims of the Review were to: 

• Achieve greater consistency across the ACT Public Service (ACTPS) in 

classifying positions and to improve wage equity between positions having 

equivalent work level standards and work value requirements. 

• Facilitate recruitment to the ACTPS by making the competencies, 

qualifications and remuneration levels for ACTPS vacancies more 

accessible, and intelligible, to potential applicants. 

• Improve mobility within the ACTPS by removing structural barriers. 

• Accommodate the changing needs of a modern public sector workforce, 

including the consideration of the most effective way of moving to a single 

salary spine. 

• Rationalise and simplify the classification structure for the ACTPS, in order 

to improve administrative efficiency. 

Which classifications were in-scope for the Review? 

Over 30 employment streams, and 193 individual classification levels were in-

scope for the review. Numerically, the most important of these are the ASOs, 

Senior Officers, and Health Professionals. However, the review also extended to 

building and horticultural trades employees, legal officers, correctional officers, 

disability support officers, health care assistants, public affairs officers, 

information technology officers, and many more besides. 

Taking into account the number of professional, technical and trades disciplines 

and occupations included in the larger heterogeneous employment streams (e.g. 

ASOs, health professionals, and the building trades) the Review encompassed 

over 200 distinct occupations. 

In some ways, it is perhaps easier to say which employment categories were 

EXCLUDED, namely: 

• Statutory Office Holders, Directors-General, Executives, Bus Drivers, 

Transport Officers, Teachers, Ambulance Officers, Fire Brigade Officers, 

Medical Officers and Nursing Staff. 
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How was the Review conducted? 

External consultants were engaged to undertake research and analysis and make 

recommendations in relation to the aims of the Review. The Review was 

conducted in accordance with a work plan agreed to by Joint Council. The 

consultants consulted with unions, agencies and external organisations, and were 

provided with regular advice, guidance and feedback by an Advisory Panel 

comprised of representatives of ACT Health, TAMS and JACS, the CPSU, AMWU, 

APESMA, HSU East, NUW, CFMEU and the electrical and plumbing branches of the 

CEPU. Project management and project support was provided by staff of the Chief 

Minister’s and Cabinet Directorate. The consultants were required to produce five 

separate reports dealing with the major themes/stages of their research. 

Where do I find the consultants’ detailed findings and recommendations? 

There is a website from which all five of the consultants’ reports can be 

downloaded: 

http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/governance/public/classreview 

What are main reforms proposed by the consultants? 

The main reforms can be organised as follows: 

• Structural reforms – including the organisation of related occupations into 

four Career Clusters, the new classification structure, and the Minimum 

Competency Framework. 

• Salary reforms – including the new Shared Salary Spine, and associated 

simplification and rationalisation of salary scales. 

• Administrative and procedural reforms – including new approaches to 

broadbanding, new rules about attraction and retention incentives, and 

policies relating to engagement and advancement of trainees, apprentices 

and cadets. 

What is a Career Cluster? 

A Career Cluster is a group of occupations related by common professional 

knowledge and skill and common competencies. The Career Cluster is proposed 

as the basis for structured, strategic and sustainable workforce planning and 

workforce capability development, and provide a framework within which ACTPS 

employees undertake lifelong learning and pursue fulfilling careers. 

How to Career Clusters relate to classification structures? 

All Career Clusters would use a single ACTPS-wide classification structure. 

Regardless of the Cluster an occupation is assigned to, the same basic rules will be 

used to classify jobs. Cluster- and occupation-specific skills and knowledge would 

be just one of the factors use to classify a job in the new classification system. 
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How do Career Clusters relate to salary? 

All Career Clusters would access the proposed Shared Salary Spine, with 

adaptations as required to reflect the particular needs of major occupations 

within each Cluster. 

As well, a uniform subset of salary points in the Shared Salary Spine would be 

specified as minimum salary points for diploma- and degree-qualified new 

entrants to most occupations in the ACTPS. 

What changes to classification arrangements are recommended? 

On the basis of research of cases in Australia and internationally, the consultants 

concluded that the work of all in-scope classifications could be described by 

reference to six compensable factors: 

• Achievement – The character of the outputs and the impact of outcomes 

arising from the performance of the work. 

• Complexity – The diversity and type of tasks, activities, functions, 

programs or projects to be undertaken. The level and type of judgment, 

reasoning and problem-solving required to effect the necessary 

transformations. 

• Breadth – The span of control, use of resources, and level and type of 

authority of the position. 

• Ecology – the context within which the duties of the position are to be 

performed. 

• Skills and Knowledge – including occupational skills and knowledge, job-

specific skills and knowledge, employability skills, and personal skills 

required to competently perform the duties of the position. 

• Environmental Demands – any physically, mentally and emotionally taxing 

aspects of the work that cannot be ameliorated. 

How would occupational skill and knowledge affect the classification of a job? 

Occupational skill and knowledge would affect the classification of the job in two 

main ways: 

• For training grades (e.g. cadet) and occupational-entry level positions (e.g. 

graduate engineer) the classification (and minimum commencing salary) 

would be set automatically – there would be no need for Directorates to 

formally classify jobs of these kinds. 

• For jobs above the occupational entry level, occupational skill and 

knowledge at a higher level than that required at the entry level would be 
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taken into account, in conjunction with other compensable factors, to 

determine the classification of the job. 

What impact does the possession of a qualification have on the classification of a 

job? 

In most cases, the question of what qualification is required flows from decision-

making about what the purpose of the job will be (not the other way around). 

• As mentioned above, for occupational-entry level positions (e.g. 

provisional psychologist) the classification (and minimum commencing 

salary) would be set automatically. For consistency, jobs at higher levels in 

the same occupation must also hold this qualification. Occupational entry 

qualifications do not, therefore, have a more general influence on 

classification. 

• At higher classification levels, however, the specification of higher level 

occupational skill and knowledge may entail the occupant of the job 

holding a further qualification that meets the specific higher level 

requirements of the job. The qualifications might be occupation-specific 

(e.g. completion of a specialised masters level program in clinical 

psychology) or job-specific (e.g. Diploma in Health Service Management). 

What part will occupational competencies play in classification of jobs? 

Occupational competencies would be dealt with in a similar way to occupation-

specific and job-specific qualifications, as described above. That is, these would 

figure in the overall assessment of the skills and knowledge required to perform 

the duties of the position. But the classification of a job will always involve 

competency requirements being assessed in conjunction with other compensable 

factors. 

Do specific qualifications and competencies form part of the classification 

system? 

No. The purpose of the proposed classification system is to ensure that all jobs are 

classified fairly and consistently, regardless of occupation, specific occupational 

entry requirements, and specific competencies. 

How will specific qualifications and competencies for a job be determined? 

The qualifications a person may be required to possess and the competencies 

they may be required to demonstrate are relevant to making decisions about how 

likely it is that they will be able to meet the work requirements adequately well. 

There would be two ways in which the qualifications and competencies required 

to do a particular job would be specified: 
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• A Public Sector Management Standard would determine mandatory 

qualifications – occupational entry requirements that the employer must 

comply with. 

• After they have analysed the work requirements, Directorates would 

decide whether additional, non-mandatory qualifications would be either 

essential or desirable. Directorates will continue to record work 

requirements in a job specification/duty statement and the qualification 

and competency requirements in a person specification/selection criteria. 

What will the new classification structure look like? 

The new classification structure would have 11 levels and apply to all in-scope 

employment categories. 

Is 11 levels too many for a “simplified” classification system? 

11 levels is certainly more than most occupations have access to at the present 

time. The consultants took the view that: 

• the ACTPS is sufficiently diverse in structure and service delivery models 

that more levels would provide a wider range of work team design options 

than would fewer levels, 

• to describe the full extent of all possible careers, the lowest levels and the 

highest levels of work must be taken into account – for example, Health 

Care Assistant 2 (new Level 2) through to senior professional manager 

(new Level 11), and trades assistant (Level 2) to senior construction project 

manager (Level 11) – plus every possible span and combination in between, 

• the practice in like cases – e.g. NHS UK, various Australian state and local 

government authorities – suggests that 10-14 levels are required. 

How will the classification of a job be decided? 

The classification of a job would be based on a detailed analysis of the job 

requirements, and assessment of the job requirements against the six 

compensable factors. 

The first five compensable factors generally increase in value from Level 1 to Level 

11. The sixth factor – Environmental Demands – is assessed separately, with the 

result that a classification one level higher than might otherwise be appropriate 

would be justified in some cases. 

In a few cases (especially in relation to skill and knowledge requirements), a level 

in the classification structure shares a classification descriptor with the level 

above. However, the combination of factor descriptions at each level is unique. 

The consultants have prepared a draft Classification Handbook and draft job 

analysis questionnaire to assist assessors to classify jobs. 
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What is the Minimum Competency Framework? 

The Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) provides a default level of formally 

recognised competency, as a basis for: 

• Establishing for the first time a default minimum level of formal 

competency and educational completion required at each level of the 

classification structure, to support workforce development, learning and 

development, and career development activities in the ACTPS. 

• Defining the minimum level of competency required for entry to each level 

of the classification structure, for occupations where entry and 

advancement requirements are not otherwise already well-established. 

• Identifying the minimum employability skills required at each level of the 

classification structure, to establish a general level of work performance 

across the ACTPS. 

How have the AQF levels of the MCF been identified? 

The AQF levels have been established on the basis of an expert consultancy 

undertaken for the ACTPS in 2005-2007. The consultant examined approximately 

1,100 job descriptions representing all occupations across the ACTPS and 

catalogued the competencies required at each classification level in each 

employment stream. 

The Classification Review consultants took this research into account when 

building the new classification structure, and developing proposals about the 

assignment of existing grades to the new classification structure. 

As well, the Classification Review consultants identified what nationally 

recognised qualifications an employee would need to hold to be assured of 

meeting the competency requirements identified by the 2005-2007 research. 

How would the MCF be implemented? 

The Classification Review consultants anticipate that the MCF would be used in 

the following ways: 

• To set a baseline, at the whole-of-Service level, for essential and desirable 

qualifications, which would apply in all cases where an occupation is not 

already governed by a well-defined qualification framework. 

• To define the minimum training requirements for specific occupations, 

when there are otherwise no standards applying. 

• Applying the MCF to set the lowest level of educational accomplishment 

required in personal career development and learning and development 

plans. 
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• Applying the MCF to set the lowest acceptable level of work performance 

in personal performance management plans, by reference to employability 

skills. 

• To stimulate acquisition of qualifications and build bench strength by 

establishing both salary barriers and accelerated advancement provisions 

for staff who acquire the specified minimum qualifications. 

• Using the MCF qualifications to determine eligibility for entry to various 

levels in the classification structure. 

What are the benefits of the MCF for the employer? 

• The MCF provides a whole-of-Service focus for learning and development 

and career development activities. 

• By tapping in to external industry standards, the adoption of the MCF 

reduces duplicated effort. 

• It ensures that competency is assessed by reference to well-established 

external standards. 

• It also promotes the development of common competencies and 

employability skills that can be applied with equal confidence in a 

multitude of settings. 

What are the benefits of the MCF for employees? 

• The MCF would make plain the minimum competencies required to follow 

a career in the ACTPS. 

• It would promote the acquisition of nationally recognised qualifications 

that would be fully portable within the ACTPS. 

• The MCF would improve the fairness and objectivity of assessment of 

employees’ skills and knowledge. 

• In conjunction with the proposed salary barriers and accelerated 

advancement provisions, the MCF provides rewards for staff who set and 

achieve learning and development goals. 

I entered my occupation following completion of a professional degree. Does 

the MCF apply to me? 

The MCF only applies at Levels 8, 9, 10 and 11 of professional, technical and trades 

occupations, for work that is not directly related to the technical content of the 

occupation. Work at these levels commonly requires some degree of 

management responsibility to be exercised, and it would therefore be expected 

that occupants of jobs at these levels would hold formal competencies in a 
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management-related field at Diploma or higher level (e.g. Master of Health 

Administration). 

What is the Shared Salary Spine? 

The Shared Salary Spine (SSS) provides a new basis for administering salaries in 

the ACTPS. It replaces all salary points in all salary scales for all in-scope 

employment categories. 

How has the Shared Salary Spine been constructed? 

The consultants were required to undertake research to identify how ACTPS 

salaries compared to salaries paid to employees of like employers, for like work 

under similar conditions. This research included: 

• Analysing the annual survey of APS salaries, 

• Examining industrial awards and agreements, 

• Obtaining salary survey material from APESMA, CPSU and other sources, 

• Analysing the outcome of the Equal Remuneration Case. 

The lowest salary of the HSO Level 2 ($38,010 at 18 August 2011) was identified as 

representing a fair market rate for entry to employment, for persons with limited 

skill required to undertake basic duties. Using this salary point would also have the 

effect of restoring parity between GSO and HSO grades 2 to 6. 

The 75th percentile of the APS EL 2 salary survey data (2010 Mercer APS salary 

survey data, uplifted by 3% = $128,335) was identified as a suitable maximum salary 

benchmark for the most senior non-Executive grades in the Senior Officer and 

senior professional/technical vocational streams. 

To create a suitable increment structure to span these benchmarks, a series of 

salary points was created by increasing the HSO 2 base salary by 2.3%, and 

repeating this until the salary marginally exceeded the APS EL 2 benchmark 

($129,772). 

There are 55 pay points in total. These have been divided into 11 standard salary 

bands. Band 1 has four pay points. Band 7 has six pay points. All other bands have 

five pay points. 

Under the standard model, each salary band corresponds to one of the 11 

classification levels. (Exceptions to this model are discussed below.) 

What is a salary scale? 

A salary scale is selection of pay points from the Shared Salary Spine. A salary 

scale may contain only a single pay point, although this case is unusual. The 

selection of salary points from the Shared Salary Spine may be consecutive, or not 

consecutive. 
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What is the Uniform Salary Scale? 

The Uniform Salary Scale (USS) is the 11-band salary system that is matched to the 

11-level classification structure. Each salary band is a sequence of consecutive pay 

points drawn from the SSS (in most cases, five). The USS would apply to most 

occupations and most jobs. 

What is a Category-Specific Salary Scale? 

A Category-Specific Salary Scale (CSSS) is a salary scale intended to meet the 

special needs of particular occupations or employment categories, where the USS 

would not be entirely suitable. For example: 

• The salary points that define the skills-based career advancement 

arrangements for Correctional Officers have been mapped into the SSS on 

a point by point basis. 

• The extended salary scale for Legal 1 that was first established in 1989 has 

been rebuilt using suitable salary points from the SSS. 

• The most recently approved classification and salary structure for 

Prosecutors has been mapped into the SSS on a point by point basis. 

• Dentists have a unique salary scale that has been designed to reflect the 

market rates for this occupation around Australia. 

• An interim mapping of Canberra Linen Service staff into the SSS has been 

proposed, subject to further investigation of the most suitable 

classification structure for this business in the long term. 

• Health Professional Levels 2 and 3 would translate to special scales that 

reflect the findings of the market rates research. 

• Radiation Therapists would retain a unique salary scale that recognises the 

distinct wage fixing history for this group. 

All salary points in a Category-Specific Salary Scale are drawn from the SSS. 

The consultants have identified cases where the parties should consult with a 

view to later translating categories on special salary scales into the USS, and 

suggest that all categories are reviewed over time. 

What is the Common Professional Entry Scale? 

The Common Professional Entry Scale (CPES) has been proposed to introduce 

uniform minimum entry level salaries for the majority of diploma- and degree-

qualified professionals. The CPES would apply in all Career Clusters. 

How are the diversity of salary scales and the classification system tied together? 
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Regardless of whether the USS, a CSSS or the CPES applies, where the salary scale 

for a position spans more than one pay band, the work requirements of the 

position would vary with the occupant’s progression through the salary scale. The 

work requirements of a position would match the WLS for the classification level 

to which the occupant’s current salary corresponds. 

What pay increases will arise from the implementation of the Shared Salary 

Spine? 

There would be no uniform percentage pay increase stemming from the Review. 

In part, this is because: 

• the SSS is completely different in structure from existing salary scales, and 

shares no pay points with those scales 

• various employment categories would translate into salary scales that have 

a fewer or a greater number of salary points 

The exact increase would therefore depend on: 

• The current classification level of the position 

• The number of salary points in the corresponding existing salary scale 

• The new classification level 

• The number of salary points in the corresponding new salary scale 

More fundamentally, the consultants have recommended that classifications 

which are furthest behind external salary benchmarks should receive larger 

increases. 

What will trainees be paid? 

The consultants have proposed that the ACTPS monitor Fair Work Australia’s 

review of traineeships and apprenticeship pay rates, and adopt the outcome of 

that case. 

The consultants have noted that the ACTPS does not presently apply the National 

Training Wage standard for trainees undertaking a Certificate IV program, and 

have recommended corrective action. 

What will apprentices be paid? 

The consultants have proposed that the ACTPS monitor Fair Work Australia’s 

review of traineeships and apprenticeship pay rates, and adopt the outcome of 

that case. 

The consultants have recommended the introduction of a Category-Specific Salary 

Scale for adult apprentices that would be made up of the top three salary points 

of the new Level 2 salary band. 
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Who is eligible for employment as a Cadet? 

A person who is enrolled in a professional entry course at Diploma, Advanced 

Diploma, Associate Degree, Degree, Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma 

level, leading to entry to a profession in demand in the ACTPS. The new-style 

Cadet would combine the Cadet, Cadet Professional and Trainee Technical Officer. 

What will Cadets be paid while they are studying? 

Cadets would be paid 100% of the band 2 salary while they work full-time, and 

about 55% of that rate while they study full-time. 

The consultants have also recommended that intermediate arrangements – e.g. 

full-time study and part-time work – could be accommodated by corresponding 

intermediate rates of pay. 

What will Cadets be paid after they graduate? 

Graduates would be paid in accordance with the CPES, depending on the level of 

qualification attained. 

How will trainees, apprentices and cadets be employed? 

The consultants have recommended that all trainees, apprentices and cadets be 

employed in fixed term contracts of up to five years, which would include: 

• The expected duration of their training, plus 

• Up to two years employment following the successful completion of their 

training 

The contract term would include a period of probation. If the employee finds 

further permanent or long-term temporary employment in the ACTPS, no further 

probationary term would be necessary. 

If the employee fails to successfully complete their training, their employment 

may be terminated. If there is no ongoing opening for the trainee, apprentice or 

cadet, their employment would expire at the end of their initial contract. 

What pay rates are proposed for trades-qualified staff. 

The consultants have proposed different minimum commencing salaries for 

tradespersons depending on whether: 

• Entry to the trade requires completion of a three-year or a four-year 

apprenticeship 

• The qualification attained following the apprenticeship is a Certificate III or 

a Certificate IV 

• The tradesperson holds a second trade qualification required by the 

employer 
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• The tradesperson holds an advanced trade or technical qualification at the 

Diploma level 

These minimum commencing salaries operate in a similar way to the CPES that 

applies to new and recent graduates, and do not reflect any level of work 

experience. 

What further pay reform is proposed for trades-qualified staff? 

The consultants have noted that separate disability, industry, license and tool 

allowances are not generally paid in the private sector building and construction 

industry in the ACT and NSW. The consultants have recommended that, if the 

industrial parties wish to adopt external benchmark salaries, this must be on the 

basis that the remuneration arrangements in the public sector mirror more closely 

the “total remuneration” approach found in the private sector. 

The consultants have identified payments made in the private sector that are not 

appropriate in the public sector, such as payments to private sector building 

industry redundancy schemes. 

Following the incorporation of disability allowances into base rates of pay, the 

classification of a position would depend on an assessment being made of the 

physical, mental and emotional demands of the job, through the compensable 

factor called Environmental Demands. 
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Annexe V: ERRATA & OMISSIONS 

Element Page Details 

1 18 DELETE: “: only 1.17% of current APS employees have advanced within 

their agency’s broadband system (State of the Service 2009-

2010 2010, p.110)” 

120 NOTE re Annexe C: 

The General Manager of Canberra Linen Services, Michael 

Trushell, was consulted on 1 August 2011. 

2 107 DELETE: “as we pointed out in our Element 1 report, only 1.2% of APS 

employees actively benefit from these arrangements” 

REPLACE: “remaining 98.8%” with “proportion”. 

3 35 DELETE: “:only 1.17% of current APS employees have advanced within 

their agency’s broadband system (State of the Service 2009-

2010 2010, p.110)” 
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	6 INTRODUCTION 
	6 INTRODUCTION 
	6.1 BACKGROUND 
	6.1 BACKGROUND 
	Atthe initiativeoftheACTGovernment,therehas been acommitmentto review the classification structures ofthe ACTPublic Servicein Enterprise Agreements since20032004. Whilstthe initialscopewas limited,it wasexpandedin the2004-2007 agreement. In currentACTPS certified agreements,the parties' most recent expression oftheir plans forthereview are expressedin detail at clause D7. This clauseisreproduced at Annexe E. In February2011Recommendation58 of the HawkeReportproposed “a simplified employmentframework …and as
	-

	15 July 2011: 
	15 July 2011: 
	15 July 2011: 
	Interim Report on Element 1 -final release (O’Shea & Smith 2011) 

	28 February 2012: 
	28 February 2012: 
	Interim Report 
	on 
	Element 2 
	-final release (O’Shea 2012a) 

	9 March 2012: 
	9 March 2012: 
	Interim Report 
	on 
	Element 3 
	-final release (O’Shea & Smith 2012a) 

	6 April 2012: 
	6 April 2012: 
	Interim Report 
	on 
	Element 5 
	– interim release (O’Shea & Smith 2012b) 

	20 April 2012: 
	20 April 2012: 
	Interim Report 
	on 
	Element 4 
	– revised release (O’Shea 2012b) 



	6.2 AIMSAND OBJECTIVES 
	6.2 AIMSAND OBJECTIVES 
	The aims oftheRevieware to: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Achieve greater consistencyacross theACTPSinclassifyingpositions andto improve work equitybetween positionshaving equivalentWorkLevel Standards and work value requirements; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Facilitate recruitmentto theACTPSbymakingthe competencies, qualifications and remuneration levels forACTPSvacancies moreaccessible, andintelligible,topotential applicants; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Improve mobilitywithintheACTPSbyremoving structuralbarriers; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Accommodate thechanging needs of amodern public sector workforce, includingtheconsideration of the mosteffective wayof movingto asingle salaryspine; and 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	Rationalise and simplifytheclassification structure for the ACTPS, which currently includes 236 classifications,in order to improve administrative efficiency. 



	6.3 AUTHORISATION 
	6.3 AUTHORISATION 
	The Terms ofReference for the Review were agreedbythe ACTPSReviewProject AdvisoryPanel,comprised of: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	the SeniorManager(WorkplaceRelations),CMCD; 

	2. 
	2. 
	asecondGovernment representativefrom JointCouncilordelegate; and 

	3. 
	3. 
	union representatives from TheAssociation ofProfessionalEngineers, Scientists &Managers,Australia(APESMA),Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union (AMWU),Communications ElectricalPlumbingUnion(CEPU), Construction,Forestry, Mining andEnergyUnion (CFMEU),HealthServices Union (HSU)andCommunity andPublicSector Union (CPSU). 




	6.4 SCOPE 
	6.4 SCOPE 
	6.4.1 Scope ofInvestigation 
	6.4.1 Scope ofInvestigation 
	The scope ofthisReview thefollowinggroupsof employees: 
	excludes 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	StatutoryOfficeholders; 

	•
	•
	•

	ChiefExecutives &Executives; 

	•
	•
	•

	MedicalOfficers, 

	•
	•
	•

	NursingStaff; 

	•
	•
	•

	Fire Brigade Officers, 

	•
	•
	•

	AmbulanceOfficers, 

	•
	•
	•

	Bus drivers &TransportOfficers; 

	•
	•
	•

	Teachers &SchoolLeaders, 

	•
	•
	•

	VocationalEducation &Training(VET)Teachers &VETTeacher-Managers. Aspecification oftheclassification groups was providedtothe Advisory Panel on 12May2011,and confirmed on 31May2011(refer Annexe D). 
	included 



	Whilstthe followingorganisations maybe includedin anyanalysis of comparative data,the results oftheReview willnot applyto them:LegalAid,Legislative AssemblyMembers Staff,ACTTAB andACTEW-AGL. 

	6.4.2 Scope ofReport 
	6.4.2 Scope ofReport 
	Aworkplanoffive elements was established: 
	Element1:Recommendthemosteffectivewayofcreatinganewvocationalstreamstructure; Element2:Recommendappropriatemarketbasedsalarylevelsforeachproposedvocationalstream; Element3:ConsiderthemosteffectivewayofmovingtoasinglesalaryspinefortheACTPS; Element4:Simplifyandreducecurrentclassificationswhereverpossible; Element5:Recommendanimplementationprocessandrelatedtransitionalarrangements. 
	This FinalReportfocuses onmaterial relatingtoElement5. However,in order to support and simplifytransition andimplementationit also consolidates recommendations, references anddeliverables from previous Reports. 

	6.4.3 Workplan for Element 5: 
	6.4.3 Workplan for Element 5: 
	The Consultant will recommend animplementation process and related transitional arrangements by: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	consultingwithstakeholders (CMD, unions and agencies); 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	identifyingtransitionalissues includinglikely costimpact, salary/ increment advancementissues; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	providing adraft reporton, and recommend optionsfor anew classification structureand single salary spine; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	presenting anew classification structure and single salaryspine. 


	6.5 STATUS 
	6.5 STATUS 
	This Report addresses implementation andtransitional considerationsincluding Workforce Development--requiredfor application ofthe career cluster concept that was presentedin Element1 ofthis Review (Annexe C:). 
	In undertakingtheworkforElement3 ofthis Review,itbecame clearthat stakeholder consultationand conceptualdevelopmentwere both served more effectivelybyaddressingtask(c)aboveinthecourse ofElement3. Accordingly this Report references the work undertaken in Element3 on Classification,Shared SalarySpine,SpecialSalaryScales,QualificationsandQualificationEntryStandard, Minimum CompetencyFramework, andWorkLevelStandards. 
	Those structures from thatReport—updatedinthelight ofstakeholder feedback—are re-presentedin Annexes to thisReport. Acronyms andShort Forms, and aGlossary, areprovided atAnnexeA: andAnnexe B: respectively. 
	The keyfindings oftheReview were outlinedinaseries offormalpresentations duringJune2012. Thematerials preparedto supportthese presentations are illustrated atAnnexe S:,andAnnexeT: .Annexe U: presents aseries of ‘FrequentlyAskedQuestions’ to complementthis presentation material. 
	Figure 20provides aconsolidationofthe recommendations madethroughoutthe Review (Annexe F:). 
	Adraft was submittedto CMCDon16March2012 anda Reportissued on 16April 2012. Comments andfeedback receivedhavebeen addressedin preparingthis revisedReport. 
	The consultancywillbecompleted withthe finalisation ofthis ClosingReport. 
	ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
	ThroughouttheReview,unions,stakeholders and representatives of otherjurisdictions were uniformlygenerous withtheirtimeandmadethemselves available for consultationas rapidlyas possible. The consultants acknowledge this assistance. 



	7 OVERVIEW 
	7 OVERVIEW 
	We openedthe Reporton Element3 ofthis Review with anOrganisationalPerspective on thesubject matteroftheReview. Figure1illustrates this perspective, mappingthe linkages between corporateeffectiveness,modulatedthroughPublicValue,withthe static “job-based” dimensionmodeling organisational need on theonehand,andthe dynamic “competency-based” dimensionrepresentingindividual abilityon theother. 
	1

	Here, aWorkRole is auniquecombination oforganisational need andindividual ability. Neither the Position nor thePerson bythemselves are sufficientto describewhat will or shouldbe done, norhow wellit will orshouldbe done,to meet client and stakeholder needs. Where workis inter-dependent, requires specialisedinputs, orisrapidlymoving, so is theworkisthenatural unit (Galbraithetal1993). Itfollows then thatthe componentryoftheworkteam is the WorkRole,whichis ableto adaptto new circumstances byvirtueofthecontribu
	team 

	Whilstthe outputs ofthis Reviewalllie intheleft-hand,job-orienteddomain,they have been developedin this overall context. Itis appropriate,therefore,to integrate them withtheothercomponents ofthe organisational context. These linkages modeltheTemporalPerspective, withorganisational capability developing over time thoughWorkforceDevelopment andWorkforce Management. This perspectiveprovides theframework ofthisReport: 
	2

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Section 8links theoutputs ofthisReview to Corporate Effectiveness (centre ofthe Figure), withWorkforce Developmentdeployedto define andbuildtheskills, knowledge and experience requiredto supporttheorganisation’s strategic objectives. 
	3


	• 
	• 
	Section 9links theoutputs ofthisReview to the people oftheACTPS(right-hand side ofthe Figure), withWorkforceManagementdeployedto ensure thattheright people are in placetogiveeffectto the organisation’s strategic objectives; 

	• 
	• 
	Withthe elements integrated,Section10 addresses howdowegettherefromhere. 


	Early researchers (eg:Lawler (1994))have usedthe terms “job-based” and “competency-based” todesignate twoends of aspectrum ofpractice. Inourmodel,thetwoaredifferent,co-existingaspectsoftheorganisation. 
	1

	Some in-scopeoutputsfrom thisReviewareindicatedwithwhite text on blackbackground. 
	2

	Element 1 included at Section 8.1 a discussion of the development of competency and explicit and tacit knowledge through both experiential and theoretic learning: this discussion was focused on the , and their passage through increasing levels of work capability. Here the discussion of Workforce Development that commenced at Section 8.6 of Element1isresumedtoprovideafocus onthe. 
	3 
	person
	organisation

	Figure
	Figure 1: The Context of Work Roles in the Public Sector 
	Themodelismainlyrelationalandprocedural,butalso indicatesthewidercontextwithinwhichthe ClassificationReviewProjectisbeingundertaken,andclarifiesitsscopeSeveralissuesdealtwith underElement3oftheReviewarerelatedto oneanotherthroughthismodel,anditalso highlights considerationsthattheACTPSwillneedto attendto oncetheProjectentersinitsnextphase. 

	8 WORKFORCEDEVELOPMENT:THEORETICAL&CONCEPTUALPERSPECTIVES 
	8 WORKFORCEDEVELOPMENT:THEORETICAL&CONCEPTUALPERSPECTIVES 
	8.1 INTRODUCTION 
	8.1 INTRODUCTION 
	The Terms ofReference for this Review(Section 6)specifya series of outputs,the core of which wereaddressedin theearlierElements ofthe Review: chief amongstthesearetheSharedSalarySpine(SSS),classification level,PayBands, andthe associated worklevel standards (WLS), allintroducedin Element3 ofthe Review (O’Shea &Smith2012a). Crucialhereis theconcept oftheCareerCluster— introducedin Element1(O’Shea &Smith2011)—whichis an integralpartofthe outputs. ThefourClusters (AnnexeC:)provide alinked series ofpathways for
	Understandingthecurrent situation, concerns andissues forthe ACTPS was a core taskforElement1 oftheReview (O’Shea &Smith2011), andthatwork also made clear thattheseoutcomes aresought right across the ACTPS, across agencies and across levels. 
	Furthermore,the proposed structures are notinterchangeablewith current structures. Theydifferin kind, andintheirinteraction with outsidestructures such as the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF). 
	For allthese reasons itis importantto address the impact oftheseproposals on development oftheworkforce oftheACTPS. 

	8.2 WHATISWORKFORCEDEVELOPMENT? 
	8.2 WHATISWORKFORCEDEVELOPMENT? 
	The concept of workforcedevelopment(WFD)was introducedin Element1 ofthis Review (O’Shea &). Building ontheideas ofJacobs (2002),the centralideas of workforce developmentin theUSAhave been developed and extendedinto theAustralian context. Itindicatesa systematic approachthat incorporates awiderangeof activitiesincludingeducation,training andother individualdevelopmentbut also includesbroadercapabilitybuilding(Hall& Lansbury2006). In commonis the concept ofworkforce development as somethingthathappens in a“so
	Smith2011,p.68
	outside 

	However,the term is comingto haveanorganisationalfocus(Jacobs Contemporaryusagein Australia encompasses: 
	2002,p.14). 

	“theoverallabilityforanorganisationtoworkstrategicallytowardsbettermeeting clientneedsthroughhavingaskilledandsatisfiedworkforceinthepresentandthe future” 
	(YANQ2009,p.2). 
	Congruent with this sense, and again in an Australian context, workforce developmenthas been defined as thoseactivities which: 
	“increasethecapacityofindividualstoparticipateeffectivelyintheworkforce throughouttheirwholeworkinglifeand whichincreasethecapacityoffirmstoadopthigh-performanceworkpracticesthat supporttheiremployeestodeveloptheirpotentialskillsandvalue”. 
	(Scholfield,inLomax-Smith2003) 
	Itisin thissensethatthephrase is usedin thisReport. 

	8.2.1 Characteristics ofWorkforce Development 
	8.2.1 Characteristics ofWorkforce Development 
	Workforce Developmenthas twokeycharacteristics thatdifferentiate itfrom previous approaches tobuilding skills andknowledge in aworkforce: 
	SYSTEMS-ORIENTATION 
	SYSTEMS-ORIENTATION 
	Because workforce development operates tomeet organizationalgoals it is essentiallya systems-level approach(Jacobs ). Ithas 5components (Roche 2011), whichinpractice interlock: 
	2002,p.14

	•
	•
	•
	•

	Training&Education 

	•
	•
	•

	Skills Knowledge &Experience 

	•
	•
	•

	OrganisationalStructures,Systems andCultures 

	•
	•
	•

	GovernmentPolicies &Strategies 

	•
	•
	•

	WorkConditions&Opportunities. 


	Legislation,policy,funding, resources, supportmechanisms andincentives contributeto allthesecomponents (NCOSS2007). 

	COLLABORATION 
	COLLABORATION 
	Crucialto theunderstanding of workforcedevelopmentis its essentiallycollaborative nature (Jacobs Careerpathways are most effective forindividuals when developedin acommunitycontext(Workforce StrategyCentre 2008;Guthrie,Stanwich &Karmel2011). Andbecauseworkforcedevelopment meets organizationalgoals as well as the needs ofindividuals,itwillbenecessaryfor organizational units to 
	Crucialto theunderstanding of workforcedevelopmentis its essentiallycollaborative nature (Jacobs Careerpathways are most effective forindividuals when developedin acommunitycontext(Workforce StrategyCentre 2008;Guthrie,Stanwich &Karmel2011). Andbecauseworkforcedevelopment meets organizationalgoals as well as the needs ofindividuals,itwillbenecessaryfor organizational units to 
	2002,p.14). 

	collaborate in suchactivities as pooling opportunities forjobrotationandthelike. Further,for the ACTPSto address skills development options therewillbeanessential needfor collaborative partnerships witheducationproviders (eg:Universityof Canberra (UC),Australian NationalUniversity(ANU),Canberra InstituteofTechnology (CIT),RegisteredTrainingOrganisations (RTO)), other public sectoremployers (eg: Australian Public Service(APS),NSWPublicService,Queanbeyan Council and other regionalCouncils),and otheremployeror
	. 


	Collaboration in this context maytake manyforms (Chapple 2005), rangingfrom: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Conversationallevels ofinteractionfocusedondeveloping sharedpurpose;to 

	•
	•
	•

	Brokered networks based aroundintermediaries;to 

	•
	•
	•

	Formalisedjointdecision-making with shared responsibility. 




	8.2.2 The Skills Ecosystem 
	8.2.2 The Skills Ecosystem 
	Whatfollows from thisis theconcept ofthe “skills ecosystem” (Finegold1999; Buchanan et al. 2001,Buchanan 2006)thathas gained considerable traction in Australia over recentyears: 
	4

	“clustersofhigh,intermediateandlowlevelcompetenciesinaparticularregionor industryshapedbyinterlockingnetworksoffirms,marketsandinstitutions” 
	(
	Buchananetal.2001,p.11). 

	This implies thatthecognitive,technical andbehavioural skills(O’Shea &Smith ) requiredforcorporate effectiveness are not uniformlyavailable,but are both constrained and supportedbythe localnetwork of educational institutions,employers organisations, andthe like—and as wellbythe expectations, aspirations andpractices ofthe workers themselves. There is also a growingtrendforcognitiveandtechnical skills tobe developed andbroughtto the labourmarketbytheworker, whilsttheemployer focus has shiftedto behavioural s
	2012a,p.46
	Smith2012a,p.15). 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	For the employerthese two factors combineto implya differentfocusfor skills development anda needto developthelocal ecosystem to address areas of constraint. This is not merely amatter of ‘more training’ but of broader business/service development and skillsdevelopment with avarietyof collaborators including competitors as well aseducational institutions and co-operators such as community organisations. 
	consequent 


	• 
	• 
	The worker is also constrainedin theoptions available to thembytheir ecosystem—andhas less capacityto change it. Education is theentryto 


	And alsointheUSA,with,for example,RegionalWorkforceDevelopmentCollaborativesinCalifornia(Chapple 2005). 
	4

	more education:theworkerwithlow educationhas little toofferthe labourmarketin thewayof cognitive andtechnicalskills,fewer optionsto developthese skills, andwithhigherunemployment and underemployment commonlyclustered withlowereducation theyoften also have reduced opportunities to developtheirbehavioural skills. 
	Clearlythese two effects can mutuallyreinforce each other. 
	Buttwoparties do notmakeanecosystem. Ecosystems function whenthe relationshipbetween theparties is symbiotic, mutuallybeneficialinthelong-run, and are richestin theireffect whenmultiple factors make up acomplexnetwork. Factors thatimpact anyskills ecosystem include(Buchanan 2006,Windsor2006): 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	The organizational setting and context—types of markets, types of products or services provided, strategies, co-operative and competitor organisations and networks, financial system. 

	ii. 
	ii. 
	Organisational performance (customer relations, business outcomes, productivity, product orservice type and range, product or service quality) 

	iii. 
	iii. 
	Employee relations (reward and recognition, job security, career paths) 

	iv. 
	iv. 
	The institutional and policy frameworks for skillsdelivery (eg, Vocational Education and Training (VET) sector, higher education (HE) sector). 

	v. 
	v. 
	Modes of operation of the labour market—parameters such as casual/ongoing, or the nature of contracts. 

	vi. 
	vi. 
	The structure of jobs, extending to job design, organisational design, value chain and linkages to outside organisations. 

	vii. 
	vii. 
	Skills formation and development modalities both on-the-job and off-the-job, such as apprenticeships, cadetships, higher education, informal training. 

	viii. 
	viii. 
	The technological environment and infrastructure, including community infrastructure such as telephony and broadband access, as well as intraorganisational technology. 
	-


	ix. 
	ix. 
	The demographic composition, capabilities, expectations and aspirations 


	ofthe workforce. 
	Crucialto thisconceptis the idea that no one factor is necessarilya ‘lever’ to impact otherfactors. Thus skills shortages cannotbe addressedbyblindlytraining more people:insteadtheintermeshingfactors mustallbe addressed. 
	AUK studyofAustraliannational “skills ecosystem” initiatives (Payne 2007) suggests that, whilst aworkinprogress,the concepthas merit. Importantly, Australian pilotprojects havebeenfocused onnon-traditional ornon-standard training situations(Buchanan ), so the conceptis beingdeployedin 
	AUK studyofAustraliannational “skills ecosystem” initiatives (Payne 2007) suggests that, whilst aworkinprogress,the concepthas merit. Importantly, Australian pilotprojects havebeenfocused onnon-traditional ornon-standard training situations(Buchanan ), so the conceptis beingdeployedin 
	2006,p.17

	situationswhereprevious models hadfailed. And amid-term evaluation of an Australian implementationconductedin 2005(Windsor 2006)issued agenerally positive report, althoughitfurthernoted: 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	some parties haddifficultymovingbeyondpreviousmodels, 

	•
	•
	•

	“buy-in” was not complete, 

	•
	•
	•

	trust was anissue, 

	•
	•
	•

	effective ‘intermediaries’, ‘project managers’ and ‘facilitators’ wouldbe crucialto helpbalanceconflicts ofinterestbetween stakeholders, and 

	•
	•
	•

	the importanceofbuilding internal capacityin this crucial area. 


	Implicitin allthis isthefurtherambiguity ofdefiningthesystem boundaries relevantto the specific situation(Payne 2007,p.20):the Unit?the Directorate?theACTPS?the ACT?—andthen reconciling allthedifferinggoals ofthe collaborators (Jacobs 2002; Windsor 2006) as well as thoseofthemanystakeholders (Buchanan 2006,p.18,20). 
	Further,the notion oftheskills ecosystem linksthe organisationanditsworkforceto its broader environment. American experience(Chapple2005) suggeststhat, as thescope ofthe environmentincreases to regional size, so collaboration maybecomeless effective at addressingboth workforceand economicgoals. Yetbroaderobjectives, such as increasing workforceparticipation andsocialinclusion,arealso ‘in the frame’ in workforce development(Jacobs FortheACTPS,the implication is clear: workforce development maybe focused eith
	2002,p.17). 
	or 
	both(Buchanan2006,p.21

	•
	•
	•
	•

	The nature andfocus ofthecollaboration (abroadrange of stakeholders, or focused on business-to-business connections); 

	•
	•
	•

	Basis ofconnection(networks of shared skillsets,or networks ofproduction, supplychain,valuechain, common output, common occupation); 

	•
	•
	•

	The physical coverage(regionorlocality); and 

	•
	•
	•

	The timeline (long-term orshort-term). 


	Like so much elsein the21century, workforce developmentis an artofthepossible. 
	st 

	8.3 MODELSFOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
	8.3 MODELSFOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
	Consistent withthecomplexity of environments thattheyaddress,there are manymodels forworkforcedevelopmentin play(NCOSS2005;Spoehr et al. 2008). Different models meetdifferent understandings anddifferentbalances of factors. Aselection ofhalf adozen examples follows. 

	MODEL A:THREE LEVELS: 
	MODEL A:THREE LEVELS: 
	Developedbythe NationalResearchCentreonAlcohol andOtherDrugs [AOD] Workforce Development atFlinders University(NCETA2005),here Systems, Organisational andTeam levels of action are drivenbythree keyprinciples—best practice, sustainabilityand effectiveness. Figure 2liststhe strategies ateachlevel: 
	Systems Strategies 
	Systems Strategies 
	Systems Strategies 
	Organisational Strategies 
	Team Strategies 

	Ensuring adequate funding arrangements and resources Development and revision of policy and legislation to ensure effective and efficient functioning of organisations Development and review of award structures to ensure fair and adequate pay Provision of workforce development grants and scholarships Support for specific research on workforce development Development and support for related curriculum in human services tertiary education. Development and support for sector specialist qualifications in tertiar
	Ensuring adequate funding arrangements and resources Development and revision of policy and legislation to ensure effective and efficient functioning of organisations Development and review of award structures to ensure fair and adequate pay Provision of workforce development grants and scholarships Support for specific research on workforce development Development and support for related curriculum in human services tertiary education. Development and support for sector specialist qualifications in tertiar
	Ensuring adequate funding arrangements and resources Development and revision of policy and legislation to ensure effective and efficient functioning of organisations Development and review of award structures to ensure fair and adequate pay Provision of workforce development grants and scholarships Support for specific research on workforce development Development and support for related curriculum in human services tertiary education. Development and support for sector specialist qualifications in tertiar
	Identification of professional development needs/priorities Proactive development of mentoring relationships Provision of support, guidance and encouragement to colleagues Openness to change and innovation in work practices Implementation of shared care arrangements Development of professional/collegial networks Innovative rewards 


	Figure 2: Three levels and their corresponding strategies 
	Figure 2: Three levels and their corresponding strategies 
	Figure 3maps theintegrationof the principles into the three-levels: 
	Level 
	Level 
	Level 
	BestPractice 
	Sustainability 
	Effectiveness 

	TR
	The commitment by workers, organisations, policy makers and funding organisations to the achievement of high quality practice that reflects the best available evidence. This involves ensuring support for and maintenance of existing systems and structures that facilitate best practice and encouraging flexibility to embrace new and improved techniques and work practices 
	the availability of high quality accessible services of established efficacy that are based on the best available evidence and meet the needs of the diverse range of client groups and populations. 
	the establishment of enduring mechanisms to secure the human, financial and other resources required for the delivery of high quality and effective services. 

	System 
	System 
	Creation of effective channels for information dissemination on evidence based best practice and strategies for practice improvement. Support and recognition of cutting edge research to further improve work practice. 
	Provision of sufficient funding to ensure high quality services (for research, service delivery, infrastructure). Availability of skilled and qualified workers. Availability of structured career paths. 
	Availability and accessibility of opportunities for professional development. Very wide dissemination of information on best practice. 

	Organisation 
	Organisation 
	Development of organisational policies, procedures, culture and norms that support and encourage evidence-based best practice, innovation and work practice change. 
	Capacity to recruit new staff and retain existing staff. Capacity to access sufficient funding to ensure high quality service delivery. 
	Provision of high quality services that meet clients’ needs. Provision of policies, procedures and resources to support and improve work skills and abilities. 

	Team 
	Team 
	Willingness and capacity to access the best available and to implement and sustain work practice change and improvement based on this evidence. 
	Capacity to access sufficient resources (human, infrastructure, supervisory) to work effectively and maintain well being. 
	Capacity to effectively apply existing skills and knowledge to work practice. Ability to engage in effective team work to achieve best practice. Awareness of, and capacity to implement, best practice. 


	Figure 3: Three Levels integration with Principles 


	MODEL B:COMPONENTOF CAPACITY BUILDING: 
	MODEL B:COMPONENTOF CAPACITY BUILDING: 
	Workforce development maybe characterised as acomponent ofCapacity Building, asshowninFigure 4,based on aframeworkdevelopedbyNSW Department ofHealth(NSWHealth2001): 
	CONTEXT Workforce Development Resource Allocation Partnerships Leadership Organisational Development BUILD CAPACITY: •Infrastructure •Program Sustainability •Problem Solving 
	Figure 4: Workforce Development as a component of Capacity Building 
	Figure 4: Workforce Development as a component of Capacity Building 
	Within thisapproachWorkforceDevelopment activities maybe focused on: 
	Workforce Sustainability, encompassingRecruitment,Motivation,Stress and Burnout,Job satisfaction,CareerPaths,Turnover,andJobDesign; 
	Management andSupervision,covering:Supervision,Mentoring,and ManagementDevelopment andSupport. 
	In response to findingsofthe ProductivityCommission’s enquiryinto thehealth sector in 2006,theNSWDepartment ofHealthhas set upa series ofinitiatives thatbroadlyfit withinthis approach(NSW Health n.d.). An example ofthe initiatives isprovidedbytheNetwork ofAlcoholandOtherDrugAgencies (NADA). NADAprovides adetailedguide (NADA2003)to its members thatbuilds skills development needs “bottomup” anddraws these requirements into a workforce developmentplan thatis developedinpartnership with collaborators. This work


	MODEL C:STRATEGIC 
	MODEL C:STRATEGIC 
	With aworkforce of3,600, significant ethnic diversity, and awide rangeof educational andtechnical capabilities,the MinistryofHealthin New Zealandis comparable to ACTPSbodies insizeandimpacton its community. ThePublic HealthWorkforce DevelopmentPlan (Ministryof Health(NZ)2007)provides a national strategicapproachto public health workforce developmentthatis mandated andinfluencedbyhigh-levelgovernment strategies. Itis outlinedin Figure 5: 
	Figure
	Figure 5: New Zealand Public Health Workforce Development Plan Framework 
	Figure 5: New Zealand Public Health Workforce Development Plan Framework 
	The HealthWorkforce AdvisoryCommittee’s seven strategic principles to guide workforce development(illustrated atFigure 6) willinfluencetheimplementation approach: 
	Figure
	Figure 6: NZ Public Health Workforce Development Strategic Principles 


	MODEL D:SYSTEMS,CURRENT &FUTURE 
	MODEL D:SYSTEMS,CURRENT &FUTURE 
	Whilstthisapproachwas described(Roche 2002)inthe context ofAustralian health care industries ithas broaderapplication.Itlocates awide rangeofkey areas includingthoselistedbelow in aframework illustrated atFigure 7covering two levels—system and workforce level—andthen recognises theunfolding of workforce development over time byincludinga thirdlevelfor future workforce. 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	workforce planning anddevelopment 

	•
	•
	•

	qualityissues (attheindividual,team,organisational, and systems level), 

	•
	•
	•

	governance and accreditation 

	•
	•
	•

	environmentaltrends (egglobalisation,technology,changing consumer knowledge and expectations,labourcosts) 

	•
	•
	•

	education andtraining 

	•
	•
	•

	service deliverydevelopments 

	•
	•
	•

	recruitment 

	•
	•
	•

	retention 

	•
	•
	•

	workplace environment (“good employerissues”) 

	•
	•
	•

	workforce capacity 

	•
	•
	•

	indigenous workforcedevelopment 


	Figure
	Figure 7: Systems, Current & Future framework for Workforce Development 

	MODEL E:FOCUS AREAS 
	MODEL E:FOCUS AREAS 
	Acomplexframeworkhas been developedfortheSAGovernmentto supportthe fourgoals ofits EarlyChildhoodDevelopment(ECD)Strategy(Spoehret al. 2008): 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Buildthe skillsofthosealreadyinthesector. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Buildthe qualityoftraining. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Create and support employerof choiceapproaches (including consideration ofindustrial relations and other structuralissues, such as, qualityassuranceandgovernancearrangement). 

	4. 
	4. 
	Build career pathways. These goals are addressed atthree levels: 


	i. The establishment ofChildren’s Centres forEarlyChildhoodDevelopment andParenting 
	ii. The EarlyChildhoodDevelopmentSector 
	iii. The Health andCommunityServices industryinSouthAustralia. 
	There are 10 “Focus Areas”, each of whichis linkedto oneofthreepriorities:A HighSkilledEconomy,QualityEmployment, andBetter Workforce Planning 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Askilledworkforce 

	2. 
	2. 
	Jobsthroughbusiness and economic growth 

	3. 
	3. 
	Highperformanceworkplaces 

	4. 
	4. 
	Responsive learning systems 

	5. 
	5. 
	Access to learning andjobs 

	6. 
	6. 
	Flexibilityforworkers 

	7. 
	7. 
	Fair and sustainablework 

	8. 
	8. 
	Research excellence 

	9. 
	9. 
	Better information andplanning systems 

	10. 
	10. 
	Coordinatedgovernment action. 


	Actions supportingthegoals are documentedin theformatillustratedatFigure8. These actions have6 attributes:SAStrategicPlanTarget, Leadership/Responsibilityfortherequired action,Stakeholders involved,Specific action required,Objectives governing action, andOutcomes andIndicators 
	Figure 9illustrates the accompanying ‘ConceptMap’ that models “keyfactors that mustbeconsideredfortheworkforceandits delivery of effective services to children andtheirfamilies”. 
	ACTPublicServiceClassification Review:Element 5 ClosingReport 
	Figure
	Figure 8: Partial presentation of ECD Focus Areas categorised by priority 
	Figure 8: Partial presentation of ECD Focus Areas categorised by priority 
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	ACTPublicServiceClassification Review:Element 5 ClosingReport 

	Figure

	Figure 9: Concept Map of SA ECD Workforce Development 
	Figure 9: Concept Map of SA ECD Workforce Development 
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	MODEL F:ACTION AREAS 
	MODEL F:ACTION AREAS 
	The ScottishFundingCouncil (2010)has proposed anapproach with4mainareas for action, astatementofthe problem and aseriesoftwelve recommendations for actions. The4actionareas are: 
	I. Simplification and achieving a‘no wrongdoor’ approach 
	II. Greater visibilityforpublic supportto provideaclear ‘Scottish offer’ 
	III. Enablingthesystem tobe better informedthrough shared understanding of customerdemand and current andfuture intelligence 
	IV. Focus on achieving customer satisfaction and national outcomes 
	Whilstthisapproachisalmost certainlytoo simplefor the ACTPS situation,there is nonetheless apointof interest to be gleanedfrom this example. In 2005the Scottish SocialServicesWorkforceDevelopmentPlan(NCOSS2007,p.10)devolved an extraordinarilyhighlevel of responsibility onto workers andtheirclients. Only five years later the underlyingjustification for action area 1aboveis “no overarching ownership/strategicleadforworkforcedevelopmentin Scotland; business interactiononworkforcedevelopment is often atthelocal

	DISCUSSION 
	DISCUSSION 
	These verydifferent examples make clear thatthere is no onemodelfor developing andimplementing workforcedevelopment. The range of approaches reflects the differing circumstances ofthe various organisations,theirobjectives, their scale andtheirecosystems. Lessons and options maybe drawnfrom all of them andbesynthesizedinto an approachthataddresses the needs of theACTPS. 

	8.4 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENTFORTHE ACTPS 
	8.4 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENTFORTHE ACTPS 


	8.4.1 Implications for the ACTPS 
	8.4.1 Implications for the ACTPS 
	From the discussionsinthis andprevious Reports maybe distilledthe following considerations to bringto workforcedevelopment inthe ACTPS. 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	The ACTPS needs to develop anddeploytheskills it requires in order todeliver corporate effect(Buchanan2006,pp.17-18). 

	•
	•
	•

	The values oftheACTPSwillform acritical element ofthe underpinnings of its workforce development. 

	•
	•
	•

	There are numerous forms of collaboration(Chapple2005) andthe ACTPS cannot relyon asingleapproachin order to achieve its workforce development objectives. 

	•
	•
	•

	For best effect,the ACTPS needs to work with awide range of employers, communityorganisations, educationalinstitutions andgovernment agencies to identifycurrent andfutureworkforcerequirements andthe means bywhich theywillbe satisfied. 

	•
	•
	•

	Attraction and retentionmustbeaddressedinthe firstinstancethroughwelldesignedjobs thatdonotplace unreasonable emotional orphysicaldemands on people doingthem. Onlythen can workforce developmentbe broughtto bear (Buchanan ). 
	-
	2006,p.25


	•
	•
	•

	The deployment of skillsis acrucial element of workforce development, providing opportunitiesfortheexisting workforceto make itsbest contribution bothto delivercorporateeffect and also to ensurethattheskills donot degenerate or atrophythroughlack ofuse (Buchanan2006): strategies that maximise previous investments inskills development are required. 

	•
	•
	•

	Upgrading of current skills is necessaryforall staff,in orderto address changing communityexpectations,to meet professionalstandards, andto adaptto opportunities as theyemerge(Buchanan 2006). 

	•
	•
	•

	There mustbe consistent application of common standards,to capture economies of scaleandachievefairness (Briggs 2002). 

	•
	•
	•

	The size, compositionanddiversityof the workforce are as important as the skills andknowledge indetermining capability(NCOSS2007). 

	•
	•
	•

	The characteristics ofthecurrentlabourforce andalso potentialsources of laboursupplyneedtobetakeninto account(Windsor 2005). 



	8.4.2 ThresholdRequirements 
	8.4.2 ThresholdRequirements 
	Three ofthe fourCareer Clusters –Infrastructure,People Services andLegal Services –alreadyhave substantialqualificationframeworks. While LegalServices also has aclearcareerstructure,theothertwo do not. On theotherhand,the SupportService Career Cluster shows an excellent career structure,butlittle by wayof asubstantialqualification framework. Yet workforce development strategies require bothto exist. 
	Qualifications areoftenspecified as beingdesirable for workinthe ASOcohort, butthere is no consistent standard uponwhichdecision-making aboutwhat level of skillandknowledgeis required maybebased. 
	Manyemployees in the ASOcohort alreadyholdqualifications,butthereis no explicit communicationwith staffthat would allowthem tomatchtheirskills and knowledge with employment opportunities, as there are in the trades andthe professionsForemployees who do notpossess relevantqualifications,clear communicationwith staff about whatskillsandknowledge are valuedin the workplace willresultinstaff makinginformeddecisions aboutwhatlearning and development optionswillbest meettheircareerdevelopment needs. 

	8.4.3 CentralCo-ordination 
	8.4.3 CentralCo-ordination 
	Consistent withotherrecommendations from this Review, we recognizethat skills andknowledge are required on alocalbasis,and accordinglyshouldbe specified attheagencylevel. However, accountabilityand consistencydemand a single locus ofeffect. Acentral co-ordination pointis required, withitskeyfocus being, howcanskillsbedevelopedandusedtobestcorporateeffect? 
	Followingfromthis focus,it should notbe primarilya training courseregistryora trainingprovider. Rather,it wouldbea ‘home-base’ for intermediaries who build and maintain linkages inside and outside theACTPS. Within its remititwould undertake the activities described atFigure10. 
	Such acentrallocus of activity woulddemonstratesupportfora significant commitmenttoworkforcedevelopmentforOneACTPublic Service (Hawke Report). 
	CENTRAL WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	maintain standards and monitor movements and revisions in theNational TrainingFramework(NTF); 

	•
	•
	•

	maintain CareerClusters as vocationalgroupings ofcompetencies (Buchanan 2006,pp.15-16)that arelinkedthroughthe NTF; 

	•
	•
	•

	model and monitorpathways throughthe Career Clusters for skills development andtransfer; 
	5


	•
	•
	•

	monitorneeds and emergingtrends across the ACTPS,including workforce demographics 

	•
	•
	•

	plan fortheimpactof such major demographicpressures as the agingworkforce (O’Shea &Smith2011,pp.64-68); 

	•
	•
	•

	co-ordinate strategies to address theworkforceneeds ofthe ACTPS; 

	•
	•
	•

	identifycurrent andprojected skills deficits; 

	•
	•
	•

	identifypriorities forskilldevelopment; 

	•
	•
	•

	monitorsources andlimitations oflabour supply; 

	•
	•
	•

	identifyways and means of addressing workforcedevelopment; 

	•
	•
	•

	liaise withworkforce managementfunctions tointegrate workforce development with otheraspects of management oftheACTPS; 

	•
	•
	•

	identifyproviders; 

	•
	•
	•

	liaise with educationproviders to adviseandpromote ACTPS workforce needs; 

	•
	•
	•

	develop opportunities forwork and educationin other organisations; 

	•
	•
	•

	co-ordinate skilldevelopment across theACTPS, so smallAgencies are ableto benefitfrom economies of scaleandpooling ofresources; 

	•
	•
	•

	register opportunities and needs withinAgencies; 

	•
	•
	•

	monitorperformanceindicators forimplemented strategies; 

	•
	•
	•

	review and renew the workforce developmentfunction over time. 


	Figure 10: Proposed central workforce development activities 
	We know (Guthrie,Stanwick&Karmel2011,pp.8-10)thatindividualsdonotfollowstraight-linecareer paths. AndAgencies are constantly facing new combinations of circumstances and staff. The intention here is not to dictate options to individuals or to agencies, but to provide them with options to stimulate further thinking and perhaps to develop new options. 
	5


	8.4.4 Funding 
	8.4.4 Funding 
	Atthe moment alltraining and other workforce developmentfunds are effectivelyallocatedto and applied attheAgencylevel. In order to give some corporate-level effect, aproportion ofthat funding—perhaps 10%of current trainingfunds—couldberedirectedto supportthesefunction. 
	6

	(Buchanan2006) 
	(Buchanan2006) 
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	8.4.5 AssessingAchievement 
	8.4.5 AssessingAchievement 
	Whilstdifficultto measure,therearesomeapproaches to measuringtheimpact of workforce development(OECD1996,pp.41-42). 
	Itisimportanttoensurethatthe same problem(s)are notbeing addressed over and over again. Adequateand relevantquantitativeindicators can assisthere (Windsor 2006). However,theymustbe appropriate. 
	Load statistics(numbers of apprenticeships, ornumber oftrainingdaysattended) have some value forplanning of further workforce development,buttheyareuseful measures ofachievement of workforcedevelopment. 
	not 

	The following maybemoreuseful measures ): 
	(Buchanan2006,p.28

	•
	•
	•
	•

	Achangein thepercentageof workers using new orchanged skills (controllingforchanges to the nature ofthe jobs); 

	•
	•
	•

	Achangein thebalanceof localtointerstate or international recruitments. 


	However,itis importantto rememberthecomplexityofthe environmentinwhich workforce development operates. Afew simplenumeric measures maybean over-simplification. In thelong run,qualitative measures maybe more reliable. Options hereincludebothInDepthCase Studies (Buchanan 2006); andExit Interviews. 
	Qualitative research ofthis kind mayhavemultiplebenefits: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	It can give asenseforwhetherprograms arehavingtheirdesired effect, 

	•
	•
	•

	It mayalso reflectbetterthediversityof contexts in whichtheeffects are had and accordinglyprovidemoresensitivefeedback; 

	•
	•
	•

	It can furtherbea rich sourceofinputfrom stakeholders on options for addressingproblems, alternative approaches,andindeedfuture directions. 


	8.5 ANAPPROACHTO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
	8.5 ANAPPROACHTO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 


	8.5.1 AMulti-dimensional approach 
	8.5.1 AMulti-dimensional approach 
	In the context of workforcedevelopmentthekeycomponents oftheproposed structures are the fourcross-service Career Clusters andthe eleven WorkLevel Definitions. However,therearemanymoredimensions to the workforce such as Agency, experience,qualifications, ethnic andlinguistic diversity. 
	Thismulti-dimensionalnaturesuggestsamulti-dimensionalapproachforfocusing workforcedevelopment. 
	From this perspective, strategies would appropriatelybe developed aroundthe targeteddimensions. This is notto suggestthateverypart of everydimension necessarily requires an individual strategy, oreven to bepart ofa groupstrategy. Butit would require that eachdimension be assessedfor its role in addressingthe strategic objectives ofworkforcedevelopment as theychangefrom timeto time. 
	How manydimensions?Moregives finergranularity,and more work;less offers speed, andlack offinesse. Cluster,WorkLevel andAgencyare keycomponents of the overall organizational structure,and accordingly3 wouldbe theminimum. Given the sizeoftheACTPS—approximately20,000—more than 6would run the risk of asignificant number of intersections beingempty.Accordinglyupto3 more couldbe selectedto address strategic challenges and reflectthe values of the ACTPS. Importantly,those3 need not remainstatic,but couldchangeover
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	The number of points on the selected scales can be expected to vary: a minimum of 2 is required (exemplified by locus of experience), and may range up to 11 (exemplified by work level). For the purpose of contemplating the number of factors to be adopted, assume the median ((11-2)/2=4.5 and round to a whole number), giving a 5-point scale. If 6 dimensions were adopted, then this would imply 5or 15,625 possible scenarios. 5is over 3 times the size of the ACTPS workforce. Even assuming consistent distribution
	The number of points on the selected scales can be expected to vary: a minimum of 2 is required (exemplified by locus of experience), and may range up to 11 (exemplified by work level). For the purpose of contemplating the number of factors to be adopted, assume the median ((11-2)/2=4.5 and round to a whole number), giving a 5-point scale. If 6 dimensions were adopted, then this would imply 5or 15,625 possible scenarios. 5is over 3 times the size of the ACTPS workforce. Even assuming consistent distribution
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	8.5.2 Workforce Segments 
	8.5.2 Workforce Segments 
	In Element2(O’Shea 2012a,pp.32-36)strategies were consideredfor four workforce segments, addressingin turn inexperienced and experienced segments ofthe labourmarkets,theformersub-categorisedbytype ofqualification,the latter bywhetherexperience has been gainedinternallyorexternally. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	trainees and apprentices, 

	• 
	• 
	new and recentgraduates, 

	• 
	• 
	internaljob applicants,and 

	• 
	• 
	experienced externaljob applicants. 


	This approachismodeledinFigure11: 

	Band11 
	Band11 
	Strategy4 Attract Experienced ExternalJob Applicants 
	Band10 

	Band9 
	Band9 
	Strategy3 Retain Internal JobApplicants 
	Figure
	Figure
	Band8 
	Band7 

	Band6 
	Band6 
	Strategy2 Degree and Diploma Entry 
	Figure
	Band5 
	Figure
	Band4 

	Band3 
	Band3 
	Strategy1 Apprentice and Trainee Entry 
	Figure
	Band2 

	Band1 
	Band1 
	Figure 11: Workforce Segments and Proposed Classification Levels 
	Figure 11: Workforce Segments and Proposed Classification Levels 
	Experience andqualificationareintegral attributes of every member of a workforce,and so provide afirm foundationfor targetingdevelopment ofthe workforce in order to meetthe organisation’s needs for skills andknowledge. Accordinglywe suggestthatthesetarget groups provide afocus forfurther workforce planning and management. Adoptingthese dimensions forstrategic development oftheworkforce would: 
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	ensure thatkeyattributes oftheworkforcearesystematicallyaddressed across the ACTPSin future; 

	• 
	• 
	address some weaknesses alreadyidentifiedin theworkforce structure of the ACTPS; and 

	• 
	• 
	complement and extendthework undertakeninthis Review. 


	This is not to suggest that experience should be a selection criterion, or a basis for work level classification. Theseare aspectsofpositions, whilst experienceisanattributeofaperson. 
	8



	8.5.3 Application:ACase Study 
	8.5.3 Application:ACase Study 
	For the purpose ofexampleinthecontext ofbroader workforce development, we parallelthe discussion of remuneration strategies seen in Element2 with examples of strategies forskills attractionand retention in thecontext of the aging workforce(O’Shea &Smith2011,pp.64-68) usingthesamesegmentation. 

	Strategy1 –Trainees andApprentices (Figure 12) 
	Strategy1 –Trainees andApprentices (Figure 12) 
	MakemoreextensiveuseoftoreplenishandsustaintheACTPS generalworkforce 
	traineesandapprentices

	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Trainees and new and recent graduates from VET sector programs at AQF level 4 and below, in important ACTPS job families (e.g. building trades, horticultural trades, procurement, contract management, health support). 

	Currentposition: 
	Currentposition: 
	ACTPS use of trainees is low, except small programs aimed at indigenous youth and people with disabilities. APS use of trainees is also low in Canberra 
	•
	•


	Proposedpolicy: 
	Proposedpolicy: 
	Tap into unexploited labour supply 

	KPI 
	KPI 
	Trainees commencing Trainees retained in employment 
	•
	•


	ActionProposed 
	ActionProposed 
	Offer Cert II & Cert III training for entry to Band 2 and Band 3 

	Implications 
	Implications 
	Requires expanded support for operation of ACTPS-wide trainee and apprenticeship program 

	Figure 12: Example of Strategy 1 (Trainees and Apprentices) 
	Figure 12: Example of Strategy 1 (Trainees and Apprentices) 



	Strategy2 –New andRecentGraduates (Figure 13) 
	Strategy2 –New andRecentGraduates (Figure 13) 
	Supportthedevelopmentofaprofessionalpublicsectorworkforcebyindisciplinesofimportancetoservice delivery(e.g.health,urbanplanning)andorganisationaleffectiveness(e.g.project management,finance,humanresources). 
	attracting andretainingnewandrecentgraduates

	Theobjectiveoughttobetobuildthissegmentoftheworkforcetoprovidean internalsourceoflaboursupplyforthesecategoriesofemployee,tocomplement externalsources. 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	New and recent graduates from VET and university sector vocational and professional entry programs at AQF level 5 (i.e. Diploma) and above, in disciplines of critical importance to the future ACTPS. 

	Currentposition: 
	Currentposition: 
	Graduate program is increasing slowly Local sources of labour in some professional disciplines are limited 
	•
	•


	Proposedpolicy: 
	Proposedpolicy: 
	Harness knowledge and skills offered by graduates by moving them into policy and operational roles. Accept Diploma graduates from VET sector into the graduate program 
	•
	•


	KPI 
	KPI 
	Graduates retained in operational roles at 3 years and 5 years Retention within 1 standard deviation of public sector competitors 
	•
	•


	Actionproposed: 
	Actionproposed: 
	Consult with ANU, UC and CIT about commencing or expanding programs of study relevant to ACTPS Offer positions in ACTPS in final year of university/CIT 
	•
	•


	Implications: 
	Implications: 
	Coaching will be required to assist graduates to adapt to operational circumstances. 

	Figure 13: Example of Strategy 2 (New & Recent Graduates) 
	Figure 13: Example of Strategy 2 (New & Recent Graduates) 



	Strategy3 –InternalJobApplicants (Figure 14) 
	Strategy3 –InternalJobApplicants (Figure 14) 
	PlanforsuccessionofretiringseniorstaffbydevelopingemployeesinACTPSemployment. Reducerelianceonexternalsourcesoflaboursupply. 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Internal job applicants for Band 4 and above in all employment categories 

	Currentposition: 
	Currentposition: 
	Turnover rates currently highest for ASO3-SOC and mid-level professionals (e.g. HP2 upper, HP3, HP4) in some disciplines 
	•
	•


	Proposedpolicy: 
	Proposedpolicy: 
	Increase focus on development of successors to Band 9 -11 positions as they move through to retirement 
	•


	KPI 
	KPI 
	Increase proportion of internal applicants successful in appointment to Bands 9-11 
	•


	Actionproposed: 
	Actionproposed: 
	Institute program of moving current Band 9-11 staff to short-term high-level policy and project tasks, thus providing opportunities for higher duties: Target: 300 months of higher duties per year 
	•
	•


	Implications: 
	Implications: 
	Will require mentoring during higher duties, and debrief with substantive position holder afterwards. May be offset by reduction in contract/consultancy expenditure 
	•
	•


	Figure 14: Example of Strategy 3 (Internal Job Applicants) 
	Figure 14: Example of Strategy 3 (Internal Job Applicants) 



	Strategy4 –ExperiencedExternalJobApplicants (Figure 15) 
	Strategy4 –ExperiencedExternalJobApplicants (Figure 15) 
	Attractsuitablyskilledandexperiencedinto ACTPSemployment. 
	externalapplicants
	criticaloccupations

	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	Workforcetargets: 
	External job applicants with knowledge, skills and experience, in disciplines of critical importance to building the future ACTPS. 

	Currentposition: 
	Currentposition: 
	Turnover in most occupations is within acceptable bounds. Turnover is lowest where SEAs are most common. Persistent shortages in several disciplines (e.g. engineering, ICT) have made the task of recruiting to critical positions difficult. 
	•
	•


	Proposedpolicy: 
	Proposedpolicy: 
	Rely on Remuneration policy. 
	•


	KPI: 
	KPI: 
	25th-50th percentiles – Australian Public Service and selected relevant private sector industry sectors. Salaries in national, state and local government enterprise agreements for work of comparable kind. 
	•
	•


	Actionproposed: 
	Actionproposed: 
	No Workforce Development action proposed 
	•


	Implications: 
	Implications: 
	---
	-


	Figure 15: Example of Strategy 4 (Experienced External Job Applicants) 
	Figure 15: Example of Strategy 4 (Experienced External Job Applicants) 


	DISCUSSION 
	DISCUSSION 
	Here is asignificantpoint offailure, createdbythe “BabyBoomers” moving throughtheworkforce. Thedemographicbackgroundto thisissuewasdiscussed in Element1(O’Shea &Smith2011,p.66):in essence, asignificantproportion of the Band10 andBand11equivalents will transitionto retirement over the next few years. This willleave alarge gapina high experience component ofthe workforce, and amajorholeinthedecision-makingcapacityoftheACTPS. 
	The logical optionwouldbe to looktothe nextlower Bandto refreshBands 10 and11. However,the remuneration issueidentifiedin Element2is thatBand9
	The logical optionwouldbe to looktothe nextlower Bandto refreshBands 10 and11. However,the remuneration issueidentifiedin Element2is thatBand9
	-

	equivalent(SOC) salaries ranktheworst of allagainstthemajorcompetitor marketfor this segment,theAPS(O’Shea 2012a,p.108). 

	Remuneration strategywillbeneededto minimiseleakage atthis level. It will also be criticalto developthis sub-segment ofthe workforce to supportthecareer trajectoryof currentBand9 equivalentsinto Band10 andBand11inthenear future. This will requireseveralinterventions. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	More formaltraining,to fast-trackthe knowledge required. The Minimum CompetencyFramework(Annexe J:)proposedinElement3(O’Shea & Smith2012a,p.111-115)will support this aspect ofworkforce development. 

	• 
	• 
	Formaltraining at ahigherlevel,to prepareBand9 equivalent stafffora range ofBand10 andBand11 roles. AtAnnexe J: we have recommended AdvancedDiploma as anelement ofthe Minimum CompetencyFramework for bothBand10 andBand11. 

	• 
	• 
	As discussedin Element1,on-the-job practice ofnew skills andknowledge throughhigherduties willberequired,to accelerate movement ofthe individualtocompetentperformance(O’Shea & Smith2011,p.52):this is the focus oftheexampleatFigure 14. 


	For Strategy4in this example, no action isoutlinedbeyondthe parallel strategy focused on Remunerationas describedinElement 2(O’Shea 
	2012a,p.37). 



	8.5.4 Implications for centralized co-ordination 
	8.5.4 Implications for centralized co-ordination 
	Once an organizational strategyis defined,itisthen feasibleto furtheranalyse needs byotherdimensions—CareerCluster,for example,Agency, and so on. This can enablegreatprecisionin targetinginterventions, atthelevel ofAgencyspecific deployment ofparticularindustry skillsat aspecificpointin thevalue chain. Thecrucial change is that,instead of variable local responses beingbrought to bearon localpoints of failure (O’Shea &), amulti-dimensional approach canbringthesame level of precision to similarpoints offailur
	-
	Smith2011,p.48

	There is akeyrole fora central co-ordinatingpointhere. Such amulti-dimensional approach wouldcross Agencyboundaries in most situations, callingforacross-Agencyviewpoint. Afurthersignificant functionfor the central co-ordinating point wouldbetoidentifyand resolveany cross-dimensional antagonism between strategies, whetherattheAgencylevel oranyother. 
	8.6 INTEGRATING WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENTWITH WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT 
	8.6 INTEGRATING WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENTWITH WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT 
	Workforce Developmentis addressedthrough avarietyof means, not merely through moretraining. Throughoutthe recommendations ofthisReview multiple 
	objectives have been addressedthroughthevarious deliverables recommended. Workforce Development objectives havebeen addressed,for example,through: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Salaryinducements to cross aqualificationbar ineachpayband; 

	•
	•
	•

	Mobilitybetween Clusters,to facilitateskills re-deployment; 

	•
	•
	•

	ArticulationwithinClusters,to encourage upskilling; 

	•
	•
	•

	Linkingqualificationbars to the AQF andthence tothe NTF andindustrywide competencies; 
	-


	•
	•
	•

	LinkingWorkLevel standards to theAQFthroughthe MCF; 

	•
	•
	•

	Agencyrequirements forcompetency-basedjobdesigncan beintegrated with aClassificationstructurethat meets organizational needs. 


	Workforce Developmentis not arecipefor “BestPractice”. Rather,itimplies a creative anddynamic approachto breaking outof situations oflowand intermediate skills equilibria.Training andEducation arepart of the repertoireof options,butonlywhen applied where needed, and onlywith workplace-based follow-up. Otheroptions drawnfrom the ecosystemmaybe equallyimportant elements oftherepertoire. Considerthefollowingleveraging of workforce managementto meet workforcedevelopment needs forthe ACTPS: 
	9
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	•
	•
	•
	•

	career structuring within CareerClusters to build on previousskillsinvestment; 

	•
	•
	•

	career advancement arrangements,to retain skills; 

	•
	•
	•

	standardisation ofjobdescriptions for arange ofspecific roles (eg:Finance, Policy) across agencies to promote transferabilityof skillsacross Agencies; 

	•
	•
	•

	establishment of sources of careerdevelopment advice forstaff (McMahon &Tatham 2008)that are independent ofAgencyHuman Resource functions (eginCIT,from external counsellors) mayassist staff to meettheirpersonal needs bymaking careerchoices within theACTPS, and retain previouslydeveloped skills. 

	•
	•
	•

	development of corporatecapabilityin criticalareas such as intermediation,business analysis andproject management, where the skills are inherentin thelifeexperienceofits staffbut unavailablebecause ofthe lack of acorporateapproachto change . 


	Workforce Development andWorkforce Management areaccordinglyinterlinked, and more effective ifintegrated. Itis appropriate therefore to turn to consideration oftheimplications ofthisReview for Workforce Management. 
	-

	Where ”a self-reinforcing networkof societalandstateinstitutions…interacttostiflethedemandforimprovementin skill levels” (Finegold1999). 
	9

	There is a wide range of initiatives exploring and piloting workforce development (Spoehr et al. 2008), many from an ecosystems perspective(Windsor2006). The literature hasawealth ofexperiencefortheACTPStodrawon. 
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	9 WORKFORCEMANAGEMENT:IMPLICATIONS 
	9 WORKFORCEMANAGEMENT:IMPLICATIONS 
	9.1 INTRODUCTION 
	9.1 INTRODUCTION 
	The real-world aspect of organisational managementlies withthepeoplewho make uptheworkforce. This calls fordynamic tactical responses as thepeople move anddevelopthroughtheecosystem within whichthe organisationresides. Steps mustbe taken tomapthepeople available tothe positions required at any given time. Butsuchtactical responses mustbedrawn from asuiteof options that are designedto meetthe corporatevalues and achieve greatest effect. This Section addresses three critical matters that mustbe framed atthe c

	9.2 JOB CLASSIFICATION 
	9.2 JOB CLASSIFICATION 
	9.2.1 Introduction 
	Job classificationprovides the frameworkfor modelingpositions interms that enable individuals tobematchedto them, andisaccordinglya crucial element of workforce management. 

	9.2.2 KeyTools 
	9.2.2 KeyTools 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	WorkLevels Standards (WLS) tobe appliedforthis purpose are shownatFigure 21 ofAnnexeH: 

	•
	•
	•

	Guidelines fortheirapplication aremodelledat Annexe K: . 

	•
	•
	•

	AQFlevels are presented atFigure 22 andPSP04EmployabilitySkills are presented atFigure 23 -Figure31 ofAnnexeI: . 



	9.2.3 Discussion 
	9.2.3 Discussion 
	New WLSs have been developed as the basis forclassifying all workwithinthe ACTPS(Annexe H:). The common classifications structure and associated common salaryspineareintendedto operate together to provide articulation within Career Clusters and mobilitybetween them. 
	On the basis ofthework undertakenbyTorqueConsultingin 2005(Torque Report),the WLSs are supportedby: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	EmployabilitySkills derivedfrom theMinimumCompetencyFramework(Annexe J:) 

	•
	•
	•

	Underpinning entryand advancement standards for fixingthelowestclassification level and minimum salaries fortraininggrades andnew entrants (AnnexeM: Annexe 


	N: andAnnexeO:). 
	ACCOUNTINGFOR OCCUPATIONAL ATTRIBUTES 
	ACCOUNTINGFOR OCCUPATIONAL ATTRIBUTES 
	We have approachedthewholeoftheReviewfrom theperspective ofits Aims andObjectives (Section 6.2). TheproposedWLSs areorganisation-widein 
	We have approachedthewholeoftheReviewfrom theperspective ofits Aims andObjectives (Section 6.2). TheproposedWLSs areorganisation-widein 
	character,butthis is nota basisfor forming abeliefthat occupational attributes are nottaken into account in job classification. The followingdiscussionof the approach wehavetaken to compilingthe new WLSs isintendedto clarifythe treatment of occupational attributes inrespect ofjobclassification. 



	EntryLevel v. Above-Base JobSpecification 
	EntryLevel v. Above-Base JobSpecification 
	The lowest entrygrade and minimumstarting salaryare usuallyfixedbyreference to the mandatoryand requiredqualifications necessaryfor entryto thejob. Only these basic qualifications areexcludedfrom the job classificationtask,forthe reason thatthey only inform thedecisiononlowest entrylevel and minimum starting salary. 
	On the otherhand,abovetheentrylevel,higher levels of occupationalskill influenceclassification. These skills are consideredin combinationwithother important aspects ofthework(assessedin terms ofAchievement,Complexity, etc.)to inform thejob classification decision. 
	must 


	Internal v. ExternalReferences 
	Internal v. ExternalReferences 
	In otherparts ofthisreport,and ourearlierreports, we have emphasizedthe importanceof occupational competencies to meetingthe needs of clients and stakeholders. We have emphasizedhowimportantit isfor the ACTPS and agencies to befocusedonidentifying,developing anddeployingthenecessary occupational competencies. A dynamic, evolving competencysystem ofthis kind requires different approaches from thoseneededto set commonstandards for workperformance across theACTPSthat employees in occupations can understand. 
	all
	all 

	Occupational competency standards are specifiedbyIndustrySkills Councils and nationalprofessional accreditation bodies. These competencystandards are outside the control oftheemployer. While they arerelevantto writingjob descriptions, workforce development, and careerdevelopment,there is nothing gainedbyincorporatingthis materialintothe WLSs. 

	Skills &Knowledge v. Other Compensable Factors 
	Skills &Knowledge v. Other Compensable Factors 
	No decision to classifyajob will rest solely on generic standards,but take into accountthelevel ofoccupation-specific Skills andKnowledgerequired. Ifthe work of aposition requires higherlevel occupation-specific Skills andKnowledge, andthoseSkills andKnowledgearecentralto the performance ofthework ofthe position,thentheyareas likelyto influence theclassification decisionas the other Compensable Factors (i.e. Achievements,Complexity,Breadth andEcology). Expert advisers,internal consultants andadvancedclinica
	must


	Classification Structure v. Career Structure 
	Classification Structure v. Career Structure 
	An employee’s is not solelydefinedbyreference to theiroccupational identity. Occupationis foundational,butthe contribution tooutcomes(and work value) ofthe role also depends onthelevels ofresponsibilityand accountability thattheemployerallocates to the position. Wenotedin the ReportonElement1 ofthisReview that an employee’s careeris properlyseem as the trajectoryofthe work roles theytake on throughouttheiremployment. 
	career

	To the extentthatthework requirements of asuccession of roles relyon occupational characteristics,then they maybe describedtogetheras acareerin the identified occupation. But aperson who hasprogressedthrough asimilar succession of roles based ona different occupationcan beseen to experiencean almostidentical career. Several aspects oftheWLSs can bedescribedas “generic”,butitistheirgenericcharacterthat provides the frameworkfor the deployment of occupation-specific Skills andKnowledge of allkinds at successi
	MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
	MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
	We have also observedthat: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Some job categories havea careerstructure,but noWLSs (e.g. Prosecutors,CorrectionalOfficers,TrustOfficers,MedicalPhysicists). This suggests that otherdocumentation (for example: competencyprofiles, dutystatements, organisationcharts) can do just as good ajobas WLSsin defining acareerstructure. 

	•
	•
	•

	The terminologyusedin thecurrent arrayof occupation andjobfamily basedWLSs isinconsistent andlargelyincommensurable. This makes the task of applying consistent standards to the classification ofwork almost impossible. Positionsinthe various occupational streams are made to look more differentthan theyare. 

	•
	•
	•

	New occupationswill evolveovertime,and no occupation-basedWLSscan be expectedto comprehend everynew circumstanceinindustry. 


	The WLSs have notbeen designedto delivera ‘perfect’ ranking ofjobs,where exhaustive criteria are appliedtopreciselydelineate one role from anotherinfine detail. Rather,theyare intendedto providea generalizeddescription ofa wide variety of existingjobs,brought together within asingle ClassificationLevel,and aligned with acorrespondingPayBand. Furthermore,over the timeframe over whichWLSs maybeexpectedto operate(1-2decades),itis also likelythat work as yet undefined will arise,yetit mustbemanagedand encompass
	So long as WLSs arefounded onoccupations andjobfamilies, classification decisions maycontinueto be influencedby unconscious and systematicprejudice based on inter-professional rivalry,traditional workplace hierarchies, attitudes to caring work, andgenderrelations intheworkplace,rather than thecontribution the positionmakes to thework of the team and outcomes forclients. 
	The intention is to achieveConsistency andIntegritythrough reliableand accurate JobClassification. Examination ofthe literature (O’Shea &makes clear that asimplerstructurewithfewerlevels or factors maybeas effective as amore complicated oneinachievingthatintended outcome. favours theformer. 
	Smith2012a,p.77) 
	Efficiency


	QUALIFICATIONS 
	QUALIFICATIONS 
	The exact natureandlevel of occupationalSkillandKnowledge forms part ofthe assessment oftheoverallSkill andKnowledgerequiredto classifyaposition under the proposedWLSs. This assessment mayalso inform adecision onwhat qualifications theoccupant of apositionmayrequire to competentlyperform the duties of aposition(otherthan the basic qualifications requiredforentryto the lowestlevel ofthe occupation). 
	Occupational competencies maybe specifiedindividuallyfora job, orspecification maybe expeditedbyreference to qualifications. The advantages ofthis latter approach are:firstly, efficiency,and secondly, clarityin thelabourmarketduring recruitment action. Aframeworkforspecifyingqualifications wasproposedinthe Report on Element1 ofthis Review. 
	Figure 16 summarises this framework. 
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	Determined: 
	Determined: 
	Determined: 
	Externally 
	Internally 

	Nature: 
	Nature: 
	Mandatory 
	Essential 
	Desirable 

	Description: 
	Description: 
	Where the decision to hold a qualification is not with the employer or the employee, then the employer has no choice but to apply the externally fixed standard. 
	Provides evidence of skills, knowledge or experience that are “absolutely indispensable” or “fundamental”, but the employer is entitled to set the standard for entry. 
	In cases where there is no requirement for the occupant of a position to hold formal qualifications, nevertheless consideration may be given to setting a qualification standard. 

	Effect: 
	Effect: 
	Required 
	Optional 

	Notes: 
	Notes: 
	It would beappropriatefor mandatory qualification for defined streams, occupations or levels to be established centrally, and apply equally to entry to specific occupations wherever theyare employed. 
	Agencies should have scope to apply an essential qualification standard, even if there is no mandatory qualification for the stream, occupation or level. 
	This approach should be followed in all cases where the possession of a qualification is likely to materially impact the effective performance of work, including work of the kind entailed in some subsequent role, whether higher or at the 12 same or similar level. As is presently the case, desirable qualifications would be fixed at the agency level. 

	Figure 16: Framework for specifying Qualifications in the ACTPS 
	Figure 16: Framework for specifying Qualifications in the ACTPS 
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	A 

	more detaileddiscussion oftheseconcepts isintheReporton Element1ofthisReview(O’Shea&Smith2011,pp.54-61). 
	This is to support flexibility, adaptability and mobility of the workforce: all these desired characteristics will be underminedifstaffdonothavethenecessary skills,knowledge orqualificationfor otherlikely roles. 
	12 

	Mandatoryqualifications arenot intendedto play asignificant roleinjob classification. Theyoperateprincipallyto restrict eligibilityforentryto specific types of workintheACTPSto persons who meet specific criteria. Thatis,their impactisnot onjob classification somuch astheoperation ofthemeritprinciple. Equallyimportantly,becausethey applyto allmembers ofthe relevantlabour pool,theyhaveno impact on recruitment or retention strategy. 
	Mandatoryqualifications include (butare notlimitedto)formalqualifications awardedbyRTOs and universities. Manyimportant mandatoryqualifications are notformalqualifications at all. Anexample is inthe field of registeredhealth practitioners, where the most commonmandatoryqualificationis arequirement that an employeeemployed as ahealthprofessionalmaintain unconditional/unrestricted registration withtherelevant nationalhealth practitionerregistration board. However, mostmandatoryqualifications will entail askil
	In most cases, aformalqualification determines the classification level and salary point on entry. If not ,then the formalqualification requirement willbe specified as an inthe jobdescription orselection criteria preparedbythe agency whenthejob is advertised. 
	mandatory
	essentialqualification 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	Ahas the effect of excludingfrom considerationa numberof unsuitableapplicants. 
	mandatoryqualification


	•
	•
	•

	An helps to specifythe exactkind of expertise the successfuljob applicant shouldhave. This requiresconscious decision-making at alocallevelto meetlocal needs. 
	essentialqualification


	•
	•
	•

	Itis also open to thearea specifyingthe jobto decide that aqualificationis :thatis,thequalification encompassesskills andknowledge of key relevance to the job,butlack oftheformalqualification would notbe grounds fordismissinganapplication. 
	desirable
	13



	Specification ofEssential or Desirable qualifications maydifferentiallyimpact recruitment action bycomparison withcompetitor employers. Thus,forexample, if aqualificationis so specifiedthen it mayhavethe effect of screening out some otherwise interesting candidates;equally,it may “raise the bar” and make the positionmoreattractiveto ahigher calibre of candidate. 
	AStandardfor Qualifications isproposed atAnnexeL: . 
	Or toclosely relatedpeer or higherjobs withinthe CareerCluster. 
	13 


	CONCLUSIONS 
	CONCLUSIONS 
	We have concludedthatitisneitherdesirablenornecessaryto specify occupational competencies or occupation-specific Skills andKnowledge(orboth) in the WLS. Byremovingthis layerof complexityfrom the WLSs, we considerthat the WLSs can bemadebothsimplerand more readilyusable than WLSsbased on occupationandjob family. 
	14 

	The proposedWLSs have been based onanextensivereview ofjob analysis and job evaluation literatureandpractice. Ourintention has been topresent a classification system that is atonce clean and comprehensive. We believe that every aspect of work organisationthat couldorshouldbe taken into account in deciding classificationlevel andpayhas been taken into account –including occupation-specificSkills andKnowledge. 
	Agreater degree of complexitywill notcontributetoclarityorfacilitate understanding. Ahigherlevel ofprescription(whether in relation to occupational attributes orotherfactors)will notdeliversuperior outcomes. Theywouldboth addto the expenseofdeveloping,maintainingand applyingthescheme. 
	To provide assistancetoagencies in applyingthe proposedWLSs adraft Job ClassificationManualappears atAnnexeK: ofthis Report. 
	Suggestions of3-,4-and5-year timelines tofinalise suitable WLSsarewithout adoubtexcessive. On themodel we have proposed, we cannot seehowparties withadequateresourcesanda commitmenttofinishthejob could spend anymore than 6-12months onthetask(withmost ofthattimespent ondetermininghowthenewWLSs willbeimplemented). Inany event,ifitisintendedtoincorporatea newclassificationstructureintoa newModernAwardfor theACTPSbefore31 December 2013,theparties donothavetheluxuryofa longleadtime. 

	9.3 MOVEMENTOFSTAFF 
	9.3 MOVEMENTOFSTAFF 


	9.3.1 Introduction 
	9.3.1 Introduction 
	The dynamic natureoftheworkforcerequires aclear frameworkfor movement of staffinto andthroughthe organisation. 

	9.3.2 KeyTools 
	9.3.2 KeyTools 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	The SharedSalarySpine is shownatAnnexeG:. 
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	•
	•
	•

	Rules restricting eligibilityforentryonthe basis ofthe possessionof mandatory or essentialqualifications (AnnexeL:) 

	•
	•
	•

	Apprentice salaries fixed relative to thenew basetradesperson rate ofpay (including adult apprenticeship rates) are shown atp.84(Strategy1targets). 

	•
	•
	•

	An EntryStandardforApprentices is proposedatAnnexe N: (Strategy1 targets). 

	•
	•
	•

	Minimum rates forbasetradespersons entering withCertificate III and Certificate IVqualifications,thosemeeting mandatorylicensing requirements, those who holddualtrades, andfortechnical assistants with similar qualifications (Strategy1targets), areset outinpages 84-86. 

	•
	•
	•

	Cadets,Trainee TechnicalOfficers andICTTrainees will nowall entera new traininggrade, with acommon salary scale, and alldescribedbythe term Cadet – see Annexe M: (Strategy2targets). 

	•
	•
	•

	Entrygrade and entrylevel salaryprovisions relatingto new and recent graduates are set outinFigure35 ofAnnexeO: (Strategy2targets). 

	•
	•
	•

	Trainee based entry,Minimum CompetencyFramework and accelerated salary advancementprovisions formembers oftheSupport Services Cluster isshown atAnnexe J:. (Strategy1 andStrategy3targets). 



	9.3.3 Entry andAdvancement 
	9.3.3 Entry andAdvancement 
	The currentPublic SectorManagementStandards set outprocedures in relation to: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Entryto theservicethroughtraininggrades 

	•
	•
	•

	Advancement of successfultrainees from traininggrades to occupational entry grades 

	•
	•
	•

	Commencing salaries foremployment of newlyqualifiedgraduates 


	UpdatedfromthatpublishedintheElement3Report(O’Shea&Smith2012a)inthelightof stakeholderfeedback. Annexe Q:updatestheSharedSalarySpinetoreflectthe3.5%increase effectivefrom1July2012. 
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	Manyoftheseprovisions areout of date. There isconsiderable diversitybetween these arrangements,from oneoccupationto another,whichis hardto justify. There is also considerablesimilarityintheirform andintent, whichsuggest they can be substantiallyreplaced with amore generic schema. 
	In ourElement3Report(O’Shea &Smith2012a) weproposedthat: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Consistent withthepracticein Modern Awards, anew scale ofpayrates should be establishedforCertificateIVtrainees thatis 3.8% above the rates presently set outinACTPS enterprise agreements, at allthree Wage Levels (p. 125) 

	•
	•
	•

	Apprentice rates ofpayshouldberevisedto establish ascalemorein linewith the models foundinthegeneralityof Modern Awards. The relativityto theentry salaryforthe basetradesperson would varybetween 40.0% and92.0% (p.126) 

	•
	•
	•

	Additionally, an adultapprenticescale based on select salarypoints intheGSO4 scale (orequivalentin thenew classification structure) wouldbe introduced (p.127) 

	•
	•
	•

	Cadet,CadetProfessional, andTraineeTechnicalOfficer wouldbe combined within theonegrade(pp.127-130)to cater for allstudents enrolledin diploma anddegree programs. To this wewouldnow addICTTrainee. 

	•
	•
	•

	ACommon ProfessionalEntryScalewouldbe adoptedfor new and recent graduates ofdiploma anddegreecourses (p.130),includingpersons originally entering employment as Cadets. Forconsistency,persons entering employment as aGraduateAdministrativeAssistantought tobebroughtin throughthe CPES as well. 


	We also indicatedthatthetraining and advancementarrangements fortrainees, apprentices and cadets oughtto be standardised alongthefollowinglines: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Trainees, apprentices and cadets willbeengagedontemporarycontracts that cover(orin total cover)theexpectedlengthoftheirprogram of study, plusupto 24months employmentin an appropriate substantive entrylevel position. Thesecouldbefixedterm or “specified event” contracts. 

	•
	•
	•

	There would,then,be two phases totheemployment –aphaseduring whichtheemployeeis subjectto the terms and conditions of atrainee,and aphase during whichthey areengaged on work atthe corresponding entry level classification fortheiroccupation. 

	•
	•
	•

	In the post-trainingperiod ofthe contract,the intention wouldthatthe employee meet all requirements in relation to occupationallicensing, professional accreditation,etc. and would notadvance to ahigherBand untilthesehavebeen met. 

	•
	•
	•

	Ifthe employee cannotbeaccommodated within theiroriginal work unit immediatelyorwithin areasonableperiod,then theyshouldbeoffered workin anotherpart oftheACTPS wheretheirskills are required. 

	•
	•
	•

	An employee who has demonstrated satisfactoryperformance and met all otherrequirements for employment wouldbeappointedtothe next available ongoing entrylevel vacancy withoutfurther process. 

	•
	•
	•

	Ifthere is no substantivepositionavailable anywhere within the ACTPS at the end ofthetemporarycontract,then the temporary contract will terminate in accordance withits originalterms. 


	We considerthat an arrangementlikethis: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	provides auniform approachto the ACTPS’s trainingactivities, spanningall levels of skilldevelopment,particularlyin relation to workforce developmentStrategy1 and2targets, 

	•
	•
	•

	provides more certainty andbetteremployment opportunities totrainees, 

	•
	•
	•

	meets the needto realise abetterreturn on training expenditure, 

	•
	•
	•

	establishes working arrangements conduciveto developing and retaining skilled employees (Strategy1 and2targets becomeStrategy3 candidates), 

	•
	•
	•

	balances theinterests ofkeystakeholders, 

	•
	•
	•

	recognises andbalances theneedto manage staffinglevels andbudgets atthe level ofthe individualwork unit,theagencylevel, andgloballyacross the ACTPS, and 

	•
	•
	•

	can be implemented withlimited modification to existingpolicyandpractice in relation to recruitment and selection,probationand advancement. 


	The CadetEntryprovisions set outatAnnexe M: should,therefore,be adaptedto provide for trainee and apprenticeadvancementinsimilarterms. 
	The entrylevel salaries set out atpage130of ourElement3 report shouldbe treated as the usual salaries to bepaidto graduates in occupations in good supply. It shouldbeopento employers to appoint anew recruit at ahigherlevelif the recruitis in adisciplinein short supply. Allsalarypoints intheSSS shouldbe available forthispurpose. However,it wouldbehighlyunusualto offerasalary point morethanthreeorfourSSSpaypoints(7.1%to 9.5%) above the standard CPES rate forthe qualificationheld. Thesame principle oughttoappl
	Other new salaryadvancement arrangements aredescribedfor Clinical Psychologists intraining(Table 2). A specificproposalismadein respect of SupportServices Cluster in Section 9.3.5. Wedonotpropose to disturbother existing arrangements (eg:CorrectionalOfficers,ClinicalCoders,HealthCare Assistants). 

	9.3.4 Transfer 
	9.3.4 Transfer 
	Anyofficermaybetransferredto anotherpositionatthe same salarylevel. This does not constitutea promotion even ifthe highestpaypointsinthesalary scales for the two positionsdiffer. This is because: 
	i. The SharedSalarySpine appliesacross theACTPS; 
	ii. EveryPayPointbelongs to aPayBand; 
	iii. EveryPayBand corresponds with aClassification Level; 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	EveryClassification Level sets aconsistent standardin terms of Achievement,ComplexityandBreadth; 

	v. 
	v. 
	EveryClassification Level corresponds withanestablished minimum standard ofEmployabilitySkills. 


	The onlyrequirementfortransferatlevel wouldbethattheperson hasany specified occupational skills andknowledge. 

	9.3.5 Competency-BasedAdvancementin the SupportServices Cluster 
	9.3.5 Competency-BasedAdvancementin the SupportServices Cluster 
	Consistent withtheapproach outlined above inSection 8.4.2, we have proposed a minimum competencyframeworkfortheASOs andSenior Officers in the Support Services Career Cluster, thatprovides abasis forworkforce development activities based on alreadyknown, validated competencyrequirements (TorqueReport). 
	The feedback received when this proposalwasexposedfor the firsttime (Element3ExposureDraft,23December2012)was mixed. Some stakeholders were enthusiastic, whilesomeheld reservations goingto thefollowingissues: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Bydifferentiatingitselffrom theAPSinthis way,the ACTPS would reduce the numberofpersonswho wouldbewillingtotransfer from the APSto the ACTPS. Thatis,therequirementto hold aqualification would act asa barrier to transfer of staffinto theACTPS. 

	•
	•
	•

	Asimilar argumentwasmountedinrelation to members ofthe ACTlabour force outside thepublicsectorwho wouldbe requiredto make achoice between the ACTPS andthe APS. Itwas contendedthatjob applicants wouldprefer to applyto theAPS,wheretheentryrequirements are not so onerous. 

	•
	•
	•

	The talentpoolforeachjob wouldbe smaller ifqualifications wereinsisted upon. 

	•
	•
	•

	It wassomehowunfairto implement qualification-based advancement requirements for acategoryof staffthathas not experiencedthe requirementpreviously. 


	Our specific proposalisbased on the competency requirements identifiedbythe Torque consultancyin2005(TorqueReport). The proposalissupportedbyresearchthat revealed what competencies are requiredto be demonstrated across the ACTPS,based on an examinationof job descriptions andworklevel standards. 
	The TorqueReportidentified what was required,butnot whatwas actually present. Byidentifyingtherequired competencies,the researchidentifies the relevant standard ofperformanceexpected at eachlevel. Whether the relevant standardis presentis not something that canbe judgedfrom the research or determined easilybyanymeans. 
	However,itis possibleto proposeameans by whichthe required standard can be reached, and whatis requiredto maintainit. Thereare two elements to ourproposal: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	The specification ofminimum competencies requiredfor access to each classification level, establishedinterms of aqualification standard encompassingAQFlevels 2to 6. 

	•
	•
	•

	Salaryincentives to encourageemployees to buildthe skills requiredfor them to take thenext stepintheircareer,andbuildbench strengthinthe ACTPS workforce. 


	The proposedMinimumCompetencyFramework: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Identifies the minimum level ofperformancerequiredfor the ACTPSto not go backward, relative tothework requirements identifiedin 2005. 

	•
	•
	•

	Identifies the lowestlevel of occupational performance thattheHead of Service andDirectorates shouldtargetinthedesign oftheirlearning and development activities fortheASOgroupinthe SupportServices Career Cluster, as well as SeniorOfficers andtheircounterparts across the ACTPS. 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	Identifies the standard of competencies tobe reachedfor general entry andtrainee entryto theACTPS at eachclassification level(this isour proposedWorkforce DevelopmentStrategy1). 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	For example is availabletoprovideaccess to thenew Level2for people exhibitingAQF1standards of competence and AQF1 employabilityskills. 
	general entry


	o 
	o 
	to the samelevelis targeted atdevelopingAQF2 standards of competenceand employability skills, with aview to supportingthetrainee’s careerstep. 
	Trainee entry
	next 




	•
	•
	•

	Identifies trainingto supportboth ageneral standard ofperformance – through corecompetencies and common employabilityskills –and specializedjob-specificcompetencies via electivesand specialty qualifications. 

	•
	•
	•

	Byfocusing onwhat core competencies and employabilityskills are requiredby allASOs and seniorgrades across theACTPS,the MCFhas the potentialtosimplifyandstandardize performance management systems. 

	•
	•
	•

	The roll-out of corecompetencies and cultivation of common employability skills will support otherstrategies to develop amore mobile workforce. 


	The specifiedqualifications constitute astandardagainst whichequivalent qualifications –includingqualifications acquiredthroughRPL andRCC –are measured. Thatis,itisnotintendedthat apersonwouldbe excludedfrom employmentbecausetheydo not holdthe exactqualification specified. 
	For example,iftherequirementfixedbytheemployer is for the occupant ofthe positionto hold aproject management(PM)qualification,then aPMqualification from the BusinessIndustrySkills Councilwouldbeas acceptableas aPM qualification atthesameAQFlevelfrom GovernmentSkills Australia. 
	The numberofAPS staff seeking employment withtheACTPSis notknown. We believe the evidence suggests thatthemain flow isin thedirection oftheAPS – the highest rates of staffturnoverin the ACTPSare in categories where theAPSis most active in its recruitment. 
	The development of amorehighlyskilled workforcewill reduce the ACTPS’s dependence on external sources oflaboursupply –thatis thetalentpool willbe expanded. This is ourWorkforceDevelopment Strategy3. 
	Qualificationsprovideauniform basisfor identifyingpeoplewho havetheskills andknowledge requiredto perform the work athand. Over 75% ofACTPS Governmentjobs explicitlyrequirerelevantqualifications. 
	So faras salaryincentives areconcerned,thepaypoints weproposetomake subjecttoa qualification barrier are paypoints that no employeewillbedirectly translatedinto. Theywillbeentirelynew incrementpoints. No employeewillbe disadvantagedbytheadoptionofthe proposedincentive system. 
	We agree that experience is important. InourElement1 report we drew attention to the difference between competenceandproficiency, andhighlightedthe contribution thatpractice and experience have on improvingperformance. 
	On thatbasis,wehaverevised ourinitialproposalto includean experience requirement as well as acompetencyrequirement. The revisedproposalis set out in Figure 17. Thesalarybarrierand advancement points are shownin thefollowing Table (Table 1). 
	ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICER –SALARY ADVANCEMENT CRITERIA 
	ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICER –SALARY ADVANCEMENT CRITERIA 
	An Administrative Service OfficerBand2 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aCertificateIIinGovernment orequivalentqualification, and 

	•has 
	•has 
	oneyearof relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand2,or 


	suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting willbe advancedto paypoint9. 
	An Administrative Service OfficerBand3 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aCertificateIIIin Government orequivalentqualification,and 

	•has 
	•has 
	twoyears of relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand3,or 


	suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting willbe advancedto paypoint14. 
	An Administrative Service OfficerBand4 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aCertificateIIIin Government orequivalentqualification,and 

	•has 
	•has 
	twoyears of relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand4,or 


	suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting willbe advancedto paypoint19. 
	An Administrative Service OfficerBand5 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aCertificateIVin Government orequivalentqualification,and 

	•has 
	•has 
	twoyears of relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand5,or 


	suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting willbe advancedto paypoint24. 
	An Administrative Service OfficerBand6 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aCertificateIVin Government orequivalentqualification,and 

	•has 
	•has 
	twoyears of relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand6,or suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting 


	willbe advancedto paypoint29. An Administrative Service OfficerBand7 who: 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	•holds 
	aDiploma inGovernment or equivalent qualification, and 

	•has 
	•has 
	twoyears of relevant experienceinfull-timeemployment atBand7,or suitableequivalent experienceinasimilar work setting 


	willbe advancedto paypoint35. 
	Figure 17: Administrative Service Officer – Salary Advancement Criteria 
	Figure 17: Administrative Service Officer – Salary Advancement Criteria 
	Grade Currentsalary 
	Grade Currentsalary 
	Grade Currentsalary 
	Paypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Salary 

	ASO1 $39,588 $40,915 $42,027 $43,752 Barrier Certificate II plus one year at level 2 Min. employability skills – AQF 1 
	ASO1 $39,588 $40,915 $42,027 $43,752 Barrier Certificate II plus one year at level 2 Min. employability skills – AQF 1 
	6 7 8 9 
	Level 2 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$41,629 $42,587 $43,566 $44,568 $45,594 

	ASO2 $44,804 $46,036 $47,246 $48,470 $49,683 Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 3 Min. employability skills – AQF 2 
	ASO2 $44,804 $46,036 $47,246 $48,470 $49,683 Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 3 Min. employability skills – AQF 2 
	11 12 13 14 
	Level 3 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$46,642 $47,715 $48,812 $49,935 $51,084 

	ASO3 $51,032 $52,359 $53,682 $55,076 Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 4 Min. employability skills – AQF 3 
	ASO3 $51,032 $52,359 $53,682 $55,076 Barrier Certificate III plus 2 years at level 4 Min. employability skills – AQF 3 
	16 17 18 19 
	Level 4 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$52,258 $53,460 $54,690 $55,948 $57,235 

	ASO4 $56,879 $58,685 $60,210 $61,756 Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 5 Min. employability skills – AQF 3 
	ASO4 $56,879 $58,685 $60,210 $61,756 Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 5 Min. employability skills – AQF 3 
	21 22 23 24 
	Level 5 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$58,551 $59,898 $61,275 $62,685 $64,126 

	ASO5 $63,440 $65,423 $67,269 Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 6 Min. employability skills – AQF 4 
	ASO5 $63,440 $65,423 $67,269 Barrier Certificate IV plus 2 years at level 6 Min. employability skills – AQF 4 
	26 27 28 29 
	Level 6 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$65,601 $67,110 $68,654 $70,233 $71,848 

	ASO6 $68,515 $70,223 $72,145 $75,771 $78,705 Barrier Diploma + 3 years at level 7 Min. employability skills – AQF 4 
	ASO6 $68,515 $70,223 $72,145 $75,771 $78,705 Barrier Diploma + 3 years at level 7 Min. employability skills – AQF 4 
	31 32 33 34 35 
	Level 7 
	1 2 3 4 5 6 
	$73,501 $75,191 $76,921 $78,690 $80,500 $82,351 


	Table 1: Salary Barriers and Salary Advancement Points for ASOs 


	9.4 BROADBANDINGOF CLASSIFICATION LEVELS 
	9.4 BROADBANDINGOF CLASSIFICATION LEVELS 


	9.4.1 Background 
	9.4.1 Background 
	Several agencies in theACTPShaveestablishedclassification broadbanding arrangements. While we began theReview sceptical abouttheirbenefits and operations,we have come to seethepotentialforbroadbanding arrangements to encourageskillformationand retain staff. 
	17 

	The current modelin theACTPSinvolves unionsandagencies developing arrangements forreasonablyrestricted and well-definedgroups of employees performing eithercloselyrelated oridenticalfunctions. GSOandFSO broadbanding oftradespersons inTAMSandACTHealth are examples ofthefirst approach, wherea varietyoftrades andtrade-relatedgrades are included. The arrangements forBimberiyouthworkers inCSDand sterilizing services staffin ACTHealthis an exampleofthelatter. 
	In general, staff can onlyaccess one additional classification level, althoughthe arrangements forFSOs andFTOs in ACTHealthenvisages employees moving throughthreeorfourlevels,providedtheycandemonstrate the appropriate standard of competency. 
	In some cases,therequirements areelaboratelydescribed, andin others very little documentationexists. Insome cases,the requirements foradvancement are based on thecompletionof specificqualificationsrecognized underthe AQF, and in others, upon completion oflocally agreed competencies (e.g. BSOs in ETD). In some cases, movementto ahigherlevel only requires thattheemployee’s supervisor certifies thattheyarecapableofperformingthe duties required atthe higherlevel. 
	It appears to usthat currentbroadbanding arrangements in theACTPS suffer from the lack of anyunifyingprinciples regardingtheir purpose,theirbenefits and their design. 
	We have alreadydescribedthe broadbanding arrangements in theAPS, where broadbandingpermits staffto takeonhigher levelwork on an ongoingbasis, withouttheformalitiesofpromotion, andwithoutthe decisionbeing opento appeal. 
	In the APS,the broadbandingis allocatedtoa group ofduties, notto the individual employee performingtheduties. Advancementin abroadbandis not a promotion. Theemployeeretains theiroriginal classification untilpromoted. 
	Andthis scepticismwassupportedby somefindingsduringthe exploratoryphaseoftheReview(O’Shea&Smith2011) 
	17 

	The most common modelfortheseschemes implementedin currentAPS agreements (AustralianPublicServiceCommissionn.d.)requires the employee to: 
	18

	•
	•
	•
	•

	demonstrate satisfactoryperformanceattheirpresentlevel, and 

	•
	•
	•

	show thattheyhavetheskillsto perform the work atthe higherlevel. 


	In the great majorityofcases APSbroadbanding schemes require thatthere is higherlevel work available tobedone. 
	We have already referredin Element1 ofthis Review to varioustheoretical and practical objections that are raised againstbroadbanding(O’Shea &Smith2011, p.18),including aperception thatbroadbandingarrangements sidestepselection for promotionbased onmerit 
	There is considerable potentialforbroadbanding arrangements to beused as tools to encourage employees to re-engagewithlearning,tobuildindividual skills and knowledge of aspecifickind relevantto theworkplace,to retain skilledstaffin employment,to attract external applicants, andtoimprove workforce capability. 
	Ithas been suggestedto us thatthe 11-level classification structurewehave proposedhas toomanydistinct levels,thatitwouldbe more efficientto structure the workforce usingfewerlevels, andthatit maybe difficultforagencies to easily discern fine differences between classification levels. We addressed some of these issues in AnnexeMof ourReport on Element3 ofthis Review(O’Shea & Smith2012a). 
	We also take the viewthat,providedthedifferentlevels of work are clearly distinguishedintheWLSs,asystem with more levels provides greater flexibilityin jobdesign and remunerationifbroadbandingisalsoan option (as theNSW approachdemonstrates). 

	9.4.2 RecommendedPractices 
	9.4.2 RecommendedPractices 
	Specifically,thepositiondescription for bothlevels in the broadband must: 
	a) 
	a) 
	a) 
	be reviewed andbroughtinto linewiththe requirements set outinthe WLSs for the grade, 

	b) 
	b) 
	complywiththeMinimum CompetencyFramework(if applicable), and 

	c) 
	c) 
	incorporate thenationallyrecognized competenciesappropriate tothe duties oftheposition. 


	http://www.apsc.gov.au/employmentpolicy/classificationsandbroadbanding.htm 
	http://www.apsc.gov.au/employmentpolicy/classificationsandbroadbanding.htm 

	Broadbanding arrangements should also specify: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	What are the schemes objectives,andhow can success in meetingthese objectives be measured. 

	•
	•
	•

	How the schemewill serve learning anddevelopment needs. 

	•
	•
	•

	What criteria andprocesses willbeappliedto decision-making aboutan employee’s eligibilityforadvancementfrom one classification levelto another. 

	•
	•
	•

	How longtheywillpersist,how they willbe reviewed, andhow theycanbe 


	terminated. The status ofan employeewho is involvedina broadbanding arrangementis not clear. Broadbands are not separateclassifications –althoughforpractical reasons, some ofthem havebeen treatedlikethatinthe paysystem. The question of whether progression between classification levels under abroadbanding arrangementis apromotionhas been avoidedbytheparties who have establishedthese schemes. 
	• We recommendthat amoveacross abroadbandbarriershouldbetreated as apermanenttransition. 
	Accordingly,theclassification ofthe employeewill changefrom thedatetheyare assessed as having metallthecriteria forthescheme. 
	We considerthe followingto beessential conditions for such aschemeto work: 
	i. Access to thelowerlevel ofthebroadbandmustbeopen tocompetitive merit-based selection. 
	ii. The work unit musthavea well-developed and credible performance managementprocess inplace. Satisfactoryperformance atthe lowerlevel mustbe aprerequisite foradvancementto thehigher level. 
	iii. There mustbe aclearstatement of what constituteseligibilityforadvancement. 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 
	Attainment of anationally recognizedqualificationin afieldintimately relatedto the workto be performed shouldbea feature of allbroadband arrangements. 

	v. 
	v. 
	Advancement on thebasis of attainment of aqualification byitselfistobe avoided. Aqualificationassures competence,buttobuildproficiency sufficienttotakeonamorechallenging role at ahigherlevel, an employee requires practice and experience. 


	vi. Every employee enteringthebroadband musthavea learning and developmentplan thatidentifies theskills andknowledge requiredto take on higherlevels of responsibilityatthe higher classification level, andhow these willbe acquired. 
	vii. Work atthe higherlevel mustbeclearlydistinguishedfrom work atthe lower level. 
	If advancementto thehigherlevel of abroadband amounts toa promotion, and access to thelowerlevelis throughcompetitivemerit-based selection: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Advancementto theupperlevel ofthebroadband wouldbe nonappellable. 
	-


	•
	•
	•

	All other things beingequal,a subsequentdecisionto transferthe employee to ajobatthesamelevel wouldbe similarly non-appealable. 

	•
	•
	•

	To protectthemeritprinciple,a ruleis requiredthatprevents decision makers making atransferfrom thetop of onebroadbandto thebottom of another, unless theselectionfollows on from an open merit-based selection process. 

	•
	•
	•

	There mustbe work available atthehigherlevel. 

	•
	•
	•

	Employees in broadbandedpositions willbe requiredtoundertake workto the standard set outin theWorkLevelStandard forthe classificationlevel correspondingto theirrateofpay. 

	•
	•
	•

	If work atthe higherlevelis no longerrequiredto be performed,the employee has thesamerights as any employee whoseposition is abolished. 


	There is no reason whya broadbandthat spansthe same kind ofworkin two or more agencies could notbeestablished. For example: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Aperson mightbeginworkinthe ACTPSas aTraineeAin theCertificateII in Government, and subsequentlybeemployedin abroadband encompassingBands 2and3 (previous ASO1 andASO2). To be eligibleto pass the salarybarrierwithin thebroadband,the employee wouldbe requiredto undertake the Certificate IIIin Government. Experiencewould be providedthrough rotations betweenDirectorates. This experience wouldbe an element oftheemployee’s eligibilityfor advancementto Band3. 

	Broadbanding mayalsooperateas atoolfor establishingfuturecapacity. For example: 

	• 
	• 
	Under the proposedtranslationarrangements, no ASOjobtranslates directlyinto Band8 ofthenew salarystructure, exceptPrincipalResearch Officer and someAuditOfficestaff. However,that should notprevent a broadbandbeing established whichbrings together Band7 andBand8, with oneofthecriteria foradvancementbeing acquisition oftheDiploma in Government. An arrangement ofthis kindwould serve the need ofthe ACTPSto buildbench strengthbehindthe Senior Officer cohort. 


	In both ofthesecases,broadbanding woulddoworkas astructural measurethat would supportthecreationof ahigh-skills ecosystem. 

	9.4.3 Translation ofPositions in CurrentBroadbandArrangements 
	9.4.3 Translation ofPositions in CurrentBroadbandArrangements 
	The translation ofpositions into the new classification structureshouldnot initiallydisturbthearrangements previouslyinplace. However,before Final Translation takes place,theparties should review the rules governingthecurrent arrangements to ensurethattheymeetthenew requirements. 
	Alldocumentsthat setoutthepre-translationandpost-translation arrangements willbe verified and agreedbythe parties beforeFinalTranslation takesplace. 
	Consistent withtheproposal outlined above,the employee’s salarypoint atFinal Translation willdeterminetheirclassification levelin the new classification structure. As aresult,ifan employeehas mettherequirements for movement throughthebarrieratthetimeofFinal Translation,theirnew ongoing classification level willbedeterminedbytheirsalary atthattime. 
	9.4.4 BroadbandTranslations 
	There are four circumstances that requireattention: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Broadbands where bothformerlevels translate neatlyanddistinctly into adjacentClassification levels in the new structure –e.g. Bimberi youth workers 

	2. 
	2. 
	Broadbands that arenow neatlysubsumedintothe same Classification Level andPayBand –e.g. HSO3/HSO4broadbandin the Sterilising Service 

	3. 
	3. 
	Broadbands where the salaryscaleforoneofthe former levels does not coincidewiththefull extent of one ofthe newlevels –e.g. HSO2 trainees in FoodServices who advancedto HSO3 upon acquisitionof the necessarycompetencies (technically,this couldalsobe seen as a relationship ofto ) 
	traininggrade
	entrylevel classification


	4. 
	4. 
	Broadbands of amixedkind –e.g. thebroadbands that exists forstores personnel,trades assistants andtradespersons inACTHealth. 


	In Case 1,the proposedgeneral modelfordevelopingbroadband classification arrangements shouldbeappliedtocurrent arrangements. The transition between old and new arrangements shouldberelativelystraightforward, and entaillimited disruption to workingarrangements. 
	We have proposedquite stringent rules forthecreation of abroadbandofthis kind,includingtherulesthatgovernhow and whenan employee makes the transition to thehigherlevel. 
	In Case 2, we considerthattherules forsalaryadvancement within apayband at the same work value can and shouldbeless stringentthan therules governing a permanent changeto anemployee’s classification level. 
	We see no reason to insist ona change to localarrangements governing advancementthroughthepayscale. The FinalTranslation paypointforHSO4, GSO4 andFSO3into Level2is paypoint 7. GSO6sandFSO6s translateinto Level 3atpaypoint12. Thesepaypoints oughttobe retained as salarybarriers, atleast untiltheparties agreeto otherarrangements thatwillbe atleast aseffectivein buildingskillandknowledgewithinthe new Levels 2and3. 
	Case 3willbecomean issueforACTHealth. Themaximum salaryforHSO3is $41,136,translatingto $42,587in Level 2. HSO4 translates into theuppersegment ofthe Level2payband.Themaximum salaryfor Level2is $45,594. ShouldFood Services employees atHSO3get access to newpaypoints correspondingto the previous HSO4 salaryscale? 
	On the faceofittheproblem seems innocuous. However,itis likelythata complete reallocation ofduties and responsibilities in theFoodServices workforce maybe requiredto implementthis change. 
	For complexbroadband arrangements ofthekindfoundin Facilities Management atTCH, amixed responseis calledfor. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Amovement withina Level shouldbetreated asperCase 2 

	• 
	• 
	However, amovement between levels shouldbetreated as per Case 1 


	Figure 18indicates howthenew arrangements may resolve: 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Level 
	Carpenters 
	Electrical 
	Mechanical 
	Plumbing 
	Trades Assistants 
	Stores 

	FSO8 
	FSO8 
	Level 5 
	TD
	Figure

	Senior 
	Senior 

	FSO7 
	FSO7 
	Level 4 
	Senior 
	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure


	FSO6 
	FSO6 
	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure


	FSO5 
	FSO5 
	Level 3 
	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure


	FSO4 
	FSO4 
	TD
	Figure

	TD
	Figure


	FSO3 
	FSO3 
	Level 2 


	Figure 18: Broadband Translations for FSOs 
	Thatis: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	There wouldbe a“softbarrier” foralltradespersons in Level3(atthe currentFSO5/FSO6boundary), with no change to existing criteria. 

	• 
	• 
	Level3 andLevel4 carpenters can continueto be broadbanded,butthe criteria for movementto thehigherbandwouldbe revisedto bringthem into alignment withthemore stringentgeneral standard outlined above. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	The proposed new broadbanding rules wouldlimit abroadbandto two Levels. Electricians, mechanicaltradespersons andplumbers couldbe broadbanded as Level3–Level4(withLevel5 apromotion) orLevel4– 

	Level5(with apromotion requiredbetween Level3 andLevel4). The second option has theadvantage ofprovidingdistinctbase trades and advancedtrades groupings. 

	• 
	• 
	The Trades AssistantBroadband can continue as is,exceptthatthefirst transition occurs onthebasis ofexisting criteria, andthe secondtransition on the basis ofthenewbroadband rules. 

	• 
	• 
	The rules to permitTrades Assistantsto access salarypoints abovethe mid-point ofLevel3 requireconsiderationbythe directparties. Should there be abarrier?What oughttobethecriteriafor advancement? 

	• 
	• 
	Stores personnel makingthetransition from Level 2to Level3inthe broadband would needto meet criteria developedin accordance withthe proposed new broadband rules. 




	10 TRANSITIONALCONSIDERATIONS 
	10 TRANSITIONALCONSIDERATIONS 
	10.1 MAJOR REFORMS 
	10.1 MAJOR REFORMS 
	The ClassificationReview Project encompassestwo majorreforms: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Structural reform,throughthedevelopment ofnew classification arrangements, and 

	• 
	• 
	Payreform,based on external market comparators. 


	The new classificationarrangements include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The introduction ofthefourCareerClusters based on occupational affinities, as abasis forworkforcedevelopment and career development, and 

	• 
	• 
	Anew 11-level classificationstructurethat establishes common work requirements across the ACTPS. 


	Payreform takes the form of: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	AsimplifiedSharedSalarySpineto replacea largenumberof unrelated salaryscales, and 

	• 
	• 
	An 11-bandpaystructurecorrespondingto the levels in the new classification structure. 


	Bringingthetwo togetherrequires acoordinated movementfrom the current classification andpaystructures to the new classification andpaystructures. 
	In manycases,themovementbetweenclassificationstructures is straightforward,based on establishedinternal relativities andimplementing clear salarybenchmarks (e.g. ASOs,SeniorOfficers,ProfessionalOfficers andHealth Professionals). 
	However, even in the most straightforward cases,the simplification ofthe associated salarystructurerequires highlyvariable payrises tobeappliedto each currentpaypoint,to map current pay scales onto the new SSS. In the ASOstream, for example, salarytranslationwill requiretotalpayincreases rangingfrom 0.36% to 8.81%. 

	10.2 GENERAL APPROACH 
	10.2 GENERAL APPROACH 
	There are several cases where the salary scale forin-scopeclassifications present substantialchallenges to the adoptionofthe new banded salarystructure. While these cases are numerous,theydo not,in total,cover more than asmallfraction ofthe totalworkforce. 
	We have adoptedthe following rules to winnow straightforward cases from the more difficult ones: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The primaryintention andfirst action totake oughttobe to effect translations into thenew SSS. None of the old salary scales shouldpersist beyondthis pointintime. 

	• 
	• 
	Secondly,the alignment of current classificationswiththe newWLSswill generallydictate thefinalplacement of translatinggrades classification-wise andpay-wise. 

	• 
	• 
	Thirdly,ifthis approachdoes not deliveracomfortable fit, auniquesalary scale is proposed. In thesecases,thework ofthegrade is subjecttothe WLSs for the classificationlevels correspondingtothe paybandstraversed bythe post-translationsalaryscale. 


	Table 36 atAnnexeP: sets outthetranslationsofthe majorityofthein-scope workforce. Specialtranslation cases aredescribedin Section 10.3following. 

	10.3 SPECIAL TRANSLATIONS 
	10.3 SPECIAL TRANSLATIONS 
	10.3.1 Introduction 
	There are numerous unusual cases to beaddressedto successfullyimplementthe new classificationstructureandpay outcomes. These are describedin the following sections. 
	The cases describedhere are the cases where: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	new general standards are beingimplemented,andthese require amore detailed explanation forparticularemploymentgroups, 

	• 
	• 
	acomfortablefitto thenew salarybands is notnecessarilyachievablein the firstinstance,but can be achievedin stages,even if auniquesalary scale is adoptedinitially, 

	• 
	• 
	there are specialfeatures ofthetranslationorspecial circumstances that will either require adegree of workplace reform, 

	• 
	• 
	finally, cases requiring uniquesolutions. 


	An example ofthefirstkindis themovement ofHealthProfessionals into thenew classification and salarystructure. In this case,itis proposedto adopttheCPESas abasis forestablishinga renewed equivalent of the HealthProfessionalLevel1, for the employment ofprovisionally registered healthprofessionals andthose undertaking aprofessionaldevelopmentyear. Theconcept(andthesalaryscale) is extendedto provide an avenueforemployment of clinicalpsychologists-intraining, sonographers-in-training, etc. 
	-

	There are several cases ofthe secondkind wherethe fitto thenewpaybands and classifications levels isclose,but notexact. A good example is Correctional Officers, where Levels 1, 2and3 correspondto abroadbandedLevel4/5,Level6 
	There are several cases ofthe secondkind wherethe fitto thenewpaybands and classifications levels isclose,but notexact. A good example is Correctional Officers, where Levels 1, 2and3 correspondto abroadbandedLevel4/5,Level6 
	andlevel7 respectively. It wouldbe relativelystraightforwardforthe parties to adoptthe completerangeof salaries available in these paybands, andmaintain the existingqualification-based salarybarrier arrangements byreferenceto specifiedSSSpaypoints. 

	An example ofthethirdkindis PublicAffairs Officers, where the salaryscale for some grades extends across severallevels, and also overlap withinthenew pay bands. This casewill requirean agreementbetweenthe parties (CMCD and MEAA) on how theworkis tobedivided anddescribedin future to accommodate the work withinthenew classification structure. In ourview,the end result should be thatPAOs aretreated as otherprofessionalsaretreated, classification-wise andpay-wise. 
	Finally: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	There is insufficientinformation aboutthe backgroundto therates paidin the Canberra Linen Service to makeanything other than an initial translation into theSSS. 

	• 
	• 
	Rates ofCanberra Theatre Centre staff willberestrictedto certain fixed points intheSSS. 

	• 
	• 
	Radiation Therapistswill retain auniquesalary scale within theSSS. 


	Extended salaryscales that spanmorethan one payband willgenerallycall upthe WLSs that correspondwiththerelevantSSSpaypoints. In asmall numberof cases –forexample,MedicalPhysicists,Dentists,Radiation Therapists –a modified approachhas beenadopted. The WLSs to applyin these cases wouldbe distortedbythe market rates differentials between occupations,so analignment based on similarityoffunction has been applied, and notedin therelevant section. 

	10.3.2Implementation ofNew GeneralStandards 
	10.3.2Implementation ofNew GeneralStandards 
	HEALTH PROFESSIONALS HealthProfessional1 
	Purpose builtfortheHealthProfessional classification structure,HP1provides the route of entryto employmentforpersons holding2-year diplomas and3,4,5 and 6-year degrees in aprofessionaldisciplineconnected withhealth service provision,includingseveralprofessions that are regulatedbya NationalBoard. 
	For professions regulatedbya National Board,forprofessions subjectto the requirements of aprofessional collegeoraccreditation council,andforthe purpose ofdevelopingwork-related competencies,HP1is the levelin theHealth Professional structurewhereclinical supervision ofprovisionallyregisteredhealth professionals takes place:itis thelevel atwhichtheydevelop anddemonstrate their competencyforindependentprofessional practice. Depending onthe 
	For professions regulatedbya National Board,forprofessions subjectto the requirements of aprofessional collegeoraccreditation council,andforthe purpose ofdevelopingwork-related competencies,HP1is the levelin theHealth Professional structurewhereclinical supervision ofprovisionallyregisteredhealth professionals takes place:itis thelevel atwhichtheydevelop anddemonstrate their competencyforindependentprofessional practice. Depending onthe 
	discipline,thisperiod ofclinical supervision maybe labeledprofessional developmentyear (PDY) orinternship. 

	Eligibilityforentryto and continued employmentin regulatedprofessions will depend on thejob applicant/employee meeting mandatoryqualification requirements. 
	Ongoing employmentfollowing successful completionofthe PDY/internshipis through appointment as aHP2. The HP1 andHP2 salaryscales overlap, sharing several salarypoints,tofacilitatethis articulation. 
	We have alreadyproposedthat aCommonProfessionalEntryScale beadopted across ACTPS employment, and weconsiderthatthis scale isas wellsuitedto healthprofessionals as itis to librarians,ITOs,engineers,PAOs and other professionals. However,there are anumberof specialfeatures of employmentin the healthprofessions that requirespecial attention. 
	Firstly, we are aware thatthere are anumberofdisciplines where ahigherdegreeis now arequirementforbaselevelprofessionalentry(e.g. athree orfouryeargeneric health sciences degree, plus aspecializedprofessionalpracticepostgraduate qualification at certificate,diploma or masters level). We understandthat radiation therapyandpsychology arebothtransitioningto this model nation-wide. 
	Secondly, we notethattherearealso cases wherethe NationalBoard orother bodyhas specifiedhigherdegrees forabove-base,specializedprofessional practice. Endorsement as aclinical psychologist, and accreditation and registration as asonographeraretwo relevant examples. 
	Both ofthesecircumstances needto be taken into accountin establishingthe pay structures forHP1 andHP2. 
	The CPESis based on theprinciplethat alongerprogram offormalprofessional preparation warrants ahighercommencing salary. The HealthProfessional and ProfessionalOfficersalaryscales arealreadybased on this principle.Butthis principle needs to beextendedin thecaseof HealthProfessionalto meet different needs. 
	We propose thattheHealthProfessional 1 salary scale be extendedto accommodatecases wherethemandatoryorrequiredqualification forentryto the profession is sevenoreightyears in length. We further propose thatHealth Professional1beadopted as theentrygradeforpre-registration interns whose subsequent employment willbeinspecializedprofessionalpracticeinpositions classified as HealthProfessional3(paypoints34to 38intheproposedSSS). 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Annualsalary 
	Internlevel 
	Programduration 

	14 
	14 
	Level 3 
	5 
	$51,084 
	PDY 2.1 
	Entry from 2-year program 

	16 
	16 
	Level 4 
	2 
	$53,460 
	PDY 2.2/PDY 3.1 
	Entry from 3-year program 

	19 
	19 
	5 
	$57,235 
	PDY 3.2/PDY 4.1 
	Entry from 4-year program 

	22 
	22 
	Level 5 
	3 
	$61,275 
	PDY 4.2/PDY 5.1 
	Entry from 5-year program 

	25 
	25 
	Level 6 
	1 
	$65,601 
	PDY 5.2/PDY 6.1 
	Entry from 6-year program 

	26 
	26 
	2 
	$67,110 
	PDY 6.2 

	27 
	27 
	3 
	$68,654 
	PDY 6.3 

	28 
	28 
	4 
	$70,233 
	PDY 7.1 
	Entry from 7-year program 

	29 
	29 
	5 
	$71,848 
	PDY 7.2 

	30 
	30 
	Level 7 
	1 
	$73,501 
	PDY 7.3 

	31 
	31 
	2 
	$75,191 
	PDY 8.1 
	Entry from 8-year program 

	32 
	32 
	3 
	$76,921 
	PDY 8.2 

	33 
	33 
	4 
	$78,690 
	PDY 8.3 


	Table 2: Revised Salary Scale for Staff Undertaking Professional Internship 
	Table 2: Revised Salary Scale for Staff Undertaking Professional Internship 
	Table 2illustrates thepayscaleproposedforprofessionalinterns. Notethatpay points 28 and abovearenot available to employeeswhose enterfrom a6-year program. Similarly,paypoints31 and above arenotavailable forentrants from a7year program. Furthersalaryadvancementfortheseemployees willdepend(as it does atpresent) upon theemployee’s successful completion ofinternship requirements, registration/accreditation,andtransfer to asubstantiveposition. 
	-



	HealthProfessional2 
	HealthProfessional2 
	The new salaryscalefor theHP2equivalentinthenew SSS, shown atTable3: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Is identical withtheCPESfrom paypoint16topaypoint29. 

	• 
	• 
	Preserves the currentpractice of sharing salarypointswiththe professional entrygrade. 

	• 
	• 
	For reasons set outin ourElement2Report(O’Shea2012a,pp.70-74), extends to paypoint32to establishfair market rates for health professionals, relative to theircounterparts inother public health and communitycareservices. 


	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Annualsalary 
	Previousinternlevel 

	16 19 22 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
	16 19 22 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
	Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 
	2 5 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 
	$53,460 $57,235 $61,275 $65,601 $67,110 $68,654 $70,233 $71,848 $73,501 $75,191 
	PDY 2.1 PDY 2.2/PDY 3.1 PDY 3.2/PDY 4.1 PDY 4.2/PDY 5.1 PDY 5.2/PDY 6.1 PDY 6.2 PDY 6.3 


	Table 3: Revised Pay Scale for Employment of Post-PDY Health Professionals 
	Table 3: Revised Pay Scale for Employment of Post-PDY Health Professionals 
	As withthe currentHP2grade,thenew salaryscalespans multipleworkvalue levels,from the inexperienced new recruit whoworks under close professional supervision totheexperienced, autonomous professionalpractitionerwho only requires supervision forworkthatismorecomplexor novel. 
	There are more paypoints in thispay scale than inthe currentHP2pay scale,but this provides awiderrange of optionsforthe ACTPSto attractqualifiedexternal applicants. Thelowest salarypoint andthe highestsalarypoint wouldboth increase. 


	HealthProfessional3 
	HealthProfessional3 
	In ourElement2Report on Element2(O’Shea 2012a,pp.70-74), we proposed a significant adjustmentto HealthProfessional3 rates ofpay,to reflect our conclusions regarding what arefair market rates for work atthis work value level. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Annualsalary 

	34 
	34 
	Level 7 
	5 
	$80,500 

	35 
	35 
	6 
	$82,351 

	36 
	36 
	Level 8 
	1 
	$84,245 

	37 
	37 
	2 
	$86,183 

	38 
	38 
	3 
	$88,165 


	Table 4: Proposed Translation of Health Professional 3 to the new SSS 
	Table 4: Proposed Translation of Health Professional 3 to the new SSS 
	As shownin Table4,thetoptwo paypointsin thecurrentHP3 salaryscaleare reservedfor persons who have made acase foradvancement on thebasis oftheir demonstrablyhighercontribution tothe work oftheprofession withintheir agency. Thearrangement mimicked similararrangements in NSW(e.g. radiation therapists) where salary andgradeadvancementbased on higherlevel 
	As shownin Table4,thetoptwo paypointsin thecurrentHP3 salaryscaleare reservedfor persons who have made acase foradvancement on thebasis oftheir demonstrablyhighercontribution tothe work oftheprofession withintheir agency. Thearrangement mimicked similararrangements in NSW(e.g. radiation therapists) where salary andgradeadvancementbased on higherlevel 
	professional contribution arerecognized. It met aneedfor healthprofessionals to receive recognition forapplyinghigher level professional expertise, without taking on organizationalroles such as supervisionand management. 

	ThroughouttheReview,wehavebeen askedforouropinion onwhether the scheme should remain. Wewereadvisedthatthescheme was poorlyunderstood bystaffin somedisciplines,andthe rate of success was low,whetherbecause few staff apply, orthecriteria arehardto meet,or the criteria are more easilymet bysome disciplines andnot others. 
	Our view is that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The higherlevelpaypoints wereestablishedforareason, and were specificallyset withtheintention of stimulatinga higherlevel of contribution. 

	• 
	• 
	Removingthe currentbarrierwould remove this distinction, andbe fundamentallyunfairtopersons who have demonstrated ahigherlevel of contribution. 

	• 
	• 
	NSW still runs aschemeofthis kindformedical radiation scientists,and radiation therapists intheACT mimicthe NSW scheme. SAhas recently adopted aProfessionalExcellencepaypointforallhealthprofessional disciplines at all classification levels from 1to5(onlythemost senior managementlevelis exempt). 

	• 
	• 
	Ifthe ACTsystem isunclearoroperates to thedisadvantage of some disciplines,then it shouldbereformedto improveclarityand remove inequality. 


	It shouldbe notedthatwehaveproposed asalary scale withtwopaypoints in salaryband7 andthree at salaryband8. Thecombined salaryscale therefore spans thecorrespondingtwowork astartingpoint,anew system couldincorporatethecharacteristics of these general work value levels, as well as describe how professional contributionis expectedto changebetween thelower segment ofthesalaryscaleandtheupper segment(including astatement of what occupation-specific skills andknowledgemaybe expectedto change). 
	valuelevels.As 

	There is no reason whythedirectparties (ACTHealth,HSUEast,CPSU) could not commence areview ofthis kindimmediately. 
	Employees presentlypaid atHP3.4andHP3.5willtranslate directlytoSSSpay points37and38 respectively. 


	HealthProfessionals 4,5 and6 
	HealthProfessionals 4,5 and6 
	HealthProfessionals 4,5 and6willtranslate intoLevels 9,10 and11 respectively. 
	The HealthProfessional worklevel standards adoptedfollowingtheHealth ProfessionalReview in 2004provided scopeforadvanced clinicalpracticeroles to be created atLevel4. Manager/clinicianand educator/clinician roles atthis level are now quite common. 
	The stakeholders subsequentlyagreedto examinetheconcept ofthe “National Expert” as abasis fordefining advancedclinicalpractice andleadership roles at Level5. However, as atthe date ofthisReview,this projecthas notbeen completed. 
	We note thatQueensland(2007)andSA(2009)haveboth expandedthe possibilities fordefining advancedprofessionalpractice roles athigherlevels in the healthprofessional careerstructure. Looking sideways to anotherprofession, the numberofindependentNursePractitioners providinghealth services increases each year. 
	We have consideredthe concept ofthe “NationalExpert” as abasis for establishing advanced clinical practice above Level4. In the Report on Element3 this Review, we contendedthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Expertise mustbeinserviceto clearobjectivesdefined aroundtheneeds of clients and stakeholders, 

	• 
	• 
	The expertise of an employeeis notin itself sufficientto definework value 

	• 
	• 
	Afullassessment ofwork valueto justifythe classification level ofa positionwillentail examiningthe anticipated achievements ofthe position, its inherent complexity,ecologicalfactors, etc. 


	We are also cautious aboutinstitutingarrangementsthat classifyjobsbased on knowledge andtechniques that maybe atthe cuttingedge ofprofessional practice at onepointintime,butwillbe accommodatedinto everydaypracticefor the profession in fiveortenyears’ time. 
	In the recentACTPathologyReview (BlackCirclePtyLtd2011)thereview consultantproposedthere-establishment ofLevel5LaboratoryManager positionsandfurtherproposedthat the role oftheLevel4Team Leaders would then be to: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	supporttheLaboratoryManagers 

	• 
	• 
	provide highlevel scientific advicetopathologists and otherhealth professionals relevantto thedeliveryofpatient care and on technical and scientific issueswithinthe scope oftheir expertise 

	• 
	• 
	act as thekeytechnical andscientific change agents within theirspecialty fields –reviewing,developing,testing,documenting andimplementing new procedures, new assays and new technologies 

	• 
	• 
	provide highleveltechnical andprofessional leadershipin theirscientific specialty, and 

	• 
	• 
	undertake the more complex, novel anddifficult analyses, andtrain and supervise HealthProfessionals andTechnical Officers in theirperformance. 


	The occupants ofthesepositionsdemonstrated considerable depth of expertise within theirscientificspecialty, combined withthe skills tobringtheirown expertise andthe expertise oftheirstaffto bearon questionsof operational effectiveness,qualityassuranceandprocess improvement. 
	We suggestthat anadvanced clinical practice roleatLevel5 would needto have similarcharacteristics,buthavewiderscopethanone scientific specialtyora single therapeutic modality,verysubstantialdepth of skills andknowledgein an advanced orspecialisedfield. Thetransformative,innovative aspect oftherole would needtobe enhancedbeyond what is expected atLevel4 already. 
	or

	• Ifthe best applicantforaposition ofthis kindhappens tobea “National Expert”,that maybeserendipitous,butitis notthe startingpointfor designing, classifying and remuneratingthe role. 
	IfDirectorates are inclinedto implement roleswith an advanced clinicalfocus at HPLevel5(Level10in the proposed new classification system),then it maybe usefultodo soonthebasis thatthese roles wouldbe responsiblefordriving specifiedtransformation projects of significantimpact within aspecifiedtime scale. 
	Relationship with other healthprofessionals 
	Dentists 
	Dentists 
	The proposed new Dentist1/2salaryscaleis comprised of selectedpaypoints between payband7andpayband11. The proposedpaypointsspanthemarketbased career minimum and careermaximum rangeproposedin the Element2 report. 
	-

	The entrysalaryforthis occupationwill correspondto the top-mostpointfor HealthProfessional2. 

	RegisteredNurses 
	RegisteredNurses 
	The salaryscale forRegisteredNurse Level1($53,688-72,545) corresponds closely withthatproposedfor3-yearqualifiedHealthProfessionalLevel1/2($53,46075,191), when RNs’ access to Postgraduate Qualification Allowanceis takeninto account. 
	-


	MedicalOfficers 
	MedicalOfficers 
	Figure 19below showsthattheInternpay rate fora MedicalOfficer(MO)is lower than thestarting salaryforaHealthProfessionalLevel1 enteringtheworkforce from a6yearprogram. Of course,this has been thecase since2004,butthe differential willincrease alittlewiththeimplementation oftheproposedSSS. 
	ACTIntern rates are fixedin relation to NSWIntern rates,to facilitatethe interchangeofinterns betweenACT andNSWpublic hospitalsin theirfirst professionaldevelopmentyear. In theirsubsequent employment as Resident MedicalOfficers, medical officerearnings in subsequentyears grow more quickly. 
	Medicalofficersgrades 
	Medicalofficersgrades 
	Medicalofficersgrades 
	MOsalaries 
	Postgraduateexperience 
	HP1andHP2salaries 

	Intern PDY 1 RMO 1 PDY 2 RMO 2 
	Intern PDY 1 RMO 1 PDY 2 RMO 2 
	58,149 68,390 75,218 
	Nil 1 year 2 years 
	$65,601 $67,110 $68,654 

	Figure 19: Early Career Salaries of ACT MOs and 6-Year Qualified HP 1s & HP 2s 
	Figure 19: Early Career Salaries of ACT MOs and 6-Year Qualified HP 1s & HP 2s 



	Conclusions 
	Conclusions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Our proposals inrelationto translation ofHealthProfessionals and Dentists into theSSS establisha reasonable internal relativitywhen typical work requirements and external marketfactors are compared. 

	• 
	• 
	Proposed salaries forHealthProfessionals atLevels 1and2 willslightly exceedthe salaries ofRegisteredNurse Level1,butthis would notjustifya changein RN1 rates ofpay. 

	• 
	• 
	Our proposals donot alterto amarkeddegree theexisting relationship between the payrates of earlycareerHealthProfessionals andMedical Officers. 




	CASESTUDY –RegisteredPsychologists andClinicalPsychologists 
	CASESTUDY –RegisteredPsychologists andClinicalPsychologists 
	Psychologists assess andtreatbehavioural andemotionaldisorders. They facilitate changeinattitudes andbehaviour relatedto health andillness,forthe purpose ofpreventing stress anddysfunction andtopromote subjectivewellbeing andpersonaldevelopment. 
	-

	Increasingly,there are options forpsychologiststo workoutsidethepublicsector, withthe growthinFederalGovernment supportfor psychological services (e.g. mentalhealthplans,familysupport services). 
	There are atleastfourbases forgrading andpayment ofpsychologists in the ACTPS: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Aproportionofthepsychologists in MentalHealthJustice Health and Alcohol andDrugServices (MHJHADS)who werepreviouslyemployedin ACTMentalHealth are employed underverybeneficialSEAs, while their colleagues are not. 

	• 
	• 
	CITpsychologistsareintheProfessional Officer classification structure, rather than theHealthProfessional structure 

	• 
	• 
	Psychologists areemployedinschools byETD, on avery attractive group SEAthathas hadtheeffect since its recentintroduction of attracting psychologists awayfrom health and community services. 

	• 
	• 
	Outside MHJHADS,in otherdivisions of the HealthDirectorate, andin CSD and most otheragencies,psychologists are engagedunder uniform employment conditionswithin the HealthProfessional classification structure. 


	The 2008ACTMentalHealthSEAisbased ontherates then applyinginthe NSW public health sectorpsychologists award. For RegisteredPsychologistsandSenior Psychologists therates arehigherthan they wouldbe if classifiedunderthe currentHealthProfessional structureatLevel2andLevel3. Followingdiscussions with seniorpsychologists across the HealthDirectorate, we are better informed on therationaleforintroducingthe SEA in2008. 
	The SEAs were foundedon thepremisethatpsychologists inACTMentalHealth would continuetheirinvolvementin case management,but alsobeginto makea more specific professional contribution to client care through moreextensive psychological assessment andintervention within the existing multidisciplinary teams. 
	It appears to usthatthreeproblems arisefromthese SEAs: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	There is aperception amongst social workers and occupationaltherapists employed as casemanagers that,whilepsychologists’ salaries increased, working arrangements andduties withinthe multidisciplinaryteams did not changeto amarkeddegree. This ledto asenseofinequity. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The 2008SEA rates were based on NSW rates. However,the NSW award was substantiallyreformedin 2009,including asubstantial elaborationof classification definitions (whichdon’t matchthe requirements set outin the ACTSEA). 

	3. 
	3. 
	ClinicalPsychologist andSenior Psychologist maximum rates are higher 


	than theratesetforthePrincipal Psychologistinthe 2008SEA. CurrentHP salaries,the 2008SEA rates, currentNSW rates, andthe proposed new rate ofpayforHealthProfessionals arecomparedin Table 5: 
	Role 
	Role 
	Role 
	HPsalaries 
	2008SEA 
	NSW 
	Reviewproposal 

	Psychologist 
	Psychologist 
	$60,009 
	50,796 
	55,971 
	4-year program entry 
	$57,235 

	TR
	$63,212 
	54,188 
	58,998 
	5-year program entry 
	$61,275 

	TR
	$65,059 
	61,074 
	62,022 
	6-year program entry 
	$65,601 

	TR
	$66,988 
	62,589 
	65,803 
	$67,110 

	TR
	$68,794 
	64,723 
	69,586 
	$68,654 

	TR
	$70,732 
	66,468 
	73,367 
	$70,233 

	TR
	$72,925 
	70,459 
	77,150 
	$71,848 

	TR
	73,981 
	80,177 
	$73,501 

	TR
	77,504 
	83,198 
	$75,191 

	Senior Psychologist 
	Senior Psychologist 
	$75,082 
	81,248 
	87,738 
	HP3 equivalent 
	$80,500 

	(NSW terminology) 
	(NSW terminology) 
	$76,925 
	83,242 
	91,522 
	$82,351 

	TR
	$79,222 
	88,790 
	95,302 
	$84,245 

	TR
	$81,702 
	$86,183 

	TR
	$83,251 
	$88,165 

	Clinical Psychologist 
	Clinical Psychologist 
	No special 
	57,890 
	80,177 
	8-year program entry 
	$75,191 

	(NSW terminology) 
	(NSW terminology) 
	provision 
	(Intern CP) 
	$76,921 

	TR
	$78,690 

	TR
	74,324 
	84,712 
	EndorsedCP 
	$80,500 

	TR
	76,543 
	89,252 
	(HP3 equivalent) 
	$82,351 

	TR
	83,816 
	93,791 
	$84,245 

	TR
	90,372 
	98,327 
	$86,183 

	TR
	91,276 
	$88,165 

	Principal Psychologist 
	Principal Psychologist 
	$86,750 
	91,274 
	124,044 
	Level 9 
	$94,389 

	(NSW terminology) 
	(NSW terminology) 
	$93,535 
	(HP4 equivalent) 
	$96,560 

	TR
	$98,781 

	TR
	$101,053 

	TR
	$103,377 


	Table 5: Alternative Salary Structures for Psychologists & Clinical Psychologists. 
	Table 5: Alternative Salary Structures for Psychologists & Clinical Psychologists. 
	There is aconsiderable differencebetween ACT andNSWpractice. The NSW psychologist classification structure is flatter than the ACTHP structure. Senior Psychologists inNSWdisplay some characteristics required ofHP4 assistant managers in various professionaldisciplines in theACTPS,including “co-ordination of clinical activities of aservice,and significantinvolvementin service planning 
	There is aconsiderable differencebetween ACT andNSWpractice. The NSW psychologist classification structure is flatter than the ACTHP structure. Senior Psychologists inNSWdisplay some characteristics required ofHP4 assistant managers in various professionaldisciplines in theACTPS,including “co-ordination of clinical activities of aservice,and significantinvolvementin service planning 
	andpolicy” (NSWAward). APrinciplePsychologist as definedin theNSW award operates atArea HealthService level and exercises responsibilities usuallyfound atHPLevel5 andLevel6in theACT. 

	In ourReport on Element2ofthis Review ), we proposed a starting salaryof atleast$80,000forpsychologists whoholdNationalBoard endorsementin oneoftheareas ofpractice recognizedbythe Board. This rateof paywouldonlybepaidinthe case thatthe employer requires the employee to exercise skills andknowledge in thespecializedfield(for example, as aClinical Psychologist). Highersalarypoints wouldbeidenticalto thenew rates forHP3. 
	(O’Shea2012a,p.75

	Apsychologistnewlyqualifiedin aBoard-endorsedarea ofpracticeattheMaster level would commenceemployment as anintern atpaypoint31andprogress throughhigherpaypoints in the usual manner. Oncetheyhave completedtheir internship and areendorsedbytheBoard,they willbe forappointment as aClinicalPsychologist (or CounsellingPsychologist, or Educational and DevelopmentalPsychologist,etc.). However,wefeelthatthere bework available atthislevelfortheemployeeto progress further. 
	eligible 
	must

	From the workforce developmentperspective, we suggestthatan employerwho engages an intern clinical psychologist should tofindingtheemployee appropriate employment withinthe Directorate atthe end ofthe internship. The preferred model,in our view,is toestablish clinicalpsychologyinternas atraining grade that automaticallyadvances to paypoint34 once the employeehas met all requirements. This is inpart whywehaveretained and extendedthe HP1 salary scale and associatedtraininggradecharacter ofthe classification i
	commit

	NOTE: Thismodelcanbeadaptedfortrainingothertypesofspecializedhealth professionals,includingsonographersandcytotechnologists. 
	Our outlineaboveis fortheprovision ofbasicpsychologyservices, assumingthe typical modelfoundelsewhereintheACTPSisadoptedto the organizationof the service, rather than assumingthatthe NSW approachto describing and classifying workis onthefaceofitjustifiable. For case managementfunctions in MHJHADS particularly,thelayering ofNSWpsychologistgrading arrangements overthe existing organisationstructure is not necessarilythe most appropriateapproach. 
	In ourview,however,there is no inhibitionto establishinghigherleveljobs (our Classification Level9)intheclinical psychologystream or the registered psychologystream,especiallyif suchjobs entailthe exercise ofhigherlevel skills andknowledge, and are given astrongprofessionaland clinicalleadership roleas well. 
	Neither the currentHealthProfessional classification structurenorourproposed new 11-level classificationstructurepreventthis from occurring. Theonlyquestion 
	is whetherthere is ajustification interms of service delivery and whatis thebest modelforoverall organizationofthe workforce. Thatis nota matterthisReview should address. 
	There are some usefullessons to belearnedfrom this Case Study: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	There mustbe coordinationbetweenworkforcemanagement and business transformationactivities. In the caseofthe ACTMentalHealth SEA,the workforce management output(the SEA)delivered asuitable outcome(retention ofpsychologists),butthebusiness transformation measure (changein services providedbypsychologists)isincomplete. Resources have been invested,butthebenefitstream is weak. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The appearanceofinequityof outcomes for different categories of psychologist across ACTHealthand across the ACTPSgives rise to a concern within thediscipline about whatvaluesaredriving management decision-making. Members of otherhealthprofessionaldisciplines also detect aseeminginequity. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Business objectives andclient servicearenot supportedbyworkforce development activities. Directorates andparts ofDirectorates are applying resources in aun-co-ordinated wayto resolveattraction and retention issues impacting ontheirservicedelivery. This lack of co-ordinationhas resultedin substantial resources being allocatedto movingtheexisting workforce between agencies, withoutdoing anythingto resolve an underlyingproblem withthesupply anddispositionofpsychologists inthe ACT. This is apooruseoflimitedGove


	We recommendthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Withtranslation tothenew classification structure and salaryscales, psychologists atCITbealigned withtheir counterparts in ACTHealth Directorate,CSD andJCSD. 

	• 
	• 
	Psychologists inETD(other than teacher-psychologistswho have traditionallybeen part oftheteaching career structure) willbe translated into thenew classification structure andSSS asper their counterparts in CIT,ACTHealth, etc. 

	• 
	• 
	SEAs in ACTHealth andETDbeabsorbed againstincreases in the underlying rate ofpayarisingfrom the implementation oftheSSS, witha residualSEAbeing retainedin eachcase. 

	• 
	• 
	ETD,ACTHealth,CSD andCMCDwill collaborateon aworkforce developmentprogram forthepsychologyprofession within theACTPS. SEAs willbe reviewed annuallyin thecourseofthis program. 


	INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES –TRADESAND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS 
	INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES –TRADESAND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS 
	The tables thatfollowupdaterates to reflect changes outlinedin AnnexeMof our Element3 report. The representFinalTranslationsalaries forthe keycategories in this Career Cluster. They exclude allowances ofallkinds. 
	We recommendthe scale outlinedinTable6forUnqualifiedEntry,Trades Assistants andBSOs. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Annualsalary 

	1 
	1 
	Level 1 
	1 
	$38,010 

	2 
	2 
	[GSO2] 
	2 
	$38,884 

	3 
	3 
	3 
	$39,779 

	4 
	4 
	4 
	$40,693 

	5 
	5 
	Level 2 
	1 
	$41,629 

	6 
	6 
	[GSO3] 
	2 
	$42,587 

	7 
	7 
	[GSO4] 
	3 
	$43,566 

	8 
	8 
	4 
	$44,568 

	9 
	9 
	5 
	$45,594 




	Table 6: Unqualified, Trades Assistant Grades and BSOs – New Salary Scales 
	Table 6: Unqualified, Trades Assistant Grades and BSOs – New Salary Scales 
	We recommendthattheapprenticesalaryscaleandbase trades entrypoints describedin Table 7beadopted: 
	Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
	Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
	Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
	40% 45% 60% 62% 75% 77% 90% 92% 
	$18,657 $20,989 $27,985 $28,918 $34,982 $35,914 $41,978 $42,911 

	Adult 1 Adult 2 Adult 3 
	Adult 1 Adult 2 Adult 3 
	Level 2 PP 3 Level 2 PP4 Level 2 PP4 
	$43,566 $44,568 $45,594 

	Base trade -Cert III Base trade – Cert IV 
	Base trade -Cert III Base trade – Cert IV 
	Level 3 PP1 Level 3 PP3 
	$46,642 $48,812 



	Table 7: Apprentice Salary Scale 
	Table 7: Apprentice Salary Scale 
	The Trainee TechnicalOfficerscalewillbeovertaken bythenew classification of Cadet, andpaid atpayband2(shown in Table 8). 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Newsalaryscale 

	5 
	5 
	Level2 
	1 
	$41,629 

	6 
	6 
	2 
	$42,587 

	7 
	7 
	3 
	$43,566 

	8 
	8 
	4 
	$44,568 

	9 
	9 
	5 
	$45,594 



	Table 8: Cadet (Trainee Technical Officer) Salary Scale 
	Table 8: Cadet (Trainee Technical Officer) Salary Scale 
	As set outin earlierreports,theminimum entrypointsforbasetradespersons will be shown inTable9: 
	Qualification 
	Qualification 
	Qualification 
	Duration 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Newsalaryscale 

	Certificate III* [GSO 5] 
	Certificate III* [GSO 5] 
	3 years 4 years 
	10 11 
	Level3 
	1 2 
	$46,642 $47,715 

	Certificate IV* or licensed tradesperson [GSO6] 
	Certificate IV* or licensed tradesperson [GSO6] 
	3 years 4 years 
	12 13 14 
	3 4 5 
	$48,812 $49,935 $51,084 



	Table 9: Technical Assistant and Base Trades Entry 
	Table 9: Technical Assistant and Base Trades Entry 
	We have deliberately broken the link established between ASO 1 and GSO 5 in 1990 (based on the proposition that the three-year experienced clerical worker has the same work value as a newly qualified tradesperson). ASO 1 translates to the new Level 2 and GSO 5 translates to the new Level 3. We have done this on the basis of the higher level of foundation competencies required by the tradesperson (relative to those found to apply for ASO 1s in the Torque Report) and the high degree of practical proficiency t
	Note that Level 3 also absorbs the current Technical Officer Level 1 grade. The Certificate III and Certificate IV entry points set out above therefore apply equally to the engagement of persons who holds technical support/assistant qualifications atthesameAQFlevel. 
	As set out in earlier stages of the Review, the minimum entry points in Table 10 that follows will apply to entry of persons holding dual trades qualifications, Diplomas,AdvancedDiplomas andAssociate Degrees. 
	For convenience, this Table sets out the range of salaries for positions presently classified as GSO7,GSO8 andTO2. However,thesalaryranges forGSO7andGSO 8will remain distinctinthenew classifications structure. 
	Qualification Diploma or dual tradesperson [TO2/GSO7 min.] Advanced Diploma or Associate Degree (CPES 3-year degree) [GSO7 max.] 
	Qualification Diploma or dual tradesperson [TO2/GSO7 min.] Advanced Diploma or Associate Degree (CPES 3-year degree) [GSO7 max.] 
	Qualification Diploma or dual tradesperson [TO2/GSO7 min.] Advanced Diploma or Associate Degree (CPES 3-year degree) [GSO7 max.] 
	SSSpaypointno. 14 15 16 17 18 19 
	Level PayPoint Level3 5 Level4 1 2 3 4 5 
	Newsalaryscale $51,084 $52,258 $53,460 $54,690 $55,948 $57,235 

	[GSO8 min.] 
	[GSO8 min.] 
	20 
	Level5 1 
	$58,551 

	TR
	21 
	2 
	$59,898 

	TR
	22 
	3 
	$61,275 

	TR
	23 
	4 
	$62,685 

	[TO2/GSO8 max.] 
	[TO2/GSO8 max.] 
	24 
	5 
	$64,126 

	Table 10: Advanced Trades/Trades Supervisor & Qualified TO Entry 
	Table 10: Advanced Trades/Trades Supervisor & Qualified TO Entry 


	An examination ofTable9 andTable 10together demonstrates the relativities between the minimumcommencing salaries for variousentrypoints tothetrades andtechnical segment ofthe Infrastructure CareerCluster,from Certificate III throughto AssociateDegree. 
	Buildinginspectors andrelated occupations atGSO9 andGSO10translateto Level6 andLevel7 respectively. 
	TechnicalOfficers atLevels 3and4willtranslateto Level6 andLevel7 respectively. 
	GSO2AND HSO2TRANSLATION 
	GSO2AND HSO2TRANSLATION 
	The translation points forthesegrades will differ. GSO2 willtranslateto the lowest accessiblepaypoints in the SSS. Ifthe same approach were tobetaken for HSO2,then HSO2.1 would receiveno increase. Therefore aslightlydifferent approach willbetaken,as set outin Table 11. 
	GSO2Translation 
	GSO2Translation 
	GSO2Translation 
	HSO2Translation 

	$37,314 
	$37,314 
	$38,010 
	1.87% 
	$38,010 
	$38,884 
	2.30% 

	$37,771 
	$37,771 
	$38,884 
	2.95% 
	$38,446 
	$39,779 
	3.47% 

	$38,259 
	$38,259 
	$39,779 
	3.97% 
	$38,908 
	$40,693 
	4.59% 

	$38,746 
	$38,746 
	$40,693 
	5.03% 
	$39,372 
	$40,693 
	3.36% 

	TR
	$40,118 
	$40,693 
	1.43% 

	Table 11: GSO2 and HSO2 – Special Translations 
	Table 11: GSO2 and HSO2 – Special Translations 


	The impact on theACTPS wages billisslight –there are veryfew staff employedin these grades. 

	STERILISING SERVICES 
	STERILISING SERVICES 
	In the new classificationandpay system, all ofthe work requirements definedfor ajob shouldbereflectedinbaserates ofpay. Werecommend absorbingthevery small sterilising certificateallowanceinto the base rate ofpayfortheupperlevel ofthis grade(paypoint7in Level 2). 
	Ifthis means thatexisting staff thatholdthe certificate willtranslatetoa higher incrementpointthanpaypoint7,that wouldbeanappropriate outcome. 

	ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICERS 
	ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICERS 
	ASOs 1throughto 6willtranslateto Levels 2to7in the new classification structure. 

	RESEARCH OFFICERS 
	RESEARCH OFFICERS 
	This category –with salaryscales largelybased onASO salaryscales –appears to have limited applicationinthe ACTPSthese days. This categorypreviouslyserved as an avenueforentryforgraduates witheconomics, statisticsand similar degrees. One ofthe purposes of establishingthe separate categorywas to enable entryqualifications tobesetfora role that otherwise had manyofthe characteristics of clerical and administrativework,butrequiring specialexpertise. Entryto thecategorywas availableto graduates, or via acadetshi
	We have no doubtthatthis work continues tobe undertaken in the ACTPS,but here is no reason to retaina separateclassification structure. Ourproposed 
	We have no doubtthatthis work continues tobe undertaken in the ACTPS,but here is no reason to retaina separateclassification structure. Ourproposed 
	approachto thefixing of mandatory, essential anddesirable qualifications, will permitthe previousqualificationrequirements to be replicatedpostimplementation. 
	-


	Ifthere are anypositions ofthis kindin existence atthe timetheoutcomes ofthe Review re implemented,theyshouldbetranslatedto the new classification structure andSSS on thesamebasis astheirASOcounterparts from Level3to Level7. The Research OfficerGrade 1salaryscaleshouldbe splitbetween Level3 andLevel4. 
	Ifthere are anypositions classified as PrincipalResearchOfficer,these should translate into thenew classification/pay structureatLevel8/Band8, unless a specific role is consideredto beaSeniorOfficerC equivalent,inwhich caseit wouldtranslate toLevel9/Band9. 
	NOTE: ThiscategoryofResearchOfficermustnotbeconfusedwithtechnicaland 
	scientificresearchofficerroleswiththesametitlesattachedtomedicalresearch 
	projectsinACTHealth. 

	SENIOR OFFICERS,TECHNICALAND PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS 
	SENIOR OFFICERS,TECHNICALAND PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS 
	Senior Officers Grades C,B andAandtheircounterparts in thetechnical, professional,ICT,healthprofessional and veterinary streams (HP4 and above) will translate to Level9,10 and11 respectivelyinthenew . 
	classificationstructure

	So far as translation to thenew is concerned, we are aware that a large numberoftheseemployees benefitfromSEAs that mustbetotallyor partiallyabsorbed atthetimeoftranslation. Thiswillentail acomparisonof the total cash eachemployeeis paidunder enterprise agreements andtheirSEA,to establishtheappropriatepoint oftranslation intothe PayBand correspondingto their translation classification. The residue willbe describedin an ARIn(and subjecttothecriteria, characteristics andprocedures proposedforthose instruments
	salary structure 

	To remove doubt,itis notintendedthat an employee wouldbe translatedto a salarypointhigherthan the maximum point ofthe PayBand correspondingto their Classification Level. Thealternativewouldbeto confusemarket rates and work value factors. 
	Senior grades in PublicAffairs Officer,MedicalPhysicist,Radiation Therapist and Dentist classificationstructures are the subjectof separate proposals. 

	SCHOOL ASSISTANTS 
	SCHOOL ASSISTANTS 
	The salaryscales forthesegrades areidenticalto the ASO2,ASO3 andASO4 salaryscales. SchoolAssistants willbetranslatedto the new classification structure andSSS on thesamebasis asASO2s,ASO3s andASO4s. 
	Our proposed approachto thefixing ofmandatory, essential anddesirable qualifications,togetherwith ourproposalsin relation tobroadbanding,will permit current competency-based advancement arrangements forSA2andSA3 to be recreatedpost-implementationto meetthe workforce management requirements for this category. 

	CURATORIAL STAFF –CULTURAL FACILITIES CORPORATION 
	CURATORIAL STAFF –CULTURAL FACILITIES CORPORATION 
	There are two levels ofcurator. Curatorsalaryscales are notidenticalto the ProfessionalOfficerLevel1 andLevel2. Wherethereis arequirementforthe positionto hold adiploma or adegree their translation to thenew classification structure andSSS shouldbeon thesamebasis as their counterparts in PO1 and PO2(includingimplementation ofthe CPES). 
	There is no reason to retain aseparateclassification structure solelyforthe purpose ofaccommodating qualificationsunique to this fieldof work. Our proposed approachto thefixing of mandatory, essential anddesirable qualifications,willpermitdistinctivequalification requirements to bereplicated post-implementationtomeetthe special needs for this category. 

	WORKCOVER OFFICERS/MANAGERS 
	WORKCOVER OFFICERS/MANAGERS 
	As withSchoolAssistants andCurators,thereis noreason to retain aseparate classification structuresolelyforthe purpose ofaccommodatingqualifications unique to thisfield ofwork. WCOs/WCMs shouldbe translatedto the new classification structureandSSSon the same basisas theirASO/SO counterparts. 
	As with othercategories of employee,ourproposedapproachto thefixing of mandatory, essential anddesirablequalifications,willpermit existingqualification requirements to be replicatedpost-implementation,ifthisiswhattheindustrial parties require. ALevel6-Level7broadband couldbeusedto recreate the qualification-based advancement arrangement presentlyapplyingto access to WCO6. 

	DENTAL RECEPTIONISTS 
	DENTAL RECEPTIONISTS 
	The original salaryscaleforthis gradewas identicalto theASO2 salaryscale. The rates have drifted apartto averyslightdegree over aperiod oftwodecades. DentalReceptionists willbetranslatedto the new classification structureandSSS on the samebasis as ASO2s. 

	RANGERS 
	RANGERS 
	Ranger grades (Ranger,SportsgroundRangerandParkRanger) willtranslate to the new classificationstructureandSSSon the same basis astheASOgrades with identical salaryscales. 

	TOURISMAND EVENTS OFFICERS/MANAGERS 
	TOURISMAND EVENTS OFFICERS/MANAGERS 
	We were informedthatthe TEOgrades areno longerin use. However,in the eventthat anyTEOpositions are in use atthe timeoftranslation,theyshouldbe translatedto thenew classification structure andSSS on the same basisas their ASO/SO counterparts. 

	LEGAL 1AND LEGAL 2 
	LEGAL 1AND LEGAL 2 
	We have dealt withtheneedto adjust salaries forthis occupationin our Report on Element2 ofthisReview (O’Shea 2012a). 
	Our proposalforthisgrouphas anumber offeatures,based on thecompetitive situationin theCanberra legal officer labour market, ourproposalsin relationto adopting acommonprofessional entry scale (CPES),and consultationswiththe GovernmentSolicitorandhis staff. 
	Progress throughtheLegal1 andLegal2 salary scales is in accordancewitha performance management schemethat has operated successfullyforover20 years. The Government Solicitoris satisfiedthatthis schemeshould continue, althoughhenotes that the two point salary scale for Legal2gives littlescopeto distinguish excellentperformancefrom merelygoodperformance. 
	We are proposing an initial alignment ofthe Legal1salaryscale alongthe followinglines (referTable12): 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	AdoptionoftheCPES atLegal 1paypoints 1to 4 

	• 
	• 
	AthigherLegal1paypoints,translation to the SSSon abestfitbasis. 


	We are also proposingastaged restructuring ofthesalaryscale atpaypoints 5to 10,to widen someoftheinter-point differences and offer amore attractive salary progression,intendedto improveretentionof staff, andprovide more scopeto attract experienced external applicants athigher points in thesalaryscale. The increase forthe seventh paypointis substantial,butwouldbephasedinover three years. We are satisfiedthatthesalaryonoffer atthe top ofthescaleis adequate relative to localbenchmarks andinthe wider Australian
	As previouslydiscussed, ourexaminationof salaries offeredin the markethas revealedthatLegal2 salaries are behind what couldbe consideredfairmarket rates. Given whathas been said aboutperformance-based salaryadvancement, we believe it wouldbe rightforLegal2tobetranslatedinto Band11,withaccess to all salarypointsintheBand11pay scale. 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Current$ 
	Initial$ 
	Initial% 
	Pay point 
	Final$ 
	Total% Staging 

	Legal 1 $52,575 
	Legal 1 $52,575 
	$ 53,460 1.68% 
	16 Band 4 2 
	$ 53,460 1.68% -
	-


	$56,084 
	$56,084 
	$ 57,235 2.05% 
	19 Band 4 5 
	$ 57,235 2.05% -
	-


	$60,009 
	$60,009 
	$ 61,275 2.11% 
	22 Band 5 3 
	$ 61,275 2.11% -
	-


	$63,856 
	$63,856 
	$ 65,601 2.73% 
	25 Band 6 1 
	$ 65,601 2.73% -
	-


	$68,515 
	$68,515 
	$ 68,654 0.20% 
	27 Band 6 4 
	$ 70,233 2.51% 1 year 

	$72,571 
	$72,571 
	$ 73,501 1.28% 
	30 Band 7 2 
	$ 75,191 3.61% 1 year 

	$76,572 
	$76,572 
	$ 76,921 0.46% 
	32 Band 7 6 
	$ 82,351 7.55% 3 years 

	$86,750 
	$86,750 
	$ 88,165 1.63% 
	38 Band 8 4 
	$ 90,193 3.97% 1 year 

	$93,535 
	$93,535 
	$ 94,389 0.91% 
	41 Band 9 3 
	$ 98,781 5.61% 2 years 

	$107,797 
	$107,797 
	$ 108,187 0.36% 
	47 Band 10 2 
	$ 108,187 0.36% -
	-


	Legal 2 $117,119 
	Legal 2 $117,119 
	$118,489 1.17% 
	51 Band 11 1 
	$118,489 1.17% -
	-


	TR
	52 2 
	$121,215 3.50% 1 year 

	$121,932 
	$121,932 
	$124,003 1.70% 
	53 3 
	$124,003 1.70% -
	-


	TR
	54 4 
	$126,855 4.04% 1 year 

	TR
	55 5 
	$129,772 6.43% 2 years 

	Table 12: Staged Restructuring of Legal 1 and Legal 3 Salary Scales 
	Table 12: Staged Restructuring of Legal 1 and Legal 3 Salary Scales 


	Consistent withtheapproachto be taken withotheroccupations inother Career Clusters,the responsibilities ofLegal1staff willgraduallyrise as theyadvance thoughthesalaryscalefrom payband4topayband10,in accordancewiththe new WLSs. Legal2 staffwillbeexpectedto work at asimilarlevel as othersenior staff employedin Band11(SPOA equivalent). 
	We understandthat aseparatework valuecasemaybe undertaken forthe purpose ofreviewingthesituationof Legal1 andLegal2, and establishing ahigher levelin the Legal careerstructure(Legal3). TheBand11ExtendedRangepayband is available forthis purpose. 

	PROSECUTORS 
	PROSECUTORS 
	An agreement was reachedbetween theACTGovernment,the CPSU andJACSD to conduct awork valuecaseforallgrades of Prosecutor. The resultant new wage rates and classificationstructurewereimplementedin themost recentJACSD collective agreement. 
	The new rates have been justifiedbyreferenceto external marketdata. The work value relativities between Prosecutors andLegal1,Legal2 and otherprofessional employment categories intheACTPShas been reset bythe outcomeinthework value case. To maintaintheserelativities,it wouldbe appropriate to translate Prosecutors into theSSS ona point-by-pointbasiswhen the SSSisimplemented for all otheremployment categories. Theproposedtranslation is set outinTable 13. 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Current$ 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newrates 

	Prosecutor 1 
	Prosecutor 1 
	$61,945 $66,281 $70,530 
	23 26 29 
	5 6 6 
	4 2 5 
	$ 62,685 $ 67,110 $ 71,848 

	Prosecutor 2 
	Prosecutor 2 
	$80,157 $84,575 $89,011 $93,480 $97,970 
	34 37 39 41 43 
	7 8 8 9 
	5 2 4 1 3 
	$ 80,500 $ 86,183 $ 90,193 $ 94,389 $ 98,781 

	Prosecutor 3 
	Prosecutor 3 
	$102,298 $107,703 $113,120 
	45 47 49 
	10 
	5 2 4 
	$ 103,377 $ 108,187 $ 113,221 

	Prosecutor 4 
	Prosecutor 4 
	$117,759 $121,990 $126,250 
	51 53 54 
	11 
	1 3 4 
	$ 118,489 $ 124,003 $ 126,855 

	Prosecutor 5 
	Prosecutor 5 
	$138,129 $142,275 $145,450 
	58 60 61 
	8 10 11 
	$ 138,934 $ 145,398 $ 148,742 

	Table 13: Translation of Prosecutors 
	Table 13: Translation of Prosecutors 



	PARALEGAL 
	PARALEGAL 
	We do not considerthatthereis astrong case formaintaining aseparate classification structureforParalegals. Their workis notso clearlydistinguished from legal support staffelsewhereintheACTPSorASOs in generalforthe categoryto require aseparateclassification stream. 
	As shown atTable14:InitialTranslation Points -Paralegals,Paralegal1 and2 translate easilyto thenew Levels 3(Paralegal)and4(Paralegal).Paralegal3 (which wouldtranslateto Level5)is markedbyits highestpaypoint(marked out in yellow below),whichwouldtranslate intoLevel6. However,Level6 andLevel7 maybe suitablelevels withinwhichto build new grades ofthe Paralegal career structure, whichtheDPPhas previously stateditintends to do. 
	Table
	TR
	Paypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Salary 

	Para Legal1 
	Para Legal1 
	$44,804 $47,246 $49,683 
	10 11 12 13 14 
	Level3 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$46,642 $47,715 $48,812 $49,935 $51,084 

	Para Legal2 
	Para Legal2 
	$52,359 $55,076 $56,879 
	15 16 17 18 19 
	Level4 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$52,258 $53,460 $54,690 $55,948 $57,235 

	Para Legal3 
	Para Legal3 
	$58,685 $60,210 $61,756 
	20 21 22 23 24 
	Level5 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$58,551 $59,898 $61,275 $62,685 $64,126 

	Para Legal4 (proposed) 
	Para Legal4 (proposed) 
	$67,269 
	25 26 27 28 29 
	Level6 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$65,601 $67,110 $68,654 $70,233 $71,848 

	Para Legal5 (proposed) 
	Para Legal5 (proposed) 
	30 31 32 33 34 35 
	Level7 
	1 2 3 4 5 6 
	$73,501 $75,191 $76,921 $78,690 $80,500 $82,351 

	Table 14: Initial Translation Points -Paralegals 
	Table 14: Initial Translation Points -Paralegals 



	TRUST OFFICERS 
	TRUST OFFICERS 
	TrustOfficers will occupytwo broadbands atLevel 4-Level5 andLevel6-Level7. 
	Paypoints 25 and36willbeavailable astransitionalpaypointsforcurrent occupants only. 
	Itis recommendedthatthedirectparties confer onwhat competency requirements shouldbemetforadvancementthroughthe broadbands. 

	DENTISTS 
	DENTISTS 
	In ourElement2 report, wesuggested adoptionof highersalaries in therangeof $75,000(Dentist1/2 minimum)to $135,000,based oninterstate comparisons. We propose the new salaryscaleoutlinedin Table 15: 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalaries 

	Dentist 1 
	Dentist 1 
	31 34 
	Level 7 
	2 5 
	$75,191 $80,500 

	TR
	37 
	Level 8 
	2 
	$86,183 

	TR
	40 43 
	Level 9 
	5 3 
	$92,267 $98,781 

	Dentist 2 
	Dentist 2 
	45 47 49 51 
	Level 10 Level 11 
	5 2 4 1 
	$103,377 $108,187 $113,221 $118,489 

	Dentist 3 
	Dentist 3 
	54 
	4 
	$126,855 

	Dentist 4 
	Dentist 4 
	57 
	Level 11 Extended 
	7 
	$135,811 

	Table 15: Final Translation Salaries – Dentists 
	Table 15: Final Translation Salaries – Dentists 


	Withthissubstantialincrease in salaries, we recommendthe reinstitutionofthe original salarybarrierforaccess to Dentist 2, atpaypoint45. Therequirementfor movement across thebarriershouldberecastincontemporaryterms. 
	The WLSs to applytothevarious grades ofDentist are Levels 8,9,10 and11 respectively(broadlycorrespondingto HP3,HP4,HP5 andHP6). 
	Relative to MedicalOfficers,Dentist1 coincides with rates paidto RMO2through to Registrar 3. Dentist2broadlymatches salaries for Registrar 4andSenior Registrar. 

	MEDICAL PHYSICISTS 
	MEDICAL PHYSICISTS 
	We recommendthattheMedicalPhysics RegistrarScale align withtherelevant segment oftheinternship range for other HealthProfessionals. This willfacilitate changeof careermoves forhealthprofessionalswith similarknowledge,skills and professional expertise. Thescale(Table16)has been modifiedforMedicalPhysics, byremoval of specific entrypoints for personsgraduatingfrom 2-year and8-year programs. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Annualsalary 
	Programduration 

	16 19 22 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
	16 19 22 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
	Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 
	2 5 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 
	$53,460 $57,235 $61,275 $65,601 $67,110 $68,654 $70,233 $71,848 $73,501 $75,191 
	Entry from 3-year program Entry from 4-year program Entry from 5-year program Entry from 6-year program Entry from 7-year program 

	Table 16: Revised Salary Scale for Medical Physics Registrars 
	Table 16: Revised Salary Scale for Medical Physics Registrars 


	Itisintendedthatthesalaryscalebeappliedflexiblyto attract and retainMedical Physics Registrars. Thefirstfourpaypoints aredrawn from theCPES, and shouldbeusedin thesamemanner,with some flexibilityto adaptthesalaryonofferto meetthe expectations of well-qualified applicantswith relevant experience. 
	minima 

	The maximum paypointis intendedtobe generally competitive withrates around Australia, withoutleadingthemarket. However,wealso recommendthatpay points32 and33bemadeavailablefor the employment of exceptional applicants who holdthenecessaryqualifications towork as aMedicalPhysicist andhave relevant work experience,but whodo notyetmeet all ofthe requirements for advancementto thenextlevel. 
	We propose tomake satisfactorycompletion ofa MedicalPhysics Registrar program and eligibilityforunrestricted registration withACPSEMa requirement for employment atthehigherlevel. Inlinewithour comments in relation to ClinicalPsychologists above, we favour makingMedicalPhysics Registrara traininggrade, and access to the next level automatic to allsuccessfulcompleters. 
	In relation to highergrades,weconsiderthat there are two questions to beasked: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Where shouldtheybeinitiallytranslatedto, and 

	• 
	• 
	What oughtto bethefinal salary structure. 


	QualifiedMedicalPhysicists areunique for the veryhigh rates theycommand aroundAustralia, afunction of limitedlabour supplynationallyandinternationally. We have surveyedAustralian payrates, andfoundthatthe ACTis generally uncompetitive, especiallyso relativeto NSW(O’Shea 2012a,pp.83-84). 
	MedicalPhysicists arepaidhighersalaries than healthprofessionals who undertake directinterventions in clienthealth,including radiation therapists, dentists,physiotherapists,nurses andcareermedical officers. However,Medical Physicists areresponsibleforapplyingbroadlybased scientific knowledgeand specializedtechnologicalknow-how to the successfuldeployment, assuranceand maintenanceofhealthcareequipment andinfrastructure across the ACTpublic health service. The scopeoftheirwork andimportance to thecontinued sa
	On thatbasis,itis inevitable thatthis smallbutimportantgroupof employees will be placedhigherin theSSSthanother healthprofessionals. 
	In line withourrecommendations in earliersections ofthisReport,thefirst movementinto theSSS shouldbeona best-fitbasis(shown atTable17). 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Currentsalary 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalary 

	Medical Physicist 1 
	Medical Physicist 1 
	$78,188 $81,911 $85,634 $89,358 $93,080 
	34 35 37 39 41 
	Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 
	5 6 2 4 1 
	$80,500 $82,351 $86,183 $90,193 $94,389 

	Medical Physicist 2 
	Medical Physicist 2 
	$96,039 $101,154 $105,491 $109,834 $114,179 $116,661 
	42 45 46 48 50 51 
	Level 10 Level 11 
	2 5 1 3 5 1 
	$96,560 $103,377 $105,755 $110,676 $115,825 $118,489 

	Medical Physicist 3 
	Medical Physicist 3 
	$119,143 $125,970 $129,072 
	52 54 55 
	2 4 5 
	$121,215 $126,855 $129,772 

	Medical Physicist 4 
	Medical Physicist 4 
	$136,518 $142,723 $148,929 
	58 60 62 
	Extended 
	8 10 12 
	$138,934 $145,399 $152,164 

	Table 17: Initial step in translation of Medical Physicists( Best Fit) 
	Table 17: Initial step in translation of Medical Physicists( Best Fit) 


	To achieve some degree ofparitywithsalaries inthe national market,thenext stage of adjustment willstretchsomeaspects ofthe new classificationstructure andSSSto extreme limits. We propose: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Acomplete restructuring of salaryscales to meetthe market,including establishing several new paypoints inthe Band11ExtendedRange payscale. 

	• 
	• 
	Establishing anequivalence of MedicalPhysicist1to 4work requirements withthoseexpected ofHP3(classification Level8)throughto HP6 (classification Level11). 

	• 
	• 
	Translation into thenew paypoints in accordance with atimeframeagreed between the directparties,to meettheirneeds and expectations. ACT HealthHRBranch staffareperfectlycapableofdevising afairand reasonable schedulefor phasinginthe proposedincreases. 


	The new MedicalPhysicist salaryscalewouldbeasshown in Table18: 
	The new MedicalPhysicist salaryscalewouldbeasshown in Table18: 
	We do notfavourthecontinued useofPhD retentionpoints. Therateofpayfora job oughttotakeaccount ofthe full range of skills,knowledge and experiencean applicantpossesses that suits them to the duties of aposition. This mayinclude the possession ofa higher degreerelevantto the duties. We agree withthe AwardModernisation FullBenchofFWA,whichhas said: 

	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Finalsalary 

	Medical Physicist 1 (Level 8) 
	Medical Physicist 1 (Level 8) 
	34 36 38 40 42 
	Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 
	5 1 3 5 2 
	$80,500 $84,245 $88,165 $92,267 $96,560 

	Medical Physicist 2 (Level 9) 
	Medical Physicist 2 (Level 9) 
	44 46 48 50 52 
	Level 10 Level 11 
	4 1 3 5 2 
	$101,053 $105,755 $110,676 $115,825 $121,215 

	Medical Physicist 3 (Level 10) 
	Medical Physicist 3 (Level 10) 
	54 56 58 60 62 
	Extended 
	4 6 8 10 12 
	$126,855 $132,757 $138,934 $145,399 $152,164 

	Medical Physicist 4 (Level 11) 
	Medical Physicist 4 (Level 11) 
	64 66 68 70 72 
	14 16 18 20 22 
	$159,244 $166,654 $174,408 $182,523 $191,016 

	Table 18: Proposed translation of Medical Physicists 
	Table 18: Proposed translation of Medical Physicists 


	“Ourprovisionalviewisthattheclassificationstructureshoulddealwith qualificationsintwoways.Thefirstistheentryrate,whichthedraftsprovidefor, andthesecondisthelevelatwhichpeopleareclassified.Thetraditionalworkvalue notionofskillsheldandcalledupontobeusedremainsvalid.Wedonotseeitas appropriateforpersonsperformingthesameworktobepaiddifferentlybased uponadditionalnon-mandatoryqualifications.” 
	(PR012009,23January2009) 
	ofthese factors shouldbetakeninto accountwhen assessing whethera job applicant shouldbeappointed at ahigher salary inthe payscaleforthejob. Otherwise, very ordinary applicants whohold aPhDor applicants whosePhD relates to outdatedknowledge andtechniques,willbe paidmore than exceptional applicantswith up-to-date expertise who do not. 
	All 

	We are concernedthat,to thebest ofour knowledge,there has been a formal assessment madeoftherelativework valueofMedicalPhysicistsand otherhealth scientists. Whilewestandby ourmarket rates assessment,the seeminglack of anyjustification but marketforcesfor settingMedicalPhysicist rates ofpaygives uscauseforconcern in the context of aReview thatwas intendedto establish anequitablebasis for classification and remuneration. 
	never

	We compare this situationwiththat applyingtoProsecutors employedbythe DPP. JACS,theDPPandtheCPSUhaveundertaken afullwork value case to justify the establishment of anew grading system for Prosecutors,including anew fifth level ofProsecutor, andgenerallyhighersalaries. 
	We are aware that some workhas been doneatthenationallevelthatwas used to justifyexceptional rates of payfor MedicalPhysicists on thebasisofan applicationof oneofthe Mercer Points-Factor scales. We have alreadyexpressed reservations abouttherelevanceand adequacy ofthese systems to deliver outcomes that makesenseinthe Australian employment context. 
	We recommendthatAPESMA,ACTHealth andCMCDconsultfurther onthis issue in the courseoftheirexamination ofthe legislative requirementto replace the ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with aModern Award. 



	10.3.3Translations RequiringLater Adjustment ofSalaryScales 
	10.3.3Translations RequiringLater Adjustment ofSalaryScales 
	CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS 
	CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS 
	The CorrectionalOfficer classification structure recentlyreplacedthe CustodialOfficer structure thathadbeen inplacesince 1990. Theformer structure was designedforuse in ACT remand centres. The establishment oftheAlexander Maconachie Centreat Symonston was areasonforre-evaluating ACTcustodialgrades. 
	The salarystructure forCustodialOfficerwasoriginallybased on arestricted selectionof salarypoints in theASOstructure. Whileit mayhave been desirable for more senior CustodialOfficers to hold relevantqualifications,it was not required. The new Correctional Officer structure, on the otherhand,has an elaborate system of salaryadvancement based on achievement ofgraduallyhigher levels of competency, signifiedbyacquisition of relevantqualifications. Links withthe ASO salary scale were broken. 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Salary 
	SSSpay pointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalary 

	CorrectionalOfficerTrainee(while on course) 
	CorrectionalOfficerTrainee(while on course) 
	$37,232 
	1 
	Level 1 
	1 
	$38,010 

	CorrectionalOfficerClass1 Certificate III Correctional Practice (Custodial) Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) 
	CorrectionalOfficerClass1 Certificate III Correctional Practice (Custodial) Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) 
	$51,611 $54,357 $58,593 $61,934 
	15 17 21 23 
	Level 4 Level 5 
	1 3 2 4 
	$52,258 $54,690 $59,898 $62,685 

	CorrectionalOfficerClass2 Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) and Certificate IV -Frontline Management 
	CorrectionalOfficerClass2 Certificate IV Correctional Practice (Custodial) and Certificate IV -Frontline Management 
	$65,037 $67,423 $69,811 
	25 27 28 
	Band 6 
	1 3 4 
	$65,601 $68,654 $70,233 

	CorrectionalOfficerClass3 Diploma of Community Welfare Work 
	CorrectionalOfficerClass3 Diploma of Community Welfare Work 
	$74,882 $77,269 $79,954 
	31 33 34 
	Level 7 
	2 4 5 
	$75,191 $78,690 $80,500 

	CorrectionalOfficerClass4 Advanced Diploma of Community Services Management 
	CorrectionalOfficerClass4 Advanced Diploma of Community Services Management 
	$87,711 $91,290 $93,678 
	38 40 41 
	Level 8 Level 9 
	3 5 1 
	$88,165 $92,267 $94,389 

	Table 19: Translation of Correctional Officers to Shared Salary Spine 
	Table 19: Translation of Correctional Officers to Shared Salary Spine 


	We concludedin ourReport onElement2(O’Shea 2012a,p.55)thattheACT alreadypays fair market rates for itscorrectional workers. Byandlarge,the uniquesalaryscalefor CorrectionalOfficers shouldbepreservedbya best-fittranslation totheSSS(Table19). 
	When examinedin 2005(TorqueReport),the formergrade ofCustodialOfficerGrade4 alignedin competencyterms withthe ASO6 andPO2. However, an examination ofthe currentdutystatement and selectioncriteriaforthe new Class 4worker, andthe specific qualificationsrequired underthenew salary structure, suggestthatthework at this levelis ofsimilarwork valueto aSeniorOfficer Grade C. If aclose scrutinyofthe work reveals amatch withLevel9in thenew classification structure,thenpayband9 oughttobethefinal stage translation tar

	ACTAUDITOR-GENERAL’S OFFICE 
	ACTAUDITOR-GENERAL’S OFFICE 
	The ACTAuditor-General’s Office (AGO)has uniqueclassification and remuneration arrangements. 
	There are onlyfourpaybands: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The first aligns roughlywithASO1 max toASO5max 

	• 
	• 
	The secondbegins intheASO6salaryrange,butthen markedlyexceeds it 

	• 
	• 
	The third overlaps,butis higherthan,Senior Officer C 

	• 
	• 
	The fourth corresponds roughlywithSenior OfficerB andA salaryscales, 


	butfinishes higher There are no distinct salarypoints withinthe salarybands. (Theoretically,there are 66,235possiblesalarypoints an employee couldbe appointed oradvanced to). The placement of employees within the salarybands is principallybased on progress in skill acquisition(forearlycareerrecruits) and on thebasis ofannual performance reviews. 
	These remuneration arrangements wereintroduced severalyears ago to compete withthe Australian NationalAuditOffice. The private sectorin Canberra is also a strong competitorforstaff,especiallyfinancial auditors whoholdtheCPA qualification. 
	We considerthatit wouldbedisruptiveto thecompetitive positionoftheAGOto move immediatelyto adopttheproposed newWLSs. Inthe firstinstance, however, we recommendtwo keychanges to current arrangements: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Thatthe lowerand upperboundaries ofthe four salarybands be brought into alignment withtheclosest available nexthigher paypoints in the SharedSalarySpine. 

	• 
	• 
	Thatthe variable salarybands bereplaced withexplicitincrements,drawn from the appropriateranges withinthe SSS. Employees wouldbe moved to the new paypoints at the time ofthe first salary review occurring immediatelyfollowingtheintroduction ofthe SSS. 


	Progress in skills acquisitionandannualperformance reviews would continueto be the basisforadvancement within the salary structure. 
	In the longerterm,theAGOandCMCDshouldconsulton how theproposed new ACTPS classificationsystem canbeappliedin the AGO. 
	The proposedinterim salaryscaleis set outinTable 20. 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Currentpay 
	Paypointno. 
	New rates 

	Band1 
	Band1 

	Auditor or Pay band minimum $43,557 
	Auditor or Pay band minimum $43,557 
	7 Band 2 3 
	$43,566 

	Administrative Officer 
	Administrative Officer 
	8 4 
	$44,568 

	TR
	9 5 
	$45,594 

	TR
	Band 3 1 
	$46,642 

	TR
	11 2 
	$47,715 

	TR
	12 3 
	$48,812 

	TR
	13 4 
	$49,935 

	TR
	14 5 
	$51,084 

	TR
	Band 4 1 
	$52,258 

	TR
	16 2 
	$53,460 

	TR
	17 3 
	$54,690 

	TR
	18 4 
	$55,948 

	TR
	19 5 
	$57,235 

	TR
	Band 5 1 
	$58,551 

	TR
	21 2 
	$59,898 

	TR
	22 3 
	$61,275 

	TR
	23 4 
	$62,685 

	TR
	24 5 
	$64,126 

	TR
	Band 6 1 
	$65,601 

	Pay band maximum $65,634 
	Pay band maximum $65,634 
	26 2 
	$67,110 

	Senior Auditor or Pay band minimum $69,214 
	Senior Auditor or Pay band minimum $69,214 
	28 4 
	$70,233 

	Senior Administrative 
	Senior Administrative 
	29 5 
	$71,848 

	Officer 
	Officer 
	Band 7 1 
	$73,501 

	TR
	31 2 
	$75,191 

	TR
	32 3 
	$76,921 

	TR
	33 4 
	$78,690 

	TR
	34 5 
	$80,500 

	TR
	6 
	$82,351 

	TR
	36 Band 8 1 
	$84,245 

	Pay band maximum $84,727 
	Pay band maximum $84,727 
	37 2 
	$86,183 

	Band2 
	Band2 

	Audit Manager Pay band minimum $89,501 
	Audit Manager Pay band minimum $89,501 
	39 4 
	$90,193 

	TR
	5 
	$92,267 

	TR
	41 Band 9 1 
	$94,389 

	TR
	42 2 
	$96,560 

	Pay band maximum $96,661 
	Pay band maximum $96,661 
	43 3 
	$98,781 

	Senior Audit Manager Pay band minimum $102,627 
	Senior Audit Manager Pay band minimum $102,627 
	5 
	$103,377 

	TR
	46 Band 10 1 
	$105,755 

	TR
	47 2 
	$108,187 

	TR
	48 3 
	$110,676 

	TR
	49 4 
	$113,221 

	TR
	5 
	$115,825 

	TR
	51 Band 11 1 
	$118,489 

	TR
	52 2 
	$121,215 

	TR
	53 3 
	$124,003 

	Pay band maximum $124,108 
	Pay band maximum $124,108 
	54 4 
	$126,855 

	Table 20: Proposed Initial Translation of ACT Audit Office Staff 
	Table 20: Proposed Initial Translation of ACT Audit Office Staff 



	CALVARY HOSPITAL TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFICER 
	CALVARY HOSPITAL TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFICER 
	This is abroadbandedtechnical officer grade. 
	This grade willtranslateto aspecialsalaryscalemade up ofSSSpaypoints between paypoints 27and41, selectedwiththe nexthigherrule. The existing salarybarrier willbe continuedinplaceatpaypoint38. The finalplacement ofthe grade in the classificationstructure will dependon its matchtotheWLSs. 

	DISABILITY SUPPORT OFFICER 
	DISABILITY SUPPORT OFFICER 
	The initialtranslationofDSOs shouldbe as shownin Table 21: 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Salary 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Newsalary 

	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level1 
	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level1 
	$42,287 $42,842 $43,392 $43,982 
	2 2 2 2 
	4 4 4 5 
	$43,566 $43,566 $43,566 $44,568 

	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level2 
	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level2 
	$52,775 $55,925 $57,622 $59,075 
	4 4 5 5 
	2 4 1 2 
	$53,460 $55,948 $58,551 $59,898 

	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level3 
	DisabilitySupportOfficer Level3 
	$66,423 $70,530 
	6 6 
	2 5 
	$65,601 $71,848 

	Only paid to employee off shifts 
	Only paid to employee off shifts 
	$73,685 
	7 
	2 
	$75,191 

	Table 21: Translation of Disability Support Officers 
	Table 21: Translation of Disability Support Officers 


	In future, we suggestthatDSOs2and3 be includedin the structureas aLevel4Level5broadband, witha relevantCertificateIVorDiploma requiredtoaccess Level5 rates ofpay. 
	-

	HSUEasthas proposedthatthe DSO3 shouldtranslate to the new classification structure higherthan Level6. Whetherthis is onthe basisof: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	changein work valuesince1990, 

	• 
	• 
	comparison withothergrades (e.g. ASO6),or 

	• 
	• 
	conformitywiththenew WLSs 


	has notyetbeen communicatedto us. 
	We suggestthattherequirementforthehighest paypointin theDSO3salary scale ($73,685)be reviewed, atthe sametimeadecision is madeastowhether DSO3 shouldtranslateto thenew Level6orthe new Level7(or even whether a new “DSO4” oughtto becreated). 


	10.3.4Translations RequiringPossible Workplace Reorganisation 
	10.3.4Translations RequiringPossible Workplace Reorganisation 
	STORES SUPERVISORS 
	STORES SUPERVISORS 
	Stores Supervisors willbe translatedinto theSSSin accordancewiththe “next higherrule”. 
	Their finaltranslationwillbetoLevels 3,4and5,with access toall salarypoints. 
	Itisthe intentiontobringthis grade fullyintothe SSS,in the samewayas trades supervisors willbe. 
	Senior Stores Supervisor 1,2 and3 rates are spread across Levels 4and5. The actualplacement of ajob will depend on comparisonwiththe WLSsanddecisions made regarding workplace restructuringto accommodate the lesser numberof stores supervisor levels. 

	PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICERS 
	PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICERS 
	Public Affairs Officers willbetranslatedinto theSSSin accordancewiththe “next higherrule”. 
	We considerthat new and recentgraduatePAOs shouldin future enterthrough the CPES. The entrygradingforPAOs oughttobe the same as ICTprofessionals, engineers,librarians and otherprofessionals inthe SupportServices and Infrastructure career clusters. 
	We recommendthatPAOwork abovetheentrylevel shouldbe classified atLevels 7,9,10 and11 oftheSupportServices careercluster. This restructuringis of course very significant, and will entail eachPAOpositionbeingtested againstWLSs. 


	10.3.5Unique SalaryScales for SpecialCases 
	10.3.5Unique SalaryScales for SpecialCases 
	CLINICAL CODERS 
	CLINICAL CODERS 
	Clinical coders are auniquegroupof employee in the ACTPS whospecialisein a field ofhealthinformationmanagement concerned with extractingdata from clinical records to accuratelycharacterisehealthcare incidents. Theirwork contributes to datacollections and statisticsimportantforhealth serviceplanning and management, and at amoregeneral level,decisions on funding. 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Salary 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalary 

	Clinical Coder Trainee 
	Clinical Coder Trainee 
	$51,038 
	15 
	Level 4 
	1 
	$52,258 

	Clinical Coders Competency point Competency point Competency point 
	Clinical Coders Competency point Competency point Competency point 
	$53,688 $55,913 $58,138 $60,362 $62,587 $64,811 $67,036 
	17 18 20 22 23 25 27 
	Level 5 Level 6 
	3 4 1 3 4 1 3 
	$54,690 $55,948 $58,551 $61,275 $62,685 $65,601 $68,654 

	Table 22: Proposed Translation Points for Clinical Coders 
	Table 22: Proposed Translation Points for Clinical Coders 


	The work requires detailed specialisedknowledge ofthe taxonomyofdiseases. The competencypoints inthe ClinicalCoder pay scale are relatedto well-defined criteria for accuracyandthroughput. These appear to ustobe more closelyrelated to the concept ofproficiency(q.v.),butinany event, we supportapproaches whichdevelop occupational competencies and recognise demonstratedproficiency. 
	This grade spans threelevels in thenew classification structure,presentlyusing only8 of apossible13paypoints. General work requirements foroccupants of ClinicalCoderpositionswould riseastheemployeetraverses the salaryscale (Table 22). 

	DENTAL ASSISTANTS 
	DENTAL ASSISTANTS 
	The DentalAssistant categoryhas aunique grade and salarystructure. We recommend retaining aspecial salaryscale for thisgrade (Table 23). 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Currentsalary 
	SSSpaypoint 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalary 

	UnqualifiedDentalAssistant 
	UnqualifiedDentalAssistant 
	$37,274 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	$38,010 

	QualifiedDentalAssistant 
	QualifiedDentalAssistant 
	$44,809 
	9 
	2 
	5 
	$45,594 

	TR
	$46,038 
	10 
	3 
	1 
	$46,642 

	TR
	$48,474 
	12 
	3 
	$48,812 

	TR
	$52,733 
	16 
	4 
	2 
	$53,460 

	PrincipalDentalAssistant 
	PrincipalDentalAssistant 
	$61,756 
	23 
	5 
	4 
	$62,685 

	Table 23: Initial Translation of Dental Assistants 
	Table 23: Initial Translation of Dental Assistants 


	The directparties should updatetheformal requirements: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	for qualification-based advancementfrom UDA to QDA, and 

	• 
	• 
	for salaryadvancement withinQDA on thebasisof additional accreditation/certification(e.g. dental radiography) 


	based on contemporarystandards fortheindustry. 

	HEALTH CARE ASSISTANT 
	HEALTH CARE ASSISTANT 
	The initialtranslationofHCAs shouldbe as shownatTable 24: 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Salary 
	Level 
	PayPoint 
	Newsalary 

	HealthCareAssistant2 (Certificate III) 
	HealthCareAssistant2 (Certificate III) 
	$40,734 $42,125 
	2 2 
	4 5 
	$43,566 $44,568 

	HealthCareAssistant3 (Certificate IV) 
	HealthCareAssistant3 (Certificate IV) 
	$46,149 $47,209 
	3 3 
	1 2 
	$46,642 $47,715 

	HealthCareAssistant4 (Diploma) 
	HealthCareAssistant4 (Diploma) 
	$49,331 $49,861 
	3 4 
	5 1 
	$51,084 $52,258 

	HealthCareAssistant5 (Advanced Diploma) 
	HealthCareAssistant5 (Advanced Diploma) 
	$51,983 
	4 
	2 
	$53,460 

	Table 24: Initial Translation of Health Care Assistants 
	Table 24: Initial Translation of Health Care Assistants 


	Our proposaltoincreaserates fortheHCA2totake account of contemporary benchmarks in Stateandlocalgovernment has compressedthe internal relativity between the HCA2 andHCA3. Torestorethis relativity, we suggestthatthefinal HCA3 salaryscale wouldbecomprised ofpaypoints3.2 and3.3(in lieuof3.1 and 3.2). 
	Note thattheinitial rateforHCA5ishigher thanthe AdvancedDiplomapaypoint recommendedfor adoption across theACTPS,onthe basis ofthesupervisory function describedin thecurrentHCA worklevel standards. 
	It wassuggestedtous duringtheReview thatthe maximum rate forHCAs was intendedto be less thantherateforadegree-qualifiedhealthprofessional. We reiterate what we have saidin earlierReports:The qualificationrequiredforentry to an occupation is notthe sole determinant of work value. Neither is itthesole determinant of associatedpayrelativities. Thereis no facevaliditytohierarchies based on qualificationsalone. 
	The CPES rates we have proposedfordiploma-anddegree-qualified employees (andthe existingpayrates theyreplace –e.g. TO2 andHP1 salaryscales)are rates for new and recently-qualified entrants tothe workforce. HCA5isan entrylevelgrade, andin particular,itisnot arole that couldbeperformedbyan inexperienced employee. There is no reasoninprinciple whyHCA5 rates cannot overlap withHP1fordegree-qualifiedhealthprofessionals. 
	not 

	We observe thatthe existingHCA salaryscaleisquite compressed attheHCA4HCA5boundary,but wehaveinsufficient information about similarlyqualified grades in otherjurisdictions to makearecommendation. As Ms Turello ofHSU Easthas said,thisis an emerging work level. 
	-


	RADIATION THERAPISTS 
	RADIATION THERAPISTS 
	Radiation Therapists (RTs) are uniqueforreasonoftheir close alignmentto the NSWRadiation Therapist classification andsalary scales,includingthepersonal advancement arrangements forstaff whodemonstratehigherlevels of professional contribution. RTs havestood apartfrom the HealthProfessional classification structurefrom theoutset. 
	There are no RadiationTherapists educatedintheACT. Intern RTs are employedin the ACT on rotationfrom NSW(andthis maybe apractical reason formaintaining aclose relationshipbetweenACT andNSW rates). RTs remain in shortsupplyin regional areas ofAustralia. 
	The NSW modelis afforded ahigh valuebystaff andmanagers. Whilethe applicationoftheCPESwoulddeliverabetterpayoutcome forbeginning professionals atRT1 andRT2, andthegapbetween RT3,4,5 and6 andHP3,4,5 and6 will closesomewhat,thedifficulty ofbringingthe wholestructureinto line withthe new classification levels andSSSsuggeststous that aminimalist approachis warranted. 
	We therefore propose thatRTs translateintotheSSS on the basis outlinedin Table 25: 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Grade 
	Currentsalary 
	SSSpaypointno. 
	Level 
	PP 
	Newsalary 

	RT 1 
	RT 1 
	$52,889 
	16 
	Level 4 
	2 
	$53,460 

	RT 2 
	RT 2 
	$54,876 $62,243 $70,778 $74,222 $76,620 
	18 23 29 31 33 
	Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 
	4 4 5 2 4 
	$55,948 $62,685 $71,848 $75,191 $78,690 

	RT 3 Grade 1 (Level 8) RT 3 Grade 2 (Level 8) 
	RT 3 Grade 1 (Level 8) RT 3 Grade 2 (Level 8) 
	$82,410 $85,169 $87,547 $97,137 
	36 37 38 43 
	Band 8 Level 9 
	1 2 3 3 
	$84,245 $86,183 $88,165 $98,781 

	RT 4 Grade1 (Level 9) RT 4 Grade2 (Level 9) 
	RT 4 Grade1 (Level 9) RT 4 Grade2 (Level 9) 
	$99,833 $103,157 $106,364 $109,041 
	45 46 47 48 
	Band 10 
	5 1 2 3 
	$103,377 $105,755 $108,187 $110,676 

	RT 5 (Level 10) 
	RT 5 (Level 10) 
	$116,818 $119,733 $125,885 
	51 52 54 
	Band 11 
	1 2 4 
	$118,489 $121,215 $126,855 

	RT 6 (Level 11) 
	RT 6 (Level 11) 
	$128,937 $131,949 $135,000 
	55 56 57 
	Extended range 
	5 6 7 
	$129,772 $132,757 $135,811 

	Table 25: Proposed salary translations for Radiation Therapists 
	Table 25: Proposed salary translations for Radiation Therapists 


	While notitsprimaryintention,this translationwill entrench aslight advantagein ACTRTrates over their NSW counterparts. 
	Functionally,general work requirements forRT3toRT6willcontinueto match work requirements for HP3throughto HP6(classification levels 8to 11). 
	As withMedicalPhysicists,weareconcernedthat,to the best of ourknowledge, there has been aformal comparisonmadebetween RadiationTherapists and otherhealth scientists in the ACT,to establish relative work value. The absence of anysubstantial reason for settingRTs rates ofpayotherthanby comparison withNSWisof concern. 
	never 

	We recommendthatHSUEast,ACTHealthandCMCDconsultfurtheron this issue in the courseoftheirexamination ofthe legislative requirementto replace the ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with aModern Award. 
	One possiblesolutionisfor the parties to agree to adopt anominal correspondence between RT andHPlevels, and confirm thatthedeparturefrom the standardpattern of remunerationofHPs in theenterprise agreements is consistent withtheseagreements being vehicles foraddressing specialissues, including anycompellinglabour market rationale the parties have identified. 
	HSUEast’s submissionto the review sought alignment ofhospitalscientists, diagnostic radiographers and nuclearmedicine technologists withtheACTRT structure. We cannot recommendthis outcomefor thefollowing reasons: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	This approach would reopenthegender-relatedpaygapbetween science and engineeringgrades ontheone hand and social workers, physiotherapists, occupationaltherapists,dentaltherapists and similar occupations onthe other. This gap was consciouslyclosedbythecreation ofthe ProfessionalOfficerclassification structure under the APSSEPCasein 1990, anditwouldbewronginprinciple to reopenit. The HEFA(now HSU East),APESMA andthePOA(now CPSU)were allparties to this important reform. 

	• 
	• 
	The essential unityofhealthprofessional occupations was confirmedin 2004 under the HealthProfessionalReviewthatgave rise to thecurrent HealthProfessional careerstructure. 

	• 
	• 
	Since the establishment oftheACTRT rateswasessentiallybased on market considerations,then current market considerations are avalid way of closingthegapbetween the (relatively)low rates paidto otherACT healthprofessionals andthe(relatively)high rates paidtoACTRTs. Our researchhas shown thatthesalaries for other healthprofessionals (inthe science thetherapydisciplines) oughttoincrease, regardless ofthe level ofACT or NSWRTrates ofpay. To that extent, we feeljustifiedto propose closingthegap,but notto matchthe
	and




	CANBERRA LINEN SERVICE 
	CANBERRA LINEN SERVICE 
	The Canberra Linen Service (CLS)is acommercialbusiness unitwithintheTAMS Directorate. CLSis an off-budget entitywhichisentirelydependent on income from ACTHealth andtheprivatesector. ACTHealthis not obligedtouseCLS. 
	CLS was once abusiness unit within the formerTerritoryOwnedCorporation, Totalcare Industries. CLS staff were broughtbackinto the ACTPS severalyears ago. 
	Competitionin thecommercial linen service sectoris stronglyfocused onprice, although customersatisfaction is importantinmaintaining someongoing contracts (especiallywithACTHealth). 
	CLS uses auniqueclassification structure thatdraws togetherallCLS employees into asinglegrading system, regardless of occupation, and using acommon pay spine. Withtheexceptionof the three most seniorgrades (which appearto be aligned withSeniorOfficers intherest of the ACTPS),there is no clearrelationship between the CLS classificationstructureand any ofthe otherclassification structures. Table 26 compares theCLSpayspine withthe proposedSharedSalary Spine. 
	We requestedinformation from TAMS aboutthebackgroundto theclassifications andpayrates, especiallyto identifyto whatdegree allowances hadbeen incorporatedinto baserates ofpay. However,this information wasnotavailable bythe timewewere requiredto finaliseourreport. In this circumstance,weare inclinedto takea cautious approach. 
	On the basis ofitsunique history and character, itis notproposedto disturbthe main features oftheCLS classification structure atthis time. However,itis proposedthattheCLSpaypoints be aligned with appropriate paypoints inthe SharedSalarySpine (as perTable 26). In most cases,the alignmentthatis proposed relies on atranslationto the nexthigheravailable paypointinthe SSS (except where this would underminedistinctions based onqualifications orcreate asalaryoverlapbetween two adjacentCLS classification levels). 
	As isthe casewithtranslations for other employmentgroups,theresulting increases are different at everylevel ofthe classification structure. 
	In the longterm,it maybeadvisableforthe directparties to thesearrangements, in consultationwithCMCD,to identify what opportunities theyseetobringthe CLS classification structureinto closer alignment withtheproposed new ACTPS classification structure. Inthemeantime,CLS staffwould notbesubjectto the proposed new WLSs. 
	Current grade 
	Current grade 
	Current grade 
	Description 
	Current salary 
	Band 
	Pay point 
	New salary 
	Increase 

	CLS 1.1 CLS 1.2 CLS 1.3 
	CLS 1.1 CLS 1.2 CLS 1.3 
	Linen Assistant unqualified Linen Assistant qualified rate 
	$37,374 $37,834 $38,955 
	1 
	1 2 3 
	$38,010 $38,884 $39,779 
	1.70% 2.78% 2.12% 

	CLS 2.1 CLS 2.2 CLS 2.3 
	CLS 2.1 CLS 2.2 CLS 2.3 
	Leading Hand entry level 
	$41,842 $42,841 $43,457 
	2 
	2 3 3 
	$42,587 $43,566 $43,566 
	1.78% 1.69% 0.25% 

	CLS 3.1 
	CLS 3.1 
	Administrative staff entry level 
	$45,130 
	4 
	$45,594 
	1.03% 

	CLS 3.2 
	CLS 3.2 
	$46,716 
	3 
	2 
	$47,715 
	2.14% 

	CLS 3.3 
	CLS 3.3 
	Trades with qualifications entry level 
	$47,574 
	3 
	$48,812 
	2.60% 

	CLS 3.4 
	CLS 3.4 
	Drivers with required license entry 
	$48,916 
	4 
	$49,935 

	TR
	level 
	2.08% 

	CLS 3.5 
	CLS 3.5 
	Drivers maximum pay point 
	$49,864 
	5 
	$51,084 
	2.45% 

	CLS 4.1 
	CLS 4.1 
	Driver Lead Hand entry level 
	$51,333 
	4 
	1 
	$52,258 
	1.80% 

	CLS 4.2 
	CLS 4.2 
	$52,377 
	2 
	$53,460 
	2.07% 

	CLS 4.3 
	CLS 4.3 
	$53,621 
	3 
	$54,690 
	1.99% 

	CLS 4.4 
	CLS 4.4 
	$54,925 
	4 
	$55,948 
	1.86% 

	CLS 5.1 
	CLS 5.1 
	Production Supervisor entry level 
	$55,873 
	5 
	$57,235 
	2.44% 

	CLS 5.2 
	CLS 5.2 
	$57,591 
	5 
	1 
	$58,551 
	1.67% 

	CLS 5.3 
	CLS 5.3 
	Trades -Maintenance Supervisor 
	$59,987 
	3 
	$61,275 

	TR
	entry level 
	2.15% 

	CLS 5.4 
	CLS 5.4 
	$61,944 
	4 
	$62,685 
	1.20% 

	CLS 6.1 CLS 6.2 CLS 6.3 
	CLS 6.1 CLS 6.2 CLS 6.3 
	(no information available) 
	$64,772 $66,375 $67,545 
	6 
	1 2 3 
	$65,601 $67,110 $68,654 
	1.28% 1.11% 1.64% 

	CLS 7.1 
	CLS 7.1 
	(no information available) 
	$69,498 
	4 
	$70,233 
	1.06% 

	CLS 7.2 
	CLS 7.2 
	$72,980 
	7 
	1 
	$73,501 
	0.71% 

	CLS 7.3 
	CLS 7.3 
	$74,360 
	2 
	$75,191 
	1.12% 

	CLS 7.4 
	CLS 7.4 
	$77,112 
	4 
	$78,690 
	2.05% 

	CLS 7.5 
	CLS 7.5 
	$78,705 
	5 
	$80,500 
	2.28% 

	CLS 8.1 CLS 8.2 
	CLS 8.1 CLS 8.2 
	Managerial staff performing tasks similar to SOG C 
	$86,750 $93,535 
	Band 9 

	CLS 9.1 
	CLS 9.1 
	Managerial staff performing tasks similar to SOG B 
	$102,499 
	Band 10 

	CLS 9.2 
	CLS 9.2 
	$107,798 

	CLS 9.3 
	CLS 9.3 
	$115,388 

	CLS 10.1 
	CLS 10.1 
	Managerial staff performing tasks similar to SOG A 
	$119,042 
	Band 11 

	Table 26: Proposed Translation of CLS Service Classifications 
	Table 26: Proposed Translation of CLS Service Classifications 



	CANBERRA THEATRE CENTRE 
	CANBERRA THEATRE CENTRE 
	The Canberra Theatre Centre (CTC)is abusinessunit ofthe CulturalFacilities Corporation (CFC). CTCemploys averysmall numberofpermanenttechnical staff. Most employees workingfront ofhouse andbehindthe scenes on CTC productions areemployed ona casualbasis. 
	The rates for CTC staffin thecurrentCFC enterprise agreement are generally based on rates paidunderthe NSWCountryArtsCentresAward.This is aunique situationin theACTPS. 
	19 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Employment 
	Current Annual Salary* 
	Proposed 
	Proposed 
	NewAnnual 
	Increase 

	TR
	status 
	Band 
	paypoint 
	Salary 

	Patron Service Officer 1 Hairdresser, Dresser General stage hand 
	Patron Service Officer 1 Hairdresser, Dresser General stage hand 
	Casual 
	$36,692 
	1 
	1 
	$38,010 
	3.59% 

	PSO 2 Stage door keeper 
	PSO 2 Stage door keeper 
	Casual 
	$39,837 
	1 
	4 
	$40,693 
	2.15% 

	PSO 1 ticketing Technician 1 
	PSO 1 ticketing Technician 1 
	Casual 
	$41,838 
	2 
	2 
	$42,587 
	1.79% 

	Senior hair/wardrobe 
	Senior hair/wardrobe 
	Casual 
	$43,428 
	2 
	3 
	$43,566 
	0.32% 

	Technician 2 
	Technician 2 
	Casual 
	$44,898 
	2 
	5 
	$45,594 
	1.55% 

	PSO 2 ticketing 
	PSO 2 ticketing 
	Casual 
	$47,531 
	3 
	2 
	$47,715 
	0.39% 

	Technician 2 
	Technician 2 
	Staff 
	$50,765 
	3 
	5 
	$51,084 
	0.63% 

	Technician 3 
	Technician 3 
	Casual 
	$51,310 
	4 
	1 
	$52,258 
	1.85% 

	PSO 3 
	PSO 3 
	Casual 
	$52,746 
	4 
	2 
	$53,460 
	1.35% 

	Technician 4 
	Technician 4 
	Staff 
	$54,031 
	4 
	3 
	$54,690 
	1.22% 


	*Excludescasualloading 
	Table 27: Proposed Translation of Canberra Theatre Centre Casual Employees 
	ItisproposedtotranslateCTCgrades into theSharedSalarySpine on abest fit/point-to-pointbasis (referTable27). The paypoints adopted willbefixedpay points. Itis notintendedthat CTC employees will access anypaypointsin the SSS otherthan thoseset out above. 
	Itis also proposedthatCTC employees wouldbeexemptfrom theoperationof the proposed new WLSs. 
	This approachisintendedto preserve,as much as possible,the establishedpay and work value relativities between CTCgrades. 
	Now the LivePerformanceAward2010. 
	19 




	10.4 IMPLEMENTATION 10.4.1Costs 
	10.4 IMPLEMENTATION 10.4.1Costs 
	The cost oftranslationinto the new SSShas been projected atTable 28forthe fourlargest employment categories inscope fortheReview:thatis,ASOs,SOs, healthprofessionals andGSOs/HSOs/FSOs/BSOs. 
	Category 
	Category 
	Category 
	Annualexpenditure ($,000s) 
	Estimatedincrease ($,000s) 
	Percentage increase 

	ASO and SO 
	ASO and SO 
	$428,040 
	$16,825 
	3.93% 

	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	$ 75,852 
	$ 4,495 
	5.93% 

	GSOs/HSOs 
	GSOs/HSOs 
	$ 39,142 
	$ 1,640 
	4.19% 

	Subtotal 
	Subtotal 
	$528,630 
	$22,961 
	4.34% 

	All grades 
	All grades 
	$625,935 
	-
	-

	-
	-


	Table 28: Estimated Impact of Salary Translation over 3 years
	Table 28: Estimated Impact of Salary Translation over 3 years
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	PARAMETERS Data 
	CHRIS21payrolldata covering salaryandhigher duties allowances (HDA)forASOs, SOs,healthprofessionals andGSOs/HSOs/FSOs/BSOs for the 12 monthsending15 February2012providedthe snapshot ofdataforundertakingthese calculations. This data accountedfor84.5%oftheexpenditureonsalaryandHDA recordedin the CHRIS21payroll system forin-scopeemployment categories forthatperiod. 
	The data usedto compilethis projection excludes: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	non-CHRIS21 salaryrecords at15February2012, • out-of-scopeemployment categories, 

	• 
	• 
	employer superannuationcontributions, and • overtime and shift workpayments. 


	Timeline 
	Timeline 
	The calculations havebeenapplied overthreeyears,in linewith standardpractice and consistent withthehorizon for forward estimates. This timelineillustrates the ongoing effect of additional incrementpoints for the following(current)grades: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	SOC&SOA • GSO8,GSO9&GSO10 • HP3,HP4&HP6 • FSO7&FSO8. 

	• 
	• 
	GSO2,GSO4,GSO6,GSO7,GSO8,GSO9&GSO10 • HSO7&HSO9 


	These projections differfrom thosegiveninTable26ofthedraft ofthisReport,issued31March2012,becausethedatain the draftReport wasforinitialimplementationonly, whereasthese projections havebeencalculatedout over 3years,. 
	20 

	We have describedthe firstyearofimplementationas Year 0. 

	Methodology 
	Methodology 
	In ourReport on Element2ofthis Reviewweidentified severalkey salary benchmarks to guidetheestablishment ofthe SharedSalarySpine andthe translation of existinggrades into it. The resultingSSS embeds these benchmarks. 
	The overallpercentage increasein thesalarybillhas been calculated as a weighted average oftheincreases at everysalarypoint within thesample,with actual salaries alreadyin payment used as the base. The percentage increases applied at eachlevelhas beencalculated on thebasisthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The overall staffingprofile(numbers andlevels)will remain constant. 

	• 
	• 
	The translation is not “point-to-point” (althoughit willbe point-to-pointfor the great majorityof employees),butto the firstavailable, nexthigherpay pointintheSSS. This reflects therealitythat there are far fewer paypoints in the proposedSSSthan thetotal number ofpaypoints across all salary scales forthe translated grades. As well, somegrades translate to aPay Bandthathas morepoints than atpresent, and sometranslate to aPay Band withfewer. 

	• 
	• 
	Our calculations arebased onthe assumption that resources willbe applied preferentiallyto the lowestpaid employees,ratherthan employees who are already closer to 
	benchmark.
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	• 
	• 
	Normalincremental advancement willthenmoveemployees throughto their finalpointintheSSS,if the first translation has not alreadydoneso. 



	Limitations 
	Limitations 
	The snapshot ofdatausedin the calculations isasample andisaccordinglynot complete. Itisnonethelessarepresentativesampleoftheoverallprofileofthe ACTPS(in-scopecategories),andaccordinglyextrapolationtoencompassthe15.5% ofCHRIS21-paidemployeesandallotherin-scopeemployeesonotherpayrollsystems wouldbelikelytofollowasimilarprofile. 
	The projections havebeen madeovera 3-yeartimeline only. Extension of calculation outoveranextra2years wouldincludethe effect of allincrement points. Afourthyearofanalysis wouldinclude thecomplete impact onHP6, GSO7,HSO7,FSO7,BSO7,GSO9,HSO9 andSOA. Afifthyear would reflectthe final resultforHP4,GSO8,HSO8,FSO8 andSOC. 
	However,thesecalculationswouldnotgenerateamoreusefulestimateofthepro rataincrease,asthemajorityofchangesareincurredinthefirst3years—around halfinthefirstyearalone. 
	21 At 
	a first approximation, the effect of adopting the alternative “point to point” approachis to collapse increases from all yearsintoone, whichgenerates theprospectthattheimplementationwillbecompromisedbyfinancialobstacles. 
	DISCUSSION 
	DISCUSSION 
	Detailed calculations that maybe undertaken byTreasurymayextend beyondthe limitations described above. Nonetheless,thefollowing observationsmaybemade. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Some employees wouldreceive muchless than4.34%upon translationto the new SSS, and others much more(forsomeemployees, normal incremental advancement will resultinprogressionthroughtheproposed PayBands that willdeliverrealincreases infinalpayrates more than 10% higherthan existing rates). Thedifferential increases reflectthe needto directfunds to thelevels in thecurrent classification structurerequiring the most adjustmenttomeettheexternalbenchmarks. From our perspective,iffunds availableforpayincreases are l

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The totalimpactonACTGovernment salaryand salary-related expenditure for in-scopegrades is notpresentedhere. Furtherfactors to betaken into consideration include: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Superannuation is akeycost notincludedinourcalculations. 

	• 
	• 
	The increases would extend also to staffon non-CHRIS-21 systems, and also to theother15.5%ofin-scope staffon CHRIS-21payroll. 

	• 
	• 
	On the otherhand,becausethepredictedincrease does notflowto out-of-scopeemployment categories (such as doctors, nurses and teachers),the impact onthetotal ACTGovernment wages billwillbe muchless than 4.34%. 



	3. 
	3. 
	Most oftheusual salaryon-costs scale directly withthe increasein underlying salaryexpenditure. Ourprojections therefore provide astrong indicatorthattheincreaseinsalary expenditure requiredto bringACTPS payrates into linewithexternalbenchmarks is not,in ageneral sense, excessive. 


	Withthe overallimpactunderstood,itis now possible todescribe in moredetail the impact oftheproposed changes for the Career Clusters. 
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	LegalClusterissubjecttofurtherworkbetweenthe parties,andaccordinglyisnotfurtheranalysedhere. 
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	SupportServices Career Cluster –ASO5-6 andSenior Officers 
	SupportServices Career Cluster –ASO5-6 andSenior Officers 
	The numericaldominanceofthe ASOandSenior Officer grades in the ACTPS necessarilyentails significant commitment ofGovernment resources. 
	CHRIS21 expenditure for the group as awholeforthe surveyyear comes to $428 million, suggestingthatthe combinedACTPSpayrollfor the groupis closeto $0.5 billionperannum. 
	We have limited ourdetailed consideration to Strategy2,3 and4levels –thatis, those pointswherenew graduates arerecruited,where trained and experienced stafffind careeradvancement, andthegreatest needto recruit experienced applicantswithhighlevel specialised expertise exists. 
	The followingTable(Table29)highlights the effects oftranslation intothe SSSin Year 0andthe availabilityof additionalpaylevels in Years 1and2. 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	Grades 
	CHRIS21Expenditure ($,000s) 
	%IncreaseinExpenditure Year0–Year2 

	Work Unit Supervisors Project Officers Contracts Officers Finance Officers 
	Work Unit Supervisors Project Officers Contracts Officers Finance Officers 
	ASO 4 ASO 5 ASO 6 
	$ 49,292 $ 40,477 $ 68,528 
	4.6% 4.6% 8.8% 

	Project Managers Business Managers 
	Project Managers Business Managers 
	SO C 
	$ 83,711 
	7.2% 

	Managers Senior Managers 
	Managers Senior Managers 
	SO B SO A 
	$ 56,313 $ 34,688 
	3.2% 6.5% 

	Table 29: Cost Impact on Support Services Career Cluster 
	Table 29: Cost Impact on Support Services Career Cluster 


	The most notablefeatureis theconsiderable additionalinvestment requiredto recruit and retain employees atASO6 andSOC. From Year 0to Year 2,these two grades will require acommitment of anestimated additional$2.7millionand$6 million respectively(CHRIS21payroll ). 
	only

	The needfor additional resources arises directlyfrom the deficitbetween current ACTPS salary rates and externalbenchmarks. But wealsonotethattheACTPShas amarkeddemographic bulgeatASO6/SOC. 
	ASO4,ASO5,ASO6 andSOC exhibitthehighestturnover rates ofthe ASO/SO stream (9.2%,8.4%,8.3% and8.6% respectively). ACTPSSOC salaries are ranked below the 5percentile in theCanberra publicservicelabourmarket, and cannot be expectedto be attractiveto highquality applicants. The proposedinvestment will address Strategy3(retention of experienced staff) andStrategy4(attraction of skilled external applicants). 
	th 


	People Services Career Cluster –HealthProfessionals 
	People Services Career Cluster –HealthProfessionals 
	This categoryincludes alltherapygrades and all hospital scientists –including, physiotherapists, occupationaltherapists, medicallaboratoryscientists, diagnostic radiographers –as wellas social workers andpsychologists.Itisthe second mostpopulousemployment category ofthe in-scope categories. 
	This categoryis typifiedbyahighinvestmentin learning on thepart ofthe employee,bothbeforeandduring employment,high workperformance andhigh qualityrequirements, and ahighlycompetitivelabour market. Several specialised disciplines inthis categoryexperience ahighlevel ofpersistentkeyperson risk. 
	Table 30 summarises somecostimpacton People Services Career Cluster. 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	Grades 
	CHRIS21Expenditure ($,000s) 
	%IncreaseinExpenditure Year0–Year2 

	New Graduates through to th 7year of experience 
	New Graduates through to th 7year of experience 
	HP 1 & HP 2 
	$ 20,206 
	2.93% 

	Senior Scientists Team Leaders 
	Senior Scientists Team Leaders 
	HP 3 
	$ 32,938 
	7.54% 

	Modality Leaders 
	Modality Leaders 
	HP 4 
	$ 17,526 
	7.13% 

	Discipline Managers 
	Discipline Managers 
	HP 5 
	$ 3,787 
	3.47% 

	Principal Scientists 
	Principal Scientists 
	HP 6 
	$ 1,392 
	6.48% 

	Table 30: Cost Impact on People Services Career Cluster 
	Table 30: Cost Impact on People Services Career Cluster 


	The firstpointto makeaboutthe estimates is therelatively smallincrease in resources (~$600,000) requiredto address the gapbetween the ACTand other jurisdictions forearly-careerprofessionals (wherewe have proposedthattheHP2 maximum salaryincreaseto $75,191). This is explainedbythe adequacyofACT salaries fornew and recentgraduates –thesalaryscale therefore only requires adjustment atits upperlevels. This investment will strengthen theACT’s position in relation to Strategy2targets (new andrecent graduates) and
	The ACT’s marketposition is muchless favourableatHP3 andHP4, wherenone ofthe salaries presently on offermeet reasonableexternalbenchmarks. The investment requiredis significant($2.5million and$1.2 million respectively(CHRIS 21payroll only, excluding overtimeandshiftpenalties)). However,the return is expectedto comefrom betterperformanceunderStrategy3(retention of experienced staff) andStrategy4(attractionof skilled external applicants). 
	Severalgroup andindividualSEAswill eitherbeabsorbed or totallyreplacedby the increases proposedforHPs. 

	Infrastructure Services Career Cluster –GSOs,FSOs andBSOs 
	Infrastructure Services Career Cluster –GSOs,FSOs andBSOs 
	The third mostpopulous ofthe in-scope categoriesare GSOs and relatedgrades, includingBSOs,FSOs andHSOs. 
	This groupincludes alargegroup of employees distributedbetween TAMS,ESDD, ETD andACTHealthinvolvedin providinghorticultural services andbuilding trades maintenanceservices,thesupervisionofthese services, andbuilding inspection functions. 
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	Indicative levels of current salaryexpenditureandthe estimatedlevel ofincreases requiredfor various employment categories from Year 0to Year 2is setoutin Table 31. 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	KeyEmploymentCategories 
	Grades 
	CHRIS21Expenditure ($,000s) 
	%IncreaseinExpenditure Year0–Year2 

	Horticulture Workers, Trades Assistants and BSOs 
	Horticulture Workers, Trades Assistants and BSOs 
	GSO 3 GSO 4 
	$ 7,666 $ 2,228 
	5.3% 6.5% 

	Base Trades 
	Base Trades 
	GSO 5 GSO 6 
	$ 3,355 $ 2,533 
	4.6% 5.5% 

	Advanced Trades and Trades Supervisors 
	Advanced Trades and Trades Supervisors 
	GSO 7 FSO 7 GSO 8 FSO 8 
	$ 2,949 $ 427 $ 1,296 $ 349 
	4.9% 4.9% 7.1% 6.2% 

	Building Inspectors and Works Supervisors 
	Building Inspectors and Works Supervisors 
	GSO 9 GSO 10 
	$ 1,012 $ 2,214 
	6.6% 5.6% 

	Table 31: Cost Impact on Infrastructure Services Career Cluster 
	Table 31: Cost Impact on Infrastructure Services Career Cluster 


	The increases indicated herearisefrom asubstantial restructuring ofpayscales to fitinto thenew11-bandSSS. This restructuring meets to adegree the demands for higherrates ofpayfortradespersons based onexternal market realities, and also addresses the gapbetween GSOandHSO rates ofpayatlower classification levels. Itis alsointendedto providesupportforthe proposalto set separate minimum entrypointsin Band3 andBand4 ofthe new salarystructure for Certificate III,Certificate IV,Diploma anddualtrades qualifiedtrade
	The overalllevel ofinvestment requiredto address this restructuringisofthe order of$1.3 million (CHRIS21payroll only,excluding overtime and shift penalties). The investment shouldbeexpectedto have an impact onresultsunder Strategies 1,2,3 and4. 
	A smaller, related group of employees provides food services and ward services in the ACT public hospital system. This groupisnot examinedinanydetailinthissection,butdoesfeaturein thesummarytablewithotherGSO-relatedgrades. 
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	10.4.2StagingOptions 
	10.4.2StagingOptions 
	There are three broad options fortransitioningto the new classificationandpay structures (with aworked example atTable32): 
	OPTION 1–STAGED IMPLEMENTATION –NEXT HIGHER PAY BAND 
	OPTION 1–STAGED IMPLEMENTATION –NEXT HIGHER PAY BAND 
	Our assessmentis thattheoverall costimpact ofthe payincreases flowingfrom this Reviewwillbe modest(oftheorderof4.34%ofpayroll,limitedtoin-scope employees only), especiallywhentheexpectedlong-term benefits are taken into account. However, weare aware thattheremaybereasons goingtotheACT’s financialposition that mitigate againstimmediateimplementation. 
	Ifthere is adesire to distribute theincreases over alongertime frame than one financialyear,thenwe proposethat the implementation ofthenew SSS and classification structurebestagedin the followingway: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The nextincrease to payrates after1July2012 wouldinvolve atranslation of each currentpaypointinto, ,the lowestpaypointintherelevant paybandin thenew SSS,therelevantpoint in the special salaryscale proposedforthe specialtranslation cases described earlier in this report. 
	either
	or


	• 
	• 
	Allprevioussalaryscales willbereplacedbytheSSS atthis first stage 

	• 
	• 
	Later stages ofthetranslationcan now be defined as movements to higher paypointsintheSSSbynormal incremental advancement. 


	This is themodelusedfordeveloping ourcostprojections (althoughtheprojected total would notbenoticeablydifferent iftranslation was effected overlongeror shorter timeframes). 
	Fewer andfewer paypoints willrequire adjustment at each stage. Incremental advancement willdeliver the full extent ofthefinancialbenefits to existing staff byYear 4 
	As discussedin Section10.4.1 above,thesefinal stage adjustments may, cumulatively,bequitesignificant in some cases. 
	This option has theadvantage thatthe other reforms arisingfrom theReview can be fullyimplemented, mostlyimplemented orpartiallyimplementedin accordance with aschedulethat matches the increase flowingthroughto employees. Itis alsoreasonablysimple,asit relies on the existingincremental advancement system to deliverall second-level payincreases. 
	We suggestthat,ifthismodelis adopted, other major reforms arisingfrom the review shouldbe implementedin astaged way: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Since all employees willbetranslateddirectlyinto the new PayBands,the new 11-level classificationstructurewouldbe implementedin connection with orsoon afterthefirst stageof salarytranslation takes place. 

	• 
	• 
	The first alignment of entrylevelprofessional salaries in accordancewith the CPES will alsooccurinthefirst stage. 

	• 
	• 
	All other reforms associated withtheoutcomes from the Review shouldbe implementedin connection withthe second stage. 



	OPTION 2–STAGED IMPLEMENTATION –NEXT HIGHER PAY POINT 
	OPTION 2–STAGED IMPLEMENTATION –NEXT HIGHER PAY POINT 
	This is amodified version ofOption 1where: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	All employees in allgrades translateto thenethighest availablepaypoint in the SSS. 

	• 
	• 
	All employees move bynormalincremental advancement, or an agreed modifiedtranslation timetable,into higher paypoints, untilthefinal positionis reached. 


	Its onlyadvantageis financial –salaryincreases can be ramped upmoreslowly over time. 
	Its main disadvantageisthatthegrades that needmost attention interms of achievingfairmarket rates (e.g. ASO6 andHP3,SOC andHP4) are likelybe the grades withthe longestdelay. 
	Other problems withthis approachinclude: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	While itis neithertechnicallycomplicated nor difficulttounderstand,ithas the potentialto generatea needforlong-winded and confusing monitoring and management ofthetranslation process, and concomitant costs. 

	• 
	• 
	Itdoes notsupportimmediateadoption ofthe new classification structure for allgrades in allCareerClusters. 


	However,the option is feasible,and wehavepresented manyofthetranslations in this Report on thebasis of this model. 

	OPTION 3–IMMEDIATE INTRODUCTION 
	OPTION 3–IMMEDIATE INTRODUCTION 
	Our assessment oftheincreased salarycost associated withthisinitiative(see 
	10.4.1)is greaterthan butisalso of asimilar order to the next economic increase due to bepaidunderACTPS enterprise agreements from 1July2012(3.5%). 
	This suggeststo us thatthereis scope for all ofthe salaryincreases arisingfrom the Review tobe implemented atthesamepoint in time. Thiswouldbecloserto a “pointtopoint” translation. 
	The advantages ofthis approachinclude: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Complicated andlong-windedtranslation processes and associated monitoring arrangements and costs are avoided 

	• 
	• 
	Employees and otherstakeholders seeall ofthereward-oriented aspects ofthe Review implemented atthesametime 

	• 
	• 
	Similarly,the ACTPS willestablishitself at anewpointin thelabourmarket at an earlystage,to address retentionissues 


	The keydisadvantages ofthis optionis that: 
	• The industrialparties maynothavehadtime to finalise the implementation arrangements forother important reforms arisingfrom the Review. 

	RECOMMENDED OPTION 
	RECOMMENDED OPTION 
	No options arelowercost options. The SSSis aconstant, andthegaps betweencurrent rates andthe appropriaterates undertheSSS arethe same underall options. 
	Option 2is not recommendedforreason thatitfails to address the ACTPS’s most pressing needs soon enough, anditis administrativelycumbersome. Administrativelycumbersome systems should always be avoidedin situations where resources are limited. 
	Ofthe othertwo options,whilst Option 3is themost efficient,in ourassessment the most realistic optionis Option1,for the reason that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Ittranslates all employees into thecorrectPay Band or PayScaleatthe earliest stage. 

	• 
	• 
	Itpreferentiallydelivers higher payincreases to employees whose salaries are furthestfrom benchmarks. 

	• 
	• 
	It relies on the established system ofincremental advancementto deliver subsequentpayrises, requires aone-off administrative effort atthe beginning,anddelivers remaining outcomes automatically. 

	• 
	• 
	The staged approachtosalaryincreases is better matchedto thestaged approachthatis likelyto be requiredto implement otherreforms. 

	• 
	• 
	Itprovides abalancebetween theneedto address labourmarket and industrial considerations withthe circumstances ofthe ACTGovernment’s budgetposition,ifthiswereto emergeas areasonfor blockinga worthwhile reform agenda. 


	In either case,there are threshold conditions to be addressed: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The Government andtheindustrialparties needto make arealistic appraisal oftheircapacityto deliveron the wholereform agenda before making acommitmentto one optionor another. 

	2. 
	2. 
	CMCD must reorganiseandbuildcertainkeycapabilities before manyof the proposed reforms willbecomefeasible. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The relevant unions must organisethemselves and allocate time and resources to dealing with asignificant and complexreform agenda. 

	4. 
	4. 
	ImplementingthenewSSS withoutimplementingthe new classification standards and otherreforms is not recommended. 


	Current 
	Current 
	Current 
	Paypointno. PayBand PP New 
	Immediate 
	Increasein 

	salary 
	salary 
	salary 
	increase 
	totalbenefit derivedfrom newsalaryscale 

	Option1 
	Option1 
	20 5 1 $ 58,551 

	$59,080 
	$59,080 
	21 2 $ 59,898 
	1.38% 
	8.15% 

	$60,187 
	$60,187 
	22 3 $ 61,275 
	1.81% 
	8.00% 

	$61,340 
	$61,340 
	2.19% 
	7.85% 

	$62,552 
	$62,552 
	23 4 $ 62,685 
	0.21% 
	7.70% 

	$63,856 
	$63,856 
	24 5 $ 64,126 
	0.42% 
	7.54% 

	$65,561 
	$65,561 
	25 6 1 $ 65,601 
	0.06% 
	7.35% 

	$67,031 
	$67,031 
	26 2 $ 67,110 
	0.12% 
	7.19% 

	TR
	27 3 $ 68,654 
	2.30% 

	TR
	28 4 $ 70,233 
	4.65% 

	TR
	29 5 $ 71,848 
	7.06% 

	Option2 
	Option2 

	$59,080 
	$59,080 
	11.04% 
	8.15% 

	$60,187 
	$60,187 
	9.00% 
	8.00% 

	$61,340 
	$61,340 
	6.95% 
	7.85% 

	$62,552 
	$62,552 
	4.87% 
	7.70% 

	$63,856 
	$63,856 
	2.73% 
	7.54% 

	$65,561 
	$65,561 
	25 6 1 $ 65,601 
	0.06% 
	7.35% 

	$67,031 
	$67,031 
	26 2 $ 67,110 
	0.12% 
	7.19% 

	TR
	27 3 $ 68,654 
	2.30% 

	TR
	28 4 $ 70,233 
	4.65% 

	TR
	29 5 $ 71,848 
	7.06% 

	Option3 
	Option3 

	$59,080 
	$59,080 
	25 6 1 $ 65,601 
	11.04% 
	8.15% 

	$60,187 
	$60,187 
	26 2 $ 67,110 
	11.50% 
	8.00% 

	$61,340 
	$61,340 
	27 3 $ 68,654 
	11.92% 
	7.85% 

	$62,552 
	$62,552 
	28 4 $ 70,233 
	12.28% 
	7.70% 

	$63,856 
	$63,856 
	12.52% 
	7.54% 

	$65,561 
	$65,561 
	9.59% 
	7.35% 

	$67,031 
	$67,031 
	29 5 $ 71,848 
	7.19% 
	7.19% 

	Table 32: Initial Increase vs. Final Benefit – GSO 9 and HSO9 
	Table 32: Initial Increase vs. Final Benefit – GSO 9 and HSO9 


	In Options 1and2,paypoints 27,28 and29 are accessed via incremental advancement. The final benefit of adoptingthenew salaryscale is identical, whether Option 1,2or3is adopted. 


	10.4.3EarlyInterventions 
	10.4.3EarlyInterventions 
	The translation of ourresearchand recommendationsinto changes to classification,payand working arrangements –includingtiming –is amatterfor the ACTGovernment,CMCD,Directorates and unions. There are onlya small numberof cases wherewebelieve earlyintervention is warranted. 
	EQUAL REMUNERATION CASE 
	EQUAL REMUNERATION CASE 
	We note that current starting salaries forHealthCare Assistants Grade 2and DisabilitySupportOfficer1 arebelow the benchmarks for work of commensurate value acceptedbytheFullBenchofFWAin theEqualRemuneration Case. 
	The benchmarks submittedto FWAwerecalculated as an average of relevant rates in State andlocalgovernment servicearoundAustralia. Some rates would have been above thestatedbenchmark,and some below. Inthe ACTPS,HCA2 and DSO1 rates are below thebenchmark. Paying rates below thebenchmarkis not unusual,butwesuggestthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the original salaryvaluationof thiswork mayhavebeen affectedby negative attitudes topayforcaring work at paraprofessionallevel, and 

	• 
	• 
	the original valuationofthis work may alsohave been affectedbygenderrelatedbias in fixing rates ofpay, of the kindthat an equal remuneration order is intendedto correct. 
	-





	HealthCare AssistantGrade 2 
	HealthCare AssistantGrade 2 
	Subjecttofurtherconsultation between CMCDandACTHealthDirectorateon its likelyeffects, we recommendthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the parties take steps toincreasetherateofpayfor the classificationof HealthCare AssistantGrade2to no less than $43,482per annum, and 

	• 
	• 
	HealthCare AssistantGrade2 willtranslateintothe new SharedSalary Spine no lowerthan paypoint8 -$43,566. 



	DisabilitySupportOfficer 1 
	DisabilitySupportOfficer 1 
	Subjecttofurtherconsultation between CMCDandCSD on its likelyeffects, we recommendthat: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	CommunityServices Directorateadoptthepracticeof commencing new employees atthethird salarypoint of the DSO1 salaryscale –$43,392, and increase the salaries of allDSO1 staffto this level, and 

	• 
	• 
	DSO1 willtranslateintothenew SharedSalarySpine no lowerthan pay point8 -$43,566. 


	INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICER GRADE 1 
	INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OFFICER GRADE 1 
	The proposedbroadbanding oftheITO1 andASO5 salary ranges willprovide a professional salaryscalefornew entrants and aidretention ofITO1suntilthenew SharedSalarySpine is fullyimplemented. 

	BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES –TOTAL RATE REFORMS 
	BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYEES –TOTAL RATE REFORMS 
	There is asubstantialbodyof work requiredtoprovide further supportfora case for movingto atotal rateapproachto fixingpay rates forthese employees,ifthe parties are attractedto this approach. 
	The first step oughttobereform and standardize existing allowances. 
	We also urge the partiesto adopttheminimumclassification framework already proposed,thatis: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Adopt selectpaypointsatGSO4for the new adultapprenticeship scale 

	• 
	• 
	AppointCertificateIVqualified andlicensedtradespersons atGSO6 (provideditis agreedthatlicenseallowancewillno longerbepaid) 

	• 
	• 
	Appointdualtrades qualifiedtradespersons atGSO7 



	TRAINEE RATESOF PAY 
	TRAINEE RATESOF PAY 
	We recommend addition of aclauseto current enterprise agreements that increases Trainee A,B andC rates by3.8%forTrainees undertaking aCertificateIV program, consistent withthemodel clause foundincurrentModern Awards. 


	10.4.4 SpecialEmploymentArrangements 
	10.4.4 SpecialEmploymentArrangements 
	We have already made recommendations in ourElement2Report regardingthe reform ofSEAs, and made recommendations abouttransitional arrangements. 
	We now furtherproposethatthetranslation ofan employee with an SEAinto the new SSS should allow an SEAtobeabsorbedto the maximum extentpossible. 
	For example: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	AHealthProfessionalLevel4presentlyoccupyingthe maximum salary point($93,535) and receiving a10%SEA allowance (= $9,354) would notbe translatedto paypoint41($94,389). Theywouldinsteadbe translatedto the paypointimmediatelybelow their current totalcash salary($102,889) – thatis,paypoint44($101,053). 

	• 
	• 
	The residue ofthe SEA allowancewoulddisappearonthe occasionoftheir nextincrement, when theirbasepaywouldincreaseto $103,337. 


	10.4.5Maintenance ofthe SharedSalarySpine 
	From 1July2012,theSSS shouldbeupdatedbyrebasingthewholescaleonthe new rate forHSO2(thatis,$39,340). 
	As aresult,the valueofpaypoint55wouldincrease from $129,772to $134,314. 
	The system ofpaypointnumbering,the associationofpaypointsinto 11Pay Bands, andthepaypointdefinitions for specialSalaryScales, will not change. 
	Importantly,thekeypaypoints in the SSSthatembed relativities to the external labourmarket willbepreserved and updatedin linewiththe increaseinenterprise agreement rates ofpay 
	Our projectedpercentagesalarycostincreases will notchange. TheSSS will risein lock stepwithincreases to actual agreement rates ofpay,preservingtheexact degree oftheir proportionality. 
	The Table atAnnexeQ:illustrates how theSharedSalarySpine wouldbeupdated to take account ofthe1July2012increase to ACTPS rates ofpaywhilst maintainingtheinternal relativities withinthe SSS. 


	11 SUMMARY 
	11 SUMMARY 
	The followingTableoutlines the SalaryScale structure proposed. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	There are onlyeleven Classification Levels, eachwith aWorkLevelStandard. 

	2. 
	2. 
	In the standard case(Uniform SalaryScale,or USS), each oftheClassification Levels is associated with oneof elevenPayBands onthe SharedSalarySpine. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Asignificant numberofexisting classifications (eg:ASO1-6,GSO7-10,SPOA-C) are readilytranslatedto oneoftheeleven Classification Levels. Thesalary scales forthese classifications arethen replacedbyone oftheeleven standardPayBands. 

	4. 
	4. 
	In some cases, uniquesalarystructures,market rates,qualification requirements andthe like that require distinctivesalaryscales to be maintained. Thesespecial requirements areset outin Table 33. 

	5. 
	5. 
	All ofthese proposed salaryscales areconstructedfrom PayPoints inthe SharedSalarySpine. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Subjecttotherules proposedforconstructinga Broadband—includingthe rule that restricts the creation of aBroadbandto exactly2 adjoiningWork Classification Levels—Broadbanding maybe usedin respect ofpositions that are subjectto anyofthesesalaryscales. 

	7. 
	7. 
	The salaryforallpositions willbedetermined usingthe USS, unless the occupationand/ornatureof the work and/or qualifications (as documentedin the JobDescription)requires that one ofthe special salaryscales takes precedence over the USS. 

	8. 
	8. 
	In line withthestandard approach,the grading ofjobs that aresubjectto these special salaryscales is tobebasedonthe 11-level classification structure. The WorkLevelStandards for this classification structurewillbe usedin lieuof anypre-existing classificationstandards anddescriptions. 

	9. 
	9. 
	The use oftheSSS,theUSS and anyspecial salaryscales willbe subjectto a Public SectorManagementStandard. 


	In totalthere are only11 classification levelsproposed,for100%oftheworkforce within scopeforthisReview. To meet special market circumstances somespecial salaryscales are proposed. Overall,thenumberof unique paysituationsmaybe reducedfrom 193(Annexe D:)to 78. As indicatedin the Notes to Table33,itmay be possibletoaccommodatea further 6situations (italicised)within theUSS,thus reducingthe numberto72. 
	SalaryScale 
	SalaryScale 
	SalaryScale 
	No.of levels 11 
	Notes 

	Uniform (USS) 
	Uniform (USS) 

	Apprentices 
	Apprentices 
	1 

	Trainees 
	Trainees 
	3 

	Common Professional Entry (CPES) 
	Common Professional Entry (CPES) 
	1 

	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer 
	1 
	Calvary Hospital to review requirement 

	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	10 
	TD
	Figure


	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	6 
	CLS7, CLS8, CLS9 use the USS 

	Clinical Coders 
	Clinical Coders 
	1 

	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	Clinical Coders Trainee 
	1 

	Correctional Officer 
	Correctional Officer 
	4 

	Dental Assistant 
	Dental Assistant 
	3 

	Dentist 
	Dentist 
	3 

	Disability Support Officer 
	Disability Support Officer 
	3 
	Possibly suited to adoption of USS 

	Health Care Assistant 
	Health Care Assistant 
	5 
	TD
	Figure


	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	3 
	HP4, HP5 and HP6 use the USS 

	Legal 1 
	Legal 1 
	1 
	Legal 2 uses the USS 

	Medical Physics 
	Medical Physics 
	5 

	Prosecutor 
	Prosecutor 
	5 
	Outcome from work value case 

	Public Affairs Officer 
	Public Affairs Officer 
	5 
	Suited toadoptionof USS 

	Radiation Therapist 
	Radiation Therapist 
	6 


	78 
	TOTAL 
	Table 33: Proposed Salary Scales 
	Much ofthecomplexityspecifiedin translationandimplementation tables herein is adirect result ofthecomplexityof salary requirements currentlyin use. However,this is transitional. Onceimplemented: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the numberof uniquelevels withinsalary scales for in-scope positions willbe reducedto around40% ofthecurrent number; 

	• 
	• 
	allin-scopepositionswill relyupon only11Classification Levels and20SalaryScales, all applied similarly 

	• 
	• 
	4ofthosescales—theUSS andthosefor training and entry—comprise the minimum necessaryforworkforce management; 

	• 
	• 
	The vast majorityofin-scopepositions—around85%—wouldbe coveredbythe Uniform SalaryScale, and aroundhalf of thebalance—healthprofessionals—would be coveredbyone special scale. 
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	In light of rapid evolution ofindustries,professions andqualifications, we encourage the ACTPSto program regular reviews of any special scales, to confirm their ongoing relevance and usefulness, with aview to greater use of the USS. 
	One agency—ACT Health—employs over half of the staff covered by special scales, and over half of the special salary scales proposed are specific tothatAgency. 
	24 


	12 CONCLUSION 
	12 CONCLUSION 
	This is thefinalReport of aseries offiveissuedduringtheACTPSClassification Review. 
	The firstInterim Report(O’Shea &Smith2011)identifiedtwo keyhistorical pressures thathave shapedtheACTPS overits 20year history. Firstly,the antecedents oftheACTPSin theAPS,whichhave left alegacyof structures and approaches that aregearedto theneeds of anationalgovernment overthe 20century, ratherthan agovernment withstate andlocallevel obligations inthe21century. Secondly,theimpact of “New PublicManagement” on its development as an independent entityoverthelasttwo decades,whichhas left alegacyof decentraliz
	th 
	st 

	Consistency.Inconsistencyand corporateinefficiencyhave been the unintentional results ofdecentralization. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Special circumstances and exceptions to meetlocalneeds create complications forprocessing, andfor decision-making, whichleads to inconsistent advice, and consequent risk offurthercomplications. 

	• 
	• 
	With multipleapproaches to many similar problems and situations, central functions arestrugglingto resource supportfor these multiple approaches andtheirconsequentlydisparatedata sources. 

	• 
	• 
	Reports are hardto obtain,labour-intensiveto produce, and maylack some data. 

	• 
	• 
	Recruitmentis made more expensive andtime-consumingbyunclear standards,inconsistentdescriptions,andlocal orientation. 


	ThisReviewrecognizestheimportanceoflocalknowledgeindetermininglocal needs,andrecommendsareaswhereDirectoratesshouldretainresponsibility(Key Recommendations9,10,18,21).Italsorecommendsthatcorporaterequirementsfor consistentstrategies,operationsandstandardsbeaddressed(Key Recommendations3,11,17,19, 22,28).Outcomesthatmaybeexpectedinclude: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Centralfunctions ableto absorb some increase in future workload; 

	•
	•
	•

	Centralfunctions morerobust; 

	•
	•
	•

	More accurate data to enableplanning and supportmanagement decisions; 

	•
	•
	•

	More effective recruitment activity. 


	Mobility within theACTPSis compromisedbycurrent structures. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Inconsistentlevels and ambiguous definitionsmakeitdifficultto move people from onepositionto another withouttriggeringpromotionactivity; 

	• 
	• 
	Highlyspecificvocational classification structures (eg:DSO,GSO)do not provide clear pathways forvertical mobility; 

	• 
	• 
	Structures are notlinkedto relevant skills andknowledge. 


	ThisReviewrecognizesthevalueoftheclearlinkageofclassificationstructuresto relevantskillsandknowledgeinsomeareas(eg:healthprofessionals,trades)and recommendssuchlinkageforallpositions(KeyRecommendations1.2,23).Italso recognizesthevalueoftheclearpromotionopportunitiesandcareerpathwaysthat areavailableinsomeotherareas(egASOandSOstreams)andrecommendsthat thesebeavailableonaconsistentbasisalso(KeyRecommendations6,13,25). Outcomesthatmaybeexpectedinclude: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Capacityto respondtonew requirements without incurring recruitment costs andtimedelays ; 

	•
	•
	•

	Reduction in appeal costs; 

	•
	•
	•

	Improvedqualityof classificationmaterials,includingpositiondescriptions, worklevel standards and salarydata; 

	•
	•
	•

	Employee ValuePropositionimprovedfor staffwho perceivedthemselves as currentlyblockedfrom furthercareerdevelopment andpromotional opportunities; 

	•
	•
	•

	Improvementin retention; 

	•
	•
	•

	Supportfor Respect,EquityandDiversity(RED)initiatives. 


	Adaptability to changing needs is also compromisedby current structures. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Structures linkedto entryqualifications arehard-pressedto remain relevantin the light of current workforceprofiles andpatterns; 

	• 
	• 
	Ongoing changes in professionalpractice are not easilyrecognised; 

	• 
	• 
	New models of service delivery are difficulttotrial andimplement when classificationstructures presuppose historical relativities and relationships. 


	ThisReviewrecognizestheneedforinternaladaptabilitytomeettheemergent needsofamodernpublicsectorworkforceinadynamiceconomy(Key Recommendations4,14,15,16).Italsorecognizestheneedforexternallinkageto broadereconomicinfluences,soastodetectandrespondtothemastheyemerge (KeyRecommendation4,5,8,20,24,26).Outcomesthatmaybeexpectedinclude: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Capacityto respondtolargescaleworkforceevolution; 

	•
	•
	•

	Recruitment activitysupportedbyintelligible andaccurate advertising, and market-sensitive rates and strategies; 

	•
	•
	•

	Reduction in costs associatedwith maintenance ofposition descriptions, worklevel standards and salarydata; 

	•
	•
	•

	Easiersupportfornewmodels of servicedelivery. 


	Integrity maybe unintentionally compromisedbythe combination of old structures anddecentralisation. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Alarger numberof specific rates finelytunedto detailedjobs maybeless appropriate than abroaderrangeforajob thatrecognises arangeof individual capabilities andtheinevitable evolution of roles overtime; 

	• 
	• 
	Highlylocalised specialarrangements go to undermine transparencyand accountability. 


	ThisReviewrecognizestheimportanceoftransparencyandaccountabilityinall aspectsofremunerationinthepublicsector(KeyRecommendations7,12,27,29,30). Outcomesthatmaybeexpectedinclude: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Closer linkage between worklevel andpayrate; 

	•
	•
	•

	Reduction in someallowances currentlypaid; 

	•
	•
	•

	Savings in SpecialEmployment Arrangements. 


	Contemporarypressures are also atplay. 
	Public Value (Moore 1995)provides anotherimpetus formovement awayfrom highly devolved structures towards abalance withorganizational needs. Here theroleof public servants is tobe“responsive[…]to refinedpublicpreferences” (Coats & Passmore 2008,p.8). This willrequire an enhanced capacityto movebetweenmultiple points ofview to understandtheirframes of reference, switchingbetweenownand group viewpoints, recognizing simultaneousteam, organizational andcommunity scope boundaries, andmultipleoptions in response. 
	These capacities aretypicallyrequiredforrapidlymoving situations,change projects, “wicked” problems, new and emergent requirements. Theydraw stronglyon Junor’s hidden skills—particularlyawareness shaping(Junoret al2008,pp.15-16). However, theywill alsobeneeded forstafftomanage themselves in relation to group orteam needs as well as in relation to stakeholderexpectations. 
	Traditionallythesecapacities havebeensourcedbysetting up multi-disciplinaryteams (MDT), whichbring multiplepoints ofview tobear,butinevitablytherewillbepoints of view omitted orunrepresented, and as wellthere is an extra overhead requiredfor mediation and/ornegotiation between the various perspectives. 
	This is notto suggestthat the team is not required:far from it. Today,Complex situationsrequirein-depthknowledgeand skillsacross aBreadth of areas too greatforanyonepersonto maintain. As well,theexperience oftheteam will bring abroaderawareness ofthepossiblerisks(thatis, advice on actions to take)than anyonepersoncould offer. Butthe teamwill onlybestrengthenedif the members oftheteam havea strongto capacityto switchpointsofview, appreciate each other’s frames of referenceand,byextension,thepoints of view of
	not 

	In this contextitbecomes clearthat expertise—skills,knowledge and experience—are neithernecessarynorsufficientintheir own right. Theyareonly valuable totheorganisation when deployedinwaysthat are usefultothe organisation. But expertiseexists at all levels,and accordinglyall staffwithin the ACTPS are requiredto deploy and manageexpertise(independent oftheir occupational competencies)—their own, andthat of others—in order to Achieve objectives anddeliverservices that satisfystakeholder needs. 
	Suchbehaviours arenot stronglysupportedby structures thatlookbackto older models of organisation. 
	But Service Delivery is the startingpointforplanning and managingthe workforce (Figure 1). There is adramatic increasein the level of community expectation, external standards, andtechnologicalcomplexitythattheACTPS will be requiredto managein futureservicedeliveryto the ACTcommunity(O’Shea & Smith2011,pp.13-14). New challenges include: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Climate changeand sustainabilityin general; 

	o 
	o 
	Changes in theHealthindustry,including new therapies andprotocols, workforce development requirements, andpossiblya NationalDisability Insurance Scheme; 

	o 
	o 
	More complexoutcomes,interms of technologicaldevelopments, globalisation,increasing compliance requirements,new healthcare models, more complexcapital works,andhigher communitystandards; 

	o 
	o 
	An agingpopulation withincreasing needs for support andservice delivery in health, recreation,housing,transport, and other aspects ofdailylife. 


	Addressingthese challenges willbedifficultforthe ACTPS,hamstrung as itisby structures developedfor the 20century. The task willonlybemadeallthemore difficultbythefurtherchallengeof an aging workforce (Smith&O’Shea 68), with consequentloss of experienceand expertise as well as capacity. The Recommendationsofthis Reviewprovide an integrated responseto these challenges. 
	th 
	2011,pp.64
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	Aconsolidationofrecommendations madeacrossallElementsoftheReview isatAnnexeF: . 
	25 
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	Annexe B: GLOSSARY 
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	Adaptability: the abilityof asystem,organisation or process torespondto emergent requirements andinfluences unanticipatedwhen itwas implemented. 
	Australian Qualifications Framework(AQF): anational system ofqualification types covering curriculum-basedhighereducation aswell ascompetency-based learning. 
	Australian Qualifications TrainingFramework(AQTF): asystem of national standards forVET-sectortrainingbodies and registration bodies. 
	Band: acontractionofthe term PayBand.For example,PayBand1 signifies the salaryscale forLevel1in theproposedCommonClassification Scheme 
	Broadband: the case where two ClassificationLevels definethework requirements of aposition. Broadbandis thereforea term relation to . Thecorrespondingterm relatingtois SalaryScale. 
	classification
	pay

	Chain ofService: asequence of services where,foreach adjacentpair of services, occurrence ofthefirst actionis necessaryfor theoccurrence ofthesecond action. 
	Classification Level:anyoneofthe11levelsproposedin the Common Classification Scheme. EachLevelin the CCSis definedby WorkLevelIndicators 
	Common Classification Scheme (CCS): the proposed new 11-level classification structure. EachLevelin theCCSis definedby WorkLevelIndicators 
	Compensable Factors: Factors bywhichJobs maybe dissected and analysedfor JobEvaluation. 

	Data: see Information 
	Data: see Information 
	Employee Value Proposition (EVP):the relationshipbetween thecost to the employee—the workto beperformed---andthe qualityexperienced—the total balance of reward andbenefit received as definedbythe employee. (Smith 2010a). 
	Flexibility: the abilityofa system,organisation or process torespondto arange ofdifferentpossiblerequirements andinfluences at anygiven time. 
	Human Resource Management(HRM): The ShorterOxford(1993)defines Human Resources as: “people(esp. personnel orworkers) as asignificant asset of abusiness etc”. This conceptualisation ofemployees, staff and otherproviders of skills andknowledge as “human capital” parallels the concepts of otherinputs such as financial capitalandphysical assets. Contrastingthis, muchrecent literature ofHRM stronglyrejects this interpretation,focusinginsteadon the unique aspects ofpeoplethat separate them from such an abstracted
	Human Resource Management(HRM): The ShorterOxford(1993)defines Human Resources as: “people(esp. personnel orworkers) as asignificant asset of abusiness etc”. This conceptualisation ofemployees, staff and otherproviders of skills andknowledge as “human capital” parallels the concepts of otherinputs such as financial capitalandphysical assets. Contrastingthis, muchrecent literature ofHRM stronglyrejects this interpretation,focusinginsteadon the unique aspects ofpeoplethat separate them from such an abstracted
	order to derive organisationalbenefit as asecondorder outcome. Another approachto puttingthe person firstisthe Resource view, whichlooksatthe strengths oftheindividual and manages their rolearoundthat uniquemix (Prahalad&Hamel1990). Afurtherapproachfocuses on aclosefitbetween human resources and organisational strategy:Porter’s (1985) modelprovides an example, suggestingthathuman resource needs evolve to meetthe contingencies of organisational evolutionin adynamic driven byhis “five forces”. 

	IndustrySkills Council(ISC): tasked with responsibilityfordeterminingthe content ofTrainingPackages. 
	Information :Information is asetoffacts organizedin suchawaythatitprovides additional valuebeyondthat ofthe factsthemselves. Itis derivedfromdata or raw facts that represent real-world elements. 
	Put anotherway,information is dataputinto context(Gray2006,p.9). 
	Afurther approachis toview information asdata usedto drive adecision (Gane& Sarson 1979) –where thatdecisionis of relevancein the business context –the business activityunderstudy. Theadvantageof this approachisthatitclarifies the additional valuethattheinformation willprovide,and also clarifies thecontext as the organizational context. 
	More generally,itis suggested(Stair&Reynolds 2003)1thatturningdata into information is aprocess,oraset of logically relatedtasks performedtoachieve a defined outcome. Theprocess ofdefining relationships amongdatatocreate usefulinformationrequires knowledge. This is an awareness and understanding of aset ofinformationandthe ways in whichitcan be made usefulto support a specific task. Knowledgeis discussedinmore detailin Section 8oftheReport on Element1 ofthisReview (O’Shea &Smith2011), withparticularreferenc
	Information TechnologyInfrastructureLibrary(ITIL): an ITmanagement frameworkthatprovides frameworks andprocedures for ITdevelopment andIT services management and operation 
	IntegratedPublic Sector AuditManagement(IPSAM): amethodologyforinternal auditdevelopedjointlybytheVictorian andQueenslandgovernments. 

	Knowledge: see Information 
	Knowledge: see Information 
	Language, Literacy andNumeracy(LLN): taken collectively,thesearetheskills to communicateinoral andwritten form. 
	Level: acontractionoftheterm Classification Level.For example Level1 signifies Level1in theproposed Common Classification Scheme 
	Minimum CompetencyFramework(MCF): aframeworkfor guidingdecision making around recruitment andlearning anddevelopment. It specifies the absolute minimumdegreeof occupational competencyrequired at aLevel, expressedin relation to AQFlevels 1throughto5. The MCF ifthe usual orrequired occupational competencies requiredtoperform the duties of the position arehigher. Butthe MFCincases where occupational competencies are specifiedfor the position(forexample,project management competencies forICTprofessionals, manag
	maynot apply
	will apply
	additional 

	Minimum EmployabilitySkills (MES): aframeworkfor specifyingACTPS-wide expectations aboutworkperformance. TheMES specifies the lowestlevel of workperformance relative to the following eight generic skills:Communication; Teamwork;Problem solving;Initiativeand enterprise;Planning and organizing; Self management;Learning;andTechnology. The MESis based on the employabilityskills entailedinthecore competencies ofthe PublicService TrainingPackageatAQFlevels 1throughto 5. However,the NationalTraining Framework esta
	Mobility: the abilityof apersonto move across arange of environments. 
	NationalReportingSystem (NRS): Asystem designedbyliteracytrainers to assess literacy, numeracyandlanguage skills. 
	NationalTrainingFramework(NTF): made upoftheAQTF andTrainingPackages. 
	New Public Management(NPM): Based on conceptualisationofpublicsector stakeholders as customers, suppliers and shareholders,this approachto public sector management was developed andpromotedfrom the 1980s intotheearly years ofthe twenty-first century(Hood1991). Itsuggestedthat relianceon appropriations and shielding from market forces compromisedboth efficiency andquality;publicsectorstaff wereseento beprotectedbyprofessional and trade membership:the inevitableoutcomes werepositedtobe highertaxbills and adis
	New Public Management(NPM): Based on conceptualisationofpublicsector stakeholders as customers, suppliers and shareholders,this approachto public sector management was developed andpromotedfrom the 1980s intotheearly years ofthe twenty-first century(Hood1991). Itsuggestedthat relianceon appropriations and shielding from market forces compromisedboth efficiency andquality;publicsectorstaff wereseento beprotectedbyprofessional and trade membership:the inevitableoutcomes werepositedtobe highertaxbills and adis
	includingperformancemanagement contracts, external recruitment and performance-basedpay. Moregenerally,anarrayof approaches emerged independentlyacross manycountries, all based on the same values butdifferingin implementation details(Dunleavy&Hood1994),particularlythe degree of prescription andthedegreeofdistinction betweenpublic andprivatesector HRM, organisational andbusinessmethods. 

	Objective: achangedesiredin thestatusquo. 
	Outcomes: secondaryimpact(s)of outputsonstakeholders, onceoutputs aredeployed as intended. Theymayrequire theactionof afurther stakeholder to beeffective (Thomsett2002). 
	Output: adirecttangibleresultfrom theworkprocesses undertaken by workteams andindividual employees. 
	PayBand: AgroupofPayPoints. Forexample, PayBand1 signifies thesalary scale forLevel1in theproposedCommonClassification Scheme 
	PayPoint: one ofthe55 salarylevels in theproposedSharedSalarySpine (SSS) or asalarylevelin theBand11ExtendedRangeoftheSSS. 
	Points-Factor: amethodologyusedforJobEvaluation wherebyJobsare scored for aseries offactors, andthepoints scored arethen summedto evaluatethe Job’s ranking. 
	PRINCE2:Version 2of aproject management methodologyformanagement ofICT projects,developedbytheUKgovernment andin thepublic domain. 
	Public Good: aproductthatis not affectedby consumptionandwhichisavailable to all. 
	Public Value (PV): PublicGoods, services, outcomes andtrust(Kellyet al2002) producedbygovernment actionthrough relationshipsbetween citizens and public servants. 
	Qualification: In essence, aqualificationprovides evidencefrom an independent source that establishesthenatureand extent ofthe knowledge, skillsand experience an individualhas acquired. Consistent withthis,theAustralian QualificationFramework(AQF)defines Qualificationin itssphereas “formal certification,issuedbyarelevant approvedbody,in recognitionthat aperson has achievedlearning outcomes orcompetencies relevantto identifiedindividual, professional,industryorcommunity needs” (AQFHandbook,p.v). Aframework f
	Recognition ofCurrentCompetency(RCC): acknowledgingthat skills maydecline over time,RCCdetermines the current status of an individual’scompetency. 
	Recognition ofPrior Learning(RPL): Assessment of competencygainedin previous learning situations 
	RegisteredTrainingOrganisation (RTO): aprovider of education and assessment services in the VET sector. 
	Reliability: aconditionwherethesameresultis achieved. Inthe context ofJob Evaluation, reliabilityisachieved when different evaluators arrive atthe same evaluation fora specificJob (cf: Validitybelow). 
	SalaryScale: ageneric term relatingto pay,comprising one ormore paypoints. 
	Senior SecondaryCertificate ofEducation (SSCE): anationallyagreedfinalyear certification of school-based education. Localtitles maybe usedin eachstateor territory, andthe contentis setbythe relevant state orterritorybody. 
	Skills Australia: acommitteeproviding expert adviceonthefederalMinisterfor Education onworkforceissues 
	State TrainingAuthority(STA): state bodywithauthorityto registerRTOs. 
	TrainingPackage: asetoflearning and assessment materials registered for deliveryin the VET sector. 
	Validity: aconditionachieved whena measurement, assessment or evaluation actuallycorrelates with areal-worldphenomenon thatis theobject ofinterest. 

	Vocational andTechnicalEducation (VTE): seeVocationalEducation andTraining. 
	Vocational andTechnicalEducation (VTE): seeVocationalEducation andTraining. 
	VocationalEducation andTraining(VET): also referredto as Vocational and TechnicalEducation(VTE),this sector provides learningpathways thatprovide competencies requiredfortechnical,trade,and other job-related area. 

	WorkLevelIndicators (WLI): are the materials that: 
	WorkLevelIndicators (WLI): are the materials that: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	describe the work requirements of actualpositions, 

	•
	•
	•

	define work requirements at eachLevelin theCCS, and 

	•
	•
	•

	provide guidance anddirection onthe classification of aposition. WorkLevelStandards (WLS): provide ameansof assessingtheLevel of aposition 


	Annexe C: CAREER CLUSTERS –SUMMARY 
	Annexe C: CAREER CLUSTERS –SUMMARY 
	Annexe C: CAREER CLUSTERS –SUMMARY 

	InfrastructureServices 
	InfrastructureServices 
	PeopleServices 

	Work in this Cluster undertakes planning and execution of activities 
	Work in this Cluster undertakes planning and execution of activities 
	Work in this Cluster provides diagnostic and 

	to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and urban 
	to manage, maintain and enhance the natural and urban 
	therapeutic services and social interventions in 

	environments to the benefit of the ACT community, andprovide 
	environments to the benefit of the ACT community, andprovide 
	health care and/or institutional and/or community 

	specialised support for the operation of public infrastructure, 
	specialised support for the operation of public infrastructure, 
	settings. The cluster includes regulated and non-

	institutions and services. Vocations relate to the management of the 
	institutions and services. Vocations relate to the management of the 
	regulatedhealthprofessions. Vocations relate 

	physical assets of the ACT community. These include land, real 
	physical assets of the ACT community. These include land, real 
	primarily to the delivery of services to benefit the 

	estate, buildings, vehicles, plant& equipmentrelated toasset 
	estate, buildings, vehicles, plant& equipmentrelated toasset 
	people of the ACT community: residents, rate-

	management. Examples of vocations include: 
	management. Examples of vocations include: 
	payers and property-owners.Examples of vocations include: 

	Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction Project Managers Water Quality testing staff Veterinary workers Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers Most GSOs, including those from the building trades stream, metal trades stream and related supervisors, trades assistants and technicians Motor drivers Stores employees Rangers Linen Service Attendants 
	Engineers, Town Planners and Surveyors, Construction Project Managers Water Quality testing staff Veterinary workers Engineering Technical Officers, Drafting Officers Most GSOs, including those from the building trades stream, metal trades stream and related supervisors, trades assistants and technicians Motor drivers Stores employees Rangers Linen Service Attendants 
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Dentists and other dental practitioners Physiotherapists and other therapy professionals Psychologists, including School Counsellors Social Workers Diagnostic Radiographers Radiation Therapists Nuclear Medicine Technologists Medical Laboratory Scientists Diagnostic Pathology Scientists Technical Officers in health-related fields Disability Services Officers Therapy Aides Health Care Assistants Cooks and food services employees Patient Service Officers (HSOs) Correctional Officers Youth Workers, Counsellors,
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•


	SupportServices 
	SupportServices 
	LegalServices 

	Workers in this cluster assemble,manage, transform and distribute dataand information within theACTPS and between the ACTPSand stakeholders (suchas ratepayersand MLAs), and supervise and manage these functions. Vocations relateprimarily to the creation, management, transformation, storage and transmission of information. A key and growing element of any modern economy, it includes information transmission in and outof the organisation as well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 
	Workers in this cluster assemble,manage, transform and distribute dataand information within theACTPS and between the ACTPSand stakeholders (suchas ratepayersand MLAs), and supervise and manage these functions. Vocations relateprimarily to the creation, management, transformation, storage and transmission of information. A key and growing element of any modern economy, it includes information transmission in and outof the organisation as well as within it . Examples of vocations include: 
	Professionals in this career cluster provide the full range of legal services required by the Territory. 

	ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing work in areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human resources, records management, policy) Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants Research Officers and Senior Research Officers Accountants Economists Statisticians Information Technology Officers Business Analysts Project Managers Auditors Workcover Officers/Managers Dental Receptionists Clinical Coders School Assistants Paralegal workers 
	ASOs and Senior Officers in general (eg: staff performing work in areas such as Canberra Connect, finance, human resources, records management, policy) Librarians, Library Officers/Technicians/Assistants Research Officers and Senior Research Officers Accountants Economists Statisticians Information Technology Officers Business Analysts Project Managers Auditors Workcover Officers/Managers Dental Receptionists Clinical Coders School Assistants Paralegal workers 
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Legal officers Prosecutors 
	•
	•



	ThisTablehas beencorrectedinrespect ofthenumberofgradesatCanberra Theatre Centre. 
	Annexe D: SCOPEOF REVIEW -LISTOF CLASSIFICATIONS Note: 
	Annexe D: SCOPEOF REVIEW -LISTOF CLASSIFICATIONS Note: 
	Annexe D: SCOPEOF REVIEW -LISTOF CLASSIFICATIONS Note: 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levelsinenterprise agreements (2010-2011version) 
	No.of distinct grades 
	No.ofgradesin useat31/3/2011 NAD: NoAccurate Data 

	Administrative Services Officer 
	Administrative Services Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Senior Officer 
	Senior Officer 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Information Technology Officer 
	Information Technology Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Senior Information Technology Officer 
	Senior Information Technology Officer 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Information Technology Officer 
	Information Technology Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Trainee 
	Trainee 

	Public Affairs Officer 
	Public Affairs Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	Senior Public Affairs Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Public Relations Adviser 
	Public Relations Adviser 
	1, 2 
	2 
	Local title 

	Public Relations Manager 
	Public Relations Manager 
	1, 2 
	2 
	Local title 

	Research Officer 
	Research Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Senior Research Officer 
	Senior Research Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Principal Research Officer 
	Principal Research Officer 
	1 
	NAD 

	Tourism & Events Officer 
	Tourism & Events Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	1 

	CTEC Manager 
	CTEC Manager 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	NIL 

	WorkCover Officer 
	WorkCover Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	3 

	WorkCover Manager 
	WorkCover Manager 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	1 

	Trust Officer 
	Trust Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	Graduate Administrative Assistant 
	1 
	1 

	Cadet 
	Cadet 
	Practical training Full-time study 
	1 
	1 

	Schools Assistant 
	Schools Assistant 
	2, 2/3, 3 
	3 
	3 


	Classification 
	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levelsinenterprise agreements (2010-2011version) 
	No.of distinct grades 
	No.ofgradesin useat31/3/2011 NAD: NoAccurate Data 

	Disability Support Officer 
	Disability Support Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Family Services Worker 
	Family Services Worker 
	1 
	1 
	NIL 

	Legal 
	Legal 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Para Legal 
	Para Legal 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Prosecutor 
	Prosecutor 
	1L, 1U, 2, 3, SEA 
	5 
	5 

	Custodial Officer 
	Custodial Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	NIL 

	Correctional Officer 
	Correctional Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	4 

	Veterinary Officer 
	Veterinary Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
	5 
	1 

	Professional Officer 
	Professional Officer 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Professional Officer CFC 
	Professional Officer CFC 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Senior Professional Officer 
	Senior Professional Officer 
	C, B, A 
	3 
	3 

	Cadet Professional Officer 
	Cadet Professional Officer 
	Practical training Full-time study 
	1 
	NIL 

	Dentist 
	Dentist 
	1/2, 3, 4 
	3 
	3 

	Dental Receptionist 
	Dental Receptionist 
	1 
	1 

	Dental Assistant 
	Dental Assistant 
	Unqualified Qualified Principal 
	3 
	3 

	Health Professional 
	Health Professional 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Health Care Assistant 
	Health Care Assistant 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
	5 
	1 

	Radiation Therapist 
	Radiation Therapist 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
	6 
	6 

	Medical Physics Registrar Medical Physics Specialist Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	Medical Physics Registrar Medical Physics Specialist Senior Medical Physics Specialist 
	5 
	4 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levelsinenterprise agreements (2010-2011version) 
	No.of distinct grades 
	No.ofgradesin useat31/3/2011 NAD: NoAccurate Data 

	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 
	Principal Medical Physics Specialist 

	Chief Medical Physics 
	Chief Medical Physics 

	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	Canberra Theatre Staff 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
	10 
	7 

	General Service Officer 
	General Service Officer 
	2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 
	9 
	9 

	Health Service Officer 
	Health Service Officer 
	2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10 
	9 
	9 

	Apprentices 
	Apprentices 
	1 
	1 

	Ranger 
	Ranger 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	3 

	Sportsground Ranger 
	Sportsground Ranger 
	1 
	1 
	NAD 

	Park Ranger 
	Park Ranger 
	1, 2 
	2 
	NAD 

	Senior Park Ranger 
	Senior Park Ranger 
	3 
	1 
	NAD 

	Facilities Service Officer 
	Facilities Service Officer 
	3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
	6 
	6 

	Facilities Technical Officer 
	Facilities Technical Officer 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	1 

	Building Service Officer 
	Building Service Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Sterilising Services 
	Sterilising Services 
	3/4 
	1 
	1 

	Health Service Officer 
	Health Service Officer 

	Sterilising Services 
	Sterilising Services 
	1, 2 
	2 
	2 

	Technical Officer 
	Technical Officer 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
	6 
	6 

	Central Linen Service 
	Central Linen Service 
	8, 9, 10 
	3 
	2 

	Stores Supervisor 
	Stores Supervisor 
	1 
	1 

	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	Senior Stores Supervisor 
	1, 2, 3 
	3 
	1 

	Technical Officer 
	Technical Officer 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	4 
	4 

	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	Senior Officer (Technical) 
	C, B 
	2 
	2 

	Trainee Technical Officer 
	Trainee Technical Officer 
	1 
	1 

	Classification 
	Classification 
	Levelsinenterprise agreements (2010-2011version) 
	No.of distinct grades 
	No.ofgradesin useat31/3/2011 NAD: NoAccurate Data 

	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer Clinical Coders Clinical Coders Trainee Trainees 
	Calvary Hospital Technical Services Officer Clinical Coders Clinical Coders Trainee Trainees 
	A, B, C 
	1 1 1 3 
	1 1 1 1 

	TOTAL 
	TOTAL 
	--
	-

	193 
	--
	-



	Annexe E: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS –CLAUSE D7 
	Annexe E: ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS –CLAUSE D7 
	Clause D7 of each current(thatis,2010-2011)ACTPS enterprise agreement provides as follows: 
	“D7ACTPSClassificationReviewandSingleSalarySpine D7.1 TheChiefMinister‘sDepartment,inconsultationwiththeAgency,willjointly undertakeareviewoftheclassificationstructureintheACTPSwith nominatedunionrepresentatives. D7.2 Thepurposeofthereview,inorderofpriority,isto: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	recommendthemosteffectivewayofcreatinganewvocational streamstructure,particularlyinrelationtoidentified classifications/categoriesofworkerswithinabuildingtrades stream,metaltradesstream,technicalprofessionalstream,legal professionalstreamandahealthprofessionalstream; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	recommendtheappropriatemarketbasedsalarylevelsforeach proposedvocationalstream; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	considerthemosteffectivewayofmovingtoasinglesalaryspine fortheACTPS; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	simplifyandreducecurrentclassificationswhereverpossibleacross theACTPSbytakingintoaccountconditionsofemploymentand otherrelevantcomparators,includingmarketratesand comparatorsthatareconsideredpertinenttotheskills, competenciesandgeneralresponsibilitiesrequiredofpositions;and 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	recommendanimplementationprocessandrelatedtransitional arrangements. 



	D7.3 Anyconsultancyengagedtoconductthereviewwillbeagreedtobetween ChiefMinister‘sDepartmentandtheunionsandalldraftreportswillbe providedtoChiefMinister‘sDepartmentandtheunions. 
	D7.3 Anyconsultancyengagedtoconductthereviewwillbeagreedtobetween ChiefMinister‘sDepartmentandtheunionsandalldraftreportswillbe providedtoChiefMinister‘sDepartmentandtheunions. 
	D7.4 Noemployeewillbedisadvantagedbytheoutcomesofthereview. D7.5 Thereviewwillcommenceassoonasaprojectplanisagreed.Theplanwill includeastagingofthereviewelementswhichrecognisestheparticular emphasisbeinggiventotrades;technicalprofessional;healthprofessional andlegalprofessionalfields. D7.6 Thevocationalstreamreviewandthesinglesalaryspinereviewwillbe completedby30June2011andtheACTPSclassificationreviewby31 December2011. D7.7 TheoutcomesofthethreereviewswillbeimplementedwithintheAgency onlywithjointagreementb
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	Annexe F: LISTOF RECOMMENDATIONS 
	Annexe F: LISTOF RECOMMENDATIONS 
	Thefollowinglist identifies significant recommendations madeinfinalised Reports, and contextualises them byindicatingthe broad focus oftherecommendation as well ascross-referencingtheElement number,page number and other recommendations to whichit relates. 
	Notes: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Thefirst30 aretheKeyRecommendations, reproduced from theExecutiveSummaryherein. Theyprovidea summaryofthe essence of the detailed recommendations that follow. Taken togetherthey represent oursubstantive responseto theAims and Objectives ofthisReview (referSection 6.2at page 19 ). 

	2. 
	2. 
	Thedetailed recommendations arelisted in orderofElement and pagenumber. 

	3. 
	3. 
	If applicable,the Recommendation number (within thatElement)is also indicated. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Foreachdetailed Recommendation the sixth column provides across-referencebackto therelevantKeyRecommendation. 

	5. 
	5. 
	If anyinconsistencyis found between multiple recommendations,therecommendation from the latestReportembodies themost recent and informed thinking, and should be given precedence. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Throughoutthe Recommendations, 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Keyrecommendations areindicated in bold type; 

	• 
	• 
	interpolations for clarity are indicated [in square brackets]; 

	• 
	• 
	cross-references are indicated initalics; 

	• 
	• 
	where italics wereused foremphasis in the originalreference,this has been silently changedin mostcases to. 
	underline



	Table
	TR
	Key Words 
	Element 
	Page 
	No. 
	Rec. 
	Details 

	1 
	1 
	Career Cluster SLIP 
	5 
	5 
	1 
	1 
	The ACTPS replace the current system of classification based on occupational streams with a system based on four Career Clusters –Support Services, Legal Services, Infrastructure Services and People Services (SeeAnnexeC:) 
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	Table
	TR
	Key Words 
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	Page 
	No. 
	Rec. 
	Details 

	2 
	2 
	Career Cluster Workforce Management WFM Workforce Development WFD 
	5 
	5 
	2 
	2 
	The four Career Clusters will be the basis for structured, strategic and sustainable workforce planning and workforce capability development, and provide a framework within which ACTPS employees undertake life-long learning and pursue fulfilling careers. 

	3 
	3 
	Central Function Workforce Development WFD Workforce Management WFM Workforce Planning Head of Service Commissioner for Public Administration 
	5 
	5 
	3 
	3 
	There is a role for the Head of Service and Commissioner for Public Administration to support Directorates undertaking workforce planning and workforce capability development, to assess common requirements, and to act as a broker for internal and external providers that can support these activities. 

	4 
	4 
	Labour Supply Workforce Development WFD Trainee Apprentice Graduate Retention Attraction Strategy 
	5 
	5 
	4 
	4 
	The ACTPS develop strategies to assist it to diversify and secure its sources of labour supply, and in particular: 1. Make more extensive use of trainees and apprentices to replenish and sustain the ACTPS workforce 2. Support the development of a professional public service by attracting and retaining new and recent graduates in key disciplines 3. Build and entrench capacity for high quality service delivery by retaining employees in ACTPS employment, and encouraging internal job applicants 4. Attract and r

	5 
	5 
	Competency NTF Accreditation Qualification Mandatory Essential Desirable 
	5 
	5 
	5 
	5 
	The nature and level of occupational competencies required to meet client and stakeholder needs will be determined by Directorates, on the basis of competencies established under the National Training Framework, or competencies established by national professional accreditation bodies. 
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	6 
	6 
	Classification 
	5 
	5 
	6 
	6 
	To support career articulation within Career Clusters and mobility across the ACTPS, the ACTPS will adopt a new 11-level classification structure to replace existing classification structures based on occupation and job family. 

	7 
	7 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Compensable Factors WLS Work Level Standard Classification 
	5 
	5 
	7 
	7 
	The new classification structure will define work levels fairly and uniformly across the ACTPS interms ofnewworklevelstandardsbasedonsixcompensablefactors: Three Internal: Achievement, Complexity and Breadth Three External: Ecology, Skill & Knowledge, and Environment Demands (currently recognized through payment of allowances) (seeAnnexeH:). 
	•
	•


	8 
	8 
	Public Sector Management Standard PSM Standard Shared Salary Spine SSS Special Salary Scale WLS Work Level Standard Classification 
	5 
	6 
	8 
	8 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the proposed work level standards and special salary scales, on an interim basis, to be included in Public Sector Management Standards so as to support implementation of the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. (seeAnnexeH:). 

	9 
	9 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Skill & Knowledge Classification Level 
	5 
	6 
	9 
	9 
	The nature and level of occupational skill and knowledge required in a position will be taken into account in determining its classification level. 

	10 
	10 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Job Description Work Level Standard WLS Compensable Factor 
	5 
	6 
	10 
	10 
	Directorates will develop and maintain job descriptions based on the required occupational competencies, and addressing both the occupational skill and knowledge and the other compensable factors set out in the Work Level Standards. 

	11 
	11 
	Job Evaluation Central Function Classification 
	5 
	6 
	11 
	11 
	To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies – CMCD or Shared Services – should be tasked with providing advice and support to Directorates in classification management issues, especially during the transition to the new classification system. 
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	12 
	12 
	Shared Salary Spine SSS Attraction Retention 
	5 
	6 
	12 
	12 
	To complement the new classification structure, and to meet the need to attract and retain skilled employees, the ACTPS will adopt the proposed Shared Salary Spine, built on relevant and contemporary external benchmarks. 

	13 
	13 
	Shared Salary Spine Pay Band Classification Work Level 
	5 
	6 
	13 
	13 
	The Shared Salary Spine has 11 pay bands matched to the 11 levels of the classification structure. (SeeAnnexeG:). 

	14 
	14 
	Work Level Standard WLS Work Level Indicator WLI Classification Broadband Pay Band 
	5 
	6 
	14 
	14 
	Where the salary scale for a position spans more than one pay band, the work requirements of the position will vary with the occupant’s progression through the salary scale. The work requirements of a position will match the WLS for the classification level to which the occupant’s current salary corresponds. (Exceptions to this general approach are set out later in [the Element 5] Report.) 

	15 
	15 
	Broadband Pay Band Classification 
	5 
	6 
	15 
	15 
	To support existing broadbanding arrangements and to meet emerging needs for similar arrangements, classification levels and associated pay bands may be broadbanded (SeeAnnexeG:). 

	16 
	16 
	Broadband Work Level Standard WLS 
	5 
	6 
	16 
	16 
	In addition to demonstrating higher level occupational competencies, employees in broadbanded positions will be required to undertake work to the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for the classification level corresponding to their rate of pay. 

	17 
	17 
	Mandatory Qualification Public Sector Management Standard PSM Standard Head of Service 
	5 
	6 
	17 
	17 
	Mandatory qualifications that restrict the eligibility of a person or employee for entry to or continued employment in certain professions and occupations (for example, registered health professionals) will be determined under a Public Sector Management Standard referAnnexeL:). 
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	18 
	18 
	Essential Qualification Public Sector Management Standard PSM Standard Head of Service 
	5 
	7 
	18 
	18 
	Essential qualifications – which will similarly restrict eligibility (and which may or may not supplement mandatory qualifications) – will be determined by Directorates at their discretion, on the basis of need (e.g. specialized post-graduate qualifications). Because the exercise of a power of this kind impacts the operation of the merit principle, and may have implications for an employee’s ongoing employment, the power should be conferred by way of a Public Sector Management Standard (See AnnexeL:). 

	19 
	19 
	Required Mandatory Essential Qualification Central Function Head of Service Commissioner for Public Administration 
	5 
	7 
	19 
	19 
	The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) would be empowered under the same Standard to issue binding guidelines to Directorates on how mandatory and essential qualification arrangements will be implemented (SeeAnnexeL:). 

	20 
	20 
	Entry Public Sector Management Standard PSM Standard QES Qualification Entry Standard 
	5 
	7 
	20 
	20 
	Minimum pay points for persons recruited to entry level grades on account of holding either mandatory or essential qualifications will also be determined under a Public Sector Management Standard. This will include minimum pay points for entry to jobs requiring trade qualifications, and certain kinds of professional diplomas and degrees, where the qualification is either mandatory under the Standards or determined to be a required qualification by a Directorate (SeeAnnexeL:,andAnnexeO:). 

	21 
	21 
	Desirable Qualification 
	5 
	7 
	21 
	21 
	Directorates may also choose to identify desirable qualifications in job descriptions and selection criteria, but qualifications of this kind will not restrict the eligibility of a person or employee for entry to or continued employment in a position (See(AnnexeL:). 
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	22 
	22 
	Desirable Qualification Central Function Head of Service Commissioner for Public Administration 
	5 
	7 
	22 
	22 
	The Head of Service (or Commissioner for Public Administration) issue binding guidelines to Directorates on how desirable qualifications will be identified (SeeAnnexeL:). 

	23 
	23 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Minimum Competency Framework MCF PSP04 
	5 
	7 
	23 
	23 
	For all administrative stream jobs in the Support Services Career Cluster and for positions above Band 8 in the other Career Clusters, a Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) will apply. The MCF is a simple framework which specifies the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) level for required core and specialized competencies, and the general standard of employability skills, at each level of the classification structure. The MCF is based on the occupational competencies found in Government Skills Australi

	24 
	24 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Qualification Minimum Competency Framework MCF 
	5 
	7 
	24 
	24 
	In determining essential qualifications or identifying desirable qualifications, Directorates must not set a standard that is lower than the Minimum Competency Framework (SeeAnnexeJ:). 

	25 
	25 
	Competency Salary Advancement Skill Incentive 
	5 
	8 
	25 
	25 
	To stimulate the acquisition of the minimum competencies, it is proposed that a competency-based salary advancement system be established. The maximum salary point in Bands 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will be reserved for employees who have acquired the necessary competencies, and who have sufficient experience at the classification level to be considered fully proficient (rather than simply competent). 

	26 
	26 
	Attraction Retention SEA ARIn Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive 
	5 
	8 
	26 
	26 
	A system of attraction and retention incentives should be retained to ensure that the ACTPS is able to overcome difficulties in attraction and retention in times of occupational shortage. 
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	27 
	27 
	Attraction Retention SEA ARIn Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive 
	5 
	8 
	27 
	27 
	The system of attraction and retention incentives presently in use has many faults, and should be replaced by a system that is more stringent in its requirements and more transparent in its operation. 

	28 
	28 
	Central Function Remuneration 
	5 
	8 
	28 
	28 
	To ensure consistency across the ACTPS, one of the central agencies—CMCD or Shared Services—be tasked with providing expert advice and support to Directorates in remuneration management. 

	29 
	29 
	Modern Enterprise Award Modern Award MEA 
	5 
	8 
	29 
	29 
	To secure adequate and appropriate modern award regulation for the ACTPS and to facilitate translation of award-based classifications into the new 11-level structure, the content and scope of a Modern Enterprise Award for the ACTPS be agreed with the relevant unions, and an application submitted to Fair Work Australia by 31 December 2013. SeealsoRecommendations1-7ofElement4 

	30 
	30 
	Implementation Benefit KPI Resourcing Planning Shared Salary Spine Classification Standard MCF Minimum Competency Framework SSS Qualification Framework Entry Standard 
	5 
	8 
	30 
	30 
	Planning and implementation of these reforms must take into account the following considerations: 1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic appraisal of their capacity to deliver on the whole reform agenda before making a commitment to one option or another. 2. Key capabilities must be reorganised and rebuilt before many of the proposed reforms will become feasible. 3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time and resources to dealing with a significant and c
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	31 
	31 
	Classification Enterprise Agreement EA Modern Enterprise Agreement MEA 
	1 
	28 
	7 
	The capacity to create new classifications in individual enterprise agreements should be removed to maintain a consistent classification system for the ACTPS. 

	32 
	32 
	Business Planning Workforce Planning Workforce Management WFM 
	1 
	29 
	3 
	Business planning, which encapsulates and structures priorities for the future, needs to be linked firmly to workforce and people planning 

	33 
	33 
	Multi-skilling 
	1 
	30 
	10 
	Two skill streams are the maximum that can usefully or practically be maintained by an individual, and even then often one becomes the major skill and one the supplementary skill. 

	34 
	34 
	Separation Interview Retention 
	1 
	39 
	3 
	Separation interviews are required to document the destination employer and the reason(s) for separation 

	35 
	35 
	Allowance Remuneration 
	1 
	42 
	7 
	Allowances and other elements of the total remuneration package may appropriately be “rolled up” into a single figure 

	36 
	36 
	Employee Value Proposition 
	1 
	43 
	26 
	The Attraction and Retention framework support an Employee Value Proposition that focuses on geographical location and the nature of work in the ACTPS 

	37 
	37 
	National Standard Competency Recruitment Qualification Workforce Management WFM NTF National Training Framework 
	1 
	43 
	5 
	Reference to external or national standards when describing qualifications, and competencies will ensure that potential applicants can understand the requirements and therefore more accurately determine their interest and suitability. 
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	38 
	38 
	Data Workforce Management WFM Reporting 
	1 
	48 
	3 
	Recommendation 55 of the ‘Hawke Report’ specifically addresses improvement in workforce data quality and capability to assist in planning an efficient and effective workforce, and this Review strongly supports the thrust of that Recommendation. 

	39 
	39 
	On-the-job Training Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	52 
	3 
	Rotation programs and job shadowing of peers are important as opportunities to develop the Proficiency of staff 

	40 
	40 
	On-the-job Training Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	52 
	3 
	Acting in higher positions and job shadowing of higher functions are more properly considered opportunities to provide on-the-job training in the higher-level functions 

	41 
	41 
	Mandatory 
	1 
	57 
	17, 
	Where the decision to hold a qualification is not with the employer or the employee, then the employer 

	TR
	Qualification 
	19 
	has no choice but to apply the externally fixed standard. Under these circumstances the required qualification will be mandatory SeealsoAnnexeL: 

	42 
	42 
	Essential Qualification 
	1 
	58 
	18 
	In the case of an essential qualification, the employer is entitled to set the standard for entry. Agencies should have scope to apply an essential qualification standard, even if there is no mandatory qualification for the stream, occupation or level. SeealsoAnnexeL: 

	43 
	43 
	Desirable Qualification 
	1 
	59 
	2 
	In cases where there is no requirement for the occupant of a position to hold formal qualifications, it is nevertheless recommended that consideration be given to setting a qualification standard. This approach should be followed in allcases where the possession of a qualification is likely to materially impact the effective performance of work of the kind entailed in some subsequent role, whether higher or at the same or similar level. 

	44 
	44 
	Desirable Qualification 
	1 
	59 
	21 
	As is presently the case, desirable qualifications would be fixed at the agency level. 

	45 
	45 
	Required Qualification Classification Minimum 
	1 
	60 
	22 
	A minimum qualification may be set for a particular classification; however, this does not prohibit a higher classification from requiring the same qualification. …Conversely, a qualification may be required at one level, but this does not imply that it may not be appropriate at a lower level. 
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	46 
	46 
	Mandatory Essential Desirable Required 
	1 
	61 
	17, 18, 21 
	[A]ny position may have a suite of associated qualifications, and elements of the suite may be mandatory and/or essential and/or desirable. 

	TR
	Qualification 

	47 
	47 
	Recruitment Attraction Retention 
	1 
	67-68 
	4 
	[E]mployment practices, working arrangements and training pathways that will attract and retain young people in ACTPS employment [are required]. 

	TR
	Workforce Development 

	TR
	WFD 

	TR
	Training 

	48 
	48 
	Training Cadet Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	73 
	4 
	We consider that the concept of cadetship should be broadened to support a wider range of qualifications in a wider range of disciplines, across all career clusters. A more comprehensive discretion ought to be available to the employer to establish cadetships for new and emerging occupations. Rules governing eligibility for entry and advancement upon 

	TR
	completion of study would be built on a standard model. 

	49 
	49 
	Training Cadet Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	73 
	4 
	We also recommend that cadetships should be available for students in the following programs: Diploma Advanced Diploma Associate Degree 
	•
	•
	•


	TR
	Bachelor Degree 
	•


	TR
	Professional preparation courses at the level of Graduate Certificate and Graduate Diploma (to 
	•


	TR
	encourage upskilling of workforce re-entrants) 

	50 
	50 
	Training Cadet 
	1 
	74 
	4 
	It should be possible to offer a cadetship at any stage of a student’s progress through their course. 

	TR
	Workforce Development 

	TR
	WFD 
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	51 
	51 
	Training Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	75 
	4 
	[A] whole of Government policy that favours further employment once training is successfully completed should be considered. 

	TR
	Retention 

	52 
	52 
	Training Workforce Development WFD 
	1 
	75 
	4 
	Whatever [further employment] policy is adopted, it should apply equally to ALL training grades – that is, apprenticeships, traineeships, cadetships and graduate entry/professional entry schemes. 

	TR
	Retention 

	53 
	53 
	Skill CIT 
	1 
	76 
	4 
	CIT is an apparently untapped source of skills for the ACTPS 

	TR
	Graduate 

	TR
	Recruitment 

	54 
	54 
	Apprentice Trainee Cadet Graduate Training 
	1 
	76 
	4 
	Subject to mandatory requirements that the employer cannot avoid, we recommend that all streams and clusters be serviced by the following training models: Traineeships at Certificate II, III and IV Apprenticeships Cadetships for full-time students at diploma level and above (including advanced diploma, associate degree, bachelor degree, and professional preparation courses at the graduate level) Graduate entry grades for new and recent graduates of these courses 
	•
	•
	•
	•


	55 
	55 
	Qualification Workforce Development RPL Recognition of Prior Learning RCC Recognition of Current Competency Experience Training Skill Knowledge 
	1 
	77 
	3, 5 
	PrinciplesunderpinningtheNationalTrainingFramework,includingRPLandRCC,shouldbeelementsofall skillsmanagement.Key concepts to assist all staff in this respect include: Recognition of prior learning (where competencies have been gained in previous learning situations of any kind, including workplace experience, formal training settings, volunteer activities or other contexts); Recognition of current competency (that is, assessment of currency of skills and knowledge, regardless of when or how they were acquir
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
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	56 
	56 
	Career Cluster SLIP 
	1 
	79 
	1 
	1 
	The core of the Career Cluster/vocational structure proposed at Section 9 [of Element 1] is a series of vocational streams, which are based on groups of competencies and capabilities that are linked by external industry-aware agencies into qualifications and vocational paths. These Vocational streams are grouped into four Career Clusters, characterised as follows: Infrastructure Services, People Services, Support Services and Legal Services. SeealsoAnnexeC: ofElement5,andSection9ofElement1 

	57 
	57 
	Shared Salary Spine Pay Point Cluster 
	1 
	80 
	13 
	A Cluster is divided into Bands, each of which is made up of Pay Points. All Pay Points in all Clusters, including training grades, will relate to the same Single Salary Spine SeealsoAnnexeG: 

	58 
	58 
	Broadband 
	1 
	81 
	15 
	Bands may be linked or “broadbanded”. 

	59 
	59 
	Band 
	1 
	80, 81 
	20 
	All Bands within all Clusters may have qualifications associated with them, whether mandatoryand/or essentialand/or desirable… Qualifications can therefore become an element in the rules for appointment or advancement within a band or broadband for all vocational streams. 

	60 
	60 
	Legal Cluster Cadet 
	1 
	92 
	4 
	We recommend the reintroduction of legal officer cadetships, as a means of recruiting new entrants to the profession. We propose that the rules governing eligibility for entry to Cadet Legal Officer, the study requirements, advancement arrangements, and salary structure and other benefits should be based upon the cadetship model described earlier in this report. 

	61 
	61 
	Legal Cluster Cadet Graduate 
	1 
	93 
	4 
	The option of appointing a Cadet Legal Officer as a Graduate Administrative Assistant at the end of their course of study should also be considered in cases where the new graduate prefers to pursue a career in general government administration. 

	62 
	62 
	Legal Cluster Graduate 
	1 
	93 
	4 
	We recommend that the ODPP consider introducing a pay structure for new graduate legal officers, to allow for an entry point for graduates without experience. 

	63 
	63 
	Legal Custer Graduate Review Action for ACTPS JCSD ODPP 
	1 
	93 
	4, 20 
	We further recommend that JCSD and ODPP consult with a view to developing a single graduate legal officer classification, to feed both the Legal and Prosecutor classification streams. The creation of a single graduate legal officer grade to serve both streams would necessitate severing one or more of the lower salary points from the Legal 1 salary range. 
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	64 
	64 
	Legal Cluster Graduate 
	1 
	93 
	5 
	A person employed as a Graduate Legal Officer would be required to complete a professional development year and undertake such further education, training and supervised professional practice as may be required by the employer to prepare them to advance to Legal 1 or Prosecutor 1. Advancement to Legal 1/Prosecutor 1 would be automatic once an employee has successfully completed their PDY program. 

	65 
	65 
	Legal Cluster Action for ACTPS JCSD 
	1 
	98 
	10 
	We recommend that JCSD gives consideration to defining the (new) role that a Legal 3 might fulfill within its organisation. We propose that the issues to be taken into account include: Whether the new grade will manage personnel and other resources, or be devoted to advanced legal professional practice, or be designed to accommodate both functions. Whether any of this work is being undertaken by any staff at the present time. What will the impact be on the work of staff at Legal 2 on the one hand and Execut
	•
	•
	•


	66 
	66 
	Legal Cluster ODPP JCSD Action for ACTPS 
	1 
	100 
	12 
	It may be valuable for JCSD and the ODPP to consider whether transferring Prosecutors into the ACTPS Legal 1/Legal 2 structure may provide a useful avenue for addressing the pay disparity. 

	67 
	67 
	Prosecutor Legal Cluster 
	1 
	101 
	12 
	With the object of closely matching NSW practice, $61,697 would be fixed as the minimum commencing salary for Prosecutors. All Prosecutor positions would continue to be advertised as “Prosecutor”. 

	68 
	68 
	Paralegal Legal Cluster ODPP Action for ACTPS 
	1 
	102 
	4 
	We suggest that ODPP give consideration to whether there is a need for a special training grade to support the [Paralegal] classification, and whether qualifications are required or optional. We also suggest that the lowest level of the classification structure remain open to general entry 

	69 
	69 
	GSO BEP Building Electrical Plumbing Trade Modern Award Classification 
	1 
	113 
	1 
	GSO classification standards and the relativities within the associated pay scales provide a skill-based career structure that reasonably closely follows the arrangements found in modern awards. In the development of a future BEP classification structure, we consider that it is desirable to carry forward these aspects of the current arrangements. 
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	70 
	70 
	GSO BEP Building Electrical Plumbing Trade Modern Award Classification Competency Apprentice Training Mentoring 
	1 
	113-114 
	2 
	We consider that there are a few ways in which a future BEP classification structure would differ from the present arrangements: Explicit statements of competencies would be included, based on the schemes in use in modern awards and in relevant national training packages The scope of work (or “typical duties”) at each level would be revised to align more closely with work actually performed in the ACTPS They would recognise higher level building trades work Work at GSO6 and above would include training and 
	•
	•
	•
	•


	71 
	71 
	GSO Metal Trade Modern Award Classification 
	1 
	115 
	7 
	In the development of a future classification structure, we consider that it is desirable to carry forward the main aspects of the GSO classification arrangements. 

	72 
	72 
	GSO Metal Trade Modern Award Classification Competency Apprentice Training Mentoring 
	1 
	115 
	2 
	A future metal trades classification structure would differ from the present arrangements in including: Explicit statements of competencies would be included, based on the schemes in use in modern awards and in relevant national training packages The scope of work (or “typical duties”) at each level would be revised to align more closely with work actually performed in the ACTPS Work at GSO6 and above would include training and mentoring apprentices 
	•
	•
	•


	73 
	73 
	Worksafe Inspector JCSD Enterprise Agreement WCO 
	1 
	118 
	6 
	[T]here is no ongoing need for a separate classification to accommodate WorkSafe inspection and investigation functions. The process of phasing out the separate classification will be a subject for consideration under Element 5 of the review. The translation of WCOs to the ASO stream does not imply that this arrangement [ie: advancement of a Diploma qualified WCO5 to WCO6] should cease. 
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	74 
	74 
	Dental Receptionist Action for ACTPS ACT Health 
	1 
	119 
	13 
	We suggest that … ACT Health to take steps nowto [transfer the current occupants of Dental Receptionist positions to into the ASO stream]. 

	75 
	75 
	Broadband 
	1 
	121-122 
	15 
	[I]f used, all broadbanding arrangements should comply with a common framework. 

	76 
	76 
	Strategy 3 Strategy 4 ARIn SEA Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive Market Rate Shared Salary Spine SSS Salary Pay 
	2 
	4 
	1 
	12 26 
	The ACTPS continue with a two tier approach to determining salaries: • Salary scales that reflect fair market rates for the variety of work performed in the ACTPS will continue to be explicitly fixed in enterprise agreements. • For occupations demonstrated to be in shortage, supplements may be paid to bring total remuneration up to levels that meet external market remuneration benchmarks. SeealsoElement2,p.43 

	77 
	77 
	Allowance Disability License 
	2 
	4 
	5 
	7 
	Separate disability allowances and separate license allowances for tradespersons will be abolished: these aspects of employment will in future be reflected in the total rate of pay for the job. 

	78 
	78 
	Strategy 1 
	2 
	4 
	6 
	12 
	Adult apprentices will be paid in the GSO4 salary range [or equivalent in the new classification 

	TR
	structure]. 

	TR
	SeealsoElement2,p.34andElement5,pp.56,113,120 
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	79 
	79 
	Professional Entry Cadet Graduate Administrative Assistant CPES Common Professional Entry Scale Strategy 2 
	2 
	4 
	7 
	20 
	A common professional entry scale will be adopted across all professions in all Clusters. SeealsoElement5,p54,AnnexeO: 

	80 
	80 
	Labour Supply Workforce Development WFD Strategy 
	2 
	33-37 
	4 
	We propose the adoption of a remuneration strategy that focuses on four broad segments of the labour force: 1. trainees and apprentices, 2. new and recent graduates, 3. internal job applicants, and 4. experienced external job applicants. 

	81 
	81 
	Strategy 1 Skill 
	2 
	34 
	25 
	Include incentives for skills acquisition in salary scales 

	82 
	82 
	Strategy 2 Common Professional Entry Graduate Entry AQF 
	2 
	35 
	20 
	Align salaries for technical and professional new graduate entry across all vocational streams based on AQF level and/or length of preparatory program 

	83 
	83 
	Professional Entry Cadet Graduate Administrative Assistant CPES Common Professional Entry Scale Strategy 2 
	2 
	35-36 
	20 
	We consider there is a case to establish a professional entry salary scale that can be used across all Career Clusters. The common scale would apply to persons entering technical and professional grades with diplomas and bachelors degrees, or entering a professional career from a composite professional entry program 
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	84 
	84 
	Professional Entry Cadet Graduate Administrative Assistant CPES Common Professional Entry Scale Strategy 2 
	2 
	36 
	12 
	[W]e consider that the following pay points represent fair market rates for general application to new and recent graduates: • 2-year program ~$51,000 • 3-year program ~$53,500 • 4-year program ~$57,000 • 5-year program ~$61,000 • 6-year program ~$65,500 We recommend their adoption across all Career Clusters. These salary points would operate as the usual minimum entry point salaries… 

	85 
	85 
	SEA ARIn Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive Strategy 3 Strategy 4 
	2 
	37 
	27 
	Implement a regular program to monitor the effectiveness of the SEA provisions. SeealsoElement2,pp.50-54,Element5,p. 

	86 
	86 
	Remuneration 
	2 
	38 
	28 
	[T]he work of establishing an effective remuneration policy will require a high level of coordination between the current actors to ensure that consistent outcomes are achieved on a whole of Service level. SeealsoElement2,p.51 

	87 
	87 
	SEA Special Employment Arrangement ARIn Attraction and Retention Incentives Strategy 3 Strategy 4 
	2 
	50-54 
	4 
	27 
	Special Employment Arrangements be redesigned in line with Section 10.4 [of Element 2]. SeealsoElement2,p.37,Element5,pp.82,122 
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	88 
	88 
	Allowance Asbestos handling Cleaning economisers, boilers, etc. Cold places Confined spaces Dirty work Dry polishingtiles Epoxy-based materials – useand proximity Explosive power tools Fumes – sulphur, acid, etc. Heavy blocks – laying Height work – construction and paintingtrades Hot places Insanitary conditions/sewerage sludge Insulation Leadburning Live sewer work Offensive and dirty material Plumbingallowance Poison spraygangs Rain Roof repairs Second hand timber Spray painting Tile cutting Unsewered toi
	2 
	58-59 
	7 
	All of the allowances detailed in the Table 23 [of Element 2] will be entirely replaced by the new rates of pay. 
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	89 
	89 
	Remuneration Central Function Workforce Manage ARIn SEA Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive Market Rate 
	2 
	51 
	28 
	An option for the ACTPS, on the basis of its similar size to Brisbane City Council would be to centralise the remuneration research and advisory role. SeealsoElement2.p.38 

	90 
	90 
	Remuneration ARIn SEA Special Employment Arrangement Attraction and Retention Incentive Market Rate Central Function Head of Service 
	2 
	53 
	28 
	If it is intended to establish a centralised remuneration research and advisory services, as we have suggested above, then the question arises as to whether all ARIns would be approved by the Head of Service. 

	91 
	91 
	AWA Australian Workplace Agreement 
	2 
	54 
	7 
	Consistent with the intention that the Classification Review Project will further simplify and regularise terms and conditions of employment for ACTPS employees, we consider it is within scope for us to recommend that all remaining Australian Workplace Agreements be terminated. 

	92 
	92 
	Allowance 
	2 
	59, 61 
	7 
	Separate disability allowances and separate license allowances for tradespersons will be abolished: these aspects of employment will in future be reflected in the total rate of pay for the job. 

	93 
	93 
	Allowance Qualification Engine driver Senior Plant Operator Functional Computer Quantities Sideling 
	2 
	60 
	9 
	It is also recommended that the client, agencies and unions give consideration as to whether the following allowances [Table 24 of Element 2] are better dealt with in the classification structure, as a component of base salary. 
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	94 
	94 
	Multi-skilling 
	2 
	61 
	20 
	We also recommend that the possession of dual trades recognised by the employer as being relevant to an employee’s duties would be recognised at the equivalent of GSO 7 in the new pay/classification structure SeealsoElement5,p.122 

	95 
	95 
	Horticultural Qualification Diploma SSS Shared Salary Spine Translation 
	2 
	65 
	20 
	We have concluded that a job that requires an employee to hold a 2-year Diploma should, at minimum, be translated to the new Shared Salary Spine at a salary level above ~$51,000. We consider that this ought to apply to horticultural qualifications at this level on the same basis as diplomas in other fields. 

	96 
	96 
	Ranger Translation SSS Shared Salary Spine 
	2 
	65 
	1 
	We consider it is appropriate to recommend [translation of Rangers] into the new classification structure and Shared Salary Spine on the basis of the recently revised relationships drawn with ASOs. 

	97 
	97 
	SSS 
	2 
	71, 99, 
	1 
	The four Career Clusters be aligned with the SSS as indicated in Section 11-14 [of Element 2]. 

	TR
	Shared Salary Spine 
	124, 

	TR
	Career Cluster Pay Point 
	129 

	98 
	98 
	Health Professional Common Professional Entry Radiation Therapist Action for ACTPS People Services 
	2 
	83 
	7 
	In the longer term, we recommend that the industrial parties examine options for integrating [Radiation Therapists] more closely into the Common Professional Entry Scale and the Health Professional stream in the People Services Career Cluster SeealsoAnnexeO:. 

	99 
	99 
	Medical Physicist Health Professional People Services 
	2 
	86 
	12 
	We do not recommend the recognition of additional qualifications (above the minimum required for entry to the profession) in the salary scales for [Medical Physicists]. 

	100 
	100 
	Health Care Assistant HCA Pay 
	2 
	93 
	12 
	We recommend that the rates for HCA 2 be set at no less than $43,482. This is an increase relative to current rates. SeealsoElement5,p.121 
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	101 
	101 
	Disability Services Officer DSO Pay 
	2 
	96 
	12 
	We recommend that the rates for DSO 1 be set at no less than $43,482. This is an increase relative to the first three pay points for DSO 1. SeealsoElement5,p.121 

	102 
	102 
	Information Technology Officer ITO Broadband 
	2 
	119 
	8 
	20 
	ITO1 and ASO5 will be broadbanded. SeealsoElement5,p.122 

	103 
	103 
	Shared Salary Spine SSS 
	2 
	130 
	2 
	12 
	A new general-purpose Shared Salary Spine (SSS) will extend from the current base of Health Services Officer Level 2 ($38,010) to a point equal to or marginally above the APS EL 2 benchmark identified in Part 12 of this report ($128,335). 

	104 
	104 
	Shared Salary Spine SSS 
	2 
	130 
	3 
	12 
	A special-purpose extension to the Shared Salary Spine will accommodate such specialised categories as senior dentists, senior medical physicists and senior radiation therapists, whose enterprise agreement rates already exceed the APS EL 2 benchmark. 

	105 
	105 
	Work Level Standard WLS Career Cluster Shared Salary Spine SSS 
	3 
	18 
	1 
	13 
	[T]he methodology and the associated Work Level Standards used for modelling the previously described Career Clusters onto a proposed Shared Salary Spine be accepted. 

	106 
	106 
	Shared Salary Spine SSS Maintenance Central Function 
	3 
	19, 39 
	11 
	There is an ongoing maintenance function associated with successful implementation of a Shared Salary Spine, focused around managing the impact of the following influences: • Workforce productivity changes; • Wage relativities; • Inflationary or Cost-of-Living pressures; and • Relative changes in Work Value. 

	107 
	107 
	Implementation 
	3 
	37 
	30 
	[I]n planning and implementing a new pay structure there is a tension to be managed between the need on the one hand for adequate time—measured in years rather than months—to address complex situational realities, whilst on the other hand reducing exposure to circumstances changing over time. 
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	108 
	108 
	Benefit Realisation PIR Performance indicator KPI Cost 
	3 
	37 
	30 
	Post-implementation … benefit realisation may occur on a time-scale of 5-10 years, and interim tracking of benefits by means of carefully selected key performance indicators is as important as measuring actual benefit realisation. 

	109 
	109 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management WFM Gender Bias 
	3 
	76 
	7 
	[W]here gender or minority equity is a significant outcome, any single [Job Evaluation] plan may be more effective in addressing the need for all positions to be perceived to be treated equivalently. 

	110 
	110 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management WFM 
	3 
	76-77 
	7 
	If using multiple approaches then it is preferable to: 1. have a common set of compensable factors that run across all Jobs, together with a set of unique factors with functional specificity; and/or 2. evaluate some positions with all the schemes, to assess and check their equivalence at the interface between application of the schemes. 

	111 
	111 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management Central Function 
	3 
	77 
	3 
	Evaluation should be a centralised function, to ensure consistency across the ACTPS in application. 

	112 
	112 
	Job Evaluation Central Function Classification 
	3 
	77 
	11 
	[Reliability of Job Evaluation] may be improved by preliminary documentation and analysis of Jobs, appropriate training of evaluators, careful choice of benchmarks and adequate definition of factors (to eliminate overlap and consequent risk of ‘double-counting’ of factors). Accordingly, evaluation should be a centralised function, to ensure consistency across the ACTPS in application. 

	113 
	113 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management Central Function 
	3 
	78 
	11 
	Just as there is an ongoing maintenance function associated with the pay structure [Element 3, pp.19,39], so is there ongoing work associated with the evaluation process [detailed at p.78 of Element 3]. 

	114 
	114 
	Job Evaluation 
	3 
	78-79, 
	11 
	However, to ensure consistency [in Job Analysis and Job Evaluation] across the ACTPS, a moderation 

	TR
	Job Analysis Workforce Management Central Function 
	83 
	process will be necessary. The moderation process should be managed centrally. “…must be also subject to centrally co-ordinated quality assurance to ensure consistency across the ACTPS.” [p.83 of Element 3] 
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	115 
	115 
	Job Evaluation 
	3 
	79, 83 
	5, 
	Job Definition and Analysis is best undertaken in light of detailed job knowledge. This implies that Job 

	TR
	Job Analysis Job Description Workforce Management Local Function 
	10 
	Definition and Analysis may appropriately be carried out at a local level. “To ensure most accurate analysis it is best undertaken locally…”[(p.83 of Element 3] This includes determination of specific occupational competencies. 

	116 
	116 
	Gender Bias Implementation 
	3 
	82 
	11 
	[A]ssume that [Gender] bias may occur and plan the implementation to mitigate this risk. Consider implementing the practices listed on page 82 to achieve this. 

	117 
	117 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management Compensable Factor NTF National Training Framework 
	3 
	83 
	5, 7 
	Continue to use Work Level Analysis-based Evaluation, but to reframe it in terms of a series of Compensable Factors and link it to the work levels and competency definitions framed in the National Training Framework (refer Annexe H: and Annexe I: ) 

	118 
	118 
	Central Function Workforce Management 
	3 
	83 
	11 
	Ongoing maintenance of the Salary Spine, the factor-based Work Level Standards, linkages to elements of the NTF (competencies, employability skills, and the like), Job Description standards, and other necessary documentation must be supported on a centralised basis to ensure ongoing consistency and integrity. 

	119 
	119 
	Job Evaluation Workforce Management Central Function 
	3 
	83 
	11 
	Implementation and maintenance costs [of Job Evaluation] must be adequately funded. 

	120 
	120 
	Job Evaluation 
	3 
	83 
	10, 
	No matter which Job Evaluation approach is accepted, rigorous Job Definition and Analysis is a 

	TR
	Job Analysis Workforce Management Local Function 
	11 
	necessary precursor, and must be supported adequately. 

	121 
	121 
	Action for ACTPS Gender Bias 
	3 
	83-84 
	7 
	Promulgation of the proposed Australian Standard on Gender-neutral Job Evaluation should be monitored to ensure the ACTPS implementation meets the Standard. 
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	122 
	122 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Qualification and Entry Standard QES Work Level Standards WLSs Minimum Competency Framework MCF AQF Employability Skill 
	3 
	85-86 
	5, 7, 20, 23, 24 
	[Work Level Indicators] will include: A Qualification and Entry Standard (QES) (seeAnnexeL:,AnnexeM:,AnnexeN:andAnnexeO:) Work Level Standards (WLSs) (seeAnnexeH:) Minimum Competency Framework (MCF) (seeAnnexeJ:) National Training Packages (AQFlevelsdescribedatAnnexeI:) National Employability Skills Framework (seeAnnexeI:) 
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•


	123 
	123 
	Competency Minimum Competency Framework 
	3 
	86 
	23 
	The competency profiles developed by Torque Holdings in 2005 be adopted as the basis of a default framework for competency development and identification of qualifications required for work at various levels of the new 11-band classification structure. 

	TR
	MCF Work Level Indicator 
	SeealsoMinimumCompetencyFramework(AnnexeJ:) 

	TR
	WLI 

	124 
	124 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Competency 
	3 
	86 
	5, 11 
	[The ACTPS] adopt the national employability skills framework for specifying performance levels for generic work skills in such fields as communication, teamwork, and problem solving. 

	TR
	Employability Skill 

	125 
	125 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Qualification Standard Entry Standard PSM Public Sector Management Standard 
	3 
	87, 90 
	20 
	A Qualification and Entry Standard (QES) that replaces most of the current content of Divisions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3 of the Public Service Management Standards (PSM) 2006. The QES will update the PSMSs to establish the basic rules for entry to and advancement within the classification and shared salary spine for: trainees, apprentices and cadets, and new entrants to a variety of occupations. 
	•
	•
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	126 
	126 
	Job Description Local Function Agency Selection Criteria 
	3 
	95-96 
	10 
	Job descriptions and selection criteria will be written and maintained by agencies, on the basis of: the work that must actually be performed, the agency’s assessment of what kind of person would be best suited to do that work. 
	•
	•


	127 
	127 
	Compensable Factor Work Level Indicator WLI Work Level Standard WLS Skill & Knowledge Classification Level 
	3 
	97-109 
	7, 9 
	Six Compensable Factors are proposed: Three Internal: Achievement, Complexity and Breadth Three External: Ecology, Skill & Knowledge, and Environment Demands 
	•
	•


	128 
	128 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Compensable Factors WLS Work Level Standards 
	3 
	100-108 
	7 
	The new classification structure will define work levels across the ACTPS in terms of six compensable factors that make up the Work Level Standards that will apply across the ACTPS See alsoAnnexeH:, SeealsoElement3,pp.97-109forbackgrounddiscussion 

	129 
	129 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Minimum Competency Framework MCF Competency Skill Salary Advancement Incentive 
	3 
	111-115 
	25 
	Minimum Competency Framework: … We consider that there is a role for the salary system in encouraging skill formation in the ASO and Senior Officer employment streams…. SeealsoAnnexeJ: 

	130 
	130 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Minimum Competency Framework MCF Employability Skill 
	3 
	113 
	23 
	[Table 19 of Element 3 documents] the employability skills that may be expected of [ASO, SO and allied] employees … and employees at intervening levels in the classification structure See alsoAnnexeI: 
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	131 
	131 
	SSS Shared Salary Spine 
	3 
	116 
	13 
	The Shared Salary Spine (SSS) is a banded salary scale SeeElement2,pp.71,99,124&129forparametersforaligningtheCareerClustersagainsttheSSS. SeeAnnexeG:ofthis(Element5)ReportforthefinalrecommendationonPayPointsandamounts. 

	132 
	132 
	SSS Shared Salary Spine Pay Band Salary Band 
	3 
	116 
	13 
	Between the lower and upper bounds of the SSS, there will be 11 salary bands: 

	133 
	133 
	Shared Salary Spine SSS 
	3 
	116 
	12 
	An upward extension of band 11 will be used for Dentists, Radiation Therapists and Medical Physicists. 

	134 
	134 
	Action for ACTPS FWA Modern Award Trainee Apprentice 
	3 
	125 
	7 
	We recommend that the industrial parties monitor progress in [the FWA Trainee & Apprenticeship] Case during 2012, and remodel wage scales and wage progression rules for trainees on the basis of the outcome of that case. Seealso: Element1,p.72:Werecommendthattheindustrialpartiesmonitortheprogressandoutcomeofthe expectedFWAcase[onregulationofapprenticeshipsandtraineeshipsundermodernawards],anddecide howtheprinciplesdeterminedinthatcasearebestimplementedintheACTPS Element2,p.34:WedrawtheattentionofCMCDandtheun

	135 
	135 
	Modern Award Trainee 
	3 
	125 
	12 
	We recommend that: from the date of commencement of the new Shared Salary Spine, all trainee wage scales be increased in the same proportion as the 40.0% pay point for apprentices; and all pay points in the trainee wage scales be calculated as a percentage of the lowest salary fixed for Band 1 in the new Shared Salary Spine (that is, a similar basis for fixation and calculation of pay as apprentice wage scales). 
	•
	•
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	136 
	136 
	Adult Apprentice 
	3 
	127 
	12 
	We … recommend that the salary for adult apprentices under ACTPS enterprise agreements will be the first three pay points for the proposed Band 2. 

	137 
	137 
	Cadet Strategy 2 Trainee 
	3 
	129-130 
	20 
	We consider that [eligibility requirements for Cadet/Trainee entry]can be simplified along the following lines: The applicant is presently enrolled as a student in an Australian educational institution. The applicant is presently enrolled in a program of study leading to entry to a technical or professional occupation in demand in the ACT Public service. The applicant has successfully completed at least one year of full-time-equivalent study. The applicant has achieved a high academic standard in their stud
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•


	138 
	138 
	Graduate Strategy 2 
	3 
	130-131 
	20 
	[A] new Graduate Broadband would be established comprised of pay points 14-25 for new graduates of diploma and degree programs…a … basic model for subsequent salary advancement is proposed…. SeealsoElement5forcorrectedPayPointsforthisBroadband. 
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	139 
	139 
	Trainee Apprentice Cadet Contract 
	3 
	132-133 
	4 
	We recommend that: Trainees, apprentices and cadets will be engaged on temporary contracts that cover (or in total cover) the expected length of their program of study, plus up to 24 months employment in an appropriate substantive entry level position. These could be fixed term or “specified event” contracts. There would, then, be two phases to the employment – a phase during which the employee is subject to the terms and conditions of a trainee, and a phase during which they are engaged on work at the corr
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•


	140 
	140 
	Professional Officer Health Professional Common Model 
	3 
	135-136 
	20 
	[A] common model for the Professional Officer and Health Professional workforce is summarised at Table 30 [of Element 3]. SeealsoElement5fortherevisedversionofthisTable. 

	141 
	141 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Work Level Standards WLS Shared Salary Spine SSS 
	4 
	57 
	1 
	8 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties finalise the new work level standards, on an interim basis, for the purpose of implementing the Shared Salary Spine as soon as reasonably possible. 
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	142 
	142 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Shared Salary Spine SSS Public Sector Management Standard PSM 
	4 
	57 
	2 
	8 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties include interim agreed work level standards in a Public Sector Management Standard, together with the other aspects of the new classification management system. SeealsoElement4,pp.55-56. 

	143 
	143 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Work Level Standard WLS 
	4 
	57 
	3 
	8 
	As a matter of priority, that the parties agree on a three-year program to implement and review the work level standards. Their review will take into account the parties experience in implementing the new classification structure. SeealsoElement4,pp.55-56. 

	144 
	144 
	Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA 
	4 
	57 
	4 
	29 
	That the parties consult on the content of a modern enterprise award, and agree on the detailed scope of an application draft modern award to be submitted to Fair Work Australia before 31 December 2013. 

	145 
	145 
	Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Classification 
	4 
	57 
	5 
	29 
	That the parties adopt Option 2 [of Element 4] as the basis for revised minimum rates to support the insertion of the proposed 11-level classification structure into a new modern enterprise award. SeealsoElement4,pp.52-54. 

	146 
	146 
	Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Implementation Translation 
	4 
	57 
	6 
	29 
	That the Modern Enterprise Award be used as a vehicle for translating all in-scope grades in current ACTPS enterprise awards into the new classification structure. SeealsoElement4,pp.56. 
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	147 
	147 
	Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award MEA Entry Level Salary Increment Skill 
	4 
	57 
	7 
	29 
	That the parties adopt the proposal in relation to increments, as a basis for specifying suitable entry level salaries in the modern enterprise award, and to establish the principle that movement through incremental salary scales is based on improvements in work value related to the acquisition and exercise of higher levels of skill. SeealsoElement4,pp.54-55. 

	148 
	148 
	Uniform Salary Scale USS Special Salary Scale 
	4 
	57 
	8 
	27 
	That a Uniform Salary Scale (USS) that associates each of the Classification Levels with one of eleven Pay Bands on the Shared Salary Spine be used as the standard for all in-scope staff, with Special Salary Scales constructed from the Pay Points of the Shared Salary Spine adopted only where market considerations so require (Option C). SeealsoElement4,Section9 SeealsoElement5,Section11. 

	149 
	149 
	Central Function 
	4 
	56 
	11, 
	We consider that the decision made by CMD in 1998 to vacate the field of classification management 

	TR
	Workforce Management Classification Remuneration 
	28 
	should be reversed. 

	150 
	150 
	Skill 
	5 
	39 
	5, 
	Skills and knowledge are required on a local basis, and accordingly should be specified at the agency 

	TR
	Knowledge Local Function Agency 
	10 
	level. 

	151 
	151 
	Central Function Workforce Development WFD Workforce Planning Head of Service 
	5 
	39, 46 
	3 
	A central co-ordination point is required [for Workforce Development], undertak[ing] the activities described at Figure 10 [of Element 5] 

	152 
	152 
	Workforce Development Central Function 
	5 
	41 
	3 
	10% (Buchanan 2006) of current training funds—could be redirected to support these [Workforce Development] function. 

	153 
	153 
	Qualification 
	5 
	52 
	5, 7, 
	Occupational competencies may be specified individually for a job, or specification may be expedited 

	TR
	Occupational 
	17, 
	by reference to qualifications. 

	TR
	Competency 
	18, 

	TR
	21 
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	154 
	154 
	Qualification PSM Public Sector 
	5 
	52 
	20 
	A framework for specifying qualifications is proposed at Figure 16 and Annexe L: [of Element 5] SeealsoElement1,pp.57-61,AnnexeL: 

	TR
	Management Standard 

	TR
	Qualification Standard 

	155 
	155 
	Qualification Head of Service 
	5 
	53 
	19 
	A Standard for Qualifications is proposed at Annexe L: 

	TR
	Central Function 

	TR
	Public Sector 

	TR
	Management Standard 

	156 
	156 
	Entry Qualification 
	5 
	53, 55 
	20 
	Mandatory or essential qualifications may determine classification level on entry. SeealsoAnnexeL: 

	157 
	157 
	Apprentice Pay Rate Adult Apprentice 
	5 
	55, 56 
	12 
	Apprentice salaries fixed relative to the new base tradesperson rate of pay (including adult apprenticeship rates) are shown at page 84 [of Element 5] (Strategy 1 targets). 

	TR
	Strategy 1 

	158 
	158 
	Tradesperson Minimum Rate Certificate III Certificate IV 
	5 
	55 
	12, 20 
	Minimum rates for base tradespersons entering with Certificate III and Certificate IV qualifications, those meeting mandatory licensing requirements, those who hold dual trades, and for technical assistants with similar qualifications (Strategy 1 targets), are set out in pages 84-86 [of Element 5]. 

	TR
	Qualification 

	TR
	License 

	TR
	Dual Trade 

	TR
	Technical Assistant 

	TR
	Strategy 1 

	159 
	159 
	Work Level Indicator WLI 
	5 
	55 
	20 
	An Entry Standard for Apprentices is proposed at Annexe N: [of Element 5] (strategy 1 targets). 

	TR
	Entry 

	TR
	QES 

	TR
	Qualification Entry 

	TR
	Standard 

	TR
	Apprentice 
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	160 
	160 
	Entry Graduate 
	5 
	55 
	20 
	Entry grade and entry level salary provisions relating to new and recent graduates are set out in Figure 35 of Annexe O: [of Element 5] (Strategy 2 targets). 

	161 
	161 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Trainee MCF 
	5 
	55 
	23 
	Trainee based entry, Minimum Competency Framework and accelerated salary advancement provisions for members of the Support Services Cluster is shown at Annexe J:. [of Element 5] (Strategy 1 and Strategy 3 targets). 

	TR
	Minimum competency 

	TR
	Framework 

	TR
	Support Services 

	TR
	Salary Advancement 

	162 
	162 
	Modern Award Apprentice Modern Enterprise Award 
	5 
	56 
	12 
	Apprentice rates of pay should be revised to establish a scale more in line with the models found in the generality of Modern Awards. The relativity to the entry salary for the base tradesperson would vary between 40.0% and 92.0% 

	TR
	Pay Rate 
	Seealso: 

	TR
	Element3,p.126:[w]eproposethatpayratesofapprenticesbeadjusted: 

	TR
	tore-establishthehistoricrelativities,and 
	•


	TR
	tofixnewactualratesbasedonthehighersalarytobepaidatthebasetradeslevelfollowingthe 
	•


	TR
	introductionoftheSharedSalarySpine. 

	163 
	163 
	Cadet Strategy 2 Trainee QES Qualification Entry Standard 
	5 
	56 
	4, 20 
	It is recommended that Cadets, Trainee Technical Officers and ICT Trainees will now all enter a new training grade, with a common salary scale, and all described by the term Cadet. Seealso: AnnexeM: Element1,pp.73-74,76 

	TR
	Element2,p.36:WealsoproposeamalgamatingthecadetandTTOgrades,toestablishanewcadetgrade 

	TR
	applicabletoallCareerClusters. 

	TR
	Element3,p.127CadetsandTraineeTechnicalOfficerswillbeincorporatedintoanewCadetgrade,with 

	TR
	salarypointstakenfromthenewBand2salaryscale 
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	164 
	164 
	Professional Entry Cadet Graduate Administrative Assistant CPES Common Professional Entry Scale Strategy 2 
	5 
	56 
	20 
	A Common Professional Entry Scale would be adopted for new and recent graduates of diploma and degree courses (p.130 [of Element 3]), including persons originally entering employment as Cadets. For consistency, persons entering employment as a Graduate Administrative Assistant ought to be brought in through the CPES as well. SeealsoAnnexeO: 

	165 
	165 
	Cadet 
	5 
	57 
	4, 
	The Cadet Entry provisions set out at Annexe M: [of Element 5] should, therefore, be adapted to 

	TR
	Trainee Apprentice Entry 
	20 
	provide for trainee and apprentice advancement in similar terms. SeealsoAnnexeN: 

	166 
	166 
	Short Supply Appointment Recruitment 
	5 
	57 
	12 
	It should be open to employers to appoint a new recruit at a higher level if the recruit is in a discipline in short supply. All salary points in the SSS should be available for this purpose. However, it would be highly unusual to offer a salary point more than three or four SSS pay points (7.1% to 9.5%) above the standard CPES rate for the qualification held. The same principle ought to apply to the entry of tradespersons to Level 3. 

	167 
	167 
	Transfer Pay Point 
	5 
	58 
	14 
	Any officer may be transferred to another position at the same salary level. This does not constitute a promotion even if the highest pay points in the salary scales for the two positions differ. 

	168 
	168 
	Salary Advancement 
	5 
	60 
	23 
	[Adopt t]he revised proposal [for Salary Advancement Criteria] set out in Figure 17 [and associated] salary barrier and advancement points [at] Table 1 [of Element 5]. 

	169 
	169 
	Broadband 
	5 
	64-66 
	15 
	The Broadbanding practices recommended at Section 9.4.2 [of Element 5] be adopted. 

	170 
	170 
	Broadband Promotion 
	5 
	65 
	16 
	[As part of the practices recommended at Section 9.4.2 [of Element 5], we recommend that] a move across a broadband barrier should be treated as a permanent [and non-appellable] transition. 

	171 
	171 
	Broadband 
	5 
	66 
	14 
	In addition to demonstrating higher level occupational competencies, employees in broadbanded positions will be required to undertake work to the standard set out in the Work Level Standard for the classification level corresponding to their rate of pay. 

	172 
	172 
	Broadband Translation Implementation 
	5 
	67-69 
	16 
	Broadbanded positions should be translated as recommended at Section 9.4.3 [of Element 5]. 
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	173 
	173 
	Translation Transition Implementation 
	5 
	71 
	14 
	Table 36 at Annexe O: [of Element 5] sets out the translations of the majority of the in-scope workforce. Special translation cases are described in Section 10.3 [of Element 5]. 

	174 
	174 
	Psychologist 
	5 
	82 
	14 
	A psychologist newly qualified in a Board-endorsed area of practice at the Master level would commence employment as an intern at pay point 31 and progress through higher pay points in the usual manner. Once they have completed their internship and are endorsed by the Board, they will be eligible for appointment as a Clinical Psychologist (or Counselling Psychologist, or Educational and Developmental Psychologist, etc.). However, we feel that there must be work available at this level for the employee to pr

	175 
	175 
	Psychologist 
	5 
	82 
	4 
	We suggest that an employer who engages an intern clinical psychologist should commit to finding the employee appropriate employment within the Directorate at the end of the internship. 

	176 
	176 
	Health Professionals Sonographers 
	5 
	82 
	4 
	A similar model might also be adopted for training other types of specialized health professionals, including sonographers. 

	177 
	177 
	Psychologist CIT CSD JCSD ACT Health 
	5 
	83 
	7 
	With translation to the new classification structure and salary scales, psychologists at CIT be aligned with their counterparts in ACT Health Directorate, CSD and JCSD. 

	178 
	178 
	Psychologist CIT CSD JCSD ACT Health ETD 
	5 
	83 
	7 
	Psychologists in ETD (other than teacher-psychologists who have traditionally been part of the teaching career structure) will be translated into the new classification structure and SSS as per their counterparts in CIT, ACT Health, etc. 

	179 
	179 
	Psychologist SEA ACT Health ETD Special Employment Arrangement 
	5 
	83 
	27 
	SEAs in ACT Health and ETD be absorbed against increases in the underlying rate of pay arising from the implementation of the SSS, with a residual SEA being retained in each case. 
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	180 
	180 
	Psychologist WFD Workforce Development 
	5 
	83 
	3, 27 
	ETD, ACT Health, CSD and CMCD will collaborate on a workforce development program for the psychology profession within the ACTPS. SEAs will be reviewed annually in the course of this program. 

	TR
	CSD 

	TR
	CMCD 

	TR
	ACT Health 

	TR
	ETD 

	TR
	SEA 

	TR
	Special Employment 

	TR
	Arrangement 

	TR
	ARI 

	TR
	Attraction and Retention 

	TR
	Incentive 

	181 
	181 
	Sterilising Allowance 
	5 
	87 
	9 
	We recommend absorbing the very small sterilising certificate allowance into the base rate of pay for the upper level of this grade (pay point 7 in Level 2). 

	182 
	182 
	Medical Physicist Medical Physics Registrar 
	5 
	97 
	4, 20 
	It is intended that the salary scale be applied flexibly to attract and retain Medical Physics Registrars. The first four pay points are minima drawn from the CPES, and should be used in the same manner, 

	TR
	CPES Common Professional Entry Scale 
	with some flexibility to adapt the salary on offer to meet the expectations of well-qualified applicants with relevant experience. 

	183 
	183 
	Medical Physicist Medical Physics Registrar 
	5 
	97 
	4 
	We favour making Medical Physics Registrar a training grade, and access to the next level automatic to all successful completers. 

	184 
	184 
	Medical Physicist 
	5 
	100 
	20 
	We do not favour the continued use of PhD retention points [for Medical Physicists]. 

	185 
	185 
	Medical Physicist Review Relative Work Value Modern Award 
	5 
	100 
	29 
	We recommend that APESMA, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue [relative work value of Medical Physicists] in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 

	TR
	Modern Enterprise Award 

	TR
	Action for ACTPS 
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	186 
	186 
	Correctional Officer 
	5 
	101 
	7 
	If a close scrutiny of the work reveals a match with Level 9 in the new classification structure, then pay band 9 ought to be the final stage translation target for the Correctional Officer Class 4. 

	187 
	187 
	Auditor-General Action for ACTPS 
	5 
	102 
	7 
	In the longer term, the AGO and CMCD should consult on how the proposed new ACTPS classification system can be applied in the AGO. 

	188 
	188 
	DSO 3 Disability Support Officer 3 
	5 
	105 
	7 
	We suggest that the requirement for the highest rate in the DSO3 scale be reviewed, at the same time a decision is made as to whether DSO3 should translate to the new Level 6 or the new Level 7 (or even whether a new DSO4 ought to be created). 

	189 
	189 
	Radiation Therapist Review Relative Work Value Modern Award Action for ACTPS 
	5 
	111 
	7 
	We recommend that HSU East, ACT Health and CMCD consult further on this issue [relative work value of Radiation Therapists] in the course of their examination of the legislative requirement to replace the ACT’s current suite of enterprise awards with a Modern Award. 

	190 
	190 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Canberra Linen Service CLS WLS Work Level Standards Action for ACTPS 
	5 
	112 
	7 
	In the long term, it may be advisable for the direct parties to these arrangements, in consultation with CMCD, to identify what opportunities they see to bring the CLS classification structure into closer alignment with the proposed new ACTPS classification structure. 

	191 
	191 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Canberra Linen Service CLS WLS Work Level Standards 
	5 
	112 
	10 
	In the meantime, CLS staff would not be subject to the proposed new WLSs. 

	192 
	192 
	Work Level Indicator WLI Canberra Theatre Company CTC WLS Work Level Standards 
	5 
	114 
	10 
	It is also proposed that CTC employees would be exempt from the operation of the proposed new WLSs. 
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	193 
	193 
	Implementation 
	5 
	123 
	29 
	[T]he most realistic [implementation] option is Option 1. 

	194 
	194 
	Implementation 
	5 
	123 
	30 
	[Before implementation t]here are threshold conditions to be addressed: 1. The Government and the industrial parties need to make a realistic appraisal of their capacity to deliver on the whole reform agenda before making a commitment to one option or another. 2. CMCD must reorganise and build certain key capabilities before many of the proposed reforms will become feasible. 3. The relevant unions must organise themselves and allocate time and resources to dealing with a significant and complex reform agend

	195 
	195 
	Health Care Assistant 2 HCA2 Early Intervention 
	5 
	125 
	12 
	EarlyIntervention:Subject to further consultation with ACT Health Directorate on its likely effects, we recommend that: the parties take steps to increase the rate of pay for the classification of Health Care Assistant Grade 2 to no less than $43,482 per annum, and Health Care Assistant Grade 2 will translate into the new Shared Salary Spine no lower than pay point 8 -$43,566. SeealsoElement2,p.93 
	•
	•


	196 
	196 
	Disability Support Officer 1 DSO1 Early Intervention 
	5 
	125 
	12 
	EarlyIntervention:Subject to further consultation with CSD on its likely effects, we recommend that: Community Services Directorate adopt the practice of commencing new employees at the third salary point of the DSO1 salary scale – $43,392, and increase the salaries of all DSO1 staff to this level, and DSO1 will translate into the new Shared Salary Spine no lower than pay point 8 -$43,566. SeealsoElement2,p.96 
	•
	•
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	197 
	197 
	Building Trades 
	5 
	126 
	7, 12 
	EarlyIntervention:Building Trades Employees – Total Rate Reforms: 

	TR
	BEP Total Rate Allowance Action for ACTPS 
	There is a substantial body of work required to establish a case for moving to a total rate approach to fixing pay rates for these employees, if the parties are attracted to this approach. The first step ought to be reform and standardize existing allowances. 

	TR
	Early Intervention 

	198 
	198 
	Building Trades BEP Total Rate Minimum Classification Dual Trade Adult Apprentice License 
	5 
	126 
	7,12 
	EarlyIntervention:Building Trades Employees – Total Rate Reforms : We also urge the parties to adopt the minimum classification framework already proposed, that is: Adopt select pay points at GSO4 for the new adult apprenticeship scale Appoint Certificate IV qualified and licensed tradespersons at GSO6 (provided it is agreed that license allowance will no longer be paid) Appoint dual trades qualified tradespersons at GSO7 
	•
	•
	•


	TR
	Tradesperson 
	SeealsoElement1,pp.113-114,Element2,pp.4,Element3.p.127, Element5,pp.55,122 

	TR
	Early Intervention 

	199 
	199 
	Trainee Modern Award Modern Enterprise Award 
	5 
	126 
	4, 20 
	EarlyIntervention:We recommend addition of a clause to current enterprise agreements that increases Trainee A, B and C rates by 3.8% for Trainees undertaking a Certificate IV program, consistent with the model clause found in current Modern Awards. 

	TR
	Early Intervention 
	SeealsoElement5,p.56 

	200 
	200 
	SEA Special Employment Arrangement 
	5 
	126 
	27 
	We now further propose that the translation of an employee with an SEA into the new SSS should allow an SEA to be absorbed to the maximum extent possible. 

	201 
	201 
	SSS Shared Salary Spine Maintenance 
	5 
	127 
	12, 13 
	From 1 July 2012, the SSS should be updated by rebasing the whole scale on the new rate for HSO 2 (that is, $39, 340). There will be no consequential change in the percentage increases or other impact on pay relativities 
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	202 
	202 
	Uniform Salary Scale Special Salary Scale Shared Salary Spine USS SSS PSM Standard Public Sector Management Standard Central Function 
	5 
	128 
	8 
	The use of the SSS, the USS and any special salary scales will be subject to a Public Sector Management Standard. 

	203 
	203 
	Special Salary Scale Shared Salary Spine SSS Review Central Function 
	5 
	129 
	28 
	In light of rapid evolution of industries, professions and qualifications, we encourage the ACTPS to program regular reviews of any special scales, to confirm their ongoing relevance and usefulness, with a view to greater use of the USS. 

	Figure 20: Consolidation of Recommendations from Elements 1-5 
	Figure 20: Consolidation of Recommendations from Elements 1-5 
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	Table 34presents the SharedSalarySpineproposedin Element3(withPayBand boundaries forBands 1to 7adjustedinthe lightoffeedback received –see Annexe MofthatReport). Seealso AnnexeQ: for values updated asof1July 2012. 
	Annexe G: SHARED SALARY SPINE 
	Annexe G: SHARED SALARY SPINE 
	Annexe G: SHARED SALARY SPINE 

	Paypointno. 
	Paypointno. 
	Band Level 
	Annualsalary 
	Increment Internal value relativity% 

	1 
	1 
	Band 1 1 
	$38,010 
	--100.0 
	-


	2 
	2 
	2 
	$38,884 
	$874 102.3 

	3 
	3 
	3 
	$39,779 
	$894 104.7 

	4 
	4 
	4 
	$40,693 
	$915 107.1 

	5 
	5 
	Band 2 1 
	$41,629 
	$936 109.5 

	6 
	6 
	2 
	$42,587 
	$957 112.0 

	7 
	7 
	3 
	$43,566 
	$979 114.6 

	8 
	8 
	4 
	$44,568 
	$1,002 117.3 

	9 
	9 
	5 
	$45,594 
	$1,025 120.0 

	10 
	10 
	Band 3 1 
	$46,642 
	$1,049 122.7 

	11 
	11 
	2 
	$47,715 
	$1,073 125.5 

	12 
	12 
	3 
	$48,812 
	$1,097 128.4 

	13 
	13 
	4 
	$49,935 
	$1,123 131.4 

	14 
	14 
	5 
	$51,084 
	$1,149 134.4 

	15 
	15 
	Band 4 1 
	$52,258 
	$1,175 137.5 

	16 
	16 
	2 
	$53,460 
	$1,202 140.6 

	17 
	17 
	3 
	$54,690 
	$1,230 143.9 

	18 
	18 
	4 
	$55,948 
	$1,258 147.2 

	19 
	19 
	5 
	$57,235 
	$1,287 150.6 

	20 
	20 
	Band 5 1 
	$58,551 
	$1,316 154.0 

	21 
	21 
	2 
	$59,898 
	$1,347 157.6 

	22 
	22 
	3 
	$61,275 
	$1,378 161.2 

	23 
	23 
	4 
	$62,685 
	$1,409 164.9 

	24 
	24 
	5 
	$64,126 
	$1,442 168.7 

	25 
	25 
	Band 6 1 
	$65,601 
	$1,475 172.6 

	26 
	26 
	2 
	$67,110 
	$1,509 176.6 

	27 
	27 
	3 
	$68,654 
	$1,544 180.6 

	28 
	28 
	4 
	$70,233 
	$1,579 184.8 

	29 
	29 
	5 
	$71,848 
	$1,615 189.0 


	Paypointno. 
	Paypointno. 
	Paypointno. 
	Band Level 
	Annualsalary 
	Increment Internal value relativity% 

	TR
	Band 7 1 
	$73,501 
	$1,653 193.4 

	31 
	31 
	2 
	$75,191 
	$1,691 197.8 

	32 
	32 
	3 
	$76,921 
	$1,729 202.4 

	33 
	33 
	4 
	$78,690 
	$1,769 207.0 

	34 
	34 
	5 
	$80,500 
	$1,810 211.8 

	TR
	6 
	$82,351 
	$1,851 216.7 

	36 
	36 
	Band 8 1 
	$84,245 
	$1,894 221.6 

	37 
	37 
	2 
	$86,183 
	$1,938 226.7 

	38 
	38 
	3 
	$88,165 
	$1,982 232.0 

	39 
	39 
	4 
	$90,193 
	$2,028 237.3 

	TR
	5 
	$92,267 
	$2,074 242.7 

	41 
	41 
	Band 9 1 
	$94,389 
	$2,122 248.3 

	42 
	42 
	2 
	$96,560 
	$2,171 254.0 

	43 
	43 
	3 
	$98,781 
	$2,221 259.9 

	44 
	44 
	4 
	$101,053 
	$2,272 265.9 

	TR
	5 
	$103,377 
	$2,324 272.0 

	46 
	46 
	Band 10 1 
	$105,755 
	$2,378 278.2 

	47 
	47 
	2 
	$108,187 
	$2,432 284.6 

	48 
	48 
	3 
	$110,676 
	$2,488 291.2 

	49 
	49 
	4 
	$113,221 
	$2,546 297.9 

	TR
	5 
	$115,825 
	$2,604 304.7 

	51 
	51 
	Band 11 1 
	$118,489 
	$2,664 311.7 

	52 
	52 
	2 
	$121,215 
	$2,725 318.9 

	53 
	53 
	3 
	$124,003 
	$2,788 326.2 

	54 
	54 
	4 
	$126,855 
	$2,852 333.7 

	TR
	5 
	$129,772 
	$2,918 341.4 

	56 
	56 
	Extended 6 
	$132,757 
	$2,985 349.3 

	57 
	57 
	7 
	$135,811 
	$3,053 357.3 

	58 
	58 
	8 
	$138,934 
	$3,124 365.5 

	59 
	59 
	9 
	$142,130 
	$3,195 373.9 

	TR
	10 
	$145,399 
	$3,269 382.5 
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	Annexe H: WORK LEVEL STANDARDS 
	Annexe H: WORK LEVEL STANDARDS 

	TR
	TD
	Figure

	Achievement 
	Complexity(process) 
	Skillandknowledge 
	Breadth(inputs/resources) 
	Ecology 

	Compensable 
	Compensable 
	The outputs and outcomes 
	Level and type of judgment and 
	The particular level and type of skill and 
	The diversity and span of control, and 
	Constraints and opportunities 

	Factor 
	Factor 
	arising from the performance of 
	reasoning required. Level and 
	knowledge required to perform the duties 
	level and type of authority of the 
	entailed in the job – the variety of 

	TR
	the tasks, activities, functions, 
	type of problem solving required. 
	of the position. 
	position 
	external influences on the 

	TR
	programs or projects for which 
	performance of work. 

	TR
	the position has responsibility. 

	Explanation 
	Explanation 
	• includes direct and contributory impact on outcomes • Many roles including: -Project Management: Project manager delivers outputs through stakeholder management, negotiation and mediation, communications strategy and delivery of the specified product. -Change Management: Operational management delivers outcomes through implementing operational change that garnishes benefits and achieves the return on investment – e.g. increased income, reduced expenditure or increases service such as financial outcomes, s
	• activities associated with the transformation of inputs to outputs, • job content – tasks, activities, functions, programs, or projects, • interpretation and evaluation, • planning, checking, monitoring and reporting, • characteristics of the subject matter, task or role – e.g. novelty, uncertainty, volatility. 
	• Fixed by the agency according to need, and matched to job complexity. • Excluding consideration of the typical, usual, or mandatory qualifications required for entry to the occupation, for the reason that the possession of the entry level qualification will usually fix the Band that a new entrant to the occupation will be appointed to. 
	• personnel, financial cost and other resources, • delegations, statutory powers and discretions. 
	• extent of direction & supervision received, • clarity and extent of guidance available, • adaptability – capacity to modify the task or role over time to meet emergent circumstances, • independence & autonomy, • public sector values, codes or ethics, and expectations around personal behaviour, • processes, methods, standards & policy, • professional standards, • technical standards, • community & social expectations, • relationships with other agencies & other levels of government, • consultative requirem

	TR
	• rights & interests of stakeholders, • political and bureaucratic imperatives. 
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	Achievement 
	Complexity(process) 
	Skillandknowledge 
	Breadth(inputs/resources) 
	Ecology 

	Level1 
	Level1 
	The outputs and outcomes have low impact for a restricted local stakeholder group 
	Simple complexity Work at this level mainly has a routine task orientation. Problems are limited in scope and invariant over time. Resolution of problems requires simple thinking and reasoning 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 1 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 1 Basic knowledge plusbasic work-related skills 
	The position has no responsibility for resources, and is responsible and accountable for their own work 
	Close supervision Specific guidelines The position complies with clear and established procedures. There is no scope to change work processes without reference to a supervisor 

	Level2 
	Level2 
	The outputs and outcomes have low impact for a specific stakeholder group, in the community and in the local work unit 
	Procedural complexity Work at this level is mainly task oriented, with groups of tasks building to well-defined activities. Problem solving requires straightforward thinking and reasoning. Problems will change little over time. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 2 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 1 Elementary knowledge plusworkplace specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform the tasks expected of the position 
	The position would usually be responsible for own work, and effective use of resources associated with the work process. The position may play a role in inducting new staff and providing them with simple instruction. 
	Close supervision Restrictive guidelines There is limited scope to change work processes without reference to a supervisor 

	Level3 
	Level3 
	The outputs and outcomes have moderate impact on the interests and well-being of a specific stakeholder group, in the community and in the local work unit 
	Procedural complexity Activities are well circumscribed, but may vary from one day to the next. Problems of a routine technical nature are resolved by reference to established procedures. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 2 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 2 Intermediate knowledge plusoccupation specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform basic professional and technical and trade tasks expected of the position, together with good supervisory skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills. 
	The position may be responsible for supervising one or two employees, including trainees and apprentices. They are responsible for the materials they use and for organising their own work. The position may hold limited statutory powers to be exercised within strictly stated limits. 
	Routine direction General guidelines There is scope to change work processes with reference to a supervisor, within the scope of the usual practice for the occupation. 
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	Achievement 
	Complexity(process) 
	Skillandknowledge 
	Breadth(inputs/resources) 
	Ecology 

	Level4 
	Level4 
	The outputs and outcomes have moderate impact for specific stakeholder groups, in the community and in other work units 
	Low complexity The focus is on activities and functions of local scope. Problems are no longer always routine, and require novel solutions or adaptions of procedures. Complex and novel work may be undertaken under supervision. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 3 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 2 Intermediate knowledge plusoccupation specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform general professional, technical and advanced trade tasks expected of the position, together with good supervisory skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills. 
	The position may be responsible for supervising a small team. The position may hold limited statutory powers to be exercised within strictly stated limits. The position may hold limited financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	Routine direction General guidelines There is scope to change work processes with reference to a supervisor, within the scope of the usual practice for the occupation. 

	Level5 
	Level5 
	The outputs and outcomes have moderate impact for several specific stakeholder groups, in the community and in other work units 
	Low complexity The focus is on functions of local scope, with some interaction with other work units. Complex and novel work may be undertaken under supervision. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 3 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 3 Intermediate knowledge plusoccupation specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform general professional and technical and advanced trade tasks expected of the position, together with leadership and good supervisory skills, communication and negotiation skills, and sound critical thinking skills. 
	The position may be responsible for supervising a small team. The position may hold limited statutory powers to be exercised within strictly stated limits. The position may hold limited financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	General direction General guidelines There is wide scope to change work processes without reference to a supervisor, within the scope of the usual practice for the occupation. 

	Level6 
	Level6 
	The outputs and outcomes have high impact for specific stakeholder groups, in the community and in other work units and other agencies 
	Moderate complexity The focus is on functions of local scope, with some interaction with other agencies. Complex and novel work may be undertaken under supervision. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 4 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 3 Substantial knowledge plusoccupation specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform general professional and technical tasks expected of the position, together with leadership and good supervisory skills, communication and negotiation skills, and sound critical thinking skills. 
	-

	The position may be responsible for supervising one or more small teams. The position may hold limited statutory powers to be exercised within strictly stated limits. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	General direction Limited guidelines There is wide scope to change work processes without reference to a supervisor, within the scope of the usual practice for the occupation. 
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	Figure

	Achievement 
	Complexity(process) 
	Skillandknowledge 
	Breadth(inputs/resources) 
	Ecology 

	Level7 
	Level7 
	The outputs and outcomes have high impact for several specific stakeholder groups, in the community and in the other work units and other agencies 
	Moderately complex The focus is on programs and projects of limited scope with some interaction with other agencies. The employee undertakes specialised, complex and novel work. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 4 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 Substantial knowledge plusoccupation specific skills and knowledge at a satisfactory level to perform specialised professional and technical tasks expected of the position, together with leadership and good supervisory skills, communication and negotiation skills, and sound critical thinking skills. 
	The position may be responsible for supervising one or more small teams. The position may hold statutory powers with well-defined discretion impacting on the interests of clients and stakeholders. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	General direction Limited guidelines The position has a moderate level of independence and autonomy. The external factors that influence the work are relatively few. 

	Level8 
	Level8 
	The outputs and outcomes have high impact for key stakeholder groups, in the community and in the other work units and other agencies 
	Moderately complex The focus is on programs and projects of limited scope with frequent and involved interaction with other agencies. The employee undertakes specialised, complex and novel work. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 5 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 Higher knowledge–high level subject matter expertise at a satisfactory level to perform high level professional and technical work expected of the position, plushigh level specialised work skills, leadership and management skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills 
	The position may be responsible for supervising one or more small teams. The position may hold statutory powers with well-defined discretion impacting on the interests of clients and stakeholders. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	Limited direction Broad guidelines The position has a moderate level of independence and autonomy, and acts within broad guidelines. The position is often required to balance external factors to reach a successful outcome. 

	Level9 
	Level9 
	The outputs and outcomes have very high impact for key stakeholder groups, in the community and in the other work units and other agencies 
	Highly complex The focus is on programs and projects of moderate scope with frequent and involved interaction with other agencies and the community. The employee undertakes specialised, complex and novel work. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 5 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 4 Higher knowledge–high level subject matter expertise at a satisfactory level to perform high level professional and technical work expected of the position, plushigh level specialised work skills, leadership and management skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills 
	The position may be responsible for supervising one or more small teams. The position may hold statutory powers with wide discretion impacting on the interests of clients and stakeholders. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	Limited direction Broad guidelines The position has a high level of independence and autonomy, and acts within broad guidelines. The position is required to navigate and resolve conflicting external factors to reach a successful outcome. 
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	TD
	Figure

	Achievement 
	Complexity(process) 
	Skillandknowledge 
	Breadth(inputs/resources) 
	Ecology 

	Level10 
	Level10 
	The outputs and outcomes have very high impact for several key stakeholder groups, in the community and in the other work units and across the ACTPS. 
	Highly complex The focus is on programs and projects of moderate scope with frequent and involved interaction with other agencies and the community. The employee undertakes specialised, complex and novel work. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 6 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 5 Expert knowledge– very high level subject matter expertise plusvery high level specialised work skills, leadership and management skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills 
	The position may be responsible for supervising several small teams. The position may hold statutory powers with wide discretion impacting on the interests of clients and stakeholders. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	Broad direction Broad guidelines The position has a high level of independence and autonomy. The position is required to navigate and resolve a variety of conflicting external factors to reach a successful outcome. The environment may be uncertain, ambiguous and volatile. 

	Level11 
	Level11 
	Direct outputs and outcomes have very high impact on a wide variety of stakeholders at Directorate, ACTPS and ACT Community level. 
	Most complex The focus is on significant programs and large projects with frequent and involved interaction with other agencies and the community. The employee undertakes specialised, complex and novel work. Operational management of complex service delivery organisations, complex project management, or leadership in high level research and analysis. Problems dealt with are often novel, and require effective evaluation of options and flexible decision-making. 
	Minimum Competency Framework and Minimum Employability Skills equal to AQF 6 Junor Hidden Work Process Skills Level 5 Expert knowledge – very high level subject matter expertise plusvery high level specialised work skills, leadership and management skills, communication and negotiation skills, and critical thinking skills 
	The position may be responsible for supervising several small teams. The position may hold statutory powers with extensive discretion impacting on the significant interests of clients and stakeholders. The position may hold financial and human resource delegations appropriate to the organisational unit they are responsible for. 
	Broad direction Broad guidelines The position has a very high level of independence and autonomy. The position is required to navigate and resolve a variety of conflicting external factors to reach a successful outcome. The environment may be uncertain, ambiguous and volatile. 

	Figure 21: Work Level Standards 
	Figure 21: Work Level Standards 


	NOTE:As EnvironmentalDemands (thesixthCompensable Factor)has only one levelofimpact,ithas beenomitted fromthe Figure forclarity. 
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	AQFDescriptions 

	Annexe I: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
	Annexe I: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 
	Annexe I: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 

	CertificateII–AQF2–Band2 
	CertificateII–AQF2–Band2 
	CertificateIII–AQF3–Band4 
	CertificateIV–AQF4–Band6 
	Diploma –AQF5–Band9 
	AdvancedDiploma –AQF6–Band11 

	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity of knowledge and skills would prepare a person to perform in a range of varied activities or knowledge application where there is a clearly defined range of contexts in which the choice of actions required is usually clear and there is limited complexity in the range of operations to be applied. Performance of a prescribed range of functions involving known routines and procedures and some accountability for the quality of outcomes. Applicat
	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity of knowledge and skills would prepare a person to perform in a range of varied activities or knowledge application where there is a clearly defined range of contexts in which the choice of actions required is usually clear and there is limited complexity in the range of operations to be applied. Performance of a prescribed range of functions involving known routines and procedures and some accountability for the quality of outcomes. Applicat
	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity of knowledge and competencies would cover selecting, adapting and transferring skills and knowledge to new environments and providing technical advice and some leadership in resolution of specified problems. This would be applied across a range of roles in a variety of contexts with some complexity in the extent and choice of options available. Performance of a defined range of skilled operations, usually within a range of broader related ac
	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity of knowledge and competencies would cover a broad range of varied activities or application in a wider variety of contexts most of which are complex and non-routine. Leadership and guidance are involved when organising activities of self and others as well as contributing to technical solutions of a non-routine or contingency nature. Performance of a broad range of skilled applications including the requirement to evaluate and analyse curren
	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity covering planning and initiation of alternative approaches to skills or knowledge applications across a broad range of technical and/or management requirements, evaluation and coordination. The self-directed application of knowledge and skills, with substantial depth in some areas where judgment is required in planning and selecting appropriate equipment, services and techniques for self and others. Applications involve participation in deve
	Characteristics of Learning Outcomes Breadth, depth and complexity involving analysis, design, planning, execution and evaluation across a range of technical and/or management functions including development of new criteria or applications or knowledge or procedures. The application of a significant range of fundamental principles and complex techniques across a wide and often unpredictable variety of contexts in relation to either varied or highly specific functions. Contribution to the development of a br
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	CertificateII–AQF2–Band2 
	CertificateII–AQF2–Band2 
	CertificateII–AQF2–Band2 
	CertificateIII–AQF3–Band4 
	CertificateIV–AQF4–Band6 
	Diploma –AQF5–Band9 
	AdvancedDiploma –AQF6–Band11 

	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate basic operational knowledge in a moderate range of areas; • apply a defined range of skills; • apply known solutions to a limited range of predictable problems; • perform a range of tasks where choice between a limited range of options is required; • assess and record information from varied sources; and • take limited responsibility for own outputs in work and learning 
	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate basic operational knowledge in a moderate range of areas; • apply a defined range of skills; • apply known solutions to a limited range of predictable problems; • perform a range of tasks where choice between a limited range of options is required; • assess and record information from varied sources; and • take limited responsibility for own outputs in work and learning 
	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate some relevant theoretical knowledge; • apply a range of well-developed skills; • apply known solutions to a variety of predictable problems; • perform processes that require a range of well-developed skills where some discretion and judgement is required; • interpret available information, using discretion and judgement; • take responsibility for own outputs in work and learning; a
	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate understanding of a broad knowledge base incorporating some theoretical concepts; • apply solutions to a defined range of unpredictable problems; • identify and apply skill and knowledge areas to a wide variety of contexts, with depth in some areas; • identify, analyse and evaluate information from a variety of sources; • take responsibility for own outputs in relation to specified 
	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies or learning outcomes enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate understanding of a broad knowledge base incorporating theoretical concepts, with substantial depth in some areas; • analyse and plan approaches to technical problems or management requirements; • transfer and apply theoretical concepts and/or technical or creative skills to a range of situations; • evaluate information, using it to forecast for planning or rese
	Distinguishing Features of Learning Outcomes Do the competencies or learning outcomes enable an individual with this qualification to: • demonstrate understanding of specialised knowledge with depth in some areas; • analyse, diagnose, design and execute judgments across a broad range of technical or management functions; • generate ideas through the analysis of information and concepts at an abstract level; • demonstrate a command of wide-ranging, highly specialised technical, creative or conceptual skills;

	Figure 22: AQF Descriptions 
	Figure 22: AQF Descriptions 
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	PSP04GeneralistandSpecialistQualifications 
	PSP04GeneralistandSpecialistQualifications 

	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	PSP20104 CertificateIIinGovernment This generalist qualification covers competencies that lay a foundation for a career in the public sector. The qualification has a particular focus on competencies required in a public service context, but also includes competencies that are transferable to other work contexts. 
	PSP20104 CertificateIIinGovernment This generalist qualification covers competencies that lay a foundation for a career in the public sector. The qualification has a particular focus on competencies required in a public service context, but also includes competencies that are transferable to other work contexts. 
	PSP30104 CertificateIIIinGovernment This generalist qualification covers entry-level competencies for a career in the public sector, with a particular focus on meeting the ethical and legislative requirements of public service while undertaking a diverse range of work activities which are generalist in nature. 
	PSP40104 CertificateIVinGovernment This generalist qualification covers the competencies required for working without supervision in the public sector and is particularly suited to those working in an environment requiring multi-skilled personnel and/or in small or regionally based organisations. 
	PSP5010 Diploma ofGovernment This qualification covers the competencies required for independent and self-directed work in the public sector. There may be supervisory responsibilities rather than specialist management competencies, which are catered for in the Diploma of Government (Management). The qualification is particularly suited to those working in an environment where there is a range of responsibilities which are diverse in nature rather than within a narrow specialisation and/or they work in small
	PSP60104 AdvancedDiplomaofGovernment This qualification covers the competencies required for work in the public sector which is autonomous and often non-routine. The qualification is targeted at those who enter the public sector with another qualification as well as those progressing within the sector. It is generalist in nature to suit the requirements of working in small or regionally based organisations or where responsibilities are diverse in nature rather than within a narrow specialisation. There will

	Specialist Qualifications: 
	Specialist Qualifications: 
	Specialist Qualifications: 
	Specialist Qualifications: 
	Specialist Qualifications: 
	Specialist Qualifications: 

	(None at Cert. II level in PSP04) 
	(None at Cert. II level in PSP04) 
	PSP30604 Cert. III in Gov. (School Support Services) PSP30404 Cert. III in Gov. (Land Administration) PSP30504 Cert. III in Gov. (Security) PSP30304 Cert. III in Gov. (Court Compliance) 
	PSP40704 Cert. IV in Gov. (Service Delivery) PSP41904 Cert. IV in Gov. (School Support Services) PSP41004 Cert. IV in Gov. (Land Administration) PSP41604 Cert. IV in Gov. (Security) PSP40304 Cert. IV in Gov. (Court 
	PSP51004 Dip. of Gov. (Land Administration) PSP51804 Dip. of Gov. (Security) PSP50304 Dip. of Gov. (Court Services) PSP50904 Dip. of Gov. (Injury Management) PSP51204 Dip. of Gov. (OH&S) 
	PSP60604 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (OH&S) PSP60304 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Fin. Management) PSP60404 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Human Resources) PSP61210 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Proc. and Contracting) PSP60504 Adv. Dip. of Gov. 
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	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	TR
	Compliance) PSP40404 Cert. IV in Gov. (Court Services) PSP40804 Cert. IV in Gov. (Injury Claims Admin.) PSP40904 Cert. IV in Gov. (Injury Rehab. Manage.) PSP41104 Cert. IV in Gov. (OH&S) PSP42108 Cert. IV in Gov. (Revenue Administration) PSP40604 Cert. IV in Gov. (Fraud Control) PSP40504 Cert. IV in Gov. (Financial Services) PSP42210 Cert. IV in Gov. (Workplace Relations) PSP41204 Cert. IV in Gov. (Project Management) PSP42410 Cert. IV in Gov. (Proc. and Contracting) PSP42310 Cert. IV in Gov. (Trade Measure
	PSP50604 Dip. of Gov. (Fraud Control) PSP50504 Dip. of Gov. (Financial Services) PSP52110 Dip. of Gov. (Workplace Relations) PSP50804 Dip. of Gov. (Human Resources) PSP51304 Dip. of Gov. (Project Management) PSP52510 Dip. of Gov. (Proc. and Contracting) PSP51104 Dip. of Gov. (Management) PSP52210 Dip. of Gov. (Trade Measurement) PSP51704 Dip. of Gov. (Investigation) PSP51904 Dip. of Gov. (Workplace Inspection) PSP51404 Dip. of Gov. (Policy Development) PSP50204 Dip. of Gov. (Community Capacity) 
	(Management) PSP60904 Adv. Dip. of Gov. (Workplace Inspection) 

	Figure 23: PSP04 Generalist and Specialist Qualifications 
	Figure 23: PSP04 Generalist and Specialist Qualifications 
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	EmployabilitySkills 
	EmployabilitySkills 
	EmployabilitySkills 

	1.Communication 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the use of communication techniques for interacting with internal and, to a limited extent, external clients and following instructions on the basis of communication and the methods used. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Handle routine enquiries, including following and relaying routine instructions and engaging in workplace discussions, speaking, listening and reading non-verbal cues, reading, writing and visual literacy are intrinsic to the workplace c
	Qualifications at this level cover the use of communication techniques for interacting with internal and, to a limited extent, external clients and following instructions on the basis of communication and the methods used. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Handle routine enquiries, including following and relaying routine instructions and engaging in workplace discussions, speaking, listening and reading non-verbal cues, reading, writing and visual literacy are intrinsic to the workplace c
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies of using an extensive range of workplace communication strategies for interacting confidently with internal and external clients. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Respond to enquiries, receive and give directions, participate in meetings and make presentations in the workgroup, including speaking, listening and reading non-verbal cues, and using reading, writing and visual literacy. • Interpret and compose a range of workplace documents 
	Qualifications at this level require the use of advanced communication strategies for interacting with internal and external clients, colleagues and managers. This has the following performance outcomes: • Deal with complex enquiries and complaints, giving directions, managing meetings and making workplace and public presentations, as well as speaking, listening and reading non-verbal cues, reading, writing and visual literacy. It includes the use of written communication involving the evaluation and compos
	Qualifications at this level require the use of complex communication strategies for interacting with internal and external clients, colleagues and managers. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Complex workplace communication for working at middle management level with internal and external clients, colleagues and other staff, including preparing for complex communication, analysing and responding to opinions, presenting a convincing argument, and developing a range of communication strategi
	Qualifications at this level cover high-level workplace communication for working at a senior level with internal and external clients, colleagues and other staff. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Preparation of high-level communication, critically analysing and responding to opinions, persuading and influencing others, and reflecting on and honing communication strategies. • Management of sensitive and confidential information including locating, accessing and authenticating information,
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	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	communication including 
	communication including 
	audiences using conflict resolution, 
	• Use a range of communication 
	negotiation, conducting the 
	operational frameworks, 

	negotiating strategies to clarify 
	negotiating strategies to clarify 
	coaching, negotiation, self-
	methods with a diverse range of 
	negotiation and finalising the 
	balancing intellectual debate and 

	understanding including 
	understanding including 
	assessment. 
	clients and colleagues from 
	outcome. 
	action, considering wider 

	clarifying information in order 
	clarifying information in order 
	• Use formal and informal 
	different levels in the 
	• Use of a range of complex 
	organisational/public sector 

	to confirm understanding, 
	to confirm understanding, 
	organisational communication 
	organisation, including 
	communication techniques 
	issues, using language calculated 

	using effective listening and 
	using effective listening and 
	channels including processing and 
	negotiation and problem solving 
	including applying legislation, 
	to appeal emotionally to a 

	speaking skills including 
	speaking skills including 
	acting on internal stakeholder input 
	in a wide range of government 
	regulations and policies relating 
	particular audience, such as 

	confirming understanding, 
	confirming understanding, 
	and feedback, using principles of 
	matters. This includes using 
	to communication in the public 
	humorous, serious, cajoling, 

	applying understanding of 
	applying understanding of 
	interpersonal, group, system and 
	negotiation/conflict resolution 
	sector, analysing and using 
	authoritarian, speaking with 

	individual differences in spoken 
	individual differences in spoken 
	organisational communication. 
	techniques to resolve difficult 
	language structures and features 
	confidence and authority, 

	and non-verbal communication 
	and non-verbal communication 
	• Maintain records in a manner that is 
	situations and making referrals in 
	that influence the interpretation 
	covering cultural, ethnic, diversity 

	to meet the expected 
	to meet the expected 
	accurate, up-to-date and in a format 
	accordance with organisational 
	of spoken communication, 
	or equity considerations, selecting 

	standards of the workplace, 
	standards of the workplace, 
	acceptable to the organisation 
	policy and procedures. It also 
	interacting confidently with 
	a communication style 

	engaging in workplace 
	engaging in workplace 
	• Use: 
	includes the use of a range of 
	groups on familiar topics in 
	appropriate to the 

	discussions, eliciting and giving 
	discussions, eliciting and giving 
	• effective listening 
	communication strategies/skills 
	formal and informal workplace 
	occasion/audience such as 

	factual information, listening 
	factual information, listening 
	• questioning 
	with a diverse workforce and 
	situations, speaking with 
	consultative, collaborative, 

	for relevant information from 
	for relevant information from 
	• constructive feedback 
	client base including 
	confidence and listening 
	assertive, reasonable. 

	oral discussions, exchanging 
	oral discussions, exchanging 
	• issues identification 
	assertiveness, listening, non-
	critically, clarifying meaning, 
	• Use interpersonal communication 

	information, exploring issues 
	information, exploring issues 
	• exploring options 
	verbal communication, language 
	exploring issues and problem 
	including, applying legislation, 

	and solving routine problems. 
	and solving routine problems. 
	• identifying areas of agreement 
	style, problem solving. 
	solving, responding to diversity, 
	regulations and policies relating to 

	• Store records in accordance 
	• Store records in accordance 
	• recording agreements 
	• Collect, organise, record and 
	including gender and disability. 
	communication in the public 

	with organisational policy and 
	with organisational policy and 
	• non-verbal as well as verbal 
	report information in accordance 
	• Use reading and writing at a level 
	sector, analysing and using 

	procedures for recordkeeping 
	procedures for recordkeeping 
	communication 
	with organisational procedures 
	to cope with a range of complex 
	language structures and features 

	and information security 
	and information security 
	• culturally appropriate 
	and defined guidelines, using a 
	and sensitive workplace 
	that influence the interpretation 

	including collecting data to 
	including collecting data to 
	strategies, language and non-
	range of standard and complex 
	materials including, critically 
	of spoken communication, 

	assist in evaluating client needs 
	assist in evaluating client needs 
	verbal cues 
	information systems and 
	analysing and synthesising 
	interacting responsively, critically 

	and services, recording verbal 
	and services, recording verbal 
	operations in accordance with 
	information to compose complex 
	and confidently with both familiar 

	enquiries and resulting action. 
	enquiries and resulting action. 
	• a variety of words and language structures to explain sometimes 
	organisational policy and 
	written documents, refining 
	and unfamiliar groups on 

	• Use established communication channels 
	• Use established communication channels 
	complex ideas to different audiences 
	procedures. This includes collecting evidence and 
	content, structure and sequence according to the required 
	specialised topics in formal and informal workplace situations, 

	including using communication 
	including using communication 
	information and ensuring that it 
	purpose of written material, 
	speaking with confidence and 

	technology such as telephones, 
	technology such as telephones, 
	• strategies to overcome barriers 
	is accurate, relevant and 
	using spelling, punctuation and 
	listening evaluatively and 

	computers with audio, 
	computers with audio, 
	to communication. 
	reported according to 
	grammar for workplace 
	critically. 

	message bank, answering 
	message bank, answering 
	organisational requirements and 
	documents at an experienced 
	• Prepare high-level written 

	machines, email, short 
	machines, email, short 
	negotiating recommendations for 
	level, providing feedback on 
	communication including the 

	message service, pagers. 
	message service, pagers. 
	improving methods or 
	other people’s work in ways 
	preparation of complex, sensitive 

	• Respond to diversity, including 
	• Respond to diversity, including 
	techniques in accordance with 
	suited to the diversity of the 
	materials, including preparing for 

	gender and disability including 
	gender and disability including 
	organisational policy and 
	workplace, including creation of 
	high-level written communication, 
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	observing and reading nonverbal cues especially those relating to culture, ethnicity, emotional state. 
	observing and reading nonverbal cues especially those relating to culture, ethnicity, emotional state. 
	-

	procedures. • Explain workplace issues and complex and formal documents such as legislation, using language and supporting material suitable to the needs of the audience and the situations they are likely to experience. This includes presenting information in a range of ways such as report format, numerically, in tables, with graphs, spatially. • Link ideas in written material through selection and use of words, grammatical structures, headings and punctuation appropriate to the purpose and use spelling, pu
	learning opportunities to improve research/document input. 
	critically analysing other positions and preparing persuasive written communication. This includes reading and writing at a level to cope with a range of complex and sensitive workplace materials, critically analysing and synthesising information to compose complex written documents, researching other pertinent information, such as supporting/opposing position papers, refining content, structure and sequence according to the required purpose of written material, analysing and using language structures and f

	Figure 24: Employability Skills -Communications 
	Figure 24: Employability Skills -Communications 
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	2. Teamwork 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for entry into/working as a trainee in the public sector. This includes compliance with the principles of public sector legislation and guidelines, the use of public sector and organisational procedures when dealing with others at work, respect for individual differences and career planning. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Contribute as a workgroup member including assisting with support, learning and development for others in achieving
	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for entry into/working as a trainee in the public sector. This includes compliance with the principles of public sector legislation and guidelines, the use of public sector and organisational procedures when dealing with others at work, respect for individual differences and career planning. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Contribute as a workgroup member including assisting with support, learning and development for others in achieving
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies of a member of a work team in a complex hierarchical organisation with formal definitions of authority, accountability, reporting and delegations. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Determine the work unit’s position in the organisational structure and its relationship with other work units. This includes acknowledging the contribution of the work role and the work unit to the organisation’s vision, goals and outcomes and clarifying roles,
	Qualifications at this level require the development and maintenance of effective workplace relationships and networks. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Develop and maintain networks, including establishing and maintaining working relationships, and representing and promoting the organisation. • Promote the value of workplace diversity and the contribution it makes to effective work practices, the generation of new ideas, and the organisation’s responsiveness to the community. This includ
	-

	Qualifications at this level require the development and supervision of effective workplace performance and relationships. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Supervision and performance management in accordance with the organisation’s performance management system. It includes linking individual/workgroup activities to organisational goals, setting performance expectations, measuring performance achievements, and renegotiate performance and development plans. • Achievement of operational re
	Qualifications at this level cover the competency to foster leadership and innovative work practices in others. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Providing a model of innovative practice, organising workgroups to develop innovation and leadership, organising work assignments to facilitate innovation, supporting workgroup to develop leadership and innovation, monitoring innovation and leadership development and providing feedback on innovation and leadership development. • Establish, expand
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	conflicts which affect work in the group through the appropriate channel. 
	conflicts which affect work in the group through the appropriate channel. 
	relationships with colleagues including cooperating with others in the workgroup, sharing knowledge to complete tasks, making constructive contributions to team work, providing formal and informal feedback on workgroup effectiveness and deal ethically with colleagues, members of the public, suppliers and business contacts. 
	build working relationships and identify work methods and practices and negotiate goals and outcomes to implement plans, in consultation with others. This includes providing feedback to workgroup members in regard to quality of client service delivery. • Identify the needs and viewpoints of individuals and consider them when implementing change. This includes suggesting options and opportunities for change to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the workgroup and the work environment, responding positive

	Figure 25: Employability Skills -Teamwork 
	Figure 25: Employability Skills -Teamwork 
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	3. ProblemSolving 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies of identifying and addressing workplace problems within a prescribed framework of roles, delegations and procedures. This requires the following performance outcomes: • The provision of service to clients within a prescribed framework, including identifying procedures for dealing with clients, dealing with complaints from clients and difficult situations in accordance with organisational procedures, matching client service to needs and delivering client se
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies of identifying and addressing workplace problems within a prescribed framework of roles, delegations and procedures. This requires the following performance outcomes: • The provision of service to clients within a prescribed framework, including identifying procedures for dealing with clients, dealing with complaints from clients and difficult situations in accordance with organisational procedures, matching client service to needs and delivering client se
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies of identifying, addressing and contributing to the resolution of routine workplace problems using collaboration and assistance from colleagues. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Resolve situations which pose ethical problems or refer them in accordance with organisational guidelines including interpreting ethical values and principles and review with senior staff to ensure accuracy, managing conflicts of interest, recording decision-makin
	Qualifications at this level cover the development, implementation and review of client services and the skills to address complex workplace and public issues in the context of government services, including monitoring problems in implementing work plans and propose solutions within area of responsibility. This requires the following workplace performance outcomes: • The delivery and monitoring of service to clients that requires understanding of the needs of existing and new clients which influence service
	Qualifications at this level cover the development, implementation and review of client services and the skills to address complex workplace and public issues in the context of government services, including monitoring problems in implementing work plans and propose solutions to resolve problems. This requires the following workplace performance outcomes: • Research and analysis to develop advice and recommendations, including identifying and undertaking research, analysing information and applying the resu
	Qualifications at this level cover the development, implementation and review of client services and the skills to address complex workplace and public issues in the context of government services, including monitoring problems in implementing work plans and propose solutions to resolve problems. This requires the following workplace performance outcomes: • The preparation of a written submission responding to a tender to provide goods or services on a cost-recovery or for profit basis. It includes identify
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	to meet the expected standards of the workplace and use oral interactions with other staff to exchange information, explore issues and solve routine problems. 
	to meet the expected standards of the workplace and use oral interactions with other staff to exchange information, explore issues and solve routine problems. 
	using problem-focused strategies for coping. 
	numerical/graphical information. • The requirements for handling difficult interpersonal situations and addressing the conflicts that may arise in day-to-day work activities. It includes identifying the cause of conflict, establishing and implementing strategies for dealing with conflict and evaluating the response and outcomes. Strategies for the resolution of conflict take account of social and cultural differences and consistency with organisational policies and procedures. It does not include formal neg
	and assessing conflict situations, implementing strategies to resolve conflict and monitoring the situation. It does not include formal negotiation, counselling or conducting mediation. • Coordination of risk management in the business unit/organisation. It includes maintaining infrastructure and processes, supporting staff to manage risk, facilitating risk recovery, and monitoring and reviewing risk management. • Clearly identifying statistical data collection and the expected outputs to meet user requirem
	and for negotiating variations and changes with clients, using required language and style for written submissions, using technical and other vocabulary, networking strategically with clients, suppliers and stakeholders, evaluating and reviewing information, responding to diversity, including gender and disability. 

	Figure 26: Employability Skills -Problem Solving 
	Figure 26: Employability Skills -Problem Solving 
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	4. InitiativeandEnterprise 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for entry into/working as a trainee in the public sector. This includes compliance with the principles of public sector legislation and guidelines, the use of public sector and organisational procedures when dealing with others at work, respect for individual differences and career planning. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Participation in the change process within a workgroup. This includes suggesting options for change and contributin
	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for entry into/working as a trainee in the public sector. This includes compliance with the principles of public sector legislation and guidelines, the use of public sector and organisational procedures when dealing with others at work, respect for individual differences and career planning. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Participation in the change process within a workgroup. This includes suggesting options for change and contributin
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies required to take initiative within the boundaries of job descriptions, levels of authority and delegations. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Use public resources in accordance with public sector ethics standards, organisational policy and guidelines, relevant standards and other information. • Exercise judgment to resolve workplace issues including applying relevant standards and other information applying objective and impartial evaluat
	Qualifications at this level cover the skills required to implement a change process and includes understanding the reasons for change and initiating specific changes related to the work unit, suggesting options and opportunities for change, encouraging commitment to workplace change, monitoring and evaluating change and dealing with ambiguity in the change process. This requires the following performance outcomes: • The exercise of delegations in the public sector, including confirming the delegation, appl
	Qualifications at this level cover the skills required to provide leadership to the achievement of organisational goals and principles, designing and implementing ethical process, promoting service quality and the reasons for change and initiating specific changes related to the work unit. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Achievement of operational results and effective working relationships through leadership, feedback and support of individuals in a workgroup that may exist in the workp
	Qualifications at this level cover the effective application of government systems to work in the public sector. It includes applying knowledge of linkages between government and other organisations and between governments, and applying knowledge of the broader political context. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Providing a model of innovative practice, organising workgroups to develop innovation and leadership, organising work assignments to facilitate innovation, supporting workgroup to
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	TR
	networks in accordance with principles of conflict resolution 
	research in accordance with legislation, policy and procedures to confirm the viability of options. 
	change process. It includes planning for the introduction of change, dealing with emerging challenges and opportunities and handling ambiguity in the change process. • The development and use of political nous to navigate and succeed in the political environment of the public sector. It includes identifying the political terrain, evaluating the political environment, forming alliances, and bargaining and negotiating to achieve outcomes. • The development and use of emotional intelligence to increase self-aw

	Figure 27: Employability Skills -Initiative & Enterprise 
	Figure 27: Employability Skills -Initiative & Enterprise 
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	5. PlanningandOrganising 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the implementation of work unit plans and organisational goals within trainee level job descriptions, responsibilities and delegations. This require the following performance outcomes: • Carry out work within organisational procedures including applying legislation and guidelines common to employment in a public sector organisation, identifying key principles contained in the legislation and guidelines, finding out about procedures for dealing with clients staff at all lev
	Qualifications at this level cover the implementation of work unit plans and organisational goals within trainee level job descriptions, responsibilities and delegations. This require the following performance outcomes: • Carry out work within organisational procedures including applying legislation and guidelines common to employment in a public sector organisation, identifying key principles contained in the legislation and guidelines, finding out about procedures for dealing with clients staff at all lev
	Qualifications at this level cover the contribution made to the planning of work unit goals and strategies consistent with departmental policy and guidelines. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Provide client service where a relationship is established with the client to address their needs. This includes the need to explore with clients what outcomes are possible and would best promote satisfaction. It may also require staff to be familiar with a product/service that is capable of customis
	Qualifications at this level cover the development and implementation of work unit plans at both the work unit and individual level to achieve results through planning. It includes participating in the planning activities of the work unit, preparing individual work plans, and implementing and evaluating work plans. This requires the following performance outcomes: • The organisation of available resources at a senior operative rather than managerial level to facilitate achievement of work unit objectives. I
	Qualifications at this level cover the coordination and management of the development and implementation of work unit plans at both the work unit and individual level to achieve results through planning. This includes providing leadership to the planning activities of the work unit, supervising individual work plans, and coordinating the implementing and evaluating of work plans. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Identification of service requirements to meet client needs, including analys
	Qualifications at this level cover the coordination and management of the development and implementation of work unit plans at both the work unit and individual level to achieve results through planning. It includes providing leadership to the planning activities of the work unit, supervising individual work plans, and coordinating the implementing and evaluating of work plans. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Establish, expand and utilise strategic networks. It includes identifying featu
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	TR
	comply with organisational requirements. • Achieve work goals and revise work plans to attend to ongoing or new responsibilities. This includes monitoring work progress relative to set goals, strategies and outcomes and using planning and time management in routine work activities. • Use required resources and systems to achieve work objectives. This includes accessing and using resources, administering resource usage, operating financial systems relevant to job role and identifying and dealing with discrep
	employment opportunity, equity and diversity. • Complete planning activities within the defined timeframe and meet the organisation’s requirements, evaluate proposals, outcome and preparation process using feedback from a range of stakeholders and use results to improve subsequent quotations, develop contingency plans to ensure operational continuity, and revise work plans according to changes in work priorities and organisational needs. 
	outcomes and recommending action. • Benchmarking performance of a functional area or business unit of an organisation. It includes designing a benchmarking approach, establishing benchmarks, establishing and managing a benchmarking exercise, gathering and analysing information and reporting on/acting on benchmarking outcomes. 
	legislation and evaluating compliance outcomes. 

	Figure 28: Employability Skills -Planning & Organising 
	Figure 28: Employability Skills -Planning & Organising 
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	6. SelfManagement 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for working effectively in a public sector organisation with a focus on self-management. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Evaluate and develop your own expertise, identifying career options, working within the organisational structure and culture, managing your own work and working with others. • Undertake work is in accordance with the principles contained in legislation and guidelines including taking responsibility for finding out abo
	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for working effectively in a public sector organisation with a focus on self-management. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Evaluate and develop your own expertise, identifying career options, working within the organisational structure and culture, managing your own work and working with others. • Undertake work is in accordance with the principles contained in legislation and guidelines including taking responsibility for finding out abo
	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for working effectively in a public sector organisation with a focus on self-management. This includes evaluating and developing your own expertise, identifying career options, working within the organisational structure and culture, and managing your own work. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Personal work practices comply with public sector ethics standards, organisational policy and guidelines including an understanding of the organis
	Qualifications at this level require autonomous management of work roles, duties and responsibilities within the limitations of job descriptions, level of authority and delegations and departmental policies and procedures. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Identify and respond to risks using risk management procedures and treatments. This applies to the risks inherent in all aspects of everyday work in the public sector as well as to specific functional activities and projects related to t
	Qualifications at this level require autonomous management of complex work roles, duties and responsibilities within the limitations of job descriptions, level of authority and delegations and departmental policies and procedures. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Active management of one’s own career to meet goals and achieve life plans, as well as contributing to the career management of others. It includes identifying current career strengths, identifying and mapping career opportunitie
	Qualifications at this level require autonomous management of complex work roles, duties and responsibilities within the limitations of job descriptions, level of authority and delegations and departmental policies and procedures. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Promotion of compliance with legislation in the public sector including modelling compliance with legislation and related public sector guidelines and procedures and encouraging and assisting others to comply. • Analysis of the p
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	workgroup tasks in accordance with individual strengths, personal preferences or development needs. 
	• Plan career development and pathways. This includes self-assessment of skills and abilities, investigation of possible career opportunities, developing and implementing a career plan and monitoring progress against the plan. • Promote the value of workplace diversity and the contribution it makes to effective work practices, the generation of new ideas, and the organisation’s responsiveness to the community. This includes promoting the benefits of workplace diversity and contributing to diversity outcomes
	the context of the workplace. It includes identifying the impact of own emotions on others in the workplace, recognising and appreciating the emotional strengths and weaknesses of others, promoting the development of emotional intelligence in others and utilising emotional intelligence to maximise team outcomes. 

	Figure 29: Employability Skills -Self-Management 
	Figure 29: Employability Skills -Self-Management 
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	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
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	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for career planning and assessment and development of workplace skills. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Explore a range of possible career paths and prepare for career options. • Plan personal development including assessing skills against the requirements of current and potential work opportunities. • Plan competency areas and experiences required to develop career path, analysing personal working and learning styles, values and attitu
	Qualifications at this level cover the requirements for career planning and assessment and development of workplace skills. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Explore a range of possible career paths and prepare for career options. • Plan personal development including assessing skills against the requirements of current and potential work opportunities. • Plan competency areas and experiences required to develop career path, analysing personal working and learning styles, values and attitu
	Qualifications at this level cover both the provision of support to the skills development of others and personal learning activities. This includes the following performance outcomes: • Assist with support, learning and development for others in achieving workgroup goals. This includes the establishing workgroup parameters, participating in the workgroup, assisting in learning and development and assisting workgroup members. • Set personal learning goals and monitor progress towards them. This includes, id
	Qualifications at this level cover the skills required to provide mentoring, coaching and performance review for others as well as personal career and skills development. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Plan career directions and pathways. This includes self-assessment of skills and abilities, investigation of possible career opportunities, developing and implementing a career plan and monitoring progress against the plan. • Undertake a gap analysis to identify those skills that are comm
	This qualification covers the skills required to provide mentoring, coaching and performance review for others as well as personal career and skills development. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Promotion and support for coaching and mentoring in the organisation, including developing a coaching/mentoring strategy, establishing a coaching/mentoring framework, implementing and supporting coaching/mentoring, monitoring coaching and mentoring arrangements and consolidating opportunities for 
	Qualifications at this level cover the skills required to provide mentoring, coaching and performance review for others as well as personal career and skills development. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Promoting and using a range of learning and skills development methods including, action learning, coaching, mentoring, counselling, skills training, modelling. 
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	competency development by comparing current competencies with the competency requirements of current or anticipated duties. Develop a comprehensive knowledge of the organisation’s structure and functioning and apply this in accordance with legislation, policy and procedures. 
	performance, providing and documenting feedback, determining action, and reviewing performance monitoring and feedback. It covers the provision of on-thejob coaching to colleagues and reflects the situation in many workplaces where formal and informal on-the-job coaching is extremely common. It includes preparation for coaching, and provision of and follow-up of coaching. • Identify learning from workplace experiences, share outcomes with others and transfer them to other initiatives including identifying a
	-


	Figure 30: Employability Skills -Learning 
	Figure 30: Employability Skills -Learning 
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	Qualifications at this level cover various applications of technology and their use to achieve work outcomes. This includes selecting, using and maintaining technology. This requires to following performance outcomes: • Identify work requirements and select the equipment and software application of best fit in terms of timeliness, cost effectiveness, occupational health and safety conditions including, using a keyboard, using a range of technology applications, using communication to request advice, receive
	Qualifications at this level cover various applications of technology and their use to achieve work outcomes. This includes selecting, using and maintaining technology. This requires to following performance outcomes: • Identify work requirements and select the equipment and software application of best fit in terms of timeliness, cost effectiveness, occupational health and safety conditions including, using a keyboard, using a range of technology applications, using communication to request advice, receive
	Qualifications at this level cover the competencies required to operate workplace equipment and technology including communication technology and information management technology. Specialist elective competencies specify the range of technological requirements for that specialisation. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Use technology to access workplace information and documents electronically (computers) and or in hard copy (printers, photocopiers). • Maintain network communication throug
	Qualifications at this level cover the technology skills required for general government workplaces and services. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Use workplace technology for a range of applications including, resource ordering, managing and financial requirements, computerised techniques for information management, computer technology for data storage, security, retrieval and presentation. • Specialists elective competencies cover the specific equipment and technology required by those 
	Qualifications at this level cover the technology skills required for general government workplaces and services. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Identify equipment and technology requirements and use information technology including databases and spreadsheets. Use statistical analysis package, the most relevant data capture (software), GIS and web mapping/web GIS tools to access and/or manipulate a range of data, spreadsheet or database package for data analysis and presentation, statis
	Qualifications at this level cover the technology skills required for general government workplaces and services. This requires the following performance outcomes: • Identify equipment and technology requirements and use information technology including databases and spreadsheets. Use statistical analysis package, the most relevant data capture (software), GIS and web mapping/web GIS tools to access and/or manipulate a range of data, spreadsheet or database package for data analysis and presentation, statis
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	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateII 
	CertificateIII 
	CertificateIV 
	Diploma 
	AdvancedDiploma 

	• pagers • photocopiers • printers • routers • scanners • tape/MD recorders • telephones/mobiles/wireless telephones • video cameras • wireless technology equipment • zip drives • information exchange systems and the Internet. • Apply knowledge of OHS requirements for using information technology. • Use communication technology such as telephones, computers with audio, message bank, answering machines, email, short message service, pagers. 
	• pagers • photocopiers • printers • routers • scanners • tape/MD recorders • telephones/mobiles/wireless telephones • video cameras • wireless technology equipment • zip drives • information exchange systems and the Internet. • Apply knowledge of OHS requirements for using information technology. • Use communication technology such as telephones, computers with audio, message bank, answering machines, email, short message service, pagers. 
	• Specialist qualifications and electives will cover the equipment and technology required by these specialist functions. 

	Figure 31: Employability Skills -Technology 
	Figure 31: Employability Skills -Technology 
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	Annexe J: MINIMUM COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK 
	For members ofthe SupportServices Cluster, competencies drawn from the Public SectorTrainingPackage(PSP04)arerequired. The Minimum Competency level requiredfor appointment at eachlevelis shown in Table35: 
	EmployabilitySkillsLevel (PSP04) 
	EmployabilitySkillsLevel (PSP04) 
	EmployabilitySkillsLevel (PSP04) 
	CurrentClassifications 
	Bands 

	AQF 6 Advanced Diploma 
	AQF 6 Advanced Diploma 
	Senior Officer Grade A Senior Officer Grade B 
	11 10 

	AQF 5 Diploma 
	AQF 5 Diploma 
	Senior Officer Grade C 
	9 

	AQF 4 Certificate IV 
	AQF 4 Certificate IV 
	Administrative Services Officer Level 6 Administrative Services Officer Level 5 
	7 6 

	AQF 3 Certificate III 
	AQF 3 Certificate III 
	Administrative Services Officer Level 4 Administrative Services Officer Level 3 
	5 4 

	AQF 2 Certificate II 
	AQF 2 Certificate II 
	Administrative Services Officer Level 2 
	3 

	AQF 1 Certificate I 
	AQF 1 Certificate I 
	Administrative Services Officer Level 1 
	2 

	Table 35: ASO and SO AQF equivalences 
	Table 35: ASO and SO AQF equivalences 


	This Table applies fortheASO/SOstream and closelyallied occupations. Included in the “closelyallied” categorytechnical andprofessional managers that will share Bands 9,10 and11withtheSeniorOfficer categoryare: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Senior ProfessionalOfficers C,B andA andSPOA(Engineering), 

	•
	•
	•

	Senior Officers (Technical)C andB, 

	•
	•
	•

	Senior Information TechnologyOfficers C,B andA 

	•
	•
	•

	Senior Public Affairs Officers 1and2, HealthProfessionals 4,5 and6, Radiation Therapists 4,5 and6, 
	•
	•


	•
	•
	•

	Principal andChiefMedicalPhysicists, 

	•
	•
	•

	Legal2 and3, and Dentist4. 
	•



	In determining essentialqualifications or identifyingdesirable qualifications, Directorates must not set astandardthat is lowerthan theMinimum CompetencyFramework 
	Annexe K: JOB CLASSIFICATION HANDBOOK:AMODEL 

	WorkLevelStandards 
	WorkLevelStandards 
	WorkLevels Standards (WLSs)define the nature andlevel of responsibility, accountabilityand authorityfound at eachlevel ofthe classificationstructure. Levels of responsibility, accountability and authorityare consideredin relation to: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Outputs –Thetangibleresults ofthe work process 

	• 
	• 
	Outcomes –Theconsequentimpact ofthe outputs onstakeholders. 

	• 
	• 
	Transformations –Theprocesses appliedtothe available resources to meetthe organisation’s objectives 

	• 
	• 
	Inputs –The resources applied andtheprocesses appliedto maintainthem 


	(e.g. recruitment,training,budgeting) These contributions areorganisedinto three Compensable Factors called: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Achievement – The characteroftheoutputs andthe impact ofoutcomes arisingfrom theperformanceofthework. 

	• 
	• 
	Complexity – The diversity andtype oftasks, activities,functions, programs orprojects tobeundertaken. Thelevel andtype ofjudgment, reasoning andproblem-solving requiredto effectthe necessary transformations. 

	• 
	• 
	Breadth – The span ofcontrol,useof resources, andlevel andtype of 


	authorityoftheposition. These aspects are internalto theworkprocess. 
	The WLSs alsoprovide guidanceonhow to classifypositions in relationto three factors thatbearuponbut areexternal to the workprocess: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Ecology –the within whichthe duties ofthe position areto be performed. 
	context 


	• 
	• 
	Skills andKnowledge – generallevels of and occupation-specificskill andknowledge requiredto competentlyperform the duties oftheposition. 
	skill andknowledge


	• 
	• 
	EnvironmentalDemands 


	The relationship ofthesesixfactors is illustrated atFigure 32. Furtherdescriptions ofthese sixfactors areset outlaterinthis manual. 
	Figure
	Figure 32: How the Compensable Factors Relate 
	Figure 32: How the Compensable Factors Relate 


	JOBDESCRIPTIONS 
	WLSs do not describe the detailedtasks tobeperformed orthekind ofperson who mightbebest suitedto the job. 
	• Jobdescriptions and selection criteria will be written and maintainedby Directorates, on thebasis of: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	the workthat must actuallybeperformed, 

	o 
	o 
	the Directorate’s assessment of whatkindofperson wouldbe best suitedto dothat work. 


	OCCUPATIONALCOMPETENCIES 
	The new WLSs do not specifyoccupational competencies. 
	• Occupational competencies are containedin the relevant nationaltraining package or,in thecaseofthe professions,bytherelevantprofessional accreditation council. 
	The new WLSs replace all oftheprevious occupation-based andqualificationbasedWLSs. The new WLSs also coverclassifications where no WLSs previously existed. 
	-

	Previous WLSs attemptedto deal withoccupational aspects and organizational characteristics of workin thesamedocument. Thisenabledjobswithinthesame stream to be ranked relativelyreliablyagainst oneanother, attheexpenseofthe abilityto compareand rankjobs in different occupationalstreams. WLSs varied considerablyin thebalancetheybroughtto occupational andorganizational characteristics, and aconfusing variety ofterminologywas employedto describe similarwork requirements that crossed streams 
	Pre-existingWLSs maybereferredto forguidancewhen comparing and ranking two jobspreviouslycoveredbythesameWLS(eithertwo existingjobs,oran existingjob and anew job). However,for comparingjobs across occupational categories, andin cases whereno WLSs previously existed,the new WLSs mustbe used. 
	The finaldecision onclassification mustbe basedon the new WLSs. 
	OCCUPATIONALSKILLANDKNOWLEDGE 
	Aproper analysis ofthework requirements of apositionwillentail anassessment ofthe Skill andKnowledgefactor,including occupation-specificSkill and Knowledge. This assessment requires adecisionto be made asto whetherthe work ofthe positionrequires occupation-specific Skill andKnowledgeabovethat requiredfor occupational entry. 
	Occupation-specificSkillandKnowledge mayincludebroader,deeper,higher level, or specialisedSkillandKnowledge. IfJobAnalysis shows thattheseare present,theyhave abearing on the classification oftheposition. 
	must

	Adistinctionmustbemadebetweengeneral kinds andlevels of skilland knowledge, and occupation-specific skill andknowledge. 
	For example,to fulfillaSeniorScientist role,aposition mayrequiretheexerciseof discipline-specific skillsandknowledgenoticeablyabove that requiredforbase level entryto the profession, also requiremore general skills andknowledge relatingto thesupervisionof staff andimplementinglocalqualitycontrol systems. 
	and 

	QUALIFICATIONS 
	WLSs do not specifymandatoryqualifications for entryto an occupation. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	These requirements differ quite widelyfrom one occupation tothenext, and are also subjecttochange byprofessionalbodies,government agencies, registration boards,etc. 

	• 
	• 
	Itisproposedthat aPSMStandardthat addresses these needs willbe 


	separatelymaintainedbyCMCD. Directorates willdetermine what otherqualifications mightberequiredor desirable,to meetthe requirements oftheworkto beperformed. 
	TRAININGARRANGEMENTS 
	Finally,WLSs do not deal with entry -leveltraining arrangements. 
	• Itisproposedthattherules governingtrainees, apprentices and cadets – which mayincludespecifyingtheir classificationandhow theymovefrom one classificationto the next –willbemaintainedseparatelyas aPSM StandardbyCMCD. For this reason,theclassification decision inrelationto traininggrades is automatic. 

	CompensableFactors 
	CompensableFactors 
	DESCRIPTIONS Achievement 
	Corporate effectiveness depends to amarkeddegree how aDirectorateorganises its workforce to achieve satisfactoryoutcomes forits clients and stakeholders. 
	All classification systems givesomefocus tothe value ofinputsandthecomplexity of workprocesses. These are important,butthefirst concern oftheDirectorateought to be withwhattheorganisation is requiredto achieve. Therefore,the contribution a workteam and eachindividualpositionon the teammakes to the achievement of business objectives mustbegivenprimaryattention. 
	In the classificationof positions,itis notimportantto knowhow effectivethework team is in achievingitsobjectives –thisis an issue forprogram evaluation and performance management. Butitis importantto accuratelyidentifywhich attributes of business objectives thatshouldbe taken into consideration forjob classification purposes, and categoriseactions taken in support of achievingbusinessobjectives. 
	Outputsare thedirecttangibleresults from theworkprocesses undertaken bywork teams andindividual employees; outcomes arethe desiredimpact oftheoutputs on stakeholders, once the outputs aredeployed as intended.The distinction betweenthe two isgenerallywell-understood,but someexamples are valuable—see Figure 33: . 
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	Output 
	Output 
	Output 
	Outcomes 

	Install newautomated analysis equipment to increase throughput ofpathology samples 
	Install newautomated analysis equipment to increase throughput ofpathology samples 
	Better decision-makingaroundclinicalmanagement of patients attendingfor treatment at theEmergency Department. Reduced ED waitingtimes. Improved hospital bedmanagement. 

	Maintain automatedanalysis equipment 
	Maintain automatedanalysis equipment 
	Avoid automated analysis equipment downtime 

	Producenewpamphlet for explainingrisk factorsin the development of diabetes 
	Producenewpamphlet for explainingrisk factorsin the development of diabetes 
	Awareness of personsat risk of developing diabetesof actions they can taketo managetheir own health. Reduction in hospital admissions for diabetes-related conditions. 

	Revise and republish code ofconduct for public servants 
	Revise and republish code ofconduct for public servants 
	Reduced number ofcasesandreduced cost ofinvestigating conflict ofinterest, patronage, fraud, grievances, prejudicial behaviour, bullying, etc. Increasedpublic trust, satisfaction and regard for thepublic service. 

	Build securecomputer system for storageand communication ofpersonalhealth care information 
	Build securecomputer system for storageand communication ofpersonalhealth care information 
	Improve integration, safety, quality andperformance of health care service delivery through eHealth initiatives 

	Install waste water recovery, treatment and reticulation system for public playing fields 
	Install waste water recovery, treatment and reticulation system for public playing fields 
	Avoid playing field closures 

	Competitivetender for supply ofdurablekhakisocks–$20m. 
	Competitivetender for supply ofdurablekhakisocks–$20m. 
	Army personnel aresuitably attired 

	Feasibility study for refurbishment ofsubmarine fleet–$20m. 
	Feasibility study for refurbishment ofsubmarine fleet–$20m. 
	TheAustralian Government iswell-informed on its optionsfor major expenditureofup to $2bn ofpublic funds 

	Figure 33: Examples of Outputs & Outcomes 
	Figure 33: Examples of Outputs & Outcomes 


	(Gane&Sarson 1979). 
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	Itis apparentfrom theseexamples that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the responsibilityforoutputs andoutcomesmay ormaynotbesplit between different organisational units, 

	• outputs from oneprocess can be inputs to another process, 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	long chains ofdirect,indirect anddownstream effects can bedetected, 

	• outputs encapsulatecosts, while outcomes incorporate the benefit stream, 

	• 
	• 
	as the lasttwoexamples demonstrate,alargebudget(input)does not necessarilycorrelate closelywiththeimportance ofthe outcome. 


	MostACTGovernmentpriorities are changeprojectsrelatedto implementing The CanberraPlan.Manyoftheexamples givenabove illustrate the “handover” of outputs from changeprojects to others who are requiredto turn newworking arrangements to thebenefit of stakeholders. 
	However averylarge number ofACTPSpositions deliver predefined services on an ongoingbasis. Positions that contribute to theplanning,designand implementation of change are no more importantthanpositions responsiblefor “business-as-usual” servicedelivery. Qualityservice deliverythat consistently delivers benefits to clients and stakeholders isexpectedfrom all service sector organisations. 
	In both cases,theattributes of theAchievementfactorare: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	the significanceofthe outputs and outcomes inthecontext ofthebusiness plans thattheworkunitis requiredto follow, 

	•
	•
	•

	the particularkind andlevel of contributionto the required outcomes and outputs, 

	•
	•
	•

	the directness oftheposition’s contribution tothe achievement ofthe outputs and outcomes, 

	•
	•
	•

	the extent oftheservices provided –forexample, school students Territorywide,internal clients ina singleDirectorate, 
	-


	•
	•
	•

	the directness oftheposition’s involvement in securingtheflow ofbenefits for clients and stakeholders. Impact oftasks, activities,functions andprogramsmayextendto outcomes 


	affectingtheinterests,entitlements and well-being of awide rangeof stakeholders. Stakeholders include: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	employees in theworkunit 

	•
	•
	•

	employees in otherwork units,branches,Directorates, etc. 

	•
	•
	•

	ACTGovernment, ministers 

	•
	•
	•

	local,State andAustraliangovernment organisations 

	•
	•
	•

	non-government organisations,business associations, unions, etc. 

	•
	•
	•

	clients/customers as end-users of supplies andservices. 


	There are four levels ofimpact usedintheWLSs,examples of which aregiven below: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Low – The impact oftheworkislimitedtothe local work unit, andincludes providing advice and services to individual clients on day-to-daymatters in accordance with well-defined workplans. 

	• 
	• 
	Moderate – The impactoftheworkgoesbeyondthe local work unit, and includes determining andproviding adviceandservices to individual clients on matt 

	• 
	• 
	High – The impact ofthepositionis across theDirectorate and extends to establishing and maintaining services to specifiedinternal and external clientgroups. 

	• 
	• 
	VeryHigh – The position has responsibilityfor establishing and maintaining services to, andthe well-being and rights of, asignificantproportionof the ACTCommunityin thelong-term. 


	Ajobthat makes anindirect contribution to clientoutcomeswillgenerallybe classified at alowerlevelthan ajobthat makes adirect contribution toclient outcomes. 
	Complexity 
	This factoris concerned withassessingthe level andtype ofjudgment and reasoning required, and level andtypeofproblem solving required. Itisalso concerned with: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	job content –tasks,activities,functions,programs, or projects, 

	• 
	• 
	activities associated withthetransformation ofinputsto outputs, includinginterpretationandevaluation,planning,checking, monitoring and reporting, 

	• 
	• 
	characteristics ofthesubject matter,task or role –e.g. novelty, 


	uncertainty, volatility. This factoris differentiatedfrom Breadthbyitsfocus on thesubject matteror purpose oftheworkunit,ratherthan the size or organisation ofthework unit and the value of otherinputs. 
	is differentfrom and . 
	Complexity
	complicated
	difficult

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Complexity arises where the workto be doneissubjectto change as a result offeedback effects withintheworkprocess. An example of complex workis the control ofamajorbushfire. Firefighters reactto the fire behavior, andthefirereacts to firefighterbehavior. Weather conditions andlocalterrain willhaveanimpact onboth. Complex systems are intrinsicallydynamic. 

	• 
	• 
	Complicated workisworkthathas manyprocedural steps,but they are usuallywellunderstood, anddo notdisplaythefeedback effects foundin complexsystems. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Difficult workisworkthat calls on anemployeeto demonstrate and 

	deployhigherorbroaderlevels of skill andknowledge. For the purposes oftheseWLSs, sixlevels of complexityare defined: 

	• 
	• 
	Simple -Atthislevel work couldbedescribed asstraightforward or routine. Tasks are clear-cut anddirectlyrelated withlittle orno choicein deciding what needs tobedone. Theproblemspresentedbythe work are verylimited, and actions orresponses to bemadeare readilydiscernible. 

	• 
	• 
	Procedural complexity -The work consistsoftasks involving related steps, processes or methods. What needs to bedoneinvolves various choices requiringthe occupantto recognise differences among afew easily recognisable situations.Actions or responses tobemade differ in such things as sourceofinformation,kind oftransactions orentries, orother differences of afactualnature. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Low complexity -Theworkincludes various tasks involvingdifferent and unrelatedprocesses and methods. What needs to bedone dependsupon analysis ofthesubject,phase, or issues involvedin each assignment and 

	the appropriatecourseof action mayhave tobe selectedfrom many alternatives. The workinvolves conditions andelements that mustbe identified and analysedto discern interrelationships. 

	• 
	• 
	Moderately complex -The worktypicallyincludes variedtasks requiring manydifferent and unrelatedprocesses and methods such as those relatingto well established aspects of an administrative or professional field. Decisions regarding what needs tobe done include assessment of unusualcircumstances,variations in approach, sudden changes, and incompleteorconflictingdata. The work requires making manydecisions concerning suchthings as the interpreting of considerable data,planning ofthe work, orrefiningthemethods 

	• 
	• 
	Highly complex -The workincludes variedtasks and activities requiring manydifferent and unrelatedprocesses and methods appliedto abroad range of activities orsubstantial depthof analysis. Decisions regarding what needs to bedoneincludemajorareas of uncertaintyin approach, methodology, orinterpretationandevaluationprocesses resultingfrom such elements as continuing changes in program,technological developments, unknown phenomena, or conflicting requirements. The work requires originating new techniques,estab

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Most complex -The work consists of assignments which are characterised bybreadth andintensityof effort andinvolvedseveralphases being pursued concurrentlyor sequentiallywiththe support ofothers within or outside the organisation. Decisions regarding whatneeds to be done include largelyundefinedissues and elements,requiring extensive probing and analysis to determinethenatureand extent ofthe problem. The work requires continuing efforts to establish concepts,theories, orprograms, or to resolve unyieldingprob

	The structural unitsof coordination, cooperation andteam workin theACTPS include: 

	• 
	• 
	an individualposition 

	• 
	• 
	all orpart of alocal work unit,sectionor team 

	• 
	• 
	all orpart of abranch, 

	• 
	• 
	all orpart of adivision,agency or office 

	• 
	• 
	all orpart of aDirectorate, 

	• 
	• 
	two ormore Directorates, and 

	• 
	• 
	ACTPS-wide. Looked at more broadly, coordination,cooperation andteam work must also happen between theACTPS andpersonnelin external organisations,suchas: 

	• 
	• 
	non-government organisations,business associations, and unions, 

	• 
	• 
	contractors, suppliers and commercialpartners, 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	local,State andAustraliangovernment organisations. These functions may become more significant as the structural scale expands (or maynot). If ahighlycomplex problem atintergovernmentallevel only amounts to 5% ofthe position’s work,this workwillnot havea majorimpactonthe classificationoftheposition. 

	There are also avarietyoflevels of workprocess: 

	• 
	• 
	Tasks –adiscrete workprocess –e.g. prepare aletter –aparticulartask mightbea featureof manydifferent activities 

	• 
	• 
	Activities –acombinationof tasks orderedin aparticular wayto achievea specified result –e.g. receive and registerincoming and outgoing correspondence,to monitorworkflowand responsiveness 

	• 
	• 
	Functions –more than an accumulationoftasksand activities,functions describe the expected,purposefuloutputsof awork unit –e.g. investigate health complaints –afunction may rely on the workoftwo ormore positions 

	• 
	• 
	Programs –the totalityofthework requiredtodelivera specific business objective –e.g. improvequalityand safetyof health services 

	• 
	• 
	Change projects –the totalityofthework requiredto identifycurrent system state, and/oridentifyoptionsfor change, and/or establish feasibility, and/ordesign andbuildnew workprocesses. 


	In the proposedWLSs,thecoordination of straightforwardtasks and activities across asmall structuralunitis aless complex function thanthecoordination of complexprograms andprojects across awiderstructural scale. 
	Breadth 
	This factoris concerned withthediversityand span of control, andlevel andtype of authorityoftheposition,including. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	personnel,funds and otherresources, 

	• 
	• 
	administration, supervisionandgeneral managementofthese resources, and 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	delegations, statutorypowers anddiscretions. 

	Breadthis distinguishedfrom Complexitybecause the two can operate independently. Forexample: 

	• 
	• 
	Acall centre managerwho has severalteam leaders as direct reports. The resources controlled are significant. Theworkof eachteam is identical. The work of everypositionis guided and supportedbydetailedprocedures. 

	• 
	• 
	Achangeproject managerhas no staff and no funds,butthesubject matter is novel, and requires ahighlevel of coordination of andinfluence over persons outside theformallines of authority. 


	Itis apresumption oftheseWLSs that work teams maybringtogetheremployees who possessa widevarietyofqualifications,knowledge, skills and experience, from diverse professional,technical,trades and clerical/administrative backgrounds. This raises thequestionof “supervision”, aterm thathasdifferent meanings in different contexts. 
	involves theallocation of worktomembers oftheteam, settingpriorities, and monitoringprogress againstmilestones. 
	Day-to-daysupervision 

	Adistinct responsibilityexists forwithin the workgroup,including: 
	professional andtechnical supervision

	• 
	• 
	• 
	providing advice, mentoring andguidance to ensurethatprofessional and technical expertiseis appropriatelyapplied, 

	• 
	• 
	establishing standards and expectations for the performance of professional andtechnical work, 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	workingto extendtheprofessional andtechnical expertise ofthe workforce through education,training,teaching andinstruction, onand offthe job. 

	Examples include: 

	• 
	• 
	clinical supervisionofhealthprofessional employees in theirprofessional development or internshipperiod, 

	• 
	• 
	qualityassurancetasks, 

	• 
	• 
	instructing and accrediting newly employedtechnical andtrades staffin the preparation,testing,use,maintenance and repair of specialised 


	equipment,thecorrect applicationof standardsandpolicies, andquality 
	controlprocedures. Professional andtechnical supervision may ormay not coincidewithday-to-day supervision. Where they are detectedin thesameposition,then theirrelative importanceandlevel mustbecarefullydistinguished. 
	Note thatBreadthincludes “supervisionprovided” while Ecologydeals with “supervision received.” 
	Ecology 
	This factortakes into consideration the realitythat workis always undertaken within amoreorless complicated matrixof external aspects, which wehave called Ecology, concerned with suchfactors as: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	independence and autonomy, 

	• 
	• 
	extent ofdirection orsupervisionreceived, 

	• 
	• 
	establishedprocesses, methods andpolicies, 

	• 
	• 
	standards –includingprofessional standards,technical standards, accreditation requirements, and codes ofpractice 

	• 
	• 
	clarityand extent ofguidanceavailable, 

	• 
	• 
	adaptability –theopportunity and scope that exists for the occupant of the jobtomodifythetask orroleovertimeto meet emergent circumstances, 

	• 
	• 
	public sectorvalues, codeof ethics,and expectations aroundpersonal behaviour, 

	• 
	• 
	regulatoryandlegal environment –requirements andlimitations, 

	• 
	• 
	consumer,human rights and anti-discrimination legislation, 

	• 
	• 
	relationships withotherpublic serviceorganisations &otherlevels of government(e.g. throughCOAG and ministerial councils), 

	• 
	• 
	community& social expectations, 

	• 
	• 
	rights andinterests of stakeholders, 

	• 
	• 
	consultativerequirements, 

	• 
	• 
	governance and reporting standards, 

	• 
	• 
	governmentpriorities. In anyparticularcase,theseexternal aspects will: 

	• 
	• 
	establishthelimits toand scope for autonomous action, 

	• 
	• 
	affecthow easyordifficultitwillbe to achievebusiness objectives, 

	• 
	• 
	identifythe boundarybetweensuccess andfailure. Supervision or direction received measures the degree ofdirect orindirect control andguidanceexercised overthejobby asupervisor. It reflects the latitude,discretion orauthorityavailablein ajobto act,to approveorto make decisions. 


	Supervision maybeusedto describethosesituations where both whatworkis performed andhow itisdoneareclearlyprescribed either bya supervisororby explicit rules andprocedures. Problems orsituations not coveredbythe instructions orrules aregenerallyreferredto thesupervisor. Performance of work is usuallyreviewedin detail. 
	Direction maybeusedto describethosesituationswhere the worktobe performedis prescribedbuthowitistobeperformedis prescribed onlyatthe 
	Direction maybeusedto describethosesituationswhere the worktobe performedis prescribedbuthowitistobeperformedis prescribed onlyatthe 
	level ofgeneral rules orprecedents, supplementedbysuchthings ascounsel on pitfallsto beavoided and suggestions of alternative ways ofproceeding toward the objective. Atthehighestlevels of managementthe “how”maynotbe prescribed at all,thoughit wouldbesubjecttosome external constraints e.g. legislative requirements. 

	The degree ofSupervision/Direction Received mayvary accordingto thejobgroup ofthe position,however,thereis abroadconsistencyin thefactors that aretaken into accountinassessingthe various degrees. Hereis one possiblewayof describingdegrees ofSupervision /Direction Received: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Close or Specific Supervision -Forbothunusual andrecurringtasks, specific assignments arecloselycontrolledby clear,detailed and specific instructions. Thepersonworks asinstructedand consultswiththe supervisor as needed on all matters not specificallycoveredin the original instructions. For some jobs, controlis imposedthroughthe structured nature ofthe workitself;forothers,itmaybecontrolledbythe circumstances in which itisperformed. In some situations,thesupervisormaintains control through review of workwhic

	• 
	• 
	Routine Direction -Instructions areprovidedin relationto individual or continuing assignmentsgenerally on whatis tobe done,limitations, qualityandquantityexpected,deadlines,andpriorityof assignments. The supervisor wouldprovide additional, specificinstructions on new,difficult, or unusualassignmentsorfeatures including, whennew techniques or practices are involved, on themethod of approach. The person uses initiativeincarrying out recurring assignments independentlywithoutspecificinstruction,butrefers devia

	• 
	• 
	GeneralDirection -Direction in relationto assignments is providedbythe supervisor defining objectives,priorities,anddeadlines,; and assistingthe subordinate withunusual situations whichdonothave clear precedents. Generalinstructions are provided, usuallycovering onlythebroader technical aspects oftheirwork. 


	The person would carryout andhandleproblems anddeviations in the work assignmentin accordancewithinstructions,policies,previous training, oracceptedpractices in the field. Therewouldbe some latitudein selectingthemost appropriatemethod and sequenceoftasks in completingtheassignment. The person maybe subjecttoprogress checks usuallyconfinedto ensuringthat,in broadterms,satisfactoryprogress is being made. 
	Completed workisusuallyevaluatedfortechnical soundness, appropriateness, and conformityto policy and requirements. The methods usedin arriving attheend results arenot usuallyreviewedin detail. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	LimitedDirection -Direction isprovidedin terms of aclearstatement of overall objectives andtheresources available. Thesubordinate and supervisor in consultationwoulddecideon theprojects and assignments to be carried out and setdeadlines. The person is fullycompetent andveryexperiencedin atechnical sense and requires little guidanceduringtheperformanceof assignments. The person wouldhave authorityto plan and carry outthe assignment, resolve most oftheconflicts which arise, exercise some latitude in modifying

	Completed workisreviewed onlyin terms offeasibility, compatibilitywith other work, or effectiveness in meetingdefined objectives. 

	• 
	• 
	BroadDirection -Direction isprovidedin termsofbroadlystated objectives, missionsorfunctions. The person has authoritytoplan,design, and carryoutprograms,projects,assignments or other work independentlyand exercises discretion onhow to achieve end results. Direction is throughestablishedprecedents in thefunctional area orby fairlyexplicitpolicy. Guidance maybe provided onwork whichinvolves new and sophisticatedtechniques or which relates to areas outside the person’s normal span ofactivity. The person wouldd


	Results ofthe work areconsidered as technicallyauthoritative and are normallyaccepted without significant change. Ifthe workisrevieweditis onlyin relation to suchmatters as fulfillment ofprogram objectives, effect of advice andinfluenceonthe overallprogram. 
	Guidelines playan important rolein routinizingworkprocesses andpermitting or constraining action anddecision-making. Afewlevels ofGuidelines canbe discerned. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Specific Guidelines -Specific,detailedguidelines covering allimportant aspects ofthework areprovided. Deviation mustbeauthorisedbythe supervisor. 

	• 
	• 
	Restrictive Guidelines -Procedures are established and anumberof specific guidelines areavailable. Thepersonis requiredto usejudgmentin selectingthemost appropriateguidelines, references, andprocedures for application andinmaking minor deviations in specific cases. Significant deviations orsituationsto which existingguidelines cannotbeapplied are referredto the supervisor. 

	• 
	• 
	GeneralGuidelines -Guidelines are availablebutarenot completely applicableto theworkorhavegaps in specificity. The person is requiredto use judgmentininterpreting andadaptingguidelines, such as departmentalpolicies, regulations,precedents andworkdirections,for applicationto specific cases or problems. 

	• 
	• 
	LimitedGuidelines -Administrative policies andprecedents areapplicable but are statedin generalterms. Guidelines forperformingthework are scarce oroflimited use. Theperson uses initiative in deviatingfrom traditional methods orresearchingtrends andpatterns to develop new methods, criteria orproposed new policies. 

	• 
	• 
	BroadGuidelines -Guidelines are broadlystated and nonspecific egbroad policystatements andbasiclegislationwhich require extensive interpretation. theoccupant must use judgment andingenuityin interpretingintent oftheguidelines thatdo existandin developing applicationsto specificareas of work. 


	SkillsandKnowledge 
	This factorrecognizes thatit is appropriate totake into account specific Skills and Knowledge that wouldusuallyberequiredto competentlyand successfully perform the duties oftheposition. Orput anotherway,the impactthatindividual attributes willhaveon theperformanceof the work athand. 
	At aconceptuallevel,Skill andKnowledgeareappliedtoinputs viathework process (an attributeofComplexity). ThetotalityofSkills andKnowledgein the workteam mustmatchtheComplexityof the work process overall. The Skill and Knowledge requirement of aparticularjobmust be matchedto thetasks, activities,functions,projects or programs for whichthe jobhas responsibility. 
	Knowledge concerns thenatureandextent of information orfacts whichaperson musthave command ofto perform at an acceptable standard andthe natureand extent oftheSkills neededto applythatknowledge. Information orfacts might cover suchthings as steps,procedures,practices,rules,policies,theories, principles, and concepts. 
	Knowledge can bemeasuredinterms ofbothdepth andbreadth. For example, a job mayrequire considerableknowledgeinaverynarrow sphere of activityora limited amountofknowledgeina widerange ofactivities. In this sense Knowledge is closelyrelatedto specialisation. 
	Specialisation as aconcept in itself,however,isnot areliableclassification factor. Highlyspecialisedjobsmayrange from those engagedin repetitive, clerical or routine manualtaskstotechnical andprofessionaljobs confinedto anareaof expertise of narrow scopebutof considerable depth. 
	Anumberofdegrees ofknowledgecanbedefined. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Basic Knowledge -Knowledge of simple, routineorrepetitivetasks or operations whichtypicallyinclude following step-by-stepinstructions and requiring no understanding ofpreceding or subsequent steps inthose operations and no previous training or experience. 

	• 
	• 
	ElementaryKnowledge -Knowledge of commonlyused rules,processes andbasic skills in routinetasks orstandardprocedures or processes requiring aknowledge of operations in the areaconcerned. Requires some previous experience orformal on-the-job orothertraining. 

	• 
	• 
	Intermediate Knowledge -Knowledge of abodyof standardised rules, procedures or operation requiring considerabletraining and experience to perform the full rangeof standard assignments andresolve recurring problems. 

	• 
	• 
	SubstantialKnowledge -This mayinvolveknowledgeof anextensivebody of rules,procedures oroperations requiring extendedtraining and experience to perform awide varietyofinterrelated or non-standard 


	procedural assignments and resolvea widerangeofproblems; orpractical knowledge of standardprocedures in atechnical field, requiring extended training orexperience,to perform suchwork as: 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	adapting equipment whenthis requires consideringthe functioning characteristics of equipment; 

	o 
	o 
	interpreting results oftests based onpreviousexperience and observations; or 

	o 
	o 
	extractinginformationfrom various sources when this requires consideration oftheapplicability ofthe information andthe characteristics andqualityofthe sources. 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Higher Knowledge -This mayinvolveknowledge(suchas wouldbe acquiredthrough atertiarydegreeordiploma course or its equivalentin experience,training orindependent study)of basicprinciples, concepts and methodologyof aprofessional or administrativefield or occupation and skillin applyingthis knowledge in carrying out assignments, procedures or operations; orpracticalknowledgeoftechnical methods to perform assignments,procedures oroperations;orpracticalknowledgeof technical methods to perform assignments such as

	• 
	• 
	• 
	ExpertKnowledge -Knowledge of awiderangeofprinciples, concepts and methodologyof aprofessional or administrativefield or occupation whichhas been gainedthrough extended experience or graduate study whichhas provided skillin carrying out significantlymore complexand difficult assignments,procedures oroperations; orcomprehensive, intensive,practicalknowledgeof atechnicalfieldand skillin applyingthis knowledge to thedevelopment of newmethods,approaches or procedures. 

	The concept of skillcovers avarietyofbehaviours,including: 

	• 
	• 
	Physical skills,includingdexterous manipulationoftoolsand material, driving skills, andkeyboard skills. 

	• 
	• 
	Problem solving, reasoning andcritical thinkingskills. 

	• 
	• 
	Communicationskills. Skills andKnowledge maybeof ageneralkind(thatis,theirpossessionand exercise are notlimitedto persons of aspecificoccupation), orbeoccupationspecific (and accordingly,expectedto be exercisedonlybypersons withspecific training and experience). Therelativeinfluence that one ortheothertypeof skill andknowledge willhave on theclassification levelofthe positionwilldepend on the actual work requirements oftheposition. 
	-



	Reasoning skillsincludes qualitativeandquantitative reasoning skills. But what are reasoning skills? 
	Research commissionedbytheAmericanPhilosophicalAssociation (APA)in1987 addressedthis issue. The APA studyidentifiedthefollowing six, which areoutlined attheend of thismanual(Facione 1990). 
	criticalthinking skills

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Interpretation 

	• 
	• 
	Analysis 

	• 
	• 
	Evaluation 

	• 
	• 
	Inference 

	• 
	• 
	Explanation 

	• 
	• 
	Self-regulation Criticalthinking skills mustbematchedto the assessedComplexityofthework of the position,whichvaries from Simple to MostComplex. 


	Communicationskillsinclude: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Oral, written and non-verbal communication skills 

	• 
	• 
	Interpersonal and organisational communication skills 

	• 
	• 
	Negotiation skills 

	• 
	• 
	Counselling, support and mentoring skills The type andlevel of communication skills requiredwilldepend upon other factors –forexample,thenatureand extent of anyrequirementto: 

	• 
	• 
	Supervise staff(Breadth) 

	• 
	• 
	Communicatewithexternal stakeholders (Ecology) 

	• 
	• 
	Communicatewithend-users/clients (Achievement) 


	Junor’s Hidden WorkProcess Skills (Junoret al.2008) as described atFigure 34 should alsobeidentified: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Interaction and relationship shapingskills: 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Set and maintain yourboundaries 

	o 
	o 
	Use non-verbal and verbal communication adaptively 

	o 
	o 
	Help shape others’ behaviour 

	o 
	o 
	Negotiate within &across authoritylines 

	o 
	o 
	Use intercultural competence 



	• 
	• 
	• 
	Coordinating skills: 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Prioritise, switch, sequenceyouractivities 

	o 
	o 
	Keeptrack;follow up; collectivelyinterweaveactivities 

	o 
	o 
	Maintain, rebalanceorrestoreworkflow;overcomeobstacles 



	• 
	• 
	Awareness Shaping skills: 


	o 
	o 
	o 
	Graspthe significanceof work contexts and situations 

	o 
	o 
	Monitoryourownand others’ reactions and awareness levels 


	o Assess and adjustimpacts ofyourown or workgroup actions EachACTPSgrade from 1to 11hasbeen associated with aparticularlevel of breadth ordepth ofHidden WorkProcess Skillsrequiredfor increasinglevels of participation intheorganization. 
	The identification of skill andknowledge requirements mayresultin the Directorate determining desired orrequiredqualifications (in additionto entry-level and mandatoryeligibilityqualifications forthe occupation). However,a qualification is not ajob-relatedfactor –itis acharacteristic ofpersonsinthe labourforce who may,byvirtueofholdingthequalification,beconsidered more suitable foremploymentintheposition than aperson who does not. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Qualificationsproperlyresideintheeligibility and selection criteria forthejob. 

	• 
	• 
	Similarly,WLSs do not specifytheexperiencerequiredtoperform workat aparticularlevel. This isa matterfortheDirectorate to determine when composing selectioncriteria. 

	• 
	• 
	Directorates should ensurethat essential anddesirable qualificationand experience requirements set outin selectioncriteria do not operateto exclude potential applicants. Atthe same time,Directorates should not understate these requirements. The objectiveis to recruithighlytrained and experienced applicants withtheattributesrequiredto achieve government andDirectorateobjectives. 


	The WLSs are deliberatelybroadin theirdescription ofthe skill andknowledge factor –itisintendedto providegeneralguidanceto assistDirectorates to rank their requirements. Skill andknowledge in themselves will notbeconclusivein determiningthe classification of aposition, exceptin verylimitedinstances where the role revolves aroundthe employee’s expertise, rather than theprocesses they are involved with. 
	EnvironmentalDemands 
	Finally,there willbesomecases whereEnvironmentalDemands shouldbetaken into accountindecision-making aroundjob classification. 
	While Skill andKnowledgehavebeen described as the impactthatindividuals will have on theperformanceofthework athand,EnvironmentalDemands arethe impactthatthework athandhas on individuals. Theyare the physically, mentally and emotionallytaxing aspects ofthe workthat areintrinsic to thejoborarise from ecologicalfactors,andwhich cannotbe controlled or amelioratedby changes in workpractice. 
	Environmentaldemands shouldbetakeninto accountin cases obviouslydifferent from the norm,byreason of: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the unusualnatureofthedemand relativeto otherpositions performing the same orsimilarduties, and 

	• 
	• 
	frequency,intensityand/orpersistenceof exposure, and 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	availabilityofoptions for workplace modificationandjob redesign that 

	would remove or ameliorate the specialfactor. Examples include: 

	• 
	• 
	Constant contact withdifficult clients in an isolated setting 

	• 
	• 
	Constantphysicaldiscomfort or nauseating work However,if anyofthesedisabilities arecompensatedfor bya separate allowance, no adjustmenttoclassification is required. From atraditional workvalueperspective, environmentaldemands form part of “the conditions underwhichworkisperformed.” Thedifference in work value between two jobs experiencingdifferent environmentaldemands mustbeso significantthattheadoption ofa higher classification wouldbejustified. 


	Environmentaldemands inthemselves shouldnot require ajobtobeclassified more than onelevelhigherthanthe other factors taken togetherwoulddictate. 
	APPLICATION 
	The CompensableFactors in theWLSs can beusedto describe workthat occurs in 
	avarietyof well-recognised contexts,including: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	advancedprofessional andtechnical practice and consultancy, and expert advisors –bringing specificexistingknowledgeandskills tobearon specific problems, 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	policyresearch and analysis,leadership of researchprograms, and business analysis –collation ofdata andinformation andthedevelopment of new knowledge as abasis fordecision-making, 

	• operational service delivery, operational management and operational support systems –“business-as-usual”,in accordance with standard procedures andISO9000qualitysystems, 

	• 
	• 
	project managementfunctions –the application of resources to develop new systems, standardprocedures, materials and methods to support operational change, 


	• operational changemanagement –the application ofnew systems, standardprocedures, materials and methods toachieve changes to service delivery, and achievement ofthebenefits of operational change. 

	JobAnalysis 
	JobAnalysis 
	BACKGROUND 
	Circumstances where JobAnalysis is required are: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Before anyjobis advertised, afulljob analysis willbe undertaken. 

	• 
	• 
	Job analysiswill alsobeappliedtothe creation of abroadband. 


	The startingpointforjobdesign isthe organisation of work withintheteam. An analysis of whatworktheteam overallis requiredto perform,the degree to whichitismeetingitsobjectives, andthe extentto whichtheteam ispresently unable to meetits objectives should allbe analysed. The competencies required to effectivelyperform the work shouldbeidentified, andthe kind of education andtraining, and skill and experiencerequired shouldbe identified. 
	Agencies will combinethesefactors into ajobdescription. 
	• The jobdescriptionis primaryevidenceupon whicha classificationdecision willbe made (bycomparisonwiththe WLSs). Therefore,the job description must address each ofthecompensable factors,to permitthe work requirements to be easilycomparedto theWLSs. 
	PROCEDURE 
	Write down whatthejob requirements willbe,usingthe attachedJobReport and Analysis Form. 
	i. Isthepositionatrainingposition? 
	• Ifyou answer “yes”,the classificationlevel andminimum starting salaryfor the positionwillbesetbydefault, and no furtherdecision regarding classification isrequired. 
	ii. Isthepositionanentrylevelposition,forwhichmandatoryoressential qualificationsapply? 
	• Ifyou answer “yes”,the classificationlevel andminimum starting salaryfor the positionwillbesetbydefault, and no furtherdecision regarding classification isrequired. 
	iii. Isthepositionanopenentryposition,withnospecificentryrequirements? 
	• Ifyou answer “yes”,the job canbeclassifiedin the lowestlevelin the 
	career cluster, and no furtherdecision regarding classificationis required. Ifthe jobis not antrainingposition or an entryleveljob,then adecisionwill need to be made abouttheclassification ofthe jobusingthe WLSs and otherworklevel indicators. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	First examine job attributes relatedto the Achievement, Complexity and Breadth factors. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Then applyconstraintsand opportunities entailedin the Ecologyfactor: 


	Arethereanyspecialcircumstancesthatapplydirectlytothejobunder examination(andthatwillcontinuetoapplyintotheindefinitefuture)thatwould makeadifferencetotheclassificationofthejob? 
	•

	3. Identify Skills andKnowledge requirements matchedto theprevious four Compensable Factors: 
	ArethereanyspecialSkillsandKnowledgerequirementsthatwouldmakea differencetotheclassificationofthejob? 
	•

	4. Rankthe five factors interms oftheirrelevance to the workofthe position,based onanassessment of: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	Theextenttowhichtheworkofthepositionisbalancedtowardsoutputsand outcomesand/ortransformationalprocessesand/ormanaginginputs. 

	•
	•
	•

	Theallocationofeffortbetweenthesethreeaspectsoftheposition. 

	•
	•
	•

	Howprominentorsubstantial,therefore,aretheresponsibilitiesand accountabilitiesentailedinthejobinrelationtoeachofAchievements,Complexity andBreadth. 

	•
	•
	•

	WhetherthejobhassignificantorunusualfactorsinitsEcologythatwarrant specialattentioninrelationtoitsclassification. 

	•
	•
	•

	WhetherthejobhassignificantorunusualSkillandKnowledgerequirements. 


	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Discardthe lowest rankedfactorfrom consideration. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Compare each oftheremainingfour factorswiththedescriptors foundin theWLSs. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Whatis theClassificationLevel ofthe highest rankedfactor?Is this assessment supportedbytheClassification Level foranyoftheotherthree factors (giving moreweightto higher rankedfactors in this comparison). 

	8. 
	8. 
	Compare the indicatedClassificationLevel withtheClassificationLevel of previouslyassessedpositions inthesameline ofwork, atlower,the same andhigherlevels. 


	Isthereareasontodistinguishthesituationofthispositionfromjobswiththe sameorsimilarresponsibilitiesandaccountabilitiesclassifiedatthesamelevel? 
	•

	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	Is the proposedClassificationLevel supportedby other WorkLevelIndicators? 

	10. 
	10. 
	Finally,is there aprima faciecaseto take into account unusual EnvironmentalDemands? 


	Iftheansweris“yes”,thenarethephysical,mentalandemotionaldemands ofthejobsufficienttowarrantahighergrading? 
	•
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	Pay andClassification – Glossary 
	Pay andClassification – Glossary 
	Band is acontractionofthe term PayBand.Forexample,PayBand1 signifies the salaryscale forLevel1in theproposedCommonClassification Scheme 
	Broadband means thecasewheretwo Classification Levels define the work requirements of aposition. Broadbandis thereforea term relation to . Thecorrespondingterm relatingtois SalaryScale. Anemployee becomes foradvancementfrom thelowerClassification Levelto the higherClassificationLevel oncetheyhave met criteria relative to qualifications, competency,timeatLevel, satisfactoryperformanceatLevel, etc. An employee maybe advancedto thehigherClassification Levelonce work atthehigherlevelis available tobeallocatedto
	classification
	pay
	eligible

	Common Classification Scheme (or CCS) means theproposed new 11-level classification structure. EachLevel in the CCSisdefinedby WorkLevelIndicators 
	Level: is acontractionofthe term Classification Level.For example Level1 signifies ClassificationLevel1in the proposed Common Classification Scheme 
	Minimum CompetencyFramework(or MCF) isa frameworkforguidingdecision making around recruitment andlearning anddevelopment. It specifies the absolute minimumdegreeof occupational competencyrequired at aLevel, expressedin relation to AQFlevels 1throughto5. The MCF ifthe usual orrequired occupational competencies requiredtoperform the duties of the position arehigher. Butthe MFCincases where occupational competencies are specifiedfor the position(forexample,project management competencies forICTprofessionals, m
	maynot apply
	will apply
	additional 

	Minimum EmployabilitySkills (or MES) is aframeworkforspecifyingACTPS-wide expectations aboutworkperformance. TheMES specifies the lowestlevel of workperformance relative to the following eight generic skills: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Communication 

	• 
	• 
	Teamwork 

	• 
	• 
	Problem solving 

	• 
	• 
	Initiative and enterprise 

	• 
	• 
	Planning and organizing 

	• 
	• 
	Self management 

	• 
	• 
	Learning 

	• 
	• 
	Technology 


	The MESis based on theemployability skills entailedin the core competencies of the Public Service TrainingPackageat AQFlevels 1throughto6. However,the NationalTrainingFramework establishes acommon standard of employability skills at eachAQFlevel. The adoptionbyDirectorates of employabilityskills from othertrainingpackages insuitable cases wouldnotundermine the proposedMES framework. 
	The MESdoes not applyifthe usual or requiredoccupational competencies requiredin the positionentail ahigher level of performance. 
	PayPoint means oneofthe55 salarylevels intheproposedSharedSalarySpine (SSS) or asalarylevelin the Band11ExtendedRange oftheSSS. 
	SalaryScale isa generic term relatingto pay. TheSalaryScale for aparticular categoryof employeeorspecified class of work maybe comprised of: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Asingle PayPoint(e.g. UnqualifiedDentalAssistant) 

	• 
	• 
	Two or more paypointsdrawn from asingle PayBand(for example, CorrectionalOfficerLevel3) 

	• 
	• 
	Two or more paypointsdrawn from twoormorePayBands (forexample, HealthProfessionalLevel2) 

	• 
	• 
	All ofthe salarypoints inan approvedBroadband(notingthatthis is a specific exampleoftheimmediatelyforegoinggeneral case). 


	WorkLevelIndicators (WLIs) are the materials that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	describe the work requirements of actualpositions, 

	• 
	• 
	define work requirements at eachLevelin theCCS, and 

	• 
	• 
	provide guidance anddirection onthe classification of aposition. WLIs include: 

	• 
	• 
	Jobdescriptions and otherevidenceabout thework requirements for a position(e.g. thelevel andtypeof occupationalcompetencies required, the nature oftheachievements required oftheposition,thecomplexity andbreadth ofthework, ecology,andthe specialdemands ofthe position) 

	• 
	• 
	WorkLevelStandards 

	• 
	• 
	Minimum CompetencyFramework 

	• 
	• 
	Minimum EmployabilitySkills 

	• 
	• 
	The classificationoftrainingpositions 

	• 
	• 
	The classificationof entrylevelpositions for which essentialqualifications are required 

	• 
	• 
	Policies,guidancematerial anddirections issuedbythe Head ofService 


	(e.g. Classification Handbook) 
	WorkLevelStandards provide ameans of assessingtheLevel of aposition in terms of sixCompensableFactors: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Achievements 

	• 
	• 
	Complexity 

	• 
	• 
	Breadth 

	• 
	• 
	Ecology 

	• 
	• 
	Skills andKnowledge (including occupation-specificskills andknowledge) 

	• 
	• 
	EnvironmentalDemands 



	What are CriticalThinkingSkills?
	What are CriticalThinkingSkills?
	27 

	Interpretation:To comprehend and express themeaning or significance of awide variety of experiences, situations,data,events,judgments, conventions,beliefs, rules,procedures or criteria. 
	Analysis:To identifytheintended and actual inferential relationships among statements,questions,concepts,descriptionsor other forms of representation intendedto express beliefs,judgments,experiences, reasons,information,or opinions. 
	Evaluation:To assess the credibilityof statements orotherrepresentations which are accounts ordescriptions of aperson's perception, experience, situation, judgment,belief, oropinion; andto assess the logical strength oftheactual or intendedinferential relationships amongstatements,descriptions,questions or other forms of representation. 
	Inference:To identifyand secureelements neededto draw reasonable conclusions;to form conjectures andhypotheses;toconsiderrelevant information andto educetheconsequences flowingfrom data, statements, principles, evidence,judgments,beliefs,opinions,concepts,descriptions, questions, orotherforms of representation. 
	Explanation:To state the results of one's reasoning;to justifythat reasoningin terms ofthe evidential, conceptual,methodological, criteriological and contextual considerations uponwhich one's results were based;andto present one's reasoningin theform of cogent arguments. 
	Self-regulation:Self-consciouslyto monitor one's cognitive activities,the elements usedin thoseactivities,andthe results educed,particularlybyapplying skills in analysisand evaluation to one's own inferentialjudgments witha view towardquestioning, confirming, validating, or correcting eitherone's reasoning or one's results. 
	(Facione 1990) 
	27 

	ACTPublicServiceClassification Review:Element 5 ClosingReport 
	Breadthordepthofskillrequiredforincreasinglevelsofparticipation28 , 
	Breadthordepthofskillrequiredforincreasinglevelsofparticipation28 , 
	Breadthordepthofskillrequiredforincreasinglevelsofparticipation28 , 

	TR
	1. Familiarisation: Shared capability building’ 
	2 Automatic fluency 
	3 Proficientproblem-solving 
	4 Creative solution sharing 
	5 Expert system shaping 

	ACTPSGRADE: 
	ACTPSGRADE: 
	Levels1and2 
	Levels3&4 
	Levels5&6 
	Levels7,8&9 
	Levels10&11 

	SkillSetsandElements-
	SkillSetsandElements-
	Participateasanovice,by buildingproficiencythrough observation,practice,talk andreflection 
	Participateasapracticed performer,independently andautomaticallyapplying learning. 
	Carryonautomaticallywith operationsalreadylearned, whilstfocusingatthesame timeonsolvingproblems.’ 
	Participateasanexperienced problem-solvertocreatenew solutions. 
	Helpembedpractical knowledgeorinnovationin anongoingworksystem 

	A.Awarenessshapingskills:Capacityto-A1 Graspthe significance of work contexts and situations A2 Monitor your own and others’ reactions and awareness levels A3 Assess and adjust impacts of your own or workgroup actions 
	A.Awarenessshapingskills:Capacityto-A1 Graspthe significance of work contexts and situations A2 Monitor your own and others’ reactions and awareness levels A3 Assess and adjust impacts of your own or workgroup actions 
	Learn your job contexts, demands and impacts 
	Automaticallymonitor the work situation, and evaluate its impacts 
	Monitor contextsand impacts whilst focusing on solving problems 
	Share situational awareness and new solutions in workplace 
	Understand systems and your positioning and capacityfor influence within them 

	B. Interaction&relationshipshapingskills: CapacitytoB1 Set and maintain your boundaries B2 Usenon-verbal and verbal communication adaptively B3 Help shape others’ behaviour B4 Negotiatewithin& across authority lines B5 Useintercultural competence 
	B. Interaction&relationshipshapingskills: CapacitytoB1 Set and maintain your boundaries B2 Usenon-verbal and verbal communication adaptively B3 Help shape others’ behaviour B4 Negotiatewithin& across authority lines B5 Useintercultural competence 
	-

	Learn to gaincooperation by enacting your role with assurance 
	Adroitly negotiate boundaries and perspectives 
	Manage challenging communication issues whilst solving practical or relational problems 
	Contributeimaginatively to shapingroles, communications, and intercultural understandings 
	Make consistent use of coalitions or communication systems to change environment or culture 

	C.Coordinatingskills: Capacityto-C1 Prioritise, switch, sequence your activities C2 Keep track; follow up; collectively interweave activities C3 Maintain, rebalance or restoreworkflow; overcome obstacles 
	C.Coordinatingskills: Capacityto-C1 Prioritise, switch, sequence your activities C2 Keep track; follow up; collectively interweave activities C3 Maintain, rebalance or restoreworkflow; overcome obstacles 
	Learn how tofocus, sequence and link work activities, minimising disruptionand imbalance 
	Smoothly link uptasks, and interweave your contribution with those of others 
	Through anticipation and readjustment, rectify emerging problems whilst maintainingworkflow 
	Use informalapproaches to streamline work processes and overcome setbacks 
	Develop systems for jugglingorganisational demands sustainably 

	Figure 34: Taxonomy of Hidden Work Process Skills 
	Figure 34: Taxonomy of Hidden Work Process Skills 


	(Junor etal. 2008) 
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	JOBREPORTAND ANALYSISFORM JobParticulars 
	JOBREPORTAND ANALYSISFORM JobParticulars 
	Program 
	Program 
	Program 

	Directorate 
	Directorate 

	Division, Agency or Office 
	Division, Agency or Office 

	Branch 
	Branch 

	Work unit 
	Work unit 

	Work location 
	Work location 

	Is this a new job? 
	Is this a new job? 
	Yes / No 
	Please attach a copy of the BusinessCase 

	Current classification (if any) 
	Current classification (if any) 

	Position number (if any) 
	Position number (if any) 


	RespondentDetails 
	RespondentDetails 
	Family name 
	Family name 
	Family name 

	Given names 
	Given names 

	Job title 
	Job title 

	Classification 
	Classification 

	Work unit 
	Work unit 

	Work location 
	Work location 

	Position number 
	Position number 

	Phone number 
	Phone number 

	Email address 
	Email address 

	Signature 
	Signature 


	Attachments 
	Attachments 
	Attachments 

	Previous job description or duty statement (if any) 
	Previous job description or duty statement (if any) 
	√ 

	Previous selection criteria (if any) 
	Previous selection criteria (if any) 
	√ 

	Organisation chart 
	Organisation chart 
	√ 

	Business case (for new positions) 
	Business case (for new positions) 
	√ 

	Other supporting evidence (e.g. job descriptions for identical 
	Other supporting evidence (e.g. job descriptions for identical 
	√ 

	positions in other agencies) 
	positions in other agencies) 

	Authorisation 
	Authorisation 

	Supervisor’s / manager’s comments and recommendation 
	Supervisor’s / manager’s comments and recommendation 
	√ 

	Director’s authorization 
	Director’s authorization 
	√ 

	Delegate’s approval 
	Delegate’s approval 
	√ 




	OVERVIEW 
	OVERVIEW 
	Generaldescription ofthe work requirements ofthe job, andthe context within whichthe duties ofthe position are to be performed 
	Generaldescription ofthe work requirements ofthe job, andthe context within whichthe duties ofthe position are to be performed 
	WhichGovernmentprogram oragencyfunction does the position support? 
	(e.g.acutementalhealth,publicrealmassetmaintenance,strategichuman resources) 
	What are the main outputs and outcomes required ofthis program orfunction? 
	(Thatis,whatarerequired?) 
	results

	Who are the main clients of and stakeholders intheprogram orfunction? 
	What are the main providedbythe position? (Thatis,isdone?) 
	services
	what

	What are the main undertaken bytheposition? (Thatis,isitdone?) 
	activities
	how

	Whatis theoccupationofthe position? 
	(e.g.accountant,databasemanager,businessanalyst,electrician,physiotherapist) 
	What education,training,qualifications, occupational registration and experience wouldusuallyberequiredforemploymentinthis occupation? 
	NOTE Thisinformationisrequiredtodetermineifmandatoryqualificationsapply,andto assistindraftingselectioncriteria,but,exceptforentry-leveljobs,willnot normallyinfluencethedecisionontheclassificationoftheposition. 

	ACHIEVEMENTS Responsibility and accountabilityfor and 
	ACHIEVEMENTS Responsibility and accountabilityfor and 
	outputs
	outcomes 

	What specificprogram orproject outputs andprogram outcomes istheposition responsible andaccountable for? 
	directly

	What specificprogram orproject outputs andprogram outcomes istheposition responsible and accountable for? 
	indirectly

	(Thatis,whatisthespecificcontributionofthepositiontotheteam’ssuccess? 
	Whatis thenatureandextent ofthe benefits arisingfrom theprogram orproject? What responsibilitydoes theposition have for securingthese benefits?What activities is thepositionrequiredto undertaketo maintain theflow ofbenefits? 


	COMPLEXITY 
	COMPLEXITY 
	Responsibility and accountabilityfor –including diversity of workprocesses, coordination ofinputs, andthe nature andquality of reasoning anddecision-making required 
	Responsibility and accountabilityfor –including diversity of workprocesses, coordination ofinputs, andthe nature andquality of reasoning anddecision-making required 
	transformationofinputs 

	Describe the main tasks,activities andfunctionsthe positionis requiredto perform. 
	Are anyofthetasks, activities,functions, etc. undertaken bythe position especiallycomplexorelaborate? 
	Is the position responsibleforplanning and coordinatingthetask,activities and functions ofotherpersons?Describe the extent ofthe planningand coordination function?What aspectsof this role are especiallycomplexorelaborate? 
	What novel anddifficultproblems ariseforthisposition? 
	What nature andqualityof reasoning andproblem-solvingis required ofthe occupant oftheposition? 
	Whatlevel ofjudgmentanddecision-makingis requiredto be exercisedbythis position? 
	Whatlevel of advice, counsel and recommendations does the positionprovideto otherdecision-makers? 


	BREADTH 
	BREADTH 
	Responsibility and accountabilityfor –people, assets andfinancial resources 
	Responsibility and accountabilityfor –people, assets andfinancial resources 
	inputs

	Is the position responsibleforthe day-to-day supervision anddirection of staff? 
	Ifthe answeris “YES”… Whatis thesizeofthework unitthe position supervises, andhow manystaff reportdirectlyto the position?Does the positionsupervise avarietyof occupations? 
	Is the position responsibleforthe professionalandtechnical supervisionand development of staff? 
	Ifthe answeris “YES”… Describe the natureand extent oftheseresponsibilities? 
	Is the position responsibleforsupervision of orliaisonwith contractors or suppliers? 
	Ifthe answeris “YES”… Describe the position’s relationship with contractors or suppliers 
	Does the positionhaveresponsibilityfor public assets?If so,to what value? 
	Does the positionhaveresponsibilityfor expenditure and consumables?If so, within whatlimits? 
	Does the positionhaveresponsibilityfor producingincome?Is theworkunit whollyorpartially “off-Budget”? 
	Whatformaldecision-makingpowers does thepositionholdin relationto people, assets andfinancial resources?Identifywhat type(s) andlevel(s) ofdelegation the positionholds. 

	ECOLOGY The context within whichthe duties ofthe position are to be performed 
	ECOLOGY The context within whichthe duties ofthe position are to be performed 
	NOTE: AspectsofEcologymayexertaninfluenceoverotherfactors,including Achievement,Complexity,Breadth,andSkillsandKnowledge. 
	Whatdegree of supervision anddirectiondoestheposition receive? 
	Whatlevel ofindependenceand autonomyhas the position been given?What opportunityand scopeexists for the occupantofthe jobto modifythetask or role over time to meet emergent circumstances? 
	What establishedprocesses, methods andpolicies are available to guidethework ofthe position?What clarity and extent ofguidance is available? 
	Conversely, whatis theextent of ambiguity, uncertaintyand volatilitythatthe occupant oftheposition mustdealwith? 
	What standards –includingprofessional standards,technical standards, accreditation requirements, and codes ofpractice –is the positionrequiredto complywith? 
	Are there special communityand social expectationsto take account of? What are the rights andinterests of stakeholders?Arethere anyspecial consultative requirements? 
	Does the regulatoryand legal environmentimpose specific requirements and limitations? 
	To whatdegree will consumer,humanrights and anti-discrimination legislation have an impact onthework of the position? 
	What relationships existwithother publicsector organisations &otherlevels of government(e.g. throughCOAG and ministerial councils). 
	What special standardsofgovernanceand reportingmustbe adheredto? 


	SKILLS ANDKNOWLEDGE 
	SKILLS ANDKNOWLEDGE 
	The level of skill andknowledge requiredto competentlyperform the duties of the position 
	The level of skill andknowledge requiredto competentlyperform the duties of the position 
	NOTE: 
	NOTE: 
	NOTE: 
	Thelevelofskillandknowledgedescribedheremustbejustifiedby referencetotheworkrequirementsdescribedunderAchievement, Complexity,BreadthandEcology. 

	NOTE: 
	NOTE: 
	Discussbothgeneralskillandknowledge,andoccupation-specificskilland knowledgehigherthanthatrequiredforentrytotheoccupation. 


	Achievement 
	Complexity 
	Breadth 
	Ecology 


	ENVIRONMENTALDEMANDS Physical, emotional and mentaldemands ofthe workthat are unusuallytaxing 
	ENVIRONMENTALDEMANDS Physical, emotional and mentaldemands ofthe workthat are unusuallytaxing 
	NOTE Thespecialdemandsidentifiedinthissectionmustbeclearlydifferentfrom theusualphysical,emotionalormentaldemandsonjobsofthesame occupation,atthesameclassificationlevel,performingthesameorvery similarduties. 
	Whatis theevidencefortheexistenceof special demands affectingthisposition? 
	Whatis/are the natureandintensityof the specialdemands? 
	What are the expected effects ofthespecialdemands on theoccupantof the position? 
	Are the specialdemands always present? 
	Ifthe answeris “NO”… 
	How frequentlyare the specialdemands experienced? 
	Whatprotective equipment, workplacemodification or jobdesignoptions have been orcouldbeemployedto removeoramelioratethe specialdemands? 
	Are persons in this occupation entitled under anindustrial award or agreementto be paid anyallowance,oraccrueadditionalleave,or receive anyother employmentbenefit onaccount ofthe specialdemands? 
	CLASSIFICATIONPROPOSAL 
	Ifthe position currently exists,is achange in classificationproposed? 
	How is theclassificationof the job –or change ofclassificationofthejob – justifiedon thebasisof: 
	Achievement? Factor rank –1 2 3 4 5 
	Complexity? Factor rank –1 2 3 4 5 
	Breadth? Factor rank –1 2 3 4 5 
	Ecology? Factor rank –1 2 3 4 5 
	Skills andKnowledge? Factor rank –1 2 3 4 5 
	NOTE: Discussgeneralskillandknowledge,occupation-specificskilland knowledgehigherthanthatrequiredforentrytotheoccupation. 
	both
	and

	EnvironmentalDemands? 
	What other WorkLevelIndicators were usedtodetermine the ClassificationLevel ofthe position? 

	SUPERVISOR’SCOMMENTSANDRECOMMENDATION 
	SUPERVISOR’SCOMMENTSANDRECOMMENDATION 
	The supervisor ofthe positionmustindicate here ifthe statements madein this document are accurate and complete,andidentify and correct anypotentially misleading statements. 

	DIRECTOR’SAUTHORISATION 
	DIRECTOR’SAUTHORISATION 
	DELEGATE’SAPPROVAL 
	Annexe L: PROPOSED QUALIFICATION STANDARD 
	MandatoryQualifications 
	MandatoryQualifications 
	Amandatoryqualificationis: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	arequirement expressedin an act, regulationorother legislative instrument ofthe Territory or the Commonwealththathas theeffect of restricting employmentinan occupationtopersons who meet criteria set outinthe act, regulationor instrument, or 

	•
	•
	•

	arequirementdeterminedin accordancewithanact,regulation orother legislative instrument oftheTerritoryortheCommonwealththathas thesame effect. 


	Aperson will notbeeligibleforemployment inanoccupationto whicha mandatoryqualificationapplies unless the person holds the necessary mandatory qualification. 
	An employee will notperform orcontinue to performthe duties of an occupation to which amandatoryqualification appliesunless the employee holds and continues to holdsthenecessary mandatoryqualification. 
	The Head ofService mayissueguidelines anddirections on themanagement of mandatoryqualifications in the ACTPS,includingthe use ofmandatory qualifications inrelationto: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	entryto atraininggrade 

	•
	•
	•

	entryto anyoccupation at any classification level 

	•
	•
	•

	entryinto aposition(whetherby appointment,transfer or promotion) 



	EssentialQualifications 
	EssentialQualifications 
	An essentialqualificationis aqualification (other than amandatoryqualification) whichtheHead ofServicedetermines is necessaryfor the occupant ofaposition to holdfortheefficientandeffectiveperformanceofthe work oftheposition. 
	The Head ofService maydetermine essentialqualifications: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	for entryto atraininggrade 

	•
	•
	•

	for entryto anyoccupation at any classificationlevel 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	for entryinto aposition(whether by appointment,transfer or promotion) 

	Before the Head ofService determines that aqualification isanessential qualification,heorshemust besatisfiedthat: 

	•
	•
	•

	the qualificationmeetsthecontemporary standardfor entryto the occupation 

	•
	•
	•

	if entryto theoccupation is subjectto amandatoryqualification,whetheritis desirable or justifiableto determinea furtheressentialqualification 

	•
	•
	•

	possession ofthequalification willmaterially contribute to theabilityofthe occupanttomeetthestandards of performance expected ofthe position,taking into accounttheduties and responsibilities, occupation and classification level of the position 

	•
	•
	•

	determination of an essentialqualification willmateriallycontributetothepresent andfuture capabilityofthe ACTPSto meet its objectives. The Head ofService mayidentifywhichsubstantiallysimilarqualifications,or 


	combinationofqualifications and relevant experience, are equivalentto an essentialqualification. 
	The Head ofService mayissueguidelines anddirections on themanagement of essentialqualifications in the ACTPS. 

	DesirableQualifications 
	DesirableQualifications 
	Adesirable qualificationis aqualification (otherthan amandatoryoressential qualification)whichanAgencydetermines may be appropriate fortheoccupant of apositionto holdfor the efficient and effective performance ofthework ofthe position. 
	The Head ofService mayissueguidelines anddirections on themanagement of desirable qualifications intheACTPS. 
	Annexe M: PROPOSED CADET ENTRY STANDARD 
	Annexe M: PROPOSED CADET ENTRY STANDARD 
	Cadetis adeclaredtraininggrade. 
	The classificationlevel of aCadetis Level2. 
	Access to acadetshipisopen to eligible personsbe on thebasis ofcompetitive selection. 
	Aperson is eligibleforappointment asa Cadetif: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	The person is presentlyenrolled as astudentinanAustralian educational institution. 

	•
	•
	•

	The person is presentlyenrolledin aprogram of studyleadingto aprofessional entryqualificationrequiredforentryto atechnical orprofessional occupation in demandin theACTPublic Service. 

	•
	•
	•

	The person has achieved ahighacademic standardintheirstudyto date. 

	•
	•
	•

	The person agrees to completetheprogram of studyin: 


	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	the minimum timeforastudent enrolledin the program on afull-timebasis, or 

	2. 
	2. 
	the minimum timeforastudent enrolled on apart-time basis, or 

	3. 
	3. 
	suchtimeas mayotherwisebeagreed,but notlessthan thetimerequired under 1, and no morethanthetime required under2. 


	ACadet willbe appointed as atemporaryemployeefor aperiod not exceeding five years,including anyperiod of employment extendingbeyondtheend ofthe program of studyin accordancewiththe nextparagraph. 
	Upon successful completion oftheir program ofstudy,the Cadet willbeadvanced to the appropriateclassification level andpaypoint specifiedintheCommon ProfessionalEntryScale. 
	The appointment ofaCadetto an ongoing substantive entrylevelposition in the ACTPSfollowingthesuccessful completionofthe approvedprogram ofstudyis not an appealabledecision. 
	In this section: 
	The term means aprofessionaloccupationdeclared bythe Head ofService from timeto timeas being an occupationin demand. 
	occupationindemand

	The term Australian educationalinstitution means an AustralianRegistered TrainingOrganizationoran Australianuniversity. 
	means aqualification necessaryforentryto aprofession. 
	Professional entryqualification 

	Aincludes thecasewheretheemployee is requiredto complete two ormorerelatedprograms thattogetherprovide the skills andknowledge requiredfor entryto theprofession. 
	program of study


	Annexe N: PROPOSED APPRENTICE ENTRY STANDARD 
	Annexe N: PROPOSED APPRENTICE ENTRY STANDARD 
	Apprentice is adeclaredtraininggrade. 
	Access to an apprenticeshipis open toeligiblepersons be on thebasisof competitive selection. 
	Aperson is eligibleforappointment asan Apprentice if: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	The person is presentlyenrolled oris eligibletobe enrolled as astudentin an approved apprenticeshipprogram 

	•
	•
	•

	The person is presentlyenrolled oragrees thattheywill enrollin an apprenticeship program leadingto anoccupational entryqualification requiredforentryto atrade in demandin theACTPublicService. 

	•
	•
	•
	•

	The person agrees to completetheapprenticeship program in: 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	the minimum timeforapersonenrolledin the program on afull-time basis, or 

	2. 
	2. 
	the minimum timeforapersonenrolled on apart-time basis, or 

	3. 
	3. 
	suchtimeas mayotherwisebeagreed,but notlessthan thetime required under 1, and no more than thetimerequired under 2. 




	An Apprentice willbeappointed as atemporary employee fora period not exceedingfive years,including anyperiodof employment extendingbeyondthe end ofthe apprenticeshipprogram in accordance withthe nextparagraph. 
	Upon successful completion oftheir apprenticeshipprogram,the Apprenticewill be advancedto theappropriatepaypointinLevel3,being: 
	•
	•
	•
	•

	In the case of apersonawarded aCertificateIII,paypoint10 

	•
	•
	•

	In the case of apersonawarded aCertificateIV,paypoint12 

	•
	•
	•

	In the case of apersonawarded aDiploma,paypoint14 


	The appointment ofanApprentice to an ongoing substantive entrylevelposition in the ACTPSfollowingthesuccessful completion ofthe approved apprenticeship program is not anappealable decision. 
	In this section: 
	The term trade in demand means an occupation declaredbythe Head of Service from time to time as being atradeindemand. 
	Annexe O: COMMON PROFESSIONAL ENTRY SCALE 
	Annexe O: COMMON PROFESSIONAL ENTRY SCALE 
	Annexe O: COMMON PROFESSIONAL ENTRY SCALE 

	Qualificationheld 
	Qualificationheld 
	Minimumcommencingsalaries 

	TR
	TD
	Figure

	Salaryband 
	Paypoint 
	Salary 

	The employee holds a professional entry diploma or equivalent qualification at AQF level 5 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 2 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry diploma or equivalent qualification at AQF level 5 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 2 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 3 
	5 
	$51,084 

	The employee holds a professional entry advanced diploma or associate degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 6 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 2 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry advanced diploma or associate degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 6 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 2 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 4 
	1 
	$52,252 

	The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 3 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 3 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 4 
	2 
	$55,948 

	The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 4 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification at AQF level 7 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 4 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 4 
	5 
	$57,235 

	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 5 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 5 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 5 
	3 
	$61,275 

	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 6 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 6 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 6 
	1 
	$65,601 

	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 7 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 7 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 6 
	4 
	$70,233 

	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 8 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	The employee holds a professional entry qualification at AQF level 7 or AQF level 8 or AQF level 9 or AQF level 10 awarded by an Australian Registered Training Organisation or university following the completion of a relevant program of study of 8 years duration (or part-time equivalent) 
	Band 7 
	2 
	$75,191 


	Figure 35: Entry Level Salary – Common Professional Entry Scale 
	means aqualification necessaryforentryto the profession. 
	Professional entryqualification 

	• The term does includehigherdegrees that entailthe acquisitionof specialized oradvanced skills andknowledgethat wouldbe relevanttothe performance ofduties athigherlevels oftheclassification structure. 
	not

	Aincludes thecasewherethe employee has completedtwo or more relatedprograms thattogetherprovidetheskills andknowledge required for entryto theprofession. 
	program of study

	In the case thatthequalification heldbythe employee has notbeen awardedby an Australian RegisteredTrainingOrganisation or an Australian university,the Head ofService mayidentifywhichsubstantially similar qualification,or combinationofqualification and relevant experience (including anoverseas qualification and experience)willbetaken to be equivalentto thespecified Australian qualification. 
	Annexe P: TRANSLATIONOFKEYCLASSIFICATIONGROUPS 
	Annexe P: TRANSLATIONOFKEYCLASSIFICATIONGROUPS 
	Annexe P: TRANSLATIONOFKEYCLASSIFICATIONGROUPS 

	Paypoint no. 
	Paypoint no. 
	Band 
	Level 
	Annual salary 
	Includedclassifications 

	1 2 3 4 
	1 2 3 4 
	Band 1 
	1 2 3 4 
	$38,010 $38,884 $39,779 $40,693 
	HSO2, GSO2 

	5 6 7 8 9 
	5 6 7 8 9 
	Band 2 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$41,629 $42,587 $43,566 $44,568 $45,594 
	ASO1 Cadet, TTO ICT Trainee HSO3, GSO3, FSO3 BSO 3/4 SSHSO 3/4 HSO4, GSO4, FSO4 

	10 11 12 13 14 
	10 11 12 13 14 
	Band 3 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$46,642 $47,715 $48,812 $49,935 $51,084 
	ASO 2, Dent Rec, SASS2 Paralegal 1 HSO 5, GSO 5, FSO 5 HSO 6, GSO 6, FSO 6 SSTO1, TO 1, FTO 1 Ranger 1, SGR Stores Supervisor 

	15 16 17 18 19 
	15 16 17 18 19 
	Band 4 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$52,258 $53,460 $54,690 $55,948 $57,235 
	SSS1 ASO 3, SASS3 HSO 7 PO 1 lower SSTO 2, TO 2, FTO 2 lower ITO 1 lower Ranger 2, Park Ranger 1 Legal 1, Paralegal 2 Trust Off 1 lower SSS 2 lower 

	20 21 22 23 24 
	20 21 22 23 24 
	Band 5 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$58,551 $59,898 $61,275 $62,685 $64,126 
	SSS 2 upper ASO 4, SASS 4, WCO 4 HSO 8 PO 1 mid, GAA SSTO 2, TO 2, FTO 2 upper ITO 1 upper Vet 1 lower Legal 1, Paralegal 3 Trust Off 1 lower (+ pp25) Ranger 3, Park Ranger 2 SSS 3 

	Paypoint no. 
	Paypoint no. 
	Band 
	Level 
	Annual salary 
	Includedclassifications 

	25 26 27 28 29 
	25 26 27 28 29 
	Band 6 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$65,601 $67,110 $68,654 $70,233 $71,848 
	ASO 5, WCO 5 HSO 9 PO 1 upper TO 3, FTO 3 ITO 1 extended Legal 1 Senior Park Ranger 3 Vet 1 upper Legal 1 Trust Off 2 lower 

	30 31 32 33 34 35 
	30 31 32 33 34 35 
	Band 7 
	1 2 3 4 5 6 
	$73,501 $75,191 $76,921 $78,690 $80,500 $82,351 
	Vet 2 lower (up to pp 43) ASO 6, WCO 6 HSO 10 PO 2, TO 4, ITO 2 Legal 1 Trust Off 2 upper (+ pp 36) 

	36 37 38 39 40 
	36 37 38 39 40 
	Band 8 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$84,245 $86,183 $88,165 $90,193 $92,267 
	Principle Research Officer Legal 1 

	41 42 43 44 45 
	41 42 43 44 45 
	Band 9 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$94,389 $96,560 $98,781 $101,053 $103,377 
	SO C, WCM C SITO C, SPO C HP 4 SOT C Legal 1 upper 

	46 47 48 49 50 
	46 47 48 49 50 
	Band 10 5 
	1 2 3 4 5 
	$105,755 $108,187 $110,676 $113,221 $115,825 
	SO B, SITO B SPO B, Vet 3 HP 5 SOT B Legal 1 top 

	51 52 53 54 55 
	51 52 53 54 55 
	Band 11 
	1 2 3 4 
	$118,489 $121,215 $124,003 $126,855 $129,772 
	SO A, SITO A SPO A, SPO A Eng HP 6 Legal 2 Vet 4, Vet 5 

	Table 36: Translation of key classification groups 
	Table 36: Translation of key classification groups 


	Table 37(following)shows how the SSS wouldbe updatedtotake accountthe increase to ACTPS rates ofpayand maintaininternal relativities within theSSS. 
	Annexe Q: SHARED SALARY SPINE UPDATEDTO 1JULY 2012 
	Annexe Q: SHARED SALARY SPINE UPDATEDTO 1JULY 2012 
	Annexe Q: SHARED SALARY SPINE UPDATEDTO 1JULY 2012 

	SSS based on HSO2 at 18/8/2011 
	SSS based on HSO2 at 18/8/2011 
	SSS pay point 
	Band 
	Pay point 
	SSS based on HSO2 at 1/7/2012 

	38,010 
	38,010 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	39,340 

	38,884 
	38,884 
	2 
	2 
	40,245 

	39,779 
	39,779 
	3 
	3 
	41,171 

	40,693 
	40,693 
	4 
	4 
	42,118 

	41,629 
	41,629 
	5 
	2 
	1 
	43,086 

	42,587 
	42,587 
	6 
	2 
	44,077 

	43,566 
	43,566 
	7 
	3 
	45,091 

	44,568 
	44,568 
	8 
	4 
	46,128 

	45,594 
	45,594 
	9 
	5 
	47,189 

	46,642 
	46,642 
	10 
	3 
	1 
	48,275 

	47,715 
	47,715 
	11 
	2 
	49,385 

	48,812 
	48,812 
	12 
	3 
	50,521 

	49,935 
	49,935 
	13 
	4 
	51,683 

	51,084 
	51,084 
	14 
	5 
	52,871 

	52,258 
	52,258 
	15 
	4 
	1 
	54,088 

	53,460 
	53,460 
	16 
	2 
	55,332 

	54,690 
	54,690 
	17 
	3 
	56,604 

	55,948 
	55,948 
	18 
	4 
	57,906 

	57,235 
	57,235 
	19 
	5 
	59,238 

	58,551 
	58,551 
	20 
	5 
	1 
	60,600 

	59,898 
	59,898 
	21 
	2 
	61,994 

	61,275 
	61,275 
	22 
	3 
	63,420 

	62,685 
	62,685 
	23 
	4 
	64,879 

	64,126 
	64,126 
	24 
	5 
	66,371 

	65,601 
	65,601 
	25 
	6 
	1 
	67,897 

	67,110 
	67,110 
	26 
	2 
	69,459 

	68,654 
	68,654 
	27 
	3 
	71,057 

	70,233 
	70,233 
	28 
	4 
	72,691 

	71,848 
	71,848 
	29 
	5 
	74,363 

	SSS based on HSO2 at 18/8/2011 
	SSS based on HSO2 at 18/8/2011 
	SSS pay point 
	Band 
	Pay point 
	SSS based on HSO2 at 1/7/2012 

	73,501 
	73,501 
	7 
	1 
	76,073 

	75,191 
	75,191 
	31 
	2 
	77,823 

	76,921 
	76,921 
	32 
	3 
	79,613 

	78,690 
	78,690 
	33 
	4 
	81,444 

	80,500 
	80,500 
	34 
	5 
	83,317 

	82,351 
	82,351 
	6 
	85,233 

	84,245 
	84,245 
	36 
	8 
	1 
	87,194 

	86,183 
	86,183 
	37 
	2 
	89,199 

	88,165 
	88,165 
	38 
	3 
	91,251 

	90,193 
	90,193 
	39 
	4 
	93,350 

	92,267 
	92,267 
	5 
	95,497 

	94,389 
	94,389 
	41 
	9 
	1 
	97,693 

	96,560 
	96,560 
	42 
	2 
	99,940 

	98,781 
	98,781 
	43 
	3 
	102,239 

	101,053 
	101,053 
	44 
	4 
	104,590 

	103,377 
	103,377 
	5 
	106,996 

	105,755 
	105,755 
	46 
	10 
	1 
	109,457 

	108,187 
	108,187 
	47 
	2 
	111,974 

	110,676 
	110,676 
	48 
	3 
	114,549 

	113,221 
	113,221 
	49 
	4 
	117,184 

	115,825 
	115,825 
	5 
	119,879 

	118,489 
	118,489 
	51 
	11 
	1 
	122,637 

	121,215 
	121,215 
	52 
	2 
	125,457 

	124,003 
	124,003 
	53 
	3 
	128,343 

	126,855 
	126,855 
	54 
	4 
	131,295 

	129,772 
	129,772 
	5 
	134,314 

	Table 37: Shared Salary Spine reflecting 3.5% increase on 1 July 2012 
	Table 37: Shared Salary Spine reflecting 3.5% increase on 1 July 2012 



	Annexe R: LEGAL INSTRUMENTS 
	Annexe R: LEGAL INSTRUMENTS 
	This Annexe lists Acts,Award,Agreements and relatedlegalinstruments referred to in thisReview. 
	Notes: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Unlessotherwiseindicated,orclearfromlabelingorcontext,theinstruments listedhererelatetothefederaljurisdictioninAustralia. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Afurtherseriesoflistingsofenterpriseawardsandmodernawardsrelevantto ACTPSemployees(in-scopeandout-of-scope)areatAnnexesE,FGandHofthe ReportonElement4ofthisReview(O’Shea2012b,pp.49-52). 

	3. 
	3. 
	AfurtherlistingofAPSEnterpriseAgreements towhichtheReviewhasreferred isatAnnexeFoftheReportonElement2ofthisReview(O’Shea2011,pp.144-146). 


	Actew-AGL andCombinedUnions Enterprise Agreement 2008, ACTIONEnterprise Agreement2010-2013[AE888431PR514844AG2011/12174]. AffinityElectricalTechnologies Collective Agreement2007-2012 Anasson Painting andMaintenance PtyLtdEmployee Collective Agreement2009 APSSEPCase, seeAustralianPublicServiceStructuralEfficiencyPrincipleCasein 
	1989-1990. 
	Australian Public ServiceStructuralEfficiencyPrinciple Case in 1989-1990. 
	AwardModernisation (AM2008/1–12)[2008]AIRCFB1000,19December2008 (Stage1Decisions). 
	AwardModernisation (AM2008/1–12)[2008]AIRCFB717,12September2008 (StatementandStage1ExposureDrafts). 
	AwardModernisation (AM2008/13–24)[2009]AIRCFB50,23January2009 (Stage2ExposureDrafts). 
	AwardModernisation (AM2008/25-63)[2009]AIRCFB826,4September 2009 (Stage3). 
	AwardModernisation (AM2008/5,7 and13–24)[2009]AIRCFB 345,3April2009 (Stage2Decisions). 
	AwardSimplification DecisionAIRCFBDec1533/97MPrintP7500,23December 1987. 
	Bank ofQueensland, seeMolankaPtyLtd;D.A.ManagementPtyLtd;ReiconnPty Ltd(EM2009/1)[2010]FWAFB2890,19April2010(BankofQueensland). 
	Baulderstone BuildingAustralianCapitalTerritoryAgreement2009-2011 
	BCCSalariedStaffAward, seeBrisbaneCityCouncilSalariedStaffAward2004. 
	Brighton Australia(ACT)/CFMEUCollectiveAgreement2011-2014. 
	Brisbane CityCouncilSalariedStaffAward2004[AP843647]. CapitalLines andSignsCollectiveAgreement2007-2012 Clean CityServices ACTPtyLtdEnterprise Agreement2008 Construction ControlOneEmployment andAdministration PtyLtd/CFMEU(ACT) 
	Collective Agreement2009-2011 
	CPSU(Salaries andConditions ofService)ACTPublic SectorAward1998 CR&SS andCFMEUCollective Agreement2009-2011 
	Crown Employees (Department ofArts-Sport andRecreation -Centres and AcademyManagers)Award2006[1635](NSW). 
	Crown Employees (PublicSector-Salaries 2008)Award(NSW). Department ofJustice&CommunityServices Enterprise Agreement2010-2011. DownerEDIWorks (Queanbeyan/ACT)CollectiveAgreement2008. ECA, seeEmploymentConditionsAustralianCapitalTerritoryPublicSectorAward 
	2000. 
	Ecowise Services (Australia)PtyLtdEmployeeCollective Agreement2009-2014 EmploymentConditionsAustralian CapitalTerritoryPublic SectorAward2000. EmploymentConditionsAward, seeEmploymentConditionsAustralianCapital 
	TerritoryPublicSectorAward2000. 
	EqualPay(Amendment)Regulations 1983(UK). EqualPayAct1970(UK). EqualRemuneration Case2011,FairWorkAustralia FullBench,16May[PR052011] Fair Work(TransitionalProvisions andConsequentialAmendments)Act2009. Fair WorkAct2009. Fair WorkRegulations 2009. FWAct, seeFairWorkAct2009. GEShaw &Associates(ACT)PtyLtdEnterpriseAgreement GeneralService Officers andRelatedClassifications (Australian CapitalTerritory 
	Public Sector)Award2001. 
	GSOAward, seeGeneralServiceOfficersandRelatedClassifications(Australian CapitalTerritoryPublicSector)Award2001. 
	Gungahlin ConcreteServices PtyLtdEmployee Collective Agreement2008 Health andCommunityEmployees Psychologists (State)Award2012 HealthProfessionals andSupportServices Award2010. 
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	Annexe U: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 


	How didthe Review come about? 
	How didthe Review come about? 
	The Review arose froman agreementbetween trade unions andtheACT Governmentin 2010 

	What were the aims ofthe Classification Review? 
	What were the aims ofthe Classification Review? 
	The aims oftheReviewwere to: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Achieve greater consistencyacross theACTPublic Service (ACTPS)in classifyingpositions andto improve wage equitybetween positionshaving equivalent worklevel standards and work value requirements. 

	• 
	• 
	Facilitate recruitmentto theACTPSbymakingthe competencies, qualifications and remuneration levels forACTPSvacancies more accessible, andintelligible,to potential applicants. 

	• 
	• 
	Improve mobilitywithintheACTPSbyremoving structuralbarriers. 

	• 
	• 
	Accommodate thechanging needs of amodern public sector workforce, includingtheconsideration of the mosteffective wayof movingto asingle salaryspine. 

	• 
	• 
	Rationalise and simplifytheclassification structure for the ACTPS,in order to improve administrativeefficiency. 



	Which classifications were in-scope for the Review? 
	Which classifications were in-scope for the Review? 
	Over 30 employment streams, and193individualclassification levelswere in-scope forthereview. Numerically,themostimportant ofthesearetheASOs, Senior Officers, andHealthProfessionals. However,the review also extendedto buildingandhorticulturaltrades employees,legal officers, correctional officers, disabilitysupport officers,health care assistants,public affairs officers, information technology officers, and many more besides. 
	Takinginto accountthenumber ofprofessional,technical andtrades disciplines and occupationsincludedin the larger heterogeneous employment streams (e.g. ASOs,healthprofessionals,andthebuildingtrades)the Review encompassed over 200distinct occupations. 
	In some ways,itisperhaps easierto saywhichemployment categories were EXCLUDED, namely: 
	• StatutoryOfficeHolders,Directors-General,Executives,Bus Drivers, TransportOfficers,Teachers,AmbulanceOfficers,Fire Brigade Officers, MedicalOfficers andNursingStaff. 

	How was the Review conducted? 
	How was the Review conducted? 
	External consultants wereengagedto undertake research and analysis and make recommendations in relationto the aimsoftheReview. The Review was conductedin accordancewith awork plan agreedtobyJointCouncil.The consultants consultedwith unions, agencies and external organisations,and were provided with regular advice,guidanceandfeedbackbyan AdvisoryPanel comprised of representatives ofACTHealth,TAMS andJACS,the CPSU,AMWU, APESMA,HSUEast,NUW,CFMEUandthe electrical andplumbingbranches ofthe CEPU. Project manageme

	Where do Ifindthe consultants’ detailedfindings and recommendations? 
	Where do Ifindthe consultants’ detailedfindings and recommendations? 
	There is awebsite fromwhich allfiveoftheconsultants’ reports can be downloaded: 
	http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/governance/public/classreview 
	http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/governance/public/classreview 


	What are main reformsproposedbythe consultants? 
	What are main reformsproposedbythe consultants? 
	The main reforms can beorganised as follows: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Structural reforms –includingtheorganisationofrelated occupations into fourCareer Clusters,the new classificationstructure, andthe Minimum CompetencyFramework. 

	• 
	• 
	Salaryreforms –includingthenew SharedSalarySpine, and associated simplification and rationalisation ofsalary scales. 

	• 
	• 
	Administrative andprocedural reforms –including new approaches to broadbanding, new rules aboutattraction and retention incentives, and policies relatingto engagement and advancement oftrainees, apprentices and cadets. 



	Whatis aCareer Cluster? 
	Whatis aCareer Cluster? 
	ACareer Cluster is agroup ofoccupations relatedbycommon professional knowledge and skill andcommoncompetencies. The Career Cluster is proposed as the basisforstructured, strategicand sustainable workforce planning and workforce capabilitydevelopment, andprovidea framework withinwhichACTPS employees undertake lifelonglearning andpursue fulfilling careers. 

	How to Career Clusters relate to classification structures? 
	How to Career Clusters relate to classification structures? 
	AllCareer Clusters would use asingleACTPS-wide classification structure. Regardless ofthe Cluster an occupationis assignedto,the samebasicrules willbe usedto classifyjobs. Cluster-and occupation-specific skills andknowledgewould be justoneofthefactors use to classify ajob inthe new classificationsystem. 

	How do Career Clusters relate to salary? 
	How do Career Clusters relate to salary? 
	AllCareer Clusters would access the proposedSharedSalarySpine, with adaptations as requiredto reflecttheparticularneeds of majoroccupations within eachCluster. 
	As well, auniform subset of salarypoints in theSharedSalarySpine wouldbe specified as minimum salarypoints for diploma-anddegree-qualified new entrants to most occupations in the ACTPS. 

	What changes to classification arrangements are recommended? 
	What changes to classification arrangements are recommended? 
	On the basis of research of cases inAustralia andinternationally,theconsultants concludedthatthework of allin-scope classifications couldbedescribedby reference to six compensablefactors: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Achievement –The characteroftheoutputs andtheimpact ofoutcomes arisingfrom theperformanceofthework. 

	• 
	• 
	Complexity –The diversityandtypeoftasks,activities,functions, programs orprojects tobeundertaken. Thelevel andtype ofjudgment, reasoning andproblem-solving requiredto effectthe necessary transformations. 

	• 
	• 
	Breadth –The span of control,useof resources, andlevel andtype of authorityoftheposition. 

	• 
	• 
	Ecology –thecontext within whichthe duties ofthe position areto be performed. 

	• 
	• 
	Skills andKnowledge –including occupational skills andknowledge,jobspecific skills andknowledge,employability skills, andpersonal skills requiredto competentlyperform theduties oftheposition. 
	-


	• 
	• 
	EnvironmentalDemands –anyphysically, mentally and emotionallytaxing aspects oftheworkthat cannot be ameliorated. 



	How would occupational skill andknowledge affectthe classification of ajob? 
	How would occupational skill andknowledge affectthe classification of ajob? 
	Occupational skillandknowledgewould affectthe classification ofthejob in two main ways: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	For traininggrades (e.g. cadet)and occupational-entrylevelpositions (e.g. graduate engineer)the classification (and minimumcommencing salary) wouldbe set automatically –therewouldbe no needfor Directorates to formallyclassifyjobs ofthesekinds. 

	• 
	• 
	For jobs above theoccupational entrylevel, occupationalskill and knowledge at ahigherlevelthanthat required atthe entrylevel wouldbe 


	taken into account,,to determine the classificationofthe job. 
	in conjunction with othercompensable factors


	Whatimpactdoes the possession of aqualification have on the classification of a job? 
	Whatimpactdoes the possession of aqualification have on the classification of a job? 
	In most cases,thequestionof whatqualificationis requiredflows fromdecisionmaking about whatthepurpose ofthe job willbe (notthe otherwayaround). 
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	As mentioned above,foroccupational-entrylevel positions(e.g. provisionalpsychologist)the classification (andminimum commencing salary) wouldbe set automatically. Forconsistency,jobs athigherlevels in the same occupationmust alsoholdthisqualification. Occupational entry qualifications do not,therefore,havea more generalinfluenceon classification. 

	• 
	• 
	Athigherclassificationlevels,however,thespecification ofhigherlevel occupational skill andknowledge may entailthe occupant ofthejob holding afurtherqualification that meets the specific higherlevel requirements ofthe job. Thequalifications mightbe occupation-specific 


	(e.g. completion of aspecialised masters levelprogram in clinical psychology)orjob-specific (e.g. Diploma in HealthService Management). 

	Whatpart will occupational competencies playin classification ofjobs? 
	Whatpart will occupational competencies playin classification ofjobs? 
	Occupational competencies wouldbe dealt within asimilarwayto occupation-specific andjob-specificqualifications, as described above. Thatis,thesewould figure in theoverall assessment oftheskillsandknowledge requiredto perform the duties oftheposition. But the classificationof ajob will alwaysinvolve competencyrequirements being assessedinconjunction with other. 
	compensable factors


	Do specific qualifications and competencies form part ofthe classification system? 
	Do specific qualifications and competencies form part ofthe classification system? 
	No. The purposeoftheproposed classificationsystem is to ensure thatalljobs are classifiedfairlyand consistently,regardless of occupation, specificoccupational entryrequirements, and specific competencies. 

	How will specific qualifications and competencies for ajobbe determined? 
	How will specific qualifications and competencies for ajobbe determined? 
	The qualifications apersonmaybe requiredto possess andthe competencies theymayberequiredto demonstratearerelevantto makingdecisions abouthow likelyitis thattheywillbeableto meet the work requirements adequatelywell. 
	There wouldbe two ways in whichthequalificationsand competencies required to do aparticularjobwouldbespecified: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	APublic SectorManagementStandard woulddeterminemandatory qualifications –occupational entry requirements thatthe employermust complywith. 

	• 
	• 
	After theyhave analysedthework requirements,Directorates would decide whether additional, non-mandatoryqualificationswouldbeeither essential ordesirable. Directorates will continueto record work requirements in ajob specification/duty statementandthe qualification and competencyrequirements ina personspecification/selection criteria. 



	What willthe new classification structure looklike? 
	What willthe new classification structure looklike? 
	The new classificationstructurewouldhave 11levels and applyto allin-scope employment categories. 

	Is 11levels too manyfor a“simplified” classification system? 
	Is 11levels too manyfor a“simplified” classification system? 
	11levels is certainlymorethanmost occupations have access to atthepresent time. The consultants tookthe view that: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the ACTPSis sufficientlydiverse in structureand service delivery models that more levels wouldprovide awiderrange of workteam design options than wouldfewerlevels, 

	• 
	• 
	to describe the full extent of allpossible careers,the lowestlevels andthe highestlevels of workmustbetakeninto account –for example,Health Care Assistant2(new Level2)throughto seniorprofessional manager (new Level11), andtrades assistant(Level2)tosenior construction project manager(Level11) –plus everypossiblespanand combinationinbetween, 

	• 
	• 
	the practicein likecases –e.g. NHSUK, various Australian stateandlocal government authorities –suggests that10-14levels are required. 



	How willthe classification of ajobbe decided? 
	How willthe classification of ajobbe decided? 
	The classificationof ajob wouldbe based on adetailed analysis ofthejob requirements, and assessment ofthejobrequirements againstthesix compensablefactors. 
	The firstfive compensablefactors generallyincrease in value from Level1to Level 
	11. The sixthfactor –Environmental Demands –is assessed separately, withthe resultthat aclassification one level higher than might otherwisebeappropriate wouldbe justifiedinsomecases. 
	In afew cases (especiallyinrelationto skill andknowledge requirements), alevel in the classificationstructure shares aclassification descriptorwiththelevel above. However,the offactor descriptions at eachlevelisunique. 
	combination

	The consultants haveprepared adraftClassification Handbook anddraftjob analysis questionnaireto assist assessors to classifyjobs. 

	Whatis the Minimum CompetencyFramework? 
	Whatis the Minimum CompetencyFramework? 
	The Minimum CompetencyFramework(MCF)provides adefaultlevel offormally recognised competency,as abasis for: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Establishingforthefirsttime adefault level ofcompetencyand educational completion required at eachlevel ofthe classification structure,to support workforce development,learning and development, and careerdevelopment activities in the ACTPS. 
	minimum 
	formal 


	• 
	• 
	Definingtheminimum level of competency requiredfor entryto eachlevel ofthe classificationstructure,for occupationswhere entry and advancement requirements are not otherwisealreadywell-established. 

	• 
	• 
	Identifyingtheminimum required at eachlevel ofthe classification structure,to establish agenerallevel of workperformance across the ACTPS. 
	employability skills 




	How have the AQFlevels ofthe MCFbeen identified? 
	How have the AQFlevels ofthe MCFbeen identified? 
	The AQFlevels have been established on thebasis of an expert consultancy undertaken forthe ACTPSin 2005-2007. The consultant examined approximately 1,100jobdescriptions representing all occupationsacross the ACTPS and cataloguedthecompetencies required at each classification levelin each employment stream. 
	The ClassificationReview consultantstookthisresearchinto account when buildingthenew classification structure, anddevelopingproposals about the assignment of existinggrades to the new classification structure. 
	As well,the Classification Review consultants identified what nationally recognisedqualifications an employee would needtoholdtobeassuredof meetingthecompetencyrequirements identifiedbythe 2005-2007 research. 

	How wouldthe MCFbe implemented? 
	How wouldthe MCFbe implemented? 
	The ClassificationReview consultantsanticipate thatthe MCF wouldbeusedin the followingways: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	To set abaseline, atthewhole-of-Servicelevel,for essential anddesirable qualifications,whichwould applyin all caseswhere an occupationis not alreadygovernedbya well-definedqualificationframework. 

	• 
	• 
	To define the minimumtraining requirements for specific occupations, when there are otherwise no standards applying. 

	• 
	• 
	ApplyingtheMCFto setthelowestlevel of educational accomplishment requiredin personal career development andlearning anddevelopment plans. 

	• 
	• 
	ApplyingtheMCFto setthelowest acceptable level of workperformance in personalperformancemanagement plans,by reference to employability skills. 

	• 
	• 
	To stimulate acquisitionof qualifications andbuildbench strengthby establishingbothsalarybarriers andaccelerated advancementprovisions for staff who acquirethespecified minimum qualifications. 

	• 
	• 
	UsingtheMCFqualifications to determine eligibilityforentryto various levels in the classificationstructure. 



	What are the benefits ofthe MCFfor the employer? 
	What are the benefits ofthe MCFfor the employer? 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The MCFprovides awhole-of-Service focus forlearning anddevelopment and career development activities. 

	• 
	• 
	Bytappinginto externalindustry standards,the adoptionoftheMCF reduces duplicated effort. 

	• 
	• 
	It ensures that competencyis assessedbyreferenceto well-established external standards. 

	• 
	• 
	It alsopromotes thedevelopment of commoncompetencies and employabilityskills thatcan be appliedwith equalconfidencein a multitude of settings. 



	What are the benefits ofthe MCFfor employees? 
	What are the benefits ofthe MCFfor employees? 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The MCF would make plain theminimum competencies requiredto follow acareer in the ACTPS. 

	• 
	• 
	It wouldpromote theacquisitionof nationally recognisedqualifications that wouldbefullyportablewithin theACTPS. 

	• 
	• 
	The MCF wouldimprove the fairness and objectivityof assessment of employees’ skills andknowledge. 

	• 
	• 
	In conjunctionwiththeproposed salarybarriers and accelerated advancementprovisions,theMCFprovides rewards for staff who setand achieve learning anddevelopmentgoals. 



	Ientered my occupation following completion of aprofessionaldegree. Does the MCF applyto me? 
	Ientered my occupation following completion of aprofessionaldegree. Does the MCF applyto me? 
	The MCF onlyapplies atLevels 8,9,10 and11 ofprofessional,technical andtrades occupations,forworkthatis notdirectly relatedto the technical content ofthe occupation. Work attheselevels commonly requires some degree of management responsibilityto be exercised,andit wouldtherefore be expected that occupants ofjobs atthese levels wouldholdformal competencies ina 
	The MCF onlyapplies atLevels 8,9,10 and11 ofprofessional,technical andtrades occupations,forworkthatis notdirectly relatedto the technical content ofthe occupation. Work attheselevels commonly requires some degree of management responsibilityto be exercised,andit wouldtherefore be expected that occupants ofjobs atthese levels wouldholdformal competencies ina 
	management-relatedfield atDiplomaorhigher level(e.g. MasterofHealth Administration). 


	Whatis the SharedSalarySpine? 
	Whatis the SharedSalarySpine? 
	The SharedSalarySpine (SSS)provides anew basis for administering salaries in the ACTPS. It replaces all salarypoints inall salaryscales forallin-scope employment categories. 

	How has the SharedSalarySpine been constructed? 
	How has the SharedSalarySpine been constructed? 
	The consultants wererequiredtoundertakeresearchto identifyhow ACTPS salaries comparedto salaries paidto employees oflike employers,forlike work under similarconditions. This researchincluded: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Analysingtheannual surveyof APS salaries, 

	• 
	• 
	Examiningindustrial awards andagreements, 

	• 
	• 
	Obtaining salarysurveymaterialfrom APESMA,CPSUand othersources, 

	• 
	• 
	Analysingtheoutcomeof the EqualRemuneration Case. 


	The lowest salaryoftheHSOLevel2($38,010 at18August2011)wasidentified as representing afairmarket rate forentryto employment,forpersons withlimited skill requiredtoundertake basic duties. Usingthis salarypointwould also havethe effect of restoringparitybetween GSOandHSOgrades 2to 6. 
	The 75thpercentileoftheAPSEL 2salarysurveydata (2010Mercer APS salary surveydata, upliftedby3% =$128,335)was identified as asuitablemaximum salary benchmarkforthemost seniornon-Executive gradesin the SeniorOfficerand seniorprofessional/technical vocational streams. 
	To create asuitableincrement structureto spanthese benchmarks, aseries of salarypoints was createdbyincreasing the HSO2base salaryby2.3%, and repeatingthis untilthesalarymarginally exceededthe APSEL 2benchmark ($129,772). 
	There are 55paypointsin total. Thesehavebeen dividedinto 11standard salary bands. Band1hasfourpaypoints. Band7hassix paypoints. All otherbands have five paypoints. 
	Under the standard model, each salaryband corresponds to oneofthe11 classification levels. (Exceptions to this model are discussedbelow.) 

	Whatis asalary scale? 
	Whatis asalary scale? 
	Asalaryscale is selection ofpaypoints from theSharedSalarySpine. Asalary scale maycontainonly asingle paypoint, althoughthis caseisunusual.The selection of salarypoints from the SharedSalarySpine maybeconsecutive,ornot consecutive. 

	Whatis the Uniform SalaryScale? 
	Whatis the Uniform SalaryScale? 
	The Uniform SalaryScale(USS)is the11-band salarysystem thatis matchedto the 11-level classificationstructure. Each salarybandis asequenceof consecutivepay points drawn from theSSS(in most cases,five). The USS would applytomost occupations and most jobs. 

	Whatis aCategory-Specific SalaryScale? 
	Whatis aCategory-Specific SalaryScale? 
	ACategory-Specific SalaryScale(CSSS)is asalaryscale intendedto meetthe special needs ofparticularoccupations or employment categories, wheretheUSS would notbeentirelysuitable. Forexample: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The salarypoints thatdefinetheskills-based career advancement arrangements forCorrectionalOfficers havebeenmappedinto theSSSon apointbypointbasis. 

	• 
	• 
	The extended salaryscale forLegal1that wasfirst establishedin 1989has been rebuilt using suitablesalarypoints from theSSS. 

	• 
	• 
	The most recentlyapproved classification and salarystructure for Prosecutors has been mappedinto the SSS onapointbypointbasis. 

	• 
	• 
	Dentists havea uniquesalaryscalethat has been designedto reflectthe market rates for this occupationaroundAustralia. 

	• 
	• 
	An interim mapping ofCanberraLinen Service staffinto theSSShasbeen proposed, subjectto furtherinvestigation ofthe most suitable classification structureforthis business in the longterm. 

	• 
	• 
	HealthProfessionalLevels 2and3 wouldtranslate to special scales that reflectthe findings ofthemarket rates research. 

	• 
	• 
	Radiation Therapistswould retaina unique salary scale that recognises the distinct wagefixinghistoryfor this group. 


	All salarypointsin aCategory-Specific SalaryScale are drawn from the SSS. 
	The consultants haveidentified cases wherethe parties should consultwitha view to later translatingcategories onspecial salary scales into theUSS, and suggestthat allcategories arereviewed overtime. 

	Whatis the Common ProfessionalEntryScale? 
	Whatis the Common ProfessionalEntryScale? 
	The Common ProfessionalEntryScale(CPES)has beenproposedtointroduce salaries forthemajorityofdiploma-anddegreequalifiedprofessionals. TheCPES would applyin allCareer Clusters. 
	uniform minimum entrylevel 
	-

	How are the diversity of salary scales andthe classification system tiedtogether? 
	Regardless of whether the USS, aCSSS orthe CPES applies, where the salaryscale for aposition spansmorethan one payband,the work requirements ofthe positionwould varywiththeoccupant’s progressionthroughthesalaryscale. The work requirements of apositionwould matchthe WLSfor the classificationlevel to whichtheoccupant’s current salary corresponds. 
	Whatpayincreases will arise from the implementation ofthe SharedSalary Spine? 
	There wouldbe nouniform percentagepayincrease stemmingfrom theReview. In part,this is because: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the SSSis completelydifferentin structurefrom existing salaryscales, and shares no paypointswiththose scales 

	• 
	• 
	various employment categories wouldtranslateinto salaryscales thathave afewer or agreater numberof salarypoints 


	The exactincreasewouldthereforedepend on: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The current classificationlevel oftheposition 

	• 
	• 
	The numberof salarypoints in the corresponding existing salaryscale 

	• 
	• 
	The new classificationlevel 

	• 
	• 
	The numberof salarypoints in the corresponding new salaryscale 


	More fundamentally,theconsultants have recommendedthat classifications which are furthestbehind external salarybenchmarks should receive larger increases. 

	What willtrainees be paid? 
	What willtrainees be paid? 
	The consultants haveproposedthat the ACTPS monitor Fair WorkAustralia’s review oftraineeships and apprenticeshippay rates, and adopttheoutcomeof that case. 
	The consultants havenotedthat the ACTPSdoes notpresentlyapplytheNational TrainingWagestandardfortrainees undertaking aCertificate IVprogram, and have recommended corrective action. 

	What will apprentices be paid? 
	What will apprentices be paid? 
	The consultants haveproposedthat the ACTPS monitor Fair WorkAustralia’s review oftraineeships and apprenticeshippay rates, and adopttheoutcomeof that case. 
	The consultants haverecommendedtheintroduction of aCategory-Specific Salary Scale foradult apprentices that wouldbemadeup ofthe topthreesalarypoints ofthe new Level2 salaryband. 

	Who is eligible for employment as aCadet? 
	Who is eligible for employment as aCadet? 
	Aperson whois enrolledin aprofessional entry course atDiploma,Advanced Diploma,AssociateDegree,Degree,GraduateCertificate orGraduate Diploma level,leadingto entryto aprofessionindemandin the ACTPS. The new-style Cadet would combinetheCadet,CadetProfessional andTrainee TechnicalOfficer. 

	What willCadets be paid while they are studying? 
	What willCadets be paid while they are studying? 
	Cadets wouldbe paid100%oftheband2salarywhile theyworkfull-time, and about55%ofthat ratewhiletheystudyfull-time. 
	The consultants havealso recommendedthat intermediate arrangements –e.g. full-time studyandpart-timework –couldbeaccommodatedbycorresponding intermediate rates ofpay. 

	What willCadets be paid after theygraduate? 
	What willCadets be paid after theygraduate? 
	Graduates wouldbe paidin accordancewiththe CPES,depending on thelevel of qualification attained. 

	How willtrainees, apprentices and cadets be employed? 
	How willtrainees, apprentices and cadets be employed? 
	The consultants haverecommendedthat all trainees,apprentices and cadets be employedin fixedterm contracts of upto five years, which wouldinclude: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The expectedduration oftheirtraining,plus 

	• 
	• 
	Upto two years employmentfollowingthe successfulcompletion oftheir training 


	The contractterm wouldincludea period ofprobation. Ifthe employeefinds further permanent orlong-term temporaryemploymentin the ACTPS, no further probationaryterm wouldbenecessary. 
	Ifthe employee fails tosuccessfullycomplete their training,theiremployment maybe terminated. Ifthere is no ongoing openingfor the trainee, apprenticeor cadet,theiremployment wouldexpireattheend oftheir initialcontract. 

	Whatpay rates are proposedfor trades-qualified staff. 
	Whatpay rates are proposedfor trades-qualified staff. 
	The consultants haveproposeddifferent minimum commencing salaries for tradespersons depending on whether: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Entryto thetraderequires completionof athree-year or afour-year apprenticeship 

	• 
	• 
	The qualification attainedfollowingthe apprenticeshipis aCertificateIIIor aCertificate IV 

	• 
	• 
	The tradesperson holds asecondtradequalificationrequiredbythe employer 

	• 
	• 
	The tradesperson holds an advancedtradeortechnicalqualificationatthe Diploma level 


	These minimum commencing salaries operate in asimilar waytotheCPESthat applies tonew and recentgraduates,anddo not reflect anylevel of work experience. 

	Whatfurther pay reform is proposedfor trades-qualified staff? 
	Whatfurther pay reform is proposedfor trades-qualified staff? 
	The consultants havenotedthat separate disability,industry,licenseandtool allowances are notgenerallypaidin the private sector buildingand construction industryin theACT andNSW. Theconsultants have recommendedthat,ifthe industrialparties wishto adopt externalbenchmark salaries,this mustbeonthe basis thattheremunerationarrangements in the public sectormirrormore closely the “total remuneration” approachfoundinthe private sector. 
	The consultants haveidentifiedpayments made in the private sector that are not appropriate in thepublicsector, such as paymentsto private sectorbuilding industryredundancyschemes. 
	Followingtheincorporation of disability allowances into baserates ofpay,the classification ofaposition woulddepend on anassessmentbeing madeofthe physical, mental and emotional demands ofthejob,throughthecompensable factorcalledEnvironmentalDemands. 
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	1 
	18 
	DELETE: “: only 1.17% of current APS employees have advanced within their agency’s broadband system (State of the Service 20092010 2010, p.110)” 
	-
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	120 
	NOTE re Annexe C: The General Manager of Canberra Linen Services, Michael Trushell, was consulted on 1 August 2011. 

	2 
	2 
	107 
	DELETE: “as we pointed out in our Element 1 report, only 1.2% of APS employees actively benefit from these arrangements” REPLACE: “remaining 98.8%” with “proportion”. 

	3 
	3 
	35 
	DELETE: “:only 1.17% of current APS employees have advanced within their agency’s broadband system (State of the Service 20092010 2010, p.110)” 
	-











